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Plants having enhanced yield-related traits and a method for 
making the same

The present invention relates generally to the field of molecular biology and concerns a 

method for improving various plant growth characteristics by modulating expression in a plant 

of a nucleic acid encoding a GRP (Growth Related Protein). The present invention also 

concerns plants having modulated expression of a nucleic acid encoding a GRP，which plants 

have improved growth characteristics relative to corresponding wild type plants or other control 

plants. The invention also provides constructs useful in the methods of the invention.

The ever-increasing world population and the dwindling supply of arable land available for 

agriculture fuels research towards increasing the efficiency of agriculture. Conventional means 

for crop and horticultural improvements utilise selective breeding techniques to identify plants 

having desirable characteristics. However，such selective breeding techniques have several 

drawbacks，namely that these techniques are typically labour intensive and result in plants that 

often contain heterogeneous genetic components that may not always result in the desirable 

trait being passed on from parent plants. Advances in molecular biology have allowed 

mankind to modify the germplasm of animals and plants. Genetic engineering of plants entails 

the isolation and manipulation of genetic material (typically in the form of DNA or RNA) and the 

subsequent introduction of that genetic material into a plant. Such technology has the capacity 

to deliver crops or plants having various improved economic，agronomic or horticultural traits.

A trait of particular economic interest is increased yield. Yield is normally defined as the 

measurable produce of economic value from a crop. This may be defined in terms of quantity 

and/or quality. Yield is directly dependent on several factors，for example，the number and 

size of the organs，plant architecture (for example，the number of branches)，seed production， 

leaf senescence and more. Root development，nutrient uptake，stress tolerance and early 

vigour may also be important factors in determining yield. Optimizing the abovementioned 

factors may therefore contribute to increasing crop yield.

Seed yield is a particularly important trait，since the seeds of many plants are important for 

human and animal nutrition. Crops such as corn，rice，wheat，canola and soybean account for 

over half the total human caloric intake，whether through direct consumption of the seeds 

themselves or through consumption of meat products raised on processed seeds. They are 

also a source of sugars，oils and many kinds of metabolites used in industrial processes. 

Seeds contain an embryo (the source of new shoots and roots) and an endosperm (the source 
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of nutrients for embryo growth during germination and during early growth of seedlings). The 

development of a seed involves many genes，and requires the transfer of metabolites from the 

roots，leaves and stems into the growing seed. The endosperm，in particular，assimilates the 

metabolic precursors of carbohydrates，oils and proteins and synthesizes them into storage 

macromolecules to fill out the grain.

Another important trait for many crops is early vigour. Improving early vigour is an important 

objective of modern rice breeding programs in both temperate and tropical rice cultivars. Long 

roots are important for proper soil anchorage in water-seeded rice. Where rice is sown directly 

into flooded fields，and where plants must emerge rapidly through water，longer shoots are 

associated with vigour. Where drill-seeding is practiced，longer mesocotyls and coleoptiles are 
important for good seedling emergence. The ability to engineer early vigour into plants would 

be of great importance in agriculture. For example，poor early vigor has been a limitation to 

the introduction of maize (Zea mays L.) hybrids based on Corn Belt germplasm in the 

European Atlantic.

A further important trait is that of improved abiotic stress tolerance. Abiotic stress is a primary 

cause of crop toss worldwide，reducing average yields for most major crop plants by more than 

50% (Wang et al.，Planta (2003) 218: 1-14). Abiotic stresses may be caused by drought， 
salinity，extremes of temperature，chemical toxicity and oxidative stress. The ability to improve 

plant tolerance to abiotic stress would be of great economic advantage to farmers worldwide 

and would allow for the cultivation of crops during adverse conditions and in territories where 

cultivation of crops may not otherwise be possible.

Crop yield may therefore be increased by optimising one of the above-mentioned factors.

Depending on the end use，the modification of certain yield traits may be favoured over others. 

For example for applications such as forage or wood production，or bto-fuel resource，an 

increase in the vegetative parts of a plant may be desirable，and for applications such as flour， 
starch or oil production，an increase in seed parameters may be particularly desirable. Even 

amongst the seed parameters，some may be favoured over others，depending on the 
application. Various mechanisms may contribute to increasing seed yield，whether that is in 

the form of increased seed size or increased seed number.

One approach to increasing yield (seed yield and/or biomass) in plants may be through 

modification of the inherent growth mechanisms of a plant，such as the cell cycle or various 

signalling pathways involved in plant growth or in defense mechanisms.
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It has now been found that various growth characteristics may be improved in plants by 

modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a GRP (Growth Related Protein Of 

Interest) in a plant. The GRP may be one of the following: Extensin Receptor-Like Kinase 
(ERLK)，F-Box WD40 (FBXW) polypeptide，RAN-Binding Protein (RANBP)，Golden2-like 

Transcription Factor (GLK)，REV delta homeodomain leucine zipper domain polypepetide，CLE 

protein，and Seed Yield Regulator (SYR) protein.

Background
Extensin Receptor-like Kinase

Receptor like kinases (RLKs) are involved in transmission of extracellular signals into the cell. 
The RLK proteins have a modular structure，starting from the N-terminus with a secretion 

signal that gets processed, an extracellular domain, a single transmembrane domain and a 
cytoplasmic kinase domain. Animal receptor-like kinases mostly have tyrosine kinase activity， 

whereas plant RLKs usually have Ser/Thr kinase specificity，or may sometimes have a dual 

specificity. In animals，most of the RLKs act as growth factor receptors，whereas plant 

receptor like kinases may function in various processes，including development，hormone 

perception or pathogen responses. An overview of developmental functions of plant receptor 

like kinases such as meristem development，pollen-pistil interactions，hormone signalling， 

gametophyte development， cell morphogenesis and differentiation， organ shape， organ 

abscission and somatic embryogenesis is given by Becraft (Annu. Rev. Cell Dev. Biol.，18, 

163-192,2002).

Alternatively， receptor-like kinases may be grouped according to the structure of their 

extracellular or intracellular domains (Shiu and Bleecker, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA 98, 

10763-10768，2001). An overview is given in Figure 1. PERK RLKs and ERLKs have an 

extracellular domain that is rich in proline and that has motifs typical for extensins and 

hydroxyproline rich cell wall proteins. Extensins are a group of hydroxyproline rich 

glycoproteins found in plant cell walls. They are usually「¡ch in hydroxyproline (Hyp)，serine 

and combinations of Vai，Tyr，His and Lys. Typical motifs in extensin proteins is the SPx motif， 

wherein X represents the number of (hydrxy)proline repeats，usually 2, 3, 4 or more. Extensins 
can account for up to 20% of the dry weight of the cell wall. They are highly glycosylated， 

possibly reflecting their interactions with cell-wall carbohydrates. Amongst their functions is 

cell wall strengthening in response to mechanical stress (e.g.，during attack by pests，plant- 

bending in the wind，etc.). Extensin motifs are also found in the small group of extensin 

receptor like kinases，exemplified by the Arabidopsis At5g56890 gene. Shiu and Bleeker 

(2001) identified 5 family members in Arabidopsis; various orthologues were found in rice (Shiu 
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et al■ Plant Cell 16，1220-1234, 2004) and in other species. Extensin RLKs have not been 

characterised yet■

F-boxWD40 polypeptide (FBXW)

Plants have to adjust their metabolism to external and internal stimuli to ensure an optimal 

growth. Levels of regulatory proteins involved in these cellular processes are often controlled 
by proteolytic mechanisms. Among the most important selective protein degradation pathways 

in this respect is the ubiquitin-dependent proteolytic pathway. This pathway is conserved 

among plants，animals and yeast，and it controls the degradation of misfoWed polypeptides 

and of short-lived proteins. Among the latter are important regulatory proteins regulating 

processes like defence and stress responses，cell cycle progression or signal transduction. 

Proteins destined to be degraded are covalently labelled with several ubiquitin units. The 

ubiquitinated protein is subsequently recognised by the 26S proteasome that degrades the 
target protein but recycles the ubiquitin monomers. The selection and subsequent 

ubiquitination of a target protein occurs in different steps. Three classes of proteins are 

involved that have been named El to ЕЗ, based on their sequential action. The El enzyme， 
also known as the ubiquitin-activating enzyme，“activates” a free ubiquitin molecule at the 

expense of an ATP and complexes the ubiquitin in a thioester linkage. Next，the activated 

ubiquitin molecule is transferred from the El enzyme to a cysteine of an ubiquitin-conjugating 

enzyme Ε2. This Ε2 enzyme normally is associated with an ЕЗ enzyme called ubiquitin protein 

ligase. The ubiquitin ligase catalyses the transfer of ubiquitin from the ubiquitin conjugating 

enzyme to the target protein，which ultimately gets labelled with a poly-ubiquitin chain. The 

complex of Ε2 and ЕЗ enzymes determines the specificity for the protein to be ubiquitinated. 

Whereas in different organisms one or only a few El enzymes are present，several Ε2 species 

exist that can associate with several ЕЗ enzymes. The ubiquitin protein ligase itself is also a 

complex of different proteins. To date，five different types of ЕЗ enzymes are known. Among 

these，the SCF complex plays a prominent role in regulatory processes (Ciechanover (1998) 

EMBO J. 17: 7151-7160; Hershko and Ciechanover (1998) Annu. Rev. Biochem. 67: 425-479). 

The complex consists of four subunits: cdc53/cull¡n，Skpl，Rbxl and an F-box protein. The 

Skpl protein，together with cullin and Rbxl forms the core ligase unit of the SCF complex. 

Within this complex，Rbxl is responsible for binding the Ε2 enzyme loaded with an activated 

ubiquitin. F-box proteins contain N-terminally a degenerate motif of 40 to 50 amino acids， 

known as the F-box，named after the human cyclin F. This F-box protein is responsible for the 

association with the Skpl subunit of the SCF complex. At the C-terminus，a variable protein 

interaction domain determines the binding of target protein. One such protein interaction 

domain ¡s a WD40 repeats domain.
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In Arabidopsis, F-box proteins represent one of the largest superfamilies found so far in plants， 

compared to other organisms (Gagne et al. (2002) Proc Natl Acad Science 99: 11519-11524; 

Kuroda et al. (2002) Plant Cell Physiol 43(10): 1073-85). However，only two F-box proteins 

contain a WD40 repeats domain，whereas many WD40 repeats domains are found in F-box 

proteins of other organisms■ WD40 repeats (also known as beta-transducin repeats) are short 
-40 amino acid motifs，often terminating in a Trp-Asp (W-D) dipeptide. WD40 repeats 

containing proteins (or WD40 proteins) have 4 to 16 repeating units (which collectively for the 

WD40 domain)，all of which are thought to form a circularised beta-propeller structure. The 

underlying common function of all WD40 proteins is coordinating multi-protein complex 

assemblies，where the repeating units serve as a rigid scaffold for protein interactions. The 

specificity of the proteins is determined by the sequences outside the repeats themselves.

Published European patent application EP 1033405 provides for a DNA sequence (SEQ ID 

NO: 39903) from Arabidopsis thaliana encoding a partial FBXW polypeptide (N-terminal amino 

acid sequence，around 350 nucleotides long).

RAN-bindinq protein (RANBP)

Ran is a small signalling GTPase (GTP binding protein)， which is involved in 

nucleocytoplasmic transport. Ran binding proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana, At-RanBPIa，At- 

RanBPIb，AtRanbpIc have been reported to interact with the GTP-bound forms of the Rani, 

Ran2 and Ran3 proteins 0Í Arabidopsis thaliana (Haizel T，Merkte T，Pay A，Fejes E，Nagy F. 

Characterization of proteins that interact with the GTP-bound form of the regulatory GTPase 

Ran in Arabidopsis. Plant j. 1997 Jan;11(1):93-103). All RanBPI proteins contain an 

approximately 150 amino acid residue Ran binding domain. Ran ΒΡ1 binds directly to RanGTP 

with high affinity. This domain stabilises the GTP-bound form of Ran (the Ras-like nuclear 

small GTPase).

International Patent application wo 02/18538 describes transgenic plants having disturbed 

RAN/Ran-binding protein-mediated cellular processes; this is reported to give plants increased 

yield and biomass.

GOLDEN2-like (GLK) transcription factor

In plants，two types of photosynthetic cycles may occur: most common is the Calvin cycle of 

СЗ plants，wherein З-phosphoglycerate is the first stable product and ribulose bisphosphate is 

the CO2 receptor. The second cycle is the Hatch-Smack pathway in C4 plants，in which 

oxaloacetate is the first stable product and phosphoenolpyruvate is the CO2 acceptor. In СЗ 

grasses，only the mesophyl cells are photosynthetic，whereas in C4 plants both bundle sheet 
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and mesophyl cells are photosynthetic. C4 plants exhibit compartmentalised photosynthesis 

with the mesophyl cells performing carbon fixation via phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase， 
pyruvate phosphate dikinase and malate dehydrogenase，and shuttling the malate to the 

bundle sheet cells，in which the malate is decarboxylated to pyruvate，the released carbon is 

then further processed in the Calvin cycle. As a consequence，three types of chloroplasts are 

present in C4 plants: typical chloroplasts of the СЗ plant exist in certain tissues and at certain 

developmental stages，while in the bundle sheath and in the mesophyl cells morphologically 

distinct chloroplasts are present. The genesis of chloroplasts in maize requires the 
involvement of two transcriptional regulators: Golden2 (G2) and Golden2-like (GLK) (Rossini et 

al.，Plant Cell 13, 1231-1244,2001).

Transcription factors are usually defined as proteins that show sequence-specific DNA binding 
and that are capable of activating and/or repressing transcription. The Arabidopsis genome 

codes for at least 1533 transcriptional regulators，which account for -5.9% of its estimated total 

number of genes (Riechmann et al.，Science 290, 2105-2109, 2000). The maize GOLDEN2 

(G2) gene is a representative of the group of GARP transcription factors defined by，besides 
GOLDEN2, the Arabidopsis Accepting Response Regulator-B (ARR-B) and Psr1 from 

Chlamydomonas. All GLK proteins classify as members of the GA^ G[ا〈 genes are

monophyletic and gene duplications have occurred independently in monocotyledonous and 

dicotyledonous plants. GLK proteins typically comprise the GARP DNA binding domain and a 

c-terminal GOLDEN2 box. The Arabidopsis GLK proteins act redundantly in the regulation of 

chloroplast development (Fitter et al.，Plant J. 31，713-727，2002). Furthermore，the gene 

function is conserved between the moss Physcomitrella patens and Arabidopsis thaliana, 

indicating that GLK-mediated regulation of chloroplast development is an ancient regulatory 

mechanism among plants (Yasumura et al.，Plant Cell 17，1894-1907, 2005). In the case of 

G2， three of the four defining features of most transcription factors have been verified 

experimentally in heterologous systems. G2 is nuclear localized (Hall et al.，1998)，is able to 

transactivate reporter gene expression，and can both homo-dimerize and heterodimerize with 

ZmGLKI (Rossini et al.，2001).

REV delta (Δ) homeodomain leucine zipper domain (REV AHDZipZSTART)

The present invention concerns increasing yield in plants using a particular type of 

transcription factor. Transcription factor polypeptides are usually defined as proteins that show 

sequence-specific DNA binding affinity and that are capable of activating and/or repressing 

transcription, yomeo^omain leucine zipper (HDZip) polypeptides constitute a family of 

transcription factors characterized by the presence of a DNA-binding domain (homeodomain, 

HD) and an adjacent leucine zipper (Zip) motif. The homeodomain usually consists of 
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approximately 60 conserved amino acid residues that form a hel¡x1-loop-hel¡x2-tu「n-hel¡x3 that 

binds DNA. This DNA binding site is usually pseudopalindromic. The leucine zipper，adjacent 

to the C-terminal end of the homeodomain (in some instances，overlapping by a few amino 

acids)，consists of several amino acid heptad repeats (at feast four) in which usually a leucine 
(occasionally a valine or an isofeucine) appears every seventh amino acid. The leucine zipper 

is important for protein dimerisation. This dimerisation is a prerequisite for DNA binding (Sessa 

et al. (1993) EMBO 3517-3507 :(9)12 ل)，and may proceed between two identical HDZip 

polypeptides (homodimer) or between two different HDZip polypeptides (heterodimer).

Homeodomain encoding genes are present in all eucaryotes，and constitute a gene family of at 

least 89 members in Arabidopsis thaliana. The leucine zipper is also found by itself in 

polypeptides from eucaryotes other than plants. However，the simultaneous presence of both a 

homeodomain and a leucine zipper comprised within the same polypeptide is plant-specific 
(found in at feast 47 out of the 89 members in Arabidopsis), and has been encountered in 

moss in addition to vascular plants (Sakakibara et al. (2001) Mol Biol Evol 18(4): 491-502).

The Arabidopsis HDZip polypeptides have been classified into four different classes，HDZip I 
to IV，based on sequence similarity criteria (Sessa et al. (1994) In'. Puigdomene P，Coruzzi G 

(ed)，Springer，Berlin Heidelberg New York，pp 411-426). In Arabidopsis thaliana, there are at 

least five class III HDZip polypeptides ؛REVOLUTA (REWIFL)，PHABULOSA (PHB)， 

PHAVOLUTA (PHV)，CORONA (CNA/AtHB15) and AtHB8)，all typically quite large (more than 

800 amino acids). Similarly，¡n Oryza sativa, at least 5 class III HDZip polypeptides have been 

identified.

In addition to the homeodomain and the leucine zipper，class III HDZip polypeptides also 

comprise c-terminal to the leucine zipper a START (^leroidogenic Acute Regulatory (STAR) 
related lipid Iransfer) domain for lipid/sterol binding and an extensive c terminal region (CTR， 
more than half of the polypeptide length) of unknown function (Schrick et al. (2004) Genome 

Biology 5: R41). Furthermore，a complementary site for microRNA (MIR165/166) is found 

within the transcript region coding for the START domain of mRNA transcripts coding for class 

III HDZip polypeptides，for regulation via miRNA-mediated transcript cleavage (WHIiams et al. 

(2005) Development 132: 3657-3668).

In Arabidopsis thaliana, REV，PHB and PHV polypeptides have been shown to be involved in 

formation and function of shoot apical and axillary meristems，patterning of three dimensional 

structures (such as embryos or leaves)，and vascular development (differentiation of lignified 

conducting and support tissues). In Arabidopsis thaliana, phylogenetic analysis reveals that 
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these three closely related class III HDZip polypeptides form the REV clade，the two remaining 
class III HDZip polypeptides (CNA and AtHB8) belonging to the CNA clade (Floyd et al. (2006) 

Genetics 173: 373-388). When combining rice and Arabidopsis genes in a phylogenetic 

analysis，two rice class III HDZip polypeptides cluster with REV polypeptide，the OsHoxlO and 

OsREV polypeptides■

Loss-of—function phb, phv, cna and athb8 Arabidopsis thaliana mutants are aphenotypic 

(Baima et al. (2001) Plant Physiol 126: 643 -655; Prigge et al. (2005) Plant Cell 17: 61 -76)，but 

rev mutants form defective lateral and floral meristems and develop aberrant stem vasculature 

as well as curly (revolute) leaves (otsuga et al. (2001) Plant J. 25,223 -236; Talbert et al. 

(1995) Development 121: 2723-2735)■

The dominant alleles rolled leafl (rld1) in corn (Juarez et al. (2004) Nature 428: 84-88)，phb-d 

and phv-d in Arabidopsis (McConnell et al. (2001) Nature 411: 709-713)，and rev-d in 

Arabidopsis (Emery et al. (2003) Curr Biol 13: 1768-1774) present similar mutant phenotypes 

(rolled leaves)，due to a nucleotide substitution in the sequence spanning the MIR165/166 

binding site (in the START domain)■

In granted US patent US7O56739 (and corresponding international patent application 

W001/33944)，are described plants and plant cells transformed with a transgene comprising 

an Arabidopsis thaliana REV nucleic acid sequence encoding a REV polypeptide represented 

by SEQ ID NO: 2 (of the granted patent)■ The transgene is reported to further comprise a 

heterologous promoter operably linked to a nucleic acid sequence encoding the polypeptide of 
SEQ ID NO: 2■ Transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing the REV nucleic acid sequence 

by using the CaMV promoter，presented increased leaf，stem and seed size. Partial class III 

HDZip genomic and cDNA 5' terminal sequences from tomato，rice，maize and barley are 
provided. Examples of vectors designed to reduce the expression of endogenous Arabidopsis, 

rice and corn class III HDZip polypeptides in respectively rice and corn are described，to 

reproduce the re١，l0SS-0f-funct¡0n phenotype.

In international patent application W02004/063379，are provided nucleic acid sequences of 
two corn class III HDZip polypeptides orthologous to the Arabidopsis REV polypeptide. A 

method to modulate the level of class III HDZip polypeptides by inhibiting expression of the 

mRNA transcripts in the plant cell is described.

In a number of international and US patent applications deposited by Mendel Biotechnology， 
Inc.，the Arabidopsis REV polypeptide has as internal reference G438. Reduced REVOLUTA 
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activity after Τ-DNA insertion into the REV locus resulted in transgenic Arabidopsis plants with 

reduced branching and reduced lignin content，whereas increased REVOLUTA activity (using 

the viral CaMV promoter) resulted in transgenic Arabidopsis plants of which around half 

developed slightly larger flatter leaves than wild type plants at late stages.

CLE-like polypeptide

Although cell to cell communication in plants occurs mostly through the phytohormones，such 

as auxin，cytokinin，abscisic acid，brassinostroids，giberellic acid，ethylene，peptide hormones 

are now recognised as important mediators of signalling events. The group of peptide 

hormones includes for example systemin，phytosulfokines，ENOD40, RALF，CLAVATA3, SCR 

peptides and POLARIS.

CLE-like polypeptides form a family of polypeptides that encompass and share homology with 

the Arabidopsis CLAVATA3 and maize ESR polypeptides. These polypeptides are postulated 

to be involved as ligands in signalling events.

The root and aerial parts of a plant are derived from the activity of respectively the root apical 

meristem (RAM) and the shoot apical meristem (SAM). These structures contain pluripotent 

cells that allow the production of all plant cell types and organs. Within the SAM，a balance 

exists between the division of the stem cells in the central zone and the differentiating cells in 

the peripheral zone，though the cell in the central zone divide slower than in the peripheral 

zone. CLAVATA3 (CLV3) is a member of the CLV3/ESR (CLE) ligand gene family and is 

secreted by the stem cells of the SAM thereby activating the CLAVATA1-CLAVATA2 receptor 

dimer and leading to restricted expression of the WUSCHEL (wus) gene, wus is a 

homeodomain transcription factor and promotes stem cell formation; it is required to maintain 

the stem cell population. CLV3 on the other hand is required to prevent uncontrolled 
proliferation of stem cells. CLV3 and wus thus form a feedback loop that controls the number 
of stem cells and the organisation of the SAM. wus mutants fail to develop a shoot apical 

meristem，whereas dv3 mutants develop a greatly enlarged shoot apical meristem.

Another member of the CLE ligand gene family ¡s CLE2，which may function like CLV3 as 

secreted signalling molecule acting in diverse pathways during growth and development. 

CLE2 and other CLE family members were first characterised by Cock and McCormick (Plant 

Physiol. 126, 939-942, 2001). All CLE family members are short polypeptides (around 7 to 9 

kDa) with hydrophobic N—terminal sequence (postulated signal peptides or signal anchors). 

The majority of the predicted mature polypeptides are highly basic (average pl 9.49 ± 1.57) 

and hydrophilic throughout their length with a conserved region at or near the C-terminal end.
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This conserved region may be involved in protein-protein interactions. It is postulated that 

members of the CLE family，such as CLV3 and CLE2，are processed by a protease into a 

short peptide that is secreted. Although the CLE proteins share an overall resemblance in 

length，charge，and hydrophilicity，at the amino acid sequence level they are highly divergent. 

CLE2 was reported to be induced by N0، addition (Scheible et al.，Plant Physiol. 136, 2483- 
2499，2004). Further functional characterisation (strabala et al.，Plant Physiol. 140，1331- 

1344, 2006) revealed that CLE2 overexpression in Arabidopsis resulted in dwarfed plants with 

a strong delay in flowering time (approximately 40 days vs 20 days for control plants)，but with 
longer roots compared to the controls. Overexpression of CLE2 also mimicked a wus 

phenotype. A similar phenotype as for CLE2 was observed for CLE3, CLE5, CLE6 and CLE7. 

These proteins are also structurally related. However，no phenotypic information is available 
to date on c/e2 mutants or on downregulation of CLE2.

WO 01/96582 discloses the use of ligand-like proteins (LLPs) or functional fragments thereof 

for modulating plant phenotype or architecture. Preferred LLPs or fragments comprise the 

amino acid motif XRXXXXGXXXXHX (wherein X may be any amino acid)，more preferred 

LLPs of fragments comprise the amino acid motif KRXXXXGXXPXHX. The document also 

describes that ectopic expression of various LLPs results in sterile transgenic plants，or at best 

in plants with reduced fertility. Also antisense expression of an LLP resulted in a transgenic 
plant with reduced fertility (greatly reduced number of seed per silique).

WO 03^93450 discloses the use of CLAVATA3-like peptides for modulating cell division， 
differentiation and development in plants，in particular for modulating meristem development. 

It was postulated that decreased activity of the CLV3—I¡ke peptide might result in generation of 

additional leaves before flowering begins，thereby providing plants having greater energy 

production and thus increasing yield，or in an increased number of seed-bearing carpels，or in 

the generation of a thicker stem，or in an alteration of the fruit of the plants. However，only 

hypothetical examples were provided with respect to downregulation of CLV3 expression，no 

real experimental data were given. Furthermore，the disclosed CLV3-I¡ke peptides fall within 

the class of LLPs described in wo 01/96582，since they comprise the motif 
XRXXXXGXXXXHX，for which it was shown that downregulated expression resulted in plants 

with reduced fertility.

Similarly，when a CLE-like protein from the plant parasitic nematode Heterodera glycines was 

overexpressed in Arabidopsis, the transgenic plants produced flowers that did not open or 

lacked the central gynoecium，and the root system was stunted.
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The problem thus remains how CLE-like polypeptides，such as LLPs or CLV3-I¡ke，can be 

used for increasing yield related traits.

Seed Yield Regulator

SYR is a new protein that hitherto has not been characterised. SYR shows some homology 

(around 48% sequence identity on DNA level，around 45% at protein level) to an ٨rabidopsis 

protein named ARGOS (Hu et al.，Plant Cell 15, 1951-1961, 2003; US 2005/0108793). Hu et 

al. postulated that ARGOS is a protein of unique function and is encoded by a single gene. 
The major phenotypes of ARGOS overexpression in Arabidopsis are increased leafy biomass 

and delayed flowering. In contrast，overexpression of SYR in rice primarily increases seed 

yield，whereas the leafy biomass and flowering time are not obviously affected.

Summary of the invention
Surprisingly，it has now been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an extensin receptor-like kinase (ERLK) or a part thereof comprising at least the 

kinase domain and the transmembrane domain，gives plants having enhanced yield-related 

traits relative to control plants.

Therefore，the invention provides a method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants relative 
to control plants，comprising modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding an 

ERLK protein，or a part thereof.

Surprisingly，it has now also been found that increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an FBXW polypeptide gives plants having increased yield relative to suitable control 

plants. Therefore，according to another embodiment of the invention there is provided a 

method for increasing yield in plants relative to suitable control plants，comprising increasing 

expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide.

Upon investigating the use of RAN-binding proteins to enhance yield-related traits，the 

inventors found the choice of promoter to be an important consideration. They found that 

expressing RAN-binding proteins in a (rice) plant under the control of a constitute promoter did 

not have any effect on yield-related phenotypes. They surprisingly found that plant yield could 
successfully be increased by expressing RAN-binding proteins in a plant under the control of a 

seed-specific promoter，particularly an endosperm-specific promoter.

The present invention therefore also provides a method for enhancing yield-related traits in 

plants relative to control plants，comprising preferentially modulating expression in plant seed 

or seed parts of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP.
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It has furthermore been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding 

a Golden2-like (GLK) protein gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits relative to 

control plants.

Therefore， in yet another embodiment of the invention there is provided a method for 
enhancing yield-related traits in plants relative to control plants，comprising modulating 

expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein，or a part thereof.

It has also surprisingly been found that reducing the expression in a plant of an endogenous 

REV gene using a REV delta ^omeo^omain leucine zipper domain (HDZip) /STeroidogenic 

Acute Regulatory (STAR) related lipid Iransfer domain (START) nucleic acid sequence gives 
plante having increased yield relative to control plants. The present invention therefore 

provides in another embodiment methods for increasing yield in plants relative to control 

plants，by reducing the expression in a plant of an endogenous REV gene using a REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

It has also been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a CLE- 

like polypeptide gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits relative to control plants.

Therefore，the invention provides in a further embodiment a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants relative to control plants，comprising modulating expression in a plant of a 

nucleic acid encoding a CLE—like polypeptide，or a part thereof.

Surprisingly，it has now been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a Seed Yield Regulator protein (hereafter named SYR) gives plants，when grown 

under abiotic stress conditions，having enhanced abiotic stress tolerance relative to control 

plants.

Therefore，the present invention provides a method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants 

grown under abiotic stress conditions，relative to control plants，comprising modulating 

expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide.

Definitions
Pol٧peptide(s)ZProtein(s)

The terms “polypeptide” and “protein” are used interchangeably herein and refer to amino 

acids in a polymeric form of any length，linked together by peptide bonds.
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Pol٧nucleotide(s)ZNucleic ac¡d(s)/Nucle¡c acid sequence(s)Znucleotide sequence(s)

The terms "polynucleotide(s)"，"nucleic acid sequence(s)"，"nucleotide sequenceCs)", “nucleic 

acid(s)’’ “nucleic acid molecule” are used interchangeably herein and refer to nucleotides， 

either ribonucleotides or deoxy ribonucleotides or a combination of both， in a polymeric 
unbranched form of any length.

Control plant(s)

The choice of suitable control plants is a routine part of an experimental setup and may include 
corresponding wild type plants or corresponding plants without the gene of interest■ The 

control plant is typically of the same plant species or even of the same variety as the plant to 

be assessed. The control plant may also be a nullizygote of the plant to be assessed. 

Nullizygotes are individuals missing the transgene by segregation. A “control plant” as used 

herein refers not only to whole plants，but also to plant parts，including seeds and seed parts.

Homoloque(s)

،،Homologues" of a protein encompass peptides， oligopeptides， polypeptides， proteins and 

enzymes having amino acid substitutions，deletions and/or insertions relative to the unmodified 

protein in question and having similar biological and functional activity as the unmodified 
protein from which they are derived.

A deletion refers to removal of one or more amino acids from a protein.

An insertion refers to one or more amino acid residues being introduced into a predetermined 

site in a protein. Insertions may comprise N—terminal and/or c—terminal fusions as well as 

intra-sequence insertions of single or multiple amino acids. Generally，insertions within the 

amino acid sequence will be smaller than N- or C-terminal fusions，of the order of about 1 to 10 

residues. Examples of N- or C-terminal fusion proteins or peptides include the binding domain 

or activation domain of a transcriptional activator as used in the yeast two—hybrid system， 

phage coat proteins，(h¡st¡d¡ne)-6-tag，glutathione S-transferase-tag，protein A，maltose-binding 

protein，dihydrofolate reductase，Tag٠100 epitope，c-myc epitope，F!-AG®-ep¡tope，lacZ，CMP 

(calmodulin-binding peptide)，HA epitope，protein c epitope and vsv epitope.

A substitution refers to replacement of amino acids of the protein with other amino acids 

having similar properties (such as similar hydrophobicity，hydrophilicity，antigenicity，propensity 

to form or break a-helical structures or ß-sheet structures). Amino acid substitutions are 

typically of single residues，but may be clustered depending upon functional constraints placed 

upon the polypeptide; insertions w ا usually be of the order of about 1 to 10 amino acid
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Table 1 : Examples of conserved amino acid substitutions

Residue Conservative Substitutions Residue Conservative Substitutions

Ala Ser leu \\٩٦\هال

آلالنل آلالنل Arg; Gin

Asn Gin; His Met Leu; lie

ー、 Glu Phe Met; Leu; Tyr

Gin Asn Ser Thr; Gly

Cys Ser Thr

Glu ー、 Trp Tyr

Gly Pro Tyr Trp; Phe

His Asn; Gin \هال lie; Leu

lie \_еи١\г\

Amino acid substitutions， deletions and/or insertions may readily be made using peptide 

synthetic techniques well known in the art，such as solid phase peptide synthesis and the like， 
or by recombinant DNA manipulation. Methods for the manipulation of DNA sequences to 

produce substitution，insertion or deletion variants of a protein are well known in the art. For 

example，techniques for making substitution mutations at predetermined sites in DNA are well 

known to those skHied in the art and include Μ13 mutagenesis，T7-Gen in vitro mutagenesis 

(USB，Cleveland，OH)，QuickChange Site Directed mutagenesis (stratagene，San Diego, CA)， 

PCR-mediated site-directed mutagenesis or other site-directed mutagenesis protocols.

Derivatives

“Derivatives" include peptides，oligopeptides，polypeptides which may，compared to the amino 

acid sequence of the naturally-occurring form of the protein，such as the protein of interest， 

comprise substitutions of amino acids with non-naturally occurring amino acid residues，or 

additions of non-naturally occurring amino acid residues. “Derivatives” of a protein also 

encompass peptides，oligopeptides，polypeptides which comprise naturally occurring altered 

(glycosylated，acylated，prenylated，phosphorylated，myristoylated，sulphated etc.) or non- 

naturally altered amino acid residues compared to the amino acid sequence of a naturally- 
occurring form of the polypeptide. A derivative may also comprise one or more non-amino 

acid substituents or additions compared to the amino acid sequence from which it is derived， 
for example a reporter molecule or other ligand，covalently or non-covalently bound to the 
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amino acid sequence，such as a reporter molecule which is bound to facilitate its detection， 

and non-naturally occurring amino acid residues relative to the amino acid sequence of a 

naturally-occurring protein. Furthermore，“derivatives” also include fusions of the naturally- 
occurring form of the protein with tagging peptides such as FLAG，HIS6 or thioredoxin (for a 

review of tagging peptides，see Terpe，Appl■ Microbiol■ Biotechnol■ 60, 523-533, 2003)■

Ortholoque(s)ZParaloque(s)

Orthologues and paralogues encompass evolutionary concepts used to describe the ancestral 

relationships of genes. Paralogues are genes within the same species that have originated 

through duplication of an ancestral gene; orthologues are genes from different organisms that 

have originated through speciation，and are also derived from a common ancestral gene.

Domain

The term "domain" refers to a set of amino acids conserved at specific positions along an 

alignment of sequences of evolutionarily related proteins. While amino acids at other positions 

can vary between homologues，amino acids that are highly conserved at specific positions 

indicate amino acids that are likely essential in the structure，stability or function of a protein. 

Identified by their high degree of conservation in aligned sequences of a family of protein 

homologues， they can be used as identifiers to determine if any polypeptide in question 

belongs to a previously identified polypeptide family.

MotifZConsensus sequenceZSiqnature
The term “motif' or “consensus sequence" or “signature" refers to a short conserved region in 

the sequence of evolutionarily related proteins. Motifs are frequently highly conserved parts of 

domains，but may also include only part of the domain，or be located outside of conserved 

domain (if all of the amino acids of the motif fall outside of a defined domain).

Hybridisation

The term "hybridisation" as defined herein is a process wherein substantially homologous 

complementary nucleotide sequences anneal to each other. The hybridisation process can 

occur entirely in solution，¡.e. both complementary nucleic acids are in solution. The 

hybridisation process can also occur with one of the complementary nucleic acids immobilised 
to a matrix such as magnetic beads. Sepharose beads or any other resin. The hybridisation 

process can furthermore occur with one of the complementary nucleic acids immobilised to a 

solid support such as a nitro-cellulose or nylon membrane or immobilised by e.g. 

photolithography to, for example，a siliceous glass support (the latter known as nucleic acid 
arrays or microarrays or as nucleic acid chips). In order to allow hybridisation to occur，the 
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nucleic acid molecules are generally thermally or chemically denatured to melt a double strand 
into two single strands and/or to remove hairpins or other secondary structures from single 

stranded nucleic acids.

The term “stringency" refers to the conditions under which a hybridisation takes place. The 
stringency of hybridisation is influenced by conditions such as temperature，salt concentration， 

ionic strength and hybridisation buffer composition. Generally，low stringency conditions are 

selected to be about 3O٥C lower than the thermal melting point (Tm) for the specific sequence 

at a defined ionic strength and pH. Medium stringency conditions are when the temperature is 

2O٥C below Tm，and high stringency conditions are when the temperature is 1O٥C below Tm. 

High stringency hybridisation conditions are typically used for isolating hybridising sequences 

that have high sequence similarity to the target nucleic acid sequence. However，nucleic acids 

may deviate in sequence and st II encode a substantially identical polypeptide，due to the 

degeneracy of the genetic code. Therefore medium stringency hybridisation conditions may 

sometimes be needed to identify such nucleic acid molecules.

The Tm is the temperature under defined ionic strength and pH，at which 50% of the target 

sequence hybridises to a perfectly matched probe. The Tm is dependent upon the solution 

conditions and the base composition and length of the probe. For example，longer sequences 

hybridise specifically at higher temperatures. The maximum rate of hybridisation is obtained 

from about 16٥c up to 32٥c below Tm. The presence of monovalent cations in the 

hybridisation solution reduce the electrostatic repulsion between the two nucleic acid strands 

thereby promoting hybrid formation; this effect is visible for sodium concentrations of up to 

0.4Μ (for higher concentrations，this effect may be ignored). Formamide reduces the melting 

temperature of DNA-DNA and DNA-RNA duplexes with 0.6 to o.7٥c for each percent 

formamide，and addition of 50% formamide allows hybridisation to be performed at 30 to 45٥c， 

though the rate of hybridisation will be lowered. Base pair mismatches reduce the 

hybridisation rate and the thermal stability of the duplexes. On average and for large probes， 

the Tm decreases about 1٥c per % base mismatch. The Tm may be calculated using the 

following equations，depending on the types of hybrids:

1) DNA-DNA hybrids (Meinkoth and Wahl，Anal. Biochem.，138: 267-284, 1984):

Tm= 81.5٥c + 16.6xlog٩0[NaT + 0.41x%[G/Cb] - 500x[L٩-i - 0.61Χ% formamide

2) DNA-RNA or RNA-RNA hybrids:
Tm: 79.8 + 18.5 (logio[Na+٦a)+ 0.58 (%G/Cb) + 11.8 (%G/Cb)2 - 820/Lc

3) oligo-DNA or oligo-RNAd hybrids:

For <20 nucleotides: Tm= 2 (In)
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For 20-35 nucleotides: тт= 22 + 1.46 (In)
a or for other monovalent cation，but only accurate in the 0.01-0.4 M range.

b only accurate for %GC in the 30% to 75% range.

CL = length of duplex in base pairs.
d oligo, oligonucleotide; In，= effective length of primer = 2x(no. of G/C)+(no. of Α/Τ).

Non-specific binding may be controlled using any one of a number of known techniques such 

as，for example，blocking the membrane with protein containing solutions，additions of 
heterologous RNA，DNA，and SDS to the hybridisation buffer，and treatment with Rnase. For 

non—homologous probes，a series of hybridizations may be performed by varying one of (i) 

progressively lowering the annealing temperature (for example from 68٥c to 42٥C) or (¡¡) 

progressively lowering the formamide concentration (for example from 50% to 0%). The 

skilled artisan is aware of various parameters which may be altered during hybridisation and 

which will either maintain or change the stringency conditions.

Besides the hybridisation conditions，specificity of hybridisation typically also depends on the 

function of post-hybridisation washes. To remove background resulting from non-specific 

hybridisation，samples are washed with dilute salt solutions. Critical factors of such washes 

include the ionic strength and temperature of the final wash solution: the lower the salt 
concentration and the higher the wash temperature，the higher the stringency of the wash. 

Wash conditions are typically performed at or below hybridisation stringency. A positive 

hybridisation gives a signal that is at least twice of that of the background. Generally，suitable 

stringent conditions for nucleic acid hybridisation assays or gene amplification detection 

procedures are as set forth above. More or less stringent conditions may also be selected. 

The skilled artisan is aware of various parameters which may be altered during washing and 

which will either maintain or change the stringency conditions.

For example，typical high stringency hybridisation conditions for DNA hybrids longer than 50 

nucleotides encompass hybridisation at 65٥c in lx ssc or at 42٥c in lx ssc and 50% 

formamide，followed by washing at 65٥c in o.3x ssc. Examples of medium stringency 
hybridisation conditions for DNA hybrids longer than 50 nucleotides encompass hybridisation 

at 5O٥C in 4x SSC or at 4O٥C in 6x ssc and 50% formamide，followed by washing at 5O٥C in 

2x SSC. The length of the hybrid is the anticipated length for the hybridising nucleic acid. 

When nucleic acids of known sequence are hybridised，the hybrid length may be determined 

by aligning the sequences and identifying the conserved regions described herein. IxSSC is 

0.15Μ NaCI and 15mM sodium citrate; the hybridisation solution and wash solutions may 
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additionally include 5χ Denhardt's reagent，0.5-1.0% SDS，100 мд/т1 denatured，fragmented 
salmon sperm DNA，0.5% sodium pyrophosphate.

For the purposes of defining the level of stringency，reference can be made to Sambrook et al. 
(2001) Molecular Cloning: a laboratory manual，3rd Edition，Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 

Press，CSH，New York or to Current Protocols in Molecular Biology，John Wiley & Sons，Ν.Υ. 

(1989 and yearly updates).

Splice variant

The term “splice variant” as used herein encompasses variants of a nucleic acid sequence in 

which selected introns and/or exons have been excised，replaced，displaced or ^ded，or in 

which introns have been shortened or lengthened. Such variants will be ones in which the 

biological activity of the protein is substantially retained; this may be achieved by selectively 

retaining functional segments of the protein. Such splice variants may be found in nature or 

may be manmade. Methods for predicting and isolating such splice variants are well known in 

the art (see for example Foissac and Schiex (2005) ВМС Bioinformatics 6: 25).

Allelic variant

Alleles or allelic variants are alternative forms of a given gene， located at the same 

chromosomal position. Allelic variants encompass Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)， 

as well as Small Insertion/Deletion Polymorphisms (INDELs). The size of INDELs is usually 

less than 100 bp. SNPs and INDELs form the largest set of sequence variants in naturally 

occurring polymorphic strains of most organisms.

Gene shufflinqZDirected evolution

Gene shuffling or directed evolution consists of iterations of DNA shuffling followed by 

appropriate screening and/or selection to generate variants of nucleic acids or portions thereof 

encoding proteins having a modified biological activity (Castle et al.， (2004) Science 

304(5674):1151-4; US patents 5,811,238 and 6,395,547).

Regulatory elementZControl sequenceZPromoter

The terms “regulatory element’’， “control sequence” and “promoter” are all used 

interchangeably herein and are to be taken in a broad context to refer to regulatory nucleic 

acid sequences capable of effecting expression of the sequences to which they are ligated. 

The term “promoter” typically refers to a nucleic acid control sequence located upstream from 

the transcriptional start of a gene and which is involved in recognising and binding of RNA 

polymerase and other proteins，thereby directing transcription of an operably linked nucleic 
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acid. Encompassed by the aforementioned terms are transcriptional regulatory sequences 

derived from a classical eukaryotic genomic gene (including the TATA box which is required 

for accurate transcription initiation，with or without a CCAAT box sequence) and additional 

regulatory elements (¡.e. upstream activating sequences，enhancers and silencers) which alter 

gene expression in response to developmental and/or external stimuli，or in a tissue-specific 

manner. Also included within the term is a transcriptional regulatory sequence of a classical 

prokaryotic gene， in which case it may include a -35 box sequence and/or -10 box 

transcriptional regulatory sequences. The term “regulatory element” also encompasses a 

synthetic fusion molecule or derivative that confers，activates or enhances expression of a 

nucleic acid molecule in a cell，tissue or organ.

A “plant promoter" comprises regulatory elements，which mediate the expression of a coding 

sequence segment in plant cells. Accordingly，a plant promote「need not be of plant origin，but 

may originate from viruses or micro-organisms，for example from viruses which attack plant 

cells. The “plant promoter” can also originate from a plant cell，e.g. from the plant which is 

transformed with the nucleic acid sequence to be expressed in the inventive process and 

described herein. This also applies to other “plant” regulatory signals，such as “plant” 

terminators. The promoters upstream of the nucleotide sequences useful in the methods of 

the present invention can be modified by one or more nucleotide substitution(s)，insertion(s) 
and/or deletion(s) without interfering with the functionality or activity of either the promoters， 

the open reading frame (ORF) or the з'-regulatory region such as terminators or other 3' 

regulatory regions which are located away from the ORF. It is furthermore possible that the 

activity of the promoters is increased by modification of their sequence，or that they are 

replaced completely by more active promoters，even promoters from heterologous organisms. 

For expression in plants，the nucleic acid molecule must，as described above，be linked 

operably to or comprise a suitable promoter which expresses the gene at the right point in time 

and with the required spatial expression pattern.

For the identification of functionally equivalent promoters， the promoter strength and/or 

expression pattern of a candidate promoter may be analysed for example by operably linking 
the promoter to a reporter gene and assaying the expression level and pattern of the reporter 

gene in various tissues of the plant. Suitable well-known reporter genes include for example 

beta—glucuronidase or beta-galactosidase. The promoter activity is assayed by measuring the 

enzymatic activity of the beta-glucuronidase or beta-galactosidase. The promoter strength 

and/or expression pattern may then be compared to that of a reference promoter (such as the 

one used in the methods of the present invention). Alternatively，promoter strength may be 

assayed by quantifying mRNA levels or by comparing mRNA levels of the nucleic acid used in 
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the methods of the present invention，with mRNA levels of housekeeping genes such as 18S 
rRNA，using methods known in the art，such as Northern blotting with densitometric analysis of 

autoradiograms，quantitative real-time PCR or RT-PCR (Heid et al■，1996 Genome Methods 6: 

986-994). Generally by “weak promoter" is intended a promoter that drives expression of a 

coding sequence at a low level. By “low level" is intended at levels of about 1/10,000 

transcripts to about 1/100,000 transcripts，to about 1/500,0000 transcripts per cell. 
Conversely，a “strong promoter" drives expression of a coding sequence at high level，or at 

about 1/10 transcripts to about 1/100 transcripts to about 1/1000 transcripts per cell.

Operably linked

The term “operably linked" as used herein refers to a functional linkage between the promoter 

sequence and the gene of interest， such that the promoter sequence is able to initiate 
transcription of the gene of interest.

Constitutive promoter
A “constitutive promoter" refers to a promoter that is transcriptionally active during most，but 

not necessarily all， phases of growth and development and under most environmental 

conditions, in at least one cell，tissue or organ. Table 2a below gives examples of constitutive 

promoters.

Table 2a: Examples of constitutive promoters

Gene Source
Actin McElroy et al，Plant Cell，2: 163-171, 1990

HMGB wo 2004/070039

CAMV 35S Odell et al. Nature, 313: 810-812, 1985

CaMV19S Nilsson et al.，Physiol. Plant. 100:456-462, 1997

G0S2 de Pater et al，Plant ل Νον;2(6):837-44, 1992, wo 2004/065596

Ubiquitin Christensen et al，Plant Mol. Biol. 18: 675-689, 1992

Rice cyclophilin Buchholz et al，Plant Mol Biol. 25(5): 837-43, 1994

Maize НЗ histone Lepetit et al， Mol. Gen. Genet. 231:276-285, 1992

Alfalfa НЗ histone Wu et al. Plant Mol. Biol. 11:641-649, 1988

Actin 2 An et al，Planti 10(1); 107-121, 1996

34S FMV Sanger et al.，Plant. Mol. Biol.，14, 1990: 433-443

Rubisco small subunit us 4,962,028

ocs Leisner (1988) Proc Natl Acad Sei USA 85(5): 2553

Jain et al.，Crop Science, 39 (6)，1999: 1696
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SAD2 Jain et al.. Crop Science, 39 (6), 1999: 1696

nos Shaw et al. (1984) Nucleic Acids Res. 12(20):7831-7846

wo 01/14572

Super promoter WO 95/14098

G-box proteins WO 94/12015
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Ubiquitous promoter

A ubiquitous promoter is active in substantially all tissues or cells of an organism.

Developmentally-regulated promoter

A developmentally-regulated promoter is active during certain developmental stages or in parts 

of the plant that undergo developmental changes.

Inducible promoter

An inducible promoter has induced or increased transcription initiation in response to a 

chemical (for a review see Gatz 1997, Annu. Rev. Plant Physiol. Plant Mol. Biol.，48:89-108)， 

environmental or physical stimulus，or may be “stress-inducibte”，¡.e. activated when a plant is 

exposed to various stress conditions，or a “pathogen-inducible" ¡.e. activated when a plant is 

exposed to exposure to various pathogens.

Orqan-specificZTissue-specific promoter

An organ-specific or tissue-specific promoter is one that is capable of preferentially initiating 

transcription in certain organs or tissues，such as the leaves，roots，seed tissue etc. For 
example，a "root-specific promoter" is a promoter that is transcriptionally active predominantly 

in plant roots，substantially to the exclusion of any other parts of a plant，whilst still allowing for 

any leaky expression in these other plant parts. Promoters able to initiate transcription in 

certain cells only are referred to herein as "cell-specific”.

A seed-specific promoter is transcriptionally active predominantly in seed tissue， but not 
necessarily exclusively in seed tissue (in cases of leaky expression). The seed-specific 

promoter may be active during seed development and/or during germination. Some seed 

specific promoters may be specific for the endosperm，aleurone and/or embryo. Examples of 

seed-specific promoters are shown in Table 2b below and of endosperm-specific promoters in 

Table 2c. Further examples of seed-specific promoters are given in Qing Qu and Takaiwa 

(Plant Biotechnol. J. 2，113-125, 2004)，which disclosure is incorporated by reference herein 

as if fully set forth.
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Table 2b: Examples of seed-specific promoters

Gene source

seed-specific genes Simon et al■，Plant Mol. Biol. 5: 191, 1985;

Scofield et al.，j. Biol. Chem. 262: 12202, 1987.;

Baszczynski et al.，Plant Mol. Biol. 14: 633, 1990.

Brazil Nut albumin Pearson et al.，Plant Mol. Biol. 18: 235-245, 1992.

legumin Ellis et al.，Plant Mol. Biol. 10: 203-214, 1988.

glutelin (rice) Takaiwa et al.，Mol. Gen. Genet. 208: 15-22, 1986;

Takaiwa et al.，FEBS Letts. 221: 43-47, 1987.

zein Matzke et al Plant Mol Biol，14(3):323-32 1990

пгрк stalberg et al，Planta 199: 515-519, 1996.

wheat LMW and HMW glutenin-l Mol Gen Genet216:81-90, 1989; NAR 17:461-2, 1989

wheat SPA Albani et al，Plant Cell，9: 171-184, 1997

wheat a，ß，٣gl¡ad¡ns EMBOi 3:1409-15, 1984

bartey Itrl promoter Diaz et al. (1995) Mol Gen Genet 248(5):592-8

barley Bl, c，D，hordein Theor Appl Gen 98:1253-62，1999; Plant j 4:343-55，1993;

Mol Gen Genet 250:750-60, 1996

bartey DOF Mena et al，The Plant」ournal，116(1): 53-62, 1998

blz2 ΕΡ99106056.7

synthetic promoter Vicente-Carbajosa et al.，Plant j. 13: 629-640, 1998.

rice prolamin NRP33 Wu et al，Plant Cell Physiology 39(8) 885-889, 1998

rice a-globulin Glb-1 Wu et al，Plant Cell Physiology 39(8) 885-889, 1998

rice OSHI Sato et al，Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA，93: 8117-8122, 1996

rice a-globulin REB/OHP-1 Nakase et al. Plant Mol. Biol. 33: 513-522, 1997

rice ADP-glucose pyrophos- 

phorylase

Trans Res 6:157-68, 1997

maize ESR gene family Plant 1997 ,46-12:235 ل

sorghum a-kafirin DeRose et al.，Plant Mol. Biol 32:1029-35, 1996

KNOX Postma-Haarsma et al，Plant Mol. Biol. 39:257-71，1999

rice oleosin Wu et al，j. Biochem. 123:386, 1998

sunflower oteosin Cummins et al.，Plant Mol. Biol. 19: 873-876, 1992

PRO0117， putative rice 40S 

ribosomal protein

wo 2004/070039

PRO0136， rice alanine

aminotransferase

unpublished

PRO0147, trypsin inhibitor ITR1 unpublished
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(barley)

PRO0151,rice WSI18 wo 2004/070039

PRO0175, riceRAB21 WO 2004/070039

PRO005 WO 2004/070039

PRO0095 WO 2004/070039

a-amylase (Amy32b) Lanahan et al，Plant Cell 4:203-211，1992; Skriver et al，

Proc Natl Acad Sc¡ USA 88:7266-7270, 1991

cathepsin ß-like gene Cejudo et al，Plant Mol Biol 20:849-856, 1992

Barley Ltp2 Kalla et al■，Plant 1994 ,60-6:849 .ل

Chi26 Leah et al■，Plant 1994 ,89-4:579 .ل

Maize B-Peru Selinger et al.，Genetics 149;1125-38,1998

Table 2c: Examples of endosperm-specific promoters

Gene source
glutelin (rice) Takaiwa et al. (1986) Mol Gen Genet 208:15-22; Takaiwa et al. 

(1987) FEBS Letts. 221:43-47

zein Matzke et al.，(1990) Plant Mol Biol 14(3): 323-32

wheat LMW and HMW 

glutenin-l

Colot et al. (1989) Mol Gen Genet 216:81-90，Anderson et al. 

(1989) NAR 17:461-2

wheat SPA Alban¡ et al. (1997) Plant Cell 9:171-184

wheatgliadins Rafalsk¡ et al. (1984) EMBO 3:1409-15

bartey Itrl promoter Diaz et al. (1995) Mol Gen Genet 248(5):592-8

barley Bl, c，D，hordein Cho et al. (1999) Theor Appl Genet 98:1253-62; Muller et al. 

(1993) Plant 55-4:343 ل; Sorenson et al. (1996) Mol Gen Genet 

250:750-60

bartey DOF Mena et al，(1998) PlantJ116(1): 53-62

blz2 Onate et al. (1999) ل Biol Chem 274(14):9175-82

synthetic promoter Vicente-Carbajosa et al. (1998) Plant 640-13:629 ل

rice prolamin NRP33 Wu et al, (1998) Plant Cell Physiol 39(8) 885-889

rice globulin Glb-1 Wu et al. (1998) Plant Cell Physiol 39(8) 885-889

rice globulin REB/OHP-1 Nakase et al. (1997) Plant Molec Biol 33: 513-522

rice ADP-glucose

pyrophosphorylase

Russell et al. (1997) Trans Res 6:157-68

maize ESR gene family Opsahl-Ferstad et al. (1997) Plant 46-12:235 ل

sorghum каттп DeRose et al. (1996) Plant Mol Biol 32:1029-35
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A green tissue-specific promoter as defined herein is a promoter that is transcriptionally active 
predominantly in green tissue，substantially to the exclusion of any other parts of a plant，whilst 

still allowing for any leaky expression in these other plant parts.

Another example of a tissue-specific promoter ¡S a meristem-specific promoter，which ¡S 

transcriptionally active predominantly in meristematic tissue，substantially to the exclusion of 
any other parts of a plant，whilst still allowing for any teaky expression in these other plant 

parts.

Terminator

The term “terminator” encompasses a control sequence which is a DNA sequence at the end 

of a transcriptional unit which signals 3' processing and polyadenylation of a primary transcript 

and termination of transcription. The terminator can be derived from the natural gene，from a 

variety of other plant genes，or from T-DNA. The terminator to be added may be derived from， 

for example，the nopaline synthase or octopine synthase genes，or alternatively from another 

plant gene，or less preferably from any other eukaryotic gene.

Modulation

The term "modulation" means in relation to expression or gene expression，a process in which 

the expression level is changed by said gene expression in comparison to the control plant， 

preferably the expression level is increased. The original，unmodulated expression may be of 

any kind of expression of a structural RNA (rRNA，tRNA) or mRNA with subsequent 

translation. The term “modulating the activity” shall mean any change of the expression of the 

inventive nucleic acid sequences or encoded proteins，which leads to increased yield and/or 

increased growth of the plants.

Expression

The term "expression" or "gene expression" means the transcription of a specific gene or 

specific genes or specific genetic construct. The term “expression” or “gene expression” in 

particular means the transcription of a gene or genes or genetic construct into structural RNA 

(rRNA，tRNA) or mRNA with or without subsequent translation of the latter into a protein. The 

process includes transcription of DNA and processing of the resulting mRNA product.

Increased expression/overexpression

The term “increased expression” or “overexpression” as used herein means any form of 

expression that is additional to the original wild-type expression level.
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Methods for increasing expression of genes or gene products are well documented in the art 

and include， for example， overexpression driven by appropriate promoters， the use of 

transcription enhancers or translation enhancers. Isolated nucleic acids which serve as 

promoter or enhancer elements may be introduced in an appropriate position (typically 
upstream) of a non-heterologous form of a polynucleotide so as to upregulate expression of a 

nucleic acid encoding the polypeptide of interest. For example，endogenous promoters may 
be altered in vivo by mutation，deletion，and/or substitution (see，Kmiec，US 5,565,350; Zarling 

et al.，W09322443)，or isolated promoters may be introduced into 3 plant cell in the proper 
orientation and distance from a gene of the present invention so as to control the expression of 

the gene.

If polypeptide expression is desired，it is generally desirable to include a polyadenylation 
region at the з'—end of a polynucleotide coding region. The polyadenylation region can be 

derived from the natural gene，from a variety of other plant genes，or from T-DNA. The 3' end 

sequence to be added may be derived from，for example，the nopaline synthase or octopine 

synthase genes，or aKernatively from another plant gene，or less preferably from any other 

eukaryotic gene.

An intron sequence may also be added to the 5' untranslated region (UTR) or the coding 

sequence of the partial coding sequence to increase the amount of the mature message that 

accumulates in the cytosol. Inclusion of a spliceable intron in the transcription unit in both 

plant and animal expression constructs has been shown to increase gene expression at both 

the mRNA and protein levels up to 1000-fold (Buchman and Berg (1988) Mol. Cell biol. 8: 
4395-4405; Callis et al. (1987) Genes Dev 1:1183-1200). Such intron enhancement of gene 

expression is typically greatest when placed near the 5' end of the transcription unit. Use of 

the maize introns Adh1-S intron 1, 2，and 6，the Bronze-I intron are known in the art. For 
general information see: The Maize Handbook，Chapter 116，Freeling and Walbot，Eds.， 

Springer，Ν.Υ. (1994).

Endogenous gene

Reference herein to an “endogenous" gene not only refers to the gene in question as found in 
a plant in its natural form (¡.e.，without there being any human intervention)，but also refers to 

that same gene (or a substantially homologous nucleic acid/gene) in an isolated form 

subsequently (re)introduced into a plant (a transgene). For example，a transgenic plant 
containing such a transgene may encounter a substantial reduction of the transgene 

expression and/or substantial reduction of expression of the endogenous gene.
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Isolated gene

The isolated gene may be isolated from an organism or may be manmade，for example by 

chemical synthesis.

Decreased expression
Reference herein to “decreased epression” or “reduction or substantial elimination” of 

expression is taken to mean a decrease in endogenous gene expression and/or polypeptide 

levels and/or polypeptide activity relative to control plants. The reduction or substantial 
elimination is in increasing order of preference at feast 10%，20%，30%，40% or 50%，60%， 

70%，80%，85%，90%，or 95%，96%，97%，98%，99% or more reduced compared to that of 

control plants.

For the reduction or substantial elimination of expression an endogenous gene in a plant，a 

sufficient length of substantially contiguous nucleotides of a nucleic acid sequence is required. 

In order to perform gene silencing，this may be as little as 20，19，18，17，16，15，14，13，12, 

11，10 or fewer nucleotides，alternatively this may be as much as the entire gene (including the 

5' and/or 3' UTR，either in part or in whole). The stretch of substantially contiguous 

nucleotides may be derived from the nucleic acid encoding the protein of interest (target gene)， 

or from any nucleic acid capable of encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of the 

protein of interest. Preferably，the stretch of substantially contiguous nucleotides is capable of 

forming hydrogen bonds with the target gene (either sense or antisense strand)， more 

preferably，the stretch of substantially contiguous nucleotides has， in increasing order of 

preference，50%，60%，70%，80%，85%，90%，95%，96%，97%，98%，99%，100% sequence 

identity to the target gene (either sense or antisense strand). A nucleic acid sequence 

encoding a (functional) polypeptide is not a requirement for the various methods discussed 

herein for the reduction or substantial elimination of expression of an endogenous gene.

This reduction or substantial elimination of expression may be achieved using routine tools and 

techniques. A preferred method for the reduction or substantial elimination of endogenous 

gene expression is by introducing and expressing in a plant a genetic construct into which the 

nucleic acid (in this case a stretch of substantially contiguous nucleotides derived from the 

gene of interest，or from any nucleic acid capable of encoding an orthologue，paralogue or 

homologue of any one of the protein of interest) is cloned as an inverted repeat (in part or 

completely)，separated by a spacer (non-coding DNA).

In such a preferred method，expression of the endogenous gene is reduced or substantially 

eliminated through RNA-mediated silencing using an inverted repeat of a nucleic acid or a part 
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thereof (in this case a stretch of substantially contiguous nucleotides derived from the gene of 
interest，or from any nucleic acid capable of encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue 

of the protein of interest)，preferably capable of forming a hairpin structure. The inverted 

repeat is cloned in an expression vector comprising control sequences. A non-coding DNA 

nucleic acid sequence (a spacer，for example a matrix attachment region fragment (MAR)，an 

intron，a polylinker，etc.) is located between the two inverted nucleic acids forming the inverted 
repeat. After transcription of the inverted repeat，a chimeric RNA with a self-complementary 

structure is formed (partial or complete). This double-stranded RNA structure is referred to as 
the hairpin RNA (hpRNA). The hpRNA is processed by the plant into siRNAs that are 

incorporated into an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). The RISC further cleaves the 

mRNA transcripts，thereby substantially reducing the number of mRNA transcripts to be 

translated into polypeptides. For further general details see for example，Grierson et al. (1998) 

WO 98/53083; Waterhouse et al. (1999) wo 99/53050).

Performance of the methods of the invention does not rely on introducing and expressing in a 

plant a genetic construct into which the nucleic acid is cloned as an inverted repeat，but any 

one or more of several well-known ،،gene silencing” methods may be used to achieve the same 

effects.

One such method for the reduction of endogenous gene expression is RNA-mediated silencing 

of gene expression (downregulation). Silencing in this case is triggered in a plant by a double 

stranded RNA sequence (dsRNA) that is substantially similar to the target endogenous gene. 

This dsRNA is further processed by the plant into about 20 to about 26 nucleotides called short 

interfering RNAs (siRNAs). The siRNAs are incorporated into an RNA-induced silencing 
complex (RISC) that cleaves the mRNA transcript of the endogenous target gene，thereby 

substantially reducing the number of mRNA transcripts to be translated into a polypeptide. 

Preferably，the double stranded RNA sequence corresponds to a target gene.

Another example of an RNA silencing method involves the introduction of nucleic acid 

sequences or parts thereof (in this case a stretch of substantially contiguous nucleotides 

derived from the gene of interest，or from any nucleic acid capable of encoding an orthologue， 
paralogue or homologue of the protein of interest) in a sense orientation into a plant. "Sense 

orientation” refers to a DNA sequence that is homologous to an mRNA transcript thereof. 

Introduced into a plant would therefore be at least one copy of the nucleic acid sequence. The 

additional nucleic acid sequence wHI reduce expression of the endogenous gene，giving rise to 

a phenomenon known as co-suppression. The reduction of gene expression will be more 

pronounced if several additional copies of a nucleic acid sequence are introduced into the 
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plant，as there is a positive correlation between high transcript levels and the triggering of co" 

suppression.

Another example of an RNA silencing method involves the use of antisense nucleic acid 

sequences. An "antisense" nucleic acid sequence comprises a nucleotide sequence that is 
complementary to a "sense" nucleic acid sequence encoding a protein，¡.e. complementary to 

the coding strand of a double-stranded cDNA molecule or complementary to an mRNA 

transcript sequence. The antisense nucleic acid sequence is preferably complementary to the 

endogenous gene to be silenced. The complementarity may be located in the “coding region” 

and/or in the “non-coding region” of a gene. The term “coding region" refers to a region of the 

nucleotide sequence comprising codons that are translated into amino acid residues. The 
term “non-coding region" refers to 5' and 3' sequences that flank the coding region that are 

transcribed but not translated into amino acids (also referred to as 5' and 3' untranslated 

regions).

Antisense nucleic acid sequences can be designed according to the rules of Watson and Crick 

base pairing. The antisense nucleic acid sequence may be complementary to the entire 

nucleic acid sequence (in this case a stretch of substantially contiguous nucleotides derived 

from the gene of interest，or from any nucleic acid capable of encoding an orthologue， 

paralogue or homologue of the protein of interest)，but may also be an oligonucleotide that is 

antisense to only a part of the nucleic acid sequence (including the mRNA 5’ and 3' UTR). For 

example， the antisense oligonucleotide sequence may be complementary to the region 

surrounding the translation start site of an mRNA transcript encoding a polypeptide. The 

length of a suitable antisense oligonucleotide sequence is known in the art and may start from 

about 50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 20，15 or 10 nucleotides in length or less. An antisense nucleic 

acid sequence according to the invention may be constructed using chemical synthesis and 

enzymatic ligation reactions using methods known in the art. For example，an antisense 

nucleic acid sequence (e.g٠J an antisense oligonucleotide sequence) may be chemically 

synthesized using naturally occurring nucleotides or variously modified nucleotides designed to 

increase the biological stability of the molecules or to increase the physical stability of the 

duplex formed between the antisense and sense nucleic acid sequences， e.g.， 

phosphorothtoate derivatives and acridine substituted nucleotides may be used. Examples of 

modified nucleotides that may be used to generate the antisense nucleic acid sequences are 

well known in the art. Known nucleotide modifications include methylation，cyclization and 

'caps' and substitution of one or more of the naturally occurring nucleotides with an analogue 

such as inosine, other modifications of nucleotides are well known in the art.
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The antisense nucleic acid sequence can be produced biologically using an expression vector 

into which a nucleic acid sequence has been subcloned in an antisense orientation (¡■e■，RNA 

transcribed from the inserted nucleic acid wHI be of an antisense orientation to a target nucleic 

acid of interest)■ Preferably，production of antisense nucleic acid sequences in plants occurs 

by means of a stably integrated nucleic acid construct comprising a promoter，an operably 

linked antisense oligonucleotide，and a terminator.

The nucleic acid molecules used for silencing in the methods of the invention (whether 

introduced into a plant or generated in situ) hybridize with or bind to mRNA transcripts and/or 

genomic DNA encoding a polypeptide to thereby inhibit expression of the protein，e.g.，by 

inhibiting transcription and/or translation. The hybridization can be by conventional nucleotide 

complementarity to form a stable duplex，or，for example，in the case of an antisense nucleic 

acid sequence which binds to DNA duplexes，through specific interactions in the major groove 

of the double helix. Antisense nucleic acid sequences may be introduced into a plant by 

transformation or direct injection at a specific tissue site. Alternatively，antisense nucleic acid 

sequences can be modified to target selected cells and then administered systemically. For 

example，for systemic administration，antisense nucleic acid sequences can be modified such 

that they specifically bind to receptors or antigens expressed on a selected cell surface，e.g.， 

by linking the antisense nucleic acid sequence to peptides or antibodies which bind to cell 

surface receptors or antigens. The antisense nucleic acid sequences can also be delivered to 

cells using the vectors described herein.

According to a further aspect，the antisense nucleic acid sequence is an a-anomeric nucleic 

acid sequence. An a-anomeric nucleic acid sequence forms specific double-stranded hybrids 
with complementary RNA in which，contrary to the usual b-units，the strands run parallel to 

each other (Gaultier et al. (1987) Nucl Ac Res 15: 6625-6641). The antisense nucleic acid 

sequence may also comprise a 2'-o-methylribonucleotide (Inoue et al. (1987) Nucl Ac Res 15, 

6131-6148) or a chimeric RNA-DNA analogue (Inoue et al. (1987) FEBS Lett. 215, 327-330).

The reduction or substantial elimination of endogenous gene expression may also be 

performed using ribozymes. Ribozymes are catalytic RNA molecules with ribonuclease activity 

that are capable of cleaving a single-stranded nucleic acid sequence，such as an mRNA，to 

which they have a complementary region. Thus，ribozymes (e.g■，hammerhead ribozymes 

(described in Haselhoff and Gerlach (1988) Nature 334, 585-591) can be used to catalytically 

cleave mRNA transcripts encoding a polypeptide，thereby substantially reducing the number of 

mRNA transcripts to be translated into a polypeptide. A ribozyme having specificity for a 

nucleic acid sequence can be designed (see for example: Cech et al. U.S. Patent No. 
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4,987 071; and Cech et al■ us■ Patent No■ 5,116,742)■ Alternatively，mRNA transcripts 

corresponding to a nucleic acid sequence can be used to select a catalytic RNA having a 

specific ribonuclease activity from a pool of RNA molecules (Bartel and Szostak (1993) 

Science 261，1411-1418). The use of ribozymes for gene silencing in plants is known in the 
art (e.g■，Atkins et al. (1994) wo 94/00012; Lenne et al. (1995) wo 95/03404; Lutziger et al. 

(2000)、NO 00/00619; Prinsen et al. (1997)、NO 97/13865 and Scott et al. (1997)、NO 

97/38116)■

Gene silencing may also be achieved by insertion mutagenesis (for example，T-DNA insertion 

or transposon insertion) or by strategies as described by，among others，Angell and 

Baulcombe ((1999) Plant 62-357 :(3)20 ل)，(Amplicon VIGS wo 98/36083)，or Baulcombe (wo 
99/15682)■

Gene silencing may also occur if there is a mutation on an endogenous gene and/or a 

mutation on an isolated gene/nucleic acid subsequently introduced into a plant. The reduction 

or substantial elimination may be caused by a nonfunctional polypeptide. For example，a 

polypeptide may bind to various interacting proteins; one or more mutation(s) and/or 

truncation(s) may therefore provide for a polypeptide that is still able to bind interacting 
proteins (such as receptor proteins) but that cannot exhibit its normal function (such as 

signalling ligand)■

A further approach to gene silencing is by targeting nucleic acid sequences complementary to 

the regulatory region of the gene (e.g■，the promoter and/or enhancers) to form triple helical 

structures that prevent transcription of the gene in target cells. See Helene，c.，Anticancer 

Drug Res. 6, 569-84，1991; Helene et al.，Ann. Ν.Υ. Acad. Sc¡. 660, 27-36 1992; and Maher，

L.J.  Bioassays 14, 807-15, 1992.

Other methods，such as the use of antibodies directed to an endogenous polypeptide for 

inhibiting its function ¡n planta，or interference in the signalling pathway in which a polypeptide 

is involved，will be well known to the skilled man. In particular，it can be envisaged that 

manmade molecules may be useful for inhibiting the biological function of a target polypeptide， 
or for interfering with the signalling pathway in which the target polypeptide is involved.

Alternatively， a screening program may be set up to identify in a plant population natural 

variants of a gene，which variants encode polypeptides with reduced activity. Such natural 

variants may also be used for example, to perform homologous recombination.
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Artificial and/or natural microRNAs (miRNAs) may be used to knock out gene expression 

and/or mRNA translation. Endogenous miRNAs are single stranded small RNAs of typically 

19-24 nucleotides tong. They function primarily to regulate gene expression and/ or mRNA 

translation. Most plant microRNAs (miRNAs) have perfect or near-perfect complementarity 

with their target sequences. However，there are natural targets with up to five mismatches. 

They are processed from longer non-coding RNAs with characteristic fold-back structures by 

double-strand specific RNases of the Dicer family. Upon processing，they are incorporated in 

the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) by binding to its main component，an Argonaute 

protein. MiRNAs serve as the specificity components of RISC，since they base-pair to target 
nucleic acids，mostly mRNAs，in the cytoplasm. Subsequent regulatory events include target 

mRNA cleavage and destruction and/or translational inhibition. Effects of miRNA 

overexpresston are thus often reflected in decreased mRNA levels of target genes.

Artificial microRNAs (amiRNAs)，which are typically 21 nucleotides in length，can be 

genetically engineered specifically to negatively regulate gene expression of single or multiple 

genes of interest. Determinants of plant microRNA target selection are well known in the art. 

Empirical parameters for target recognition have been defined and can be used to aid in the 

design of specific amiRNAs，(Schwab et al.，Dev. Cell 8, 517-527, 2005). Convenient tools for 

design and generation of amiRNAs and their precursors are also available to the public 

(Schwab et al.，Plant Cell 18, 1121-1133,2006).

For optimal performance，the gene silencing techniques used for reducing expression in a 

plant of an endogenous gene requires the use of nucleic acid sequences from 

monocotyledonous plants for transformation of monocotyledonous plants， and from 

dicotyledonous plants for transformation of dicotyledonous plants. Preferably，a nucleic acid 

sequence from any given plant species is introduced into that same species. For example，a 

nucleic acid sequence from rice is transformed into a rice plant. However，it is not an absolute 

requirement that the nucleic acid sequence to be introduced originates from the same plant 

species as the plant in which it will be introduced. It is sufficient that there is substantial 

homology between the endogenous target gene and the nucleic acid to be introduced.

Described above are examples of various methods for the reduction or substantial elimination 

of expression in a plant of an endogenous gene. A person skilled in the art would readily be 

able to adapt the aforementioned methods for silencing so as to achieve reduction of 

expression of an endogenous gene in a whole plant or in parts thereof through the use of an 

appropriate promoter，for example.
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Selectable marker (qene)/Reporter gene

"Selectable marker"，"selectable marker gene" or “reporter gene” includes any gene that 

confers a phenotype on a cell in which it is expressed to facilitate the identification and/or 

selection of cells that are transfected or transformed with a nucleic acid construct of the 
invention. These marker genes enable the identification of a successful transfer of the nucleic 

acid molecules via a series of different principles. Suitable markers may be selected from 

markers that confer antibiotic or herbicide resistance，that introduce a new metabolic trait or 

that allow visual selection. Examples of selectable marker genes include genes conferring 
resistance to antibiotics (such as nptll that phosphorylates neomycin and kanamycin，or hpt， 

phosphorylating hygromycin，or genes conferring resistance to，for example，bleomycin， 

streptomycin， tetracyclin， chloramphenicol， ampicHlin， gentamycin， geneticin (G418)， 

spectinomycin or blasticidin)，to herbicides (for example bar which provides resistance to 

Basta®; aroA or gox providing resistance against glyphosate，or the genes conferring 

resistance to，for example，imidazolinone，phosphinothricin or sulfonylurea)，or genes that 

provide a metabolic trait (such as manA that allows plants to use mannose as sole carbon 

source or xylose isomerase for the utilisation of xylose，or antinutritive markers such as the 

resistance to 2-deoxyglucose). Expression of visual marker genes results in the formation of 

colour (for example ß—glucuronidase，GUS or ß-galactosidase with its coloured substrates，for 

example X-Gal), luminescence (such as the luciferin/luceferase system) or fluorescence 
(Green Fluorescent Protein，GFP，and derivatives thereof). This list represente only a small 

number of possible markers. The skilled worker ¡S familiar with such markers. Different 

markers are preferred，depending on the organism and the selection method.

It is known that upon stable or transient integration of nucleic acids into plant cells，only a 

minority of the cells takes up the foreign DNA and，if desired，integrates it into its genome， 

depending on the expression vector used and the transfection technique used. To identify and 

select these integrants，a gene coding for a selectable marker (such as the ones described 

above) is usually introduced into the host cells together with the gene of interest. These 

markers can for example be used in mutants in which these genes are not functional by，for 

example，deletion by conventional methods. Furthermore，nucleic acid molecules encoding a 
selectable marker can be introduced into a host cell on the same vector that comprises the 

sequence encoding the polypeptides of the invention or used in the methods of the invention， 

or else in a separate vector. Cells which have been stably transfected with the introduced 

nucleic acid can be identified for example by selection (for example， cells which have 

integrated the selectable marker survive whereas the other cells die).
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Since the marker genes, particularly genes for resistance to antibiotics and herbicides, are no 

longer required or are undesired in the transgenic host cell once the nucleic acids have been 

introduced successfully，the process according to the invention for introducing the nucleic 

acids advantageously employs techniques which enable the removal or excision of these 
marker genes. One such a method is what is known as co-transformation■ The co- 

transformation method employs two vectors simultaneously for the transformation，one vector 

bearing the nucleic acid according to the invention and a second bearing the marker gene(s)■ 

A large proportion of transformants receives or，in the case of plants，comprises (up to 40% or 

more of the transformants)，both vectors■ In case of transformation with Agrobacteria，the 

transformants usually receive only a part of the vector，¡.e. the sequence flanked by the T- 

DNA，which usually represents the expression cassette. The marker genes can subsequently 

be removed from the transformed plant by performing crosses. In another method，marker 
genes integrated into a transposon are used for the transformation together with desired 

nucleic acid (known as the Ac/Ds technology). The transformants can be crossed with a 

transposase source or the transformants are transformed with a nucleic acid construct 
conferring expression of a transposase，transiently or stable. In some cases (approx. 10%)， 

the transposon jumps out of the genome of the host cell once transformation has taken place 

successfully and is lost. In a further number of cases，the transposon jumps to a different 

location. In these cases the marker gene must be eliminated by performing crosses. In 
microbiology，techniques were developed which make possible，or facilitate，the detection of 

such events. A further advantageous method relies on what is known as recombination 

systems; whose advantage is that elimination by crossing can be dispensed with. The best- 

known system of this type is what is known as the Cre/Ιοχ system. Crel is a recombinase that 

removes the sequences located between the loxP sequences. If the marker gene is integrated 

between the loxP sequences，it is removed once transformation has taken place successfully， 

by expression of the recombinase. Further recombination systems are the ΗΙΝ/ΗΙΧ，FLP/FRT 

and REP/STB system (Tribble et al.，J. Biol. Chem.，275, 2000: 22255-22267; Velmurugan et 

al.，J. Cell Biol.，149, 2000: 553-566). A site-specific integration into the plant genome of the 

nucleic acid sequences according to the invention is possible. Naturally，these methods can 

also be applied to microorganisms such as yeast，fungi or bacteria.

Transqenic/TransqeneZRecombinant

For the purposes of the invention，"transgenic"，“transgene” or "recombinant" means with 

regard to, for example，a nucleic acid sequence，an expression cassette，gene construct or a 

vector comprising the nucleic acid sequence or an organism transformed with the nucleic acid 

sequences，expression cassettes or vectors according to the invention，all those constructions 
brought about by recombinant methods in which either
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(a) the nucleic acid sequences encoding proteins useful in the methods of the invention，or

(b) genetic control sequence(s) which is operably linked with the nucleic acid sequence 

according to the invention，for example a promoter，or

(c) a) and b)
are not located in their natural genetic environment or have been modified by recombinant 

methods，it being possible for the modification to take the form of，for example，a substitution， 

addition，deletion，inversion or insertion of one or more nucleotide residues. The natural 

genetic environment is understood as meaning the natural genomic or chromosomal locus in 

the original plant or the presence in a genomic library. In the case of a genomic library，the 

natural genetic environment of the nucleic acid sequence is preferably retained，at least in part. 

The environment flanks the nucleic acid sequence at least on one side and has a sequence 

length of at least 50 bp，preferably at least 500 bp，especially preferably at feast 1000 bp，most 

preferably at feast 5000 bp. A naturally occurring expression cassette - for example the 
naturally occurring combination of the natural promoter of the nucleic acid sequences with the 

corresponding nucleic acid sequence encoding a polypeptide useful in the methods of the 

present invention，as defined above - becomes a transgenic expression cassette when this 

expression cassette is modified by non-natural，synthetic ("artificial") methods such as，for 

example，mutagenic treatment. Suitable methods are described，for example，in US 5,565,350 

or WO 00/15815.

A transgenic plant for the purposes of the invention is thus understood as meaning，as above， 

that the nucleic acids used in the method of the invention are not at their natural locus in the 

genome of said plant，it being possible for the nucleic acids to be expressed homologously or 

heterologously. However，as mentioned，transgenic also means that，white the nucleic acids 
according to the invention or used in the inventive method are at their natural position in the 

genome of a plant，the sequence has been modified with regard to the natural sequence， 

and/or that the regulatory sequences of the natural sequences have been modified. 

Transgenic ¡S preferably understood as meaning the expression of the nucleic acids according 

to the invention at an unnatural locus in the genome， ¡.e. homologous or， preferably， 

heterologous expression of the nucleic acids takes place. Preferred transgenic plants are 

mentioned herein.

Transformation

The term “introduction” or “transformation” as referred to herein encompasses the transfer of 

an exogenous polynucleotide into a host cell，irrespective of the method used for transfer. 

Plant tissue capable of subsequent clonal propagation， whether by organogenesis or 

embryogenesis，may be transformed with a genetic construct of the present invention and a
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whole plant regenerated there from. The particular tissue chosen will vary depending on the 

clonal propagation systems available for，and best suited to，the particular species being 

transformed. Exemplary tissue targets include leaf disks， pollen， embryos， cotyledons， 

hypocotyls， megagametophytes， callus tissue， existing meristematic tissue (e.g.， apical 

meristem，axillary buds，and root meristems)，and induced meristem tissue (e.g.，cotyledon 

meristem and hypocotyl meristem). The polynucleotide may be transiently or stably introduced 

into a host cell and may be maintained non-integrated，for example，as a plasmid. 

Alternatively，it may be integrated into the host genome. The resulting transformed plant cell 

may then be used to regenerate a transformed plant in a manner known to persons skilled in 

the art.

The transfer of foreign genes into the genome of a plant is called transformation. 

Transformation of plant species is now a fairly routine technique. Advantageously，any of 

several transformation methods may be used to introduce the gene of interest into a suitable 

ancestor cell. The methods described for the transformation and regeneration of plants from 

plant tissues or plant cells may be utilized for transient or for stable transformation. 

Transformation methods include the use of liposomes，electroporation，chemicals that increase 
free DNA uptake，injection of the DNA directly into the plant，particle gun bombardment， 

transformation using viruses or pollen and microprojectfon. Methods may be selected from the 

calcium/polyethylene glycol method for protoplasts (Krens，F.A. et al.，(1982) Nature 296, 72■ 

74; Negrutiu I et al. (1987) Plant Mol Biol 8: 363-373); electroporation of protoplasts (ShHlito 

R.D. et al. (1985) Bio/Technol 3, 1099-1102); microinjection into plant material (Crossway A et 

al.，(1986) Mol. Gen Genet 202: 179-185); DNA or RNA-coated particle bombardment (Klein 

TM et al.，(1987) Nature 327: 70) infection with (non-integrative) viruses and the like. 

Transgenic plants， including transgenic crop plants， are preferably produced via 

Agrobacterium-mediaied transformation. An ^vantageous transformation method ¡S the 

transformation in planta. To this end，it is possible，for example，to allow the agrobacteria to act 

on plant seeds or to inoculate the plant meristem with agrobacteria. It has proved particularly 

expedient in accordance with the invention to allow a suspension of transformed agrobacteria 

to act on the intact plant or at least on the flower primordia. The plant is subsequently grown 

on until the seeds of the treated plant are obtained (Clough and Bent，Plant J. (1998) 16, 735- 

743). Methods for Agrobacterium-vr\ed\aied transformation of rice include well known methods 

for rice transformation，such as those described in any of the following: European patent 

application EP 1198985 Al, Aldemita and Hodges (Planta 199: 612-617，1996); Chan et al. 

(Plant Mol Biol 22 (3): 491-506，1993)，Hie¡ et al. (Plant 282，1994-271 :(2) 6 ل)，which 

disclosures are incorporated by reference herein as if fully set forth. In the case of corn 

transformation，the preferred method is as described in either Ishida et al. (Nat. Biotechnol 
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14(6): 745-50, 1996) or Frame et al■ (Plant Physiol 129(1): 13-22, 2002)，which disclosures are 

incorporated by reference herein as if fully set forth. Said methods are further described by 

way of example in B. Jenes et al.，Techniques for Gene Transfer，in: Transgenic Plants，Vol. 1， 

Engineering and utilization，eds. S.D. Kung and R. Wu，Arademic Press (1993) 128-143 and 

in Potrykus Annu. Rev. Plant Physiol. Plant Molec. Biol. 42 (1991) 205-225). The nucleic acids 

or the construct to be expressed is preferably cloned into a vector，which is suitable for 
transforming Agrobacterium tumefaciens, for example pBin19 (Bevan et al.，Nucl. Acids Res. 

12 (1984) 8711). Agrobacteria transformed by such a vector can then be used in known 

manner for the transformation of plants，such as plants used as a model，like Arabidopsis 

(Arabidopsis thaliana is within the scope of the present invention not considered as a crop 

plant)，or crop plants such as，by way of example，tobacco plants，for example by immersing 

bruised leaves or chopped leaves in an agrobacterial solution and then cuKuring them in 
suitable media. The transformation of plants by means of Agrobacterium tumefaciens is 

described，for example，by Höfgen and Willmitzer in Nucl. Acid Res. (1988) 16，9877 or is 

known inter alia from F.F. White，Vectors for Gene Transfer in Higher Plants; in Transgenic 

Plants，Vol. 1, Engineering and utilization，eds. S.D. Kung and R. Wu, Academic Press，1993, 

pp. 15-38.

In addition to the transformation of somatic cells，which then have to be regenerated into intact 

plants，it is also possible to transform the cells of plant meristems and in particular those cells 

which develop into gametes. In this case，the transformed gametes follow the natural plant 

development，giving rise to transgenic plants. Thus，for example，seeds of Arabidopsis are 

treated with agrobacteria and seeds are obtained from the developing plants of which a certain 

proportion is transformed and thus transgenic [Feldman，KA and Marks MD (1987). Mol Gen 

Genet 208:274-289; Feldmann K (1992). In: c Koncz，Ν-Η Chua and ل Shell，eds，Methods in 

Arabidopsis Research. Word Scientific，Singapore，pp. 274-289]. Alternative methods are 

based on the repeated removal of the inflorescences and incubation of the excision site in the 

center of the rosette with transformed agrobacteria，whereby transformed seeds can likewise 

be obtained at a later point in time (Chang (1994). Plant J. 5: 551-558; Katavic (1994). Mol 

Gen Genet，245: 363-370). However，an especially effective method is the vacuum infiltration 

method with its modifications such as the “floral dip" method. In the case of vacuum infiltration 
of Arabidopsis, intact plants under reduced pressure are treated with an agrobacterial 

suspension [Bechthold，N (1993). c R Acad Sc¡ Paris Life Sc¡，316: 1194-1199]，while in the 

case of the "floral dip” method the developing floral tissue is incubated briefly with a surfactant- 

treated agrobacterial suspension [Clough，SJ and Bent AF (1998) The Plant J. 16, 735-743]. A 

certain proportion of transgenic seeds are harvested ¡n both cases, and these seeds can be 

distinguished from non-transgenic seeds by growing under the above-described selective 
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conditions. In addition the stable transformation of plastids is of advantages because plastids 

are inherited maternally is most crops reducing or eliminating the risk of transgene flow 

through pollen. The transformation of the chloroplast genome is generally achieved by a 

process which has been schematically displayed in Klaus et al.，2004 [Nature Biotechnology 

22 (2)， 225-229]. Briefly the sequences to be transformed are cloned together with a 
selectable marker gene between flanking sequences homologous to the chloroplast genome. 

These homologous flanking sequences direct site specific integration into the plastome. 

Plastidal transformation has been described for many different plant species and an overview 

is given in Bock (2001) Transgenic plastids in basic research and plant biotechnology. ل Mol 

Biol. 2001 Sep 21; 312 (3):425-38 or Maliga，p (2003) Progress towards commercialization of 
plastid transformation technology. Trends Bfotechnol. 21，20-28. Further biotechnological 

progress has recently been reported in form of marker free plastid transformants，which can be 

produced by a transient со-integrated maker gene (Klaus et al.，2004，Nature Biotechnology 

22(2)，225-229).

Τ-ΡΝΑ activation tagging

T-DNA activation tagging (Hayashi et al. Science (1992) 1350-1353)，involves insertion of T- 

DNA，usually containing a promoter (may also be a translation enhancer or an intron)，in the 

genomic region of the gene of interest or 10 kb up- or downstream of the coding region of a 

gene in a configuration such that the promoter directs expression of the targeted gene. 

Typically，regulation of expression of the targeted gene by its natural promoter is disrupted and 

the gene falls under the control of the newly introduced promoter. The promoter is typically 

embedded in a T-DNA. This T-DNA is randomly inserted into the plant genome，for example， 
through Agrobacterium infection and leads to modified expression of genes near the inserted 

T-DNA. The resulting transgenic plants show dominant phenotypes due to modified 

expression of genes close to the introduced promoter

TILLING

The term “TILLING” is an abbreviation of “Targeted Induced Local Lesions In Genomes” and 

refers to a mutagenesis technology useful to generate and/or identify nucleic acids encoding 
proteins with modified expression and/or activity. TILLING also allows selection of plants 

carrying such mutant variants. These mutant variants may exhibit modified expression，either 

in strength or in location or in timing (if the mutations affect the promoter for example). These 

mutant variants may exhibit higher activity than that exhibited by the gene in its natural form. 

TILLING combines high-density mutagenesis with high-throughput screening methods. The 

steps typically followed in TILLING are: (a) EMS mutagenesis (Rede¡ GP and Koncz c (1992) 

In Methods in Arabidopsis Research，Koncz c，Chua NH，Schell ل，eds. Singapore，Wo d 
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Scientific Publishing Co, PP. 16-82; Feldmann et al■，(1994) In Meyerowitz EM，Somerville CR， 

eds, Arabidopsis. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press: Cold Spring Harbor，NY: pp 137-172; 

Lightner ل and Caspar T (1998) In ل Martinez-Zapater，ل Salinas，eds: Methods on Molecular 

Biology，Vol. 82. Humana Press: Totowa，NJ，pp 91-104); (b) DNA preparation and pooling of 

individuals; (c) PCR amplification of a region of interest; (d) denaturation and annealing to 

allow formation of heteroduplexes; (e) DHPLC： where the presence of a heteroduplex in a pool 
is detected as an extra peak in the chromatogram; (f) identification of the mutant individual; 

and (g) sequencing of the mutant PCR product. Methods for TILLING are well known in the art 
(McCallum et al.，(2000) Nat Biotechnol 18: 455-457; reviewed by Stemple (2004) Nat Rev 

Genet 5(2):145-50).

Homologous recombination

Homologous recombination allows introduction in a genome of a selected nucleic acid at a 

defined selected position. Homologous recombination is a standard technology used routinely 

in biological sciences for lower organisms such as yeast or the moss Physcomitrella. Methods 

for performing homologous recombination in plants have been described not only for model 

plants (Offringa et al. (1990) EMBO 84-3077 :(10)9 ل) but also for crop plants，for example rice 
(Terada et al. (2002) Nat Biotech 20(10): 1030-4; lida and Terada (2004) Curr Opin Biotech 

15(2):132-8).

Yield

The term “yield” in general means a measurable produce of economic value: typically related 

to a specified crop: to an area: and to a period of time. Individual plant parts directly contribute 
to yield based on their number，size and/or weight，or the actual yield is the yield per acre for a 

crop and year: which is determined by dividing total production (includes both harvested and 

appraised production) by planted acres. The term “yield” of a plant may relate to vegetative 
biomass (root and/or shoot biomass)，to reproductive organs: and/or to propagutes (such as 

seeds) of that plant.

Early vigour

“Early vigour” refers to active healthy well-balanced growth especially during early stages of 
plant growth，and may result from increased plant fitness due to: for example，the plants being 

better adapted to their environment (¡.e. optimizing the use of energy resources and 

partitioning between shoot and root). Plants having early vigour also show increased seedling 

survival and a better establishment of the crop: which often results in highly uniform fields (with 

the crop growing in uniform manner，¡.e. with the majority of plants reaching the various stages 

of development at substantially the same time): and often better and higher yield. Therefore: 
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early vigour may be determined by measuring various factors，such as thousand kernel weight， 
percentage germination，percentage emergence，seedling growth，seedling height，root ■Angth 

root and shoot biomass and many more.

IncreaseZImproveZEnhance

The terms "increase"，"improve" or “enhance" are interchangeable and shall mean in the sense 
of the application at least a 5%，6%，7%，8%，9% or 10%，preferably at least 15% or 20%， 

more preferably 25%，30%，35% or 40% more yield and/or growth in comparison to control 

plants as defined herein.

Seed yield

Increased seed yield may manifest itself as one or more of the following: a) an increase in 

seed biomass (total seed weight) which may be on an individual seed basis and/or per plant 

and/or per hectare or acre; b) increased number of flowers per plant; c) increased number of 

(filled) seeds; d) increased seed filling rate (which is expressed as the ratio between the 

number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds); e) increased harvest index，which 

is expressed as a ratio of the yield of harvestable parts，such as seeds，divided by the total 

biomass; and f) increased thousand kernel weight (TKW)，which is extrapolated from the 

number of filled seeds counted and their total weight. An increased TKW may result from an 

increased seed size and/or seed weight，and may also result from an increase in embryo 

and/or endosperm size.

An increase in seed yield may also be manifested as an increase in seed size and/or seed 

volume. Furthermore，an increase in seed yield may also manifest itself as an increase in 
seed area and/or seed length and/or seed width and/or seed perimeter. Increased yield may 

also result in modified architecture，or may occur because of modified architecture.

Greenness Index

The “greenness index" as used herein is calculated from digital images of plants. For each 

pixel belonging to the plant object on the image，the ratio of the green value versus the red 

value (in the RGB model for encoding color) is calculated. The greenness index is expressed 

as the percentage of pixels for which the green-to-red ratio exceeds a given threshold. Under 

normal growth conditions，under salt stress growth conditions，and under reduced nutrient 

availability growth conditions，the greenness index of plants is measured in the last imaging 

before flowering. In contrast，under drought stress growth conditions，the greenness index of 

plants is measured in the first imaging after drought.
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Plant

The term “plant" as used herein encompasses whole plants，ancestors and progeny of the 

plants and plant parts，including seeds，shoots，stems，leaves，roots (including tubers)，flowers， 

and tissues and organs，wherein each of the aforementioned comprise the gene/nucleic acid of 

interest■ The term “plant” also encompasses plant cells，suspension cultures，callus tissue， 

embryos，meristematic regions，gametophytes，sporophytes，pollen and microspores，again 

wherein each of the aforementioned comprises the gene/nucleic acid of interest■

Plants that are particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which 

belong to the superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous 

plants including fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs 
selected from the list comprising Acerspp., Actinidia spp.，Abelmoschus spp.，Agave sisalana, 

Agropyron spp.， Agrostis stolonifera, Allium spp.， Amaranthus spp.， Ammophila arenaria, 

Ananas comosus, Annona spp.，Apium graveolens, Arachis spp，Artocarpus spp.，Asparagus 

officinalis, Avena svVi (e.g. Avena sativa，Avena fatua，Avena byzantina, Avena fatua var. 

sativa, Avena hybrida)，Averrhoa carambola，Bambusa sp., Benincasa hispida，Bertholtetia 

exceisea, Beta vulgaris, Brassica spp. (e.g. Brassica napus, Brassica rapa ssp. \٢٠г٩о\г١ 

oilseed rape，turnip rape])，Cadaba farinosa，Camellia sinensis, Canna indica, Cannabis sativa, 

Capsicum spp.，Carex elata, Carica papaya, Carissa macrocarpa，Carya spp.，Carthamus 

tinctorius, Castanea SVV>|١ Ceiba pentandra, Cichorium endivia, Cinnamomum SVV>|١ Citruiius 

lanatus, Citrus spp.，Cocos spp.，Coffea spp.，Colocasia esculenta, Cola spp.，Corchorus sp.， 

Coriandrum sativum，Coryius SVV>|١ Crataegus SVV>|١ Crocus sativus，Cucurbita SVV>|١ Cucumis 

spp., Cynara spp., Daucus carota, Desmodium spp., Dimocarpus longan, Dioscorea spp., 

Diospyros Echinochioa spv>.١ Eiaeis (e.g. Eiaeis guineensis, Eiaeis oieifera), Eieusine 

coracana, Erianthus sp.，Eriobotrya japónica, Eucalyptus sp.，Eugenia uniflora, Fagopyrum 

spv>.١ Fagus spv>.١ Festuca arundinacea, Ficus carica, Fortuneiia Fragaria spv>.١ Ginkgo 

bitaba, Giycine spp. (e.g. Glycine max，Soja hispida or Soja max), Gossypium hirsutum， 

Heiianthus SVV>| (e.g. Heiianthus annuus), Hemerocaiiis fuiva, Hibiscus SVV>|١ Hordeum SVV>| 

(e.g. Hordeum vulgare)，ipomoea batatas，vlugians SVV>|١ Lactuca sativa，Lathyrus SVV>|١ Lens 

cuiinaris, Linum usitatissimum，Litchi chinensis, Lotus SVV>|١ Luffa acutanguia, Lupinus SVV>|١ 

Luzula sylvatica, Lycopersicon spp. (e.g. Lycopersicon esculentum, Lycopersicon 

lycopersicum, Lycopersicon pyriforme), Macrotyloma spp.，Malus spp.，Malpighia emarginata, 

Mammea americana, Mangifera indica. Manihot SVV>|١ Manilkara zapota, Medicago sativa, 

Melilotus spp.，Mentha spp.，Miscanthus sinensis, Momordica spp.，Morus nigra, Musa spp.， 

Nicotiana spp.，Olea spp.，Opuntia spp.，Ornithopus spp.，Oryza spp. (e.g. Oryza sativa, Oryza 

iatifoiia), Panicum miiiaceum, Panicum virgetum， Passifiora eduiis, Pastinaca sativa, 

Pennisetum sp., Persea SVV>|١ Petroseiinum crispum，Phalaris arundinacea, Phaseoius SVV>|١
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Phleum pratense, Phoenix svv٠١ Phragmites austraiis, Physalis svv٠١ Pinus svv٠١ Pistacia vera, 

Pisum spp.， Poa spp.， Populus spp.， Prosopis spp.， Prunus spp.， Psidium spp.， Punica 

granatum，Pyrus communis，Quercus SVV>|١ Raphanus sativus, Rheum rhabarbarum, Ribes 

spp■，Ricinus communis, Rubus spp■，Saccharum spp■，Salix sp.，Sambucus spp■，Secale 

cereaie, Sesamum Sinapis sp., Soianum spp. (e.g. Soianum tuberosum， Soianum

integrifolium or Solanum lycopersicum), Sorghum bicolor，Spinacia spp■， Syzygium spp■， 

Tagetes SVV>|١ Tamarindus indica, Theobroma cacao, Trifolium SVV>|١ Triticosecaie rimpaui, 

Triticum svVi (e.g. Triticum aestivum, Triticum durum，Triticum turgidum，Triticum hybernum, 

Triticum macha, Triticum sativum or Triticum vulgare)，Tropaeolum minus，Tropaeoium majus, 

Vaccinium ▽icia Vigna Vioia odorata, ▽itis Zea mays, Zizania palustris， 

Ziziphus spp■，amongst others.

Detailed description of the invention
ERLK
It has now been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding an 

extensin receptor-like kinase (ERLK) or a part thereof comprising at least the kinase domain 

and the transmembrane domain，gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits relative to 

control plants.

Therefore，according to a first embodiment，the invention provides a method for enhancing 

yield-related traits in plants relative to control plants，comprising modulating expression in a 

plant of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein，or a part thereof.

A preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression of a nucleic acid 

encoding an extensin receptor-like kinase (ERLK) or a part thereof comprising at least the 

kinase domain and the transmembrane domain，is by introducing and expressing in a plant a 

nucleic acid encoding such an ERLK protein.

Any reference hereinafter to a “protein useful in the methods of the invention” is taken to mean 

an ERLK polypeptide as defined herein. Any reference hereinafter to a "nucleic acid useful in 

the methods of the invention" is taken to mean a nucleic acid capable of encoding such an 

ERLK polypeptide. The nucleic acid to be introduced into a plant (and therefore useful in 
performing the methods of the invention) is any nucleic acid encoding the type of protein which 

will now be described，hereafter also named "ERLK nucleic acid" or "ERLK gene".

The ERLK protein useful in the methods of the present invention is an ERLK protein as defined 

by Shiu and Bleeker (2001). The term “ERLK protein" or “extensin receptor-like kinase" refers 
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to a protein comprising a kinase domain and N-terminally thereof a transmembrane domain 

(see Figure 1 and Figure 2 for a schematic overview). ERLK proteins preferably also comprise 

an N—terminal secretion signal sequence and optionally an extracellular domain. Preferably the 

kinase domain (and/or other domains) of the ERLK protein useful in the present invention 

classifies as an extensin receptor-like kinase as defined by Shiu and Bleeker (2001).

The term “domain” and “motif’ is defined in the “definitions” section herein. Specialist 

databases exist for the identification of domains，for example，SMART (Schultz et al. (1998) 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA 95, 5857-5864; Letunic et al. (2002) Nucleic Acids Res 30, 242- 

244, InterPro (Mulderet al.，(2003) Nucl. Acids. Res. 31, 315-318, Prosite (Bucherand Bairoch 

(1994)，A generalized profile syntax for biomolecular sequences motifs and its function in 

automatic sequence interpretation. (In) ISMB-94; Proceedings 2nd International Conference on 
Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology. Altman R.，Brutlag D.，Karp p.，Lathrop R.，Searls 

D.，Eds.，ΡΡ53-61，AAAI Press，Menlo Park; Hulo et al.，Nucl. Acids. Res. 32:D134-D137, 

(2004)，or Pfam (Bateman et al.，Nucleic Acids Research 30(1): 276-280 (2002). A set of tools 

for in silico analysis of protein sequences is available on the ExPASy proteomics server (Swiss 

Institute of Bioinformatics (Gasteiger et al.，ExPASy: the proteomics server for in-depth protein 

knowledge and analysis，Nucleic Acids Res. 31:3784-3788(2003)). Domains may also be 

identified using routine techniques，such as by sequence alignment.

Methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison are well known in the art，such 

methods include GAP，BESTFIT，BLAST，FASTA and TFASTA. GAP uses the algorithm of 

Needleman and Wunsch ((1970) ل Mol Biol 48: 443-453) to find the global (¡.e. spanning the 

complete sequences) alignment of two sequences that maximizes the number of matches and 
minimizes the number of gaps. The BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. (1990) ل Mol Biol 215: 

403-10) calculates percent sequence identity and performs a statistical analysis of the 

similarity between the two sequences. The software for performing BLAST analysis is publicly 

available through the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Homologues may 

readily be identified using，for example，the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment algorithm 

(version 1.83)，with the default pairwise alignment parameters，and a scoring method in 

percentage. Global percentages of similarity and identity may also be determined using one of 

the methods available in the MatGAT software package (Campanella et al.，ВМС 
Bioinformatics. 2003 Jul 10;4:29. MatGAT: an application that generates similarity/identity 

matrices using protein or DNA sequences.). Minor manual editing may be performed to 

optimise alignment between conserved motifs，as would be apparent to a person skilled in the 

art. Furthermore，instead of using full-length sequences for the identification of homologues， 

specific domains (such as the kinase domain) may also be used. The sequence identity
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values may be determined over the entire nucleic acid or amino acid sequence or over 

selected domains or conserved motif(s)， using the programs mentioned above using the 

default parameters.

The kinase domain in ERLK proteins useful in the methods of the present invention is a protein 
Tyr kinase type domain (Pfam entry PFO7714，InterPro entry IPR001245). The active site 

corresponds to the PROSITE signature PS00109, with the following consensus pattern: 

[UVMFYC] - {A} - [HY] - X - D - [LVMFY] - [RSTAC] - {D} - {PF} - N - [LVMFYC](3)， 

wherein D is part of the active site. The syntax of this pattern is according to the conventions 

used in the Prosite database and is explained in the PROSITE manual.

Preferably，the kinase domain is furthermore characterised by the presence of sequence motif 
1 (SEQ ID NO: 6):
(M/L)L(S/G/R)R(L/M)(H/R/Q) (H/S/C) (R/р) (Ν/Υ)L(L/V)XL(I/L/V)G

wherein X may be any amino acid，preferably one of K，N，A，S，G，E. Preferably，motif 1 has the 

sequence LLSR(L/M)(H/R/Q)(c/s)PYL(L/v)(E/G/A)L(L/I); most preferably motif 1 

has the sequence LLSRLQCPYLVELLG.
Preferably，the kinase domain also comprises one or more of sequence motif 2 (SEQ ID NO: 

7):
L(Y/D/N) (W/F)X(A/V/T)R(L/M) (L/R/G)IA(L/V)
wherein X may be any amino acid，preferably one of D，N，E，K，P，Q，or G，

sequence motif 3 (SEQ ID NO: 8):

A(R/K) (A/G)L(A/E) (Y/F) LHE,
sequence motif 4 (SEQ ID NO: 9):
(V/I)IHR(D/N) (F/L)K(S/A/G/C) (S/T)N(I/V)LL(E/D)

wherein the amino acid on position 6 is preferably not l，v or M， 

sequence motif 5 (SEQ ID NO: 10):
(K/R)V(S/A/T)DFG(L/M/S)

Preferably，sequence motif 2 has the sequence

LDW (G/Q/P/E) (Α/Τ) R(L/M) (R/G) IA (L/V)，more preferably，sequence motif 2 has the 

sequence LDW (G/Q) (Τ/Α) RL (R/G) IAL, most preferably，sequence motif 2 has the 

sequence LDWGARLRIAL. Sequence motif 3 preferably has the sequence ARALEFLHE. 
Sequence motif 4 preferably has the sequence VIHR (D/N) (F/L) K (s/c) (S/T) NILLD，most 

preferably，the sequence is VIHRNFKCTNILLD. Sequence motif 5 preferably has the 

sequence (K/R) VSDFG (L/M)，most preferably the sequence is KVSDFGL.

Preferably，the kinase domain of ERLK proteins useful in the methods of the present invention 
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have，in increasing order of preference，at least 39%，40%，45%，50%，55%，60%，65%，70%， 

75%，80%，85%，90%，95%，96%，97%，98% or 99% sequence identity to the kinase domain 

of SEQ ID NO: 2 (as given in SEQ ID NO: 57). A kinase domain may be identified using the 

databases and tools for protein identification listed above，and/or methods for the alignment of 

sequences for comparison. In some instances，default parameters may be adjusted to modify 

the stringency of the search. For example using BLAST，the statistical significance threshold 

(called “expect" value) for reporting matches against database sequences may be increased to 

show less stringent matches. In this way，short nearly exact matches may be identified.

Transmembrane domains are about 15 to 30 amino acids long and are usually composed of 

hydrophobic residues that form an alpha helix. They are usually predicted on the basis of 

hydrophobicity (for example Klein et al.，Biochim. Biophys. Acta 815，468，1985; or 
Sonnhammer et al.，In j. Glasgow，T. Littlejohn，F. Major，R. Lathrop，D. Sankoff，and c. 

Sensen，editors，Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Intelligent Systems for 

Molecular Biology，pages 175-182, Menlo Park，CA，1998, AAAI Press).

The extracellular domain of an ERLK protein，if present，may (but not necessarily need to) 

have one or more SPx motifs. The structure of secretion signal sequences and the prediction 

of its cleavage sites are well known in the art.

Furthermore，ERLK proteins useful in the methods of the present invention (at least in their 

native form) typically，but not necessarily，have kinase activity. Therefore，ERLK proteins with 

reduced kinase activity or without kinase activity may equally be useful in the methods of the 

present invention. A person skilled in the art may easily determine the presence of kinase 

activity using routine tools and techniques. To determine the kinase activity of receptor like 

kinases，several assays are available (for example Current Protocols in Molecular Biology， 

Volumes 1 and 2, Ausubel et al. (1994)，Current Protocols). In brief，a kinase assay generally 

involves (1) bringing the kinase protein into contact with a substrate polypeptide containing the 

target site to be phosphorylated; (2) allowing phosphorylation of the target site in an 

appropriate kinase buffer under appropriate conditions; (3) separating phosphorylated products 

from non-phosphorylated substrate after a suitable reaction period. The presence or absence 

of kinase activity ¡S determined by the presence or absence of a phosphorylated target. In 

addition，quantitative measurements can be performed. Purified receptor like kinase，or cell 

extracts containing or enriched in the receptor like kinase could be used as source for the 
kinase protein. Alternatively，the approach of Zhao et al. (Plant Mol. Biol. 26, 791-803，1994) 

could be used，where the cytoplasmic domain of a rice receptor like kinase was expressed in 
Escherichia coli and assayed for kinase activity. As a substrate，small peptides are particularly 
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well suited. The peptide must comprise one or more serine，threonine or tyrosine residues in a 
phosphorylation site motif. A compilation of phosphorylation sites can be found in ßiochimica 

et Biophysica Acta 1314，191-225，(1996). In addition，the peptide substrates may 

advantageously have a net positive charge to facilitate binding to phosphocellulose filters, 

(allowing to separate the phosphorylated from non-phosphorylated peptides and to detect the 
phosphorylated peptides). If a phosphorylation site motif is not known，a general tyrosine 

kinase substrate can be used. For example，"Src-related peptide" (RRLIEDAEYAARG) is a 

substrate for many receptor and non-receptor tyrosine kinases). To determine the kinetic 

parameters for phosphorylation of the synthetic peptide，a range of peptide concentrations is 

required. For initial reactions，a peptide concentration of 0.7-1.5 mM could be used. For each 

kinase enzyme，it is important to determine the optimal buffer，ionic strength，and pH for 

activity. A standard 5x Kinase Buffer generally contains 5 mg/ml BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin 

preventing kinase adsorption to the assay tube)，150 mM Tris-CI (pH 7.5)，100 mM MgCl2. 

Divalent cations are required for most tyrosine kinases，although some tyrosine kinases (for 

example，insulin-，IGF-1-，and PDGF receptor kinases) require MnCl2 instead of MgCl2 (or in 

addition to MgCl2). The optimal concentrations of divalent cations must be determined 

empirically for each protein kinase. A commonly used donor for the phophoryl group is radio- 

labelled [gamma—32p]ATP (normally at 0.2 mM final concentration). The amount of 32p 

incorporated in the peptides may be determined by measuring activity on the nitrocellulose dry 
pads in a scintillation counter.

The present invention is illustrated by transforming plants with the nucleic acid sequence 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 1，encoding the polypeptide sequence of SEQ ID NO: 2. 

However，performance of the invention is not restricted to these sequences; the methods of 

the invention may advantageously be performed using any ERLK-encoding nucleic acid or 

ERLK polypeptide as defined herein.

Examples of nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides are given in Table A of Example 1 

herein. Such nucleic acids are useful in performing the methods of the invention. The amino 

acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1 are example sequences of orthologues and 

paralogues of the ERLK polypeptide represented by SEQ ID NO: 2, the terms “orthologues” 

and “paralogues" being as defined herein. Further orthologues and paralogues may readily be 

identified by performing a so-called reciprocal blast search. Typically，this involves a first 
BLAST involving BLASTing a query sequence (for example using any of the sequences listed 

in Table A of Example 1) against any sequence database，such as the publicly available NCBI 

database. BLASTN or TBLASTX (using standard default values) are generally used when 
starting from a nucleotide sequence，and BLASTP or TBLASTN (using standard default 
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values) when starting from a protein sequence. The BLAST results may optionally be filtered. 

The full-length sequences of either the filtered results or ηοη-filtered results are then BLASTed 

back (second BL٨ST) against sequences from the organism from which the query sequence is 

derived (where the query sequence is SEQ ID NO: 1，SEQ ID NO: 2, SEQ ID NO: 11，SEQ ID 

NO: 12，SEQ ID NO: 13 or SEQ ID NO: 14，the second BLAST would therefore be against 

Arabidopsis sequences). The results of the first and second BLASTS are then compared. A 

paralogue is identified if a high-ranking hit from the first blast is from the same species as from 

which the query sequence is derived，a BLAST back then ideally results in the query sequence 
amongst the highest hits; an orthologue is identified if a high-ranking hit in the first BLAST is 

not from the same species as from which the query sequence is derived，and preferably results 

upon BL٨ST back in the query sequence being among the highest hits.

High-ranking hits are those having a low E-value. The lower the E-value，the more significant 

the score (or in other words the lower the chance that the hit was found by chance). 

Computation of the E-value is well known in the art. In addition to E-values，comparisons are 

also scored by percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical 

nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) 

sequences over a particular length. In the case of large families，ClustalW may be used， 
followed by a neighbour joining tree，to help visualize clustering of related genes and to identify 

orthologues and paralogues.

Nucleic acid variants may also be useful in practising the methods of the invention. Examples 

of such variants include nucleic acids encoding homologues and derivatives of any one of the 

amino acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1, the terms “homologue" and “derivative” 

being as defined herein. Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids 

encoding homologues and derivatives of orthologues or paralogues of any one of the amino 

acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1. Homologues and derivatives useful in the 

methods of the present invention have substantially the same biological and functional activity 

as the unmodified protein from which they are derived.

Further nucleic acid variants useful in practising the methods of the invention include portions 

of nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides，nucleic acids hybridising to nucleic acids 

encoding ERLK polypeptides，splice variants of nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides， 

allelic variants of nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides and variants of nucleic acids 

encoding ERLK polypeptides obtained by gene shuffling. The terms hybridising sequence， 

splice variant, allelic variant and gene shuffling are as described herein.
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Nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides need not be full-length nucleic acids， since 

performance of the methods of the invention does not rely on the use of full-length nucleic acid 

sequences. According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing 

yield-related traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a portion of any 

one of the nucleic acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1，or a portion of a nucleic acid 

encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid sequences given in 

Table A of Example 1. Preferably，the portion encodes a polypeptide comprising at feast，from 

N-terminus to C-terminus，(i) a transmembrane domain and (¡¡) an extensin receptor-like 

kinase-type (ERLK-type) kinase domain.

A portion of a nucleic acid may be prepared，for example，by making one or more deletions to 

the nucleic acid. The portions may be used in isolated form or they may be fused to other 
coding (or non-coding) sequences in order to, for example，produce a protein that combines 

several activities. When fused to other coding sequences，the resultant polypeptide produced 

upon translation may be bigger than that predicted for the protein portion.

Portions useful in the methods of the invention，encode a ERLK polypeptide as defined herein， 

having a kinase domain (as described above) and having substantially the same biological 

activity as the ERLK protein represented by any of the amino acid sequences given in Table A 

of Example 1. Preferably，the portion is a portion of any one of the nucleic acids given in Table 

A of Example 1, or is a portion of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue or paralogue of any 

one of the amino acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1. Preferably the portion is at 

least 800, 850, 900, 950, 1000, 1050, 1100, 1150, 1200, 1250, 1300 consecutive nucleotides 

in length，the consecutive nucleotides being of any one of the nucleic acid sequences given in 

Table A of Example 1，or of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue or paralogue of any one of 

the amino acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1. Most preferably the portion is a 
portion of the nucleic acid of SEQ ID NO: 1.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridising，under reduced stringency conditions，preferably under stringent conditions，with a 

nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide as defined herein，or with a portion as defined 
herein.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridizing to any one of the nucleic acids given in Table A of Example 1，or comprising 

introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid 
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encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the nucleic acid sequences given in 

Table A of Example 1.

Hybridising sequences useful in the methods of the invention encode an ERLK polypeptide as 

defined herein，having an ERLK-type kinase domain and a transmembrane domain (as 

described above)，and having substantially the same biological activity as the amino acid 

sequences given in Table A of Example 1. The hybridising sequence is typically at least 800 

nucleotides in length，preferably at least 1000 nucleotides in length，more preferably at least 

1200 nucleotides in length and most preferably at least 1300 nucleotides in length. Preferably， 

the hybridising sequence is capable of hybridising to any one of the nucleic acids given in 

Table A of Example 1, or to a portion of any of these sequences，a portion being as defined 

above，or the hybridising sequence is capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid encoding an 

orthologue or paralogue of any one of the amino acid sequences given in Table A of Example 
1, or to probes，or to probes derived therefrom. Most preferably，the hybridising sequence is 

capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 1 or to a portion or 

probe thereof■

Methods for designing probes are well known in the art. Probes are generally less than 1000 
bp in length，preferably less than 500 bp in length. Commonly，probe lengths for DNA-DNA 

hybridisations such as Southern blotting， vary between 100 and 500 bp， whereas the 

hybridising region in probes for DNA—DNA hybridisations such as in PCR amplification 

generally are shorter than 50 but longer than 10 nucleotides.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a splice variant encoding 

an ERLK polypeptide as defined hereinabove，a splice variant being as defined herein.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a splice variant of any one of 

the nucleic acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1，or a splice variant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid sequences given in 

Table A of Example 1.

Preferred splice variants are splice variants of a nucleic acid represented by SEQ ID NO: 1, or 

a splice variant of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue or paralogue of SEQ ID NO: 2.
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Another nucleic acid variant useful in performing the methods of the invention is an allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide as defined hereinabove，an allelic 

variant being as defined herein.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant an allelic variant of any one of 

the nucleic acids given in Table A of Example 1，or comprising introducing and expressing in a 

plant an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of 

any of the amino acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1.

The allelic variants useful in the methods of the present invention have substantially the same 

biological activity as the ERLK polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2 and any of the amino acids 

depicted in Table A of Example 1. Allelic variants exist in nature，and encompassed within the 

methods of the present invention is the use of these natural alteles. Preferably，the allelic 

variant is an allelic variant of SEQ ID NO: 1 or an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding an 

orthologue or paralogue of SEQ ID NO: 2.

A further nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid variant 

obtained by gene shuffling. Gene shuffling or directed evolution may also be used to generate 

variants of nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides as defined above; the term “gene 

shuffling” being as defined herein.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a variant of any one of the 

nucleic acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1，or comprising introducing and 

expressing in a plant a variant of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or 

homologue of any of the amino acid sequences given in Table A of Example 1，which variant 

nucleic acid is obtained by gene shuffling.

Furthermore，nucleic acid variants may also be obtained by site-directed mutagenesis. 

Several methods are available to achieve site-directed mutagenesis，the most common being 
PCR based methods (Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. Wiley Eds.).

Nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides may be derived from any natural or artificial 

source. The nucleic acid may be modified from its native form in composition and/or genomic 

environment through deliberate human manipulation. Preferably the ERLK polypeptide- 

encoding nucleic acid is from a plant，further preferably from a dicotyledonous plant，more 
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preferably from the family Brassicaceae，most preferably the nucleic acid is from Arabidopsis 

thaiiana.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits. 

In particular performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having increased yield， 

especially increased seed yield relative to control plants■ The terms “yield” and “seed yield” 

are described in more detail in the “definitions” section herein.

Reference herein to enhanced yield-related traits is taken to mean an increase in biomass 

(weight) of one or more parts of a plant，which may include aboveground (harvestable) parts 

and/or (harvestable) parts below ground. In particular，such harvestable parts are seeds and 

leafy biomass， and performance of the methods of the invention results in plants having 

increased leafy biomass and increased seed yield, relative to control plants.

Taking corn as an example，a yield increase may be manifested as one or more of the 

following: increase in the number of plants established per hectare or acre, an increase in the 

number of ears per plant，an increase in the number of rows，number of kernels per row，kernel 

weight，thousand kernel weight，ear length/diameter，increase in the seed filling rate (which is 

the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and multiplied by 100)，among 

others. Taking rice as an example，a yield increase may manifest itself as an increase in one 

or more of the following: number of plants per hectare or acre，number of panicles per plant， 

number of spikelets per panicle，number of flowers (florets) per panicle (which is expressed as 

a ratio of the number of filled seeds over the number of primary panicles)，increase in the seed 

filling rate (which is the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and 

multiplied by 100)，increase in thousand kernel weight，among others.

The present invention provides a method for increasing yield，especially increased teafy 

biomass and increased seed yield of plants，relative to control plants，which method comprises 

modulating expression, preferably increasing expression, in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding 

a ERLK polypeptide as defined herein.

Since the transgenic plants according to the present invention have increased yield，it is likely 
that these plants exhibit an increased growth rate (during at least part of their life cycle)， 

relative to the growth rate of control plants at a corresponding stage in their life cycle.

The increased growth rate may be specific to one or more parts of a plant (including seeds)，or 

may be throughout substantially the whole plant. Plants having an increased growth rate may 
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have a shorter life cycle. The life cycle of a plant may be taken to mean the time needed to 
grow from a dry mature seed up to the stage where the plant has produced dry mature seeds， 

similar to the starting material. This life cycle may be influenced by factors such as early 

vigour，growth rate， greenness index，flowering time and speed of seed maturation. The 

increase in growth rate may take place at one or more stages in the life cycle of a plant or 

during substantially the whole plant life cycle. Increased growth rate during the early stages in 

the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. Increased growth rate during the early 

stages in the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. The increase in growth rate 
may alter the harvest cycle of a plant allowing plants to be sown later and/or harvested sooner 

than would otherwise be possible (a similar effect may be obtained with earlier flowering time). 

If the growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of the 

same plant species (for example sowing and harvesting of rice plants followed by sowing and 
harvesting of further rice plants all within one conventional growing period). Similarly，if the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of different 

plants species (for example the sowing and harvesting of corn plants followed by，for example， 
the sowing and optional harvesting of soybean，potato or any other suitable plant). Harvesting 

additional times from the same rootstock in the case of some crop plants may also be possible. 

Altering the harvest cycle of a plant may lead to an increase in annual biomass production per 
acre (due to an increase in the number of times (say in a year) that any particular plant may be 

grown and harvested). An increase in growth rate may also allow for the cultivation of 

transgenic plants in a wider geographical area than their wild-type counterparts，since the 

territorial limitations for growing a crop are often determined by adverse environmental 

conditions either at the time of planting (early season) or at the time of harvesting (late 

season). Such adverse conditions may be avoided if the harvest cycle is shortened. The 

growth rate may be determined by deriving various parameters from growth cu^es， such 

parameters may be: Τ-Mid (the time taken for plants to reach 50% of their maximal size) and 
Τ-90 (time taken for plants to reach 90% of their maximal size)，amongst others.

According to a preferred feature of the present invention，performance of the methods of the 

invention gives plants having an increased growth rate relative to control plants. Therefore， 

according to the present invention，there is provided a method for increasing the growth rate of 

plants，which method comprises modulating expression，preferably increasing expression，in a 

plant of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide as defined herein.

An increase in yield and/or growth rate occurs whether the plant is under non-stress conditions 

or whether the plant is exposed to various stresses compared to control plants. Plants typically 
respond to exposure to stress by growing more slowly. In conditions of severe stress，the plant 
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may even stop growing altogether. Mild stress on the other hand is defined herein as being 

any stress to which a plant is exposed which does not result in the plant ceasing to grow 

altogether without the capacity to resume growth. Mild stress in the sense of the invention 

leads to a reduction in the growth of the stressed plants of less than 40%，35% or 30%， 

preferably less than 25%，20% or 15%，more preferably less than 14%，13%，12%，11% or 
10% or less in comparison to the control plant under non-stress conditions. Due to advances 

in agricultural practices (irrigation，fertilization，pesticide treatments) severe stresses are not 

often encountered in cultivated crop plants. As a consequence，the compromised growth 

induced by mild stress is often an undesirable feature for agriculture. Mild stresses are the 

everyday biotic and/or abiotic (environmental) stresses to which a plant is exposed. Abiotic 

stresses may be due to drought or excess water，anaerobic stress，salt stress，chemical 

toxicity，oxidative stress and hot，cold or freezing temperatures. The abiotic stress may be an 
osmotic stress caused by a water stress (particularly due to drought)，salt stress，oxidative 

stress or an ionic stress. Biotic stresses are typically those stresses caused by pathogens， 

such as bacteria，viruses，fungi and insects.

In particular， the methods of the present invention may be performed under non-stress 

conditions or under conditions of mild drought to give plants having increased yield relative to 

control plants. As reported in Wang et al. (Planta (2003) 218: 1-14)，abiotic stress leads to a 

series of morphological，physiological，biochemical and molecular changes that adversely 

affect plant growth and productivity. Drought，salinity，extreme temperatures and oxidative 

stress are known to be interconnected and may induce growth and cellular damage through 

similar mechanisms. Rabbani et al. (Plant Physiol (2003) 133: 1755-1767) describes a 
particularly high degree of “cross talk" between drought stress and high-salinity stress. For 

example，drought and/or salinisation are manifested primarily as osmotic stress，resulting in 

the disruption of homeostasis and ion distribution in the cell. Oxidative stress，which frequently 

accompanies high or low temperature，salinity or drought stress，may cause denaturing of 

functional and structural proteins. As a consequence，these diverse environmental stresses 

often activate similar cell signalling pathways and cellular responses，such as the production of 

stress proteins，up-regulation of anti-oxidants，accumulation of compatible solutes and growth 

arrest. The term “non-stress” conditions as used herein are those environmental conditions 

that allow optimal growth of plants. Persons skilled in the art are aware of normal soil 

conditions and climatic conditions for a given location.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under non-stress conditions or 

under mild drought conditions increased yield relative to control plants grown under 

comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a 
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method for increasing yield in plants grown under ηοη-stress conditions or under mild drought 

conditions，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an ERLK polypeptide.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under conditions of nutrient 

deficiency，particularly under conditions of nitrogen deficiency，increased yield relative to 
control plants grown under comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present 

invention，there is provided a method for increasing yield in plants grown under conditions of 
nutrient deficiency，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an ERLK polypeptide. Nutrient deficiency may result from a lack or excess of 

nutrients such as nitrogen， phosphates and other phosphorous-containing compounds， 
potassium，calcium，radmium，magnesium，manganese，iron and boron，amongst others.

The present invention encompasses plants or parts thereof (including seeds) obtainable by the 

methods according to the present invention. The plants or parts thereof comprise a nucleic 

acid transgene encoding an ERLK polypeptide as defined above.

The invention also provides genetic constructs and vectors to facilitate introduction and/or 

expression in plants of nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides. The gene constructs may 

be inserted into vectors，which may be commercially available，suitable for transforming into 

plants and suitable for expression of the gene of interest in the transformed cells. The 

invention also provides use of a gene construct as defined herein in the methods of the 

invention.

More specifically，the present invention provides a construct comprising:

(a) a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide as defined above;

(b) one or more control sequences capable of driving expression of the nucleic acid 

sequence of (a); and optionally

(c) a transcription termination sequence.

Preferably，the nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide is as defined above. The term 

“control sequence” and “termination sequence” are as defined herein.

Plants are transformed with a vector comprising any of the nucleic acids described above. The 

skilled artisan is well aware of the genetic elements that must be present on the vector in order 

to successfully transform，select and propagate host cells containing the sequence of interest. 
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The sequence of interest is operably linked to one or more control sequences (at least to a 
promoter).

Advantageously，any type of promoter，whether natural or synthetic，may be used to drive 

expression of the nucleic acid sequence. A constitutive promoter is particularly useful in the 

methods. See the “Definitions" section herein for definitions of the various promoter types. A 

preferred constitutive promoter is a constitutive promoter that is also substantially ubiquitously 

expressed. Further preferably the promoter is derived from a plant，more preferably a 

monocotyledonous plant. Most preferred is use of a G0S2 promoter，substantially similar or 

identical to the G0S2 promoter from rice (SEQ ID NO: 5 or SEQ ID NO: 58).

It should be clear that the applicability of the present invention is not restricted to the ERLK 

polypeptide—encoding nucleic acid represented by SEQ ID NO: 1，nor is the applicability of the 

invention restricted to expression of an ERLK polypeptide-encoding nucleic acid when driven 

by a constitutive promoter. See Table 2a in the “Definitions” section herein for further 

examples of constitutive promoters.

Optionally，one or more terminator sequences may be used in the construct introduced into a 

plant. Additional regulatory elements may include transcriptional as well as translational 

enhancers. Those skilled in the art will be aware of terminator and enhancer sequences that 

may be suitable for use in performing the invention. An intron sequence may also be added to 

the 5' untranslated region (UTR) or in the coding sequence to increase the amount of the 

mature message that accumulates in the cytosol，as described in the definitions section, other 
control sequences (besides promoter，enhancer，silencer，intron sequences，3'UTR and/or 

5'UTR regions) may be protein and/or RNA stabilizing elements. Such sequences would be 

known or may readily be obtained by a person skilled in the art.

The genetic constructs of the invention may further include an origin of replication sequence 

that is required for maintenance and/or replication in a specific cell type. One example is when 

a genetic construct is required to be maintained in a bacterial cell as an episomal genetic 

element (e.g. plasmid or cosmid molecule). Preferred origins of replication include，but are not 
limited to, the fl-or¡ and colE1.

For the detection of the successful transfer of the nucleic acid sequences as used in the 

methods of the invention and/or selection of transgenic plants comprising these nucleic acids， 

it is advantageous to use marker genes (or reporter genes). Therefore，the genetic construct 

may optionally comprise a selectable marker gene. Selectable markers are described in more 
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detail in the "definitions" section herein. The marker genes may be removed or excised from 

the transgenic cell once they are no longer needed. Techniques for marker gene removal are 

known in the art, useful techniques are described above in the definitions section.

The invention also provides a method for the production of transgenic plants having enhanced 
yield-related traits relative to control plants，comprising introduction and expression in a plant 

of any nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide as defined hereinabove.

More specifically, the present invention provides a method for the production of transgenic 

plants having increased enhanced yield-related traits, particularly increased leafy biomass and 

seed yield, which method comprises:
(i) introducing and expressing in a plant or plant cell an ERLK polypeptide—encoding 

nucleic acid; and
(¡¡) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and development.

The nucleic acid of (i) may be any of the nucleic acids capable of encoding an ERLK 

polypeptide as defined herein.

The nucleic acid may be introduced directly into a plant cell or into the plant itself (including 
introduction into a tissue，organ or any other part of a plant). According to a preferred feature 

of the present invention，the nucleic acid is preferably introduced into a plant by transformation. 

The term “transformation” is described in more detail in the “definitions” section herein.

The genetically modified plant cells can be regenerated via all methods with which the skilled 

worker is familiar. Suitable methods can be found in the abovementioned publications by S.D. 

Kung and R. Wu，Potrykus or Höfgen and WHImitzer.

Generally after transformation，plant cells or cell groupings are selected for the presence of 

one or more markers which are encoded by plant-expressible genes со-transferred with the 

gene of interest，following which the transformed material is regenerated into a whole plant. 

To select transformed plants，the plant material obtained in the transformation is，as a rule， 

subjected to selective conditions so that transformed plants can be distinguished from 

untransformed plants. For example，the seeds obtained in the above-described manner can be 

planted and，after an initial growing period，subjected to a suitable selection by spraying. A 

further possibility consists in growing the seeds，if appropriate after sterilization，on agar plates 

using a suitable selection agent so that only the transformed seeds can grow into plants.
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Alternatively，the transformed plants are screened for the presence of a selectable marker 

such as the ones described above.

Following DNA transfer and regeneration， putatively transformed plants may also be 

evaluated，for instance using Southern analysis，for the presence of the gene of interest，copy 
number and/or genomic organisation. Alternatively or additionally，expression levels of the 

newly introduced DNA may be monitored using Northern and/or Western analysis，both 

techniques being well known to persons having ordinary skill in the art.

The generated transformed plants may be propagated by a variety of means，such as by clonal 

propagation or classical breeding techniques. For example， a first generation (or Τ1) 

transformed plant may be selfed and homozygous second-generation (or Τ2) transformants 

selected，and the Τ2 plants may then further be propagated through classical breeding 

techniques. The generated transformed organisms may take a variety of forms. For example， 

they may be chimeras of transformed cells and non-transformed cells; clonal transformants 

(e.g.，all cells transformed to contain the expression cassette); grafts of transformed and 

untransformed tissues (e.g.，in plants，a transformed rootstock grafted to an untransformed 
scion).

The present invention clearly extends to any plant cell or plant produced by any of the methods 

described herein，and to all plant parts and propagules thereof. The present invention extends 

further to encompass the progeny of a primary transformed or transfected cell，tissue，organ or 

whole plant that has been produced by any of the aforementioned methods，the only 
requirement being that progeny exhibit the same genotypic and/or phenotypic characteristic(s) 

as those produced by the parent in the methods according to the invention.

The invention also includes host cells containing an isolated nucleic acid encoding an ERLK 

polypeptide as defined hereinabove. Preferred host cells according to the invention are plant 

cells. Host plants for the nucleic acids or the vector used in the method according to the 

invention，the expression cassette or construct or vector are，in principle，advantageously all 

plants，which are capable of synthesizing the polypeptides used in the inventive method.

The methods of the invention are advantageously applicable to any plant. The present 

invention also encompasses plants obtainable by the methods according to the present 

invention. The present invention therefore provides plants，plant parts or plant cells thereof 

obtainable by the method according to the present invention，which plants or parts or cells 

thereof comprise a nucleic acid transgene encoding an ERLK protein as defined above. Plants 
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that are particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which belong to the 

superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants including 

fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs. According to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention，the plant is a crop plant■ Examples of crop 

plants include soybean， sunflower， canola， alfalfa， rapeseed， cotton， tomato， potato and 

tobacco. Further preferably， the plant is a monocotyledonous plant. Examples of 

monocotyledonous plants include sugarcane. More preferably the plant is a cereal. Examples 

of cereals include rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，rye，triticale，sorghum and oats.

The invention also extends to harvestable parts of a plant such as，but not limited to seeds， 

leaves，fruits，flowers，stems，roots，rhizomes，tubers and bulbs. The invention furthermore 

relates to products derived，preferably directly derived，from a harvestable part of such a plant， 

such as dry pellets or powders，oil，fat and fatty acids，starch or proteins.

According to a preferred feature of the invention，the modulated expression is increased 

expression. Methods for increasing expression of nucleic acids or genes，or gene products， 

are well documented in the art and examples are provided in the definitions section.

As mentioned above，a preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression of 

a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide is by introducing and expressing in a plant a 

nucleic acid encoding an ERLK polypeptide; however the effects of performing the method，¡.e. 

enhancing yield-related traits may also be achieved using other well known techniques， 
including but not limited to T-DNA activation tagging，TILLING，homologous recombination. A 

description of these techniques is provided in the definitions section.

The present invention also encompasses use of nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides as 

described herein and use of these ERLK polypeptides in enhancing any of the aforementioned 

yield-related traits in plants.

Nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptide described herein，or the ERLK polypeptides 

themselves，may find use in breeding programmes in which a DNA marker is identified which 

may be genetically linked to an ERLK polypeptide-encoding gene. The nucleic acids/genes，or 

the ERLK polypeptides themselves may be used to define a molecular marker. This DNA or 
protein marker may then be used in breeding programmes to select plants having enhanced 

yield-related traits as defined hereinabove in the methods of the invention.
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Allelic variants of an ERLK polypeptide-encoding nucleic acid/gene may also find use in 

marker-assisted breeding programmes■ Such breeding programmes sometimes require 

introduction of allelic variation by mutagenic treatment of the plants，using for example EMS 

mutagenesis; alternatively，the programme may start with a collection of allelic variants of so 

called “natural" origin caused unintentionally. Identification of allelic variants then takes place， 

for example，by PCR. This is followed by a step for selection of superior allelic variants of the 

sequence in question and which give increased yield. Selection is typically carried out by 

monitoring growth performance of plants containing different allelic variants of the sequence in 

question. Growth performance may be monitored in a greenhouse or in the field. Further 

optional steps include crossing plants in which the superior allelic variant was identified with 

another plant. This could be used，for example，to make a combination of interesting 

phenotypic features.

Nucleic acids encoding ERLK polypeptides may also be used as probes for genetically and 

physically mapping the genes that they are a part of，and as markers for traite linked to those 

genes. Such information may be useful in plant breeding in order to develop lines with desired 

phenotypes. Such use of ERLK polypeptide-encoding nucleic acids requires only a nucleic 
acid sequence of at least 15 nucleotides in length. The ERLK polypeptide-encoding nucleic 

acids may be used as restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers. Southern 

blots (Sambrook ل，Fritsch EF and Maniatis T (1989) Molecular Cloning，A Laboratory Manual) 

of restriction-digested plant genomic DNA may be probed with the ERLK-encoding nucleic 

acids. The resulting banding patterns may then be subjected to genetic analyses using 

computer programs such as MapMaker (Lander et al. (1987) Genomics 1: 174-181 ) in order to 

construct a genetic map. In addition，the nucleic acids may be used to probe Southern blots 

containing restriction endonuctease-treated genomic DNAs of a set of individuals representing 

parent and progeny of a defined genetic cross. Segregation of the DNA polymorphisms is 

noted and used to calculate the position of the ERLK polypeptide-encoding nucleic acid in the 

genetic map previously obtained using this population (Botstein et al. (1980) Am. J. Hum. 

Genet. 32:314-331).

The production and use of plant gene-derived probes for use in genetic mapping is described 
in Bernatzky and Tanksley (1986) Plant Mol. Biol. Reporter 4: 37-41. Numerous publications 

describe genetic mapping of specific cDNA clones using the methodology outlined above or 

variations thereof. For example，F2 intercross populations，backcross populations，randomly 

mated populations，near isogenic lines，and other sets of individuals may be used for mapping. 

Such methodologies are well known to those skilled in the art.
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The nucleic acid probes may also be used for physical mapping (¡.e.，placement of sequences 

on physical maps; see Hoheisel et al. In: Non-mammalian Genomic Analysis: A Practical 

Guide，Academic press 1996, pp. 319-346, and references cited therein).

In another embodiment，the nucleic acid probes may be used in direct fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH) mapping (Trask (1991) Trends Genet. 7:149-154). Although current 

methods of FISH mapping favour use of large clones (several kb to several hundred kb; see 

Laan et al. (1995) Genome Res. 5:13-20)，improvements in sensitivity may allow performance 
of FISH mapping using shorter probes.

A variety of nucleic acid amplification-based methods for genetic and physical mapping may be 

carried out using the nucleic acids. Examples include allele-specific amplification (Kazazian 

(1989) j. Lab. Clin. Med 11:95-96)，polymorphism of PCR-amplified fragments (CAPS; 

Sheffield et al. (1993) Genomics 16:325-332)，allele-specific ligation (Landegren et al. (1988) 

Science 241:1077-1080)，nucleotide extension reactions (Sokolov (1990) Nucleic Acid Res. 

18:3671)，Radiation Hybrid Mapping (Walter et al. (1997) Nat. Genet. 7:22-28) and Happy 

Mapping (Dear and Cook (1989) Nucleic Acid Res. 17:6795-6807). For these methods，the 

sequence of a nucleic acid is used to design and produce primer pairs for use in the 
amplification reaction or in primer extension reactions. The design of such primers is well 

known to those skied in the art. In methods employing PCR-based genetic mapping，it may be 

necessary to identify DNA sequence differences between the parents of the mapping cross in 

the region corresponding to the instant nucleic acid sequence. This，however，is generally not 

necessary for mapping methods.

The methods according to the present invention result in plants having enhanced yield-related 

traits，as described hereinbefore. These traits may also be combined with other economically 

advantageous traits，such as further yield-enhancing traits，tolerance to other abiotic and biotic 

stresses，traits modifying various architectural features and/or biochemical and/or physiological 

features.

FBW40
Surprisingly，it has now been found that increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an FBXW polypeptide gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits relative to 

control plants. Therefore，the invention provides a method for enhancing yield-related in plants 

relative to control plants，comprising increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an FBXW polypeptide.
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A preferred method for increasing expression of a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide 
is by introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide.

Any reference hereinafter to a “protein useful in the methods of the invention" is taken to mean 

a FBXW polypeptide as defined herein. Any reference hereinafter to a “nucleic acid useful in 

the methods of the invention" is taken to mean a nucleic acid capable of encoding such a 

FBXW polypeptide. The nucleic acid to be introduced into a plant (and therefore useful in 

performing the methods of the invention) is any nucleic acid encoding the type of protein which 

will now be described，hereafter also named 11FBXW nucleic acid" or 11FBXWgene".

The term “FBXW polypeptide" as defined herein refers to a polypeptide comprising: (i) an F- 
box; (¡i) a WD40 domain comprising at least one WD40 repeat; (¡¡¡) Motif 1 as represented by 

SEQ ID NO: 97; and (¡V) Motif 2 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 98.

Preferably，the sequence of Motif 1 is:

WK (Ε/Κ)(F/V/L)Y (C/R/G) ERWGXP, X representing any amino acid.

The most conserved amino acids within Motif 1 are XLXFGXXXYFXWKXXYXERWGXP, and within 

Motif 2 SLXFEXPWLVSXSXDG (where X is a specified subset of amino acids differing for each 

position，as presented in SEQ ID NO: 97 and SEQ ID NO: 98). Within Motif 1 and Motif 2, are 

allowed one or more conservative change at any position，and/or one，two or three non- 

conservative change(s) at any position.

Optionally，the FBXW polypeptide may comprise any one or more of the following: (a) Motif 3 

as represented by SEQ ID NO: 99; (b) Motif 4 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 100; and (c) 

Motif 5 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 101. Within Motifs 3 to 5，are allowed one or more 

conservative change at any position，and/or one or two non-conservative change(s) at any 

position.

An example of an FBXW polypeptide as defined hereinabove comprising (i) an F-box; (ii) a 
WD40 domain comprising at least one WD40 repeat; (iii) Motif 1 as represented by SEQ ID 

NO: 97; and (¡V) Motif 2 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 98; and optionally comprising any one 

or more of the following: (a) Motif 3 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 99; (b) Motif 4 as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 100; and (c) Motif 5 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 101，is 

represented as in SEQ ID NO: 60 (Figure 5 is a cartoon representing the different domains and 
their relative position in SEQ ID NO: 60). Further such examples are represented by any one 

of SEQ ID NO: 62, SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID NO: 66, SEQ ID NO: 68 or SEQ ID NO: 70, or 

orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. The invention is 
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illustrated by transforming plants with the Arabidopsis thaliana sequence represented by SEQ 

ID NO: 59, encoding the polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 60. SEQ ID NO: 62 (encoded by SEQ ID 

NO: 61, from Oryza sativa), SEQ ID NO: 64 (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 63, from Medicago 

trunculata), SEQ ID NO: 66 (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 65, from Triticum aestivum), SEQ ID 

NO: 68 (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 67, from Populus tremuloides) and SEQ ID NO: 70 (encoded 

by SEQ ID NO: 69, from Zea mays) are orthologues of the polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 60.

Orthologues and paralogues (the terms being as defined above) may easily be found by 
performing a so-called reciprocal blast search. This may be done by a first BLAST involving 

BLASTing a query sequence (for example，SEQ ID NO: 59 or SEQ ID NO: 60) against any 

sequence database，such as the publicly available NCBI database. BLASTN or TBLASTX 

(using standard default values) may be used when starting from a nucleotide sequence and 
BLASTP or TBLASTN (using standard default values) may be used when starting from a 

polypeptide sequence. The BLAST results may optionally be filtered. The full-length 

sequences of either the filtered results or ηοη-filtered results are then BLASTed back (second 

BLAST) against sequences from the organism from which the query sequence is derived 

(where the query sequence is SEQ ID NO: 59 or SEQ ID NO: 60, the second BLAST would 
therefore be against Arabidopsis sequences). The results of the first and second BLASTS are 

then compared. A paralogue is identified if a high-ranking hit from the first BLAST is from the 

same species as from which the query sequence is derived，a BLAST back then ideally results 

in the query sequence as highest hit (besides itself); an orthologue is identified if a high- 

ranking hit in the first BLAST is not from the same species as from which the query sequence 

is derived and preferably results upon BLAST back in the query sequence amongst the highest 

hits. High-ranking hits are those having a low E-value. The lower the E-value，the more 
significant the score (or in other words the lower the chance that the hit was found by chance). 

Computation of the E-value is well known in the art. In addition to E-values，comparisons are 

also scored by percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical 

nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) 

sequences over a particular length. An example detailing the identification of orthologues and 

paralogues is given in Example 8. In the case of large families，ClustalW may be used， 
followed by a neighbour joining tree，to help visualize clustering of related genes and to identify 

orthologues and paralogues. Preferably， FBXW polypeptides useful in the methods of the 

invention comprise，in increasing order of preference，at least 45%，50%，55%，65%，70%， 

75%，80%，85%，90%，95% or 98% sequence identity to SEQ ID NO: 60 (calculations shown 

in Example 9). FBXW polypeptides present relatively low amino acid sequence identity 

conservation between them，although their polypeptide structure (including the F-box and the 

WD40 domain) is well conserved. Sequence conservation between two more conserved 
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regions of FBXW polypeptides as represented by SEQ ID NO : 102 and SEQ ID NO : 103 
(both comprised within SEQ ID NO : 60) is in increasing order of preference，of at least 60%， 

65%，70%，75%，80%，85%，90%，95% or 98% identity (calculations shwon in Example 9)■

The polypeptides represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ ID NO: 62, SEQ ID NO: 64, 

SEQ ID NO: 66, SEQ ID NO: 68, SEQ ID NO: 70 or orthologues or paralogues of any of the 

aforementioned SEQ ID NOs，all comprise (i) an F-box; (¡¡) a WD40 domain comprising at least 

one WD40 repeat; (iii) Motif 1 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 97; and (¡V) Motif 2 as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 98.

The terms "domain" and “motif” are defined above. Special databases exisit for the 

identification of domains. The F-box and the WD40 repeats in a FBXW polypeptide may be 
identified using，for example，SMART (Schultz et al. (1998) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA 95, 

5857-5864; Letunic et al. (2002) Nucleic Acids Res 30，242-244; hosted by the EMBL at 

Heidelberg，Germany)，InterPro (Mulder et al.，(2003) Nucl. Acids. Res. 31, 315-318; hosted by 

the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) in the United Kingdom)，Prosite (Bucher and 

Bairoch (1994)，A generalized profile syntax for biomolecular sequences motifs and its function 

in automatic sequence interpretation. (In) ISMB-94; Proceedings 2nd International Conference 
on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology. Altman R.，Brutlag D.，Karp p.，Lathrop R.，Searls 

D.，Eds.，ΡΡ53-61，AAAIPress，Menlo Park; Hulo et al.，Nucl. Acids. Res. 32: D134-D137, 

(2004)，The ExPASy proteomics server is provided as a service to the scientific community 

(hosted by the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) in Switzerland) or Pfam (Bateman et al.， 

Nucleic Acids Research 30(1): 276-280 (2002)，hosted by the Sanger Institute in the United 

Kingdom). The F-box comprises 40 to 50 residues，in which there are very few invariant 

positions. This lack of strict consensus makes identification using search algorithms essential. 

In the InterPro database，the F-box is designated by IPR001810，PFOO646 in the Pfam 

database and PS5O181 in the PROSITE database. The WD40 repeats comprised within the 

WD40 domain are typically of around 40 amino acids. Just as for the F-box，there are few 

invariant positions except that the repeat often (but not necessarily) ends with the Trp-Asp (W- 

D) dipeptide. Identification using search algorithms is equally essentially. In the InterPro 

database，the WD40 repeat is designated by IPR001680, PFOO4OO in the Pfam database and 

PS5OO82 in the PROSITE database. The WD40 domain typically comprise 4 to 16 repeats， 

preferably 5 to 10, more preferably 6 to 8, most preferably 7 repeats according to the PFAM 

algorithm (PFOO4OO repeats). The WD40 domain is designated by IPROO11O46 in the InterPro 

database.

Methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison include GAP，BESTFIT，BLAST， 

FASTA and TFASTA. GAP uses the algorithm of Needleman and Wunsch ((1970) ل Mol Biol 
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48: 443-453) to find the alignment of two complete sequences that maximizes the number of 
matches and minimizes the number of gaps. The BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. (1990) ل 

Mol Biol 215: 403-10) calculates percent sequence identity and performs a statistical analysis 

of the similarity between the two sequences. The software for performing BLAST analysis is 

publicly available through the National Centre for Biotechnology Information. Homologues 

may readily be identified using， for example， the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment 

algorithm (version 1.83) available at GenomeNet service at the Kyoto University Bioinformatics 

Center，with the default pairwise alignment parameters，and a scoring method in percentage. 

Minor manual editing may be performed to optimise alignment between conserved motifs，as 

would be apparent to a person skilled in the art. In some instances，default parameters may be 

adjusted to modify the stringency of the search. For example using BLAST，the statistical 

significance threshold (called “expect" value) for reporting matches against database 

sequences may be increased to show less stringent matches. In this way，short nearly exact 

matches may be identified. Motif 1 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 97 and Motif 2 as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 98 both comprised in the FBXW polypeptides useful in the 

methods of the invention may be identified this way (Figure 6). Within Motif 1 and Motif 2, are 

allowed one or more conservative change at any position，and/or one，two or three non- 

conservative change(s) at any position. The Motifs 3 to 5 (represented respectively by SEQ ID 
NO: 99, SEQ ID NO: 100 and SEQ ID NO: 101) may likewise be identified (Figure 6). Within 

Motifs 3 to 5, are allowed one or more conservative change at any position，and/or one or two 

non-conservative change(s) at any position.

The nucleic acid encoding the polypeptides represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ 
ID NO: 62, SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID NO: 66, SEQ ID NO: 68, SEQ ID NO: 70, or orthologues 

or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs，need not be full-length nucleic acids， 

since performance of the methods of the invention does not rely on the use of full length 

nucleic acid sequences. Furthermore，examples of nucleic acids suitable for use in performing 

the methods of the invention include but are not limited to those represented by any one of: 

SEQ ID NO: 59, SEQ ID NO: 61, SEQ ID NO: 63, SEQ ID NO: 65, SEQ ID NO: 67 or SEQ ID 

NO: 69. Nucleic acid variants may also be useful in practising the methods of the invention. 

Examples of such variants include portions of nucleic acids，hybridising sequences，splice 

variants，allelic variants either naturally occurring or obtained by DNA manipulation.

A portion may be prepared，for example，by making one or more deletions to a nucleic acid 

encoding a FBXW polypeptide as defined hereinabove. The portions may be used in isolated 

form or they may be fused to other coding (or non coding) sequences in order to, for example， 

produce a protein that combines several activities. When fused to other coding sequences， 
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the resultant polypeptide produced upon translation may be bigger than that predicted for the 

FBXW portion. Portions useful in the methods of the invention，encode an FBXW polypeptide 

(as described above) and having substantially the same biological activity as the FBXW 

polypeptide represented by any of SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ ID NO: 62, SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID 

NO: 66，SEQ ID NO: 68，SEQ ID NO: 70 or orthologues or paralogues of any of the 

aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. Examples of portions may include the nucleotides encoding a 
polypeptide comprising: (i) an F-box; (¡i) a WD40 domain comprising at least one WD40 

repeat; (iii) Motif 1 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 97; and (¡V) Motif 2 as represented by SEQ 

ID NO: 98. Portions may optionally comprise any one or more of the following: (a) Motif 3 as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 99; (b) Motif 4 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 100; and (c) Motif 5 

as represented by SEQ ID NO: 101. The portion is typically at least 500 nucleotides in length， 

preferably at least 750 nucleotides in length，more preferably at least 1000 nucleotides in 

length and most preferably at least 1500 nucleotides in length. Preferably，the portion is a 
portion of a nucleic acid as represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 59, SEQ ID NO: 61，SEQ 

ID NO: 63, SEQ ID NO: 65, SEQ ID NO: 67 or SEQ ID NO: 69. Most preferably the portion ¡S 

a portion of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 59.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention，is a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridising under reduced stringency conditions，preferably under stringent conditions，with a 

nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide as defined hereinabove，or a with a portion as 

defined hereinabove.

The term "hybridisation" is defined in the Definitions section above. Hybridising sequences 

useful in the methods of the invention，encode a polypeptide comprising: (i) an F-box; (¡¡) a 
WD40 domain comprising at least one WD40 repeat; (iii) Motif 1 as represented by SEQ ID 

NO: 97; and (¡V) Motif 2 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 98, and having substantially the same 

biological activity as the FBXW polypeptides represented by SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ ID NO: 62, 

SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID NO: 66, SEQ ID NO: 68, SEQ ID NO: 70, or orthologues or 

paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEO ID NOs. The hybridising sequence is typically 

at least 250 nucleotides in length，preferably at least 500 nucleotides in length，more preferably 
at least 750 nucleotides in length，further preferably at least 1000 nucleotides in length，most 

preferably the hybridizing sequence is 1500 nucleotides in length. Preferably，the hybridising 

sequence is one that is capable of hybridising to any of the nucleic acids represented by SEQ 

ID NO: 59, SEQ ID NO: 61, SEQ ID NO: 63, SEQ ID NO: 65, SEQ ID NO: 67 or SEQ ID NO: 

69 or to a portion of any of the aforementioned sequences，a portion being as defined above. 

Most preferably the hybridising sequence is capable of hybridising to SEQ ID NO: 59, or to 

portions thereof.
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Portions encoding a FBXW polypeptide lacking one or more or part of: (i) an F-box; (¡i) a WD40 

domain comprising at least one WD40 repeat; (iii) Motif 1 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 97; 

and (¡V) Motif 2 as represented by SEO ID NO: 98, may be used for example，as a probe in the 

hybridisation process as described below，to obtain portions useful in performing the methods 
of the invention，comprising all of: (i) an F-box; (¡i) a WD40 domain comprising at least one 

WD40 repeat; (iii) Motif 1 as represented by SEQ ID NO: 97; and (¡V) Motif 2 as represented by 

SEQ ID NO: 98. Examples useful for the hybridisation process are represented by SEQ ID NO: 
71 from Vitis vinifera (contig of NCBI ESTs CF21O354, CF413646 and CF213O82)，SEQ ID 

NO: 73 from Senecio cambrensis (NCBI EST DY662683.1)，SEQ ID NO: 75 from Helianthus 

annuus (NCBI EST DY9167O8)，SEQ ID NO: 77 from Euphorbia esula (NCBI EST DV129599)， 
SEQ ID NO: 79 from Lycopersicon esculentum (NCBI EST ΒΙ931509)，SEQ ID NO: 81 from 

Aquilegia formosa X Aquilegia pubescens (NCBI EST DT753991.1)，SEQ ID NO: 83 from 

Gossypium hirsutum (NCBI EST DT466472)，SEQ ID NO: 85 from Sorghum bicolor (NCBI 

EST CF77O159)，SEQ ID NO: 87 from Ipomea nil (NCBI EST BJ574759.1)，SEQ ID NO: 89 

from Soianum tuberosum (NCBI EST CX161187)，SEQ ID NO: 91 from Zamia fischeri (NCBI 

EST DYO32229)，SEQ ID NO: 93 from Persea americana (NCBI EST CK756534) and SEQ ID 

NO: 95 from Glycine max (NCBI ESTCD418593.1).

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a splice variant encoding 

a FBXW polypeptide as defined hereinabove. Preferred splice variants are splice variants of a 

nucleic acid encoding FBXW polypeptide represented by any of SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ ID NO: 

62, SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID NO: 66, SEQ ID NO: 68, SEQ ID NO: 70, or splice variants 

encoding orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. Further 

preferred are splice variants of nucleic acids represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 59, SEQ 

ID NO: 61, SEQ ID NO: 63, SEQ ID NO: 65, SEQ ID NO: 67 or SEQ ID NO: 69. Most 

preferred is a splice variant of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 59■

Another nucleic acid variant useful in performing the methods of the invention is an allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide as defined hereinabove. Allelic 
variants exist in nature，and encompassed within the methods of the present invention is the 

use of these natural alleles. The allelic variants useful in the methods of the present invention 

have substantially the same biological activity as the FBXW polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 60 and 

any of the amino acids depicted in Table G of Example 8. The allelic variant may be an allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide represented by any of SEQ ID NO: 60, 

SEQ ID NO: 62, SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID NO: 66, SEQ ID NO: 68, SEQ ID NO: 70, or an 

allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding orthologues or paralogues of any of the 
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aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. Further preferred are allelic variants of nucleic acids 
represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 59, SEQ ID NO: 61, SEQ ID NO: 63, SEQ ID NO: 65, 

SEQ ID NO: 67 or SEQ ID NO: 69. Most preferred is an allelic variant of a nucleic acid as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 59.

A further nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid variant 

obtained by gene shuffling. Gene shuffling or directed evolution may also be used to generate 

variants of nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides as defined above.

Furthermore， nucleic acid variants may also be obtained for example by site-directed 

mutagenesis. Several methods are available to achieve site-directed mutagenesis，the most 
common being PCR based methods (Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. Wiley (Eds)).

Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids encoding homologues of any one 

of the amino acids represented by SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ ID NO: 62, SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID 

NO: 66，SEQ ID NO: 68，SEQ ID NO: 70, or orthologues or paralogues of any of the 

aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. The terms “homologues"，“orthologues" and “paralogues" are as 

defined above.

Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids encoding derivatives of any one of 
the amino acids represented by SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ ID NO: 62, SEQ ID NO: 64, SEQ ID NO: 

66，SEQ ID NO: 68，SEQ ID NO: 70，or orthologues or paralogues of any of the 

aforementioned SEQ ID NOs.

Nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides may be derived from any natural or artificial 

source. The nucleic acid may be modified from its native form in composition and/or genomic 
environment through deliberate human manipulation. Preferably the FBXW polypeptide- 

encoding nucleic acid is from a plant，further preferably from a dicotyledonous plant，more 

preferably from the Brassicaceae family，most preferably the nucleic acid is from Arabidopsis 

thaiiana.

The invention also provides genetic constructs and vectors to facilitate introduction and/or 

expression of the nucleic acid sequences useful in the methods according to the invention，in a 

plant.

Therefore，there is provided a gene construct comprising:

(i) A nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide as defined hereinabove;
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(¡i) One or more control sequences operably liked to the nucleic acid of (i)■

Constructs useful in the methods according to the present invention may be constructed using 

recombinant DNA technology well known to persons skilled in the art. The gene constructs 

may be inserted into vectors，which may be commercially available，suitable for transforming 

into plants and suitable for expression of the gene of interest in the transformed cells. The 
invention therefore provides use of a gene construct as defined hereinabove in the methods of 

the invention.

Plants are transformed with a vector comprising the sequence of interest (¡.e.，a nucleic acid 

encoding a FBXW polypeptide). The skilled artisan is well aware of the genetic elements that 
must be present on the vector in order to successfully transform，select and propagate host 

cells containing the sequence of interest. The sequence of interest is operably linked to one or 
more control sequences (at least to a promoter).

Advantageously，any type of promoter，whether natural or synthetic，may be used to drive 

expression of the nucleic acid sequence.

According to a preferred aspect of the invention，the nucleic acid encoding a FBXW 

polypeptide is operably linked to a constitutive promoter (a control sequence). The constitutive 

promoter is preferably a G0S2 (also named SUI1 or elFI (eukaryotic initiation factor 1) 

promoter，more preferably the constitutive promoter ¡s a rice G0S2 promoter，further 

preferably the constitutive promoter is represented by a nucleic acid sequence substantially 
similar to SEQ ID NO: 104 or SEQ ID NO: 58, most preferably the constitutive promoter is as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 104 or SEQ ID NO: 58.

It should be clear that the applicability of the present invention is not restricted to the nucleic 

acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide as represented by SEQ ID NO: 59, nor is the applicability 

of the invention restricted to expression of a such nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide 

when driven by a G0S2 promoter.

Additional regulatory elements for increasing expression of nucleic acids or genes，or gene 

products，may include transcriptional as well as translational enhancers. Those skilled in the 

art will be aware of terminator and enhancer sequences that may be suitable for use in 

performing the invention. An example of such regulatory element is an intron introduced in the 

5' untranslated region. Optionally， one or more terminator sequences (also a control 

sequence) may be used in the construct introduced into a plant.
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Other control sequences (besides promoter，enhancer，silencer，intron sequences，3'UTR 

and/or 5'UTR regions) may be protein and/or RNA stabilizing elements. Such sequences 

would be known or may readily be obtained by a person skilled in the art.

The genetic constructs of the invention may further include an origin of replication sequence 

that is required for maintenance and/or replication in a specific cell type. One example is when 

a genetic construct is required to be maintained in a bacterial cell as an episomal genetic 

element (e.g. plasmid or cosmid molecule). Preferred origins of replication include，but are not 

limited to, the fl-or¡ and colE1.

For the detection of the successful transfer of the nucleic acid sequences as used in the 

methods of the invention and/or selection of transgenic plants comprising these nucleic acids， 

it is advantageous to use marker genes (or reporter genes). Therefore genetic construct may 

optionally comprise a selectable marker gene. The marker genes may be removed or excised 

from the transgenic cell once they are no longer needed. Techniques for marker removal are 

known in the art，useful techniques are described above in the definitions section.

The invention also provides a method for the production of transgenic plants having increased 
yield relative to suitable control plants，comprising introduction and expression in a plant of a 

nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide as defined hereinabove.

More specifically，the present invention provides a method for the production of transgenic 

plants having increased yield relative to suitable control plants，which method comprises:
(i) introducing and expressing a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide in a plant 

cell; and
(ii) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and development.

The nucleic acid may be introduced directly into a plant cell or into the plant itself (including 

introduction into a tissue，organ or any other part of a plant). According to a preferred feature 

of the present invention，the nucleic acid is preferably introduced into a plant by transformation. 

The term “transformation” as referred to herein is defined above.

Generally after transformation，plant cells or cell groupings are selected for the presence of 

one or more markers which are encoded by plant-expressible genes со-transferred with the 

gene of interest，following which the transformed material is regenerated into a whole plant. 

The genetically modified plant cells can be regenerated via all methods with which the skilled 
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worker ¡s familiar. Suitable methods can be found in the abovementioned publications by S.D. 
Kung and R. Wu，Potrykus or H^gen and WHImitzer. To select transformed plants，the plant 

material obtained in the transformation is，as a rule，subjected to selective conditions so that 

transformed plants can be distinguished from untransformed plants. For example，the seeds 

obtained in the above-described manner can be planted and，after an initial growing period， 
subjected to a suitable selection by spraying. A further possibility consists in growing the 

seeds，if appropriate after sterilization，on agar plates using a suitable selection agent so that 

only the transformed seeds can grow into plants. Alternatively，the transformed plants are 

screened for the presence of a selectable marker such as the ones described above.

Following DNA transfer and regeneration，putatively transformed plants may be evaluated，for 

instance using Southern analysis，for the presence of the gene of interest，copy number and/or 

genomic organisation. Alternatively or additionally，expression levels of the newly introduced 
DNA may be monitored using Northern and/or Western analysis，or quantitative PCR，all 

techniques being well known to persons having ordinary skill in the art.

The generated transformed plants may be propagated by a variety of means，such as by clonal 
propagation or classical breeding techniques. For example， a first generation (or Tl) 

transformed plant may be self-pollinated to give homozygous second generation (or Τ2) 

transformants，and the Τ2 plants further propagated through classical breeding techniques.

The generated transformed organisms may take a variety of forms. For example，they may be 

chimeras of transformed cells and non-transformed cells; clonal transformants (e.g.，all cells 

transformed to contain the expression cassette); grafts of transformed and untransformed 

tissues (e.g.，in plants，a transformed rootstock grafted to an untransformed scion).

The present invention clearly extends to any plant cell or plant produced by any of the methods 

described herein，and to all plant parts and propagules thereof. The present invention extends 

further to encompass the progeny of a primary transformed or transfected cell，tissue，organ or 

whole plant that has been produced by any of the aforementioned methods，the only 
requirement being that progeny exhibit the same genotypic and/or phenotypic characteristic(s) 

as those produced by the parent in the methods according to the invention.

The invention also includes host cells containing an isolated nucleic acid encoding a FBXW 

polypeptide as defined hereinabove. Preferred host cells according to the invention are plant 

cells. Host plants for the nucleic acids or the vector used in the method according to the 
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invention，the expression cassette or construct or vector are，in principle，advantageously all 

plants，which are capable of synthesizing the polypeptides used in the inventive method.

The invention also extends to harvestable parts of a plant such as，but not limited to seeds， 

leaves，fruits，flowers，stems，roots，rhizomes，tubers and bulbs. The invention furthermore 

relates to products derived，preferably directly derived，from a harvestable part of such a plant， 

such as dry pellets or powders，oil，fat and fatty acids，starch or proteins.

According to a preferred feature of the invention，the modulated expression is increased 

expression. Methods for increasing expression of nucleic acids or genes，or gene products， 

are well documented in the art and examples are provided in the definitions section.

As mentioned above，a preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression of 
a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide is by introducing and expressing in a plant a 

nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide; however the effects of performing the method，¡.e. 

enhancing yield-related traits may also be achieved using other well known techniques， 
including but not limited to T-DNA activation tagging，TILLING，homologous recombination. A 

description of these techniques is provided in the definitions section.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits. 

In particular performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having increased yield， 

especially increased seed yield relative to control plants. The terms “yield” and “seed yield” 

are described in more detail in the “definitions” section herein.

Reference herein to enhanced yield-related traits is taken to mean an increase in biomass 

(weight) of one or more parts of a plant，which may include aboveground (harvestable) parts 

and/or (harvestable) parts below ground. In particular，such harvestable parts are seeds，and 

performance of the methods of the invention results in plants having increased seed yield 

relative to the seed yield of control plants.

Taking corn as an example，a yield increase may be manifested as one or more of the 
following: increase in the number of plants per hectare or acre，an increase in the number of 

ears per plant，an increase in the number of rows，number of kernels per row，kernel weight， 

thousand kernel weight，ear length/diameter，increase in the seed filling rate (which is the 

number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and multiplied by 100)，among 

others. Taking rice as an example，a yield increase may manifest itself as an increase in one 
or more of the following: number of plants per hectare or acre，number of panicles per plant， 
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number of spikelets per panicle，number of flowers (florets) per panicle (which is expressed as 

a ratio of the number of filled seeds over the number of primary panicles)，increase in the seed 

filling rate (which is the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and 

multiplied by 100)，increase in thousand kernel weight，among others.

Since the transgenic plants according to the present invention have increased yield，it is likely 
that these plants exhibit an increased growth rate (during at least part of their life cycle)， 

relative to the growth rate of control plants at a corresponding stage in their life cycle.

The increased growth rate may be specific to one or more parts of a plant (including seeds)，or 

may be throughout substantially the whole plant. Plants having an increased growth rate may 

have a shorter life cycle. The life cycle of a plant may be taken to mean the time needed to 
grow from a dry mature seed up to the stage where the plant has produced dry mature seeds， 

similar to the starting material. This life cycle may be influenced by factors such as early 

vigour， growth rate， greenness index，flowering time and speed of seed maturation. The 

increase in growth rate may take place at one or more stages in the life cycle of a plant or 

during substantially the whole plant life cycle. Increased growth rate during the early stages in 

the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. The increase in growth rate may alter the 
harvest cycle of a plant allowing plants to be sown later and/or harvested sooner than would 

otherwise be possible (a similar effect may be obtained with earlier flowering time). If the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of the same 

plant species (for example sowing and harvesting of rice plants followed by sowing and 

harvesting of further rice plants all within one conventional growing period). Similarly，if the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of different 

plants species (for example the sowing and harvesting of corn plants followed by，for example， 

the sowing and optional harvesting of soybean，potato or any other suitable plant). Harvesting 

additional times from the same rootstock in the case of some crop plants may also be possible. 

Altering the harvest cycle of a plant may lead to an increase in annual biomass production per 

acre (due to an increase in the number of times (say in a year) that any particular plant may be 

grown and harvested). An increase in growth rate may also allow for the cultivation of 

transgenic plants in a wider geographical area than their wild-type counterparts，since the 

territorial limitations for growing a crop are often determined by adverse environmental 
conditions either at the time of planting (early season) or at the time of harvesting (late 

season). Such adverse conditions may be avoided if the harvest cycle is shortened. The 

growth rate may be determined by deriving various parameters from growth cu^es， such 

parameters may be: Τ-Mid (the time taken for plants to reach 50% of their maximal size) and 
Τ-90 (time taken for plants to reach 90% of their maximal size)，amongst others.
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According to a preferred feature of the present invention，performance of the methods of the 

invention gives plants having an increased growth rate relative to control plants■ Therefore， 

according to the present invention，there is provided a method for increasing the growth rate of 

plants，which method comprises modulating expression，preferably increasing expression，in a 

plant of a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide as defined herein.

An increase in yield and/or growth rate occurs whether the plant is under non-stress conditions 

or whether the plant is exposed to various stresses compared to control plants. Plants typically 

respond to exposure to stress by growing more slowly. In conditions of severe stress，the plant 

may even stop growing altogether. Mild stress on the other hand is defined herein as being 

any stress to which a plant is exposed which does not result in the plant ceasing to grow 

altogether without the capacity to resume growth. Mild stress in the sense of the invention 

leads to a reduction in the growth of the stressed plants of less than 40%，35% or 30%， 

preferably less than 25%，20% or 15%，more preferably less than 14%，13%，12%，11% or 

10% or less in comparison to the control plant under non-stress conditions. Due to advances 

in agricultural practices (irrigation，fertilization，pesticide treatments) severe stresses are not 

often encountered in cultivated crop plants. As a consequence，the compromised growth 

induced by mild stress is often an undesirable feature for agriculture. Mild stresses are the 

everyday biotic and/or abiotic (environmental) stresses to which a plant is exposed. Abiotic 

stresses may be due to drought or excess water，anaerobic stress，salt stress，chemical 

toxicity，oxidative stress and hot，cold or freezing temperatures. The abiotic stress may be an 

osmotic stress caused by a water stress (particularly due to drought)，salt stress，oxidative 

stress or an ionic stress. Biotic stresses are typically those stresses caused by pathogens， 

such as bacteria，viruses，fungi and insects.

In particular， the methods of the present invention may be performed under non-stress 

conditions or under conditions of mild drought to give plants having increased yield relative to 

control plants. As reported in Wang et al. (Planta (2003) 218: 1-14)，abiotic stress leads to a 

series of morphological，physiological，biochemical and molecular changes that adversely 
affect plant growth and productivity. Drought，salinity，extreme temperatures and oxidative 

stress are known to be interconnected and may induce growth and cellular damage through 

similar mechanisms. Rabbani et al. (Plant Physiol (2003) 133: 1755-1767) describes a 

particularly high degree of “cross talk" between drought stress and high-salinity stress. For 

example，drought and/or salinisation are manifested primarily as osmotic stress，resulting in 

the disruption of homeostasis and ion distribution in the cell. Oxidative stress，which frequently 

accompanies high or low temperature，salinity or drought stress，may cause denaturing of 
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functional and structural proteins. As a consequence，these diverse environmental stresses 
often activate similar cell signalling pathways and cellular responses，such as the production of 

stress proteins，up-regulation of anti-oxidants，accumulation of compatible solutes and growth 

arrest■ The term “non-stress” conditions as used herein are those environmental conditions 

that allow optimal growth of plants. Persons skilled in the art are aware of normal soil 

conditions and climatic conditions for a given location.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under non-stress conditions or 

under mild drought conditions increased yield relative to control plants grown under 

comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a 

method for increasing yield in plants grown under non-stress conditions or under mild drought 

conditions，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a FBXW polypeptide.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under conditions of nutrient 

deficiency，particularly under conditions of nitrogen deficiency，increased yield relative to 

control plants grown under comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present 

invention，there is provided a method for increasing yield in plants grown under conditions of 
nutrient deficiency，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a FBXW polypeptide. Nutrient deficiency may result from a lack of nutrients such as 

nitrogen， phosphates and other phosphorous-containing compounds， potassium， calcium， 

radmium，magnesium，manganese，iron and boron，amongst others.

The methods of the invention are advantageously applicable to any plant. Plants that are 

particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which belong to the 

superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants including 

fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs. According to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention，the plant is a crop plant. Examples of crop 

plants include soybean， sunflower， canola， alfalfa， rapeseed， cotton， tomato， potato and 

tobacco. Further preferably， the plant is a monocotyledonous plant. Examples of 

monocotyledonous plants include sugarcane. More preferably the plant is a cereal. Examples 
of cereals include rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，rye，triticale，sorghum and oats.

The present invention also encompasses plants obtainable by the methods according to the 

present invention. The present invention therefore provides plants，parts and cells from such 

plants obtainable by the methods according to the present invention，which plants or parts or 

cells comprise a nucleic acid transgene encoding a FBXW polypeptide as defined above.
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The present invention also encompasses use of nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides in 

increasing yield in a plant compared to yield in a suitable control plant■

One such use relates to increasing yield of plants，yield being defined as defined herein above. 

Yield may in particular include one or more of the following: increased seed yield, increased 

number of (filled) seeds，increased thousand kernel weight (TKW)，increased harvest index 

and increased seed fill rate.

Nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides may find use in breeding programmes in which a 

DNA marker is identified which may be genetically linked to a gene encoding FBXW 

polypeptide. Nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides may be used to define a molecular 
marker. This marker may then be used in breeding programmes to select plants having 

increased seed yield. The nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides may be，for example，a 

nucleic acid as represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 59, SEQ ID NO: 61, SEQ ID NO: 63, 

SEQ ID NO: 65, SEQ ID NO: 67 or SEQ ID NO: 69.

Allelic variants of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide may also find use in marker- 

assisted breeding programmes. Such breeding programmes sometimes require introduction of 

allelic variation by mutagenic treatment of the plants，using for example EMS mutagenesis; 

alternatively, the programme may start with a collection of allelic variants of so called “natural” 

origin caused unintentionally. Identification of allelic variants then takes place，for example，by 

PCR. This is followed by a step for selection of superior allelic variants of the sequence in 

question and which give increased seed yield. Selection is typically carried out by monitoring 

growth performance of plants containing different allelic variants of the sequence in question， 

for example，different allelic variants of any one of SEQ ID NO: 59, SEQ ID NO: 61, SEQ ID 

NO: 63，SEQ ID NO: 65，SEQ ID NO: 67 or SEQ ID NO: 69. Growth performance may be 

monitored in a greenhouse or in the field. Further optional steps include crossing plants，in 

which the superior allelic variant was identified，with another plant. This could be used，for 
example，to make a combination of interesting phenotypic features.

Nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides may also be used as probes for genetically and 

physically mapping the genes that they are a part of，and as markers for traits linked to those 

genes. Such information may be useful in plant breeding in order to develop lines with desired 

phenotypes. Such use of nucleic acids encoding FBXW polypeptides requires only a nucleic 

acid sequence of at least 15 nucleotides in length. The nucleic acids encoding FBXW 
polypeptides may be used as restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers.
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Southern blots (Sambrook ل，Fritsch EF and Maniatis T (1989) Molecular Cloning，A 

Laboratory Manual) of restriction-digested plant genomic DNA may be probed with a nucleic 

acid encoding FBXW polypeptide. The resulting banding patterns may then be subjected to 
genetic analyses using computer programs such as MapMaker (Lander et al. (1987) Genomics 

1: 174-181) in order to construct a genetic map. In addition，the nucleic acid may be used to 

probe Southern blots containing restriction endonuclease-treated genomic DNAs of a set of 
individuals representing parent and progeny of a defined genetic cross. Segregation of the 

DNA polymorphisms is noted and used to calculate the position of the nucleic acid encoding 
FBXW polypeptide in the genetic map previously obtained using this population (Botstein et al. 

(1980) Am. J. Hum. Genet. 32: 314-331).

The production and use of plant gene-derived probes for use in genetic mapping is described 

in Bernatzky and Tanksley (GENETICS 112 (4): 887-898，1986). Numerous publications 

describe genetic mapping of specific cDNA clones using the methodology outlined above or 

variations thereof. For example，F2 intercross populations，backcross populations，randomly 

mated populations，near isogenic lines (NIL)，and other sets of individuals may be used for 
mapping. Such methodologies are well known to those skilled in the art.

The nucleic acid probes may also be used for physical mapping (¡.e.，placement of sequences 
on physical maps; see Hoheisel et al. In: Non-mammalian Genomic Analysis: A Practical 

Guide，Academic press 1996, pp. 319-346, and references cited therein).

In another embodiment，the nucleic acid probes may be used in direct fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (FISH) mapping (Trask (1991) Trends Genet. 7:149-154). Although current 

methods of FISH mapping favour use of large clones (several kb to several hundred kb; see 

Laan et al. (1995) Genome Res. 5:13-20)，improvements in sensitivity may allow performance 

of FISH mapping using shorter probes.

A variety of nucleic acid amplification-based methods for genetic and physical mapping may be 

carried out using the nucleic acids. Examples include allele-specific amplification (Kazazian 

(1989) J. Lab. Clin. Med 11:95-96)，polymorphism of PCR-amplified fragments (CAPS; 
Sheffield et al. (1993) Genomics 16:325-332)，allele-specific ligation (Landegren et al. (1988) 

Science 241:1077-1080)，nucleotide extension reactions (Sokolov (1990) Nucleic Acid Res. 

18:3671)，Radiation Hybrid Mapping (Walter et al. (1997) Nat. Genet. 7:22-28) and Happy 

Mapping (Dear and Cook (1989) Nucleic Acid Res. 17:6795-6807). For these methods，the 

sequence of a nucleic acid is used to design and produce primer pairs for use in the 
amplification reaction or in primer extension reactions. The design of such primers is well 
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known to those skilled in the art. In methods employing PCR-based genetic mapping，it may 
be necessary to identify DNA sequence differences between the parents of the mapping cross 

in the region corresponding to the instant nucleic acid sequence. This，however，is generally 

not necessary for mapping methods.

The methods according to the present invention result in plants having increased yield，as 

described hereinbefore. These traits may also be combined with other economically 

advantageous traits，such as further yield-increasing traits，tolerance to other abiotic and biotic 

stresses，traits modifying various architectural features and/or biochemical and/or physiological 

features.

RANBP
Upon investigating the use of RAN-binding proteins to enhance yield-related traits，the 

inventors named in this application found the choice of promoter to be an important 

consideration. They found that expressing RAN-binding proteins in a (rice) plant under the 

control of a constitute promoter did not have any effect on yield-related phenotypes. They 

surprisingly found that plant yield could successfully be increased by expressing RAN-binding 
proteins in a plant under the control of a seed-specific promoter，particularly an endosperm- 

specific promoter.

The present invention therefore provides a method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants 

relative to control plants，comprising preferentially modulating expression in plant seed or seed 

parts of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP.

A preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression in plant seed or seed 

parts of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP is by introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic 
acid encoding a RANBP under the control of a seed-specific promoter

Any reference hereinafter to a “protein useful in the methods of the invention" is taken to mean 

a RANBP polypeptide as defined herein. Any reference hereinafter to a “nucleic acid useful in 

the methods of the invention" is taken to mean a nucleic acid capable of encoding such a 

RANBP polypeptide. The nucleic acid to be introduced into a plant (and therefore useful in 
performing the methods of the invention) is any nucleic acid encoding the type of protein which 

will now be described，hereafter also named "RANBP nucleic acid" or "RANBP gene".

Nucleic acids suitable for introducing into a plant (and therefore useful in performing the 

methods of the invention) include any nucleic acid encoding a RANBP having motif I: KSC V/L 
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WHAXDF A/S DGELK D/E EXF, where 'X’ is any amino acid，allowing zero or one 

conservative change at any position and/or zero one，two or three non-conservative change(s) 

at any position.

In the case of RANBPs from monocotyledonous plants，the c-terminus of Motif I often ends in 

،AiRFGf, and in the case of RANBPs from dicotyledonous plants，the C-terminus of Motif I 

often ends in ،CIRFA٢.

RANBP-encoding nucleic acids useful in the methods of the invention may also comprise (in 
addition to Motif I) any one or more of the following motifs.

1. Motif II as represented by SEQ ID NO: 139 or 145 or a motif having in increasing order 

of preference at least 60%，70%，80%，90% or more percentage sequence identity to 

Motif II represented by SEQ ID NO: 139 or 145;

2. Motif III as represented by represented by SEQ ID NO: 140 or 146 or a motif having in 

increasing order of preference at least 70%，80%，90% or more percentage sequence 

identity to Motif III as represented by SEQ ID NO: 140 or 146;

3. Motif IV as represented by SEQ ID NO: 141 or 147 allowing for zero or one 

conservative change at any position and/or zero or one non-conservative change at 
any position;

4. Motif V as represented by SEQ ID NO: 142 or 148 or a motif having in increasing order 

of preference at least 70%，80%，90% or more percentage sequence identity to Motif ٧ 

as represented by SEQ ID NO: 142 or 148;
5. Motif VI as represented by SEQ ID NO: 143 or 149 allowing for zero or one 

conservative change at any position and/or zero or one non-conservative change at 
any position;

6. Motif VII as represented by SEQ ID NO: 144 or 150 or a motif having in increasing 

order of preference at least 60%，70%，80%，90% or more percentage sequence 

identity to Motif VII represented by SEQ ID NO: 144 or 150.

The aforementioned motifs represent amino acids conserved at specific positions along an 

alignment of sequences of evolutionarily related proteins. Whilst amino acids at other 

positions may vary between homologues，amino acids that are highly conserved at specific 

positions indicate amino acids that are likely essential to the structure，stability or activity of the 

protein. Identified by their high degree of conservation in aligned sequences of a family of 

protein homologues，they can be used as identifiers to determine if any polypeptide in question 

belongs to a previously identified polypeptide family (in this case，the family of RNABPs).
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The various motifs mentioned above may readily be identified using methods for the alignment 

of sequences for comparison. In some instances，default parameters may be adjusted to 

modify the stringency of the search. For example using BLAST，the statistical significance 

threshold (called E-value) for reporting matches against database sequences may be 

increased to show less stringent matches. In this way，short nearly exact matches may be 

identified.

Methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison are well known in the art，such 

methods include GAP，BESTFIT，BLAST，FASTA and TFASTA. GAP uses the algorithm of 

Needleman and Wunsch ((1970) ل Mol Biol 48: 443-453) to find the global (over the whole the 

sequence) alignment of two sequences that maximizes the number of matches and minimizes 
the number of gaps. The BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. (1990) ل Mol Biol 215: 403-10) 

calculates percent sequence identity and performs a statistical analysis of the similarity 

between the two sequences. The software for performing BLAST analysis is publicly available 

through the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Homologues may readily 

be identified using，for example，the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment algorithm (version 

1.83)，with the default pairwise alignment parameters，and a scoring method in percentage. 

Homologues may readily be identified using，for example，the ClustalW multiple sequence 
alignment algorithm (version 1.83)，with the default pairwise alignment parameters，and a 

scoring method in percentage. Global percentages of similarity and identity may also be 

determined using one of the methods available in the MatGAT software package (Campanella 

et al.，ВМС Bioinformatics. 2003 Jul 10;4:29. MatGAT: an application that generates 
similarity/identity matrices using protein or DNA sequences.). Minor manual editing may be 

performed to optimise alignment between conserved motifs，as would be apparent to a person 

skilled in the art. Furthermore，instead of using full-length sequences for the identification of 

homologues，specific domains may also be used. The sequence identity values may be 

determined over the entire nucleic acid or amino acid sequence or over selected domains or 

conserved motif(s)，using the programs mentioned above using the default parameters.

All RanBPI proteins contain an approximately 150 amino acid residue Ran binding domain. 

Specialist databases exist for the identification of domains. Domains in RANBPs may be 
identified using，for example，SMART (Schultz et al. (1998) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA 95, 

5857-5864; Letunic et al. (2002) Nucleic Acids Res 30，242-244)，InterPro (Mulder et al., 

(2003) Nucl. Acids. Res. 31，315-318)，Prosite (Bucher and Bairoch (1994)，A generalized 

profile syntax for biomolecular sequences motifs and its function in automatic sequence 

interpretation. (In) ISMB-94; Proceedings 2nd International Conference on Intelligent Systems 
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for Molecular Biology. Altman R.，Brutlag D.，Karp p.，Lathrop R.，Searls D.，Eds.，ΡΡ53-61, 

AAAIPress，Menlo Park; Hulo et al.，Nucl. Acids. Res. 32:D134-D137，(2004)，) or Pfam 

(Bateman et al., Nucleic Acids Research 30(1): 276-280 (2002). A set of tools for in silico 

analysis of protein sequences is available on the ExPASy proteomics server (Swiss Institute of 

Bioinformatics (Gasteiger et al.，ExPASy: the proteomics server for in-depth protein knowledge 

and analysis，Nucleic Acids Res. 31:3784-3788(2003)). Domains or motifs may also be 

identified using routine techniques，such as by sequence alignment.

The invention is illustrated (see the Examples section) by transforming plants with a RANBP 

from Zea mays as represented by SEQ ID NO: 113, encoding the polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 

114 or SEQ ID NO: 115. The invention is also illustrated by transforming plants with a RANBP 

from Arabidopsis thaliana as represented by SEQ ID NO: 116，encoding the polypeptide of 

SEQ ID NO: 117 or SEQ ID NO: 118.

Of course performance of the methods of the invention is not restricted to the use of the 

aforementioned sequences，but may be performed using any nucleic acid encoding a RANBP 

comprising Motif I， as defined hereinabove. Examples of such nucleic acids encoding 

RANBPs comprising Motif I include nucleic acids encoding homologues，orthologues and 
paralogues of SEQ ID NO: 114, SEQ ID NO: 115, SEQ ID NO: 117 and SEQ ID NO: 118; the 

terms homologues，orthologues and paralogues being as defined above. Examples of such 

homologues，orthologues and paralogues include the sequences listed in Table p of Example 

14.

Orthologues and paralogues may easily be found by performing a so-called reciprocal blast 
search. Typically this involves a first BLAST involving BLASTing a query sequence (for 

example，SEQ ID NO: 113, SEQ ID NO: 114, SEQ ID NO: 115, SEQ ID NO: 116, SEQ ID NO: 

117 or SEQ ID NO: 118) against any sequence database，such as the publicly available NCBI 

database. BLASTN or TBLASTX (using standard default values) is generally used when 

starting from a nucleotide sequence，and BLASTP or TBLASTN (using standard default 

values) when starting from a protein sequence. The BLAST results may optionally be filtered. 

The full-length sequences of either the filtered results or nonfiltered results are then BLASTed 
back (second BLAST) against sequences from the organism from which the query sequence is 

derived (where the query sequence is SEQ ID NO: 113, SEQ ID NO: 114 or SEQ ID NO: 115, 

the second BLAST would be against Zea mays sequences; where the query sequence is SEQ 

ID NO: 116, SEQ ID NO: 117 or SEQ ID NO: 118, the second BLAST would be against 

Arabidopsis thaliana sequences). The results of the first and second BLASTS are then 

compared. A paralogue is identified if a high-ranking hit from the first blast is from the same 
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species as from which the query sequence is derived，a BLAST back then ideally results in the 
query sequence as highest hit; an orthologue is identified if a high-ranking hit in the first 

BLAST is not from the same species as from which the query sequence is derived，and 

preferably results upon BLAST back in the query sequence being among the highest hits.

High-ranking hits are those having a low E-value. The lower the E-value，the more significant 
the score (or in other words the lower the chance that the hit was found by chance). 

Computation of the E-value is well known in the art. In addition to E-values，comparisons are 

also scored by percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical 

nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) 

sequences over a particular length. In the case of large families，ClustalW may be used， 
followed by a neighbour joining tree，to help visualize clustering of related genes and to identify 

orthologues and paralogues.

Nucleic acid variants may also be useful in practising the methods of the invention. Examples 

of such variants include nucleic acids encoding homologues and derivatives of any one of the 

amino acid sequences given in Table p of Example 14, the terms “homologue” and “derivative” 

being as defined herein. Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids 

encoding homologues and derivatives of orthologues or paralogues of any one of the amino 

acid sequences given in Table p of Example 14. Homologues and derivatives useful in the 

methods of the present invention have substantially the same biological and functional activity 

as the unmodified protein from which they are derived.

Typically，nucleic acids encoding RANBPs comprising at least Motif I have，in increasing order 

of preference，at least 50%，55%，60%，65%，70%，75%，80%，85%，90%，95% or more 

sequence identity to the nucleic acid sequence represented by SEQ ID NO: 113 or SEQ ID 

N0:116.

Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids encoding derivatives of the amino 

acids ^presented by SEQ ID NO 114, SEQ ID NO: 115, SEQ ID NO: 117 or SEQ ID NO 118 

or nucleic acids encoding derivatives of the orthologues or paralogues of SEQ ID NO 114, 
SEQ ID NO: 115, SEQ ID NO: 117 or SEQ ID NO 118.

Nucleic acids encoding the polypeptides represented by the sequences in Table p，or nucleic 

acids encoding orthologues or paralogues of any of these SEQ ID NOs，need not be full-length 

nucleic acids，since performance of the methods of the invention does not rely on the use of 

full length nucleic acid sequences. Examples of nucleic acids suitable for use in performing 
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the methods of the invention include，but are not limited to those represented in Table p of 

Example 14. Nucleic acid variants may also be useful in practising the methods of the 

invention. Examples of such nucleic acid variants include portions of nucleic acids encoding a 

RANBP，splice variants of nucleic acids encoding a RANBP，sequences hybridising to nucleic 

acids encoding a RANBP，allelic variants of nucleic acids encoding a RANBP and variants of 

nucleic acids encoding a RANBP designed by gene shuffling. The terms splice variant and 

allelic variant are described above.

A portion of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP may be prepared，for example，by making one 

or more deletions to the nucleic acid. The portions may be used in isolated form or they may 

be fused to other coding (or non-coding) sequences in order to, for example，produce a protein 

that combines several activities. When fused to other coding sequences， the resultant 
polypeptide produced upon translation may be bigger than that predicted for the RANBP 

portion.

Portions useful in the methods of the invention，encode a polypeptide comprising Motif I as 

described above and having substantially the same biological activity as the RANBP 

represented by the sequences listed in Table p，or orthologues or paralogues of any of the 

aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. The portion is typically at least 200 consecutive nucleotides in 

length，preferably at least 300 consecutive nucleotides in length，more preferably at least 400 

consecutive nucleotides in length. Preferably，the portion is a portion of a nucleic acid as 

represented by any one of the sequences listed in Table p. Most preferably the portion is a 

portion of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 113 or SEQ ID NO: 116.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and preferentially expressing in plant seed or seed parts 

a portion of a nucleic acid represented by any of the sequences listed in Table p.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention，is a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridising under reduced stringency conditions，preferably under stringent conditions，with a 
nucleic acid encoding a RANBP as defined herein，or a with a portion as defined herein.

Hybridising sequences useful in the methods of the invention， encode a polypeptide 

comprising Motif I and having substantially the same biological activity as the RANBP 

represented by any of the sequences listed in Table p， or having substantially the same 

biological activity as orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. 

The hybridising sequence is typically at least 200 consecutive nucleotides in length，preferably 
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at least 300 consecutive nucleotides in length， more preferably at least 400 consecutive 

nucleotides in length. Preferably，the hybridising sequence is one that is capable of hybridising 

to any of the nucleic acids represented by the sequences listed in Table p，or to a portion of 

any of the aforementioned sequences，a portion being as defined above. Most preferably the 

hybridising sequence is capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 
113 or 116, or to portions thereof.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and preferentially expressing in plant seed or seed parts 

a nucleic acid capable of hybridizing to a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP represented by any 

of the sequences listed in Table p，or comprising introducing and preferentially expressing in 

plant seed or seed parts a nucleic acid capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid encoding an 

orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a splice variant encoding 

a RANBP as defined hereinabove. According to the present invention，there is provided a 

method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants，comprising introducing and preferentially 
expressing in plant seed or seed parts a splice variant of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP 

represented by any of the sequences listed in Table p，or a splice variant of a nucleic acid 

encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs.

Preferred splice variants are splice variants of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP represented 

by any of SEQ ID NO: 114, SEQ ID NO 115, SEQ ID NO: 117 or SEQ ID NO: 118. Further 

preferred are splice variants of nucleic acids represented by any one of the sequences listed in 

Table p. Most preferred is a splice variant of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 

113orSEQ ID N0:116.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in performing the methods of the invention is an allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP as defined hereinabove. Allelic variants exist in 

nature，and encompassed within the methods of the present invention is the use of these 

natural alleles.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and preferentially expressing in plant seed or seed parts 

an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP represented by any of the sequences 

listed in Table p，or comprising introducing and expressing in a plant an allelic variant of a 
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nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the aforementioned 

SEQIDNOs.

The allelic variant may be an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP represented 

by any of SEQ ID N0:114, SEQ ID N0115, SEQ ID NO:117or SEQ ID N0:118, oran allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned 

SEQ ID NOs. Further preferred are allelic variants of nucleic acids represented by any one of 

the sequences listed in Table p. Most preferred is an allelic variant of a nucleic acid as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 113 or 116.

A further nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid variant 

designed and/or obtained by gene shuffling. Gene shuffling or directed evolution may be used 

to generate variants of nucleic acids encoding RANBPs as defined above.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and preferentially expressing in plant seed or seed parts 

a variant of a nucleic acid represented by any of the sequences listed in Table p，which variant 

nucleic acid is designed and/or obtained by gene shuffling.

Furthermore， nucleic acid variants may also be obtained by site-directed mutagenesis. 

Several methods are available to achieve site-directed mutagenesis，the most common being 

PCR based methods (current protocols in molecular biology. Wiley Eds.).

Nucleic acids encoding RANBPs may be derived from any natural or artificial source. The 

nucleic acid may be modified from its native form in composition and/or genomic environment 

through deliberate human manipulation. According to one preferred embodiment the RANBP- 

encoding nucleic acid is from a plant，further preferably from a monocot，more preferably from 

the family Poaceae，more preferably from the genus Zea, most preferably from Zea mays.

According to a further preferred embodiment，the RANBP-encoding nucleic acid is from a 

plant， further preferably from a dicotyledonous plant， further preferably from the family 

Brassicaceae, more preferably the nucleic acid is from Arabidopsis thaliana.

The present invention also encompasses plants or parts thereof obtainable by the methods 

according to the present invention. The plants or parts thereof comprise a nucleic acid 

transgene encoding a RANBP operably linked to a seed-specific promoter.
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The invention also provides genetic constructs and vectors to facilitate introduction and/or 

expression of the nucleic acid sequences useful in the methods according to the invention，in a 

plant■

Therefore，there is provided a gene construct comprising:
(i) A nucleic acid encoding a RANBP comprising Motif I as defined hereinabove;

(¡¡) A seed-specific promoter operably liked to the nucleic acid of (i).

Constructs useful in the methods according to the present invention may be constructed using 

recombinant DNA technology well known to persons skilled in the art. The gene constructs 

may be inserted into vectors，which may be commercially available，suitable for transforming 

into plants and suitable for expression of the gene of interest in the transformed cells. The 
invention therefore provides use of a gene construct as defined hereinabove in the methods of 

the invention.

Plants are transformed with a vector comprising the sequence of interest (¡.e.，a nucleic acid 

encoding a RANBP). The skilled artisan is well aware of the genetic elements that must be 
present on the vector in order to successfully transform， select and propagate host cells 

containing the sequence of interest. The sequence of interest is operably linked to one or 
more control sequences (at least to a promoter). The terms “regulatory element’’，"control 

sequence" and “promoter" are all used interchangeably herein and are defined above.

The nucleic acid encoding a RANBP is operably linked to a seed-specific promoter，¡.e. a 

promoter that is expressed predominantly in seed tissue， but which may have residual 
expression elsewhere in the plant due to leaky promoter expression. Further preferably，the 

seed-specific promoter is isolated from a gene encoding a seed-storage protein，especially an 

endosperm-specific promoter. An endosperm-specific promoter refers to any promoter able to 

preferentially drive expression of the gene of interest in endosperm tissue. Reference herein 

to "preferentially” driving expression in endosperm tissue is taken to mean driving expression 

of any sequence operably linked thereto in endosperm tissue substantially to the exclusion of 
driving expression elsewhere in the plant，apart from any residual expression due to leaky 

promoter expression. For example，the prolamin promoter shows strong expression in the 

endosperm， with leakiness in meristem， more specifically the shoot meristem and/or 

discrimination centre in the meristem. Most preferably the endosperm-specific promoter is 

isolated from a prolamin gene，such as a rice prolamin RP6 (Wen et al.，(1993) Plant Physiol 

101(3): 1115-6) promoter as represented by SEQ ID NO: 155, or a promoter of similar strength 

and/or a promoter with a similar expression pattern as the rice prolamin promoter. Examples 
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of other endosperm-specific promoters which may also be used perform the methods of the 

invention are shown in Table 2c above.

It should be clear that the applicability of the present invention is not restricted to the RANBP- 

encoding nucleic acid represented by SEQ ID NO: 113 or SEQ ID NO: 116，nor is the 
applicability of the invention restricted to expression of a such a RANBP-encoding nucleic acid 

when driven by a prolamin promoter. Examples of other seed-specific promoters which may 

also be used perform the methods of the invention are shown in Table 2b above.

Optionally，one or more terminator sequences (also a control sequence) may be used in the 

construct introduced into a plant. Additional regulatory elements may include transcriptional as 

well as translational enhancers. Those skilled in the art will be aware of terminator and 
enhancer sequences that may be suitable for use in performing the invention, other control 

sequences，besides promoter，enhancer，silencer，intron sequences，3'UTR and/or 5'UTR 

regions，may be protein and/or RNA stabilizing elements. Such sequences would be known or 

may readily be obtained by a person skHied in the art.

The genetic constructs of the invention may further include an origin of replication sequence 

that is required for maintenance and/or replication in a specific cell type. One example is when 

a genetic construct is required to be maintained in a bacterial cell as an episomal genetic 

element (e.g. plasmid or cosmid molecule). Preferred origins of replication include，but are not 

limited to, the fl-or¡ and colEI.

For the detection of the successful transfer of the nucleic acid sequences as used in the 

methods of the invention and/or selection of transgenic plants comprising these nucleic acids， 

it is advantageous to use marker genes (or reporter genes). Therefore，the genetic construct 

may optionally comprise a selectable marker gene. The marker genes may be removed or 

excised from the transgenic cell once they are no longer needed. Techniques for marker 

removal are known in the art，useful techniques are described above in the definitions section.

The invention also provides a method for the production of transgenic plants having enhanced 

yield-related traits relative to control plants，comprising introduction and preferential expression 

in plant seed or seed parts of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP comprising Motif I as defined 

hereinabove.

More specifically，the present invention provides a method for the production of transgenic 

plants having enhanced yieW-related traits，which method comprises:
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(i) introducing and expressing in a plant cell a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP 

comprising Motif I (as defined herein) operably linked to seed-specific promoter; 

and

(¡¡) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and development■

The nucleic acid may be introduced directly into a plant cell or into the plant itself (including 
introduction into a tissue，organ or any other part of a plant). According to a preferred feature 

of the present invention，the nucleic acid is preferably introduced into a plant by transformation.

The term "transformation” as referred to herein is described above.

The genetically modified plant cells can be regenerated via all methods with which the skilled 

worker is familiar. Suitable methods can be found in the abovementioned publications by S.D. 
Kung and R. Wu，Potrykus or Höfgen and WHImitzer.

Generally after transformation，plant cells or cell groupings are selected for the presence of 

one or more markers which are encoded by plant-expressible genes со-transferred with the 

gene of interest，following which the transformed material is regenerated into a whole plant. 

To select transformed plants，the plant material obtained in the transformation is，as a rule， 

subjected to selective conditions so that transformed plants can be distinguished from 

untransformed plants. For example，the seeds obtained in the above-described manner can be 

planted and，after an initial growing period，subjected to a suitable selection by spraying. A 

further possibility consists in growing the seeds，if appropriate after sterilization，on agar plates 

using a suitable selection agent so that only the transformed seeds can grow into plants. 

Alternatively，the transformed plants are screened for the presence of a selectable marker 

such as the ones described above.

Following DNA transfer and regeneration，putatively transformed plants may be evaluated，for 

instance using Southern analysis，for the presence of the gene of interest，copy number and/or 

genomic organisation. Alternatively or additionally，expression levels of the newly introduced 
DNA may be monitored using Northern and/or Western analysis，or quantitative PCR，all 

techniques being well known to persons having ordinary skill in the art.

The generated transformed plants may be propagated by a variety of means，such as by clonal 

propagation or classical breeding techniques. For example， a first generation (or Tl) 

transformed plant may be selfed to give homozygous second generation (or Τ2) transformants， 

and the Τ2 plants further propagated through classical breeding techniques.
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The generated transformed organisms may take a variety of forms■ For example，they may be 

chimeras of transformed cells and non-transformed cells; clonal transformants (e.g■，all cells 

transformed to contain the expression cassette); grafts of transformed and untransformed 

tissues (e.g.，in plants，a transformed rootstock grafted to an untransformed scion).

The present invention clearly extends to any plant cell or plant produced by any of the methods 

described herein，and to all plant parts and propagules thereof. The present invention extends 

further to encompass the progeny of a primary transformed or transfected cell，tissue，organ or 

whole plant that has been produced by any of the aforementioned methods，the only 

requirement being that progeny exhibit the same genotypic and/or phenotypic characteristic(s) 

as those produced by the parent in the methods according to the invention.

The invention also includes host cells containing an isolated nucleic acid encoding a RANBP 

comprising Motif I as defined hereinabove. Preferred host cells according to the invention are 

plant cells. Host plants for the nucleic acids or the vector used in the method according to the 

invention，the expression cassette or construct or vector are，in principle，advantageously all 

plants，which are capable of synthesizing the polypeptides used in the inventive method.

The invention also extends to harvestable parts of a plant such as，but not limited to seeds， 

leaves，fruite，flowers，stems，roots，rhizomes，tubers and bulbs. The invention furthermore 

relates to products derived，preferably directly derived，from a harvestable part of such a plant， 

such as dry pellets or powders，oil，fat and fatty acids，starch or proteins.

According to a preferred feature of the invention，the modulated expression is increased 

expression. Methods for increasing expression of nucleic acids or genes，or gene products， 

are well documented in the art and examples are provided in the definitions section.

As mentioned above，a preferred method for preferentially modulating (preferably，increasing) 

expression in plant seed or seed parts of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP is by introducing 

and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP comprising Motif I; however the 

effects of performing the method，¡.e. enhancing yield-related traits may also be achieved using 
other well known techniques，including but not limited to T-DNA activation tagging，TILLING， 

homologous recombination. A description of some of these techniques is provided in the 

definitions section.
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The effects of the invention may also be reproduced using homologous recombination. The 

nucleic acid to be targeted is preferably the region controlling the natural expression of a 

nucleic acid encoding a RANBP in a plant. A seed-specific promoter is introduced into this 

region，replacing substantially part or all of it.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits. 

In particular performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having increased yield， 

especially increased biomass and seed yield relative to control plants. The terms “yield” and 

“seed yield" are described in more detail in the “definitions" section herein.

Reference herein to enhanced yield-related traits is taken to mean an increase in biomass 

(weight) of one or more parts of a plant，which may include aboveground (harvestable) parts 

and/or (harvestable) parts below ground. In particular，such harvestable parts are above 

ground biomass and seeds，and performance of the methods of the invention results in plants 

having increased biomass and increased seed yield relative to the seed yield of control plants.

Taking corn as an example，a yield increase may be manifested as one or more of the 

following: increase in the number of plants established per hectare or acre, an increase in the 
number of ears per plant，an increase in the number of rows，number of kernels per row，kernel 

weight，thousand kernel weight，ear length/diameter，increase in the seed filling rate (which is 

the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and multiplied by 100)，among 

others. Taking rice as an example，a yield increase may manifest itself as an increase in one 

or more of the following: number of plants per hectare or acre，number of panicles per plant， 

number of spikelets per panicle，number of flowers (florets) per panicle (which is expressed as 

a ratio of the number of filled seeds over the number of primary panicles)，increase in the seed 

filling rate (which is the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and 

multiplied by 100)，increase in thousand kernel weight，among others.

The present invention provides a method for increasing yield，especially seed yield of plants， 
relative to control plants， which method comprises modulating expression， preferably 

increasing expression，in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP polypeptide as defined 

herein.

Since the transgenic plants according to the present invention have increased yield，it is likely 

that these plants exhibit an increased growth rate (during at least part of their life cycle)， 

relative to the growth rate of control plants at a corresponding stage in their life cycle.
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The increased growth rate may be specific to one or more parts of a plant (including seeds)，or 

may be throughout substantially the whole plant. Plants having an increased growth rate may 

have a shorter life cycle. The life cycle of a plant may be taken to mean the time needed to 

grow from a dry mature seed up to the stage where the plant has produced dry mature seeds， 

similar to the starting material. This life cycle may be influenced by factors such as early 
vigour， growth rate， greenness index，flowering time and speed of seed maturation. The 

increase in growth rate may take place at one or more stages in the life cycle of a plant or 

during substantially the whole plant life cycle. Increased growth rate during the early stages in 

the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. The increase in growth rate may alter the 

harvest cycle of a plant allowing plants to be sown later and/or harvested sooner than would 

otherwise be possible (a similar effect may be obtained with earlier flowering time). If the 
growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of the same 

plant species (for example sowing and harvesting of rice plants followed by sowing and 
harvesting of further rice plants all within one conventional growing period). Similarly，if the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of different 

plants species (for example the sowing and harvesting of com plants followed by，for example， 
the sowing and optional harvesting of soybean，potato or any other suitable plant). Harvesting 

additional times from the same rootstock in the case of some crop plants may also be possible. 

Altering the harvest cycle of a plant may lead to an increase in annual biomass production per 
acre (due to an increase in the number of times (say in a year) that any particular plant may be 

grown and harvested). An increase in growth rate may also allow for the cultivation of 

transgenic plants in a wider geographical area than their wild-type counterparts，since the 

territorial limitations for growing a crop are often determined by adverse environmental 
conditions either at the time of planting (early season) or at the time of harvesting (late 

season). Such adverse conditions may be avoided if the harvest cycle is shortened. The 

growth rate may be determined by deriving various parameters from growth cu^es， such 

parameters may be: Τ-Mid (the time taken for plants to reach 50% of their maximal size) and 

Τ-90 (time taken for plants to reach 90% of their maximal size)，amongst others.

According to a preferred feature of the present invention，performance of the methods of the 
invention gives plants having an increased growth rate relative to control plants. Therefore， 

according to the present invention，there is provided a method for increasing the growth rate of 

plants，which method comprises modulating expression，preferably increasing expression，in a 

plant of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP polypeptide as defined herein.

An increase in yield and/or growth rate occurs whether the plant is under non-stress conditions 

or whether the plant is exposed to various stresses compared to control plants. Plants typically 
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respond to exposure to stress by growing more slowly■ In conditions of severe stress，the plant 
may even stop growing altogether. Mild stress on the other hand is defined herein as being 

any stress to which a plant is exposed which does not result in the plant ceasing to grow 

altogether without the capacity to resume growth. Mild stress in the sense of the invention 

leads to a reduction in the growth of the stressed plants of less than 40%，35% or 30%， 

preferably less than 25%，20% or 15%，more preferably less than 14%，13%，12%，11% or 
10% or less in comparison to the control plant under non-stress conditions. Due to advances 

in agricultural practices (irrigation，fertilization，pesticide treatments) severe stresses are not 

often encountered in cultivated crop plants. As a consequence，the compromised growth 

induced by mild stress is often an undesirable feature for agriculture. Mild stresses are the 

everyday biotic and/or abiotic (environmental) stresses to which a plant is exposed. Abiotic 

stresses may be due to drought or excess water，anaerobic stress，salt stress，chemical 

toxicity，oxidative stress and hot，cold or freezing temperatures. The abiotic stress may be an 

osmotic stress caused by a water stress (particularly due to drought)，salt stress，oxidative 

stress or an ionic stress. Biotic stresses are typically those stresses caused by pathogens， 

such as bacteria，viruses，fungi and insects.

In particular， the methods of the present invention may be performed under non-stress 

conditions or under conditions of mild drought to give plants having increased yield relative to 

control plants. As reported in Wang et al. (Planta (2003) 218: 1-14)，abiotic stress leads to a 

series of morphological，physiological，biochemical and molecular changes that adversely 

affect plant growth and productivity. Drought，salinity，extreme temperatures and oxidative 

stress are known to be interconnected and may induce growth and cellular damage through 

similar mechanisms. Rabbani et al. (Plant Physiol (2003) 133: 1755-1767) describes a 
particularly high degree of “cross talk" between drought stress and high-salinity stress. For 

example，drought and/or salinisation are manifested primarily as osmotic stress，resulting in 

the disruption of homeostasis and ion distribution in the cell. Oxidative stress，which frequently 

accompanies high or low temperature，salinity or drought stress，may cause denaturing of 

functional and structural proteins. As a consequence，these diverse environmental stresses 

often activate similar cell signalling pathways and cellular responses，such as the production of 

stress proteins，up-regulation of anti-oxidants，accumulation of compatible solutes and growth 

arrest. The term “non-stress” conditions as used herein are those environmental conditions 

that allow optimal growth of plants. Persons skilled in the art are aware of normal soil 

conditions and climatic conditions for a given location.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under non-stress conditions or 

under mild drought conditions increased yield relative to control plants grown under 
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comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a 

method for increasing yield in plants grown under non-stress conditions or under mild drought 

conditions，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a RANBP polypeptide.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under conditions of nutrient 

deficiency，particularly under conditions of nitrogen deficiency，increased yield relative to 

control plants grown under comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present 

invention，there is provided a method for increasing yield in plants grown under conditions of 

nutrient deficiency，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a RANBP polypeptide. Nutrient deficiency may result from a lack of nutrients such as 

nitrogen， phosphates and other phosphorous-containing compounds， potassium， calcium， 
radmium，magnesium，manganese，iron and boron，amongst others.

The methods of the invention are advantageously applicable to any plant. Plants that are 

particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which belong to the 

superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants including 

fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs. According to a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention，the plant is a crop plant. Examples of crop 

plants include soybean， sunflower， canola， alfalfa， rapeseed， cotton， tomato， potato and 

tobacco. Further preferably， the plant is a monocotyledonous plant. Examples of 

monocotyledonous plants include sugarcane. More preferably the plant is a cereal. Examples 

of cereals include rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，rye，triticale，sorghum and oats.

The present invention also encompasses use of nucleic acids encoding RANBPs and use of 

RANBPs themselves in enhancing yield-related traits in plants.

Nucleic acids encoding RANBPs， or RANBPs themselves， may find use in breeding 

programmes in which a DNA marker is identified which may be genetically linked to a RANBP- 

encoding gene. The nucleic acids/genes，or the RANBPs themselves may be used to define a 
molecular marker. This DNA or protein marker may then be used in breeding programmes to 

select plants having increased yield as defined hereinabove in the methods of the invention.

Allelic variants of a RANBP-encoding acid/gene may also find use in marker-assisted breeding 

programmes. Such breeding programmes sometimes require introduction of allelic variation 

by mutagenic treatment of the plants，using for example EMS mutagenesis; alternatively，the 

programme may start with a collection of allelic variants of so called “natural" origin caused 
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unintentionally. Identification of allelic variants then takes place，for example，by PCR. This is 

followed by a step for selection of superior allelic variants of the sequence in question and 

which give increased yield■ Selection is typically carried out by monitoring growth performance 

of plants containing different allelic variants of the sequence in question. Growth performance 

may be monitored in a greenhouse or in the field. Further optional steps include crossing 

plants in which the superior allelic variant was identified with another plant. This could be 
used，for example，to make a combination of interesting phenotypic features.

A nucleic acid encoding a RANBP may also be used as probes for genetically and physically 

mapping the genes that they are a part of，and as markers for traits linked to those genes. 

Such information may be useful in plant breeding in order to develop lines with desired 

phenotypes. Such use of RANBP-encoding nucleic acids requires only a nucleic acid 

sequence of at least 15 nucleotides in length. The RANBP-encoding nucleic acids may be 
used as restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers. Southern blots (Sambrook 

」，Fritsch EF and Maniatis T (1989) Molecular Cloning，A Laboratory Manual) of restriction- 

digested plant genomic DNA may be probed with the RANBP-encoding nucleic acids. The 

resulting banding patterns may then be subjected to genetic analyses using computer 
programs such as MapMaker (Lander e؛ a/. (1987) Genomics 1: 174-181) in order to construct 

a genetic map. In addition，the nucleic acids may be used to probe Southern blots containing 

restriction endonuclease-treated genomic DNAs of a set of individuals representing parent and 

progeny of a defined genetic cross. Segregation of the DNA polymorphisms is noted and used 

to calculate the position of the RANBP-encoding nucleic acid in the genetic map previously 
obtained using this population (Botstein et al. (1980) Am. J. Hum. Genet. 32:314-331 ).

The production and use of plant gene-derived probes for use in genetic mapping is described 

in Bematzky and Tanksley (1986) Plant Mol. Biol. Reporter 4: 37-41. Numerous publications 

describe genetic mapping of specific cDNA clones using the methodology outlined above or 

variations thereof. For example，F2 intercross populations，backcross populations，randomly 

mated populations，near isogenic lines，and other sets of individuals may be used for mapping. 

Such methodologies are well known to those skilled in the art.

The nucleic acid probes may also be used for physical mapping (¡.e.，placement of sequences 
on physical maps; see Hoheisel et al. In'. Non-mammalian Genomic Analysis: A Practical 

Guide，Academic press 1996, pp. 319-346, and references cited therein).

In another embodiment，the nucleic acid probes may be used in direct fluorescence in situ 

hybridisation (FISH) mapping (Trask (1991) Trends Genet. 7:149-154). Although current 
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methods of FISH mapping favor use of large clones (several kb to several hundred kb; see 
Laan et al. (1995) Genome Res. 5:13-20)，improvements in sensitivity may allow performance 

of FISH mapping using shorter probes.

A variety of nucleic acid amplification-based methods for genetic and physical mapping may be 

carried out using the nucleic acids. Examples include allele-specific amplification (Kazazian 

(1989) J. Lab. Clin. Med 11:95-96)，polymorphism of PCR-amplified fragments (CAPS; 

Sheffield et al. (1993) Genomics 16:325-332)，allele-specific ligation (Landegren et al. (1988) 

Science 241:1077-1080)，nucleotide extension reactions (Sokolov (1990) Nucleic Acid Res. 
18:3671)，Radiation Hybrid Mapping (Walter et al. (1997) Nat. Genet. 7:22-28) and Happy 

Mapping (Dear and Cook (1989) Nucleic Acid Res. 17:6795-6807). For these methods，the 

sequence of a nucleic acid is used to design and produce primer pairs for use in the 
amplification reaction or in primer extension reactions. The design of such primers is well 

known to those skilled in the art. In methods employing PCR-based genetic mapping，it may 

be necessary to identify DNA sequence differences between the parents of the mapping cross 

in the region corresponding to the instant nucleic acid sequence. This，however，is generally 

not necessary for mapping methods.

The methods according to the present invention result in plants having enhnaced yield-related 

traits，as described hereinbefore. These traits may also be combined with other economically 

advantageous traits，such as further yield-enhancing traits，tolerance to other abiotic and biotic 

stresses，traits modifying various architectural features and/or biochemical and/or physiological 

features.

GLK
It has now been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a 

Golden2-like (GLK) protein gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits relative to control 

plants.

Therefore，the invention provides a method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants relative 
to control plants，comprising modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK 

protein，or a part thereof.

A preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression of a nucleic acid 

encoding an Golden2-like protein (GLK) is by introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic 

acid encoding such a GLK protein.
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Any reference hereinafter to a “protein useful in the methods of the invention" is taken to mean 

a GLK polypeptide as defined herein. Any reference hereinafter to a “nucleic acid useful in the 

methods of the invention” is taken to mean a nucleic acid capable of encoding such a GLK 

polypeptide. The nucleic acid to be introduced into a plant (and therefore useful in performing 

the methods of the invention) is any nucleic acid encoding the type of protein which wHI now be 
described，hereafter also named "GLK nucleic acid” or "GLKgene”.

The nucleic acid to be introduced into a plant (and therefore useful in performing the methods 
of the invention) is any nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein (Figure 11). The term “GLK 

protein” or “Golden2-like protein” refers to transcriptional regulator proteins comprising a 

GARP DNA-binding domain (Tama¡ et al.，Plant Cell Physiol. 43，99-107，2002). It is 

postulated that the GARP domain is a multifunctional domain responsible for both nuclear 
localization and DNA binding (Hosoda et al.，Plant Cell 14, 2015-2021, 2002). GLK proteins 

preferably also comprise an N-terminal region that is rich in acidic amino acids，a central part 

of about 100 amino acids enriched in basic amino acids and a C-terminal domain enriched in 

Pro residues. The c-terminal region preferably also comprises a GARP Ç-Ierminal (GCT) 
domain (Rossini et al. 2001).

The terms “domain” and “motif” are defined in the definitions section herein. Specialist 

databases exist for the identification of domains. The GARP domain in a Golden2-like 

transcriptional regulator may be identified using，for example，SMART (Schultz et al. (1998) 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA 95, 5857-5864; Letunic et al. (2002) Nucl. Acids Res 30, 242-244)， 

InterPro (Mulder et al.，(2003) Nucl. Acids. Res. 31，315-318)，Prosite (Bucher and Bairoch 

(1994)，A generalized profile syntax for biomotecular sequences motifs and its function in 

automatic sequence interpretation. (In) ISMB-94; Proceedings 2nd International Conference on 

Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology. Altman R.，Brutlag D.，Karp p.，Lathrop R.，Searls 

D.，Eds.，pp.53-61，AAAI Press，Menlo Park; Hulo et al.，Nucl. Acids. Res. 32:D134-D137, 

(2004)) or Pfam (Bateman et al.，Nucleic Acids Research 30(1): 276-280 (2002)). A set of 

tools for in silico analysis of protein sequences is available on the ExPASY proteomics server 

(hosted by the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (Gasteiger et al.，ExPASy: the proteomics 

server for in-depth protein knowledge and analysis，Nucleic Acids Res. 31:3784-3788(2003)). 

Domains or motifs may also be identified using routine techniques，such as by sequence 
alignment.

The GARP DNA binding domain (Tama¡ et al. 2002) preferably has three or more of the 

following consensus sequences:

GARP consensus sequence 1 (SEQ ID NO: 161):
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(K/R) (Ρ/Μ/ν/Α)(R/K/M) (V/L)(V/D)w(s/T/I/N) (V/AP/S/T/C/H/Q/D)(E/Q/T/D/S 
)L(H/D)(R/K/Q/A/H/D/E/L/I)(K/R/Q/S/C/V/A/H)F(V/L/I)(A/K/Q/E/H/D/N/R/S 
)(A/V/C)(V/G/L/I)(N/E/A/Q/D/G/T/I/K/H)(Q/E/H/L/I/M/K/R/S)L

GARP consensus sequence 2 (SEO ID NO: 162):
G(I/V/L/P/S/H/Q/A/G)(D/E/K/H/Q/N/A)

GARP consensus sequence 3 (SEO ID NO: 163):
(Α/Τ)(V/I/Y/F/T)P(K/S)(K/R/T/Q/L/S/G/A)(I/V/L)(L/M/R/K)(D/E/Q/K/R/S) (
L/I/F/H/V/M/T/R/A)(M/I/L)(N/K/G/S/D/Q/E)

GARP consensus sequence 4 (SEO ID NO: 164):
(V/I/M/T/E/L/S/N) (E/D/G/N/Y/K/H/Q/P) (N/G/K/T/S/C/R/D) (ι/l) (T/D/A/S) (R 
/N/I/L/V)(E/H/D/S/A/Y/F)(Ν/Ε/Η)

GARP consensus sequence 5 (SEO ID NO: 165):
(V/I/L)(A/K)SHLQ(K/M/I)(Y/F)(R/V)

More preferably, the GARP consensus sequences have respectively the following sequences:

1: (K/R)(P/M/V/A)(R/K/M)(V/L)(V/D)w(s/T/I)(V/A/P)(E/Q)LH(R/K/Q)(K/R/Q)F 
V(A/K/Q/E/H/D)A(V/G)(Ν/Ε/Α)(Q/E/H)L
2:G(I/V/L)(D/E/K)
3:A(V/I/Y/F)P(K/S) (K/R/T)I(L/M) (D/E/Q) (L/I)M(N/K/G/S)
4: (ν/1/Μ/Τ/Ε)(E/D/G/N/Y/K/H/Q/P)(N/G/K/T/S/C/R)(I/L)(T/D)R(E/H)N
5: (V/I)ASHLQK(Y/F)R

Furthermore preferably, the GARP consensus sequences have respectively the following 

sequences:

1:K(P/V/A)KVDWTPELHR(K/R)FV(Q/E/H)A(V/G)E(Q/E)L
2：G(I/V/L)(D/E)
3:A(V/Y/F)PSRILE(L/I)M(N/G)
4: (ν/1/Μ/Τ/Ε) (E/D/N/Y/K/H/Q)(S/C/R)LTRHN
5: (V/I)ASHLQKYR

Even furthermore preferably, the GARP consensus sequences have respectively the following 

sequences:

1: K(V/A)KVDWTPELHRRFVQA(V/G)E(Q/E) L
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2:g(i/v/l)d
3：A٧PSRILE(L/I)MG
4: (Ι/Μ/Τ/Ε) (E/D/N/Y)(S/C/R)LTRHN
5: IASHLQKYR

Most preferably, the GARP consensus sequences have respectively the following sequences:

1: KAKVDWTPELHRRFVQAVEQL
2: GID
3:AVPSRILEIMG
4: IDSLTRHN
5: IASHLQKYR

Optionally, the GARP consensus sequence 5 ¡S followed by another consented motif 

(consensus sequence 6, SEQ ID NO: 166):
SHR(K/R)H(L/M)(L/A/M/I)ARE(A/G/V)EA(A/G)(S/N/T)W
Preferably this consensus sequence 6 has the sequence:
SHRKH(L/M)(L/M/I)ARE(A/G/V)EA(A/G)(S/N)w
More preferably consensus sequence 6 has the sequence:
SHRKHMIAREAEAASW

A MYB domain motif may, but does not need to, be present in the GARP domain (Figure 12). 

This MYB domain may correspond to the Pfam entry PFOO249 and InterPro entry IPR001005, 
and may comprise the Prosite pattern PS00037 (W-[ST]-{W}-{PTLN}-E-[DE]-{GIYS}-{GYPH}- 
[I IV] ) or Prosite pattern PSOO334 (W-Y(9)-؛I ・卜 -؛٩٨ ッ٧(4 -٩)-卩-{卩「}- ٧(٩ )-{八(巧-ッ ٩[-)٧ 卯卜 ٧(٩ )- 
[LIVM].) or Prosite pattern PS50090.

GLK proteins useful in the present invention preferably (but not necessarily) also comprise a 

GCT domain (Rossini et al., 2001). A consensus sequences for this GCT domain ¡S given in 

SEQ ID NO: 167:
(H/Q)(P/L)S(N/K/S)E(S/V)(I/V/L)DAAIG(D/E)(V/A)(工/L)(S/T/A/V)(N/K/R)PW 
(L/T)p(L/P)PLGL(Κ/Ν)pp(S/A)(V/M/L)(D/E/G)(G/S)V(M/I)(T/A/S/G)EL(Q/H/E 
)(R/K)(Q/H)G(V/I)(S/N/P/A)(Ν/Ε/Τ/Κ)(V/I)P(P/Q)
Preferably, this GGT consensus domain has the sequence:
(H/Q)PS(N/K/S)ESIDAAIGD(V/A)L(S/T/V)KPW(L/T)PLPLGLKPPS(V/L)(D/G)SV(М/
I)(S/G)EL(Q/H/E)RQG(V/I)(Ρ/Α)(Ν/Κ)(V/I)p(p/Q)
More preferably, this GGT consensus domain has the sequence:
QPSSESIDAAIGDVLSKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQRQGVANVPP
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in the N-terminal region (from N-terminus to the start of the GARP domain，Figure 11，Figure 

12)，preferably the content is in increasing order of preference，higher than 12%，15%，20%， 

but lower than 30%■ Typically the content of D and E in the N-terminal region is around 23%， 

whereas the average content of D and E in proteins is around 11.9% (Table 3)■ Similarly，the 
C-terminal region starting at the end of the GARP domain and including the GCT domain is 

enriched in Pro residues. Whereas an average protein has a Pro content of 4.8%，the Pro 
content in this C-terminal region is 25.4% for SEQ ID NO: 157. The p content may vary in this 

region between 10 and 30%. (range: PpGLKI :11.23, PpGLK2: 11.17, ZmG2: 20.73, ZmGLKI: 

23.30, AtGLK2, 17.6%，AtGLKI: 20.13

Table 3: Mean amino acid composition of proteins in SWISS PROT (July 2004):

Residue Mole% Residue Mole%

k： هةححا 7.80 VJ\：VJ\٩t 2.37

1.57 ٢م：حا4آج١ 4.22

جححا:آل٦د 5.30 P = Pro 4.85

E = Glu 6.59 n؛Q = G 3.93

F = Phe 4.02 5.29

y؛G = G 6.93 s = Ser 6.89

H = His 2.27 T = Thr 5.46

1 = lie 5.91 v = ٧al 6.69

١ع：ةب\ 5.93 \N：٦٢V 1.16

ا：ا٩خ\ 9.62 ال：٦ًاال 3.09

Examples of GLK proteins as defined herein include the protein represented by SEQ ID NO 

157，but the term “GLK proteins” also encompasses orthologues or paralogues of the 

aforementioned SEQ ID NO: 157. The invention is illustrated by transforming plants with the 

Oryza sativa sequence represented by SEQ ID NO: 156, encoding the polypeptide of SEQ ID 

NO: 157. SEQ ID NO: 169 (from Oryza sativa, encoded by SEQ ID NO: 168) is a paralogue of 

the polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 157 whereas SEQ ID NO: 171 and 173 from Arabidopsis 

thaliana (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 170 and 172)，SEQ ID NO: 175 and 177 from 

Physcomitrella patens (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 174 and 176)，SEQ ID NO: 179 and 181 from 

Zea mays (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 178 and 180)，SEQ ID NO: 183, a partial sequence from 
Triticum aestivum, and SEQ ID NO: 189，a partial sequence from Sorghum bicolor, are 

examples of orthologues of the protein of SEQ ID NO: 157. SEQ ID NO: 193 represents a 
variant of the protein of SEQ ID NO: 157.
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Orthologues and paralogues may easily be found by performing a so-called reciprocal blast 

search. This may be done by a first BLAST involving BLASTing a query sequence (for 

example，SEQ ID NO: 156 or SEQ ID NO: 157) against any sequence database，such as the 

publicly available NCBI database. BLASTN or TBLASTX (using standard default values) may 
be used when starting from a nucleotide sequence and BLASTP or TBLASTN (using standard 

default values) may be used when starting from a protein sequence. The BLAST results may 

optionally be filtered. The full-length sequences of either the filtered results or non-filtered 
results are then BLASTed back (second BLAST) against sequences from the organism from 

which the query sequence is derived (where the query sequence is SEO ID NO: 156 or SEO 

ID NO: 157, the second BLAST would therefore be against「ice sequences). The results of the 

first and second BLASTS are then compared. A paralogue is identified if a high-ranking hit 

from the second BLAST is from the same species as from which the query sequence is 

derived; an orthologue is identified if a high-ranking hit is not from the same species as from 

which the query sequence is derived. Preferred orthologues are orthologues of SEQ ID NO: 

156 or SEQ ID NO: 157. High-ranking hits are those having a low E-value. The lower the E- 

value，the more significant the score (or in other words the lower the chance that the hit was 

found by chance). Computation of the E-value is well known in the art. In addition to E-values， 

comparisons are also scored by percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number 

of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or 

polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. Preferably the score is greater than 50, more 

preferably greater than 100; and preferably the E-value is less than e-5, more preferably less 

than e-6. In the case of large families，ClustalW may be used，followed by the generation of a 

neighbour joining tree，to help visualize clustering of related genes and to identify orthologues 

and paralogues.

Homologues (or homologous proteins， encompassing orthologues and paralogues) may 

readily be identified using routine techniques well known in the art，such as by sequence 

alignment. Methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison are well known in the art， 

such methods include GAP，BESTFIT，BLAST，FASTA and TFASTA. GAP uses the algorithm 

of Needleman and Wunsch ((1970) ل Mol Biol 48: 443-453) to find the alignment of two 

complete sequences that maximizes the number of matches and minimizes the number of 
gaps. The BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. (1990) ل Mol Biol 215: 403-410) calculates percent 

sequence identity and performs a statistical analysis of the similarity between the two 

sequences. The software for performing BLAST analysis is publicly available through the 

National Centre for Biotechnology Information. Homologues may readily be identified using， 
for example，the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment algorithm (version 1.83)，with the
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default pairwise alignment parameters， and a scoring method in percentage. Global 

percentages of similarity and identity may also be determined using one of the methods 

available in the MatGAT software package (Campanella et al.，ВМС Bioinformatics. 4，29, 

2003). Minor manual editing may be performed to optimise alignment between conserved 
motifs，as would be apparent to a person skHied in the art. Furthermore，instead of using full— 

length sequences for the identification of homologues，specific domains (such as the GARP 
domain or the GCT domain) may be used as well.

Preferably，the GLK proteins useful in the methods of the present invention have，in increasing 

order of preference，at least 30%，35%，40%，45%，50%，55%，60%，65%，70%，75%，80%， 
85%，90%，95%，96%，97%，98% or 99% sequence identity to the protein of SEQ ID NO: 157. 

Alternatively，the sequence identity among homologues may be determined using a specific 
domain (such as the GARP domain or the GCT domain). A GARP or GCT domain may be 

identified and delineated using the databases and tools for protein identification listed above， 

and/or methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison. In some instances，default 

parameters may be adjusted to modify the stringency of the search. For example using 

BLAST，the statistical significance threshold (called “expect” value) for reporting matches 

against database sequences may be increased to show less stringent matches. In this way， 

short nearly exact matches may be identified.

An example detailing the identification of homologues is given in Example 21. The matrices 

shown in Example 22 shows similarities and identities (in bold) over the GARP or GCT 

domain，where of course the values are higher than when considering the full-length protein.

The nucleic acid encoding the polypeptide represented by any one of SEQ ID NO 157, SEQ ID 

NO: 193, or orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs，need not be 

full-length nucleic acids，since performance of the methods of the invention does not rely on 

the use of full length nucleic acid sequences. Furthermore，examples of nucleic acids suitable 

for use in performing the methods of the invention include but are not limited to those listed in 

Table Q of Example 21. Nucleic acid variants may also be useful in practising the methods of 

the invention. Examples of such variants include portions of nucleic acids，hybridising 

sequences，splice variants，allelic variants either naturally occurring or by DNA manipulation.

The term “portion” as used herein refers to a piece of DNA encoding a polypeptide comprising 

at least a GARP domain as described above，and preferably also，from N-terminus to C- 

terminus，(i) a region enriched in acidic nucleic acids (D or E)，preceding the GARP domain 
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and (¡i) a region C-terminal of the GARP domain which is enriched in Pro residues and 

preferably comprises a GCT domain.

A portion may be prepared，for example，by making one or more deletions to a nucleic acid 

encoding a GLK protein as defined hereinabove. The portions may be used in isolated form or 

they may be fused to other coding (or non coding) sequences in order to, for example，produce 

a protein that combines several activities. When fused to other coding sequences，the 

resultant polypeptide produced upon translation may be bigger than that predicted for the GLK 

portion. Portions useful in the methods of the invention，encode a polypeptide having a GARP 

domain (as described above) and having substantially the same biological activity as the GLK 

protein represented by any of SEQ ID NO: 157, SEQ ID NO: 193 or orthologues or paralogues 

of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. The portion is typically at least 800 nucleotides in 

length，preferably at least 900 nucleotides in length，more preferably at least 1000 nucleotides 
in length and most preferably at least 1100 nucleotides in length. Preferably，the portion is a 

portion of a nucleic acid as represented by any one of the sequences listed in Table Q of 

Example 21. Most preferably the portion is a portion of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ 

ID NO: 156.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a portion of any one of the 

nucleic acid sequences given in Table Q of Example 21，or a portion of a nucleic acid encoding 

an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid sequences given in Table Q 

of Example 21.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridising under reduced stringency conditions，preferably under stringent conditions，with a 
nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein as defined hereinabove，or a with a portion as defined 

hereinabove.

Hybridising sequences useful in the methods of the invention，encode a polypeptide having a 

N-terminal region enriched in acidic nucleic acids (D or E)，a GARP domain and a region c- 

terminal of the GARP domain which is enriched in Pro residues and which preferably 

comprises a GCT domain (as described above) and having substantially the same biological 
activity as the GLK protein represented by any of SEQ ID NO: 157，SEQ ID NO 193 or 

orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. The hybridising 

sequence is typically at least 800 nucleotides in length，preferably at least 900 nucleotides in 
length，more preferably at least 1000 nucleotides in length and most preferably at least 1100 
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nucleotides in length. Preferably，the hybridising sequence is one that is capable of hybridising 

to any of the nucleic acids represented by (or to probes derived from) the sequences listed in 

Table Q of Example 21，or to a portion of any of the aforementioned sequences，a portion 

being as defined above. Most preferably the hybridising sequence is capable of hybridising to 

SEQ ID NO: 156, or to portions (or probes) thereof. Methods for designing probes are well 

known in the art. Probes are generally less than 1000 bp in length，preferably less than 500 bp 
in length. Commonly，probe lengths for DNA-DNA hybridisations such as Southern blotting， 

vary between 100 and 500 bp，whereas the hybridising region in probes for DNA-DNA 

hybridisations such as in PCR amplification generally are shorter than 50 but longer than 10 

nucleotides. According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing 

yield-related traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid 

capable of hybridizing to any one of the nucleic acids given in Table Q of Example 21，or 
comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid capable of hybridising to a 

nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the nucleic acid 

sequences given in Table Q of Example 21.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a splice variant encoding 

a GLK protein as defined hereinabove.

Preferred splice variants are splice variants of a nucleic acid encoding GLK proteins 
represented by any of SEQ ID NO: 157，SEQ ID NO 193，or splice variants encoding 

orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. Further preferred are 

splice variants of nucleic acids represented by any one of the sequences listed in Table Q of 

Example 21. Most preferred is a splice variant of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID 

N0:156.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a splice variant of any one of 

the nucleic acid sequences given in Table Q of Example 21，or a splice variant of a nucleic 

acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid sequences 

given in Table Q of Example 21.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in performing the methods of the invention is an allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein as defined hereinabove. Allelic variants exist 
in nature，and encompassed within the methods of the present invention is the use of these 

natural alleles. The allelic variant may be an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK 

protein represented by any of SEQ ID NO: 157，SEQ ID NO 193，or an allelic variant of a 

nucleic acid encoding orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs.
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Further preferred are allelic variants of nucleic acids represented by any one of the sequences 

listed in Table Q of Example 21. Most preferred is an alfelic variant of a nucleic acid as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 156, such as SEQ ID NO: 192.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant an allelic variant of any one of 

the nucleic acids given in Table Q of Example 21，or comprising introducing and expressing in 

a plant an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of 

any of the amino acid sequences given in Table Q of Example 21.

A further nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid variant 

obtained by gene shuffling. Gene shuffling or directed evolution may also be used to generate 

variants of nucleic acids encoding GLK proteins as defined above. According to the present 

invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants，comprising 

introducing and expressing in a plant a variant of any one of the nucleic acid sequences given 

in Table Q of Example 21, or comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a variant of a 

nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid 

sequences given in Table Q of Example 21, which variant nucleic acid is obtained by gene 
shuffling.

Furthermore， nucleic acid variants may also be obtained by site-directed mutagenesis. 

Several methods are available to achieve site-directed mutagenesis，the most common being 

PCR based methods (Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. Wiley Eds.). Preferred mutants 
are those that result in a tissue identity switch from СЗ tissue structure to the Kranz anatomy of 

C4 plants.

Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids encoding homologues of any one 

of the amino acids represented by SEQ ID NO 157，SEQ ID NQ 193，or orthologues or 

paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs.

Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids encoding derivatives of any one of 

the amino acid sequences represented by SEQ ID NO 157, SEQ ID NO 193 or of orthologues 

or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs.

Furthermore，GLK proteins useful in the methods of the present invention (at least in their 

native form) typically，but not necessarily，have transcriptional regulatory activity. Therefore， 

GLK proteins with reduced transcriptional regulatory activity or without transcriptional 
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regulatory activity may equally be useful in the methods of the present invention. A person 

skilled in the art may easily determine the presence of DNA binding activity or transcriptional 
activation using routine tools and techniques. To determine the DNA binding activity of GLK 

proteins，several assays are available (for example Current Protocols in Molecular Biology， 

Volumes 1 and 2, Ausubel et al. (1994)，Current Protocols). In particular，a DNA binding assay 

for transcription factors comprising a GARP domain is described by Hosoda et al. (2002)， 

including a PCR-assisted DNA binding site selection and a DNA binding gel—shift assay. 

Alternatively，the approach of Tama¡ et al. (2002) could be used，where the Arabidopsis GPRI1 

was used in an assay for driving transcription of a lacZ reporter gene; Rossini et al 2001 

furthermore describe a yeast GAL4 transactivation assay.

Nucleic acids encoding GLK proteins may be derived from any natural or artificial source. The 
nucleic acid may be modified from its native form in composition and/or genomic environment 

through deliberate human manipulation. Preferably the GLK protein-encoding nucleic acid is 

from a plant，further preferably from a monocotyledonous plant，more preferably from the 

family of Poaceae，most preferably the nucleic acid is from Oryza sativa.

The invention also provides genetic constructs and vectors to facilitate introduction and/or 

expression of the nucleic acid sequences useful in the methods according to the invention，in a 
plant.

Therefore，there is provided a gene construct comprising:

(i) a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein as defined hereinabove;

(¡¡) one or more control sequences operably linked to the nucleic acid of (i).

Constructs useful in the methods according to the present invention may be constructed using 
recombinant DNA technology well known to persons skilled in the art. The gene constructs 

may be inserted into vectors，which may be commercially available，suitable for transforming 

into plants and suitable for expression of the gene of interest in the transformed cells. The 

invention therefore provides use of a gene construct as defined hereinabove in the methods of 
the invention. Preferably，the gene construct is for driving GLK expression in plants.

Plants are transformed with a vector comprising the sequence of interest (¡.e.，a nucleic acid 

encoding a GLK protein). The skilled artisan is well aware of the genetic elements that must 

be present on the vector in order to successfully transform，select and propagate host cells 

containing the sequence of interest. The sequence of interest is operably linked to one or 
more control sequences (at least to a promoter).
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Advantageously，any type of promoter may be used to drive expression of the nucleic acid 

sequence. Preferably，the GLK encoding nucleic acid or variant thereof is operably linked to a 

constitutive promoter. A constitutive promoter is transcriptionally active during most，but not 

necessarily all， phases of its growth and development and under most environmental 

conditions in at least one cell， tissue or organ. A preferred constitutive promoter is a 

constitutive promoter that is also substantially ubiquitously expressed. Further preferably the 

promoter is derived from a plant，more preferably a monocotyledonous plant. Most preferred is 
use of a G0S2 promoter (from rice) (SEQ ID NO: 160 or SEQ ID NO: 58). It should be clear 

that the applicability of the present invention is not restricted to the GLK encoding nucleic acid 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 156 or SEQ ID NO: 192，nor is the applicability of the invention 

restricted to expression of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein when driven by a G0S2 

promoter. Examples of other constitutive promoters which may also be used to drive 
expression of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein are shown in the Definitions section 

above.

Optionally，one or more terminator sequences may be used in the construct introduced into a 

plant. Additional regulatory elements may include transcriptional as well as translational 

enhancers. Those skilled in the art will be aware of terminator and enhancer sequences that 

may be suitable for use in performing the invention. An intron sequence may also be added to 

the 5' untranslated region (UTR) or in the coding sequence to increase the amount of the 

mature message that accumulates in the cytosol，as described in the definitions section, other 

control sequences (besides promoter，enhancer，silencer，intron sequences，3'UTR and/or 

5'UTR regions) may be protein and/or RNA stabilizing elements. Such sequences would be 

known or may readily be obtained by a person skilled in the art.

The genetic constructs of the invention may further include an origin of replication sequence 

that is required for maintenance and/or replication in a specific cell type. One example is when 

a genetic construct is required to be maintained in a bacterial cell as an episomal genetic 

element (e.g. plasmid or cosmid molecule). Preferred origins of replication include，but are not 
limited to, the fl-or¡ and colE1.

For the detection of the successful transfer of the nucleic acid sequences as used in the 

methods of the invention and/or selection of transgenic plants comprising these nucleic acids， 

it is advantageous to use marker genes (or reporter genes). Therefore，the genetic construct 

may optionally comprise a selectable marker gene. Selectable markers are described in more 

detail in the “definitions” section herein. The marker genes may be removed or excised from 
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the transgenic cell once they are no longer needed. Techniques for marker removal are 

known in the art，useful techniques are described above in the definitions section.

The invention also provides a method for the production of transgenic plants having altered 
yield-related trait relative to control plants，comprising introduction and expression in a plant of 

a nucleic acid encoding a GLK polypeptide as defined hereinabove.

More specifically，the present invention provides a method for the production of transgenic 

plants having altered yield-related traits，which method comprises:
(i) introducing and expressing a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein in a plant 

cell; and
(ii) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and 

development.

The nucleic acid may be introduced directly into a plant cell or into the plant itself (including 

introduction into a tissue，organ or any other part of a plant). According to a preferred feature 

of the present invention，the nucleic acid is preferably introduced into a plant by transformation. 

The term "transformation" is described in more detail in the definitions section herein.

Generally after transformation，plant cells or cell groupings are selected for the presence of 

one or more markers which are encoded by plant-expressible genes со-transferred with the 

gene of interest，following which the transformed material is regenerated into a whole plant. 

To select transformed plants，the plant material obtained in the transformation is，as a rule， 

subjected to selective conditions so that transformed plants can be distinguished from 

untransformed plants. For example，the seeds obtained in the above-described manner can be 

planted and，after an initial growing period，subjected to a suitable selection by spraying. A 
further possibility consists in growing the seeds，if appropriate after sterilization，on agar plates 

using a suitable selection agent so that only the transformed seeds can grow into plants. 

Alternatively，the transformed plants are screened for the presence of a selectable marker 

such as the ones described above.

Following DNA transfer and regeneration，putatively transformed plants may be evaluated，for 

instance using Southern analysis，for the presence of the gene of interest，copy number and/or 

genomic organisation. Alternatively or additionally，expression levels of the newly introduced 

DNA may be monitored using Northern and/or Western analysis，or quantitative PCR，all 

techniques being well known to persons having ordinary skill in the art.
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The generated transformed plants may be propagated by a variety of means，such as by clonal 
propagation or classical breeding techniques. For example， a first generation (or Τ1) 

transformed plant may be selfed to give homozygous second generation (or Τ2) transformants， 

and the Τ2 plants further propagated through classical breeding techniques.

The generated transformed organisms may take a variety of forms. For example，they may be 

chimeras of transformed cells and non-transformed cells; clonal transformants (e.g.，all cells 

transformed to contain the expression cassette); grafts of transformed and untransformed 

tissues (e.g.，in plante，a transformed rootstock grafted to an untransformed scion).

The present invention clearly extends to any plant cell or plant produced by any of the methods 

described herein，and to all plant parts and propagules thereof. The present invention extends 

further to encompass the progeny of a primary transformed or transfected cell，tissue，organ or 

whole plant that has been produced by any of the aforementioned methods，the only 

requirement being that progeny exhibit the same genotypic and/or phenotypic characteristic(s) 

as those produced by the parent in the methods according to the invention.

The invention also includes host cells containing an isolated nucleic acid encoding a GLK 

protein as defined hereinabove. Preferred host cells according to the invention are plant cells. 

Host plants for the nucleic acids or the vector used in the method according to the invention， 
the expression cassette or construct or vector are，in principle，advantageously all plants， 

which are capable of synthesizing the polypeptides used in the inventive method.

The invention also extends to harvestable parts of a plant such as，but not limited to seeds， 

leaves， fruits， flowers， stems， roots， rhizomes， roote， tubers and bulbs. The invention 

furthermore relates to products derived，preferably directly derived，from a harvestable part of 

such a plant，such as dry pellets or powders，oil，fat and fatty acids，starch or proteins.

According to a preferred feature of the invention，the modulated expression is increased 

expression. Methods for increasing expression of nucleic acids or genes，or gene products， 

are well documented in the art and examples are provided in the definitions section.

As mentioned above，a preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression of 

a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein is by introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic 

acid encoding a GLK protein; however the effects of performing the method，¡.e. altering yield- 

related traits may also be achieved using other well known techniques，including but not limited 
to T-DNA activation tagging，TILLING，homologous recombination. A description of some of 
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these techniques is provided in the definitions section.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits. 

In particular performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having increased yield， 

especially increased seed yield relative to control plants. The terms “yield” and “seed yield” 

are described in more detail in the “definitions” section herein.

Reference herein to enhanced yield-related traits is taken to mean an increase in biomass 

(weight) of one or more parts of a plant，which may include aboveground (harvestable) parts 

and/or (harvestable) parts below ground. In particular，such harvestable parts are above 

ground biomass and/or seeds，and performance of the methods of the invention results in 

plants having increased seed yield and/or increased above ground biomass，relative to the 

seed yield and/or biomass of control plants.

Taking corn as an example，a yield increase may be manifested as one or more of the 

following: increase in the number of plants established per hectare or acre, an increase in the 

number of ears per plant，an increase in the number of rows，number of kernels per row，kernel 

weight，thousand kernel weight，ear length/diameter，increase in the seed filling rate (which is 

the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and multiplied by 100)，among 

others. Taking rice as an example，a yield increase may manifest itself as an increase in one 

or more of the following: number of plants per hectare or acre，number of panicles per plant， 

number of spikelets per panicle，number of flowers (florets) per panicle (which is expressed as 

a ratio of the number of filled seeds over the number of primary panicles)，increase in the seed 

filling rate (which is the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and 

multiplied by 100)，increase in thousand kernel weight，among others.

The present invention provides a method for increasing yield， especially above ground 

biomass and/or seed yield of plants，relative to control plants，which method comprises 

modulating expression, preferably increasing expression, in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding 

a GLK polypeptide as defined herein.

Since the transgenic plants according to the present invention have increased yield，it is likely 
that these plants exhibit an increased growth rate (during at least part of their life cycle)， 

relative to the growth rate of control plants at a corresponding stage in their life cycle.

The increased growth rate may be specific to one or more parts of a plant (including seeds)，or 

may be throughout substantially the whole plant. Plants having an increased growth rate may 
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have a shorter life cycle. The life cycle of a plant may be taken to mean the time needed to 
grow from a dry mature seed up to the stage where the plant has produced dry mature seeds， 

similar to the starting material. This life cycle may be influenced by factors such as early 

vigour， growth rate， greenness index，flowering time and speed of seed maturation. The 

increase in growth rate may take place at one or more stages in the life cycle of a plant or 

during substantially the whole plant life cycle. Increased growth rate during the early stages in 

the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. The increase in growth rate may alter the 

harvest cycle of a plant allowing plants to be sown later and/or harvested sooner than would 

otherwise be possible (a similar effect may be obtained with earlier flowering time). If the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of the same 

plant species (for example sowing and harvesting of rice plants followed by sowing and 
harvesting of further rice plants all within one conventional growing period). Similarly，if the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of different 

plants species (for example the sowing and harvesting of corn plants followed by，for example， 

the sowing and optional harvesting of soybean，potato or any other suitable plant). Harvesting 

additional times from the same rootstock in the case of some crop plants may also be possible. 

Altering the harvest cycle of a plant may lead to an increase in annual biomass production per 
acre (due to an increase in the number of times (say in a year) that any particular plant may be 

grown and harvested). An increase in growth rate may also allow for the cultivation of 

transgenic plants in a wider geographical area than their wild-type counterparts，since the 

territorial limitations for growing a crop are often determined by adverse environmental 

conditions either at the time of planting (early season) or at the time of harvesting (late 

season). Such adverse conditions may be avoided if the harvest cycle is shortened. The 

growth rate may be determined by deriving various parameters from growth cu^es， such 

parameters may be: Τ-Mid (the time taken for plants to reach 50% of their maximal size) and 

Τ-90 (time taken for plants to reach 90% of their maximal size)，amongst others.

According to a preferred feature of the present invention，performance of the methods of the 

invention gives plants having an increased growth rate relative to control plants. Therefore， 
according to the present invention，there is provided a method for increasing the growth rate of 

plants，which method comprises modulating expression，preferably increasing expression，in a 

plant of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK polypeptide as defined herein.

An increase in yield and/or growth rate occurs whether the plant is under non-stress conditions 

or whether the plant is exposed to various stresses compared to control plants. Plants typically 

respond to exposure to stress by growing more slowly. In conditions of severe stress，the plant 
may even stop growing altogether. Mild stress on the other hand is defined herein as being 
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any stress to which a plant is exposed which does not result in the plant ceasing to grow 

altogether without the capacity to resume growth. Mild stress in the sense of the invention 

leads to a reduction in the growth of the stressed plants of less than 40%，35% or 30%， 

preferably less than 25%，20% or 15%，more preferably less than 14%，13%，12%，11% or 
10% or less in comparison to the control plant under non-stress conditions. Due to advances 

in agricultural practices (irrigation，fertilization，pesticide treatments) severe stresses are not 

often encountered in cultivated crop plants. As a consequence，the compromised growth 

induced by mild stress is often an undesirable feature for agriculture. Mild stresses are the 

everyday biotic and/or abiotic (environmental) stresses to which a plant is exposed. Abiotic 

stresses may be due to drought or excess water，anaerobic stress，salt stress，chemical 

toxicity，oxidative stress and hot，cold or freezing temperatures. The abiotic stress may be an 

osmotic stress caused by a water stress (particularly due to drought)，salt stress，oxidative 

stress or an ionic stress. Biotic stresses are typically those stresses caused by pathogens， 

such as bacteria，viruses，fungi and insects.

In particular， the methods of the present invention may be performed under non-stress 

conditions or under conditions of mild drought to give plants having increased yield relative to 

control plants. As reported in Wang et al. (Plante (2003) 218: 1-14)，abiotic stress leads to a 

series of morphological，physiological，biochemical and molecular changes that adversely 
aftect plant growth and productivity. Drought，salinity，extreme temperatures and oxidative 

stress are known to be interconnected and may induce growth and cellular damage through 

similar mechanisms. Rabbani et al. (Plant Physiol (2003) 133: 1755-1767) describes a 

particularly high degree of “cross talk" between drought stress and high-salinity stress. For 

example，drought and/or salinisation are manifested primarily as osmotic stress，resulting in 

the disruption of homeostasis and ion distribution in the cell. Oxidative stress，which frequently 

accompanies high or low temperature，salinity or drought stress，may cause denaturing of 

functional and structural proteins. As a consequence，these diverse environmental stresses 

often activate similar cell signalling pathways and cellular responses，such as the production of 

stress proteins，up-regulation of anti-oxidants，accumulation of compatible solutes and growth 

arrest. The term “non-stress” conditions as used herein are those environmental conditions 

that allow optimal growth of plants. Persons skilled in the art are aware of normal soil 

conditions and climatic conditions for a given location.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under non-stress conditions or 

under mild drought conditions increased yield relative to control plants grown under 

comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a 

method for increasing yield in plants grown under non-stress conditions or under mild drought 
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conditions，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a GLK polypeptide.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under conditions of nutrient 

deficiency，particularly under conditions of nitrogen deficiency，increased yield relative to 
control plants grown under comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present 

invention，there is provided a method for increasing yield in plants grown under conditions of 

nutrient deficiency，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a GLK polypeptide. Nutrient deficiency may result from a lack of nutrients such as 

nitrogen， phosphates and other phosphorous-containing compounds， potassium， calcium， 
radmium，magnesium，manganese，iron and boron，amongst others.

The methods of the invention are advantageously applicable to any plant. Plants that are 

particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which belong to the 

superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants including 

fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs. According to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention，the plant is a crop plant. Examples of crop 

plants include soybean， sunflower， canola， alfalfa， rapeseed， cotton， tomato， potato and 

tobacco. Further preferably， the plant is a monocotyledonous plant. Examples of 

monocotyledonous plants include sugarcane. More preferably the plant is a cereal. Examples 

of cereals include rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，rye，triticale，sorghum and oats.

The present invention also encompasses plants obtainable by the methods according to the 
present invention. The present invention therefore provides plants，plant parts or plant cells 

thereof obtainable by the method according to the present invention，which plants or parts or 

cells thereof comprise a nucleic acid transgene encoding a GLK protein as defined above.

The present invention also encompasses use of nucleic acids encoding GLK proteins and use 

of GLK polypeptides in altering yield-related traits.

Nucleic acids encoding GLK polypeptides，or GLK proteins themselves，may find use in 

breeding programmes in which a DNA marker is identified which may be genetically linked to a 

GLK protein-encoding gene. The nucleic acids/genes，or the GLK proteins themselves may be 

used to define a molecular marker. This DNA or protein marker may then be used in breeding 

programmes to select plants having increased yield as defined hereinabove in the methods of 

the invention.
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Allelic variants of a GLK protein-encoding acid/gene may also find use in marker-assisted 

breeding programmes. Such breeding programmes sometimes require introduction of allelic 

variation by mutagenic treatment of the plants， using for example EMS mutagenesis; 

alternatively, the programme may start with a collection of allelic variants of so called “natural” 

origin caused unintentionally. Identification of allelic variants then takes place，for example，by 

PCR. This is followed by a step for selection of superior allelic variants of the sequence in 

question and which give increased yield. Selection is typically carried out by monitoring growth 

performance of plants containing different allelic variants of the sequence in question. Growth 

performance may be monitored in a greenhouse or in the field. Further optional steps include 

crossing plants in which the superior allelic variant was identified with another plant. This 

could be used，for example，to make a combination of interesting phenotypic features.

A nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein may also be used as probes for genetically and 

physically mapping the genes that they are a part of，and as markers for traits linked to those 

genes. Such information may be useful in plant breeding in order to develop lines with desired 

phenotypes. Such use of GLK encoding nucleic acids requires only a nucleic acid sequence of 

at least 15 nucleotides in length. The GLK encoding nucleic acids may be used as restriction 
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers. Southern blots (Sambrook ل，Fritsch EF and 

Maniatis T (1989) Molecular Cloning，A Laboratory Manual) of restriction-digested plant 

genomic DNA may be probed with the GLK encoding nucleic acids. The resulting banding 

patterns may then be subjected to genetic analyses using computer programs such as 

MapMaker (Lander et al. (1987) Genomics 1: 174-181) in order to construct a genetic map. In 

addition， the nucleic acids may be used to probe Southern blots containing restriction 

endonuclease-treated genomic DNAs of a set of individuals representing parent and progeny 

of a defined genetic cross. Segregation of the DNA polymorphisms is noted and used to 

calculate the position of the GLK encoding nucleic acid in the genetic map previously obtained 
using this population (Botstein et al. (1980) Am. J. Hum. Genet. 32:314-331).

The production and use of plant gene-derived probes for use in genetic mapping is described 

in Bernatzky and Tanksley (Plant Mol. Biol. Reporter 4: 37-41，1986). Numerous publications 

describe genetic mapping of specific cDNA clones using the methodology outlined above or 

variations thereof. For example，F2 intercross populations，backcross populations，randomly 

mated populations，near isogenic lines，and other sets of individuals may be used for mapping. 

Such methodologies are well known to those skilled in the art.
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The nucleic acid probes may also be used for physical mapping (¡.e.，placement of sequences 

on physical maps; see Hoheisel et al. In: Non-mammalian Genomic Analysis: A Practical 

Guide，Academic press 1996, pp. 319-346, and references cited therein).

In another embodiment，the nucleic acid probes may be used in direct fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH) mapping (Trask (1991) Trends Genet. 7:149-154). Although current 

methods of FISH mapping favour use of large clones (several kb to several hundred kb; see 

Laan et al. (1995) Genome Res. 5:13-20)，improvements in sensitivity may allow performance 
of FISH mapping using shorter probes.

A variety of nucleic acid amplification-based methods for genetic and physical mapping may be 

carried out using the nucleic acids. Examples include allele-specific amplification (Kazazian 

(1989) J. Lab. Clin. Med 11:95-96)，polymorphism of PCR-amplified fragments (CAPS; 

Sheffield et al. (1993) Genomics 16:325-332)，allele-specific ligation (Landegren et al. (1988) 

Science 241:1077-1080)，nucleotide extension reactions (Sokolov (1990) Nucleic Acid Res. 

18:3671)，Radiation Hybrid Mapping (Walter et al. (1997) Nat. Genet. 7:22-28) and Happy 

Mapping (Dear and Cook (1989) Nucleic Acid Res. 17:6795-6807). For these methods，the 

sequence of a nucleic acid is used to design and produce primer pairs for use in the 
amplification reaction or in primer extension reactions. The design of such primers is well 

known to those skilled in the art. In methods employing PCR-based genetic mapping，it may 

be necessary to identify DNA sequence differences between the parents of the mapping cross 

in the region corresponding to the instant nucleic acid sequence. This，however，is generally 

not necessary for mapping methods.

The methods according to the present invention result in plants having altered yield-related 

traits，as described hereinbefore. These traits may also be combined with other economically 

advantageous traits，such as further yield-enhancing traits，tolerance to other abiotic and biotic 

stresses，traits modifying various architectural features and/or biochemical and/or physiological 

features.

REVDHDZip/START
It has now surprisingly been found that reducing the expression in a plant of an endogenous 

REV gene using a REV delta ^omeo^omain leucine zipper domain (HDZip) /STeroidogenic 

Acute Regulatory (STAR) related lipid Iransfer domain (START) nucleic acid sequence gives 

plante having increased yield relative to control plants. The present invention therefore 

provides methods for increasing yield in plants relative to control plants，by reducing the 

expression in a plant of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 
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sequence.

Advantageously，performance of the methods according to the present invention results in 

plants having enhanced yield related traits，particularly increased yield, more particularly 

increased seed yield and/or increased biomass，relative to control plants. The terms “yield" 

and “seed yield” are described in more detail in the “definitions” section herein. Increased 

biomass may manifest itself as increased root biomass. Increased root biomass may be due to 

increased number of roots, increased root thickness and/or increased root length.

The term “increased yield” also refers to an increase in biomass (weight) of one or more parts 

of a plant，which may include aboveground (harvestable) parts and/or (harvestable) parts 

below ground. Such harvestable parts include vegetative biomass and/or seeds， and 

performance of the methods of the invention results in plants having increased yield (in 
vegetative biomass and/or seed) relative to the yield of control plants.

Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a method for increasing seed 

yield and/or plant biomass，which method comprises reducing the expression in a plant of an 

endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

In particular，the increased seed yield is selected from one or more of the following: (i) 

increased seed weight; (¡¡) increased number of filled seeds; (iii) increased seed fill rate; (¡V) 

increased harvest index; and (V) increased individual seed length.

Taking corn as an example，a yield increase may be manifested as one or more of the 

following: increase in the number of plants established per hectare or acre, an increase in the 
number of ears per plant，an increase in the number of rows，number of kernels per row，kernel 

weight，thousand kernel weight，ear length/diameter，increase in the seed filling rate (which is 

the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and multiplied by 100)，among 

others. Taking rice as an example，a yield increase may manifest itself as an increase in one 

or more of the following: number of plants per hectare or acre，number of panicles per plant， 

number of spikelets per panicle，number of flowers (florete) per panicle (which is expressed as 

a ratio of the number of filled seeds over the number of primary panicles)，increase in the seed 

filling rate (which is the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and 

multiplied by 100)，increase in thousand kernel weight，among others.

The present invention provides a method for increasing yieW，especially seed yield of plants， 
relative to control plants， which method comprises modulating expression， preferably 
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increasing expression，in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a REV AHDZip/START polypeptide 

as defined herein.

Since the transgenic plants according to the present invention have increased yield，it is likely 

that these plants exhibit an increased growth rate (during at least part of their life cycle)， 

relative to the growth rate of control plants at a corresponding stage in their life cycle.

The increased growth rate may be specific to one or more parts of a plant (including seeds)，or 

may be throughout substantially the whole plant. Plants having an increased growth rate may 

have a shorter life cycle. The life cycle of a plant may be taken to mean the time needed to 

grow from a dry mature seed up to the stage where the plant has produced dry mature seeds， 

similar to the starting material. This life cycle may be influenced by factors such as early 
vigour， growth rate， greenness index，flowering time and speed of seed maturation. The 

increase in growth rate may take place at one or more stages in the life cycle of a plant or 

during substantially the whole plant life cycle. Increased growth rate during the early stages in 

the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. The increase in growth rate may alter the 

harvest cycle of a plant allowing plants to be sown later and/or harvested sooner than would 

otherwise be possible (a similar effect may be obtained with earlier flowering time). If the 
growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of the same 

plant species (for example sowing and harvesting of rice plants followed by sowing and 

harvesting of further rice plants all within one conventional growing period). Similarly，if the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of different 

plants species (for example the sowing and harvesting of corn plants followed by，for example， 
the sowing and optional harvesting of soybean，potato or any other suitable plant). Harvesting 

additional times from the same rootstock in the case of some crop plants may also be possible. 

Altering the harvest cycle of a plant may lead to an increase in annual biomass production per 
acre (due to an increase in the number of times (say in a year) that any particular plant may be 

grown and harvested). An increase in growth rate may also allow for the cultivation of 

transgenic plants in a wider geographical area than their wild-type counterparts，since the 

territorial limitations for growing a crop are often determined by adverse environmental 
conditions either at the time of planting (early season) or at the time of harvesting (late 

season). Such adverse conditions may be avoided if the harvest cycle is shortened. The 

growth rate may be determined by deriving various parameters from growth cu^es， such 

parameters may be: Τ-Mid (the time taken for plants to reach 50% of their maximal size) and 

Τ-90 (time taken for plants to reach 90% of their maximal size)，amongst others.
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According to a preferred feature of the present invention，performance of the methods of the 
invention gives plants having an increased growth rate relative to control plants. Therefore， 

according to the present invention，there is provided a method for increasing the growth rate of 

plants，which method comprises modulating expression，preferably increasing expression，in a 

plant of a nucleic acid encoding a REV AHDZip/START polypeptide as defined herein.

An increase in yield and/or growth rate occurs whether the plant is under non-stress conditions 

or whether the plant is exposed to various stresses compared to control plants. Plants typically 
respond to exposure to stress by growing more slowly. In conditions of severe stress，the plant 

may even stop growing altogether. Mild stress on the other hand is defined herein as being 

any stress to which a plant is exposed which does not result in the plant ceasing to grow 

altogether without the capacity to resume growth. Mild stress in the sense of the invention 

leads to a reduction in the growth of the stressed plants of less than 40%，35% or 30%， 

preferably less than 25%，20% or 15%，more preferably less than 14%，13%，12%，11% or 

10% or less in comparison to the control plant under non-stress conditions. Due to advances 

in agricultural practices (irrigation，fertilization，pesticide treatments) severe stresses are not 

often encountered in cultivated crop plants. As a consequence，the compromised growth 

induced by mild stress is often an undesirable feature for agriculture. Mild stresses are the 

everyday biotic and/or abiotic (environmental) stresses to which a plant is exposed. Abiotic 

stresses may be due to drought or excess water，anaerobic stress，salt stress，chemical 

toxicity，oxidative stress and hot，cold or freezing temperatures. The abiotic stress may be an 

osmotic stress caused by a water stress (particularly due to drought)，salt stress，oxidative 

stress or an ionic stress. Biotic stresses are typically those stresses caused by pathogens， 

such as bacteria，viruses，fungi and insects.

In particular，the methods of the present invention may be performed under non-stress 

conditions or under conditions of mild drought to give plants having increased yield relative to 

control plants. As reported in Wang et al. (Planta (2003) 218: 1-14)，abiotic stress leads to a 

series of morphological，physiological，biochemical and molecular changes that adversely 

affect plant growth and productivity. Drought，salinity，extreme temperatures and oxidative 

stress are known to be interconnected and may induce growth and cellular damage through 

similar mechanisms. Rabbani et al. (Plant Physiol (2003) 133: 1755-1767) describes a 
particularly high degree of “cross talk" between drought stress and high-salinity stress. For 

example，drought and/or salinisation are manifested primarily as osmotic stress，resulting in 

the disruption of homeostasis and ion distribution in the cell. Oxidative stress，which frequently 

accompanies high or low temperature，salinity or drought stress，may cause denaturing of 

functional and structural proteins. As a consequence，these diverse environmental stresses 
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often activate similar cell signalling pathways and cellular responses，such as the production of 

stress proteins，up-regulation of anti-oxidants，accumulation of compatible solutes and growth 

arrest■ The term “non-stress” conditions as used herein are those environmental conditions 

that allow optimal growth of plants. Persons skilled in the art are aware of normal soil 

conditions and climatic conditions for a given location.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under non-stress conditions or 

under mild drought conditions increased yield relative to control plants grown under 

comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a 

method for increasing yield in plants grown under non-stress conditions or under mild drought 

conditions，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a REV AHDZip/START polypeptide.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under conditions of nutrient 

deficiency，particularly under conditions of nitrogen deficiency，increased yield relative to 

control plants grown under comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present 

invention，there is provided a method for increasing yield in plants grown under conditions of 
nutrient deficiency，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a REV AHDZip/START polypeptide. Nutrient deficiency may result from a lack of 

nutrients such as nitrogen， phosphates and other phosphorous-containing compounds， 
potassium，calcium，radmium，magnesium，manganese，iron and boron，amongst others.

Reference herein to an “endogenous” REV gene not only refers to a REV gene as found in a 

plant in its natural form (¡.e.，without there being any human intervention)，but also refers to 

isolated REV nucleic acid sequences subsequently introduced into a plant. For example，a 

transgenic plant containing a REV transgene may encounter a substantial reduction of the 
transgene expression and/or substantial reduction of expression of an endogenous REV gene， 

according to the methods of the invention.

The term "expression" or "gene expression" means the transcription of a specific gene or 
specific genes or specific genetic construct. The term “expression” or “gene expression” in 

particular means the transcription of a gene or genes or genetic construct into structural RNA 

(rRNA，tRNA) or mRNA with or without subsequent translation of the latter into a protein. The 

process includes transcription of DNA and processing of the resulting mRNA product.

"Reduction” or “decrease” of expression are used interchangeably herein，and refer，for the 
methods of the present invention，to a diminution，but not the elimination，of endogenous REV
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gene expression and/or REV polypeptide levels and/or REV polypeptide activity，using a REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence，relative respectively to REV gene expression and/or 

REV polypeptide level and/or REV polypeptide activity found in control plants. The reduction of 

REV gene expression and/or REV polypeptide level and/or REV polypeptide activity is taken to 

mean in the sense of the application at least 10%，20%，30%，40% or 50%，preferably at least 

60%，70 or 80%，more preferably 85%，90%，or 95% less REV gene expression and/or REV 
polypeptide level and/or REV polypeptide activity in comparison to a control plant as defined 

herein. Preferably，reducing the expression of the endogenous REV gene using a REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence leads to the appearance of one or more phenotypic 

traits.

This reduction of endogenous REV gene expression may be achieved by using any one or 
more of several well-known “gene silencing" methods (see definitions section for more details). 

The term “silencing" of a gene as used herein refers to the reduction，but not the elimination，of 

endogenous REV gene expression.

A preferred method for reducing expression in a plant of an endogenous REV gene via RNA- 

mediated silencing is by using an inverted repeat of a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequence，preferably capable of forming a hairpin structure. The inverted repeat is cloned into 
an expression vector comprising control sequences. A non-coding DNA nucleic acid sequence 

(a spacer，for example a matrix attachment legion fragment (MAR)，an intron，a polylinker， 

etc.) is located between the two inverted REV AHDZipZSTART nucleic acid sequences forming 

the inverted repeat. After transcription of the inverted repeat，a chimeric RNA with a self- 

complementary structure is formed (partial or complete). This double-stranded RNA structure 

is referred to as the hairpin RNA (hpRNA). The hpRNA is processed by the plant into siRNAs 

that are incorporated into a RISC. The RISC further cleaves the mRNA transcripts encoding a 

REV polypeptide，thereby reducing the number of mRNA transcripts to be translated into a 

REV polypeptide. See for example，Grterson et al. (1998) wo 98/53083; Waterhouse et al. 

(I999)wo 99/53050).

The expression of an endogenous REV gene may also be reduced by introducing a genetic 

modification，within the locus of a REV gene or elsewhere in the genome. The locus of a gene 

as defined herein is taken to mean a genomic region，which includes the gene of interest and 
10 kb up- or down stream of the coding region.

The genetic modification may be introduced，for example，by any one (or more) of the following 

methods: T-DNA tagging，TILLING，site-directed mutagenesis，directed evolution，homologous 
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recombination. Following introduction of the genetic modification，there follows a step of 

selecting for reduced expression of an endogenous REV gene，which reduction in expression 

gives plants having increased yield compared to control plants.

T-DNA tagging involves insertion of a T-DNA，in the genomic region of the gene of interest or 

10 kb up- or downstream of the coding region of a gene in a configuration such that the T-DNA 

reduces (but does not eliminate) the expression of the targeted gene.

Homologous recombination allows introduction in a genome of a selected nucleic acid at a 

defined selected position. Alternatively，a screening program may be set up to identify in a 

plant population natural variants of a REV gene which variants encode REV polypeptides with 

reduced activity. Such natural variants may also be used for example，to perform homologous 
recombination.

T-DNA tagging，TILLING，site-directed mutagenesis and directed evolution are examples of 

technologies that enable the generation of novel alleles and variants of REV nucleic acid 

sequences which variants encode REV polypeptides with reduced activity.

Other methods，such as the use of antibodies directed to an endogenous REV polypeptide for 
inhibiting its function in planta, or interference in the signalling pathway in which a REV 

polypeptide is involved，will be well known to the skilled man.

For optimal performance， the RNA-mediated silencing techniques used for reducing 

expression in a plant of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequence，requires the use of nucleic acid sequences from monocotyledonous plants for 

transformation of monocotyledonous plants，and from dicotyledonous plants for transformation 

of dicotyledonous plants. Preferably，a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence from any 

given plant species is introduced into that same species. For example，a REV AHDZip/START 

nucleic acid sequence from rice is transformed into a rice plant. The REV AHDZip/START 

nucleic acid sequence need not be introduced into the same plant variety.

Reference herein to a “nucleic acid sequence” is taken to mean a polymeric form of a 

deoxyribonucleotide or a ribonucleotide polymer of any length， either double- or single- 

stranded，or analogues thereof，that has the essential characteristic of a natural ribonucleotide 

in that it can hybridise to nucleic acid sequences in a manner similar to naturally occurring 

polynucleotides.
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Reference herein to a “REV AHDZip/START” nucleic acid sequence is taken to mean a 

sufficient length of substantially contiguous nucleotides from a REV nucleic acid sequence 

substantially excluding the part encoding the HDZip and START domains. In order to perform 

gene silencing，this may be as little as 20 or fewer nucleotides，alternatively this may be as 

much as the REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence (including the 5’ and/or 3’ UTR， 

either in part or in whole. A person skilled in the art would be aware that a sufficient length of 

substantially contiguous nucleotides from the REV nucleic acid sequence encoding the HDZip 

and START domains is to be excluded in performing the methods of the invention. This may 

be as little as 10，11，12，13，14，15，16，17，18，19, 20 or more nucleotides. This may be as 

much as the complete nucleic acid sequence encoding the HDZip and START domains. By 

nucleic acid sequence “encoding the HDZip and START domains” is meant herein the region 

of the nucleic acid sequence comprising codons that are translated into amino acid residues of 

the HDZip and START domains (which domains do not need to be complete and/or functional). 

A person skHied in the art would be aware that substantially contiguous nucleotides from a 

REV nucleic acid sequence may overlap HDZip and START domain boundaries by a few 

nucleotides， typically by not more than 20 nucleotides. Also excluded in performing the 

methods of the invention are nucleic acid sequences that would simultaneously reduce 
expression of at least one other endogenous gene，regardless whether the other endogenous 

gene encodes for a polypeptide comprising an HDZip and START domain or not. A nucleic 

acid sequence encoding a (functional) polypeptide is not a requirement for the various 

methods discussed above for the substantial reduction of expression of an endogenous REV 

gene.

REV genes are well known in the art (described recently in Floyd et al. ((2006) Genetics 173: 

373-388) and useful in the methods of the invention are REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequences.

Other REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequences may also be used in the methods of the 

invention，and may readily be identified by a person skHied in the art. REV polypeptides may 

be identified by the presence of one or more of several well-known features (see below). Upon 

identification of a REV polypeptide，a person skilled in the art could easily derive，using routine 

techniques，the corresponding encoding REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence，and use 

a sufficient length of contiguous nucleotides of the same to perform any one or more of the 

gene silencing methods described above.

The term “REV polypeptide” as defined herein refers to a polypeptide that falls into the class III 

of the HDZip polypeptides as delineated by Sessa et al. ((1994) In : Puigdomene P，Coruzzi G 
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(ed)，Springer，Berlin Heidelberg New York，pp 411-426). REV polypeptides comprise from N- 

terminus to C-terminus: (i) a homeodomain (HD) domain，for DNA binding; (¡¡) a leucine zipper， 

for protein-protein interaction; (¡¡¡) a START domain for lipid/sterol binding，and (¡V) a C-terminal 

region (CTR)，of undefined function.

REV polypeptides may readily be identified using routine techniques well known in the art， 
such as by sequence alignment. Methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison are 

well known in the art，such methods include GAP，BESTFIT，BLAST，FASTA and TFASTA. 

GAP uses the algorithm of Needleman and Wunsch ((1970) ل Mol Biol 48: 443-453) to find the 

alignment of two complete sequences that maximizes the number of matches and minimizes 
the number of gaps. The BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. (1990) ل Mol Biol 215: 403-10) 

calculates percent sequence identity and performs a statistical analysis of the similarity 

between the two sequences. The software for performing BLAST analysis is publicly available 
through the National Centre for Biotechnology Information. REV polypeptides comprising a 

homeodomain，a leucine zipper，a START domain and a CTR may readily be identified using， 
for example，the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment algorithm (version 1.83)，with the 

default pairwise alignment parameters，and a scoring method in percentage. Minor manual 

editing may be performed to optimise the alignment，as would be apparent to a person skilled 
in the art. A phylogenetic tree，which is an estimate of phylogeny (or common ancestry)，may 

be constructed using the Ne¡ghb이Jr-J0¡n¡ng tree building algorithm (at EBI)，to help visualize 

clustering of related genes and to identify orthologues and paralogues. REV polypeptides as 

defined herein refers to any polypeptide which，when used in the construction of a class III 

HDZip polypeptide phylogenetic tree，such as the one depicted in Figures 15 and 16, falls into 
the REV clade (comprising REV，PHB and PHV) and not the CORONA clade (comprising 

ATHb8 and CNA)，and more specifically，which falls into the REV branch (and not the 

PHB/PHV branch). Upon identification of a REV polypeptide (falling into the REV branch)，a 

person skilled in the art could easily derive，using routine techniques，the corresponding 

encoding REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence and use a sufficient length of contiguous 

nucleotides of the same to perform any one or more of the gene silencing methods described 

above.

Orthologues and paralogues may easily be found by performing a so-called reciprocal blast 
search. This may be done by a first BLAST involving BLASTing a query sequence (for 

example，SEQ ID NO: 198 or SEQ ID NO: 199) against any sequence database，such as the 

publicly available NCBI database. BLASTN or TBLASTX (using standard default values) may 

be used when starting from a nucleotide sequence and BLASTP or TBLASTN (using standard 

default values) may be used when starting from a polypeptide sequence. The BLAST results 
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may optionally be filtered. The full-length sequences of either the filtered results or non-filtered 
results are then BLASTed back (second BLAST) against sequences from the organism from 

which the query sequence is derived (where the query sequence is SEO ID NO: 198 or SEO 

ID NO: 199, the second BLAST would therefore be against rice sequences). High-ranking hits 

are those having a low E-value. In addition to E-values，comparisons are also scored by 

percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical nucleotides (or 

amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) sequences over a 

particular length. An example detailing the identification of orthologues and paralogues is given 

in Example 27. All REV polypeptides comprise a CTR having，in increasing order of 

preference，at least 50%，55%，60%，65%，70%，75%，80%，85%，90%，95% or 98% sequence 

identity to the CTR of a REV polypeptide as represented by SEQ ID NO: 197. Preferably，the 

CTR of a REV polypeptide is as represented by SEQ ID NO: 197. More preferably，SEQ ID 
NO: 194 encoding a part of the CTR of a REV polypeptide is used in performing the methods 

according the invention. In Figure 16, the REV polypeptide paralogues and orthologues cluster 

together.

The terms "domain" and "motif' are defined above. The term "region” as defined herein refers 

to the amino acid sequence starting at the end of the START domain and ending at the stop 

codon of the REV polypeptide.

Special databases exist for the identification of domains. The HD and the START domains in 

a REV polypeptide may be identified using，for example，SMART，InterPro, Prosite，or Pfam. 

The HD comprises about 60 residues，the START domain about 210 residues. In the InterPro 

database，the HD is designated by IPR001356, PF00046 in the Pfam database and PS5OO71 

in the PROSITE database. In the InterPro database，the START domain is designated by 

IPR002913，PFO1852 in the Pfam database and PS5O848 in the PROSITE database. For 
example in SEQ ID NO: 199, the HD Pfam entry spans from amino acids 27 to 87, and the 

START domain Pfam entry from 163 to 376. The CTR therefore begins at amino acid 377 and 

ends at the stop codon (at 840). Leucine zipper prediction and heptad identification may be 

done using specialised software such as 2ΖΙΡ，which combines a standard coiled coil 
prediction algorithm with an approximate search for the characteristic leucine repeat 
(Bornberg-Bauer et al. (1998) Computational Approaches to Identify Leucine Zippers，Nucleic 

Acids Res.，26(11): 2740-2746)，hosted on a server at Max Planck Institute for Molecular 

Genetics in Berlin. For example，the leucine zipper of SEQ ID NO: 199 comprises five leucine 

repeats (heptads)，and spans amino acids 91 to 127.

Furthermore，a REV polypeptide may also be identifiable by its ability to bind DNA and to 
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interact with other proteins. DNA-binding activity and protein-protein interactions may readily 
be determined in vitro or in vivo using techniques well known in the art. Examples of in vitro 

assays for DNA binding activity include: gel retardation analysis using the HD DNA binding 

domain (West et al. (1998) Nucl Acid Res 26(23): 5277-87)，or yeast one-hybrid assays. An 
example of an in vivo assay for protein-protein interactions is the yeast two-hybrid analysis 

(Fields and Song (1989) Nature 340:245-6).

Therefore upon identification of a REV polypeptide using one or several of the features 

described above，a person skilled in the art may easily derive the corresponding REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence and use a sufficient length of substantially contiguous 

nucleotides of the same to perform any one or more of the gene silencing methods described 
above (for the substantial reduction of an endogenous REV gene expression).

Preferred for use in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid sequence as represented by 

SEQ ID: 194, encoding part of the CTR of an Oryza sativa REV polypeptide，or SEQ ID NO: 

196，encoding the CTR of the same Oryza sativa REV polypeptide. REV AHDZip/START 

nucleic acid sequences are comprised in the nucleic acid sequences encoding REV 

polypeptide orthologues or paralogues. An example of a REV polypeptide paralogue to SEQ 
1「) NO: 199 is represented by SEQ ID NO: 201, Oryza sativa Orysa_HOX10 (encoded by SEQ 

ID NO: 200，NCBI accession number ΑΥ425991.1). Examples of REV polypeptide 

orthologues are represented by SEQ ID NO: 203 Arabidopsis thaliana Arath_REV (encoded by 

SEQ ID NO: 202，NCBI accession number AF188994)，SEQ ID NO: 205 Zea mays 

Zeama_HDIII RLD1 (rolled leafl; encoded by SEQ ID NO: 204，NCBI accession number 

ΑΥ501430.1)，SEQ ID NO: 207 Populus trichocarpa Poptr_HDIII (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 
206, NCBI accession number ΑΥ919617)，SEQ ID NO: 209 Medicago trunculata Medtr_HDIII 

(encoded by SEQ ID NO: 208, NCBI accession number AC138171.17)，SEQ ID NO: 211 

Saccharum officinarum Sacof-HDIIIpartial (encoded by SEQ ID NO: 210，contig of NCBI 

accession numbers CA125167.1 CA217027.1 CA241276.1 CA124509.1)，SEQ ID NO: 213 

Triticum aestivum Triae_HDIII (partial: encoded by SEQ ID NO: 212, contig of NCBI accession 

numbers CD9O59O3 ΒΜ135681.1 ΒΟ578798.1 CJ565259.1)，SEQ ID NO: 215 Hordeum 

vulgare Horvu_HDIII (partial，encoded by SEQ ID NO: 214, contig of NCBI accession numbers 

BU996988.1 BJ452342.1 BJ459891.1)，and SEQ ID NO: 217 Phyllostachys praecox 

Phypr—HDIII (partial; encoded by SEQ ID NO: 216，NCBI accession number DQO138O3). In 

example 27 (and table z) of the present application is described a method to identify nucleic 

acid sequences useful in performing the methods of the invention.

The source of the REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence useful in performing the 
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methods of the invention may be any plant source or artificial source. For optimal performance， 

the gene silencing techniques used for the reduction of an endogenous REV gene expression 

requires the use of REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequences from monocotyledonous 

plants for transformation of monocotyledonous plants，and use of REV AHDZip/START nucleic 

acid sequences from dicotyledonous plants for transformation of dicotyledonous plants. 

Preferably，REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequences from plants of the family Poaceae are 

transformed into plants of the family Poaceae. Further preferably，a REV AHDZip/START 

nucleic acid sequence from rice is transformed into a rice plant. The REV AHDZip/START 

nucleic acid sequence need not be introduced into the same plant variety. Most preferably，the 

REV AHDZip/START from rice is a sufficient length of substantially contiguous nucleotides of 

SEQ ID NO: 194 or SEQ ID NO: 196，or a sufficient length of substantially contiguous 

nucleotides of a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence from nucleic acid sequences 

encoding REV polypeptide orthologues or paralogues. As mentioned above，a person skilled 

in the art would be well aware of what would constitute a sufficient length of substantially 

contiguous nucleotides to perform any of the gene silencing methods defined hereinabove，this 

may be as little as 20 or fewer substantially contiguous nucleotides in some cases.

The invention also provides genetic constructs and vectors to facilitate introduction and/or 

expression of the nucleotide sequences useful in the methods according to the invention.

Therefore，there is provided a genetic construct for reduced expression in a plant of an 

endogenous REV gene comprising one or more control sequences，a REV AHDZip/START 

nucleic acid sequence，and optionally a transcription termination sequence. Preferably，the 

control sequence is a constitutive promoter.

A preferred construct for reducing expression in a plant of an endogenous REV gene is one 

comprising an inverted repeat of a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence，preferably 

capable of forming a hairpin structure，which inverted repeat is under the control of a 

constitutive promoter.

Constructs useful in the methods according to the present invention may be created using 

recombinant DNA technology well known to persons skilled in the art. The genetic constructs 

may be inserted into vectors，which may be commercially available，suitable for transforming 

into plants and suitable for expression of the gene of interest in the transformed cells. The 

invention therefore provides use of a genetic construct as defined hereinabove in the methods 

of the invention.
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The sequence of interest is operably linked to one or more control sequences (at least to a 
promoter) capable of increasing expression in a plant■ Advantageously，any type of promoter 

may be used to drive expression of the nucleic acid sequence.

In one embodiment，the REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence is operably linked to a 

constitutive promoter. Preferably the promoter is a ubiquitous promoter and is expressed 
predominantly throughout the plant. Preferably，the constitutive promoter is substantially as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 218 or SEQ ID NO: 58, further preferably the promoter capable of 

preferentially expressing the nucleic acid sequence throughout the plant ¡s a G0S2 promoter， 
most preferably the G0S2 promoter is from rice (SEQ ID NO: 218 or SEQ ID NO: 58). It 

should be clear that the applicability of the present invention is not restricted to the REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 194, no「is the applicability of the 

invention restricted to expression of a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence when driven 

by a G0S2 promoter. An alternative constitutive promoter that is useful in the methods of the 

present invention is the high mobility group protein promoter (SEQ ID NO: 293，PRO0170). 

Examples of other constitutive promoters that may also be used to drive expression of a REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence are shown in the definitions section.

Optionally，one or more terminator sequences may also be used in the construct introduced 
into a plant.

The genetic constructs of the invention may further include an origin of replication sequence 

that is required for maintenance and/or replication in a specific cell type. One example is when 

a genetic construct is required to be maintained in a bacterial cell as an episomal genetic 

element (e.g. plasmid or cosmid molecule). Preferred origins of replication include，but are not 
limited to, the fl-or¡ and colE1.

For the detection of the successful transfer of the nucleic acid sequences as used in the 

methods of the invention and/or selection of transgenic plants comprising these nucleic acids， 

it is advantageous to use marker genes (or reporter genes). Therefore，the genetic construct 

may optionally comprise a selectable marker gene. Selectable markers are described in more 

detail in the “definitions” section herein. The marker genes may be removed or excised from 

the transgenic cell once they are no longer needed. Techniques for marker removal are 

known in the art，useful techniques are described above in the definitions section.

The present invention also encompasses plants including plant parts and plant cells obtainable 

by the methods according to the present invention having reduced expression of an 
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endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence and which have 

increased yield relative to control plants.

The invention also provides a method for the production of transgenic plants having increased 

yield relative to control plants，which transgenic plants have reduced expression of an 

endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

More specifically，the present invention provides a method for the production of transgenic 

plants having increased yield relative to control plants，which method comprises:
(i) introducing and expressing in a plant，plant part or plant cell a genetic 

construct comprising one or more control sequences for reducing 

expression in a plant of an endogenous REV gene using a REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence; and

(¡¡) cultivating the plant，plant part or plant cell under conditions promoting plant 

growth and development.

Preferably，the construct introduced into a plant is one comprising an inverted repeat (in part or 

complete) of a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence，preferably capable of forming a 

hairpin structure，which inverted repeat is under the control of a constitutive promoter.

The nucleic acid may be introduced directly into a plant cell or into the plant itself (including 

introduction into a tissue，organ or any other part of a plant). According to a preferred feature 

of the present invention，the construct is introduced into a plant by transformation.

The genetically modified plant cells can be regenerated via all methods with which the skHied 

worker is familiar. Suitable methods can be found in the abovementioned publications by S.D. 
Kung and R. Wu，Potrykus or Höfgen and WHImitzer.

Generally after transformation，plant cells or cell groupings are selected for the presence of 

one or more markers which are encoded by plant-expressible genes со-transferred with the 

gene of interest，following which the transformed material is regenerated into a whole plant. 

To select transformed plants，the plant material obtained in the transformation is，as a rule， 

subjected to selective conditions so that transformed plants can be distinguished from 

untransformed plants. For example，the seeds obtained in the above-described manner can be 

planted and，after an initial growing period，subjected to a suitable selection by spraying. A 

further possibility consists in growing the seeds，if appropriate after sterilization，on agar plates 

using a suitable selection agent so that only the transformed seeds can grow into plants.
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Alternatively，the transformed plants are screened for the presence of a selectable marker 

such as the ones described above.

Following DNA transfer and regeneration，putatively transformed plants may be evaluated，for 

instance using Southern analysis，for the presence of the gene of interest，copy number and/or 

genomic organisation. Alternatively or additionally，expression levels of the newly introduced 
DNA may be monitored using Northern and/or Western analysis，or quantitative PCR，all 

techniques being well known to persons having ordinary skill in the art.

The generated transformed plants may be propagated by a variety of means，such as by clonal 

propagation or classical breeding techniques. For example， a first generation (or Τ1) 

transformed plant may be selfed to give homozygous second generation (or Τ2) transformants， 

and the Τ2 plants further propagated through classical breeding techniques.

The generated transformed organisms may take a variety of forms. For example，they may be 

chimeras of transformed cells and non-transformed cells; clonal transformants (e.g.，all cells 

transformed to contain the expression cassette); grafts of transformed and untransformed 

tissues (e.g.，in plants，a transformed rootstock grafted to an untransformed scion).

The abovementioned growth characteristics may advantageously be modified in any plant. 

The methods of the invention are advantageously applicable to any plant. Plants that are 

particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which belong to the 

superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants including 

fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs. According to a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention，the plant is a crop plant. Examples of crop 

plants include soybean， sunflower， canola， alfalfa， rapeseed， cotton， tomato， potato and 

tobacco. Further preferably， the plant is a monocotyledonous plant. Examples of 

monocotyledonous plants include sugarcane. More preferably the plant is a cereal. Examples 

of cereals include rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，rye，triticale，sorghum and oats.

Other advantageous plants are selected from the group consisting of Asteraceae such as the 

genera Helianthus，Tagetes e.g. the species Helianthus annus [sunflower]，Tagetes lucida， 

Tagetes erecta or Tagetes tenuifolia [MarigoW]，Brassicaceae such as the genera Brassica， 

Arabadopsis e.g. the species Brassica napus，Brassica rapa ssp. [canola，oilseed rape，turnip 

rape] or Arabidopsis thaliana; Fabaceae such as the genera Glycine e.g. the species Glycine 

max. Soja hispida or Soja max [soybean]; Linaceae such as the genera Linum e.g. the species 

Linum usitatissimum, [flax，linseed]; Poaceae such as the genera Hordeum, Secale，Avena， 
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Sorghum，Oryza，Zea，Triticum e.g. the species Hordeum vulgare [barley]; Secale cereale 

[rye]，Avena sativa，Avena fatua，Avena byzantina，Avena fatua var. sativa，Avena hybrida 

[oat]，Sorghum bicolor [Sorghum，millet]，Oryza sativa，Oryza latifolia [rice]，Zea mays [corn， 
maize] Triticum aestivum，Triticum durum，Triticum turgidum，Triticum hybernum，Triticum 

macha，Triticum sativum or Triticum vulgare [wheat，bread wheat，common wheat]; 

Solanaceae such as the genera Solanum，Lycopersicon e.g. the species Solanum tuberosum 

[potato]， lycopersicon esculentum， lycopersicon lycopersicum， lycopersicon pyriforme, 

Solanum integrifolium or Solanum lycopersicum [tomato].

The present invention clearly extends to any plant cell or plant produced by any of the methods 

described herein，and to all plant parts and propagules thereof. The present invention extends 

further to encompass the progeny of a primary transformed or transfected cell，tissue，organ or 

whole plant that has been produced by any of the aforementioned methods，the only 
requirement being that progeny exhibit the same genotypic and/or phenotypic characteristic(s) 

as those produced by the parent in the methods according to the invention.

The invention also extends to harvestable parts of a plant such as，but not limited to seeds， 

leaves，fruits，flowers，stems，roote，rhizomes，tubers and bulbs. The invention furthermore 

relates to products derived，preferably directly derived，from a harvestable part of such a plant， 

such as dry pellets or powders，oil，fat and fatty acids，starch or proteins.

The present invention also encompasses use of a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequence，for reduction of endogenous REV gene expression in a plant，plant part，or plant 

cell for increasing plant yield as defined hereinabove.

CLE
It has now been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a CLE- 

like polypeptide gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits relative to control plants.

Therefore，the invention provides a method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants relative 
to control plants，comprising modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a 

CLE-like polypeptide，or a part thereof.

A “reference”，“reference plant’’，“control”，“control plant’’，“wild type” or “wild type plant” is in 

particular a cell，a tissue，an organ，a plant，or a part thereof，which was not produced 

according to the method of the invention. Accordingly，the terms "wild type"，“control" or 

“reference” are exchangeable and can be a cell or a part of the plant such as an organelle or 
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tissue，or a plant，which was not modified or treated according to the herein described method 
according to the invention. Accordingly，the cell or a part of the plant such as an organelle or a 

plant used as wild type，control or reference corresponds to the cell，plant or part thereof as 

much as possible and is in any other property but in the result of the process of the invention 

as identical to the subject matter of the invention as possible. Thus，the wild type，control or 

reference is treated identically or as identical as possible，saying that only conditions or 
properties might be different which do not influence the quality of the tested property. That 

means in other words that the wild type denotes (1 ) a plant，which carries the unaltered or not 
modulated form of a gene or allele or (2) the starting material/plant from which the plants 

produced by the process or method of the invention are derived.

Preferably，any comparison between the wild type plants and the plants produced by the 

method of the invention is carried out under analogous conditions. The term “analogous 

conditions” means that all conditions such as，for example，culture or growing conditions， 

assay conditions (such as buffer composition，temperature，substrates， pathogen strain， 

concentrations and the like) are kept identical between the experiments to be compared.

The “reference”，“control”，or “wild type” is preferably a subject，e.g. an organelle，a cell，a 

tissue，a plant，which was not modulated，modified or treated according to the herein described 
process of the invention and is in any other property as similar to the subject matter of the 

invention as possible. The reference，control or wild type is in its genome，transcriptome， 

proteome or metabolome as similar as possible to the subject of the present invention. 

Preferably，the term “reference-” “control■” or “wild type-’’ -organelle，-cell，-tissue or plant， 

relates to an organelle，cell，tissue or plant，which is nearly genetically identical to the 
organelle，cell，tissue or plant，of the present invention or a part thereof preferably 95%，more 

preferred are 98%，even more preferred are 99,00%，in particular 99,10%，99,30%，99,50%， 

99,70%，99,90%，99,99%，99，999% or more. Most preferable the “reference”，“control”，or 

“wild type” is preferably a subject，e.g. an organelle，a cell，a tissue，a plant，which is 

genetically identical to the plant，cell organelle used according to the method of the invention 

except that nucleic acid molecules or the gene product encoded by them are changed， 

modulated or modified according to the inventive method.

The term "modulation" means in relation to expression or gene expression，a process in which 

the expression level is changed by said gene expression in comparison to the control plant， 

preferably the expression level is decreased. The original，unmodulated expression may be of 

any kind of expression of a structural RNA (rRNA，tRNA) or mRNA with subsequent 

translation. The term “modulating the activity” shall mean any change of the expression of the 
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inventive nucleic acid sequences or encoded proteins，which leads to increased yield and/or 

increased growth of the plants.

A preferred method for modulating (preferably，decreasing) expression of a nucleic acid 
encoding a CLE-like polypeptide is by introducing and expressing in a plant a genetic construct 

into which the nucleic acid encoding such a CLE-like polypeptide is cloned as an inverted 
repeat (in part or completely)，separated by a spacer (non-coding DNA).

Any reference hereinafter to a “protein useful in the methods of the invention" is taken to mean 

a POI polypeptide as defined herein. Any reference hereinafter to a “nucleic acid useful in the 

methods of the invention” is taken to mean a nucleic acid capable of encoding such a POI 

polypeptide. The nucleic acid to be introduced into a plant (and therefore useful in performing 

the methods of the invention) is any nucleic acid encoding the type of protein which wHI now be 
described，hereafter also named "POI nucleic acid” or "POI gene”.

CLE-like polypeptide encoding genes are known in the art (see for example Cock and 

McCormick (Plant Physiol. 126, 939-942, 2001) and useful in the methods of the invention are 

nucleic acids encoding a CLE—like polypeptide，or a part thereof.

The term “CLE-like polypeptide” as defined herein refers to a polypeptide homologous to SEQ 

ID NO: 233. CLE—like polypeptides comprise an N—terminal signal sequence and a conserved 

motif (Cock and McCormick，2001: Figure 21)，also known as CLE domain (Strabala et al.， 

2006)， which is located at or near the G-terminus of the polypeptide. The unprocessed 

polypeptides are generally between 60 to 140 amino acids tong and have a high isoelectric 

point，preferably above pl 7.0, more preferably above pl 8.0, most preferably above pl 9.0 (for 

example，the protein represented by SEQ ID NO: 233 has a pl of 10.46). After cleavage of 

signal sequence，the CLE-like polypeptide may be further processed by proteolytic cleavage in 

the C-terminal part，preferably at a conserved Arg residue in the N-terminal part of the CLE 

domain，thereby generating a biologically active short peptide encompassing most of the CLE 

domain (Ni and Clark，Plant Physiol. 140, 726-733, 2006).

The terms "domain" and “motif’ are defined in the definitions section herein. Specialist 

databases exist for the identification of domains. The CLE domain in a CLE-like polypeptide 

may be identified using，for example，SMART (Schultz et al. (1998) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA 

95, 5857-5864; Letunic et al. (2002) Nucleic Acids Res 30, 242-244)，InterPro (Mulder et al.， 

(2003) Nucl. Acids. Res. 31，315-318)，Prosite (Bucher and Bairoch (1994)，A generalized 

profile syntax for biomolecular sequences motifs and its function in automatic sequence 
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interpretation■ (In) ISMB-94; Proceedings 2nd International Conference on Intelligent Systems 
for Molecular Biology. Altman R.，Brutlag D.，Karp p.，Lathrop R.，Searls D.，Eds.，PP. 53-61, 

AAAI Press，Menlo Park; Hulo et al.，Nucl. Acids. Res. 32:D134-D137，(2004)) or Pfam 
(Bateman et al.，Nucleic Acids Research 30(1): 276-280 (2002)). A set of tools for in silico 

analysis of protein sequences is available on the ExPASY proteomics server (hosted by the 

Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (Gasteiger et al.，ExPASy: the proteomics server for in-depth 

protein knowledge and analysis，Nucleic Acids Res. 31:3784-3788(2003)). However，the CLE 

domain may also easily be identified upon sequence alignment of a putative CLE-like 

polypeptide with CLE—like polypeptides known in the art (such as those disclosed in Cock and 

McCormick (2001 ) or strabala et al (2006).

The CLE domain preferably has the following consensus sequence (SEO ID NO: 237):
(S/E/R/M/P/L) (K/E/D/R/S)R(K/I/L/R/F/Q/V/M)(V/l/S/L) (P/L/R) (R/T/Q/C/N/ 
G/K/S) (N/G) (S/P) (D/N/Y)P(I/L/Q/R/Y/H) (H/L/工)(Η/Ν).
More preferably，the CLE domain has the following sequence (SEQ ID NO: 238):

(S/P) (R/E/K)R(M/L/I)(V/S/I)P(Q/G/C/T/S)GP(N/D)P(L/Q/H)H(H^
Most preferably，the CLE domain has the following sequence:

SRRMVPQGPNPLHN.

The CLE domain comprises a number of highly conserved amino acids，including the Arg 

residue necessary for proteolytic processing (Arg73 in SEQ ID NO: 233, see Figures 21 and 

22)，and two or three Pro residues.

Preferred for use in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid encoding at least part of the 

CLE—like polypeptide，as represented by SEQ ID: 233, or a nucleic acid encoding at least part 

of a homologue of SEQ ID NO: 233. Examples of CLE-like polypeptides include SEQ ID NO: 

233 and also encompasses homologues (including orthologues and paralogues) of SEQ ID 
NO: 233. The invention is illustrated by transforming rice plants with the Saccharum 

officinarum sequence represented by SEQ ID NO: 232, encoding the polypeptide of SEO ID 

NO: 233. SEQ ID NO: 240 from Populus, SEQ ID NO: 242 from rice，SEQ ID NO: 246 from 

Arabidopsis and SEQ ID NO: 248 from Brassica napus represent orthologues of SEQ ID NO: 

233. SEQ ID NO: 246 and SEQ ID NO: 250 are paralogues of each other.

Orthologues and paralogues may easily be found by performing a so-called reciprocal blast 

search. This may be done by a first BLAST involving BLASTing a query sequence (for 

example，SEQ ID NO: 241 or SEQ ID NO: 242) against any sequence database，such as the 

publicly available NCBI database. BLASTN or TBLASTX (using standard default values) may
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be used when starting from a nucleotide sequence and BLASTP or TBLASTN (using standard 

default values) may be used when starting from a protein sequence. The BLAST results may 

optionally be filtered. The full-length sequences of either the filtered results or nonfiltered 

results are then BLASTed back (second BLAST) against sequences from the organism from 

which the query sequence is derived (where the query sequence is SEO ID NO: 241 or SEO 

ID NO: 242, the second BLAST would therefore be against rice sequences). The results of the 

first and second BLASTS are then compared. A paralogue is identified if a high-ranking hit 

from the second BLAST is from the same species as from which the query sequence is 

derived; an orthologue is identified if a high-ranking hit is not from the same species as from 

which the query sequence is derived. Preferred orthologues are orthologues of SEQ ID NO: 

232 or SEQ ID NO: 233. High-ranking hits are those having a low E-value. The lower the E- 

value，the more significant the score (or in other words the lower the chance that the hit was 

found by chance). Computation of the E-value is well known in the art. In addition to E-values， 

comparisons are also scored by percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number 

of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or 

polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. Preferably the score is greater than 50, more 

preferably greater than 100; and preferably the E-value is less than e-5, more preferably less 

than e-6. In the case of large families，ClustalW may be used，followed by the generation of a 
neighbour joining tree，to help visualize clustering of related genes and to identify orthologues 

and paralogues.

Homologues (or homologous proteins， encompassing orthologues and paralogues) may 

readily be identified using routine techniques well known in the art，such as by sequence 
alignment. Methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison are well known in the art， 

such methods include GAP，BESTFIT，BLAST，FASTA and TFASTA. GAP uses the algorithm 

of Needleman and Wunsch ((1970) ل Mol Biol 48: 443-453) to find the alignment of two 

complete sequences that maximizes the number of matches and minimizes the number of 

gaps. The BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. (1990) ل Mol Biol 215: 403-410) calculates percent 

sequence identity and performs a statistical analysis of the similarity between the two 

sequences. The software for performing BLAST analysis is publicly available through the 

National Centre for Biotechnology Information. Homologues may readily be identified using， 
for example，the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment algorithm (version 1.83)，with the 

default pairwise alignment parameters， and a scoring method in percentage. Global 

percentages of similarity and identity may also be determined using one of the methods 

available in the MatGAT software package (Campanella et al.，ВМС Bioinformatics. 4，29, 

2003). Minor manual editing may be performed to optimise alignment between conserved 
motifs，as would be apparent to a person skHied in the art. Furthermore，instead of using full— 
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length sequences for the identification of homologues，specific domains (such as the CLE 

domain) may be used as well. The sequence identity values，which are indicated below as a 

percentage were determined over the entire nucleic acid or amino acid sequence using the 

programs mentioned above using the default parameters.

Preferably，the CLE—like polypeptides useful in the methods of the present invention have，in 

increasing order of preference，at least 30%，35%，40%，45%，50%，55%，60%，65%，70%， 

75%，80%，85%，90%，95%，96%，97%，98% or 99% sequence identity to the polypeptide of 

SEQ ID NO: 233. Alternatively，the sequence identity among homologues may be determined 

using a specific domain (such as the CLE domain). A CLE domain may be identified and 

delineated using the databases and tools for protein identification listed above，and/or methods 

for the alignment of sequences for comparison. In some instances，default parameters may be 
adjusted to modify the stringency of the search. For example using BLAST，the statistical 

significance threshold (called “expect” value) for reporting matches against database 

sequences may be increased to show less stringent matches. In this way，short nearly exact 

matches may be identified.

The term CLE-like nucleic acid as used herein，refers to any nucleic acid encoding a CLE-like 

polypeptide as defined above，or the complement thereof. The CLE-like nucleic acid need not 

be full-length nucleic acids，since performance of the methods of the invention does not rely on 

the use of full-length nucleic acid sequences. Furthermore，examples of nucleic acids suitable 

for use in performing the methods of the invention include but are not limited to those 

repre^nted by any one of: SEQ ID NO: 232, SEQ ID NO: 239, SEQ ID NO: 241, SEQ ID NO: 

243，SEQ ID NO: 245 or SEQ ID NO: 247. Nucleic acid variants may also be useful in 

practising the methods of the invention. Examples of such variants include portions of nucleic 

acids，hybridising sequences，splice variants，allelic variants either naturally occurring or by 
DNA manipulation.

Reference herein to a "CLE-like" nucleic acid sequence is taken to mean a sufficient length of 

substantially contiguous nucleotides from a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence. In order to 

perform gene silencing，this may be as little as 20，19，18，17，16，15，14，13，12，11，10 or 

fewer nucleotides，alternatively this may be as much as the CLE-like nucleic acid sequence 

(including the 5’ and/or 3' UTR，either in part or in whole). A nucleic acid sequence encoding a 

(functional) polypeptide is not a requirement for the various methods discussed above for the 

substantial reduction of expression of an endogenous CLE-like gene.

The term “portion” or “part” of a CLE-like nucleic acid as used herein refers to a piece of DNA 
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encoding at least part of a CLE-like polypeptide，or the complement thereof，but may also be a 
part of the 5' or 3' untranslated region (UTR) of a CLE polypeptide encoding cDNA，or the 

complement thereof，or may be the entire 5' or 3' UTR，or its complement■ The term cDNA as 

used herein is meant to encompass not only the coding sequences，but also the non-coding 

sequences that co respond to the 5' and 3' UTRs of the mRNA.

The terms "fragment”，"fragment of a sequence" or "part of a sequence" “portion" or “portion 

thereof" mean a truncated sequence of the original sequence referred to. The truncated 
sequence (nucleic acid or protein sequence) can vary widely in length; the minimum size being 

a sequence of sufficient size to provide a sequence with at least a comparable function and/or 

activity of the original sequence referred to or hybidizing with the nucleic acid molecule of the 

invention or used in the process of the invention under stringend conditions， while the 

maximum size is not critical. In some applications， the maximum size usually is not 

substantially greater than that required to provide the desired activity and/or function(s) of the 

original sequence. A comparable function means at least 40%，45% or 50%，preferably at least 

60%，70%，80% or 90% or more of the original sequence.

A portion may be prepared，for example，by making one or more deletions to a nucleic acid 

encoding a CLE-like polypeptide as defined hereinabove. The portions may be used in 
isolated form or they may be fused to other coding (or non-coding) sequences. The portion is 

typically at least 100 nucleotides in length，preferably at least 200, 250 nucleotides in length， 

more preferably at least 300, 350 nucleotides in length and most preferably at least 400 or 450 

nucleotides in length. Preferably，the portion is a portion of a nucleic acid as represented by 
any one of SEQ ID NO: 232, SEQ ID NO: 239, SEQ ID NO: 241, SEQ ID NO: 243, SEQ ID 

NO: 245 or SEQ ID NO: 247. Most preferably the portion is a portion of a nucleic acid as 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 232. A preferred portion of a CLE-like nucleic acid for use in the 

methods of the present invention is a portion having high homology to the transcribed 

sequence of the endogenous target CLE-like gene or to the complement thereof，while having 

low homology or no homology to transcribed sequences (or the complement sequences 

thereof) of endogenous поп-target CLE-like genes

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention，is a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridising under reduced stringency conditions，preferably under stringent conditions，with a 

nucleic acid encoding a CLE—like polypeptide as defined hereinabove，or a with a portion as 

defined hereinabove.

Hybridising sequences useful in the methods of the invention，encode at least part of a CLE- 
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like polypeptide as defined above，or are capable of hybridising to the 5' or 3' UTR of a CLE" 
like polypeptide encoding mRNA or cDNA. The hybridising sequence is typically at least 100 

nucleotides in length，preferably at least 200 nucleotides in length，more preferably at least 300 

nucleotides in length and most preferably at least 400 nucleotides nucleotides in length. 

Preferably，the hybridising sequence is one that is capable of hybridising to any of the nucleic 
acids represented by (or to probes derived from) SEQ ID NO: 232, SEQ ID NO: 239, SEQ ID 

NO: 241, SEQ ID NO: 243, SEQ ID NO: 245 or SEQ ID NO: 247, or to a portion of any of the 

aforementioned sequences，a portion being as defined above. Most preferably the hybridising 

sequence is capable of hybridising to SEQ ID NO: 232，or to portions (or probes) thereof■ 

Methods for designing probes are well known in the art. Probes are generally less than 500, 

400, 300, 200 bp in length，preferably less than 100 bp in length. Commonly，probe lengths for 

DNA-DNA hybridisations such as Southern blotting，vary between 100 and 500 bp，whereas 

the hybridising region in probes for DNA-DNA hybridisations such as in PCR amplification 

generally are shorter than 50 but longer than 10 nucleotides，preferably they are 15, 20, 25, 

30, 35, 40, 45 or 50 bp in length.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a splice variant encoding 

a CLE-like polypeptide as defined hereinabove. Preferred splice variants are splice variants of 

a nucleic acid encoding the CLE—like polypeptide represented by SEQ ID NO: 233, or splice 

variants encoding orthologues or paralogues of SEQ ID NO: 233. Further preferred are splice 

variants of nucleic acids represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 232, SEQ ID NO: 239, SEQ 

ID NO: 241, SEQ ID NO: 243, SEQ ID NO: 245 or SEQ ID NO: 247. Most preferred is a splice 

variant of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 232.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in performing the methods of the invention is an allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding a CLE-like protein as defined hereinabove. Allelic variants 
exist in nature，and encompassed within the methods of the present invention is the use of 

these natural alteles. The allelic variant may be an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding a 

CLE-like polypeptide represented by SEQ ID NO: 233, or an allelic variant of a nucleic acid 

encoding orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID NOs. Further 

preferred are allelic variants of nucleic acids represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 232, SEQ 
ID NO: 239, SEQ ID NO: 241, SEQ ID NO: 243, SEQ ID NO: 245 or SEQ ID NO: 247. Most 

preferred is an allelic variant of a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 232.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant portions，hybridising 

sequences，splice variants，or allelic variants of any one of the nucleic acids given in Table HH 
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of Example 33，or comprising introducing and expressing in a plant portions，hybridising 

sequences，splice variants，or allelic variants of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue， 

paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid sequences given in Table HH of Example 

33.

A further nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid variant 

obtained by gene shuffling. Gene shuffling or directed evolution may also be used to generate 

variants of nucleic acids encoding CLE-like polypeptides as defined above. Furthermore， 

nucleic acid variants may also be obtained by site-directed mutagenesis. Several methods are 

available to achieve site-directed mutagenesis，the most common being PCR based methods 

(Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. Wiley Eds.).

Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids encoding homologues of any one 

of the amino acids represented by SEQ ID NO 233, or orthologues or paralogues of thereof; 

and nucleic acids encoding derivatives of the polypeptide represented by SEQ ID NO 233 or 

orthologues or paralogues thereof.

Furthermore，CLE-like nucleic acids useful in the methods of the present invention (at least in 

their native form) typically，but not necessarily，encode polypeptides having signalling activity. 
Preferably，CLE-like nucleic acids encode polypeptides which，when overexpressed in plants， 

cause a I^t/s-líke phenotype. Further preferably，a CLE-like polypeptide，when overexpressed 

in Arabidopsis, results in a A¡¡ phenotype as defined by strabala et al. (2006). More preferably， 

a CLE-like nucleic acid，when expressed as an inverted repeat under control of the promoter 

represented by SEO ID NO: 236 in rice results in increased seed yield，such as increased total 
seed weight.

Nucleic acids encoding CLE-like polypeptides may be derived from any natural or artificial 

source. The nucleic acid may be modified from its native form in composition and/or genomic 

environment through deliberate human manipulation. Preferably the CLE-like polypeptide- 

encoding nucleic acid is from a plant，further preferably from a monocotyledonous plant，more 
preferably from the family of Poaceae，most preferably the nucleic acid is from Saccharum 

officinarum.

The invention also provides genetic constructs and vectors to facilitate introduction and/or 

expression of the nucleic acid sequences useful in the methods according to the invention，in a 

plant.
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Therefore，there is provided a gene construct comprising:
(i) a CLE-like nucleic acid as defined hereinabove，or a portion thereof;

(¡¡) one or more control sequences operably linked to the nucleic acid of (i).

A preferred construct is one comprising an inverted repeat of a CLE-like nucleic acid， 

preferably capable of forming a hairpin structure，which inverted repeat is under the control of 

a seed specific promoter■

Constructs useful in the methods according to the present invention may be constructed using 

recombinant DNA technology well known to persons skilled in the art. The gene constructs 

may be inserted into vectors，which may be commercially available，suitable for transforming 

into plants and suitable for transcribing of the gene of interest in the transformed cells■ The 
invention therefore provides use of a gene construct as defined hereinabove in the methods of 

the invention.

Plants are transformed with a vector comprising the sequence of interest. The skilled artisan is 

well aware of the genetic elements that must be present on the vector in order to successfully 

transform，select and propagate host cells containing the sequence of interest. The sequence 

of interest is operably linked to one or more control sequences (at least to a promoter).

Advantageously，any type of promoter may be used in the methods 0 the present invention. 

Preferred promoters are in particular those which bring gene expression in tissues and organs， 

in seed cells，such as endosperm cells and cells of the developing embryo. Suitable promoters 

are the oilseed rape napin gene promoter (US 5,608,152)，the Vicia faba USP promoter 
(Baeumlein et al.，Mol Gen Genet，1991, 225 (3): 459-67)，the Arabidopsis oleosin promoter 

(WO 98/45461)，the Phaseolus vulgaris phaseolin promoter (US 5,504,200)，the Brassica Bce4 
promoter (wo 91/13980)，the bean агсб promoter，the carrot DcG3 promoter，or the Legumin 

Β4 promoter (LeB4; Baeumlein et al.，1992, Plant Journal，2 (2): 233-9)，and promoters which 

bring about the seed-specific expression in monocotyledonous plants such as maize，barley， 

wheat，rye，rice and the like. Advantageous seed-specific promoters are the sucrose binding 

protein promoter (wo 00/26388)，the phaseolin promoter and the napin promoter. Suitable 

promoters which must be considered are the barley lpt2 or lpt1 gene promoter (wo 95/15389 

and WO 95/23230)，and the promoters described in wo 99/16890 (promoters from the barley 

hordein gene，the rice glutelin gene，the rice oryzin gene，the rice prolamin gene，the wheat 

gliadin gene，the wheat glutelin gene，the maize zein gene，the oat glutelin gene，the sorghum 

kasirin gene and the rye secalin gene). Further suitable promoters are Amy32b，Amy 6-6 and 
Aleurain [US 5,677,474]，Bce4 (oilseed rape) [US 5,530,149]，glycinin (soya) [EP 571 741]， 
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phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (soya) [JP 06/62870]，ADR12-2 (soya) [wo 98/08962]， 

isocitrate lyase (oilseed rape) [US 5,689,04이 or a amylase (barley) [EP 781 849]■ other 

promoters which are available for the expression of genes in plants are leaf-specific promoters 

such as those described in DE-A 19644478 or light-regulated promoters such as，for example， 
the pea petE promoter.

Preferably，the CLb-like nucleic acid or variant thereof is operably linked to a seed-specific 

promoter. A seed-specific promoter is transcriptionally active predominantly in seed tissue，but 
not necessarily exclusively in seed tissue (in cases of leaky expression). The seed-specific 

promoter may be active during seed development and/or during germination. Seed-specific 

promoters are well known in the art. Preferably，the seed-specific promoter is an endosperm 

specific promoter. More preferably，the promoter is a rice Prolamine RP6 or a functionally 
equivalent promote「. Most preferably，the promote「sequence is as represented by SEO ID 

NO: 236. It should be clear that the applicability of the present invention is not restricted to the 

CLE-like nucleic acid represented by SEQ ID NO: 232, nor is the applicability of the invention 

restricted to transcription of a CLE-like nucleic acid when driven by a seed-specific promoter. 

Examples of other seed-specific promoters (including endosperm specific promoters) are listed 

above.

Optionally，one or more terminator sequences may be used in the construct introduced into a 

plant. An intron sequence may also be added to the 5' untranslated region (UTR) or in the 

coding sequence to increase the amount of the mature message that accumulates in the 

cytosol. Other control sequences (besides promoter，enhancer，silencer，intron sequences， 

3'UTR and/or 5'UTR regions) may be protein and/or RNA stabilizing elements. Such 

sequences would be known or may readily be obtained by a person skilled in the art.

The genetic constructs of the invention may further include an ongin of replication sequence 

that is required for maintenance and/or replication in a specific cell type. One example is when 

a genetic construct is required to be maintained in a bacterial cell as an episomal genetic 

element (e.g. plasmid or cosmid motecute). Preferred origins of replication include，but are not 
limited to, the fl-or¡ and colE1.

For the detection and/or selection of the successful transfer of the nucleic acid sequences as 

depicted in the sequence protocol and used in the process of the invention，it is advantageous 

to use marker genes (= reporter genes). Therefore genetic construct may optionally comprise 

a selectable marker gene. These marker genes enable the identification of a successful 

transfer of the nucleic acid molecules via a series of different principles，for example via visual 
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identification with the aid of fluorescence，luminescence or in the wavelength range of light 

which is discernible for the human eye，by a resistance to herbicides or antibiotics，via what 
are known as nutritive markers (auxotrophism markers) or antinutritive markers，via enzyme 

assays or via phytohormones■ Examples of such markers which may be mentioned are GFP (= 

green fluorescent protein); the luciferin/luceferase system，the ß-galactosidase with its colored 

substrates，for example X-Gal，the herbicide resistances to，for example，imidazolinone， 

glyphosate， phosphinothricin or sulfonylurea， the antibiotic resistances to， for example， 

bleomycin，hygromycin，streptomycin，kanamycin，tetracyclin，chloramphenicol，ampicillin， 

gentamycin，geneticin (G418)，spectinomycin or blasticidin，to mention only a few，nutritive 

markers such as the utilization of mannose or xylose，or antinutritive markers such as the 

resistance to 2-deoxyglucose. Preferred selectable markers in plants comprise those，which 

confer resistance to an herbicide such as glyphosate or gluphosinate. other suitable markers 

are，for example，markers，which encode genes involved in biosynthetic pathways of，for 

example，sugars or amino acids，such as ß galactosidase，игаЗ or ¡Iv2. Markers，which encode 

genes such as luciferase， gfp or other fluorescence genes， are likewise suitable. These 

markers and the aforementioned markers can be used in mutants in whom these genes are 

not functional since，for example，they have been deleted by conventional methods. This list is 

a small number of possible markers. The skHied worker is very familiar with such markers. 
Different markers are preferred，depending on the organism and the selection method.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention，modulated expression of a CLE-like 

protein is decreased expression of a CLE-like protein，preferably decreased expression of an 

endogenous CLE-like protein.

Reference herein to an “endogenous" CLE-like gene not only refers to a CLE-like gene as 

found in a plant in its natural form (¡.e.，without there being any human intervention)，but also 

refers to isolated CLE-like nucleic acid sequences subsequently introduced into a plant. For 
example，a transgenic plant containing a CLE-like transgene may encounter a substantial 

reduction of the transgene expression and/or substantial reduction of expression of an 

endogenous CLE-like gene，according to the methods of the invention.

A preferred method for decreasing expression of a CLE—like protein is by using an expression 

vector into which a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence encoding CLE-like polypeptide has been 

cloned as an inverted repeat (in part or completely)，separated by a spacer (non-coding DNA).

"Reduction” or “decrease” or “downregulation” of expression or “gene silencing” are used 

interchangeably herein，and are defined above. Preferably，the decreased expression is not 
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complete elimination of expression. Preferably，reducing the expression of the endogenous 

CLE-like gene using a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence leads to the appearance of one or more 

phenotypic traits.

This reduction of endogenous CLE-like gene expression may be achieved by using any one or 

more of several well-known ،،gene silencing” methods，as described above.

A preferred method for reducing expression in a plant of an endogenous CLE-like gene via 

RNA-mediated silencing is by using an inverted repeat of a CLE-like nucleic acid or a part 

thereof，preferably capable of froming a hairpin structure. The inverted repeat is cloned in an 

expression vector comprising control sequences. A non-coding DNA nucleic acid sequence (a 

spacer，for example a matrix attachment region fragment (MAR)，an intron，a polylinker，etc) is 

located between the two inverted CLE-like nucleic acids forming the inverted repeat. After 

transcription of the inverted repeat，a chimeric RNA with a self-complementary structure is 

formed (partial or complete). This double-stranded RNA structure is referred to as the hairpin 

RNA (hpRNA). The hpRNA is processed by the plant into siRNAs that are incorporated into a 

RISC. The RISC further cleaves the mRNA transcripts encoding a CLE-like polypeptide， 

thereby substantially reducing the number of mRNA transcripts to be translated into a CLE-like 

polypeptide. See for example，Grierson et al. (1998) wo 98/53083; Waterhouse et al. (1999) 

WO 99/53050).

Preferably，a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence from any given plant species is introduced into 

that same species. For example，a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence from rice is transformed 
into a rice plant. However，it is not an absolute requirement that the CLE-like nucleic acid 

sequence to be introduced originates from the same plant species as the plant in which it w ا 
be introduced，as shown in the examples section where a sugarcane sequence is introduced 

into rice to obtain the desired effects. It is sufficient that there is substantial homology between 

the endogenous CLE-like target gene and the CLb-like nucleic acid to be introduced.

The expression of an endogenous CLE-like gene may also be reduced by introducing a 

genetic modification，within the locus of the CLE-like gene or elsewhere in the genome. The 

locus of a gene as defined herein is taken to mean a genomic region，which includes the gene 
of interest and 10 kb up- or down stream of the coding region.

The genetic modification may be introduced，for example，by any one (or more) of the following 

methods: T-DNA tagging，TILLING，site-directed mutagenesis，directed evolution，homologous 
recombination. Following introduction of the genetic modification，there follows a step of 
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selecting for reduced expression of an endogenous CLE-like gene， which reduction in 

expression gives plants having increased yield compared to control plants.

Site-directed mutagenesis and random mutagenesis may be used to generate variants of CLE- 

like nucleic acid sequences which variants encode CLE-like polypeptides with reduced activity. 

Several methods are available to achieve site-directed mutagenesis，the most common being 

PCR based methods (see for example Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. Wiley Eds).

Directed evolution may also be used to generate variants of CLE-like nucleic acid sequences 

which variants encode CÍE—like polypeptides with reduced activity.

T-DNA tagging，TILLING，site-directed mutagenesis and directed evolution are examples of 
technologies that enable the generation of novel alleles and variants of CLE-like nucleic acid 

sequences which variants encode CLE—like polypeptides with reduced activity.

Homologous recombination allows introduction in a genome of a selected nucleic acid at a 

defined selected position. The nucleic acid to be targeted may be an allele encoding CLE-like 

polypeptide with reduced activity， used to replace the endogenous gene，and needs to be 
targeted to the locus of the CLE-like gene.

Alternatively，a screening program may be set up to identify in a plant population natural 

variants of a CLE-like gene which variants encode CLE-like polypeptides with reduced activity. 

Such natural variants may also be used for example, to perform homologous recombination.

The methods of the invention are advantageously applicable to any plant. Plants that are 

particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which belong to the 

superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants including 

fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs. According to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention，the plant is a crop plant. Examples of crop 

plants include soybean， sunflower， canola， alfalfa， rapeseed， cotton， tomato， potato and 

tobacco. Further preferably， the plant is a monocotyledonous plant. Examples of 

monocotyledonous plants include sugarcane. More preferably the plant is a cereal. Examples 
of cereals include rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，rye，triticale，sorghum and oats.

Other advantageous plants are selected from the group consisting of Asteraceae such as the 

genera Helianthus，Tagetes e.g. the species Helianthus annus [sunflower]，Tagetes lucida， 

Tagetes erecta or Tagetes tenuifolia [Marigold]，Brassicaceae such as the genera Brassica， 
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Arabadopsis e.g■ the species Brassica napus，Brassica rapa ssp. [canola，oilseed rape，turnip 

rape] or Arabidopsis thaliana. Fabaceae such as the genera Glycine e.g. the species Glycine 

max，Soja hispida or Soja max [soybean]. Linaceae such as the genera Linum e.g. the species 

Linum usitatissimum，[flax，linseed]; Poaceae such as the genera Hordeum，Secale，Avena， 
Sorghum，Oryza，Zea，Triticum e.g. the species Hordeum vulgare [barley]; Secale cereale 

[rye]，٨vena sativa，٨vena fatua，٨vena byzantina，٨vena fatua var. sativa，٨vena hybrida 

[oat]，Sorghum bicolor [Sorghum，millet]，Oryza sativa，Oryza latifolia [rice]，Zea mays [corn， 

maize] Triticum aestivum，Triticum durum，Triticum turgidum，Triticum hybernum，Triticum 

macha，Triticum sativum or Triticum vulgare [wheat，bread wheat，common wheat]; 

Solanaceae such as the genera Soianum，Lycopersicon e.g. the species Soianum tuberosum 

[potato]， Lycopersicon esculentum， Lycopersicon lycopersicum.， Lycopersicon pyriforme， 

Solanum integrifolium or Soianum lycopersicum [tomato].

The present invention also encompasses plants obtainable by the methods according to the 

present invention. The present invention therefore provides plants，plant parts or plant cells 

thereof obtainable by the method according to the present invention，which plants or parts or 

cells thereof comprise a nucleic acid transgene encoding a CLE-like protein as defined above.

The invention furthermore provides a method for the production of transgenic plants having 
altered yield-related trait relative to control plants，comprising introduction and expression in a 

plant of a CLE-like nucleic acid as defined hereinabove and useful in a method for 

downregulating expression as discussed above.

Host plants for the nucleic acids or the vector used in the method according to the invention， 

the expression cassette or construct or vector are，in principle，advantageously all plants， 

which are capable of synthesizing the polypeptides used in the inventive method.

More specifically，the present invention provides a method for the production of transgenic 

plants having altered yield-related traits，which method comprises:
(i) introducing and expressing a CLE-like nucleic acid in a construct for 

downregulating CLE-like gene expression into a plant cell; and

(ii) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and 

development.

The nucleic acid may be introduced directly into a plant cell or into the plant itself (including 

introduction into a tissue，organ or any other part of a plant). According to a preferred feature 

of the present invention，the nucleic acid is preferably introduced into a plant by transformation.
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Further preferably the construct for downregulating CLE-like gene expression and introduced 

into the plant cell or plant comprise an inverted repeat of the CLE-like nucleic acid or a part 

thereof.

The transfer of foreign genes into the genome of a plant is called transformation. In doing this 

the methods described for the transformation and regeneration of plants from plant tissues or 

plant cells are utilized for transient or stable transformation. An advantageous transformation 

method is the transformation in planta. To this end，it is possible，for example，to allow the 

agrobacteria to act on plant seeds or to inoculate the plant meristem with agrobacteria. It has 

proved particularly expedient in accordance with the invention to allow a suspension of 

transformed agrobacteria to act on the intact plant or at least the flower primordia. The plant is 

subsequently grown on until the seeds of the treated plant are obtained (Clough and Bent， 

Plant J. (1998) 16, 735-743). To select transformed plants，the plant material obtained in the 

transformation ¡s，as a rute，subjected to selective conditions so that transformed plants can be 

distinguished from untransformed plants. For example， the seeds obtained in the above- 

described manner can be planted and，after an initial growing period，subjected to a suitable 

selection by spraying. A further possibility consists in growing the seeds，if appropriate after 

sterilization，on agar plates using a suitable selection agent so that only the transformed seeds 

can grow into plants. Further advantageous transformation methods，in particular for plants， 

are known to the skilled worker and are described herein below

Generally after transformation，plant cells or cell groupings are selected for the presence of 

one or more markers which are encoded by plant-expressible genes со-transferred with the 
gene of interest，following which the transformed material is regenerated into a whole plant.

As mentioned Agrobacteria transformed with an expression vector according to the invention 

may also be used in the manner known per se for the transformation of plants such as 

experimental plants like Arabidopsis or crop plants，such as，for example，cereals，maize，oats， 

rye， barley， wheat， soya， rice， cotton， sugarbeet， canola， sunflower， flax， hemp， potato, 

tobacco，tomato，carrot，bell peppers，oilseed rape，tapioca，cassava，arrow root，tagetes， 
alfalfa，lettuce and the various tree，nut，and grapevine species，in particular oil-containing crop 

plants such as soya，peanut，castor-oil plant，sunflower，maize，cotton，flax，oilseed rape， 

coconut，oil palm，safflower (Carthamus tinctorius) or cocoa beans，for example by bathing 

scarified leaves or leaf segments in an agrobacterial solution and subsequently growing them 

in suitable media.
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The genetically modified plant cells can be regenerated via all methods with which the skHied 

worker is familiar. Suitable methods can be found in the abovementioned publications by S.D. 
Kung and R. Wu，Potrykus or Hö^en and Willmitzer. To select transformed plants，the plant 

material obtained in the transformation is，as a rule，subjected to selective conditions so that 

transformed plants can be distinguished from untransformed plants. For example，the seeds 

obtained in the above-described manner can be planted and，after an initial growing period， 
subjected to a suitable selection by spraying. A further possibility consists in growing the 

seeds，if appropriate after sterilization，on agar plates using a suitable selection agent so that 

only the transformed seeds can grow into plants. Alternatively，the transformed plants are 

screened for the presence of a selectable marker such as the ones described above.

Following DNA transfer and regeneration，putatively transformed plants may be evaluated，for 

instance using Southern analysis，for the presence of the gene of interest，copy number and/or 
genomic organisation. Alternatively or additionally，downregulation of expression levels of the 

targeted CLE-like gene may be monitored using Northern and/or Western analysis， or 

quantitative PCR，all techniques being well known to persons having ordinary skill in the art.

The generated transformed plants may be propagated by a variety of means，such as by clonal 
propagation or classical breeding techniques. For example， a first generation (or Τ1) 

transformed plant may be selfed to give homozygous second generation (or Τ2) transformants， 

and the Τ2 plants further propagated through classical breeding techniques.

The generated transformed organisms may take a variety of forms. For example，they may be 

chimeras of transformed cells and non-transformed cells; clonal transformants (e.g.，all cells 

transformed to contain the expression cassette); grafts of transformed and untransformed 

tissues (e.g.，in plants，a transformed rootstock grafted to an untransformed scion).

The present invention clearly extends to any plant cell or plant produced by any of the methods 

described herein，and to all plant parts and propagules thereof. The present invention extends 

further to encompass the progeny of a primary transformed or transfected cell，tissue，organ or 

whole plant that has been produced by any of the aforementioned methods，the only 
requirement being that progeny exhibit the same genotypic and/or phenotypic characteristic(s) 

as those produced by the parent in the methods according to the invention.

The invention also includes host cells containing an isolated CLE-like nucleic acid as defined 

hereinabove. Preferred host cells according to the invention are plant cells. Host plants for 

the nucleic acids or the vector used in the method according to the invention，the expression 
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cassette or construct or vector are，in principle，advantageously all plants，which are capable of 

synthesizing the polypeptides used in the inventive method.

The invention also extends to harvestable parts of a plant such as，but not limited to seeds， 

leaves，fruits，flowers，stems，roots，rhizomes，tubers and bulbs. The invention furthermore 

relates to products derived，preferably directly derived，from a harvestable part of such a plant， 

such as dry pellets or powders，oil，fat and fatty acids，starch or proteins.

Advantageously，performance of the methods according to the present invention results in 

plants having enhanced yield related traits，particularly increased yield，more particularly 

increased seed yield and/or increased biomass，relative to control plants.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having enhanced yield-related traits. 

In particular performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having increased yield， 

especially increased seed yield relative to control plants. The terms “yield” and “seed yield” 

are described in more detail in the “definitions” section herein.

Reference herein to enhanced yield-related traits is taken to mean an increase in biomass 

(weight) of one or more parts of a plant，which may include aboveground (harvestable) parts 

and/or (harvestable) parts below ground. In particular，such harvestable parts are seeds 

and/or biomass，and performance of the methods of the invention results in plants having 

increased seed yield relative to the seed yield of control plants.

Taking corn as an example，a yield increase may be manifested as one or more of the 

following: increase in the number of plants established per hectare or acre, an increase in the 

number of ears per plant，an increase in the number of rows，number of kernels per row，kernel 

weight，thousand kernel weight，ear length/diameter，increase in the seed filling rate (which is 

the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and multiplied by 100)，among 

others. Taking rice as an example，a yield increase may manifest itself as an increase in one 

or more of the following: number of plants per hectare or acre，number of panicles per plant， 

number of spikelets per panicle，number of flowers (florets) per panicle (which is expressed as 

a ratio of the number of filled seeds over the number of primary panicles)，increase in the seed 

filling rate (which is the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and 

multiplied by 100)，increase in thousand kernel weight，among others.

The present invention provides a method for increasing yield，especially seed yield of plants， 
relative to control plants， which method comprises modulating expression， preferably 
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increasing expression，in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a CLE-like polypeptide as defined 
herein■

Since the transgenic plants according to the present invention have increased yield，it is likely 
that these plants exhibit an increased growth rate (during at least part of their life cycle)， 

relative to the growth rate of control plants at a corresponding stage in their life cycle.

The increased growth rate may be specific to one or more parts of a plant (including seeds)，or 

may be throughout substantially the whole plant. Plants having an increased growth rate may 

have a shorter life cycle. The life cycle of a plant may be taken to mean the time needed to 

grow from a dry mature seed up to the stage where the plant has produced dry mature seeds， 

similar to the starting material. This life cycle may be influenced by factors such as early 
vigour， growth rate， greenness index，flowering time and speed of seed maturation. The 

increase in growth rate may take place at one or more stages in the life cycle of a plant or 

during substantially the whole plant life cycle. Increased growth rate during the early stages in 

the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. The increase in growth rate may alter the 

harvest cycle of a plant allowing plants to be sown later and/or harvested sooner than would 

otherwise be possible (a similar effect may be obtained with earlier flowering time). If the 
growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of the same 

plant species (for example sowing and harvesting of rice plants followed by sowing and 

harvesting of further rice plants all within one conventional growing period). Similarly，if the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of different 

plants species (for example the sowing and harvesting of corn plants followed by，for example， 
the sowing and optional harvesting of soybean，potato or any other suitable plant). Harvesting 

additional times from the same rootstock in the case of some crop plants may also be possible. 

Altering the harvest cycle of a plant may lead to an increase in annual biomass production per 
acre (due to an increase in the number of times (say in a year) that any particular plant may be 

grown and harvested). An increase in growth rate may also allow for the cultivation of 

transgenic plants in a wider geographical area than their wild-type counterparts，since the 

territorial limitations for growing a crop are often determined by adverse environmental 
conditions either at the time of planting (early season) or at the time of harvesting (late 

season). Such adverse conditions may be avoided if the harvest cycle is shortened. The 

growth rate may be determined by deriving various parameters from growth cu^es， such 

parameters may be: Τ-Mid (the time taken for plants to reach 50% of their maximal size) and 

Τ-90 (time taken for plants to reach 90% of their maximal size)，amongst others.
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According to a preferred feature of the present invention，performance of the methods of the 
invention gives plants having an increased growth rate relative to control plants. Therefore， 

according to the present invention，there is provided a method for increasing the growth rate of 

plants，which method comprises modulating expression，preferably increasing expression，in a 

plant of a nucleic acid encoding a CLE—like polypeptide as defined herein.

An increase in yield and/or growth rate occurs whether the plant is under non-stress conditions 

or whether the plant is exposed to various stresses compared to control plants. Plants typically 
respond to exposure to stress by growing more slowly. In conditions of severe stress，the plant 

may even stop growing altogether. Mild stress on the other hand is defined herein as being 

any stress to which a plant is exposed which does not result in the plant ceasing to grow 

altogether without the capacity to resume growth. Mild stress in the sense of the invention 

leads to a reduction in the growth of the stressed plants of less than 40%，35% or 30%， 

preferably less than 25%，20% or 15%，more preferably less than 14%，13%，12%，11% or 

10% or less ¡n comparison to the control plant under non-stress conditions. Due to advances 

in agricultural practices (irrigation，fertilization，pesticide treatments) severe stresses are not 

often encountered in cultivated crop plants. As a consequence，the compromised growth 

induced by mild stress is often an undesirable feature for agriculture. Mild stresses are the 

everyday biotic and/or abiotic (environmental) stresses to which a plant is exposed. Abiotic 

stresses may be due to drought or excess water，anaerobic stress，salt stress，chemical 

toxicity，oxidative stress and hot，cold or freezing temperatures. The abiotic stress may be an 

osmotic stress caused by a water stress (particularly due to drought)，salt stress，oxidative 

stress or an ionic stress. Biotic stresses are typically those stresses caused by pathogens， 

such as bacteria，viruses，fungi and insects.

In particular，the methods of the present invention may be performed under non-stress 

conditions or under conditions of mild drought to give plants having increased yield relative to 

control plants. As reported in Wang et al. (Planta (2003) 218: 1-14)，abiotic stress leads to a 

series of morphological，physiological，biochemical and molecular changes that adversely 

affect plant growth and productivity. Drought，salinity，extreme temperatures and oxidative 

stress are known to be interconnected and may induce growth and cellular damage through 

similar mechanisms. Rabbani et al. (Plant Physiol (2003) 133: 1755-1767) describes a 
particularly high degree of “cross talk" between drought stress and high-salinity stress. For 

example，drought and/or salinisation are manifested primarily as osmotic stress，resulting in 

the disruption of homeostasis and ion distribution in the cell. Oxidative stress，which frequently 

accompanies high or low temperature，salinity or drought stress，may cause denaturing of 

functional and structural proteins. As a consequence，these diverse environmental stresses 
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often activate similar cell signalling pathways and cellular responses，such as the production of 

stress proteins，up-regulation of anti-oxidants，accumulation of compatible solutes and growth 

arrest■ The term “non-stress” conditions as used herein are those environmental conditions 

that allow optimal growth of plants. Persons skilled in the art are aware of normal soil 

conditions and climatic conditions for a given location.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under non-stress conditions or 

under mild drought conditions increased yield relative to control plants grown under 

comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a 

method for increasing yield in plants grown under non-stress conditions or under mHd drought 

conditions，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a CLE-like polypeptide.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under conditions of nutrient 

deficiency，particularly under conditions of nitrogen deficiency，increased yield relative to 

control plants grown under comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present 

invention，there is provided a method for increasing yield in plants grown under conditions of 
nutrient deficiency，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a CLE-like polypeptide. Nutrient deficiency may result from a lack of nutrients such 

as nitrogen，phosphates and other phosphorous-containing compounds，potassium，calcium， 
radmium，magnesium，manganese，iron and boron，amongst others.

The present invention also encompasses use of CLE-like nucleic acids in altering yieW-related 

traits.

Nucleic acids encoding CLE—like polypeptides may find use in breeding programmes in which a 
DNA marker is identified which may be genetically linked to a CLE-like gene. The nucleic 

acids/genes may be used to define a molecular marker. This DNA marker may then be used 

in breeding programmes to select plants having increased yield as defined hereinabove in the 

methods of the invention.

Allelic variants of a CLE-like nucleic acid/gene may also find use in marker-assisted breeding 

programmes. Such breeding programmes sometimes require introduction of allelic variation 

by mutagenic treatment of the plants，using for example EMS mutagenesis; alternatively，the 

programme may start with a collection of allelic variants of so called “natural" origin caused 

unintentionally. Identification of allelic variants then takes place，for example，by PCR. This is 

followed by a step for selection of superior allelic variants of the sequence in question and 
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which give increased yield■ Selection is typically carried out by monitoring growth performance 
of plants containing different allelic variants of the sequence in question. Growth performance 

may be monitored in a greenhouse or in the field. Further optional steps include crossing 

plants in which the superior allelic variant was identified with another plant. This could be 
used，for example，to make a combination of interesting phenotypic features.

A CLE-like nucleic acid may also be used as probes for genetically and physically mapping the 

genes that they are a part of，and as markers for traits linked to those genes. Such information 
may be useful in plant breeding in order to develop lines with desired phenotypes. Such use of 

CLE-like nucleic acids requires only a nucleic acid sequence of at least 15 nucleotides in 
length. The CLE-like nucleic acids may be used as restriction fragment length polymorphism 

(RFLP) markers. Southern blots (Sambrook」，Fritsch EF and Maniatis T (1989) Molecular 

Cloning，A Laboratory Manual) of restriction-digested plant genomic DNA may be probed with 
the CLE-like nucleic acids. The resulting banding patterns may then be subjected to genetic 

analyses using computer programs such as MapMaker (Lander et al. (1987) Genomics 1: 174- 

181) in order to construct a genetic map. In addition，the nucleic acids may be used to probe 

Southern blots containing restriction endonuclease-treated genomic DNAs of a set of 
individuals representing parent and progeny of a defined genetic cross. Segregation of the 

DNA polymorphisms is noted and used to calculate the position of the CLE-like nucleic acid in 

the genetic map previously obtained using this population (Botstein et al. (1980) Am. J. Hum. 

Genet. 32:314-331).

The production and use of plant gene-derived probes for use in genetic mapping is described 
in Bernatzky and Tanksley (Plant Mol. Biol. Reporter 4: 37-41, 1986). Numerous publications 

describe genetic mapping of specific cDNA clones using the methodology outlined above or 

variations thereof. For example，F2 intercross populations，backcross populations，randomly 

mated populations，near isogenic lines，and other sets of individuals may be used for mapping. 

Such methodologies are well known to those skilled in the art.

The nucleic acid probes may also be used for physical mapping (¡.e.，placement of sequences 

on physical maps; see Hoheisel et al. In: Non-mammalian Genomic Analysis: A Practical 

Guide，Academic press 1996, pp. 319-346, and references cited therein).

In another embodiment，the nucleic acid probes may be used in direct fluorescence in situ 

hybridisation (FISH) mapping (Trask (1991) Trends Genet. 7:149-154). Although current 

methods of FISH mapping favour use of large clones (several kb to several hundred kb; see 
Laan et al. (1995) Genome Res. 5:13-20)，improvements in sensitivity may allow performance 
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of FISH mapping using shorter probes.

A variety of nucleic acid amplification-based methods for genetic and physical mapping may be 

carried out using the nucleic acids. Examples include allele-specific amplification (Kazazian 

(1989) J. Lab. Clin. Med 11:95-96)，polymorphism of PCR-amplified fragments (CAPS; 

Sheffield et al. (1993) Genomics 16:325-332)，allele-specific ligation (Landegren et al. (1988) 

Science 241:1077-1080)，nucleotide extension reactions (Sokolov (1990) Nucleic Acid Res. 

18:3671)，Radiation Hybrid Mapping (Walter et al. (1997) Nat. Genet. 7:22-28) and Happy 

Mapping (Dear and Cook (1989) Nucleic Acid Res. 17:6795-6807). For these methods，the 

sequence of a nucleic acid is used to design and produce primer pairs for use in the 

amplification reaction or in primer extension reactions. The design of such primers is well 

known to those skilled in the art. In methods employing PCR-based genetic mapping，it may 

be necessary to identify DNA sequence differences between the parents of the mapping cross 

in the region corresponding to the instant nucleic acid sequence. This，however，is generally 

not necessary for mapping methods.

The methods according to the present invention result in plants having altered yield-related 

traits，as described hereinbefore. These traits may also be combined with other economically 

advantageous traits，such as further yield-enhancing traits，tolerance to other abiotic and biotic 

stresses，traits modifying various architectural features and/or biochemical and/or physiological 

features.

SYR
Surprisingly，it has now been found that modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a SYR polypeptide gives plants，when grown under abiotic stress conditions，having 

enhanced yield-related traits relative to control plants. According to a first embodiment，the 

present invention provides a method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants grown under 

abiotic stress conditions，relative to control plants，comprising modulating expression in a plant 

of a nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide.

A preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression of a nucleic acid 

encoding a SYR polypeptide is by introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid 

encoding a SYR polypeptide.

Any reference hereinafter to a “protein useful in the methods of the invention" is taken to mean 

a SYR polypeptide as defined herein. Any reference hereinafter to a “nucleic acid useful in the 

methods of the invention” is taken to mean a nucleic acid capable of encoding such a SYR 
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polypeptide. The nucleic acid to be introduced into a plant (and therefore useful in performing 

the methods of the invention) is any nucleic acid encoding the type of protein which will now be 

described，hereafter also named tlSYR nucleic acid” or tlSYR gene’’■

The term “SYR protein or homologue thereof" as defined herein refers to a polypeptide of 
about 65 to about 200 amino acids，comprising (i) a leucine rich domain that resembles a 

leucine zipper in the c-terminal half of the protein，which leucine rich domain is (¡¡) preceded by 

a tripeptide with the sequence YFS (conserved motif la，SEO ID NO: 256)，or YFT (conserved 

motif lb，SEQ ID NO: 257)，or YFG (conserved motif Ic，SEQ ID NO: 258) or YLG (conserved 

motif Id，SEQ ID NO: 259)，and (iii) followed by a conserved motif 2 ( (V/A/I) LAFMP (T/S)， 

SEQ ID NO: 260)■ Preferably，the conserved motif 2 is (A/V) LAFMP (T/S)，most preferably， 

the conserved motif is VLAFMPT. The “SYR protein or homologue thereof” preferably also has 

a conserved c-terminal peptide ending with the conserved motif 3 (SYL or PYL, SEQ ID NO: 

261). The leucine rich domain of the SYR protein or its homologue is about 38 to 48 amino 

acids long，starting immediately behind the conserved motif 1 and stopping immediately before 

the conserved motif 2, and comprises at least 30% of leucine. The Leu rich domain preferably 
has a motif that resembles the Leucine Zipper motif (L-X6-L-X6-L-X6-L，wherein x6 is a 

sequence of 6 consecutive amino acids). A preferred example of a SYR protein is represented 
by SEQ ID NO: 252, an overview of its domains is given in Figure 24. It should be noted that 

the term “SYR protein or homologue thereof” does not encompass the ARGOS protein from 

Arabidopsis thaliana (SEQ ID NO: 276).

Further preferably，SYR proteins have two transmembrane domains，with the N-terminal part 

and C-terminal part of the protein located inside and the part between the transmembrane 

domains located outside.

Alternatively，the homologue of a SYR protein has in increasing order of preference at least 

27%，28%，29%，30%，31%，32%，33%，34%，35%，36%，37%，38%，39%，40%，41%，42%， 

43%，44%，45%，46%，47%，48%，49%，50%，51%，52%，53%，54%，55%，56%，57%，58%， 

59%，60%，61%，62%，63%，64%，65%，66%，67%，68%，69%，70%，71%，72%，73%，74%， 

75%，76%，77%，78%，79%，80%，81%，82%，83%，84%，85%，86%，87%，88%，89%，90%， 

91%，92%，93%，94%，95%，96%，97%，98%，or 99% overall sequence identity to the amino 

acid represented by SEQ ID NO: 252，provided that the homologous protein comprises the 

conserved motifs 1 (a，b，c or d)，2 and 3, and the leucine rich domain as outlined above. The 

overall sequence identity is determined using a global alignment algorithm， such as the 

Needleman Wunsch algorithm in the program GAP (GCG Wisconsin Package，Accelrys)， 

preferably with default parameters.
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The term “domain” and “motif’ is defined in the “definitions” section herein. Specialist 

databases exist for the identification of domains，for example，SMART (Schultz et al. (1998) 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sc¡. USA 95, 5857-5864; Letunic et al. (2002) Nucleic Acids Res 30, 242- 

244, InterPro (Mulderet al.，(2003) Nucl. Acids. Res. 31, 315-318, Prosite (Bucherand Bairoch 
(1994)，A generalized profile syntax for biomolecular sequences motifs and its function in 

automatic sequence interpretation. (In) ISMB-94; Proceedings 2nd International Conference on 
Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology. Altman R.，Brutlag D.，Karp p.，Lathrop R.，Searls 

D.，Eds.，ΡΡ53-61，AAAI Press，Menlo Park; Hulo et al.，Nucl. Acids. Res. 32:D134-D137, 

(2004)，or Pfam (Bateman et al.，Nucleic Acids Research 30(1): 276-280 (2002). A set of tools 

for in silico analysis of protein sequences is available on the ExPASy proteomics server (Swiss 

Institute of Bioinformatics (Gasteiger et al.，ExPASy: the proteomics server for in-depth protein 

knowledge and analysis，Nucleic Acids Res. 31:3784-3788(2003)). Domains may also be 

identified using routine techniques，such as by sequence alignment.

Methods for the alignment of sequences for comparison are well known in the art，such 

methods include GAP，BESTFIT，BLAST，FASTA and TFASTA. GAP uses the algorithm of 

Needleman and Wunsch ((1970) ل Mol Biol 48: 443-453) to find the global (¡.e. spanning the 

complete sequences) alignment of two sequences that maximizes the number of matches and 

minimizes the number of gaps. The BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. (1990) ل Mol Biol 215: 

403-10) calculates percent sequence identity and performs a statistical analysis of the 

similarity between the two sequences. The software for performing BLAST analysis is publicly 
available through the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Homologues may 

readily be identified using，for example，the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment algorithm 

(version 1.83)，with the default pairwise alignment parameters，and a scoring method in 

percentage. Global percentages of similarity and identity may also be determined using one of 

the methods available in the MatGAT software package (Campanella et al.， ВМС 

Bioinformatics. 2003 Jul 10:4:29. MatGAT: an application that generates similarity/identity 

matrices using protein or DNA sequences.). Minor manual editing may be performed to 

optimise alignment between conserved motifs，as would be apparent to a person skilled in the 
art. Furthermore，instead of using full-length sequences for the identification of homologues， 

specific domains may also be used. The sequence identity values may be determined over 

the entire nucleic acid or amino acid sequence or over selected domains or conserved motif(s)， 

using the programs mentioned above using the default parameters.

Transmembrane domains are about 15 to 30 amino acids long and are usually composed of 
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hydrophobic residues that form an alpha helix. They are usually predicted on the basis of 

hydrophobicity (for example Klein et al■，Biochim■ Biophys. Acta 815，468，1985; or 
Sonnhammer et al.，In j. Glasgow，T. Littlejohn，F. Major，R. Lathrop，D. Sankoff，and c. 

Sensen，editors，Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Intelligent Systems for 
Molecular Biology，pages 175-182, Menlo Park，CA，1998. AAAI Press.).

Examples of proteins falling under the definition of “SYR polypeptide or a homologue thereof' 

are given in Table II of the examples section and include sequences from various 
monocotyledonous plants，such as rice (SEQ ID NO: 252, SEQ ID NO: 262 and SEQ ID NO: 

263)，corn (SEQ ID NO: 264)，wheat (SEQ ID NO: 265)，barley (SEQ ID NO: 266)，sugarcane 

(SEQ ID NO: 267 and SEQ ID NO: 268)，sorghum (SEQ ID NO: 269); and from dicotyledonous 
plants such as Arabidopsis (SEQ ID NO: 270 and SEQ ID NO: 271)，grape (SEQ ID NO: 272)， 

citrus (SEQ ID NO: 273) or tomato (SEQ ID NO: 274 and SEQ ID NO: 275). It is envisaged 

that the Leu「¡ch domain is important for the function of the protein，hence proteins with the Leu 

rich domain but without the conserved motifs 1 or 2 may be useful as well in the methods of 
the present invention; examples of such proteins are given in SEQ ID NO: 284 and 285.

It is to be understood that the term “SYR polypeptide or a homologue thereof” is not to be 

limited to the sequence represented by SEQ ID NO: 252 or to the homologues listed as SEQ 
ID NO: 262 to SEQ ID NO: 275, but that any polypeptide of about 65 to about 200 amino acids 

meeting the criteria of comprising a leucine rich domain as defined above，preceded by the 

conserved tripeptide motif 1 (a，b，c or d) and followed by the conserved motif 2 and preferably 

also by the conserved motif 3; or having at least 38% sequence identity to the sequence of 

SEO ID NO: 252, may be suitable for use in the methods of the invention.

The activity of a SYR protein or homologue thereof may be assayed by expressing the SYR 
protein or homologue thereof under control of a G0S2 promoter ¡n Oryza sativa, which results 

in plants with increased increased biomass and/or seed yield without a delay in flowering time 

when grown under conditions of nitrogen deficiency and compared to corresponding wild type 

plants. This increase in seed yield may be measured in several ways，for example as an 

increase of total seed weight，number of filled seeds or Thousand Kernel Weight.

The present invention is illustrated by transforming plants with the nucleic acid sequence 

represented by SEQ ID NO: 251，encoding the polypeptide sequence of SEQ ID NO: 252. 

However，performance of the invention is not restricted to these sequences; the methods of 

the invention may advantageously be performed using any SYR-encoding nucleic acid or SYR 

polypeptide as defined herein.
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Examples of nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides are given in Table II of Example 38 

herein. Such nucleic acids are useful in performing the methods of the invention. The amino 

acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38 are example sequences of orthologues and 

paralogues of the SYR polypeptide represented by SEQ ID NO: 252, the terms “orthologues” 

and “paralogues" being as defined herein. Further orthologues and paralogues may readily be 

identified by performing a so-called reciprocal blast search. Typically，this involves a first 

BLAST involving BLASTing a query sequence (for example using any of the sequences listed 

in Table II of Example 38) against any sequence database，such as the publicly available NCBI 

database. BLASTN or TBLASTX (using standard default values) are generally used when 

starting from a nucleotide sequence，and BLASTP or TBLASTN (using standard default 

values) when starting from a protein sequence. The BLAST results may optionally be filtered. 

The full-length sequences of either the filtered results or ηοη-filtered results are then BLASTed 
back (second BLAST) against sequences from the organism from which the query sequence is 

derived (where the query sequence is SEQ ID NO: 251 or SEQ ID NO: 252，the second 

BLAST would therefore be against rice sequences). The results of the first and second 

BLASTS are then compared. A paralogue is identified if a high-ranking hit from the first blast is 

from the same species as from which the query sequence is derived，a BLAST back then 

ideally results in the query sequence amongst the highest hits; an orthologue is identified if a 
high-ranking hit in the first BLAST is not from the same species as from which the query 

sequence is derived，and preferably results upon BL٨ST back in the query sequence being 

among the highest hits.

High-ranking hits are those having a low E-value. The lower the E-value，the more significant 

the score (or in other words the lower the chance that the hit was found by chance). 

Computation of the E-value is well known in the art. In addition to E-values，comparisons are 

also scored by percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical 

nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) 

sequences over a particular length. In the case of large families， ClustalW may be used， 
followed by a neighbour joining tree，to help visualize clustering of related genes and to identify 

orthologues and paralogues.

Nucleic acid variants may also be useful in practising the methods of the invention. Examples 

of such variants include nucleic acids encoding homologues and derivatives of any one of the 

amino acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38, the terms “homologue” and “derivative” 

being as defined herein. Also useful in the methods of the invention are nucleic acids 

encoding homologues and derivatives of orthologues or paralogues of any one of the amino 
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acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38. Homologues and derivatives useful in the 

methods of the present invention have substantially the same biological and functional activity 

as the unmodified protein from which they are derived.

Further nucleic acid variants useful in practising the methods of the invention include portions 

of nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides，nucleic acids hybridising to nucleic acids 

encoding SYR polypeptides，splice variants of nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides，allelic 

variants of nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides and variants of nucleic acids encoding 

SYR polypeptides obtained by gene shuffling. The terms hybridising sequence，splice variant， 

allelic variant and gene shuffling are as described herein.

Nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides need not be full-length nucleic acids， since 

performance of the methods of the invention does not rely on the use of full-length nucleic acid 
sequences. According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing 

yield-related traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a portion of any 

one of the nucleic acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38，or a portion of a nucleic 

acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid sequences 

given in Table II of Example 38.

A portion of a nucleic acid may be prepared，for example，by making one or more deletions to 

the nucleic acid. The portions may be used in isolated form or they may be fused to other 

coding (or non-coding) sequences in order to, for example，produce a protein that combines 

several activities. When fused to other coding sequences，the resultant polypeptide produced 
upon translation may be bigger than that predicted for the protein portion.

Portions useful in the methods of the invention，encode a SYR polypeptide as defined herein， 

and have substantially the same biological activity as the amino acid sequences given in Table 

II of Example 38. Preferably，the portion is a portion of any one of the nucleic acids given in 

Table II of Example 38, or is a portion of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue or paralogue of 

any one of the amino acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38. Preferably the portion is 

at least 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600 consecutive nucleotides in length， 

the consecutive nucleotides being of any one of the nucleic acid sequences given in Table II of 

Example 38, or of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue or paralogue of any one of the amino 

acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38. Most preferably the portion is a portion of the 

nucleic acid of SEQ ID NO: 251. Preferably，the portion encodes encodes a polypeptide of 

about 65 to about 200 amino acids，comprising a leucine rich domain as defined above， 

preceded by the conserved tripeptide motif 1 (a，b，c or d) and followed by the conserved motif 
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2 and preferably also by the conserved motif 3; or having at least 38% sequence identity to the 
sequence of SEQ ID NO: 252.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridising，under reduced stringency conditions，preferably under stringent conditions，with a 

nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide as defined herein，or with a portion as defined herein.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid capable of 

hybridizing to any one of the nucleic acids given in Table II of Example 38，or comprising 

introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid 

encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the nucleic acid sequences given in 

Table II of Example 38.

Hybridising sequences useful in the methods of the invention encode a SYR polypeptide as 

defined herein， and have substantially the same biological activity as the amino acid 

sequences given in Table II of Example 38. Preferably，the hybridising sequence is capable of 

hybridising to any one of the nucleic acids given in Table II of Example 38, or to a portion of 
any of these sequences， a portion being as defined above， or wherein the hybridising 

sequence is capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue or paralogue of 

any one of the amino acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38. Most preferably，the 

hybridising sequence is capable of hybridising to a nucleic acid as represented by SEQ ID NO: 

251 or to a portion thereof.

Preferably，the hybridising sequence encodes a polypeptide of about 65 to about 200 amino 

acids，comprising a leucine rich domain as defined above，preceded by the conserved 

tripeptide motif 1 （a，b，c or d） and followed by the conserved motif 2 and preferably also by the 

conserved motif 3; or having at least 38% sequence identity to the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 

252.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in the methods of the invention is a splice variant encoding 

a SYR polypeptide as defined hereinabove, a splice variant being as defined herein.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a splice variant of any one of 

the nucleic acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38, or a splice variant of a nucleic acid 
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encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of any of the amino acid sequences given in 

Table II of Example 38.

Preferred splice variants are splice variants of a nucleic acid represented by SEQ ID NO: 251， 

or a splice variant of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue or paralogue of SEQ ID NO: 252. 

Preferably，the amino acid sequence encoded by the splice variant is a polypeptide of about 65 

to about 200 amino acids，comprising a leucine rich domain as defined above，preceded by the 

conserved tripeptide motif 1 （a，b，c or d） and followed by the conserved motif 2 and preferably 

also by the conserved motif 3; or having at least 38% sequence identity to the sequence of 
SEQ ID NO: 252.

Another nucleic acid variant useful in performing the methods of the invention is an allelic 

variant of a nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide as defined hereinabove，an allelic variant 
being as defined herein.

According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant an allelic variant of any one of 

the nucleic acids given in Table II of Example 38, or comprising introducing and expressing in 

a plant an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or homologue of 

any of the amino acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38.

The allelic variants useful in the methods of the present invention have substantially the same 

biological activity as the SYR polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 252 and any of the amino acids 

depicted in Table II of Example 38. Altelic variants exist in nature，and encompassed within 

the methods of the present invention is the use of these natural alleles. Preferably，the allelic 

variant is an allelic variant of SEQ ID NO: 251 or an allelic variant of a nucleic acid encoding 

an orthologue or paralogue of SEQ ID NO: 252. Preferably，the amino acid sequence encoded 

by the allelic variant is a polypeptide of about 65 to about 200 amino acids，comprising a 

leucine rich domain as defined above，preceded by the conserved tripeptide motif 1 （a，b，c or 

d） and followed by the conserved motif 2 and preferably also by the conserved motif 3; or 
having at least 38% sequence identity to the sequence of SEO ID NO: 252.

Gene shuffling or directed evolution may also be used to generate variants of nucleic acids 

encoding SYR polypeptides as defined above; the term “gene shuffling" being as defined 

herein.
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According to the present invention，there is provided a method for enhancing yield-related 

traits in plants，comprising introducing and expressing in a plant a variant of any one of the 

nucleic acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38，or comprising introducing and 

expressing in a plant a variant of a nucleic acid encoding an orthologue，paralogue or 

homologue of any of the amino acid sequences given in Table II of Example 38, which variant 

nucleic acid is obtained by gene shuffling.

Preferably，the amino acid sequence encoded by the variant nucleic acid obtained by gene 
shuffling is a polypeptide of about 65 to about 200 amino acids，comprising a leucine rich 

domain as defined above，preceded by the conserved tripeptide motif 1 (a，b，c or d) and 

followed by the conserved motif 2 and preferably also by the conserved motif 3; or having at 
least 38% sequence identity to the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 252.

Furthermore， nucleic acid variants may also be obtained by site-directed mutagenesis. 

Several methods are available to achieve site-directed mutagenesis，the most common being 

PCR based methods (Current Protocols in Molecular Biology; Wiley Eds.).

Nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides may be derived from any natural or artificial source. 

The nucleic acid may be modified from its native form in composition and/or genomic 

environment through deliberate human manipulation. Preferably the SYR polypeptide- 

encoding nucleic acid is from a plant，further preferably from a monocotyledonous plant，more 

preferably from the family Poaceae，most preferably the nucleic acid is from Oryza sativa.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having increased abiotic stress 

resistance (or abiotic stress tolerance，which terms are used interchangeably)，effected as 

enhanced yield-related traits compared to control plants when grown under abiotic stress. In 

particular，performance of the methods of the invention gives plants having increased yield， 

especially increased seed yield and increased biomass relative to control plants. The terms 

“yield” and “seed yield” are described in more detail in the “definitions” section herein.

Reference herein to enhanced yield-related traits is taken to mean an increase in biomass 

(weight) of one or more parts of a plant，which may include aboveground (harvestable) parts 

and/or (harvestable) parts below ground. In particular，such harvestable parts are seeds，and 

performance of the methods of the invention results in plants having increased seed yield 

relative to the seed yield of control plants.
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Taking corn as an example, a yield increase may be manifested as one or more of the 

following: increase in the number of plants established per hectare or acre, an increase in the 

number of ears per plant，an increase in the number of rows，number of kernels per row，kernel 

weight，thousand kernel weight，ear length/diameter，increase in the seed filling rate (which is 

the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and multiplied by 100)，among 

others. Taking rice as an example，a yield increase may manifest itself as an increase in one 
or more of the following: number of plants per hectare or acre，number of panicles per plant， 

number of spikelets per panicle，number of flowers (florets) per panicle (which is expressed as 

a ratio of the number of filled seeds over the number of primary panicles)，increase in the seed 

filling rate (which is the number of filled seeds divided by the total number of seeds and 

multiplied by 100)，increase in thousand kernel weight，among others.

The present invention provides a method for increasing abiotic stress resistance of plants， 

resulting in increased yteW，especially seed yield and/or increased biomass of plants，relative 

to control plants，when grown under conditions of abiotic stress，which method comprises 

modulating expression, preferably increasing expression, in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding 

a SYR polypeptide as defined herein.

Since the transgenic plants according to the present invention have increased yield，it is likely 

that these plants exhibit an increased growth rate (during at least part of their life cycle)， 

relative to the growth rate of control plants at a corresponding stage in their life cycle. Besides 

the increased yield capacity，an increased efficiency of nutrient uptake may also contribute to 

the increase in yield. It is observed that the plants according to the present invention show a 

higher efficiency in nutrient uptake. Increased efficiency of nutrient uptake allows better 
growth of the plant，when the plant is under stress.

The increased growth rate may be specific to one or more parts of a plant (including seeds)，or 

may be throughout substantially the whole plant. Plants having an increased growth rate may 

have a shorter life cycle. The life cycle of a plant may be taken to mean the time needed to 

grow from a dry mature seed up to the stage where the plant has produced dry mature seeds， 

similar to the starting material. This life cycle may be influenced by factors such as early 
vigour， growth rate， greenness index，flowering time and speed of seed maturation. The 

increase in growth rate may take place at one or more stages in the life cycle of a plant or 

during substantially the whole plant life cycle. Increased growth rate during the early stages in 

the life cycle of a plant may reflect enhanced vigour. The increase in growth rate may alter the 

harvest cycle of a plant allowing plants to be sown later and/or harvested sooner than would 

otherwise be possible (a similar effect may be obtained with earlier flowering time). If the 
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growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of the same 

plant species (for example sowing and harvesting of rice plants followed by sowing and 

harvesting of further rice plants all within one conventional growing period). Similarly，if the 

growth rate is sufficiently increased，it may allow for the further sowing of seeds of different 

plants species (for example the sowing and harvesting of corn plants followed by，for example， 
the sowing and optional harvesting of soybean，potato or any other suitable plant). Harvesting 

additional times from the same rootstock in the case of some crop plants may also be possible. 

Altering the harvest cycle of a plant may lead to an increase in annual biomass production per 
acre (due to an increase in the number of times (say in a year) that any particular plant may be 

grown and harvested). An increase in growth rate may also allow for the cultivation of 

transgenic plants in a wider geographical area than their wild-type counterparts，since the 

territorial limitations for growing a crop are often determined by adverse environmental 
conditions either at the time of planting (early season) or at the time of harvesting (late 

season). Such adverse conditions may be avoided if the harvest cycle is shortened. The 

growth rate may be determined by deriving various parameters from growth curves， such 

parameters may be: Τ-Mid (the time taken for plants to reach 50% of their maximal size) and 

Τ-90 (time taken for plants to reach 90% of their maximal size)，amongst others.

According to a preferred feature of the present invention，performance of the methods of the 
invention gives plants having an increased growth rate relative to control plants when grown 

under abiotic stress conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided 

a method for increasing the growth rate of plants under abiotic stress conditions，which method 

comprises modulating expression, preferably increasing expression, in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a SYR polypeptide as defined herein.

An increase in yield and/or growth rate occurs when the plant is exposed to various abiotic 

stresses compared to control plants. Plants typically respond to exposure to stress by growing 

more slowly. In conditions of severe stress，the plant may even stop growing altogether. Mild 

stress on the other hand is defined herein as being any stress to which a plant is exposed 

which does not result in the plant ceasing to grow altogether without the capacity to resume 

growth. Mild stress in the sense of the invention leads to a reduction in the growth of the 

stressed plants of less than 40%，35% or 30%，preferably less than 25%，20% or 15%，more 
preferably less than 14%，13%，12%，11% or 10% or less in comparison to the control plant 

under non-stress conditions. Due to advances in agricultural practices (irrigation，fertilization， 

pesticide treatments) severe stresses are not often encountered in cultivated crop plants. As a 

consequence，the compromised growth induced by mild stress is often an undesirable feature 

for agriculture. Mild stresses are the everyday biotic and/or abiotic (environmental) stresses to 
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which a plant is exposed. Abiotic stresses may be due to drought or excess water，anaerobic 

stress，salt stress，chemical toxicity，oxidative stress and hot，cold or freezing temperatures. 

The abiotic stress may be an osmotic stress caused by a water stress (particularly due to 

drought)，salt stress，oxidative stress or an ionic stress. In a particular embodiment，the abiotic 

stress is the reduced availability of one or more nutrients that need to be assimilated by the 

plants for growth and development. Biotic stresses are typically those stresses caused by 

pathogens，such as bacteria，viruses，fungi and insects.

In particular，the methods of the present invention may be performed under stress conditions， 

preferably under conditions of reduced availability of one or more nutrients，or under conditions 

of mHd drought to give plants having increased yield relative to control plants. As reported in 

Wang et al. (Planta (2003) 218: 1-14)，abiotic stress leads to a series of morphological， 

physiological，biochemical and molecular changes that adversely affect plant growth and 
productivity. Drought，salinity，extreme temperatures and oxidative stress are known to be 

interconnected and may induce growth and cellular damage through similar mechanisms. 
Rabbani et al. (Plant Physiol (2003) 133: 1755-1767) describes a particularly high degree of 

“cross talk” between drought stress and high-salinity stress. For example，drought and/or 

salinisation are manifested primarily as osmotic stress， resulting in the disruption of 

homeostasis and ion distribution in the cell. Oxidative stress，which frequently accompanies 
high or low temperature，salinity or drought stress，may cause denaturing of functional and 

structural proteins. As a consequence，these diverse environmental stresses often activate 

similar cell signalling pathways and cellular responses， such as the production of stress 

proteins，up-regulation of anti-oxidants，accumulation of compatible solutes and growth arrest. 

The term “non-stress” conditions as used herein are those environmental conditions that allow 

optimal growth of plants. Persons skilled in the art are aware of normal soil conditions and 

climatic conditions for a given location.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under abiotic stress conditions 

or under mild drought conditions increased yield relative to control plants grown under 

comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present invention，there is provided a 

method for increasing yield in plants grown under abiotic stress conditions or under mild 
drought conditions，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a SYR polypeptide.

Performance of the methods of the invention gives plants grown under conditions of nutrient 

deficiency，particularly under conditions of nitrogen deficiency，increased yield relative to 
control plants grown under comparable conditions. Therefore，according to the present 
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invention，there is provided a method for increasing yield in plants grown under conditions of 
nutrient deficiency，which method comprises increasing expression in a plant of a nucleic acid 

encoding a SYR polypeptide. Nutrient deficiency may result from a lack of nutrients such as 

nitrogen， phosphates and other phosphorous-containing compounds， potassium， calcium， 
radmium，magnesium，manganese，iron and boron，amongst others.

The present invention encompasses plants or parts thereof (including seeds) obtainable by the 

methods according to the present invention. The plants or parts thereof comprise a nucleic 

acid transgene encoding a SYR polypeptide as defined above.

The invention also provides genetic constructs and vectors to facilitate introduction and/or 

expression in plants of nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides. The gene constructs may be 

inserted into vectors，which may be commercially available，suitable for transforming into 

plants and suitable for expression of the gene of interest in the transformed cells. The 

invention also provides use of a gene construct as defined herein in the methods of the 

invention.

More specifically，the present invention provides a construct comprising:

(a) a nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide as defined above;

(b) one or more control sequences capable of driving expression of the nucleic acid 

sequence of (a); and optionally

(c) a transcription termination sequence.

Preferably，the nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide is as defined above. The term 

“control sequence" and “termination sequence" are as defined herein.

Plants are transformed with a vector comprising any of the nucleic acids described above. The 

skilled artisan is well aware of the genetic elements that must be present on the vector in order 

to successfully transform，select and propagate host cells containing the sequence of interest. 

The sequence of interest is operably linked to one or more control sequences (at least to a 
promoter).

Advantageously，any type of promoter，whether natural or synthetic，may be used to drive 

expression of the nucleic acid sequence. A constitutive promoter is particularly useful in the 

methods. See the “Definitions" section herein for definitions of the various promoter types.
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It should be clear that the applicability of the present invention is not restricted to the SYR 

polypeptide—encoding nucleic acid represented by SEQ ID NO: 251，nor is the applicability of 

the invention restricted to expression of a SYR polypeptide—encoding nucleic acid when driven 

by a constitutive promoter.

The constitutive promoter is preferably a G0S2 promoter，preferably a G0S2 promoter from 

rice. Further preferably the constitutive promoter is represented by a nucleic acid sequence 

substantially similar to SEQ ID NO: 255 or SEQ ID NO: 58，most preferably the constitutive 

promoter is as represented by SEQ ID NO: 255 or SEQ ID NO: 58. See Table 2a in the 

“Definitions” section herein for further examples of useful constitutive promoters.

Optionally，one or more terminator sequences may be used in the construct introduced into a 

plant. Additional regulatory elements may include transcriptional as well as translational 

enhancers. Those skilled in the art will be aware of terminator and enhancer sequences that 

may be suitable for use in performing the invention. An intron sequence may also be added to 

the 5' untranslated region (UTR) or in the coding sequence to increase the amount of the 

mature message that accumulates in the cytosol，as described in the definitions section, other 
control sequences (besides promoter，enhancer，silencer，intron sequences，3'UTR and/or 

5'UTR regions) may be protein and/or RNA stabilizing elements. Such sequences would be 

known or may readily be obtained by a person skilled in the art.

The genetic constructs of the invention may further include an origin of replication sequence 

that is required for maintenance and/or replication in a specific cell type. One example is when 

a genetic construct is required to be maintained in a bacterial cell as an episomal genetic 

element (e.g. plasmid or cosmid molecule). Preferred origins of replication include，but are not 

limited to, the fl-or¡ and colE1.

For the detection of the successful transfer of the nucleic acid sequences as used in the 

methods of the invention and/or selection of transgenic plants comprising these nucleic acids， 

it is advantageous to use marker genes (or reporter genes). Therefore，the genetic construct 

may optionally comprise a selectable marker gene. Selectable markers are described in more 

detail in the “definitions" section herein.

It is known that upon stable or transient integration of nucleic acids into plant cells，only a 

minority of the cells takes up the foreign DNA and，if desired，integrates it into its genome， 

depending on the expression vector used and the transfection technique used. To identify and 

select these integrants，a gene coding for a selectable marker (such as the ones described
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above) is usually introduced into the host cells together with the gene of interest. These 

markers can for example be used in mutants in which these genes are not functional by，for 

example，deletion by conventional methods. Furthermore，nucleic acid molecules encoding a 

selectable marker can be introduced into a host cell on the same vector that comprises the 

sequence encoding the polypeptides of the invention or used in the methods of the invention， 

or else in a separate vector. Cells which have been stably transfected with the introduced 

nucleic acid can be identified for example by selection (for example，cells which have 

integrated the selectable marker survive whereas the other cells die). The marker genes may 

be removed or excised from the transgenic cell once they are no longer needed. Techniques 

for marker gene removal are known in the art，useful techniques are described above in the 

definitions section.

The invention also provides a method for the production of transgenic plants having，when 

grown under abiotic stress conditions，enhanced yield-related traits relative to control plants， 

comprising introduction and expression in a plant of any nucleic acid encoding a SYR 

polypeptide as defined hereinabove.

More specifically，the present invention provides a method for the production of transgenic 

plants having increased enhanced yield-related traits, particularly increased (seed) yield and/or 

increased biomass，which method comprises:
(i) introducing and expressing in a plant or plant cell a SYR polypeptide-encoding 

nucleic acid; and

(¡¡) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and development.

The nucleic acid of (i) may be any of the nucleic acids capable of encoding a SYR polypeptide 

as defined herein.

The nucleic acid may be introduced directly into a plant cell or into the plant itself (including 

introduction into a tissue，organ or any other part of a plant). According to a preferred feature 

of the present invention，the nucleic acid is preferably introduced into a plant by transformation. 

The term "transformation" is described in more detail in the “definitions" section herein.

The genetically modified plant cells can be regenerated via all methods with which the skilled 

worker is familiar. Suitable methods can be found in the abovementioned publications by S.D. 
Kung and R. Wu，Potrykus or Höfgen and WHImitzer.
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Generally after transformation，plant cells or cell groupings are selected for the presence of 

one or more markers which are encoded by plant-expressible genes со-transferred with the 

gene of interest，following which the transformed material is regenerated into a whole plant■ 

To select transformed plants，the plant material obtained in the transformation ¡s，as a rute， 

subjected to selective conditions so that transformed plants can be distinguished from 

untransformed plants■ For example，the seeds obtained in the above-described manner can be 

planted and，after an initial growing period，subjected to a suitable selection by spraying. A 

further possibility consists in growing the seeds，if appropriate after sterilization，on agar plates 

using a suitable selection agent so that only the transformed seeds can grow into plants. 

Alternatively，the transformed plants are screened for the presence of a selectable marker 

such as the ones described above.

Following DNA transfer and regeneration， putatively transformed plants may also be 

evaluated，for instance using Southern analysis，for the presence of the gene of interest，copy 

number and/or genomic organisation. Alternatively or additionally，expression levels of the 

newly introduced DNA may be monitored using Northern and/or Western analysis，both 

techniques being well known to persons having ordinary skill in the art.

The generated transformed plants may be propagated by a variety of means，such as by clonal 
propagation or classical breeding techniques. For example， a first generation (or Tl) 

transformed plant may be selfed and homozygous second-generation (or Τ2) transformants 

selected，and the Τ2 plants may then further be propagated through classical breeding 

techniques. The generated transformed organisms may take a variety of forms. For example， 

they may be chimeras of transformed cells and non-transformed cells; clonal transformants 

(e.g.，all cells transformed to contain the expression cassette); grafts of transformed and 

untransformed tissues (e.g.，in plants，a transformed rootstock grafted to an untransformed 
scion).

The present invention clearly extends to any plant cell or plant produced by any of the methods 

described herein，and to all plant parts and propagules thereof. The present invention extends 

further to encompass the progeny of a primary transformed or transfected cell，tissue，organ or 

whole plant that has been produced by any of the aforementioned methods，the only 
requirement being that progeny exhibit the same genotypic and/or phenotypic characteristic(s) 

as those produced by the parent in the methods according to the invention.

The invention also includes host cells containing an isolated nucleic acid encoding a SYR 

polypeptide as defined hereinabove. Preferred host cells according to the invention are plant 
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cells■ Host plants for the nucleic acids or the vector used in the method according to the 
invention，the expression cassette or construct or vector are，in principle，advantageously all 

plants，which are capable of synthesizing the polypeptides used in the inventive method.

The methods of the invention are advantageously applicable to any plant. Plants that are 

particularly useful in the methods of the invention include all plants which belong to the 

superfamily Viridiplantae，in particular monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants including 

fodder or forage legumes，ornamental plants，food crops，trees or shrubs. According to a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention，the plant is a crop plant. Examples of crop 

plants include soybean， sunflower， canola， alfalfa， rapeseed， cotton， tomato， potato and 

tobacco. Further preferably， the plant is a monocotyledonous plant. Examples of 

monocotyledonous plants include sugarcane. More preferably the plant is a cereal. Examples 
of cereals include rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，rye，triticale，sorghum and oats.

The invention also extends to harvestable parts of a plant such as，but not limited to seeds， 

leaves，fruits，flowers，stems，rhizomes，tubers and bulbs. The invention furthermore relates to 

products derived，preferably directly derived，from a harvestable part of such a plant，such as 

dry pellets or powders，oil，fat and fatty acids，starch or proteins.

According to a preferred feature of the invention，the modulated expression is increased 

expression. Methods for increasing expression of nucleic acids or genes，or gene products， 

are well documented in the art and examples are provided in the definitions section.

As mentioned above，a preferred method for modulating (preferably，increasing) expression of 

a nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide is by introducing and expressing in a plant a 

nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide; however the effects of performing the method，¡.e. 

enhancing yield-related traits may also be achieved using other well known techniques， 
including but not limited to T-DNA activation tagging，TILLING，homologous recombination. A 

description of these techniques is provided in the definitions section.

The present invention also encompasses use of nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides as 

described herein and use of these SYR polypeptides in enhancing any of the aforementioned 

yield-related traits in plants when grown under abiotic stress conditions.

Nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptide described herein， or the SYR polypeptides 

themselves，may find use in breeding programmes in which a DNA marker is identified which 

may be genetically linked to a SYR polypeptide—encoding gene. The nucleic acids/genes，or 
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the SYR polypeptides themselves may be used to define a molecular marker. This DNA or 
protein marker may then be used in breeding programmes to select plants having enhanced 

yield-related traits as defined hereinabove in the methods of the invention.

Allelic variants of a SYR polypeptide-encoding nucleic acid/gene may also find use in marker- 

assisted breeding programmes. Such breeding programmes sometimes require introduction of 

allelic variation by mutagenic treatment of the plants，using for example EMS mutagenesis; 

alternatively，the programme may start with a collection of allelic variants of so called “natural” 

origin caused unintentionally. Identification of allelic variants then takes place，for example，by 

PCR. This is followed by a step for selection of superior allelic variants of the sequence in 

question and which give increased yield. Selection is typically carried out by monitoring growth 

performance of plants containing different allelic variants of the sequence in question. Growth 

performance may be monitored in a greenhouse or in the field. Further optional steps include 
crossing plants in which the superior allelic variant was identified with another plant. This 

could be used，for example，to make a combination of interesting phenotypic features.

Nucleic acids encoding SYR polypeptides may also be used as probes for genetically and 

physically mapping the genes that they are a part of，and as markers for traits linked to those 
genes. Such information may be useful in plant breeding in order to develop lines with desired 

phenotypes. Such use of SYR polypeptide-encoding nucleic acids requires only a nucleic acid 

sequence of at least 15 nucleotides in length. The SYR polypeptide-encoding nucleic acids 

may be used as restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers. Southern blots 

(Sambrook」，Fritsch EF and Maniatis T (1989) Molecular Cloning，A Laboratory Manual) of 

restriction-digested plant genomic DNA may be probed with the SYR-encoding nucleic acids. 

The resulting banding patterns may then be subjected to genetic analyses using computer 

programs such as MapMaker (Lander et al. (1987) Genomics 1: 174-181) in order to construct 

a genetic map. In addition，the nucleic acids may be used to probe Southern blots containing 

restriction endonuclease-treated genomic DNAs of a set of individuals representing parent and 

progeny of a defined genetic cross. Segregation of the DNA polymorphisms is noted and used 

to calculate the position of the SYR polypeptide-encoding nucleic acid in the genetic map 
previously obtained using this population (Botstein et al. (1980) Am. J. Hum. Genet. 32:314- 

331).

The production and use of plant gene-derived probes for use in genetic mapping is described 

in Bernatzky and Tanksley (1986) Plant Mol. Biol. Reporter 4: 37-41. Numerous publications 

describe genetic mapping of specific cDNA clones using the methodology outlined above or 

variations thereof. For example，F2 intercross populations，backcross populations，randomly
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mated populations，near isogenic lines，and other sets of individuals may be used for mapping. 

Such methodologies are well known to those skilled in the art.

The nucleic acid probes may also be used for physical mapping (¡.e.，placement of sequences 

on physical maps; see Hoheisel et al. In: Non-mammalian Genomic Analysis: A Practical 

Guide，Academic press 1996, pp. 319-346, and references cited therein).

In another embodiment，the nucleic acid probes may be used in direct fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH) mapping (Trask (1991) Trends Genet. 7:149-154). Although current 

methods of FISH mapping favour use of large clones (several kb to several hundred kb; see 

Laan et al. (1995) Genome Res. 5:13-20)，improvements in sensitivity may allow performance 

of FISH mapping using shorter probes.

A variety of nucleic acid amplification-based methods for genetic and physical mapping may be 

carried out using the nucleic acids. Examples include allele-specific amplification (Kazazian 

(1989) J. Lab. Clin. Med 11:95-96)，polymorphism of PCR-amplified fragments (CAPS; 

Sheffield et al. (1993) Genomics 16:325-332)，allele-specific ligation (Landegren et al. (1988) 

Science 241:1077-1080)，nucleotide extension reactions (Sokolov (1990) Nucleic Acid Res. 
18:3671)，Radiation Hybrid Mapping (Walter et al. (1997) Nat. Genet. 7:22-28) and Happy 

Mapping (Dear and Cook (1989) Nucleic Acid Res. 17:6795-6807). For these methods，the 

sequence of a nucleic acid is used to design and produce primer pairs for use in the 

amplification reaction or in primer extension reactions. The design of such primers is well 

known to those skilled in the art. In methods employing PCR-based genetic mapping，it may be 

necessary to identify DNA sequence differences between the parents of the mapping cross in 

the region corresponding to the instant nucleic acid sequence. This，however，is generally not 

necessary for mapping methods.

The methods according to the present invention result in plants having enhanced yield-related 

traits，as described hereinbefore. These traits may also be combined with other economically 

advantageous traits，such as further yield-enhancing traits，tolerance to other abiotic and biotic 

stresses，traits modifying various architectural features and/or biochemical and/or physiological 

features.

Description of figures
ERLK

Figure 1 gives an overview of the group of receptor kinase proteins，classified according to 

their extracellular region (Shiu and Bleecker, 2001). The vertical line marked as TM indicates 
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the transmembrane domain. On the left，locus names or MAtDB names are provided of 

representative proteins. RLCK stands for receptor-like cytoplasmic kinase，RLK stands for 

receptor-like kinase. The domain names are given according to the SMART and Pfam 

databases.

Figure 2 shows the domain organization of the ERLK protein used in the present invention 

(SEQ ID NO: 2): indicated in bold: low complexity domain，underlined: transmembrane domain， 

italics underlined: kinase domain. The analysis was done with SMART.

Figure 3 gives a multiple alignment of the proteins listed as SEQ ID NO: 2, SEQ ID NO: 14,

SEQ ID NO: 16, SEQ ID NO: 18, SEQ ID NO: 20, SEQ ID NO: 22, SEQ ID NO: 24, SEQ ID

NO: 26, SEQ ID NO: 28, SEQ ID NO: 30, SEQ ID NO: 34, SEQ ID NO: 38, SEQ ID NO: 40,

SEQ ID NO: 42, SEQ ID NO: 44, SEQ ID NO: 46, SEQ ID NO: 48, SEQ ID NO: 50, SEQ ID

N0:52，SEQ ID NO: 54 and SEQ ID NO: 56. The alignment was made with CLUSTAL w

(1.83) ，weight matrix: BLOSUM，gap opening penalty: 11，gap extension penalty: 1.

Figure 4 shows a map of the binary plasmid рОЗО，used for increasing expression in Oryza 

sativa of an Arabidopsis ERLK-encoding nucleic acid under the control of a G0S2 promoter 

(SEQ ID NO: 58).

FBI

Fig. 5 is a schematic presentation of the structure of FBXW polypeptides in plants. The relative 

position of the different features is shown: the F-box (PFAM PFOO646)，the WD40 domain (with 

seven individual WD40 repeats as in PFAM PFOO4OO)，and Motifs 1 to 5 as represented 
respectively by SEQ ID NO: 97 to 101.

Fig. 6 shows a multiple sequence alignment of plant FBXW polypeptides using CLUSTAL w

(1.83) (at GenomeNet service at the Kyoto University Bioinformatics Center)，and default 

values (Blosum 62 as weight matrix，gap open penalty of 10; gap extension penalty of 0.05). 

The F-box and the WD40 repeats are boxed. Motif 1 and Motif 2 are both marked by a curly 

bracket. Mot fs 3, 4 and 5 are underlined by a black box.

Fig. 7 shows a binary vector pl 017, for increased expression in Oryza sativa of an Arabidopsis 

thaliana nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide under the control of a G0S2 promoter 

(SEQ ID NO: 58).
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RANBP
Fig. 8 shows an alignment of RANBP polypeptides as defined hereinabove. The sequences 

were aligned using AlignX program from Vector NTI suite (InforMax，Bethesda，MD). Multiple 

alignment was done with a gap opening penalty of 10 and a gap extension of 0.01. Minor 

manual editing was also carried out where necessary to better position some conserved 
regions. Motif II，III，IV，V，VI and VII are indicated.

Fig. 9 shows a binary vector pO72, for increased expression in Oryza sativa of a Zea Mays 

RANBP-encoding nucleic acid under the control of a prolamin promoter (internal reference 

PRO0090).

Fig. 10 shows a binary vector pO74, for increased expression in Oryza sativa of an Arabidopsis 

thaliana RANBP-encoding nucleic acid under the control of a prolamin promoter (internal 

reference PRO0090).

كالج
Figure 11 gives a graphical overview of maize and rice GLK genes (Rossini et al.，2001). The 

horizontal lines represent the untranslated transcribed regions (UTRs). Boxes represent 

different domains of the coding regions as indicated. NLS is the predicted nuclear localisation 

signal，DBD is the putative DNA binding domain，which comprises the GARP domain. White 

triangles designate position of the introns present in all four genes; black triangles designate 

the position of the intron that is not found in the G2 gene. Note that although OsGLKI is 

predicted to have a nuclear localisation，it was not possible to predict with high confidence the 

presence of a NLS sequence.

Figure 12 shows the domain organization of the GLK protein used in the present invention 

(SEQ ID NO: 157). The GARP domain (bold) has some resemblance to the MYB domain 

(indicated in italics，as identified by SMART); the GCT domain is underlined.

Figure 13 gives a multiple alignment of the proteins listed as SEQ ID NO: 157 (OsGLKI)，SEQ 

ID NO: 169 (0sGLK2)，SEQ ID NO: 171 (AtGLKI), SEQ ID NO: 173 (AtGLK2), SEQ ID NO: 

175 (PpGLKI), SEQ ID NO: 177 (PpGLK2)，SEQ ID NO: 179 (ZmGLKI), SEQ ID NO: 181 

(ZmG2)，SEQ ID NO: 183 (TaGLKI), SEQ ID NO: 185 (AcGLKI), SEQ ID NO: 189 (SbGLKI), 

SEQ ID NO: 193 (OsGLKIvar). The alignment was made with CLUSTAL w (1.83)，weight 

matrix: BLOSUM，gap opening penalty: 10, gap extension penalty: 0.05.
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Figure 14 shows a map of the binary plasmid pO45, used for increasing expression in Oryza 

sativa of an Oryza sativa GLK-encoding nucleic acid under the control of a G0S2 promoter 

(SEQ ID NO: 58)■

REV AHDZipZSTART

Fig. 15 shows a phylogram of class III HDZip polypeptides. There are two monocot REV 

polypeptides (Oryza sativa) that cluster up with a single dicot REV polypeptide (Arabidopsis 

thaliana). The circle indicates the clade of REV polypeptides of which the REV nucleic acid 

sequences AHDZip/START may be useful in performing the methods of the invention. After 

Floyd et al. (2006) Genetics 173(1): 373-88

Fig. 16. Neighbour-joining tree output after a multiple sequence alignment of all class III HDZip 

polypeptides from Arabidopsis thaliana (5 in total) and Oryza sativa (5 in total)，including 

examples of REV polypeptide orthologues and paralogues (see Example 27)，using CLUSTAL 

w (1.83) (at GenomeNet service at the Kyoto University Bioinformatics Center)，and default 

values (Blosum 62 as weight matrix，gap open penalty of 10; gap extension penalty of 0.05). 

The polypeptides of the REV branch are indicated by the curly bracket，and are separated from 

the other four class III HDZip polypeptides by the bold line. The circle indicates the REV 
branching out point.

Fig. 17 is a schematic representation of a full—length REV polypeptide. REV polypeptides 

comprise from N-terminus to С-terminus: (i) a homeodomain (HD) domain，for DNA binding: (¡¡) 

a leucine zipper (Zip)，for protein-protein interaction; (¡¡¡) a START domain for lipid/sterol 

binding (comprising a miRNA complementary binding site，mirl 65/166)，and (¡V) a C-terminal 
region (CTR)，of undefined function. For example，in one REV polypeptide from Oryza sativa 

as represented by SEQ ID NO: 199, the HD spans amino acids 27 to 87, the leucine zipper 

amino acids 91 to 127, the START domain amino acids 166 to 376 and the CTR amino acids 

377 to 840.

Fig. 18 is a multiple sequence alignment of full length REV polypeptides of which the REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequences are useful in performing the methods according to the 

invention，using CLUSTAL w (1.83) (at GenomeNet service at the Kyoto University 

Bioinformatics Center)，and default values (Blosum 62 as weight matrix，gap open penalty of 

10; gap extension penalty of 0.05). The homeodomain，the leucine zipper，the START domain 

and the CTR are heavily boxed.

Fig. 19 is a multiple sequence alignment of the CTR of REV polypeptides (both full length and 
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partial polypeptides，as listed in Example 27)，of which the REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequences are useful in performing the methods according to the invention，using CLUSTAL 

w (1.83) (at GenomeNet service at the Kyoto University Bioinformatics Center)，and default 

values (Blosum 62 as weight matrix，gap open penalty of 10; gap extension penalty of 0.05

Fig. 20 represents the binary vectors pO443 and pO448 for reduction of an endogenous REV 

gene expression in Ozyza sativa, using respectively the REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequence as represented by SEQ ID NO: 194 (encoding a partial CTR from a REV 

polypeptide) and the REV nucleic acid sequence as represented by SEQ ID NO: 198 

(encoding the entire REV polypeptide). The nucleic acid sequences are cloned as inverted 

repeats separated by a non-coding region (here a partial matrix attachment fegion (MAR) from 

tobacco) with the aim of obtaining an mRNA with a hairpin conformation. A constitutive 

promoter (PRO0129) controls the expression of both nucleic acid sequences SEQ ID NO: 194 
and SEQ ID NO: 198 in the two different plasmids.

CLE
Fig. 21 shows the domain organisation of the CLE-like polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 233: in 

italics: signal sequence，the conserved Arg residue needed for proteolytic processing is 

indicated in bo d (here Arg73)，the CLE domain is underlined.

Fig. 22. gives a multiple alignment of CLE—like polypeptides: a single dot below the sequence 

alignment indicates a less conserved substitution，a colon indicates a conserved substitution， 

an asterisk indicates a conserved residue in all sequences.

Fig. 23 represents the binary vector pO68 for endogenous gene silencing in Oryza sativa, 

preferentially using the nucleic acid sequence encoding a CLE-like polypeptide，or a part 

thereof， using a hairpin construct under the control of an endosperm-specific promoter 

(PRO90).

SYRNUE
Fig. 24 gives an overview of of the conserved motifs present in SEQ ID NO: 252. The leucine 

rich domain is underlined，the conserved motifs 1，2 and 3 are indicated in bold and the 

sequence in italics represents the putative N-glycosylation site with the putative protein kinase 

c phosphorylation site.

Fig. 25 shows a multiple alignment of various SYR proteins. The asterisks indicate identical 

amino acid residues， the colons represent highly conserved substitutions and the dots
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represent less conserved substitutions. With the information from Figure 1， the various 

domains and conserved motifs in SEQ ID NO: 252 can be easily identified in the other SYR 

proteins.

Fig. 26 shows binary vector pG0S2::SYR for transformation and expression ¡n Oryza sativa of 

an Oryza sativa SYR nucleic acid under the control of a rice G0S2 promoter.

Fig. 27 details examples of sequences useful in performing the methods according to the 

present invention，or useful in isolating such sequences. Sequences may result from public 

EST assemblies，with lesser quality sequencing. As a consequence，a few nucleic acid 

substitutions may be expected. Both 5' and 3' UTRs may also be used for the performing the 
methods of the invention. SEQ ID NO: 1 to SEQ ID NO: 58 relate to ERLK; SEQ ID NO: 58 to 

SEQ ID NO: 112 relate to FBXWD4O; SEQ ID NO: 113 to SEQ ID NO: 155 relate to RANBP; 

SEQ ID NO: 156 to SEQ ID NO: 193 and SEQ ID NO: 58 relate to GLK; SEQ ID NO: 194 to 

SEQ ID NO: 231 and SEQ ID NO: 58 relate to REV △HDZip/START; SEQ ID NO: 232 to SEQ 

ID NO: 250 relate to CLE; SEQ ID NO: 58 and SEQ ID NO: 251 to SEQ ID NO: 292 relate to 

SYR. SEQ ID NO: 276 represents the ARGOS protein sequence (GenBank accession 

ΑΥ305869).

Examples
The present invention will now be described with reference to the following examples，which 

are by way of illustration alone. The following examples are not intended to completely define 

or otherwise limit the scope of the invention.

DNA manipulation: unless otherwise stated，recombinant DNA techniques are performed 

according to standard protocols described in (Sambrook (2001) Molecular Cloning: a 

laboratory manual，3rd Edition Cod Spring Harbor Laboratory Press，CSH，New York) or in 

Volumes 1 and 2 of Ausubel et al. (1994)，Current Protocols in Molecular Biology，Current 

Protocols. Standard materials and methods for plant molecular work are described in Plant 

Molecular Biology Labfax (1993) by R.D.D. Croy，published by BIOS Scientific Publications Ltd 

(UK) and Blackwell Scientific Publications (UK).

Example 1: Identification of homologues of the ERLK protein of SEQ ID N٥: 2 in 

Arabidopsis, rice and other plant specieSi
Sequences (full length cDNA，ESTs or genomic) related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention were identified amongst those maintained in the Entrez 

Nucleotides database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information using database
^٠١٦
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j. Mol. Biol. 215:403-410; and Altschul et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res. 25:3389-3402). This 

program is typically used to find regions of local similarity between sequences by comparing 

nucleic acid or polypeptide sequences to sequence databases and by calculating the statistical 

significance of matches. The polypeptide encoded by the nucleic acid of the present invention 
was used with the TBLASTN algorithm，with default settings and the filter for ignoring low 

complexity sequences was set off. The output of the analysis was viewed by pairwise 

comparison，and ranked according to the probability score (E-value)，where the score reflect 

the probability that a particular alignment occurs by chance (the lower the E-value，the more 

significant the hit). In addition to E-values，comparisons were also scored by percentage 

identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) 

between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. In 

some instances， the default parameters may be adjusted to modify the stringency of the 
search.

Rice sequences and EST sequences from various plant species may also be obtained from 

other databases，such as КОМЕ (Knowledge-based Oryza Molecular biological Encyclopedia; 

Kikuchi et al.，Science 301，376-379, 2003)，Sputnik (Rudd，s.，Nucleic Acids Res.，33: D622 - 

D627，2005) or the Eukaryotic Gene Orthologs database (EGO，hosted by The Institute for 
Genomic Research). These databases are searchable with the BLAST tool. SEQ ID NO: 11 

to SEQ ID NO: 56 are nucleic acid and protein sequences of homologues of SEQ ID NO: 2 

and were obtained from the above-mentioned databases using SEO ID NO: 2 as a query 

sequence.

Table A: Nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence (SEQ ID NO: 1) useful 

in the methods of the present invention，and the corresponding deduced polypeptides.

Plant Source Nucleic acid SEQ ID NO: Protein SEQ ID NO:
Arabidopsis thaliana ERLK 2

Arabidopsis thaliana 11 12

Arabidopsis thaliana ΝΜ_104355.2 13 14

Arabidopsis thaliana At3g58690 15 16

Arabidopsis thaliana At3g58690 17 18

Arabidopsis thaliana ألمةآلء٢ل2٢ل٩٢ل 19 20

Arabidopsis thaliana At5g56890 2٩ 22

Arabidopsis thaliana آحآل؛2ى2٢ة،ل٢ل٢ل 23 24

Oryza sativa 0s¡093820.1 25 26

Oryza sativa 0s¡015947.1 27 28

Oryza sativa 0s¡003977.2 29 30
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Oryza sativa Osi003977 31 32

Oryza sativa 0s¡000040.5 33 34

Oryza sativa Ozsa8316 35 36

Oryza sativa 0s¡001397.3 37 38

Oryza sativa 0s¡000142.1 39 40

Oryza sativa 0s¡009054.1 41 42

Oryza sativa 0s¡001078.4 43 44

Saccharum officinarum TC15181 45 46

Glycine max TC196912 47 48

Solanum tuberosum ٩^٦٢٠ ^5 49 50

Nicotiana tabacum ٢ύ\2 51 52

Medicago truncatula 53 54

Populus sp TC25O47 55 56
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Example 2: Determination of global similarity and identity between ،Ле kinase 
domains of ERLK proteins.
Percentages of similarity and identity between the kinase domains of ERLK proteins were 

determined using MatGAT (Matrix Global Alignment Tool) software (ВМС Bioinformatics. 2003 
4:29. MatGAT: an application that generates similarity/identity matrices using protein or DNA 

sequences. Campanella JJ，Bitincka L，Smalley J; software hosted by Ledion Bitincka). 

MatGAT software generates similarity/identity matrices for DNA or protein sequences without 

needing pre-alignment of the data. The program performs a series of pair-wise alignments 
using the Myers and Miller global alignment algorithm (with a gap opening penalty of 12, and a 

gap extension penalty of 2)，calculates similarity and identity using for example Blosum 62 (for 

polypeptides)，and then places the results in a distance matrix. Sequence similarity is shown in 

the bottom half of the dividing line and sequence identity is shown in the top half of the 

diagonal dividing line. The sequence of SEQ ID NO: 2 is indicated as number 1 in the matrix.

Results of the software analysis are shown in Table c for the global similarity and identity over 

the kinase domains of the ERLK polypeptides. The kinase domains were delineated using the 

SMART tool and the obtained sequences are listed in Table B. Percentage identity is given 

above the diagonal (in bold) and percentage similarity is given below the diagonal (normal 

font). Percentage identity between kinase domains of ERLK paralogues and orthologues of 

CDS845 (SEQ ID NO: 2) ranges between 30% and 68.8%.
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Table B: sequences of the kinase domains as obtained upon analysis with SMART and used 

in the MATGAT analysis:
CDS0845 FSEEKKIGNGDVYKGVLSDGTVAAIKKLHMFNDNASNQKHEERSFRLVQRSTSRLQCPYLVELL

GYCADQNHRILIYEFMPNGTVEHHLHDHNFKNLKDRPQPLDWGARLRIALDCARALEFLHENTI
STVIHRNFKCTNILLDQNNRAKVSDFGLAKTGSDKLNGEISTRVIGTTGYLAPEYASTGKLTTK
SDVYSYGIVLLQLLTGRTPIDSRRPRGQDVLVSWALPRLTNREKISEMVDPTMKGQYSQKDLIQ 
VAAIAAVCVQPEASYRPLMTDWHSL

NP 175879 FSEEKKIGNGDVYKGVLSDGTVAAIKKLHMFNDNASNQKHEERSFRLEVDLLSRLQCPYLVELL
GYCADQNHRILIYEFMPNGTVEHHLHDHNFKNLKDRPQPLDWGARLRIALDCARALEFLHENTI
STVIHRNFKCTNILLDQNNRAKVSDFGLAKTGSDKLNGEISTRVIGTTGYLAPEYASTGKLTTK
SDVYSYGIVLLQLLTGRTPIDSRRPRGQDVLVSWALPRLTNREKISEMVDPTMKGQYSQKDLIQ 
VAAIAAVCVQPEASYRPLMTDWHSL
FSKSNWGNGGFGLVYRGVLNDGRKVAIKLMDHAGKQGEEEFKMEVELLSRLRSPYLLALLGYC
SDNSHKLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYLPNRSGSVPPRLDWETRMRIAVEAAKGLEYLHEQVSPPVIH 
RDFKSSNILLDRNFNAKVSDFGLAKVGSDKAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYS 
YGWLLELLTGRVPVDMKRATGEGVLVSWALPQLADRDKWDIMDPTLEGQYSTKEWQVAAIA 
AMCVQAEADYRPLMADWQSL

At3g58690 FSKSNWGNGGFGLVYRGVLNDGRKVAIKLMDHAGKQGEEEFKMEVELLSRLRSPYLLALLGYC
s SDNSHKLLVYEF^NGGLQEHLYLPNRSGSVPPRLDWETRMRIAVEAAKGLEYLHEQVSPPVIH

RDFKSSNILLDRNFNAKVSDFGLAKVGSDKAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYS 
YGWLLELLTGRVPVDMKRATGEGVLVSWALPQLADRDKWDIMDPTLEGQYSTKEWQVAAIA 
AMCVQAEADYRPLMADWQSL·

AT4G02010 FESASILGEGGFGKVYRGILADGTAVAIKKLTSGGPQGDKEFQVEIDMLSRLHHRNLVKLVGYY
SSRDSSQHLLCYELVPNGSLEAWLHGPLGLNCPLDWDTRMKIALDAARGLAYLHEDSQPSVIHR
DFKASNILLENNFNAKVADFGLAKQAPEGRGNHLSTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSY
GWLLELLTGRKPVDMSQPSGQENLVTWTRPVLRDKDRLEELVDSRLEGKYPKEDFIRVCTIAA 
ACVAPEASQRPTMGEWQSL

At5g56890 FDESRVLGEGGFGRVYEGVFDDGTKVAVKVLKRDDQQGSREFLAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVNLIGIC
IEDRNRSLVYELIPNGSVESHLHGIDKASSPLDWDARLKIALGAARGLAYLHEDSSPRVIHRDF 
KSSNILLENDFTPKVSDFGLARNALDDEDNRHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYG 
WLLELLTGRKPVDMSQPPGQENLVSWTRPFLTSAEGLAAIIDQSLGPEISFDSIAKVAAIASM 
aQVYNSIVIGfJI

1أي2ه2٢حل٢ل٢ل FSAKRVLGEGGFGRVYQGSMEDGTEVAVKLLTRDNQNRDREFIAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGIC
IEGRTRCLIYELVHNGSVESHLHEGTLDWDARLKIALGAARGLAYLHEDSNPRVIHRDFKASNV
LLEDDFTPKVSDFGLAREATEGSQHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLL^
TGRRPVDMSQPSGEENLVTWARPLLANREGLEQLVDPALAGTYNFDDMAKVAAIASMCVHQEVS 
HRPFMGEWQAL

Osi015947 FSECNWGRGAYGWFRGRLGDGTTAAIKRLKMDGRREGEREFRIEMGVAITAQVDLLSRMHSP
YLVGLLGYCADQSHRLLVFEFMPNGSLKSHLHRRALAPAEQPPPLDWQTRLGIALDCARALEFL
HEHSSPAVIHRDFKCSNILLDHNYRARVSDFGMAKLGSNKANGQVAAITAMCIQTKADYRPLMT 
DWQSL
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0تة٢ل٢حل3٦٦ FGRAHWGQGSFGAVYRGVLPDGRKVAVKLMDRPGKQGEEEFEMEVELLSRLRSPYLLGLIGHC
SEGGHRLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYPNGAFEKIETFSIYLVKQRPIFDKNIGHPICRRAHFSRQLI
SHKADIVGSCGGISKLDWPTRMRIALEAAKGLEYLHERVNPPVIHRDFKSSNILLDKDFRARVS 
DFGLAKLGSDRAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPDYGWLLELLTGRVPVDMKRPPGEGVLVNWALPML 
TDREKWQILDPALEGQYSLKDAVQVAAIAAMCVQQEADYRPLMADWQSL

Osi000040 FDPSSMLGEGGFGRVFKGVLTDGTAVAIKKLTSGGHQGDKEFLVEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGYY
а SNRTLGASRPLDWDTRMRIALDAARGLAYLHEDSQPCVIHRDFKASNILLEDDFHAKVSDFGLA

KQAPEGRTNYLSTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGWLLELLTGRRPVDMSQPSGQE 
NLVTWLTQMFPDLSTKSLVSHQPLLAKLSGVEILICSILTTQARPILRDKDTLEELADPKLGGQ 
YPKDDFVRVCTIAAACVSPEASQRPTMGEWQSL

Osi000040 FSNDLAIGVGGFGWYRGWDGDVKVAVKRSNPSSEQGITEFQTEVEMLSKLRHRHLVSLIGFC
b EEDGEMVLVYDYMEHGTLREHLYHNGGKPTLSWRHRLDICIGAARGLHYLHTGESHVSTWKGS

FGYLDPEYYRRQQLTDKSDVYSFGWLFEVLMARPALDPALPRDQVSLADYALACKRGGALPDV
VDPAIRDQIAPECLAKFADTAEKCLSENGTERPTMGDVLWNL

0تج٢ل٢لل3و٩ FDNSRIIGEGGFGRVYEGILEDGERVAVKILKRDDQQGTREFLAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGIC
TEEHIRCLVYELVPNGSVESHLHGSDKGTAPLYWDARLKIALGAARALAYLHEDSSPRVIHRDF 
KSSNILLEHDFTPKVSDFGLARTAIGEGNEHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGV 
VLLELLTGRKPVDILRPPGQENLVAWACPFLTSRDGLETIIDPSLGNSILFDSIAKVAAIASMC 
VQPEVDQRPFMGEWQAL

OSÍ000142 FDDSTVLGEGGreCVYQGTLEDGTRVAVKVLKRYDGQGEREFLAEVEMLGRLHHRNLVKLLGIC
VEENARCLVYELIPNGSVESHLHGVDLETAPLDWNARMKIALGAARALAYLHEDSSPCVIHRDF 
KSSNILLEHDFTPKVSDFGLARTARGEGNQHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGV 
VLLELLTGRKPVDMSRPGGQENLVSWARPLLTNWSLRQAVDPLLGPNVPLDNVAKAAAIASMC 
VQPEVAHRPSMGEWQAL

Osi009054 FDSKRVLGQGGFGRVYHGTMDGGDEIAVKLLTREDRSGDREFIAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGIC
IEHNKRCLVYELIRNGSVESHLHGADKAKGMLNWDVRMKIALGAARGLAYLHEDSNPHVIHRDF 
KGSNILLEEDFTPKVTDFGLAREATNGIQPISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGW 
LLELLSGRKPVCMSDTNGPQNLVTWARPLLCHKEGLERLIDPSLNGNFNFDDVAKVASIASMCV 
HNDPSQRPFMGEWQAL

Osi001078 FSFNKIIGEGGYGRVYRGTIDDEVDVAVKLLTRKHQNRDREFIAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGIC
IERSTRCLVFELVPNGSVESHLHGSDKIYGPLDFDTRMKIALGAARGLAYLHEDANPHVIHRDF
KASNVLLENDFTPKVADFGLAKEASEGMDHISTQVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGW 
LLELLSGRKPVDMTQPPGSENLVTWARPLLTDRDGLQQLVDPSMPAASYGFEKLAKAAAIASMC 
VHVEASHRPFMGEWQAL

TC15181 FGRAHMVGQGSFGAVYRGVLPDGRKVAVKLMDRPGKQGEEEFEMEVELLSRLRSPYLLGLIGHC
SEGGHRLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYPNRGSCGGISKLDWDTRMRIALEAAKGLEYLHERVNPPVIH
RDFKSSNILLDKDFHARVSDFGLTKLGSDRAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYS
YGWLLELLTGRVPVDMKRPPGEGVLVNWALPMLTDREKWRILDPALEGQYSLKDAVQVAAIA 
AMCVQPEADYRPLMADWQSL

TC196912 SKSNVIGHGGFGLVYRGVLNDGRKVAIKFMDQAGKQGEEEFKVEVELLSRLHSPYLLALLGYCS
DSNHKLLVYEF^NGGLQEHLYPVSNSIITPVKLDWETRLRIALEAAKGLEYLHEHVSPPVIHR
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DFKSSNILLDKKFHAKVSDFGLAKLGBDRAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVABEYALTGHLTTKSDVYSY
GWLLELLTGRVPVDMKRPPGEGVLVSWALPLLTDREKWKIMDPSLEGQYSMKEWQVAAIAA
MCVQPEADYRPLMADWQSL

TC81885 EEEFKVEVELLCRLRSPYLLSLIGYCSESSHKLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYPIKGSNNCCPKLDWK
TRLRIALEAAKGLEYLHEHVNPPIIHRDLKSSNILLDKNFHAKVSDFGLAKLGSDKAGGHVSTR
VLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYSYGWLLELLTGRVPVDMKRSPGEGVLVSWALPRLTDRE
KWEIMDPALEGQYSMKEVIQVAAIAAMCVQPEADYRPLMADWQSL

ΑΒΒ36644 FSLKRVLGEGGFGRVYHGILEDRTEVAVKVLTRDNQNGDREFIAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGIC
SEERTRSLVYELVRNGSVESHLHGRDGRKEPLDWDVRLKIALGAARGLAYLHEDSNPRVIHRDF 
KASNVLLEDDFTPKVADFGLAREATEGSHHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGW 
LLELLSGRKPVDMSQPPGEENLVTWARPLLTTREGLEQLVDPSLAGSYDFDDMAKVAAIASMCV 
HPEVTQRPFMGEWQAL

ΑΒΕ82646 MLSRLHHRNLVKLIGICIEGRRRCLVYELVPNGSVESHLHGDDKNRGPLDWEARMKIALGAARG
LAYLHEDSNPRVIHRDFKASNVLLEDDFTPKVSDFGLAREATEGSNHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYA
MTGHLLVKSDVYSYGWLLELLTGRKPVDMSQPQGQENLVTWARALLTSREGLEQLVDPSLAGG 
YNFDDMAKVAAIASMCVHSEVTQRPFMGEWQAL

Bopsp VTWNEGYGWYGGTLSDGTVAAIKMLHRAGKQGERAFRIEVDLLSRLHSPYLVELLGYCADQNH 
RLLVFEFMPNGTLQHHLHHKQYRPLDWGTRLRIALDCARALEFLHELTIPAVIHRDFKCSNILL 
DQNFRAKVSDFGSAKMGSERINARNSMCLPSTTGYLAPEHASTGKLTTKSDVYSYGWLLQLLT 
GRKPVDTKQPSGEHVLVSWALPRLTNRDKWEMVDPAMQDQYSKKDLIQVAAIAAVCVQPEADY 
RPLMTDWQSL
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Example 3: Cloning of ،Ле nucleic acid sequence used in ،Ле methods of ،Ле 

invention
DNA manipulation: unless otherwise stated， recombinant DNA techniques are performed 

according to standard protocols described in (Sambrook (2001) Molecular Cloning: a 

laboratory manual，3rd Edition Cod Spring Harbor Laboratory Press，CSH，New York) or in 

Volumes 1 and 2 of Ausubel et al■ (1994)，Current Protocols in Molecular Biology，Current 

Protocols■ Standard materials and methods for plant molecular work are described in Plant 

Molecular Biology Labfax (1993) by R.D.D. Croy，published by BIOS Scientific Publications Ltd 

(UK) and Blackwell Scientific Publications (UK)■

The nucleic acid sequence used in the methods of the invention was amplified by PCR using 
as template a custom-made Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings cDNA library (in pCMV Sport 6.0; 

Invitrogen，Paisley，UK). PCR was performed using Hifi Taq DNA polymerase in standard 

conditions，using 200 ng of template in a 50 μΙ PCR mix. The primers used were prm2500 

(SEQ ID NO: 3; sense，start codon in bold:
5' ggggacaagtttgtacaaaaaagcaggcttcacaatggaaaacaaaagccatagc 3')
and prm2501 (SEQ ID NO: 4; reverse，complementary，:
5٢ ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtaaacaaaagagtgtcatggca 3٢),

which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination. The amplified PCR fragment was 

purified also using standard methods. The first step of the Gateway procedure，the BP 
reaction，was then performed，during which the PCR fragment recombines in vivo with the 

pDONR201 plasmid to produce，according to the Gateway terminology，an “entry clone"，pO31. 

Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® technology.

Example 4: Expression Vector Construction
The entry clone pO31 was subsequently used in an LR reaction with ρ05050，a destination 

vector used for Oryza sativa transformation. This vector contains as functional elements within 

the T-DNA borders: a plant selectable marker; a screenable marker expression cassette; and a 

Gateway cassette intended for LR in vivo recombination with the nucleic acid sequence of 

interest already cloned in the entry clone. A rice non-viral constitutive promoter，the G0S2 
promoter (SEQ ID NO: 58) was located upstream of this Gateway cassette.

After the LR recombination step， the resulting expression vector рОЗО (Figure 4) was 
transformed into Agrobacterium strain LBA4044 and subsequently to Oryza sativa plants.
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Example 5: Plant transformation
Rice transformation

The Agrobacterium containing the expression vector was used to transform Oryza sativa 

plants. Mature dry seeds of the rice japónica cultivar Nipponbare were dehusked, sterilization 

was carried out by incubating for one minute in 70% ethanol，followed by 30 minutes in 0.2% 

HgCl2, followed by a 6 times 15 minutes wash with sterile distilled water. The sterile seeds 

were then germinated on a medium containing 2,4-D (callus induction medium). After 

incubation in the dark for four weeks，embryogenic，scutellum-derived call¡ were excised and 

propagated on the same medium. After two weeks，the call¡ were multiplied or propagated by 
subculture on the same medium for another 2 weeks. Embryogénie callus pieces were sub- 

cultured on fresh medium 3 days before co-cultivation (to boost cell division activity).

Agrobacterium strain LBA4404 containing the expression vector was used for co-cultivation. 

Agrobacterium was inoculated on AB medium with the appropriate antibiotics and cultured for 

3 days at 28٥c. The bacteria were then collected and suspended in liquid co-cultivation 
medium to a density (OD600) of about 1. The suspension was then transferred to a Petri dish 

and the call¡ immersed in the suspension for 15 minutes. The callus tissues were then blotted 

dry on a filter paper and transferred to solidified，co-cultivation medium and incubated for 3 

days in the dark at 25٥c. Co-cultivated call¡ were grown on 2,4-D-conta¡n¡ng medium for 4 

weeks in the dark at 28٥c in the presence of a selection agent. During this period，rapidly 
growing resistant callus islands developed. After transfer of this material to a regeneration 

medium and incubation in the light， the embryogenic potential was released and shoots 

developed in the next four to five weeks. Shoots were excised from the call¡ and incubated for 

2 to 3 weeks on an auxin-containing medium from which they were transferred to soil. 

Hardened shoots were grown under high humidity and short days in a greenhouse.

Approximately 35 independent TO rice transformants were generated for one construct. The 

primary transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse. After a 

quantitative PCR analysis to verify copy number of the T—DNA insert，only single copy 
transgenic plants that exhibit tolerance to the selection agent were kept for harvest of T1 seed. 

Seeds were then harvested three to five months after transplanting. The method yielded single 

locus transformants at a rate of over 50 % (Aldemita and Hodges1996, Chan et al. 1993, Hie¡ 
et al. 1994).

Corn transformation

Transformation of maize (Zea mays) is performed with a modification of the method described 

by Ishida et al. (1996) Nature Biotech 14(6): 745-50. Transformation is genotype-dependent in 
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corn and only specific genotypes are amenable to transformation and regeneration. The inbred 

line Α188 (University of Minnesota) or hybrids with Α188 as a parent are good sources of 

donor material for transformation，but other genotypes can be used successfully as well. Ears 

are harvested from corn plant approximately 11 days after pollination (DAP) when the length of 

the immature embryo is about 1 to 1.2 mm. Immature embryos are cocultivated with 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens containing the expression vector，and transgenic plants are 

recovered through organogenesis. Excised embryos are grown on callus induction medium， 

then maize regeneration medium，containing the selection agent (for example imidazolinone 

but various selection markers can be used). The Petri plates are incubated in the light at 25 ٥c 
for 2-3 weeks，or until shoots develop. The green shoots are transferred from each embryo to 

maize rooting medium and incubated at 25 ٥c for 2-3 weeks，until roots develop. The rooted 

shoots are transplanted to soil in the greenhouse. Τ1 seeds are produced from plants that 

exhibit tolerance to the selection agent and that contain a single copy of the T-DNA insert.

Wheat transformation

Transformation of wheat is performed with the method described by Ishida et al. (1996) Nature 

Biotech 14(6): 745-50. The cultivar Bobwhite (available from CIMMYT，Mexico) is commonly 
used in transformation. Immature embryos are co-cultivated with Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

containing the expression vector，and transgenic plants are recovered through organogenesis. 
After incubation with Agrobacterium, the embryos are grown in vitro on callus induction 

medium，then regeneration medium，containing the selection agent (for example imidazolinone 

but various selection markers can be used). The Petri plates are incubated in the light at 25 ٥c 
for 2-3 weeks，or until shoots develop. The green shoots are transferred from each embryo to 

rooting medium and incubated at 25 ٥c for 2-3 weeks，until roots develop. The rooted shoots 

are transplanted to soil in the greenhouse. Τ1 seeds are produced from plants that exhibit 

tolerance to the selection agent and that contain a single copy of the T-DNA insert.

Soybean transformation

Soybean is transformed according to a modification of the method described in the Texas Α&Μ 

patent US 5,164,310. Several commercial soybean varieties are amenable to transformation 

by this method. The cultivar Jack (available from the Illinois Seed foundation) is commonly 
used for transformation. Soybean seeds are sterilised for in vitro sowing. The hypocotyl，the 

radicle and one cotyledon are excised from seven-day old young seedlings. The epicotyl and 

the remaining cotyledon are further grown to develop axillary nodes. These axillary nodes are 
excised and incubated with Agrobacterium tumefaciens containing the expression vector After 

the cocultivation treatment，the explants are washed and transferred to selection media. 

Regenerated shoots are excised and placed on a shoot elongation medium. Shoots no longer 
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than 1 cm are placed on rooting medium until roots develop. The rooted shoots are 

transplanted to soil in the greenhouse. Τ1 seeds are produced from plants that exhibit 

tolerance to the selection agent and that contain a single copy of the T-DNA insert.

Rapeseed/canoia transformation

Cotyledonary petioles and hypocotyls of 5-6 day old young seedling are used as explants for 

tissue culture and transformed according to Babic et al. (1998，Plant Cell Rep 17: 183-188). 

The commercial cultivar Westar (Agriculture Canada) is the standard variety used for 

transformation，but other varieties can also be used. Canola seeds are surface-sterilized for in 

vitro sowing. The cotyledon petiole explants with the cotyledon attached are excised from the 
in vitro seedlings，and inoculated with Agrobacterium (containing the expression vector) by 

dipping the cut end of the petiole explant into the bacterial suspension. The explants are then 
cultured for 2 days on MSBAP-З medium containing 3 mg/1 BAP，3 % sucrose，0.7 % Phytagar 

at 23。c，16 hr light. After two days of co-cultivatton with Agrobacterium, the petiole explants 

are transferred to MSBAP-З medium containing 3 mg/1 BAP，cefotaxime，carbenicllin，or 

timentin (300 mg/1) for 7 days， and then cultured on MSBAP-З medium with cefotaxime， 

carbenicillin，or timentin and selection agent until shoot regeneration. When the shoots are 5 - 

10 mm in length，they are cut and transferred to shoot elongation medium (MSBAP-0.5, 

containing 0.5 mg/1 BAP). Shoots of about 2 cm in length are transferred to the rooting medium 

(MSO) for root induction. The rooted shoots are transplanted to soil in the greenhouse. Τ1 

seeds are produced from plants that exhibit tolerance to the selection agent and that contain a 

single copy of the T-DNA insert.

Alfalfa transformation

A regenerating clone of alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is transformed using the method of (McKersie 

et al.，1999 Plant Physiol 119: 839-847). Regeneration and transformation of alfalfa is 

genotype dependent and therefore a regenerating plant is required. Methods to obtain 

regenerating plants have been described. For example，these can be selected from the cultivar 

Rangelander (Agriculture Canada) or any other commercial alfalfa variety as described by 

Brown DCW and A Atanassov (1985. Plant Cell Tissue Organ Culture 4: 111-112). 

Alternatively，the RA3 variety (University of Wisconsin) has been selected for use in tissue 

culture (Walker et al.，1978 Am ل Bot 65:654-659). Petiole expiants are cocultivated with an 
overnight culture of Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58C1 pMP90 (McKersie et al.，1999 Plant 

Physiol 119: 839-847) or LBA4404 containing the expression vector. The explants are 

cocultivated for 3 d in the dark on SH induction medium containing 288 mg/ L Pro, 53 mg/ L 

thioproline，4.35 g/ L K2SO4, and 100 μm acetosyringinone. The explants are washed in half- 
strength Murashige-Skoog medium (Murashige and Skoog，1962) and plated on the same SH 
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induction medium without acetosyringinone but with a suitable selection agent and suitable 

antibiotic to inhibit Agrobacterium growth. After several weeks， somatic embryos are 

transferred to BOÍ2Y development medium containing no growth regulators，no antibiotics，and 

50 g/ L sucrose. Somatic embryos are subsequently germinated on half-strength Murashige- 

Skoog medium. Rooted seedlings were transplanted into pots and grown in a greenhouse. Τ1 

seeds are produced from plants that exhibit tolerance to the selection agent and that contain a 

single copy of the T-DNA insert.

Example 6: Evaluation procedure
6.1 Evaluation setup
Approximately 30 independent TO rice transformants were generated. The primary 

transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse for growing and 
harvest of Τ1 seed. Seven events，of which the Τ1 progeny segregated 3:1 for 

presence/absence of the transgene，were retained. For each of these events，approximately 

10 Τ1 seedlings containing the transgene (hetero- and homo-zygotes) and approximately 10 
Τ1 seedlings lacking the transgene (nullizygotes) were selected by monitoring visual marker 

expression. The transgenic plants and the corresponding nullizygotes were grown s¡de-by-s¡de 

at random positions. Greenhouse conditions were of shorts days (12 hours light)，28٥c in the 
light and 22٥c in the dark，and a relative humidity of 70%.

Four T1 events were further evaluated in the Τ2 generation following the same evaluation 

procedure as for the T1 generation but with more individuals per event. From the stage of 

sowing until the stage of maturity the plants were passed several times through a digital 

imaging cabinet. At each time point digital images (2048x1536 pixels，16 million colours) were 

taken of each plant from at least 6 different angles.

6.2 Statistical analysis: tiest and Fiest
A two factor ANOVA (analysis of variants) was used as a statistical model for the overall 

evaluation of plant phenotypic characteristics. An F-test was carried out on all the parameters 

measured of all the plants of all the events transformed with the gene of the present invention. 

The F-test was carried out to check for an effect of the gene over all the transformation events 

and to verify for an overall effect of the gene，also known as a global gene effect. The 

threshold for significance for a true global gene effect was set at a 5% probability level for the 
F-test. A significant F-test value points to a gene effect，meaning that it is not only the mere 

presence or position of the gene that is causing the differences in phenotype.
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Example 7; Evaluation results
The plant aboveground area (or leafy biomass) was determined by counting the total number 

of pixels on the digital images from aboveground plant parts discriminated from the 

background. This value was averaged for the pictures taken on the same time point from the 

different angles and was converted to a physical surface value expressed in square mm by 

calibration. Experiments show that the aboveground plant area measured this way correlates 

with the biomass of plant parts above ground. The above ground area is the time point at 

which the plant had reached its maximal leafy biomass.

The mature primary panicles were harvested，counted，bagged，barcode-labeled and then 

dried for three days in an oven at 37٥c. The panicles were then threshed and all the seeds 

were collected and counted. The filled husks were separated from the empty ones using an 

air-blowing device. The empty husks were discarded and the remaining fraction was counted 

again. The filled husks were weighed on an analytical balance. The number of filled seeds 

was determined by counting the number of filled husks that remained after the separation step. 

The total seed yield was measured by weighing all filled husks harvested from a plant.

As presented in Tables D to F，the aboveground biomass，the seed yield, the number of filled 

seeds are increased in the transgenic plants with increased expression of a nucleic acid 

encoding an ERLK protein，compared to suitable control plants. Results from the Τ1 and the 
Τ2 generations are shown.

Table D shows the increase in aboveground biomass in percent，as well as the statistical 

relevance of this increase according to the F-test，in the Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic 

rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein.

Table D:

Aboveground biomass

% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 11 0.0137

Τ2 generation 12 0.0229

Table E shows the increase in total seed yield (total seed weight) in percent，as well as the 

statistical relevance of this increase according to the F-test，in the Τ1 and Τ2 generation of 
transgenic rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein.
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Table E:

Seed yield

% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 18 0.0253

Τ2 generation 22 0.0062

Table F shows the increase in the number of filled seeds in percent，as well as the statistical 

relevance of this increase according to the F-test，in the Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic 

rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein.

Table F:

Number of filled seeds

% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 15 0.0042

Τ2 generation 18 0.0019

Example 8: Identification of sequences related to ،Ле nucleic acid sequence 

used in ،Ле methods of the invention
Sequences (full length cDNA，ESTs or genomic) related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention were identified amongst those maintained in the Entrez 

Nucleotides database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information using database 

sequence search tools，such as the Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et al. (1990) 

J. Mol. Biol. 215:403-410; and Altschul et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res. 25:3389-3402). The 

program is used to find regions of local similarity between sequences by comparing nucleic 

acid or polypeptide sequences to sequence databases and by calculating the statistical 

significance of matches. The polypeptide encoded by the nucleic acid of the present invention 

was used for the TBLASTN algorithm，with default settings and the filter to ignore low 

complexity sequences set off. The output of the analysis was viewed by pairwise comparison， 

and ranked according to the probability score (E-value)，where the score reflect the probability 

that a particular alignment occurs by chance (the lower the E-value，the more significant the 

hit). In addition to E-values，comparisons were also scored by percentage identity. Percentage 

identity refers to the number of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two 

compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. In some instances， 

the default parameters may be adjusted to modify the stringency of the search
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The Table below provides a list of nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence 

useful in performing the methods of the present invention.

Table G: nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence (SEQ ID NO: 59) used 

in the methods of the present invention，and the corresponding deduced polypeptides

Name Nucleic acid 
SEQ ID NO

Polypeptide 
SEQ ID NO

Sequence 
length

UCBX 

accession 

number

Source 
organism

Arath_FBXW 

(At5g21040)

59 60 Full length ΝΜ_122112.2 Arabidopsis 

thaiiana

Orysa_FBXW 61 62 Full length ΑΚ111585 Oryza sativa

Medtr_FBXW 63 64 Full length CR931734

(spliced out)

Medicago 

truncuiata

Triae_FBXW 65 66 Full length CJ661176.1
СВЗО7121.1

CS53648.1

Triticum 

aestivum

P_r_FBXW 67 68 Full length Proprietary Populus 

tremuioides

Zeama_FBXW 69 70 Full length AC183938.1

(spliced out)

Zea mays

\ال١١و\لي^1 ٦٩ 72 Partial (3') CF21O354

CF413646

CF213O82

▽itis vinifera

Senca_FBXW 73 74 Partial (5') DY662683.1 Senecio 

cambrensis

Helan_FBXW 75 76 Partial

(middle)

DY9167O8 Helianthus

annuus

Eupes_FBXW 77 78 Partial

(middle)

DV129599 Euphorbia 

esula

١اح٢ذ٩وة^1 79 80 partial

(middle)

ΒΙ931509 Lycopersicon 

escuientum
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Aqufo_FBXW 81 82 Partial

(middle)

DT753991.1 Aquilegia 

formosa X 

Aquilegia 

pubescens

Goshi_FBXW 83 84 Partial (3') DT466472 Gossypium 

hirsutum

Sorbi-FBXW 85 86 Partial

(middle)

CF77O159 Sorghum 

bicolor

lponi_FBXW 87 88 Partial (3') Ipomea ٢ا؛أ

Soltu_FBXW 89 90 Partial (3') CX161187 Soianum

tuberosum

Zamfi_FBXW 91 92 Partial

(middle)

DYO32229 Zamia 

fischeri

Peram_FBXW 93 94 Partial (3') CK756534 Persea 

a٢٢١erica٢ia

Glyma_FBXW 95 96 Partial (3') CD418593.1 Glycine max

Brara_FBXW 107 108 full length AC189583 Brassica

rapa

Sorbi-FBXW 109 110 full length contig of

ΒΙ075893

٢حماللد4٦٦5

CF77O159

CF77O238

Sorghum 

bicolor

\ال١١و\لي^1 111 112 full length ΑΜ440865 ▽itis vinifera

Example 9: Determination of global similarity and identity between FBXW 

polypeptides，and their conserved regions as represented by SEQ ID NO: 102 
nd SEQ ID NO: 103 (both comprised in SEQ ID NO: 60)

Global percentages of similarity and identity between full length FBXW polypeptides were 

determined using one of the methods available in the art，the MatGAT (Matrix Global 

Alignment Tool) software (ВМС Bioinformatics. 2003 4:29. MatGAT: an application that
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generates similarity/identity matrices using protein or DNA sequences. Campanella JJ， 

Bitincka L，Smalley J; software hosted by Ledion Bitincka). MatGAT software generates 

similarity/identity matrices for DNA or protein sequences without needing pre-alignment of the 

data. The program performs a series of pair-wise alignments using the Myers and MHIer global 
alignment algorithm (with a gap opening penalty of 12，and a gap extension penalty of 2)， 

calculates similarity and identity using for example Blosum 62 (for polypeptides)，and then 

places the results in a distance matrix. Sequence similarity is shown in the bottom half of the 

dividing line and sequence identity is shown in the top half of the diagonal dividing line. The 
sequence of SEQ ID NO: 60 is from Arabidopsis thaliana (code Arath_FBXW).

Parameters used in the comparison were:

Scoring matrix: Blosum62

First Gap: 12

Extending gap: 2

Results of the software analysis are shown in Table H for the global similarity and identity 

over the full length of the FBXW polypeptides. Percentage identity is given above the 

diagonal and percentage similarity is given below the diagonal. Percentage identity between 

the FBXW paralogues and orthologues ranges between 45 and 80%，reflecting the relatively 
low sequence identity conse^ation between them.

Table H: MatGAT results for global similarity and identity over the full length of the FBXW 

polypeptides.

Global similarity and identity over the 

full length of the FBXW polypeptides
٩ 2 3 4 5 6

1.Arath_FBXW 57.9 51.1 63.5 50.4 49.6

2. Med_FBXW 72 51.2 61.7 50.2 49.1

3.0rysa_FBXW 68.7 66.6 51.6 76.5 74.4

4. hptr_FBXW ٦٦٦ ٦ьл 69.9 52.8 52.3

5. Triae_FBXW ؟٠٦٦ 65.7 %٦л 69.6 72.4

6. Zeama_FBXW 67.2 65.2 83.7 67.2 82.6

Resu ts of the software analysis are shown in Tables I and ل for the global similarity and 

identity over the conserved regions 1 (as represented by SEQ ID NO: 102 comprised in 

SEQ ID NO: 60) and 2 (SEQ ID NO: 103 comprised in SEQ ID NO: 60) of the FBXW 

polypeptides. Percentage identity is given above the diagonal and percentage similarity is 

given below the diagonal. Percentage identity of FBXW paralogues and orthologues within the 
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conserved region 1 (as in SEQ ID NO: 102) and within the conserved region 2 (as in SEQ 

ID NO: 103) ranges between 65% and 100% (similarity between 85 and 100%).

Table I: MatGAT results for global similarity and identity over the conserved region 1 (as in 

SEQ ID NO: 102) of the FBXW polypeptides.

Global similarity and identity 
over the conserved region 1 of 
the FBXW polypeptides

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1.Cons1__i_FBXW 94.7 84.2 92.1 89.5 84.2 81.6 97.4 97.4 81.6 81.6 81.6 84.2

2.C0ns1_S0ltu_FBXW 97.4 81.6 86.8 89.5 84.2 86.8 97.4 92.1 76.3 76.3 76.3 78.9

3.C0ns1_Peram_FBXW 94.7 97.4 78.9 81.6 76.3 78.9 84.2 84.2 81.6 78.9 73.7 78.9

4. Cons1_Glyma_FBXW 94.7 92.1 E 84.2 78.9 73.7 89.5 89.5 76.3 76.3 78.9 78.9

5. C0ns1_P__FBXW 100 97.4 94.7 94.7 84.2 78.9 86.8 89.5 78.9 78.9 76.3 81.6

6. Cons1_Vitvi_FBXW 100 97.4 97.4 94.7 Too：：： 76.3 81.6 81.6 78.9 78.9 73.7 81.6

7.C0ns1_Aquf0_FBXW 94.7 97.4 97.4 89.5 94.7 947 84.2 81.6 78.9 73.7 71.1 76.3

8.C0ns1_G0shi_FBXW 97.4 100 97.4 92.1 97.4 97.4 97： 94.7 78.9 78.9 78.9 81.6

9.C0ns1_Medtr_FBXW 97.4 94.7 92.1 92.1 97.4 97.4 94.7 94.7 81.6 81.6 81.6 84.2

10.Cons1_Orysa_FBXW 100 97.4 97.4 94.7 100 100 94.7 97.4 97.4 89.5 71.1 94.7

11.C0ns1_Triae_FBXW 100 97.4 97.4 94.7 100 100 94.7 97.4 97.4 100：：؛ 65.8 94.7

12.C0ns1_Arath_FBXW 92.1 89.5 86.8 94.7 92.1 92.1 86.8 89.5 89.5 92.1 92.1 68.4

13.C0ns1_Zeama_FBXW 100 97.4 97.4 94.7 100 100 94.7 97.4 97.4 100 100 92.1

Table J: MatGAT results for global similarity and identity over the conserved region 2 (as in 

SEQ ID NO: 103) of the FBXW polypeptides.

Global similarity and identity 
over the conserved region 2 of 
the FBXW polypeptides

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1.Cons2__o_FBXW 92.3 84.6 78.5 81.5 83.1 84.6 83.1 84.6 72.3 73.8 84.6 69.2

2.C0ns2_S0ltu_FBXW S٢ 83.1 78.5 78.5 81.5 81.5 83.1 84.6 70.8 73.8 78.5 70.8

3.C0ns2_Peram_FBXW 95.4 81.5 84.6 87.7 81.5 89.2 84.6 73.8 75.4 81.5 73.8

4■ Cons2_Glyma_FBXW 92.3 92.3 s:: 80 81.5 78.5 83.1 87.7 70.8 72.3 78.5 67.7

5■ Cons2_Poptr_FBXW 90.8 90.8 93.8 s:: 86.2 78.5 86.2 80 69.2 72.3 81.5 69.2

6. Cons2___FBXW 90.8 90.8 95.4 92.3 s:: 80 90.8 81.5 73.8 75.4 80 70.8

7.Cons2_A٩ufo_FBXW 93.8 93.8 95.4 92.3 90.8 E 83.1 87.7 73.8 75.4 81.5 70.8

8.Cons2_Gosh¡_FBXW 92.3 92.3 96.9 93.8 93.8 95.4 95؟：；：； 87.7 80 80 80 75.4
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9.C٥ns2_Medtr_FBXW 92.3 92.3 93.8 93.8 89.2 89.2 95.4 93.8 75.4 76.9 83.1 69.2

10.Cons2_Orysa_FBXW 90.8 87.7 92.3 87.7 89.2 89.2 89.2 93.8 87.7 86.2 69.2 84.6

11.C0ns2_Triae_FBXW 89.2 86.2 90.8 89.2 87.7 87.7 89.2 93.8 87.7 s『 69.2 83.1

12.C0ns2_Arath_FBXW 93.8 92.3 92.3 90.8 89.2 89.2 90.8 90.8 89.2 89.2 s『 66.2

13.C0ns2_Zeama_FBXW 87.7 87.7 89.2 84.6 86.2 86.2 86.2 90.8 84.6 96.9 93.8 87.7

Example 10: Cloning of ،Ле nucleic acid sequence used in ،Ле methods of ،Ле 

invention
DNA manipulation: unless otherwise stated， recombinant DNA techniques are performed 

according to standard protocols described in (Sambrook (2001) Molecular Cloning: a 

laboratory manual，3rd Edition Cod Spring Harbor Laboratory Press，CSH，New York) or in 

Volumes 1 and 2 of Ausubel et al■ (1994)，Current Protocols in Molecular Biology，Current 

Protocols■ Standard materials and methods for plant molecular work are described in Plant 

Molecular Biology Labfax (1993) by R.D.D. Croy，published by BIOS Scientific Publications Ltd 

(UK) and Blackwell Scientific Publications (UK).

The nucleic acid sequence used in the methods of the invention was amplified by PCR using 

as template a custom-made Arabidopsis thaliana mixed tissues cDNA library (in pCMV Sport 

6.0; Invitrogen，Paisley，UK). PCR was performed using Hifi Taq DNA polymerase in standard 

conditions，using 200 ng of template in a 50 μΙ PCR mix. The primers used were prm06999 

(SEQ ID NO: 105; sense，AttBI site in lower case:
- ggggacaagtttgtacaaaaaagcaggcttaaacaNVGkNVa ٢y٢V٢V٢V٢YCTa٢y٢V٢V ١

and prm07000 (SEQ ID NO: 106; reverse，complementary，ΑΗΒ2 site in lower case:
5r ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtKVŒkNVaTKVaaTka^r ١ ,

which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination. The amplified PCR fragment was 

purified also using standard methods. The first step of the Gateway procedure，the BP 
reaction，was then performed，during which the PCR fragment recombines in vivo with the 

pDONR201 plasmid to produce，according to the Gateway terminology，an “entry clone’’， 

pO8433. Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® 
technology.

Example 11: Expression Vector Construction
The entry clone pO8433 was subsequently used in an LR reaction with ρ00640, a destination 

vector used for Oryza sativa transformation. This vector contains as functional elements within 

the T-DNA borders: a plant selectable marker; a screenable marker expression cassette; and a 

Gateway cassette intended for LR in vivo recombination with the nucleic acid sequence of
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interest already cloned in the entry clone. A rice G0S2 promoter (SEQ ID NO: 58) for 

constitutive expression (PRO0129) was located upstream of this Gateway cassette.

After the LR recombination step，the resulting expression vector ρ15973 (Figure 7) was 

transformed into Agrobacterium strain LBA4044 and subsequently to Oryza sativa plants. 

Transformed rice plants were allowed to grow and were then examined for the parameters 

described below.

Example 12: Evaluation procedure
12.1 Evaluation setup
Approximately 35 independent TO rice transformants were generated. The primary 

transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse for growing and 

harvest of T1 seed. Seven events，of which the T1 progeny segregated 3:1 for 

presence/absence of the transgene，were retained. For each of these events，approximately 

10 T1 seedlings containing the transgene (hetero- and homo-zygotes) and approximately 10 
T1 seedlings lacking the transgene (nullizygotes) were selected by monitoring visual marker 

expression. The transgenic plants and the corresponding nullizygotes were grown s¡de-by-s¡de 

at random positions. Greenhouse conditions were of shorts days (12 hours light)，28٥c in the 

light and 22٥c in the dark，and a relative humidity of 70%.

Four T1 events were further evaluated in the Τ2 generation following the same evaluation 

procedure as for the T1 generation but with more individuals per event. From the stage of 

sowing until the stage of maturity the plants were passed several times through a digital 

imaging cabinet. At each time point digital images (2048x1536 pixels，16 mHlion colours) were 

taken of each plant from at least 6 different angles.

12.2 Statistical analysis: F-test
A two factor ANOVA (analysis of variants) was used as a statistical model for the overall 

evaluation of plant phenotypic characteristics. An F-test was carried out on all the parameters 

measured of all the plants of all the events transformed with the gene of the present invention. 

The F-test was carried out to check for an effect of the gene over all the transformation events 

and to verify for an overall effect of the gene，also known as a global gene effect. The 

threshold for significance for a true global gene effect was set at a 5% probability level for the 
F-test. A significant F-test value points to a gene effect，meaning that it is not only the mere 

presence or position of the gene that is causing the differences in phenotype.
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Example 13: Evaluation results
The plant aboveground area (or leafy biomass) was determined by counting the total number 

of pixels on the digital images from aboveground plant parts discriminated from the 

background. This value was averaged for the pictures taken on the same time point from the 

different angles and was converted to a physical surface value expressed in square mm by 

calibration. Experiments show that the aboveground plant area measured this way correlates 

with the biomass of plant parts above ground. The above ground area is the time point at 

which the plant had reached its maximal leafy biomass.

The mature primary panicles were harvested，counted，bagged，barcode-labeled and then 

dried for three days in an oven at 37٥c. The panicles were then threshed and all the seeds 

were collected and counted. The filled husks were separated from the empty ones using an 

air-blowing device. The empty husks were discarded and the remaining fraction was counted 

again. The filled husks were weighed on an analytical balance. The number of filled seeds 

was determined by counting the number of filled husks that remained after the separation step. 

The total seed yield was measured by weighing all filled husks harvested from a plant. Total 

seed number per plant was measured by counting the number of husks ha^ested from a 

plant. Thousand kernel weight (TKW) is extrapolated from the number of filled seeds counted 

and their total weight. The harvest index (HI) in the present invention is defined as the ratio 

between the total seed yield and the above ground area (mm2)，multiplied by a factor 106. The 

total number of flowers per panicle as defined in the present invention is the ratio between the 

total number of seeds and the number of mature primary panicles. The seed fill rate as defined 

in the present invention is the proportion (expressed as a %) of the number of filled seeds over 

the total number of seeds (or florets).

As presented in Tables K to 0, the aboveground biomass，the number of flowers per panicle， 

the seed yield，the total number of seeds，the number of filled seeds，the thousand kernel 

weight (TKW) and harvest index are increased in the transgenic plants with increased 

expression a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide，compared to suitable control plants. 

Results from the Τ1 and the Τ2 generations are shown.

Table K shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in total seed yield (total seed 

weight)，the percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase 
according to the F-test.
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Table K: Number of transgenic events with an increase in total seed yield，the percentage of 

the increase，and p value of the F-test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic rice with 

increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide.

Total seed yield

Number of events showing 

an increase
% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 6 out of 7 2٩ 0.001

Τ2 generation 3 out of 4 17 0.0002

Table L shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in the number of filled seeds， 

the percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase according 

to the F-test.

Table L: Number of transgenic events with an increase in number of filled seeds，the 

percentage of the increase，and p value of the F-test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic 

rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide.

Number of filled seeds

Number of events showing 

an increase
% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 6 out of 7 20 0.0017

Τ2 generation 3 out of 4 17 0.0002

Table M shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in harvest index，the 

percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase according to 

the Ftest.

Table M: Number of transgenic events with an increase in harvest index，the percentage of the 

increase，and p value of the F—test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic rice with increased 
expression of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide.

Harvest index

Number of events 

showing an increase
% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 6 out of 7 17 0.0009

Τ2 generation 3 out of 4 15 <0.0001
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Table N shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in the thousand kernel weight 

(TKW), the percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase 

according to the Ftest■

Table N: Number of transgenic events with an increase in thousand kernel weight (TKW)，the 

percentage of the increase，and p value of the F-test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic 

rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide.

TKW

Number of events 

showing an increase
% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 5 out of 7 2 0.0187

Τ2 generation 2 out of 4 0.0022

Table 0 shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in the seed fill rate，the 

percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase according to 

the Ftest.

Table 0: Number of transgenic events with an increase in fill rate，the percentage of the 

increase，and p value of the F—test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic rice with increased 

expression of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide.

Seed fill rate

Number of events 

showing an increase
% Difference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 6 out of 7 15 0.0005

Τ2 generation 3 out of 4 9 <0.0001

RANBP

Example 14: Identification of sequences related ،о ،Ле nucleic acid sequence 

used in ،Ле methods of the invention
Sequences (full length cDNA，ESTs or genomic) related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention were identified amongst those maintained in the Entrez 

Nucleotides database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) using 

database sequence search tools，such as the Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et 

al. (1990) j. Mol. Biol. 215:403-410; and Altschul et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res. 25:3389- 

3402). The program is used to find regions of local similarity between sequences by 

comparing nucleic acid or polypeptide sequences to sequence databases and by calculating 

the statistical significance of matches. For example，the polypeptide encoded by the nucleic 
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acid used in the present invention was used for the TBLASTN algorithm，with default settings 

and the filter to ignore low complexity sequences set off. The output of the analysis was 

viewed by pairwise comparison，and ranked according to the probability score (E-value), where 

the score reflect the probability that a particular alignment occurs by chance (the lower the E- 

value，the more significant the hit). In addition to E-values，comparisons were also scored by 

percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical nucleotides (or 

amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) sequences over a 

particular length. In some instances，the default parameters may be adjusted to modify the 

stringency of the search. For example the E-value may be increased to show less stringent 

matches. This way，short nearly exact matches may be identified.

Table p provides a list of nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention.

Table p: Nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence (SEQ ID NO: 113) 

useful in the methods of the present invention，and the corresponding deduced polypeptides.

Plant Source Nucleic acid SEQ ID NO: Protein SEQ ID NO:
Zea mays 113 114

Zea mays 113 115

Arabidopsis thaliana 116 117

Arabidopsis thaliana 116 118

Arabidopsis thaliana 119 120

Arabidopsis thaliana ٩2٩ 122

Lycopersicon escuientum 123 124

Oryza sativa 125 126

Zea mays ٩ZT 128

Oryza sativa 129 130

Populus sp 131 132

Saccharum officinarum 133 134

Saccharum officinarum 135 136

Medicago 137 138

In some instances，related sequences have tentatively been assembled and publicly disc osed 

by research institutions，such as The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR). The Eukaryotic 

Gene Orthologs (EGO) database may be used to identify such related sequences，either by 

keyword search or by using the BLAST algorithm with the nucleic acid or polypeptide 

sequence of interest.
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Example 15: Cloning of a Zea Mays RANBP-encoding nucleic acid sequence 

used in ،Ле methods of the invention
The nucleic acid sequence used in the methods of the invention was amplified by PCR using 

as template a corn endosperm cDNA library. PCR was performed using Hifi Taq DNA 

polymerase in standard conditions，using 200 ng of template in a 50 μΙ PCR mix. The primers 

used were p「mO67O3 (SEQ ID NO: 151; sense，start codon in bod，AttBI site in italics:
اة-حآلةآلآلةةحةآلآلحآلآلاةةحةةةااحآلآلةحآلةةةةةةحةاآلاااآلةةحةآلآلآلآل-اح١

and prm06704 (SEQ ID NO: 152; reverse，complementary，ΑΗΒ2 site in italics:
5٢ ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtagtgcaacc acaccaactact 3٢),

which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination. The amplified PCR fragment was 

purified also using standard methods. The first step of the Gateway procedure，the BP 
reaction，was then performed，during which the PCR fragment recombines in vivo with the 

pDONR201 plasmid to produce，according to the Gateway terminology，an “entry clone”. 
Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® technology.

Example 16: Expression Vector Construction
The entry clone was subsequently used in an LR reaction with a destination vector used for 

Oryza sativa transformation. This vector contains as functional elements within the T-DNA 

borders: a plant selectable marker; a screenable marker expression cassette; and a Gateway 

cassette intended for LR in vivo recombination with the nucleic acid sequence of interest 

already cloned in the entry clone. A prolamin promoter (SEQ ID NO: 155) for embryo-specific 

expression (internal reference PRO90) was located upstream of this Gateway cassette.

After the LR recombination step， the resulting expression vector pO72 (Figure 9) was 

transformed into Agrobacterium strain LBA4044 and subsequently to Oryza sativa plants. 

Transformed rice plants were allowed to grow and were then examined for the parameters 

described below.

Example 17: Cloning ٥f the Arabidopsis thaliana RANBP-encoding nucleic acid 

sequence used in ،Ле methods of the invention
The nucleic acid sequence used in the methods of the invention was amplified by PCR using 

as template an Arabidopsis thaliana cDNA library (in pCMV Sport 6.0; Invitrogen，Paisley，UK). 

PCR was performed using Hifi Taq DNA polymerase in standard conditions，using 200 ng of 

template in a 50 μΙ PCR mix. The primers used were 6491 (SEQ ID NO: 153; sense，start 
codon in bold，AttBI site in italic:

اح - ٩٩٩٩ةةحة٩ااا٩ةةةةةةحةا٩ةح٩٩اةةحةحااح٩٩ح٩ة٩ةااةح٩حةةح ١

and 6492 (SEQ ID NO: 154; reverse，complementary，ΑΗΒ2 site in italic:
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5٢ ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtgcatcttaagctgagggaac 3 ٢م)

which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination■ The amplified PCR fragment was 

purified also using standard methods. The first step of the Gateway procedure，the BP 
reaction，was then performed，during which the PCR fragment recombines in vivo with the 

pDONR201 plasmid to produce，according to the Gateway terminology，an “entry clone”. 

Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® technology.

Example 18: Expression Vector Construction
The entry clone was subsequently used in an LR reaction with a destination vector used for 

Oryza sativa transformation. This vector contains as functional elements within the T-DNA 

borders: a plant selectable marker; a screenable marker expression cassette; and a Gateway 

cassette intended for LR in vivo recombination with the nucleic acid sequence of interest 

already cloned in the entry clone. A prolamin promoter (SEQ ID NO: 155) for embryo-specific 

expression (internal reference PRO90) was located upstream of this Gateway cassette.

After the LR recombination step， the resulting expression vector pO74 (Figure 10) was 

transformed into Agrobacterium strain LBA4044 and subsequently to Oryza sativa plants. 

Transformed rice plants were allowed to grow and were then examined for the parameters 

described below.

Example 19: Evaluation procedure
19.1 Evaluation setup
Approximately 30 independent TO rice transformants were generated. The primary 

transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse for growing and 
harvest of T1 seed. Seven events，of which the T1 progeny segregated 3:1 for 

presence/absence of the transgene，were retained. For each of these events，approximately 

10 T1 seedlings containing the transgene (hetero- and homo-zygotes) and approximately 10 

T1 seedlings lacking the transgene (nullizygotes) were selected by monitoring visual marker 

expression. The transgenic plants and the corresponding nullizygotes were grown side-by- 

side at random positions. Greenhouse conditions were of shorts days (12 hours light)，28٥c in 

the light and 22٥c in the dark，and a relative humidity of 70%.

Four T1 events were further evaluated in the Τ2 generation following the same evaluation 

procedure as for the T1 generation but with more individuals per event. From the stage of 

sowing until the stage of maturity the plants were passed several times through a digital 

imaging cabinet. At each time point digital images (2048x1536 pixels，16 million colours) were 

taken of each plant from at least 6 different angles.
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19.2 Statistical analysis: t-test and F-test
A two factor ANOVA (analysis of variants) was used as a statistical model for the overall 

evaluation of plant phenotypic characteristics. An F-test was carried out on all the parameters 

measured of all the plants of all the events transformed with the gene of the present invention. 
The F-test was carried out to check for an effect of the gene over all the transformation events 

and to verify for an overall effect of the gene，also known as a global gene effect. The 

threshold for significance for a true global gene effect was set at a 5% probability level for the 
F-test. A significant F-test value points to a gene effect，meaning that it is not only the mere 

presence or position of the gene that is causing the differences in phenotype.

To check for an effect of the genes within an event，¡.e.，for a line-specific effect，a t-test was 

performed within each event using data sets from the transgenic plants and the corresponding 

null plants. “Null plants” or “null segregants” or “nullizygotes” are the plants treated in the 

same way as the transgenic plant，but from which the transgene has segregated. Null plants 

can also be described as the homozygous negative transformed plants. The threshold for 

significance for the t—test is set at 10% probability level. The results for some events can be 

above or below this threshold. This is based on the hypothesis that a gene might only have an 

effect in certain positions in the genome，and that the occurrence of this position-dependent 

effect is not uncommon. This kind of gene effect is also named herein a “line effect of the 

gene”. The p-value is obtained by comparing the t-value to the tdistribution or alternatively，by 

comparing the F-value to the F-distribution. The p-value then gives the probability that the null 

hypothesis (¡.e.，that there is no effect of the transgene) is correct.

Example 20: Evaluation results
Transgenic rice plants expressing a corn RANBP under the control of a prolamin promoter 

gave an increase in average seed weight，number of filled seeds，habest index，biomass，fill 

rate，thousand kernel weight (TKW)，average seed area，average seed length and average 

seed width，each relative to control plants. In particular，TKW was increased in the Τ1 

generation and this increase was confirmed in Τ2 generation plants. The increase was found 

to be statistically significant with a p-value from the F-test of >0.00001. Also noteworthy was 

the increase in fill rate compared to control plants，with the increase in the Τ1 generation being 

confirmed in Τ2 generation plants. The increase was also found to be statistically significant 
with a p-value from the F-test of 0.001.
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Comparative data

Transgenic rice plants expressing a corn RANBP under the control of a constitutive G0S2 

promoter gave no real difference in yield compared to control plants. There was no increase in 

average seed weight，number of filled seeds，habest index，biomass，fill rate or thousand 

kernel weight (TKW) in transgenic plants compared to control plants.

Transgenic「ice plants expressing an Arabidopsis thaliana RANBP under the control of a 

prolamin promoter gave an increase in biomass，average seed weight，number of filled seeds， 
number of flowers per panicle，harvest index，fill rate and thousand kernel weight，each relative 

to control plants.

كالج
Example 21: Identification of homologues of ،Ле GLK protein of SEQ ID N٥: 157 

in Arabidopsis, rice and other plant specieSi
Sequences (full length cDNA，ESTs or genomic) related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention were identified amongst those maintained in the Entrez 
Nucleotides database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information using database 

sequence search tools，such as the Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et al. (1990) 

J. Mol. Biol. 215:403-410; and Altschul et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res. 25:3389-3402). This 

program is typically used to find regions of local similarity between sequences by comparing 

nucleic acid or polypeptide sequences to sequence databases and by calculating the statistical 

significance of matches. The polypeptide encoded by the nucleic acid of the present invention 

was used with the TBLASTN algorithm，with default settings and the filter for ignoring low 

complexity sequences was set off. The output of the analysis was viewed by pairwise 
comparison，and ranked according to the probability score (E-value), where the score reflect 

the probability that a particular alignment occurs by chance (the lower the E-value，the more 

significant the hit). In addition to E-values，comparisons were also scored by percentage 

identity. Percentage identity refers to the number of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) 

between the two compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. In 

some instances， the default parameters may be adjusted to modify the stringency of the 
search.

Rice sequences and EST sequences from various plant species may also be obtained from 

other databases，such as КОМЕ (Knowledge-based Oryza Molecular biological Encyclopedia; 

Kikuchi et al.，Science 301，376-379, 2003)，Sputnik (Rudd，s.，Nucleic Acids Res.，33: D622 - 

D627，2005) or the Eukaryotic Gene Orthologs database (EGO，hosted by The Institute for 

Genomic Research). These databases are searchable with the BLAST tool. SEQ ID NO: 168 

to SEQ ID NO: 193 are nucleic acid and protein sequences of homologues of SEQ ID NO: 157 
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and were obtained from the above-mentioned databases using SEO ID NO: 157 as a query 

sequence.

Table Q: Nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence (SEQ ID NO: 

156) useful ¡n the methods of the present invention，and the corresponding deduced 

polypeptides.
Plant Source Nucleic acid SEQ ID NO: Protein SEQ ID NO:

OsGLK 156 157

OS」NBa0086P08.18 168 169

Arabidopsis thaiiana ٢ذ١ل٩ 170 ٩٦٩

Arabidopsis thaHana ى١د٢فى ٩٦2 173

Physcomitrella patens Glkl 174 175

Physcomitrella patens Glk2 176 ٩٦٦

Zea mays ZmGLKI 178 179

Zea mays ZmGLK2 180 181

Triticum aesti٧um٦a٢٦M٠١ 182 183

AHium сера ح٢ةد١عل٩ 184 185

Hordeum vulgare HvGLK2 186 187

Sorghum bicolor ؟>١0ى١عد٩ 188 189

Saccharum officinarum 0 ٢د\ذ٢فى 190 191

Oryza sativa ٢ىةد١عد٩ 192 193

Example 22: Determination of global similarity and identity between GLK 

proteins.
Percentages of similarity and identity between the full length GLK protein sequences and 

between the GARP or GCT domains of GLK proteins were determined using MatGAT (Matrix 

Global Alignment Tool) software (ВМС Bioinformatics. 2003 4:29. MatGAT: an application that 

generates similarity/identity matrices using protein or DNA sequences. Campanella JJ， 

Bitincka L，Smalley J; software hosted by Ledion Bitincka). MatGAT software generates 
similarity/identity matrices for DNA or protein sequences without needing pre-alignment of the 

data. The program performs a series of pair-wise alignments using the Myers and Miller global 
alignment algorithm (with a gap opening penalty of 12，and a gap extension penaKy of 2)， 

calculates similarity and identity using for example Blosum 62 (for polypeptides)，and then 

places the results in a distance matrix. Sequence similarity is shown in the bottom half of the 

dividing line and sequence identity is shown in the top half of the diagonal dividing line.
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The GARP and GCT domains were delineated using a multiple alignment and the obtained 

sequences are listed in Tables R and s. Results of the software analysis are shown in Tables 

T to V for the similarity and identity over the full-length protein sequences and for the GARP or 

GCT domains of the GLK polypeptides. The sequence of SEQ ID NO: 157 is indicated as 

number 6 (OsGLKI) in the matrices. Percentage identity is given above the diagonal (in bold) 

and percentage similarity is given below the diagonal (normal font). Percentage identity 

between full-tength sequences of GLK paralogues and orthologues of SEQ ID NO: 157 ranges 

between 30% and 98.7%. These percentages are considerably higher when the sequence of 

the GARP domain is used instead of the full-length sequence.

Table R: sequences of the GARP domains as obtained upon alignment of the proteins 

sequences and used in the MATGAT analysis:
ZmG2 KVKVDWTPELHRRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMGTDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHR
ZmGLKl KAKVDWTPELHRRFVQAVEELGIDKAVPSRILEIMGIDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHR
0sGLK2 KVKVDWTPELHRRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILELMGIECLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHR
PpGLK2 KAKVDWTPELHRRFVHAVEQLGVEKAYPSRILELMGVQCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHR
PpGlkl KAKVDWTPELHRRFVHAVEQLGVEKAFPSRILELMGVQCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHR
OsGLKI KAKVDWTPELHRRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMGIDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHR
AtGLK2 KPKVDWTPELHRKFVQAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILEIMNVKSLTRHNVASHLQKYRSHR
AtGLKl KVKVDWTPELHRRFVEAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILELMGVHCLTRHNVASHLQKYRSHR
AcGLKl KAKVDWTPELHRRFVQAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILELMGIDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHR

Table s: sequences of the GCT domains as obtained upon alignment of the proteins 

sequences and used in the MATGAT analysis:
ZmG2 KHLIREAEAATWAQKRHMYAPPAPRTTTTTDAARPPWWPTTIGFPPPRFCRPLHVWGHPP

PHAAAAEAAAATPMLPVWPRHLAPPRHLAPWAHPTPVDPAFWHQQYSAARKWGPQAAAVTQG
TPCVPLPRFPVPHPIYSRP^VPPPPSTTKLAQLHLELQAHPSKESIDAAIGDVLVKPWLPL
PLGLKPPSLDSVMSELHKQGVPKIPPAAATTTGATG

ZmGLKl KHMLAREVEAATWTTHRRPMYAAPSGAVKRPDSNAWTVPTIGFPPPAGTPPRPVQHFGRPLH
VWGHPSPTPAVESPRVPMWPRHLAPRAPPPPPWAPPPPADPASFWHHAYMRGPAAHMPDQVA 
VTPCVAVPMAAARFPAPHVRGSLPWPPPMYRPLVPPALAGKSQQDALFQLQIQPSSESIDAA 
IGDVLTKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQRQGVANVPQACG

0sGLK2 KHLIREAEAASWTQKRQMYTAAAAAAAVAAGGGPRKDAAAATAAVAPWVMPTIGFPPPHAA
A^PPPPHPPPFCRPPLHVWGHPTAGVEPTTAMPPPPSPHAQPPLLPVWPRHLAPPPPPLP
AAWAHGHQPAPVDPAAYWQQQYNLQRFPVPPVPGMVPHPMYRPIPPPSPPQGNKLAALQLQL
DAHPSKESIDAAIGDVLVKPWLPLPLGLKPPSLDSVMSELHKQGIPKVPPAASGAAG

PpGLK2 RHLAAREAEAASWTHRRTYTQAPWPRSSRRDGLPYLVPIHTPHIQPRPSUMQPQLQTPH
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HPISTPLKVWGYPTVDHSNVHMWQQPAVATPSYWQAADGSYWQHPATGYDAFSARACYSHPM
QRVPVTTTHAGLPIVAPGFPDESCYYGDDMLAGSMYLCNQSYDSEIGRAAGVAACSKPIETH
LSKEVLDAAIGEALANPWTPPPLGLKPPSMEGVIAELQRQGINTVPPSTC

PpGlkl PHLAAPEAEAASWTHPPAYTQMPWSRSSRRDGLPYLVPLHTPHIQPPPSMVIMQPQLQTQH
TPVSTPLKVWGYPTVDHSSVHMWQQPAVATPSYWQAPDGSYWQHPATNYDAYSARACYPHPM
RVSLGTTHAGSPMIPGFPDESYYGEDVLAATMYLCNQSYDSELGRAAGVAACSKPPETHLS
KEVLDAAIGEALANPWTPPPLGLKPPSMEGVIAELQRQGINTVPPSTC

OsGLKl KHMIAREAEAASWTQRRQIYAAGGGAVAKRPESNAWTVPTIGFPPPPPPPPSPAPMQHFARP 
lhvwghpt№psrvpvwpprhlvprgpappwpppppsdpafwhhp™rgpahvptqgtpcm 
AMPMPAARFPAPPVPGVVPCPMYRPLTPPALTSKNQQDAQLQLQVQPSSESIDAAIGDVLSK 
PWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQRQGVANVPPACG

AtGLK2 KHLLAREAEAASWNLRRHATVAVPGVGGGGKKPWTAPALGYPPHVAPMHHGHFRPLHVWGHP
TWPKHKPNTPASAHRTYPMPAIAAAPASWPGHPPYWHQQPLYPQGYGMASSNHSSIGVPTRQ
LGPTNPPIDIHPSNESIDAAIGDVISKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDGVMTELQRQGVSNVPPLP

AtGLKl KHLLAREAEAANWTRKRHIYGVDTGANLNGRTKNGWLAPAPTLGFPPPPPVAVAPPPVHHHH
FRPLHVWGHPTVDQSIMPHVWPKHLPPPSTAMPNPPFWVSDSPYWHPMHNGTTPYLPTVATR
FRAPPVAGIPHALPPHHTMYKPNLGFGGARPPVDLHPSKESVDAAIGDVLTRPWLPLPLGLN
PPAVDGVMTELHRHGVSEVPPTASCA

Table T: MATGAT matrix of full length sequences

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1.ZmG2 43.9 53.6 29.4 29.7 45.0 38.8 40.0 44.8
2.ZmGLK1 54.3 42.1 32.0 33.2 68.3 39.5 40.9 68.5
3. OsGLK2 63.2 54.8 32.9 31.3 46.9 37.6 40.5 46.9
4. PpGLK2 43.5 45.1 46.8 78.7 33.3 31.3 34.3 33.5
5. PpGlkl 42.9 44.4 43.5 85.1 33.6 30.9 32.9 34.2
6. OsGLKI 57.7 75.6 56.5 45.5 46.4 40.7 45.1 98.7

7الاذىيءل٢فى 49.5 49.9 47.0 42.2 41.9 50.8 46.1 40.3
8. AtGLKl 51.8 52.2 52.0 45.8 43.6 58.7 58.6 45.1
9.0sGLK1var 57.9 75.6 56.7 44.5 46.8 99.3 50.5 58.7
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Table U: MATGAT matrix of GARP domains

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1.ZmG2 92.9 94.6 85.7 85.7 94.6 85.7 89.3 92.9
2.ZmGLK1 94.6 91.1 83.9 83.9 98.2 85.7 83.9 92.9
3. OsGLK2 98.2 96.4 87.5 87.5 92.9 83.9 91.1 94.6
4. PpGLK2 91.1 92.9 94.6 98.2 85.7 82.1 89.3 91.1
5. PpGIkl 91.1 92.9 94.6 100.0 85.7 82.1 89.3 91.1
6. OsGLKI 94.6 100.0 96.4 92.9 92.9 87.5 85.7 94.6

7الاذىيءل٢فى 91.1 94.6 94.6 91.1 91.1 94.6 87.5 85.7
٩〉、嶋 آل 96.4 94.6 98.2 92.9 92.9 94.6 92.9 91.1

96.4 98.2 98.2 94.6 94.6 98.2 92.9 96.4

Table V: MATGAT matrix ofGCT domains

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1.ZmG2 48.2 56.3 26.7 28.5 47.6 38.0 37.0
2. ZmGLKI 58.6 44.0 32.4 33.9 72.7 41.0 44.3
3. 0sGLK2 65.0 57.6 33.6 32.0 51.6 40.6 42.5
4. PpGLK2 41.9 47.0 44.0 88.6 32.4 33.8 35.0
5. PpGIkl 42.3 45.7 42.4 93.2 35.2 32.6 34.5
6. OsGLKI 61.3 81.1 60.5 44.1 49.6 44.2 48.9

7الاذىيء.٢فى 48.6 48.5 48.6 43.2 43.2 52.3 47.3
٩〉、嶋 آل 50.9 55.5 54.7 49.2 46.6 61.8 57.1

Example 23: Cloning of ،Ле nucleic acid sequence used in ،Ле methods of ،Ле 

invention
DNA manipulation: unless otherwise stated，recombinant DNA techniques are performed 

according to standard protocols described in (Sambrook (2001) Molecular Cloning: a 

laboratory manual，3rd Edition Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press，CSH，New York) or in 

Volumes 1 and 2 of Ausubel et al■ (1994)，Current Protocols in Molecular Biology，Current 

Protocols■ Standard materials and methods for plant molecular work are described in Plant 

Molecular Biology Labfax (1993) by R.D.D. Croy，published by BIOS Scientific Publications Ltd 

(UK) and Blackwell Scientific Publications (UK).

The nucleic acid sequence used in the methods of the invention was amplified by PCR using 
as template a custom-made Oryza sativa seedlings cDNA library (in pCMV Sport 6.0; 

Invitrogen，Paisley，UK). PCR was performed using Hifi Taq DNA polymerase in standard 
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conditions，using 200 ng of template in a 50 μΙ PCR mix. The primers used were prm2251 
(SEQ ID NO: 158; sense，start codon in bold:
5' ggggacaagtttgtacaaaaaagcaggcttcacaatgcttgccgtgtcgc 3')
and prm2252 (SEQ ID NO: 159; reverse，complementary，:
5٢ ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtaatatcatccacacgctgga 3٢),

which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination. The amplified PCR fragment was 

purified also using standard methods. The first step of the Gateway procedure，the BP 

reaction，was then performed，during which the PCR fragment recombines in vivo with the 

pDONR201 plasmid to produce，according to the Gateway terminology，an “entry clone’’，pO34. 

Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® technology.

Example 24: Expression Vector Construction
The entry clone pO31 was subsequently used in an LR reaction with ρ00640，a destination 

vector used for Oryza sativa transformation. This vector contains as functional elements within 

the T-DNA borders: a plant selectable marker; a screenable marker expression cassette; and a 

Gateway cassette intended for LR in vivo recombination with the nucleic acid sequence of 

interest already cloned in the entry clone. A rice non-viral constitutive promoter，the G0S2 

promoter (SEQ ID NO: 58) (PRO0129) was located upstream of this Gateway cassette.

After the LR recombination step， the resulting expression vector pO45 (Figure 14) was 

transformed into Agrobacterium strain LBA4044 and subsequently to Oryza sativa plants. 

Transformed rice plants were allowed to grow and were then examined for the parameters 

described below.

Example 25: Evaluation procedure
25.1 Evaluation setup
Approximately 30 independent TO rice transformants were generated. The primary 

transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse for growing and 

harvest of Τ1 seed. Four events， of which the Τ1 progeny segregated 3:1 for 

presence/absence of the transgene，were retained. For each of these events，approximately 

10 Τ1 seedlings containing the transgene (hetero- and homo-zygotes) and approximately 10 

Τ1 seedlings lacking the transgene (nullizygotes) were selected by monitoring visual marker 

expression. The transgenic plants and the corresponding nullizygotes were grown s¡de-by-s¡de 

at random positions. Greenhouse conditions were of shorts days (12 hours light)，28٥c in the 
light and 22٥c in the dark，and a relative humidity of 70%.

The four Τ1 events were further evaluated in the Τ2 generation following the same evaluation 

procedure as for the Τ1 generation but with more individuals per event. From the stage of 
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sowing until the stage of maturity the plants were passed several times through a digital 

imaging cabinet. At each time point digital images (2048x1536 pixels，16 mHlion colours) were 

taken of each plant from at least 6 different angles.

25.2 Statistical analysis: tiest and F-test
A two factor ANOVA (analysis of variants) was used as a statistical model for the overall 

evaluation of plant phenotypic characteristics. An F-test was carried out on all the parameters 

measured of all the plants of all the events transformed with the gene of the present invention. 
The F-test was carried out to check for an effect of the gene over all the transformation events 

and to verify for an overall effect of the gene，also known as a global gene effect. The 

threshold for significance for a true global gene effect was set at a 5% probability level for the 
F-test. A significant F-test value points to a gene effect，meaning that it is not only the mere 

presence or position of the gene that is causing the differences in phenotype.

Example 26: Evaluation results
The plant aboveground area (or feafy biomass) was determined by counting the total number 

of pixels on the digital images from aboveground plant parts discriminated from the 

background. This value was averaged for the pictures taken on the same time point from the 

different angles and was converted to a physical surface value expressed in square mm by 

calibration. Experiments show that the aboveground plant area measured this way correlates 

with the biomass of plant parts above ground. The above ground area is the time point at 

which the plant had reached its maximal leafy biomass.

The mature primary panicles were harvested，counted，bagged，barcode-labefed and then 

dried for three days in an oven at 37٥c. The panicles were then threshed and all the seeds 

were collected and counted. The filled husks were separated from the empty ones using an 

air-blowing device. The empty husks were discarded and the remaining fraction was counted 

again. The filled husks were weighed on an analytical balance. The number of filled seeds 

was determined by counting the number of filled husks that remained after the separation step. 

The total seed yield was measured by weighing all filled husks harvested from a plant.

As presented in Tables w to 丫，the aboveground biomass，the seed yield and the number of 

filled seeds are increased in the transgenic plants with increased expression of a nucleic acid 

encoding a GLK protein，compared to suitable control plants. Results from the Τ1 and the Τ2 

generations are shown.
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Table W shows the increase in aboveground biomass in percent，as well as the statistical 

relevance of this increase according to the F-test，in the Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic 

rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein.

Table w:

Aboveground biomass

% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 12 0.0018

Τ2 generation 27 0.0000

Table X shows the increase in total seed yield (total seed weight) in percent，as well as the 

statistical relevance of this increase according to the F-test，in the Τ1 and Τ2 generation of 

transgenic rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein.

Table X:

Seed yield

% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 20 0.0048

Τ2 generation 20 0.0160

Table 丫 shows the increase in the number of filled seeds in percent，as well as the statistical 

relevance of this increase according to the F-test，in the Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic 
rice with increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein.

Table Y:

Number of filled seeds

% Deference p value of F test

Τ1 generation 22 0.0021

Τ2 generation 22 0.0065

REV AHDZipZSTART

Example 27: Identification of sequences related to ،Ле nucleic acid sequence 

used in ،Ле methods of the invention
Sequences (full length cDNA，ESTs or genomic) related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention were identified amongst those maintained in the Entrez 
Nucleotides database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information using database 

sequence search tools，such as the Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et al. (1990) 

J. Mol. Biol. 215:403-410; and Altschul et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res. 25:3389-3402). The 
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program is used to find regions of local similarity between sequences by comparing nucleic 

acid or polypeptide sequences to sequence databases and by calculating the statistical 

significance of matches. The polypeptide encoded by the nucleic acid sequence of the present 
invention was used for the TBLASTN algorithm，with default settings and the filter to ignore low 

complexity sequences set off. The output of the analysis was viewed by pairwise comparison， 

and ranked according to the probability score (E-value)，where the score reflects the probability 

that a particular alignment occurs by chance (the lower the E-value，the more significant the 

hit). In addition to E-values，comparisons were also scored by percentage identity. Percentage 

identity refers to the number of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two 

compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. In some instances， 

the default parameters may be adjusted to modify the stringency of the search

Table z provides a list of nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention.

Table z: Nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence (SEQ ID NO: 194) used 

in the methods of the present invention，and the corresponding deduced polypeptides.

Name source 

organism
Nucleic acid
SEQD NO:

Polypeptide 

SEQD NO:
database accession 

number

0rysa_

REV partial

CTR

Oryza sativa 194 195 Part ofAK102830

(0s10g33960)

Orysa_ Oryza sativa 196 197 Part ofAK102830

(0s10g33960)

Orysa_ Oryza sativa 198 199 ΑΚ102830 

(0s10g33960)

Orysa_
ΗΟΧ10

Oryza sativa 200 201 訊2湖へ٠へ

Arath- 

則

Arabidopsis 

thaiiana

202 203 AF188994

Zeama_

HDIII RLD1

(rolled leafl)

Zea mays 204 205 ΑΥ501430.1
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Name source 

organism
Nucleic acid
SEQD NO:

Polypeptide 

SEQD NO:
database accession 

number

P__HDIII Populus 

trichocarpa

206 207 ΑΥ919617

Medtr—

HDIII

Medicago 

truncuiata

208 209 Spliced from
AC138171.17

Sacof_
HDIII

Partial

Saccharum 

officinarum

210 211 contig of

0.قخ٩٦ه2اآت٩

＜こ似ヘ風へ

Tr¡ae_

HDIII

Partial

Triticum 

aestivum

212 213 contig ofCD905903

ΒΜ135681.1

BQ578798.1

CJ565259.1

Y٩OV١IU_

HDIII

Partial

Hordeum 

vulgare

214 215 compiled from

BU996988.1

BJ459891.1

Phyp「_

HDIII

Partial

Phyilostachys 

praecox

216 217 DQO138O3

Orysa_REV o١٢yza sativa 223 Variant of SEQ ID

N0:196

Β「3「3

Revoluta

Brassica rapa 224 225

Ginbi

Revoluta

Ginkgo biloba 226 227 DQ385525

Gosba

Revoluta

Gossypium 

barbadense

228 229 ΑΥ966446.1

Revoluta

Lycopersicon 

escuientum

230 231 ΒΤ013577
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Example 28: Determination ٥f global similarity and identity between ،Ле CTR of 
REV polypeptides.
Global percentages of similarity and identity between the CTR of REV polypeptides were 

determined using one of the methods available in the art，the MatGAT (Matrix Global 

Alignment Tool) software (ВМС Bioinformatics. 2003 4:29. MatGAT: an application that 

generates similarity/identity matrices using protein or DNA sequences. Campanella JJ， 

Bitincka L，Smalley j; software hosted by Ledion Bitincka). MatGAT software generates 

similarity/identity matrices for DNA or protein sequences without needing pre-alignment of the 

data. The program performs a series of pair-wise alignments using the Myers and MHIer global 
alignment algorithm (with a gap opening penaKy of 12，and a gap extension penalty of 2)， 

calculates similarity and identity using for example Blosum 62 (for polypeptides)，and then 

places the results in a distance matrix. Sequence similarity is shown in the bottom half of the 

dividing line and sequence identity is shown in the top half of the diagonal dividing line.

Parameters used in the comparison were:

Scoring matrix: Blosum62

First Gap: 12

Extending gap: 2

Results of the software analysis are shown in Table AA for the global similarity and identity 

between the CTR of REV polypeptides. Percentage identity is given above the diagonal and 
percentage similarity is given below the diagonal. Percentage identity between the CTR of 

REV polypeptide paralogues and orthologues ranges between 30 and 70%， reflecting the 
lower sequence identity conservation between them outside of the HDZip and START 

domains.

Table AA: MatGAT results for global similarity and identity between the CTR of REV

polypeptide orthologues and paralogues.

Global similarity and identity over 
the CTR of REV polypeptide 

orthologues and paralogues 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1.CTR_Horvu_HDIII 61.1 57.2 81.1 88.2 89.7 60 79.6 96.5 79.8

2. CTR_Arath_REV 76.9 70 61.8 63 63.2 73.3 62.5 62.9 63.4

3. CTR_Medt_REV 73.2 86.5 59.2 60.3 60.8 70.2 59.4 58.6 60.3

4. CTR_Orysa_HOX10 89 80.7 76.6 83.9 84.8 59.8 88.2 83 89.7
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5. CTR_Orysa_REV 93.5 79.6 76.2 92.5 92.7 61.9 83.2 90.7 83.9

6. CTR_Phypr_HDIII 93.3 79.8 76.2 92.7 96.3 61.9 84.5 91.8 84.2

7. CTR_Poptr_HDIII 75.1 86.4 82.8 76.1 76.1 76.5 60.4 61.6 61.3

8. CTR_Sacof_HDIII 88.6 80.3 75.9 94.2 91.8 91.8 77.4 81.9 94.8

9. CTR_Triae_HDIII 97.4 79 74.9 90.8 95.7 95.1 76.3 90.5 81.8

10. CTR_Zeama_HDIII_LRD1 88.8 81.3 77.8 95.7 92.5 92.3 77.8 97 90.6

All REV polypeptides comprise a CTR having，in increasing order of preference，at least 50%， 

55%，60%，65%，70%，75%，80%，85%，90%，95% or 98% sequence identity to the CTR of a 

REV polypeptide as represented by SEQ ID NO: 197.

Example 29: Gene Cloning
DNA manipulation: unless otherwise stated， recombinant DNA techniques are performed 

according to standard protocols described in (Sambrook (2001) Molecular Cloning: a 

laboratory manual，3rd Edition，Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press，CSH，New York) or in 

Volumes 1 and 2 of Ausubel et al■ (1994)，Current Protocols in Molecular Biology，Current 

Protocols■ Standard materials and methods for plant molecular work are described in Plant 

Molecular Biology Labfax (1993) by R.D.D. Croy，published by BIOS Scientific Publications Ltd 

(UK) and Blackwell Scientific Publications (UK)■

The Oryza sativa Orysa_REV full-length gene SEQ ID NO: 198 was amplified by PCR using as 

template a custom-made Oryza sativa cDNA library (Invitrogen，Paisley，UK). After reverse 

transcription of RNA extracted from seedlings，the cDNAs were cloned into pCMV Sport 6.0. 

After plasmid extraction，200 ng of template was used in a 50 μΙ PCR mix. Primers prm01983 
(SEQ ID NO: 221 ; sense，start codon in bo d，AttBI site in italic:
١ ggggacaagtttgtacaaaaaagcaggcttaaacaat٠qqc٠qqc٠qqc٠qqtqq-3r-اح

and prm01984 (SEQ ID NO: 222; reverse，complementary，ΑΗΒ2 site in italic:
- ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtqqattttqqqteaeaeqaa^qaeea-اح 'ن ١ r

which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination，were used for PCR amplification. 

PCR was performed using Hif¡ Taq DNA polymerase in standard conditions. The amplified 

PCR fragment was purified also using standard methods. The first step of the Gateway 

procedure，the BP reaction，was then performed，during which the PCR fragment recombines 
with the pDONR201 plasmid to produce，according to the Gateway terminology，an “entry 

clone"，pO4562. Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® 

technology.

The Oryza sativa partial CTR (REV AHDZip/START) of the Orysa_REV gene SEQ ID NO: 194 
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was amplified by PCR as above，with primers prm03263 (SEQ ID NO: 219:

and prm03264 (SEQ ID NO: 220:
5٢ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtgcaccttccatgctacagcttg3٢) .

After cloning，the resulting entry clone number was pO4436.

Example 3٥: Vector Construction
The entry clones Ρ04562 and Ρ04436 were subsequently used in an LR reaction with Ρ01519, 

a destination vector used for Oryza sativa transformation for the hairpin construct. This vector 

contain as functional elements within the T—DNA borders: a plant selectable marker; a 

screenable marker expression cassette; and two Gateway cassettes cloned as inverted 
repeats and separated by a MAR (fragment of around 300 bp of a Nicotiana tabacum matrix 
âttachment legion)，intended for LR in vivo recombination such that the sequence of interest 

from the entry clone is integrated in both sense and antisense orientations to form the hairpin 

secondary structure. A rice G0S2 promoter (SEQ ID NO: 58) for constitutive expression of the 

genetic construct (PRO0129) was located upstream of these Gateway cassettes.

After the LR recombination step，the resulting expression vectors，pO443 (with the partial CTR 

of Orysa_REV; SEQ ID NO: 194) and pO448 (with the full length Orysa_REV; comprised in 

SEQ ID NO: 198) (see Figure 20) were separately transformed into Agrobacterium strain 

LBA4044, and subsequently separately to Oryza sativa plants. Transformed rice plants were 

allowed to grow and were then examined for the parameters described in Example 31.

Example 31: Evaluation procedure
31.1 Evaluation setup
Approximately 15 to 20 independent TO rice transformants were generated. The primary 

transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse for growing and 

harvest of T1 seed. Five events for the hairpin construct comprising the full length Orysa_REV 

and six events for the hairpin construct comprising the partial CTR of the Orysa_REV，of which 

the T1 progeny segregated 3:1 for presence/absence of the transgene，were retained. For 

each of these events，approximately 10 Tl seedlings containing the transgene (hetero- and 
homozygotes) and approximately 10 Tl seedlings lacking the transgene (nullizygotes) were 

selected by monitoring visual marker expression. The selected Tl plants were transferred to a 

greenhouse. Each plant received a unique barcode label to link unambiguously the 
phenotyping data to the corresponding plant. The selected Tl plants were grown on soil in 10 

cm diameter pots under the following environmental settings: photoperiod= 11.5 h，daylight 

intensity= 30,000 lux or more，daytime temperature= 28٥c or higher，night time temperature= 
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22٥c， relative humidity: 60-70%. Transgenic plants and the corresponding nullizygotes 

(control plants) were grown s¡de-by-s¡de at random positions.

Five T1 events were further evaluated (if positive results were obtained in the first evaluation) 
in the Τ2 generation following the same evaluation procedure as for the T1 generation but with 

more individuals per event. From the stage of sowing until the stage of maturity the plants were 

passed several times through a digital imaging cabinet. At each time point digital images 

(2048x1536 pixels，16 million colours) were taken of each plant from at least 6 different angles.

31.2 Statistical analysis: F-test
A two factor ANOVA (analysis of variants) was used as a statistical model for the overall 

evaluation of plant phenotypic characteristics. An F-test was carried out on all the parameters 

measured of all the plants of all the events transformed with the gene of the present invention. 
The F-test was carried out to check for an effect of the gene over all the transformation events 

and to verify for an overall effect of the gene，also known as a global gene effect. The 

threshold for significance for a true global gene effect was set at a 5% probability level for the 

F-test. A significant F-test value points to a gene effect，meaning that it is not only the mere 

presence or position of the gene that is causing the differences in phenotype.

Example 32: Evaluation results
The plant aboveground area (or leafy biomass) was determined by counting the total number 

of pixels on the digital images from aboveground plant parts discriminated from the 

background. This value was averaged for the pictures taken on the same time point from the 

different angles and was converted to a physical surface value expressed in square mm by 

calibration. Experiments show that the aboveground plant area measured this way correlates 

with the biomass of plant parts above ground. The above ground area is the time point at 

which the plant had reached its maximal leafy biomass.

The plant parts below ground (in this case essentially the roots) were determined by growing 

the plants in specially designed pots with transparent bottoms to allow visualization of the 

roots. A digital camera recorded images through the bottom of the pot during plant growth.

Root features such as total projected area (which can be co related to total root volume)， 
average diameter and length of roots above a certain thickness threshold (length of thick roots， 

or thick root length) were deduced from the picture using of appropriate software.

The mature primary panicles were harvested，counted，bagged，barcode-labeled and then 

dried for three days in an oven at 37٥c. The panicles were then threshed and all the seeds 
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were collected and counted. The filled husks were separated from the empty ones using an 

air-blowing device. The empty husks were discarded and the remaining fraction was counted 

again. The filled husks were weighed on an analytical balance. The number of filled seeds 

was determined by counting the number of filled husks that remained after the separation step. 

The total seed yield was measured by weighing all filled husks harvested from a plant. Total 

seed number per plant was measured by counting the number of husks harvested from a 
plant. Thousand kernel weight (TKW) is extrapolated from the number of filled seeds counted 

and their total weight. Individual seed parameters (including width，length，area，weight) were 

measured using a custom-made device consisting of two main components，a weighing and 

imaging device，coupled to software for image analysis. The harvest index (HI) in the present 
invention is defined as the ratio between the total seed yield and the above ground area (mm2)， 

multiplied by a factor 106. The total number of flowers per panicle as defined in the present 

invention is the ratio between the total number of seeds and the number of mature primary 

panicles. The seed fill rate as defined in the present invention is the proportion (expressed as a 

%) of the number of filled seeds over the total number of seeds (or florets).

32.1 Measurement of yield-related parameters for transformants with reduced 

expression of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZipZSTART nucleic acid 

sequence as represented by SEQ ID NO: 194
As presented in Tables BB to EE，the seed yield，the number of filled seeds，the seed fill rate 

and the harvest index are increased in the transgenic plants with reduced expression of an 

endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence compared to 

control plants. Results from the Τ1 and the Τ2 generations are shown.

Table BB shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in total seed yield (total 

seed weight)， the percentage of this increase， as well as the statistical relevance of this 
increase according to the F-test.

Table BB: Number of transgenic events with an increase in seed yield，the percentage of the 

increase，and p value of the F—test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic rice with reduced 

expression of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

Seed weight

Number of events 

showing an increase
% p value of

F test

Τ1 generation 4 out of 6 16 0.058

Τ2 generation 3 out of 4 4 0.0133
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Table cc shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in the number of filled 

seeds，the percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase 

according to the Ftest■

Table CC: Number of transgenic events with an increase in number of filled seeds，the 

percentage of the increase，and p value of the F-test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic 

rice with reduced expression of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START 

nucleic acid sequence.

Number of filled seeds

Number of events 

showing an increase
% p value of

F test

Τ1 generation 4 out of 6 14 0.0884

Τ2 generation 3 out of 4 4 0.0156

Table DD shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in the seed fill rate，the 

percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase according to 
the Ftest.

Table DD: Number of transgenic events with an increase in seed fill rate，the percentage of the 

increase，and p value of the F—test in Τ1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic rice with reduced 

expression of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

Seed fill rate

Number of events 

showing an increase
% p value of

F test

Τ1 generation 5 out of 6 19 0.0002

Τ2 generation 4 out of 4 22 <0.0001

Table EE shows the number of transgenic events with an increase in the harvest index，the 

percentage of this increase，as well as the statistical relevance of this increase according to 
the Ftest.

Table EE Number of transgenic events with an increase in harvest index，the percentage of 

the increase，and p value of the F-test in T1 and Τ2 generation of transgenic rice with reduced 

expression of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.
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Harvest index
Number of events 

showing an increase
% p value of

F test

Τ1 generation 4 out of 6 14 0.0284

Τ2 generation 3 out of 4 9 0.0187

Two additional parameters were measured for only one evaluation:

1) the average individual seed length

2) the average root thickness

As shown on Table FF，both the average individual seed length and the average root thickness 

were significantly increased in transgenic rice with reduced expression of an endogenous REV 

gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence compared to control plants.

Table FF: Number of transgenic events with an increase in harvest index and p value of the F- 

test in a single generation of transgenic rice with reduced expression of an endogenous REV 

gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

Number of events showing 

an increase
p value of F test

Average individual seed 

length (Τ2 seeds)
5 out of 6 0.009

Average root thickness (Τ2 

plants)
4 out of 4 <0.0001

32.2 Measurement of yield-related parameters for transformants with reduced 

expression of an endogenous REV polypeptide using a nucleic acid encoding the full 
length Orysa_REV polypeptide, as represented by SEQ ID NO: 198:
The same evaluation procedure as described hereinabove was performed for transgenic rice 

having reduced expression of an endogenous REV polypeptide using a nucleic acid sequence 

encoding the full length Orysa_REV polypeptide. ٨ll of the parameters measured were 
strongly and significantly negative，as shown in Table GG.

Table GG: Number of transgenic events with a DECREASE in aboveground biomass，total 

seed yield，number of filled seeds，number of flowers per panicle，harvest index，number of 
primary panicles and plant height，the percentage of the increase，and p value of the F-test in 
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TI generation of transgenic rice with reduced expression of an endogenous REV gene using a 

nucleic acid sequence encoding the full length Orysa_REV polypeptide.

By including conserved regions in the hairpin construct (such as the HDZip and START 

domains) for reducing endogenous REV gene expression，the expression of other class III 

HDZip genes may also be reduced.

Parameter Number of events 

showing a decrease
% Deference p value of F test

Aboveground biomass 5 out of 5 ■40 <0.0001

Total seed yield 5 out of 5 -65 <0.0001

Number of filled seeds 5 out of 5 ■64 <0.0001

Number of flowers per 

panicle

5 out of 5 -39 <0.0001

Harvest index 5 out of 5 -53 <0.0001

Number of primary 

panicles

5 out of 5 -39 <0.0001

Plant height 5 out of 5 -13 0.0006

CLE

Example 33: Identification of sequences related to ،Ле nucleic acid sequence 

used in ،Ле methods of the invention
Sequences (full length cDNA，ESTs or genomic) related to the nucleic acid sequence used in 

the methods of the present invention were identified amongst those maintained in the Entrez 
Nucleotides database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information using database 

sequence search tools，such as the Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et al. (1990) 

J. Mol. Biol. 215:403-410; and Altschul et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res. 25:3389-3402). The 

program is used to find regions of local similarity between sequences by comparing nucleic 

acid or polypeptide sequences to sequence databases and by calculating the statistical 

significance of matches. The polypeptide encoded by the nucleic acid sequence of the present 

invention was used for the TBLASTN algorithm，with default settings and the filter to ignore low 

complexity sequences set off. The output of the analysis was viewed by pairwise comparison， 

and ranked according to the probability score (E-value), where the score reflects the probability 

that a particular alignment occurs by chance (the lower the E-value，the more significant the 

hit). In addition to E-values，comparisons were also scored by percentage identity. Percentage 

identity refers to the number of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two 

compared nucleic acid (or polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. In some instances， 

the default parameters may be adjusted to modify the stringency of the search
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Table HH provides a list of nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence used 
in the methods of the present invention.

Table HH: Nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence (SEQ ID NO: 232) 

used in the methods of the present invention，and the corresponding deduced polypeptides.

Plant Source Nucleic acid SEQ ID NO: Protein SEQ ID NO:
Saccharum officinarum قاثًا-

like

232 233

Populus trichocarpa X

Populus deltoides CLE-like
239 240

Oryza sativa CLE-like 24٩ 242

Saccharum officinarum قانًا-

like

243 244

Arabidopsis thaliana 2 ذًا١ق - 

like

245 246

Brassica napus CLE-like 24٦ 248

Arabidopsis thaliana 249 250

Example 34: Gene Cloning
The sugarcane CLE-like gene was amplified by PCR with primers prm05843 (SEQ ID NO: 

234; sense，start codon in bold，AttBI site in italic:
١ ggggacaagtttgtacaaaaaagcaggcttaaacaat٠qaqqatqttc٠ttc٠c٠qq-3r-اح

and prm05844 (SEQ ID NO: 235; reverse，complementary，ΑΗΒ2 site in italic:
ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtteeteteatetqttqtqqaq-^r١r-اح

which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination，were used for PCR amplification■ 

PCR was performed using Hifi Taq DNA polymerase in standard conditions. The PCR 

fragment was purified also using standard methods. The first step of the Gateway procedure， 

the BP reaction，was then performed，during which the PCR fragment recombines in vivo with 

the pDONR201 plasmid to produce，according to the Gateway terminology，an “entry clone’’， 

pO66. Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® 

technology.

Example 35: Vector Construction
The entry clone pO66 was subsequently used in an LR reaction with pO1519，a destination 

vector used for Oryza sativa transformation for the antisense construct. This vectors contains 

as functional elements within the T-DNA borders: a plant selectable marker; a screenable 
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marker expression cassette; and a Gateway cassette intended for LR in vivo recombination 

such that the sequence of interest from the entry clone is integrated in sense or anti sense 

orientation. A rice prolamine promoter (SEQ ID NO: 236) for seed specific expression 

(PRO090) was located upstream of this Gateway cassette.

After the LR recombination step，the resulting expression vector，pO68 (Figure 23) was 

transformed into Agrobacterium strain LBA4044 and subsequently to Oryza sativa plants. 

Transformed rice plants were allowed to grow and were then examined for the parameters 

described in Example 36.

Example 36: Evaluation methods of plants transformed with CLE-like in anti 
sense orientation
Approximately 15 to 2◦ independent TO rice transformants were generated. The primary 

transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse for growing and 

harvest of T1 seed. Six events for which the T1 progeny segregated 3:1 for presence/absence 

of the transgene，were retained. For each of these events，approximately 10 T1 seedlings 

containing the transgene (hetero- and homozygotes) and approximately 10 Tl seedlings 
lacking the transgene (nullizygotes) were selected by monitoring visual marker expression. 

The selected Tl plants were transferred to a greenhouse. Each plant received a unique 

barcode label to link unambiguously the phenotyping data to the corresponding plant. The 

selected Tl plants were grown on soil in 10 cm diameter pots under the following 

environmental settings: photoperiod= 11.5 h，daylight intensity= 30,000 lux or more，daytime 

temperature= 28٥c，night time temperature: 22٥c，relative humidity: 60-70%. Transgenic 

plants and the corresponding nullizygotes were grown s¡de-by-s¡de at random positions. From 

the stage of sowing until the stage of maturity the plants were passed several times through a 

digital imaging cabinet. At each time point digital images (2048x1536 pixels，16 million 

colours) were taken of each plant from at least 6 different angles.

The plant aboveground area (or leafy biomass) was determined by counting the total number 

of pixels on the digital images from aboveground plant parts discriminated from the 

background. This value was averaged for the pictures taken on the same time point from the 

different angles and was converted to a physical surface value expressed in square mm by 

calibration. Experiments show that the aboveground plant area measured this way correlates 

with the biomass of plant parts above ground. The Areamax is the above ground area at the 

time point at which the plant had reached its maximal leafy biomass.

The mature primary panicles were harvested，bagged，barcode-labelled and then dried for 
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three days in the oven at 37٥c. The panicles were then threshed and all the seeds collected. 

The filled husks were separated from the empty ones using an air-blowing device. After 

separation， both seed lots were then counted using a commercially available counting 

machine. The empty husks were discarded. The filled husks were weighed on an analytical 

balance and the cross-sectional area of the seeds was measured using digital imaging. This 

procedure resulted in the set of the following seed-related parameters:

The flowers-per-panicle is a parameter estimating the average number of florets per panicle on 

a plant，derived from the number of total seeds divided by the number of first panicles. The 

tallest panicle and all the panicles that overlapped with the tallest panicle when aligned 

vertically，were considered as first panicles and were counted manually. The number of filled 

seeds was determined by counting the number of filled husks that remained after the 

separation step. The total seed yield (total seed weight) was measured by weighing all filled 

husks ha^ested from a plant. Total seed number per plant was measured by counting the 

number of husks harvested from a plant and corresponds to the number of florets per plant. 

These parameters were derived in an automated way from the digital images using image 

analysis software and were analysed statistically. Individual seed parameters (including width， 
length，area，weight) were measured using a custom-made device consisting of two main 

components，a weighing and imaging device，coupled to software for image analysis. The 

harvest index in the present invention is defined as the ratio between the total seed yield (g) 
and the above ground area (mm2)，multiplied by a factor 106.

A two factor ANOVA (analyses of variance) corrected for the unbalanced design was used as 

statistical model for the overall evaluation of plant phenotypic characteristics. An F—test was 

carried out on all the parameters measured of all the plants of all the events transformed with 

that gene. The F-test was carried out to check for an effect of the gene over all the 

transformation events and to verify for an overall effect of the gene，also named herein global 

gene effect”. If the value of the F test shows that the data are significant，than it is concluded 

that there is a “gene" effect，meaning that not only presence or the position of the gene is 

causing the effect. The threshold for significance for a true global gene effect is set at 5% 
probability level for the F test.

To check for an effect of the genes within an event，¡.e.，for a line-specific effect，a t-test was 

performed within each event using data sets from the transgenic plants and the corresponding 

null plants. “Null plants” or “null segregants” or “nullizygotes” are the plants treated in the 

same way as the transgenic plant，but from which the transgene has segregated. Null plants 

can also be described as the homozygous negative transformed plants. The threshold for 
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significance for the t-test is set at 10% probability level■ The results for some events can be 

above or below this threshold. This is based on the hypothesis that a gene might only have an 

effect in certain positions in the genome，and that the occurrence of this position-dependent 

effect is not uncommon. This kind of gene effect is also named herein a "line effect of the 

gene”. The p-value is obtained by comparing the tvalue to the tdistribution or alternatively，by 

comparing the F-value to the F—distribution. The p-value then gives the probability that the null 

hypothesis (¡.e.，that there is no effect of the transgene) is correct.

Example 37: measurement of yield-related parameters for anti sense construct 
transformants:
Upon analysis of the seeds as described above，the inventors found that plants transformed 
with the anti sense CLE-like gene construct had a higher seed yield，expressed as number of 

filled seeds，total weight of seeds，total number of seeds and Harvest Index，compared to 

plants lacking the CLE-like transgene. In particular the total seed weight and total seed 

number was significantly increased in both the T1 and Τ2 generation plants.

SYRNUE

Example 38: Identification of sequences related to SEQ ID NO: 251 and SEQ ID 

N。:252
Sequences (full length cDNA，ESTs or genomic) related to SEQ ID NO: 251 and/or protein 

sequences related to SEQ ID NO: 252 were identified amongst those maintained in the Entrez 

Nucleotides database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) using 
database sequence search tools，such as the Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et 

al. (1990) J. Mol. Biol. 215:403-410; and Altschul et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res. 25:3389- 

3402). The program is used to find regions of local similarity between sequences by comparing 

nucleic acid or polypeptide sequences to sequence databases and by calculating the statistical 

significance of matches. The polypeptide encoded by SEQ ID NO: 251 was used for the 
TBLASTN algorithm，with default settings and the filter to ignore low complexity sequences set 

off. The output of the analysis was viewed by pairwise comparison，and ranked according to 

the probability score (E-value)，where the score reflects the probability that a particular 

alignment occurs by chance (the lower the E-value，the more significant the hit). In addition to 

E-values，comparisons were also scored by percentage identity. Percentage identity refers to 

the number of identical nucleotides (or amino acids) between the two compared nucleic acid 

(or polypeptide) sequences over a particular length. In some instances，the default parameters 

may be adjusted to modify the stringency of the search.
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In addition to the publicly available nucleic acid sequences available at NCBI，proprietary 

sequence databases are also searched following the same procedure as described herein 

above.

Table II provides a list of nucleic acid and protein sequences related to the nucleic acid 

sequence as represented by SEO ID NO: 251 and the protein sequence represented by SEO 
ID NO: 252.

Table ■I: Nucleic acid sequences related to the nucleic acid sequence (SEQ ID NO: 251) 

useful in the methods of the present invention，and the corresponding deduced polypeptides.

Name Source 

organism
Poly■ 

peptide SEQ
ID NO:

Uuc١٩\c aüá
SEQD NO:

Database 

accession 

number

Status

OsSYR Oryza sativa 252 25٩ 1 Full length 

or partial

rice SYR

homologue 1

Oryza sativa 262 277 ΧΡ—472637 Full length

rice SYR

homologue 2

Qryza sativa 263 ΑΡ008218 Full length

corn SYR

homologue

Zea mays 264 278 ΑΥ110705 partial

wheat SYR

homologue

Triticum 

aestivum

265 1 Full length

barley SYR

homologue

Hordeum 

vulgare

266 286 CB871444 Full length

sugar cane SYR 

homologue 1

Saccharum 

officinarum

267 287 CA165713 partial

sugar cane SYR 

homologue 2

Saccharum 

officinarum

268 288 Full length

sorghum SYR 

homologue

Sorghum bicolor 269 289 CX611532 Full length

AtSYR 

homologue 1

Arabidopsis 

thaliana

270 290 ΝΜ_115853 Full length
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AtSYR 

homologue 2

Arabidopsis 

thaliana

77٩ 291 ΝΜ_180078 Full length

grape SYR

homologue

▽itis vinifera 272 279 CF4O4276 Full length

Citrus SYR

homologue

Citrus reticulata 273 280 CF83O612 partial

tomato SYR

homologue 1

Lycopersicon 

esculentum

274 282 ΑΙ774560 Full length

tomato SYR

homologue 2

Lycopersicon 

esculentum

275 281 顧25现 Full length

Example 39: Alignment of relevant polypeptide sequences
AlignX from the Vector NTI (Invitrogen) is based on the popular Clustal algorithm of 

progressive alignment (Thompson et al. (1997) Nucleic Acids Res 25:4876-4882; Chenna et 

al. (2003)■ Nucleic Acids Res 31:3497-3500)■ A phylogenetic tree can be constructed using a 

neighbour-joining clustering algorithm. Default values are for the gap open penalty of 10, for 

the gap extension penalty of 0,1 and the selected weight matrix is Blosum 62 (if polypeptides 

are aligned).

The result of the multiple sequence alignment using polypeptides relevant in identifying the 

ones useful in performing the methods of the invention is shown in Figure 25. The leucine rich 

repeat and the conserved motifs can be easily discriminated in the various sequences.

Example 40: Calculation of global percentage identity between polypeptide 

sequences useful in performing ،Ле methods of the invention
Global percentages of similarity and identity between full length polypeptide sequences useful 

in performing the methods of the invention were determined using one of the methods 

available in the art，the MatGAT (Matrix Global Alignment Tool) software (ВМС Bioinformatics. 
2003 4:29. MatGAT: an application that generates similarity/identity matrices using protein or 

DNA sequences. Campanella JJ，Bitincka L，Smalley j; software hosted by Ledion Bitincka). 

MatGAT software generates similarity/identity matrices for DNA or protein sequences without 

needing pre-alignment of the data. The program performs a series of pair-wise alignments 

using the Myers and Miller global alignment algorithm (with a gap opening penalty of 12, and a 

gap extension penalty of 2), calculates similarity and identity using for example Blosum 62 (for 

polypeptides)，and then places the results in a distance matrix. Sequence similarity is shown in
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the bottom half of the dividing line and sequence identity is shown in the top half of the 

diagonal dividing line.

Parameters used in the comparison were:

Scoring matrix: Blosum62

First Gap: 12

Extending gap: 2

Results of the software analysis are shown in Table JJ for the global similarity and identity over 

the full length of the polypeptide sequences (excluding the partial polypeptide sequences). 

Percentage identity is given above the diagonal and percentage similarity is given below the 

diagonal■

The percentage identity between the polypeptide sequences useful in performing the methods 

of the invention can be as tow as 27 % amino acid identity compared to SEQ ID NO: 252.
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Example 41: Topology prediction of the polypeptide sequences useful in 
performing the methods of the invention (subcellular localization, 
transmembrane.I.)
TargetP 1.1 predicts the subcellular location ◦f eukaryotic proteins. The location assignment 
is based on the predicted presence of any of the N-terminal pre-sequences: chloroplast 
transit peptide (eTP)， mitochondrial targeting peptide (mTP) or secretory pathway signal 
peptide (SP). Scores on which the final prediction is based are not really probabilities，and 
they do not necessarily add to one. However，the location with the highest score is the most 
likely according to TargetP，and the relationship between the scores (the reliability class) 
may be an indication of how certain the prediction is. The reliability class (RC) ranges from 1 
to 5, where 1 indicates the strongest prediction. TargetP ¡S maintained at the server of the 
Technical University of Denmark■

For the sequences predicted to contain an N-terminal presequence a potential cleavage site 
can also be predicted.

A number of parameters were selected，such as organism group (non-plant or plant)，cutoff 
sets (none，predefined set of cutoffs，or user-specified set of cutoffs)，and the calculation of 
prediction of cleavage sites (yes or no).

The results of TargetP 1.1 analysis of the polypeptide sequence as represented by SEQ ID 
NO: 252 are presented Table KK. The "plant” organism group has been selected，no cutoffs 
defined，and the predicted length ◦f the transit peptide requested. The subcellular localization 
of the polypeptide sequence as represented by SEQ ID NO: 252 may be the mitochondrion: 
however it should be noted that the reliability class ¡S 5 (¡.e. the lowest reliability class).

Table KK: TargetP 1.1 analysis of the polypeptide sequence as represented by SEQ ID NO:
2Ы

جا٠حخحا١ 105
Chloroplastic transit peptide 0.025
Mitochondrial transit peptide 0.552

Secretory pathway signal peptide 0.009
Other subcellular targeting 0.416
Predicted location mitochondrion
Reliability class 5
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Two transmembrane domains are identified by the TMHMM program，hosted on the server of 
the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis，Technical University of Denmark■ The 
probability that the N-terminus ¡S located inside is 0.997. Further details on the orientation 
are given in Table LL:

Table LL: results of TMHMM 2.0

Orientation begin-end residue
inside 1 42
TMhelix 43 65
outside 66 74

TMhelix ٦5 ه٠فى

inside 93 105

Many other algorithms can be used to perform such analyses，including:
٠ ChtoroP 1.1 hosted on the server of the Technical University of Denmark;

٠ Protein Prowter Subcellular Localisation Predictor version 1.2 hosted on the server of 
the Institute for Molecular Bioscience，University of Queensland，Brisbane，Australia;

٠ PENCE Proteome Analyst PA-GOSUB 2.5 hosted on the server of the University of 
Alberta，Edmonton，Alberta，Canada;

Example 42: Gene Cloning
DNA manipulation: unless otherwise stated，recombinant DNA techniques are performed 
according to standard protocols described in (Sambrook (2001) Molecular Cloning: a 
laboratory manual，3rd Edition，Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press，CSH, New York) or in 
Volumes 1 and 2 of Ausubel et al. (1994)，Current Protocols in Molecular Biology，Current 
Protocols. Standard materials and methods for plant molecular work are described in Plant 
Molecular Biology Labfax (1993) by R.D.D. Croy，published by BIOS Scientific Publications 
Ltd (UK) and Blackwell Scientific Publications (UK).

The Oryza sativa SYR gene was amplified by PCR using as template an Oryza sativa 
seedling cDNA library (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK). After reverse transcription of RNA extracted 
^om seedlings, the cDNAs were cloned into pCMV Sport 6.0. Average insert size of the 
bank was 1.5 kb and the original number of clones was of the order of 1.59 X 10? cfu. 
Original titer was determined to be 9.6 X 105 cfu/ml after first amplification of 6 X 1〇11 cfu/ml. 
After plasmid extraction, 200 ng of template was used in a 50 μΙ PCR mix. Primers 
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ргт08170 (SEQ ID NO: 253; sense, start codon in bold，AttBI site in italic:
5r-ggggacaagtttgtacaaaaaagcaggcttaaacaatqqaaqqtqtaq٩tqetaqq-٦r١

and prm08171 (SEQ ID NO: 254; reverse, complementary，AttB2 site in italic:
5’-ggggaccactttgtacaagaaagctgggtcaaaaacaaaaataaattcccc-3z),
which include the AttB sites for Gateway recombination，were used for PCR amplification. 
PCR was performed using Hifi Taq DNA polymerase in standard conditions. A PCR 
fragment of the correct size was amplified and purified also using standard methods. The 
first step of the Gateway procedure, the BP reaction，was then performed，during which the 
PCR fragment recombines in vivo with the pDONR201 plasmid to produce, according to the 
Gateway terminology，an “entry clone”，pSYR. Plasmid pDONR201 was purchased from 
Invitrogen，as part of the Gateway® technology.

Example 43: Vector Construction
The entry clone pSYR was subsequently used in an LR reaction with a destination vector 
used for Oryza sativa transformation. This vector contains as functional elements within the 
T-DNA borders: a plant selectable marker; a screenable marker expression cassette; and a 
Gateway cassette intended for LR in vivo recombination with the sequence of interest 
already cloned in the entry clone. A「ice G0S2 promoter (SEQ ID NO: 58) for constitutive 
expression was located upstream of this Gateway cassette. A similar vector construct was 
prepared, but with the high mobility group protein promote「(HMGP，SEQ ID NO: 283 ◦r SEQ 
ID NO: 293) instead of the GOS promoter

After the LR recombination step, the resulting expression vectors, pG0S2::SYR (with the 
G0S2 promoter) and pHMGP::SYR (with the HMGP promote「)，both for constitutive SYR 
expression (Figure 25) were transformed into Agrobacterium strain LBA4044 and 
subsequently to Oryza sativa plants.

Example 44: Evaluation methods of plants transformed with SYR under the 
control of the ríce G0S2 promoter or the HMGP promoter
44.1 Evaluation setup
Approximately 15 to 20 independent TO「ice transformants were generated. The primary 
transformants were transferred from a tissue culture chamber to a greenhouse for growing 
and harvest of T1 seed. Eight events，of which the T1 progeny segregated 3:1 for 
presenœ/absence of the transgene, were retained. For each of these events，approximately 
10 T1 seedlings containing the transgene (hetero- and homo-zygotes) and approximately 10 
T1 seedlings lacking the transgene (nullizygotes) were selected by monitoring visual marker 
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expression. The selected TI plants were transferred to a greenhouse. Each plant received 
a unique barcode label to link unambiguously the phenotyping data to the corresponding 
plant. The selected T1 plants were grown on soil in 10 cm diameter pots under the following 
environmental settings: photoperiod= 11.5 h，daylight intensity: 30,000 lux or more，daytime 
temperature: 28٥c or higher， night time temperature: 22٥c， relative hum¡d¡ty= 60-70%. 
Transgenic plants and the corresponding nullizygotes were grown s¡de-by-s¡de at random 
positions. From the stage of sowing until the stage of maturity the plants were passed 
several times through a digital imaging cabinet. At each time point digital images 
(2048x1536 pixels，16 million colours) were taken of each plant from at least 6 different 
angles.

Nitrogen use efficiency screen
Rice plants from Τ2 seeds were grown in potting so¡■ under normal conditions except for the 
nutrient solution. The pots were watered from transplantation to maturation with a specific 
nutrient solution containing reduced N nitrogen (N) content， usually between 7 to 8 times 
less. The rest of the cultivation (plant maturation，seed harvest) was the same as for plants 
not grawn under abiotic stress. Growth and yield parameters are recorded as detailed for 
growth under normal conditions.

44.2 Statistical analysis: Ftest
A two factor ANOVA (analysis of variants) was used as a statistical model for the overall 
evaluation of plant phenotypic characteristics. An F test was carried out on all the 
parameters measured of all the plants of all the events transformed with the gene of the 
present invention. The F test was carried out to check for an effect of the gene ◦ver all the 
transformation events and to verify for an overall effect of the gene，also known as a global 
gene effect. The threshold for significance for a true global gene effect was set at a 5% 
probability level for the F test. A significant F test value points to a gene effect，meaning that 
it is not only the mere presence or position of the gene that is causing the differences in 
phenotype.

Because two experiments with overlapping events were carried ◦ut，a combined analysis 
was performed. This ¡S useful to check consistency of the effects over the two experiments， 
and if this is the case，to accumulate evidence from both experiments in order to increase 
confidence in the conclusion. The method used was a mixed-model approach that takes into 
account the multilevel structure of the data (¡.e. experiment - event - segregants). p values 
were obtained by comparing likelihood ratio test to ch¡ square distributions.
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44.3 Parameters measured
Biomass-related parameter measurement

The plant aboveground area (or leafy biomass) was determined by counting the total number 
of pixels on the digital images from aboveground plant parts discriminated from the 
background. This value was averaged for the pictures taken on the same time point from the 
different angles and was converted to a physical surface value expressed in square mm by 
calibration. Experiments show that the aboveground plant area measured this way 
correlates with the biomass of plant parts above ground. The above ground area ¡S the area 
measured at the time point at which the plant had reached its maximal leafy biomass. 
Increase in root biomass is expressed as an increase in total root biomass (measured as 
maximum biomass of roots observed during the lifespan of a plant).

Seed-related parameter measurements

The mature primary panicles were harvested，counted，bagged，barcode-labelled and then 
dried for three days in an oven at 37٠c. The panicles were then threshed and all the seeds 
were collected and counted. The filled husks were separated from the empty ones using an 
air-btowing device. The empty husks were discarded and the remaining fraction was 
counted again. The filled husks were weighed on an analytical balance. The number of filled 
seeds was determined by counting the number of filled husks that remained after the 
separation step. The total seed yield was measured by weighing all filled husks harvested 
from a plant. Thousand Kernel Weight (TKW) is extrapolated from the number of filled seeds 
counted and the¡「total weight.

Example 45: measurement of yield-related parameters for pG٥S2::SYR 
transformants grown under conditions of nutrient deficiency:
Upon analysis of the seeds as described above，the inventors found that plants transformed 
with the pGOS2::S٧/? gene construct and grown under nutrient deficiency stress，had a 
higher seed yield，expressed as number of filled seeds (increase of more than 5%)，total 
weight of seeds (increase of more than 5%) and TKW (increase of more than 2.5%), 
compared to plants lacking the SYR transgene. There was also observed an increase in 
shoot biomass (more than 5%) and root biomass (several lines more than 5%).
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Claims

1. Method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants，comprising modulating expression in 
a plant of a nucleic acid encoding an extensin receptor-like kinase (ERLK protein) 
represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 2，SEQ ID NO: 12，SEQ ID NO: 14 or 
orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned，or a portion thereof encoding 
a polypeptide comprising at least the transmembrane domain and the kinase domain.

2. Method according to claim 1，wherein said modulated expression is effected by any one 
or more of T—DNA activation tagging，TILLING，or homologous recombination.

3. Method according to claim 1，vvherein said modulated expression ¡S effected by 
introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein 
represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 2，SEQ ID NO: 12，SEQ ID NO: 14 or 
orthologues or paralogues ◦f any of the aforementioned SEQ ID Nos, ◦r a part of these 
comprising at least the transmembrane domain and the kinase domain.

4. Method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said enhanced yield-related trait 
is one or more of increased biomass，increased seed yield (seed weight) or increased 
number of filled seeds.

5. Method according to any of claim 1 to 3, wherein said nucleic acid ¡S operably linked to 
a constitutive promoter，preferably to a G0S2 promoter，more preferably to the G0S2 
promoter as represented by SEQ ID NO: 58.

6. Method according to any one of claims 3 to 5, wherein said nucleic acid ¡S a portion of， 
or an allelic variant of，or a splice variant of，or a sequence capable of hybridising to a 
nucleic acid sequence according to any one of SEQ ID NO: 1, SEQ ID NO: 11, SEQ ID 
NO: 13, SEQ ID NO: 15, SEQ ID NO: 17, SEQ ID NO: 19, SEQ ID NO: 21, SEQ ID NO: 
23, SEQ ID NO: 25, SEQ ID NO: 27, SEQ ID NO: 29, SEQ ID NO: 31, SEQ ID NO: 33, 
SEQ ID NO: 35, SEQ ID NO: 37, SEQ ID NO: 39, SEQ ID NO: 41, SEQ ID NO: 43, 
SEQ ID NO: 45, SEQ ID NO: 47, SEQ ID NO: 49, SEQ ID NO: 51, SEQ ID NO: 53 and 
SEQ ID NO: 55，wherein said portion，allelic variant，splice variant or hybridising 
sequence encodes at least the transmembrane domain and the kinase domain of an 
ERLK protein■
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7. Method according to any one ◦f claims 1 to 6, wherein said nucleic acid encoding an 
ERLK protein or part thereof is of plant origin，preferably from a dicotyledonous plant， 
further preferably from the family Brassicaceae, more preferably from the genus 
Arabidopsis, most preferably from Arabidopsis thaliana.

8. Plant or part thereof，including seeds，obtainable by a method according to any one of 
claims 1 to 7, wherein said plant or part thereof comprises a nucleic acid encoding an 
ERLK protein or a part thereof comprising at feast the transmembrane domain and the 
kinase domain.

9■ Construct comprising:
(i) a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein，represented by any one of SEQ ID 

NO: 2, SEQ ID NO: 12, SEQ ID NO: 14 or orthologues or paralogues of any of 
the aforementioned SEQ ID Nos，or a part of these comprising at least the 
transmembrane domain and the kinase domain;

(¡¡) one or more control sequences capable of driving expression of the nucleic 
acid sequence of (i); and optionally

(¡¡¡) a transcription termination sequence.

10. Construct according to claim 9, wherein said one or more control sequences ¡S at least 
a constitutive promoter，preferably a G0S2 promoter.

11. Use of a construct according to claim 9 or 10 for making plants having enhanced yield- 
related traits，particularly increased biomass，increased seed yield (seed weight) and/or 
increased number of filled seeds，relative to control plants.

12. Plant，plant part or plant cell transformed with a construct according to claim 9 or 10.

13. Method for the production of a transgenic plant having enhanced yield_related traits 
relative to control plants，which method comprises:

(i) introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein 
represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 2, SEQ ID NO: 12, SEQ ID NO: 14 or 
orthologues or paralogues of any Qf the aforementioned SEQ ID Nos，or a part 
of these comprising at least the transmembrane domain and the kinase 
domain; and

(¡¡) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and 
development■
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14. Transgenic plant having increased yield relative to control plants，said increased yield 
resulting from increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein 
represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 2，SEQ ID NO: 12，SEQ ID NO: 14 or 
orthologues or paralogues of any Qf the aforementioned SEQ ID Nos，or a part of these 
comprising at least the transmembrane domain and the kinase domain.

15. Plant according to claim 8, 12 or 14, wherein said plant is a crop plant or a monocot or 
a cereal，such as rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，triticale，rye，sorghum and oats.

16. Harvestable parts of a plant according to any one of claims 8，12，14 or 15, wherein 
said harvestable parts are seeds.

17. Products derived from a plant according to claim 15 and/or from harvestable parts of a 
plant according to claim 16.

18. Use of a nucleic acid encoding an ERLK protein represented by any ◦ne of SEQ ID 
NO: 2，SEQ ID NO: 12，SEQ ID NO 14 or orthologues or paralogues of any of the 
aforementioned，or a part of these comprising at least the transmembrane domain and 
the kinase domain，in enhancing yield-related traits in plants.

19. Use according to claim 18，wherein said enhanced yield-related trait is increased 
biomass，increased seed yield (seed weight) and/or increased number of filled seeds.

20. Method for increasing yield in plants relative to control plants，comprising increasing 
expression in a plant ◦f a nucleic acid encoding an F-box WD40 (FBXW) polypeptide， 
and optionally selecting for plants having increased yield.

21. Method according to claim 20, wherein said increased expression is effected by any 
one ◦r more of: T-DNA activation，TILLING and homologous recombination.

22. Method according to claim 20 wherein said increased expression ¡S effected by 
introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide.

23. Method according to any one of claims 20 to 22, wherein said nucleic acid ¡S a portion 
or an allelic variant or a splice variant or a sequence capable of hybridising to a 
sequence according to any one of SEQ ID NO: 59, SEQ ID NO: 60, SEQ ID NO: 61, 
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SEQ ID NO: 63, SEQ ID NO: 65, SEQ ID NO: 67 ◦r SEQ ID NO: 69, wherein said 
portion， allelic variant， splice variant or hybridising sequence encodes a FBXW 
polype_e■

24. Method according to claim 23, wherein said portion, allelic variant，splice variant or 
hybridising sequence encodes an orthologue or paralogue of a FBXW polypeptide.

25. Method according to any one of claims 20 to 24, wherein said nucleic acid encoding a 
FBXW polypeptide ¡S of plant origin，preferably from a dicotyledonous plant，further 
preferably from the family Brassicaceae，most preferably from Arabidopsis ؛haliana.

26. Method according to any one of claims 20 to 25, wherein said nucleic acid ¡S operably 
linked to a constitutive promoter，preferably to a G0S2 promoter，further preferably to a 
rice G0S2 promoter.

27. Method according to claim 26, wherein said constitutive promoter is represented by a 
nucleic acid sequence substantially similar to SEQ ID NO: 58, most preferably the 
constitutive promoter ¡S as represented by SEQ ID NO: 58.

28. Method according to any one of claims 20 to 27, wherein said increased yield is 
selected from one or more of: a) increased seed yield; b) increased number of (filled) 
seeds; c) increased thousand kernel weight (TKW); d) increased harvest index; and e) 
increased seed fill rate.

29. Plant, parts or cells from such plants，including seeds，obtainable by a method 
according to any one ◦f claims 20 to 28，wherein said plant，plant part ◦Г plant cell 
thereof comprises a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide，which nucleic acid is 
operably linked to a constitutive promoter.

30. Construct comprising:
(i) A nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide;
(¡¡) One or more control sequences operably linked to the nucleic acid of (i).

31. Construct according to claim 30, wherein said one ◦r more control sequences ¡S at least 
£1 constitutive promoter, preferably £1 G0S2 promoter.

32. Use of a construct according to claim 30 ◦r 31 for increasing yield in plants.
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33. Plant，plant part or plant cell transformed with a construct according to claim 30 or 31.

34. Method for the production of a transgenic plant having increased yield relative to control 
plants，which method comprises:

(i) introducing and expressing a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide in a 
plant cell; and

(ii) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and 
development.

35. Transgenic plant having increased yield relative to control plants，said increased yield 
resulting from increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding an FBXW polypeptide.

36. Plant according to claim 29, 33 or 35, wherein said plant ¡S a crop plant or a monocot or 
a cereal，such as rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，triticale，rye，sorghum and oats.

37. Harvestable parts of a plant according to any one of claims 29, 33, 35 or 36, wherein 
said harvestable parts are seeds.

38. Products derived from a plant according to claim 36 or from harvestable parts of a plant 
according to claim 37.

39. Use of a nucleic acid encoding a FBXW polypeptide，which nucleic acid is operably 
■inked to a constitutive promoter，in increasing yield in a plant compared to yield in a 
control plant.

40. Use according to claim 39, wherein said increased yield is selected from one or more 
of: a) increased seed yield; b) increased number of (filled) seeds; c) increased 
thousand kernel weight (TKW); d) increased harvest index; and e) increased seed fill 
rate.

41. A method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants， comprising preferentially 
modulating expression in plant seed ◦r seed parts of a nucleic acid encoding a RAN- 
binding protein (RANBP) comprising Motif I: KSC V/L WHAXDF A/s DGELK D/E EXF， 
where 'X' is any amino acid, allowing zero ◦r one conservative change at any position 
and/or zero, one, two or three non-conservative change(s) at any position.
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42. Method according to claim 41, wherein said preferentially modulating expression is 
effected by any one ◦r more of T-DNA activation tagging，TILLING，or homologous 
recombination.

43. Method arcording to claim 41, wherein said preferentially modulating expression is 
effected by introducing and expressing in plant seed or seed parts a nucleic acid 
encoding a RANBP comprising said Motif I.

44. Method according to any one ◦f claims 41 to 43，wherein said RANBP further 
comprises any ◦ne or more ◦f the following motifs:
⑻ Motif II as represented by SEQ ID NO: 139 or 145 or a motif having in 

increasing order of preference at feast 60%，70%, 8◦%，90% or more 
percentage sequence identity to Motif II represented by SEQ ID NO: 139 or 
145;

(b) Motif III as represented by represented by SEQ ID NO: 14◦ or 146 or a motif 
having in increasing order of preference at least 70%，80%，90% or more 
percentage sequence identity to Motif III as represented by SEQ ID NO: 140 
or 146;

(c) Motif IV as represented by SEQ ID NO: 141 or 147 allowing for zero or one 
conservative change at any position and/or zero or one non-conservative 
change at any position:

(d) Motif V as represented by SEQ ID NO: 142 or 148 or a motif having in 
increasing order of preference at least 70%，80%，90% or more percentage 
sequence identity to Motif V as represented by SEQ ID NO: 142 or 148;

⑻ Motif VI as represented by SEQ ID NO: 143 or 149 allowing for zero or one 
conservative change at any position and/or zero or one non-conservative 
change at any position:

(f) Motif VII as represented by SEQ ID NO: 144 ◦r 150 or a motif having in 
increasing order of preference at least 60%，70%, 8◦%，90% or more 
percentage sequence identity to Motif ٧ll represented by SEO ID NO: 144 or 
150.

45. Method according to any one of claims 41 to 44, wherein said enhanced yield-related 
trait is increased seed yield.

46. Method according to claim 43, wherein said expressing in plant seed or seed parts of a 
nucleic acid encoding a RANBP ¡S effected by said nucleic acid being operably linked to 
a seed-specific promote「.
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47. Method according to claim 46，wherein said seed-specific promoter ¡S an embryo- 
specific promoter.

48. Method according to claim 47，wherein said embryo-specific promote「is a prolamin 
promoter.

49. Method according to any one of claims 43 to 48, wherein said nucleic acid is a portion 
of，or an allelic variant of, or a splice variant of，or a sequence capable of hybridising to 
a nucleic acid sequence according to any one of SEQ ID NO 113，SEQ ID NO 116, 
SEQ ID NO: 119, SEQ ID NO: 121, SEQ ID NO 123, SEQ ID NO 125, SEQ ID NO 127, 
SEQ ID NO: 129, SEQ ID NO: 131, SEQ ID NO 133, SEQ ID NO 135 and SEQ ID NO 
137， wherein said portion， allelic variant， splice variant or hybridising sequence 
encodes a RANBP comprising said Motif I.

50. Method according to any one of claims 41 to 49, wherein said nucleic acid encoding a 
RANBP is of plant origin，preferably from a monocotyledonous plant，further preferably 
^◦m the family Poaceae，more preferably from the genus Zea, most preferably from 
Zea mays.

51. Method according to any one of claims 41 to 49, wherein said nucleic acid encoding a 
RANBP is of plant origin，preferably from a dicotyledonous plant，further preferably from 
the family Brassicaceae，more preferably the nucleic acid ¡S from Arabidopsis thaliana.

52. Plant or part thereof including seeds obtainable by a method according to any one of 
claims 41 to 51，wherein said plant ◦Г part thereof comprises a nucleic acid encoding a 
RANBP comprising said Motif I.

53. Construct comprising:
(a) nucleic acid encoding a RANBP comprising Motif I:
(b) a seed-specific promote「operably linked to the nucleic acid of (a); and 

optionally
(c) A transcription termination sequence.

54. Construct according to claim 53，wherein said seed-specific promoter ¡S a prolamin 
promoter.

55. Use of a TOnstruct according to claim 53 or 54 for making plants having enhanced 
yield-related traits，particularly increased seed yield，relative to control plants.
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56. Plant，plant part or plant cell transformed with a construct according to claim 53 or 54.

57. Method for the production of a transgenic plant having enhanced yield-related traits 
relative to control plants，which method comprises:

(a) introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP 
comprising Motif I: KSC ٧/L WHAXDF A/s DGELK DE EXF，where ‘X' is any 
amino acid，allowing zero or one conservative change at any position and/or 
zero one，two or three non-conservative change(s) at any position; and

(b) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and 
development.

58. Transgenic plant having increased yield relative to control plants，said increased yield 
resulting from increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP comprising 
Motif I: KSC V/L WHAXDF A/s DGELK DE EXF，where ‘X' is any amino acid, allowing 
zero ◦Г one conservative change at any position and/or zero one，two or three non- 
conservative change(s) at any position.

59. Transgenic plant according to claim 52, 56 or 58, wherein said plant ¡S a crop plant or a 
monocot or a cereal，such as rice，maize，wheat，barley，triticale，millet，rye，sorghum 
and oats.

60. Harvestable parts of a plant according to any one of claims 52, 56, 58 or 59, wherein 
said harvestable parts are seeds.

61. Products derived from a plant according to claim 59 and/or from harvestable parts of a 
plant according to claim 60.

62. Use of a nucleic acid encoding a RANBP in enhancing yield-related traits in plants，said 
RANBP comprising Motif I: KSC V/L WHAXDF A/s DGELK DE EXF，where ‘X' is any 
amino acid，allowing zero or one conservative change at any position and/or zero one, 
two or three non-conservative change(s) at any position.

63. Use according to claim 62, wherein said enhanced yield-related trait is increased seed 
yield.

64. A method for enhancing yield-related traits in plants，comprising modulating expression 
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in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a GOLDEN2-like (GLK) protein represented by 
SEQ ID NO: 157 or SEQ ID NO: 193, or encoding orthologues or paralogues of SEQ ID 
N0:157 0rSEQIDN0:193■

65. Method according to claim 64, wherein said modulated expression is effected by any 
one or more of T-DNA activation tagging，TILLING，or homologous recombination.

66. Method arcording to claim 64，wherein said modulated expression ¡S effected by 
introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein 
represented by SEQ ID NO: 157 or SEQ ID NO: 193, or orthologues or paralogues of 
SEQ ID NO: 157 or SEQ ID NO: 193.

67. Method according to any one of claims 64 to 66, wherein said enhanced yield-related 
trait is one or more of increased biomass，increased seed yield (seed weight) or 
increased number of filled seeds.

68. Method according to any of claims 64 to 66, wherein said nucleic acid is operably linked 
to a constitutive promoter，preferably to a G0S2 promoter，more preferably to the 
G0S2 promote「as represented by SEQ ID NO: 58.

69. Method according to any one of claims 66 to 68, wherein said nucleic acid is a portion 
of，or an allelic variant of，or a splice variant ◦f，or a sequence capable of hybridising to 
a nucleic acid sequence according to any one of SEQ ID NO: 156, SEQ ID NO: 168, 
SEQ ID NO: 170, SEQ ID NO: 172, SEQ ID NO: 174, SEQ ID NO: 176, SEQ ID NO: 
178, SEQ ID NO: 180, SEQ ID NO: 182, SEQ ID NO: 184, SEQ ID NO: 186, SEQ ID 
NO: 188, SEQ ID NO: 190 and SEQ ID NO: 192, wherein said portion，allelic variant， 
splice variant or hybridising sequence encodes a GLK protein.

70. Method according to any one of claims 64 to 69, wherein said nucleic acid encoding a 
GLK protein is of plant origin，preferably from a monocotyledonous plant，more 
preferably from the family Poaceae，most preferably from Oryza sativa.

71. Plant or part thereof，including seeds，obtainable by a method according to any one of 
claims 64 to 70, wherein said plant or part thereof comprises a nucleic acid encoding a 
GLK protein.

72. Construct comprising:
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(i) nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein represented by SEQ ID NO: 157 or SEQ 
ID NO: 193, or orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ 
ID Nos;

(ii) one or more control sequences capable of driving expression of the nucleic 
acid sequence of (i); and optionally

(iii) a transcription termination sequence.

73. Construct according to claim 72, wherein said one ◦r more control sequences is at least 
a constitutive promoter，preferably a G0S2 promoter.

74. Use of a construct according to claim 72 or 73 for making plants having enhanced 
yield-related traits，particularly increased biomass，increased seed yield (seed weight) 
and/or increased number of filled seeds，relative to control plants.

75. Plant，plant part or plant cell transformed with a construct according to any one of 
claims 72 or 73.

76. Method for the production of a transgenic plant having enhanced yield-related traits 
relative to control plants，which method comprises:

(i) introducing and expressing in a plant cell a nucleic acid encoding a GLK 
protein represented by SEQ ID NO: 157 or SEQ ID NO: 193 or orthologues or 
paralogues of any of the aforementioned SEQ ID Nos; and

(ii) cultivating the plant cell under conditions promoting plant growth and 
development.

77. Transgenic plant having increased yield relative to control plants，said increased yield 
resulting from increased expression of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein 
represented by SEQ ID NO: 157 or SEQ ID NO: 193, or orthologues or paralogues of 
any of the aforementioned SEQ ID Nos.

78. Plant according to claim 71，75 or 77, wherein said plant ¡S a crop plant or a monocot or 
a cereal，such as rice，maize，wheat，barley，millet，triticale，rye，sorghum and oats.

79. Harvestable parts of a plant according to any one of claims 71, 75, 77 or 78, wherein 
said harvestable parts are seeds.

80. Products derived from a plant according to claim 78 and/or from harvestable parts of a
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plant according to claim 79.

81. Use of a nucleic acid encoding a GLK protein represented by any one of SEQ ID NO: 
157 or SEQ ID NO 193，or orthologues or paralogues of any of the aforementioned 
SEQ ID NOs，in enhancing yield-related traits in plants.

82. Use according to claim 81，wherein said enhanced yield-related trait ¡S increased 
biomass, increased seed yield (seed weight) and/or increased number of filled seeds.

83. Method for increasing yield in plants relative to control plants，by reducing the 
expression in a plant of an endogenous REVOLUTA (REV) gene using a REV delta (Δ) 
homeodomain leucine zipper domain (HDZip) /STeroidogenic Acute Regulatory (STAR) 
related lipid Transfer domain (START) nucleic acid sequence，and optionally selecting 
for plants having increased yield.

84. Method according to claim 83, wherein said reduced expression ¡S effected by RNA- 
mediated silencing of gene expression.

85. Method according to claim 84, wherein said RNA-mediated silencing ¡S effected by co- 
suppression.

86. Method according to claim 84, wherein said RNA-mediated silencing ¡S effected by use 

of an antisense REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

87. Method according to claims 83 or 84，wherein said reduced expression ¡S effected 
using an inverted repeat ◦f a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence，preferably 
capable of forming a hairpin structure.

88. Method according to any one of claims 83 tQ 87, wherein said REV AHDZip/START 
nucleic acid is from a plant source or artificial source.

89. Method according to any one of claims 83 to 88，wherein said REV AHDZip/START 
nucleic acid sequence is from a monocotyledonous plant and used for transformation of 
monocotyledoTOUS plants，or is from a dicotyledonous plant and used for 
transformation of dicotyledonous plants■
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90. Method according to any one of claims 83 to 89，wherein said REV AHDZip/START 
nucleic acid sequence is from لح plant ◦f the family Poaceae and used for 
transformation of plants of the family Poaceae，more preferably wherein a「ice REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence is used to transform rice plants.

91. Method according to any one of claims 83 to 90, wherein said REV AHDZip/START 
nucleic acid sequence comprises a sufficient length of substantially contiguous 
nucleotides of SEQ ID NO: 194 or SEQ ID NO: 196.

92. Method according to any one of claims 83 to 91，wherein said REV AHDZip/START 
nucleic acid sequence comprising a sufficient length of substantially contiguous 
nucleotides is from a nucleic acid sequence encoding a REV polypeptide orthotogue or 
a paralogue.

93. Method according to claim 92，wherein said nucleic acid sequence encoding a REV 
polypeptide orthologue or paralogue ¡S represented by SEQ ID NO: 200, SEQ ID NO: 
202, SEQ ID NO: 204, SEQ ID NO: 206, SEQ ID NO: 208, SEQ ID NO: 210, SEQ ID 
NO: 212, SEQ ID NO: 214, SEQ ID NO: 216, SEQ ID NO: 224, SEQ ID NO: 226, SEQ 
ID NO: 228, and SEQ ID NO: 230.

94. Method according to any one of claims 83 to 93，wherein said increased yield is 
increased seed yield and/or increased biomass.

95. Method according to claim 94, wherein said increased seed yield ¡S selected from one 
or more of the following: (i) increased seed weight; (¡¡) increased number of filled seeds:
(iii) increased seed fill rate; (iv) increased harvest index; and (V) increased individual 
seed length.

96. Method according to claim 94, wherein said increased biomass is root biomass.

97. Plant，plant part or plant cell thereof obtainable by a method according to any one of 
claims 83 to 96，wherein said plant，plant part or plant cell thereof has reduced 
expression of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequence，and having increased yield relative to control plants.

98. Construct for reducing expression in a plant ◦f an endogenous REV gene comprising 
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one or more control sequences，a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence，and 
optionally a transcription termination sequence.

99. Construct according to claim 98，wherein said REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid 

sequence ¡S an inverted repeat，preferably capable ◦f forming a hairpin structure，which 
inverted repeat is under the control of a constitutive promoter.

100. Construct according to claims 98，wherein said control sequence is a constitutive 
promote「.

101. Construct according to claims 99 ◦Г100, wherein said constitutive promoter is a G0S2 
promoter.

102. Construct according to claim 101，wherein said G0S2 promoter ¡S substantially as 
represented by SEQ ID NO: 58.

103. Plant, plant part or plant cell transformed with a construct according to any one of 
claims 98 to 102.

104. Method for the production of transgenic plants having increased yield relative to control 
plants，which method comprises:

(i) introducing and expressing in a plant， plant part or plant cell a genetic 
construct comprising one or more control sequences for reducing expression 

in a plant of an endogenous REV gene using a REV AHDZip/START nucleic 

acid sequence; and
(¡¡) cultivating the plant，plant part or plant cell under conditions promoting plant 

growth and development■

105. Transgenic plant having increased yield relative to control plants，characterised in that 
said plant has reduced expression of an endogenous REV gene using a REV 

AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence.

106. Transgenic plant according to claim 97，103 or 105，wherein said plant is a 
monocotyledonous plant，such as sugarcane or wherein the plant ¡S a cereal，such as 
rice，maize，wheat，barley，triticale，millet，rye oats or sorghum.
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107. Harvestable parts of a transgenic plant according to any one of claims 97, 103, 105 or 
106.

108. Harvestable parts according to claim 107, wherein said harvestable parts are seeds.

109. Products derived from a plant according to any one of claims 97, 103, 105 or 106 
and/or from harvestable parts of a plant according to claims 107 ◦r 108.

110. Use of a REV AHDZip/START nucleic acid sequence for reducing the expression in 

plants of an endogenous REV gene to increase yield in said plants relative to control 
plants.

111. Use according to claim 110, wherein said increased yield ¡S increased seed yield and/or 
increased biomass.

112. Use according to claim 111, wherein said increased seed yield ¡S selected from one or 
more of: selected from one or more of the following: (i) increased seed weight; (¡¡) 
increased number of filled seeds; (iii) increased seed fill rate; (¡V) increased hardest 
index; and (V) increased individual seed length.

113. Use according to claim 111, wherein said increased biomass is increased root biomass.

114. Method for increasing yield in plants relative to control plants，by reducing the 
expression in a plant of an endogenous CLE-like gene using a CLE-like nucleic acid 
sequence, and optionally selecting for plants having increased yield.

115. Method according to claim 114, wherein said reduced expression is effected by RNA- 
mediated silencing of gene expression.

116. Method according to claim 115, wherein said RNA-mediated silencing is effected by co- 
suppression.

117. Method according to claim 115，wherein said RNA-mediated silencing is effected by 
use of an antisense CLE-like nucleic acid sequence.

118. Method according to claims 114 ◦r 115, wherein said reduced expression is effected 
using an inverted repeat of a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence，preferably capable of
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forming a hairpin structure■

119. Method according to any one of claims 114 to 119, wherein said CLE-like nucleic acid 
is from a plant source or artificial source.

120. Method according to any one of claims 114 to 119, wherein said CLE-like nucleic acid 
sequence ¡S from a monocotyledonous plant and used for transformation of 
monocotyledonous plants， or ¡S from a dicotyledonous plant and used for 
transformation of dicotyledonous plants.

121. Method according to any one of claims 114 to 120, wherein said CLE-like nucleic acid 
sequence ¡S from a plant of the family Poaceae and used for transformation of plants of 
the family Poaceae, more preferably wherein a sugar cane CLE-like nucleic acid 
sequence ¡S used to transform「ice plants.

122. Method according to any ◦ne of claims 114 to 121，wherein said CLE-like nucleic acid 
sequence comprises a sufficient length of substantially contiguous nucleotides ◦f SEQ 
ID NO: 232.

123. Method according to any one of claims 114 to 122, wherein said CLE-like nucleic acid 
sequence comprising a sufficient length of substantially contiguous nucleotides is from 
a nucleic acid sequence encoding a CLE-like polypeptide orthotogue or a paralogue.

124. Method according to any one of claims 114 to 123，wherein said increased yield is 
increased seed yield.

125. Method according to claim 124, wherein said increased seed yield comprises at least 
increased seed weight.

126. Plant，plant part or plant cell thereof obtainable by a method according to any one of 
claims 114 to 125, wherein said plant，plant part or plant cell thereof has reduced 
expression of an endogenous CLE-like gene using a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence, 
and having increased yield relative tQ control plants.

127. Construct for reducing expression in a plant of an endogenous CLE-like gene 
comprising one or more control sequences, a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence, and 
optionally a transcription termination sequence.
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128. Construct according to claim 127, wherein said CLE-like nucleic acid sequence ¡S an 
inverted repeat，preferably capable of forming a hairpin structure，which inverted repeat 
is under the control of a seed specific promoter.

129. Construct according to claims 127, wherein said control sequence ¡S a seed specific 
promoter.

130. Construct according to claims 128 or 129, wherein said seed specific promoter ¡S an 
endosperm specific promoter.

131. Construct according to claim 130, wherein said endosperm specific promoter is 
substantially as represented by SEQ ID NO: 236.

132. Plant，plant part or plant cell transformed with a construct according to any one of 
claims 127 to 131.

133. Method for the production of transgenic plants having increased yield relative to control 
plants，which method comprises:

(i) introducing and expressing in a plant， plant part or plant cell a genetic 
construct comprising one or more control sequences for reducing expression 
in a plant of an endogenous CLE-like gene using a CLE-like nucleic acid 
sequence; and

(ii) cultivating the plant，plant part or plant cell under conditions promoting plant 
growth and development.

134. Transgenic plant having increased yield relative to control plants，characterised in that 
said plant has reduced expression of an endogenous CLE-like gene using a CiE-like 
nucleic acid sequence.

135. Transgenic plant according to claim 126，132 or 134，wherein said plant is a 
monocotyledonous plant，such as sugarcane or wherein the plant ¡S a cereal，such as 
rice, maize，wheat，barley, millet，rye oats or sorghum.

136. Harvestable parts of a transgenic plant according to any one of claims 126, 132, 134 or 
135.
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137. Harvestable parts according to claim 136, wherein said harvestable parts are seeds.

138. Products derived from a plant according to any one of claims 126, 132, 134 or 135 
and/or from harvestable parts of a plant according to claims 136 ◦r 137.

139. Use of a CLE-like nucleic acid sequence for reducing the expression in plants of an 
endogenous CLE-like gene to increase yield in said plants relative to control plants.

140. Use according to claim 139, wherein said increased yield is increased seed yield.

141. Use according to claim 14◦, wherein said increased seed yield comprises at least 
increased seed weight.

142. A method for increasing abiotic stress resistance in plants relative to control plants， 
comprising modulating expression in a plant of a nucleic acid encoding a SYR 
polypeptide，which SYR polypeptide comprises a leucine rich domain，preceded by the 
conserved tripeptide motif 1 (one of SEQ ID NO: 256, 257, 258 or 259)) and followed 
by the conserved motif 2 (SEQ ID NO: 260)，wherein said increased abiotic stress 
resistance is increased nutrient uptake efficiency，relative to control plants.

143. Method according to claim 142, wherein said SYR polypeptide has, in increasing order 
of preference, at least 27%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%，50%, 55%，60%，65%，70%，75%， 
80%，85%，90%，95% or more sequence identity to the SYR polypeptide represented 
by SEQ ID NO: 252.

144. Method according to claim 142 ◦r 143, wherein said nucleic acid encoding a SYR 
polypeptide is represented by any one of the nucleic acid SEQ ID NOs given in Table II 
or a portton thereof，or a sequence capable of hybridising with any one of the nucleic 
acids SEQ ID NOs given in Table II.

145. Method according to any of claims 142 to 144, wherein said nucleic acid sequence 
encodes an orthologue or paralogue Qf any of the SEQ ID NOs given in Table II.

146. Method according to any preceding claim，wherein said SYR protein furthermore 
comprises the conserved motif 3 (SEQ ID NO: 261).

147. Method according to any preceding claim，wherein said nutrient uptake efficiency
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results in increased seed yield and/or increased biomass.

148. Method of claim 147, wherein said increased seed yield comprises at least increased 
total weight of seeds. Thousand Kernel Weight and/or increased number of filled seeds.

149. Method of claim 147，wherein said increased biomass ¡S increased shoot biomass 
and/or increased root biomass.

150. Method according to any preceding claim， wherein said increased nutrient uptake 
efficiency occurs under mild drought conditions.

151. Method according to any preceding claim，wherein said modulated expression is 
effected by introducing and expressing in a plant a nucleic acid encoding a SYR 
polypeptide.

152. Method according to claim 151, wherein said nucleic acid is operably linked to a 
constitutive promoter，preferably to a G0S2 promote「.

153. Method according to any preceding claim，wherein said nucleic acid encoding a SYR 
polypeptide is of plant origin， preferably from a monocotyledonous plant, further 
preferably from the family Poaceae，more preferably from the genus Oryza，most 
preferably from Oryza sativa.

154. Use of a construct in a method for making plants having increased abiotic stress 
resistance，said construct comprising

(a) nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide as defined in any one of claims 142 
to 146;

(b) one or more control sequences capable of driving expression of the nucleic 
acid sequence of (a); and optionally

(c) a transcription termination sequence，
and wherein one of said control sequences ¡S a constitutive promote「， preferably a 
G0S2 promoter and wherein said increased abiotic stress resistance ¡S increased 
nutrient uptake efficiency，relative to control plants.

155. Use of a nucleic acid encoding a SYR polypeptide in a method for increasing abiotic 
stress resistance in plants relative to control plants，wherein said increased abiotic 
stress resistance is increased nutrient uptake efficiency，relative to control plants.
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SGPIRMKKKLASFYRSRGSFSEHGQLPRH-------------  
SGPLRASRGRN-FYRLRGSMSEHGGHPSEDCSMEGYWM-—— 
SGPLRPMRSRRNFFRLRGSMSEHGGPSSSRHLWSGNGDWL-— 
SGPLRTTRSKLSLYRFSGSRSEHGEVSSKRNWI————— 
SGPLRTVRSKPALYRLRGSMSEHGALLPRHDWRDGTNYDASF- 
SGPLTSGRGKSFWQKMRRLSTGSLSEHGTPTVMLRSGSR---- 
SGPLRVGRTG —— HNRGSSSEHCGTQRFRIDSE-  —— 
SGPLMTGKNRKFWQRLRSLSRGSMSEHGASPDFETRSQCSNR-

LVYNAGPHFHIKYPSDAAEYAAPPEVYLGGRSMGRDQRLNQNSNLTWSLHVECNFTYWR

Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^
^آ2ح،2،٢حز٢ز٢ز

^ا5٩5جاخ9دآ
Osi001397.3p 
OSÍ000142.1P 
CDS845

Popsp0s^093820.1p 
Osi015947.1p

̂ ححآ5خجا9٢ز
^حا٩5جا خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885

٢د3ت٢ز٢ةز9٩٩٠ج
TC15181

̂ حةآ٢ز2،٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل LHFCELQLIHGNQRVFDIYINNRTAQTDVDVLEMATERGVPVYKDYAVRLSNDTADEHLW

Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^
^آ2ح،2،٢حز٢ز٢ز

^ا5٩5جاخ9دآ
Osi001397.3p 
OSÍ000142.1P 
CDS845

Popsp
٢د3ةحآلئل2٢ؤ,ل?

Osi015947.1p
̂ ححآ5خجا9٢ز
^حا٩5جا خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885

٢د3ل٢ؤ٢حؤ2,9٩٩?
TC15181

^حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل VAVHPSVMLRPQFYDAILNGLEVFKVNNTGGSLASPDPVPYKLLAEKELGWGGPPEFSTD

FIGURE 3 (continued)
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٦ه1٦2ه

Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^
^آ2ح،2،٢حز٢ز٢ز

^ا5٩5جخ9٢ل
Osi001397.3p
Osi000142.1p
CDS845
٦٦Ρ_١.Ί5^Ί2,<؟ 
Popsp

٢د3ةحآلئل2٢ؤ,ل?
Osi015947.1p

̂ ححآ5خج9٢ز
خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885
9٩٩.2 ٢د3ل٢ؤ٢حؤ ρ
TC15181

̂ حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل

ρ.ι0^ ٢ذ3آل_دآدآ9دآ5ة ٦si001078.4
^آ2ح2٢حز٢ز٢ز

^ا5٩5جخ9٢ل
Osi001397.3p
Osi000142.1p
CDS845 
٦١Ρ_٧Ί5^Ί9٠2 
Popsp 0s^093820.1p 
Osi015947.1p

^ححآ5خج9٢ز
خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885
9٩٩٠2 ٢د3ت٢ز٢ةز ρ
TC15181

̂ حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل

NPANMASVMGGTAGGAAAAGIVAAICWVYSNKRSKKLGGGGADSHTSAWLPLYHSHTSG

KSSGHITANIAGMCRHFSFAEIKAATKNFSNDLAIGVGGFGWYRGVVDGDVKVAVKRSN

Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^
^آ2ح2٢حز٢ز٢ز

Osi001397.3p
Osi000142.1p
CDS845 
٦١Ρ_٧Ί5^Ί9٠2 
Popsp

٢د3ةحآلئل2٢ؤ,ل?
Osi015947.1p

̂ ححآ5خج9٢ز
خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885

٢د3ل٢ؤ٢حؤ2,9٩٩?
TC15181

^حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل PSSEQGITEFQTEVEMLSKLRHRHLVSLIGFCEEDGEILVYDYMEHGTLREHLYHNGGK

FIGURE 3 (continued)
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٦٦1٦2ه
Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^

^آ2ح،2،٢حز٢ز٢ز

^ا5٩5جخ9٢ل
Osi001397.3p
Osi000142.1p
CDS845
٦٦Ρ_١.Ί5^Ί2,<؟ 
Popsp

٢د3ةحآلئل2٢ؤ,ل?
Osi015947.1p

̂ ححآ5خج9٢ز
خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885
9٩٩.2 ٢د3ل٢ؤ٢حؤ ρ
TC15181

̂ حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل PTLSWRHRLDICIGMRGLHYLHTGESHVSTWKGSFGYLDPEYYRRQQLTDKSDVYSFG

Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^
^آ2ح2٢حز٢ز٢ز

Osi001397.3p
OSÍ000142.1P
CDS845
٦١Ρ_٧Ί5^Ί9٠2
Popsp0s^093820.1p
Osi015947.1p

^ححآ5خج9٢ز
خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885
9٩٩٠2 ٢د3ت٢ز٢ةز ρ
TC15181

^حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل WLFEVLMARPALDPALPRDQVSLADYALACKRGGALPDWDPAIRDQIAPECLAKFADT

Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^
^آ2ح2٢حز٢ز٢ز

Osi001397.3p
OSÍ000142.1P
CDS845 
٦١Ρ_٧Ί5^Ί9٠2 
Popsp

٢د3ةحآلئل2٢ؤ,ل?
Osi015947.1p

̂ ححآ5خج9٢ز
خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885

٢د3ل٢ؤ٢حؤ2,9٩٩?
TC15181

^حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل AEKCLSENGTERPTMGDVLWNLESAMHFQDAFDAAAGRPVPALDAAAGSSSHLDDGSTAS

FIGURE 3 (continued)
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٦2Ι٦2^
Osi009054.1p0si001078.4^

^آ2ح،2،٢حز٢ز٢ز

^ا5٩5جخ9٢ل
Osi001397.3p
Osi000142.1p
CDS845
٦٦Ρ_١.Ί5^Ί2,<؟ 
Popsp

٢د3ةحآلئل2٢ؤ,ل?
Osi015947.1p

̂ ححآ5خج9٢ز
خ9٢ل34

TC196912
TC81885
9٩٩.2 ٢د3ل٢ؤ٢حؤ ρ
TC15181

̂ حةآ٢ز2٢لز٢ز
ι5ρ٢د3دآةدآدآدآدآل INTLATSSTSHPHEPCVDWLEPDDVVAERATFSQLVQPTGR

constitutive promoter- 
screenable “larker- 
tnos cassette

constitutive promoter
polyA

FIGURE 3 (continued)

ERLK
pG0S2 (3' exon)

G0S2 intron 1 T-zein - Τ-rbcS cassette

T-nos

screenable marker

pG0S2 (5' exon)
pG0S2

T-rbcS-deltaGA
T-zein

RB repeat nopaline

RBTi C58

SP/SMr

LB T¡ C58

LB repeat nopaline
selectable marker 5'

pBR322
¡；or¡ + bom)

pVSI-REP;
Replication origin 
from pVSI

ΘΧΟΠ TATA box
constitutive promoter

selectable marker
3' exon

constitutive promoter- 
selectable marker (intron)- 
polyA cassette

pG0S2::ERLK
13832 bp

FIGURE 4
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13/124
WD40 domain

(individual WD40 repeats 
asinPFAMPF004¿0)

F-box
PFAM PFOO646

WD40WD40WD40WD40WD40 WD40 WD40

Motif 1 Motif 2

φ φ φ
Motif 3 Motif 4 Motif 5

FIGURES

CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment
DQRSESGLLNTDLRIGNDGSVEIPNVMEFECQERLEMNArath_FBXW

KSLAICVEKSNSNTEHLEISKSMAEECQKSTEVSPoptr_EBXW
MAFDCPQSIKVSQNLVENPGISIDIVELNPKPNSKAISISFPDFVTNTKSESGKGEIFKGMedtr_FBXW

■VNRSCIVTEGTWQAKPVSHNGKAKHWNSLSTLN
■DSCSRICTEGTLVQANPLSHYWKPKRLENFNKLE
■KHCSSICNEGTLIQANTLIHCGKAKKWNSLNKFN

MDFDCKTARGDSSS-
MAFDCNKERGVSSP-
MDFDCN-KAGESSA-

Zeama_FBXW
Triae_FBXW

F-box

KLCCQKKKGTLVPSG—SKQLLSDKDL—STIIIDLPQALISEILNCLDPKELGLVSC
PLDCYPKKGILSSLS —SKQLSCNDVLLNCRRSITDLPPALISEILSCLDPQELGIVSC 
KSKLNSKKGIKTYASAGALNQSSVPGDWIGNCRSITDLPPVLISEILNCLDPKELGIVSC
NQKCSYELLS-—DPKKNVETSDGETASKCDSWCFTDLPSALVCEVLEHLDPKELGIVSC
NQKSSYESAPSGSDPKQDAEASDEATASLCGFRCFTDLPASLVCEVLARLDAKDLGIVSC
NPESSHGSLPRVNDPKEDGETGNDATASECSVMCFTDLPSALVCEVLARLDPKGLGWSC

Arath_FBXW 
Poptr_FBXW 
Medtr_FBXW 
Oï٦saj٠Bl 

Zeama_FBXW 
Triae_FBXW

ددد

F-box (cont'd) Motif 1

■LSDERSWKDLFVEREFRS
■VSNEKSWKELFVEREYRS

ب

VSTYLHRLASEHHAWKEFYRZRWGLE>WFGT ١ASSG
VSRVLNSLATENSVWKEVYGZRWGLPIVPAPLGAG
VSLILRSLASEHHAWKEFYCÏRWGLPAVPEAVLDSDSGVGDSVKDEKSWKDIFVERDYRS
VSTLLHTLATDHQGWKKFYCZRWGIPTPPVTLNGPLVPG—GTSDWKSWKTLFVEREFRS
VSTLLHALATDHQGWKKLYCZRWGLPDLPTTLNGPLLPG—VPLDGKFWKTFFVEREFRS
VSTVLQTLATDHQGWKKFYCZRWGLPNAP —IGPLVPG—GTPDGRSWKALFVDREFQS

Arath_FBXW 
Poptr_FBXW 
Medtr_FBXW 
Oï٦saj٠Bl 

Zeama_FBXW 
Triae_FBXW

دددد » ي

FIGURE 6
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٦و1٦2ه
WD40 repeat WD40 repeat

Arath_FBXW RTFI
Poptr_FBXW KIFI
Medtr_FBXW KTFIV

KSFIV
Zeama_FBXW KSFIV
Triae_FBXW RSFIX

^EEGLSIAASKPLGCT
MEDGLYIASSRPLGCT

GRYSIDTLYGHTEAVRTVFLLASAKLVFTSGYDSIVRMWD
SRYSIDTLHGHTEAVRTVSLLASAKLIFTSGYDMIVRMWD
GRYSMDVLYGHTEAVRTVFLLASTKLIFTSGYDTWRMWN  MESGlJSVASSKPLGCT
GRFSVDVLRDHSEDVRTVFLLASVNLIFTGGNDSVIRMWD
GRFNLDILRGHNEDVRAVSLLVSANLIFTGGRDSWRMWK  ^EEG^LIDTSRALGGT 
GRFSVDVLRGHNEDVRTVYLLASANLIFTGGHDSWRMWNMEEGLLIDESRPFGCT

د٠ ٠د د د د دد ٠د دد د ٠د ٠دد د د ٠ ٠ددد ٠د دد ٠ د٠ ٠ د

LEEGLLIDKSRPLCCT

WD40 repeat (cont'd) WD40 repeat
Arath_FBXW 
Poptr_FBXW 
Medtr_FBXW 
Oï٦saj٠Bl 

Zeama_FBXW 
Triae_FBXW

SLDGLRNLFDLTGFQKE-

Arath_FBXW 
Poptr_FBXW 
Medtr_FBXW 
Oï٦saj٠Bl 

Zeama_FBXW 
Triae_FBXW

Arath_FBXW 
Poptr_FBXW 
Medtr_FBXW 
Oï٦saj٠Bl 

Zeama_FBXW 
Triae_FBXW

Arath_FBXW 
Poptr_FBXW 
Medtr_FBXW 
Oï٦saj٠Bl 

Zeama_FBXW 
Triae_FBXW

IRALMDTKLLVAGGTDGFIHCWK
IRAVAADTKLLVAGGTDGFIQGWR^VEGLKHLFDLKGSEVP- 
IRAVMDTRLLVAGGTDGFIHCWRWEGLPHLFELRNSQQN- 
IRAIMDTRLLVTAGTNAFIHCWRWEGNSYPFHISGNGTDQ 
IRAIMDSRLLVSGGTNAYIQCWRWEGNGQLFHISGSGTDQ 
IRAIMDSRLLVTGGSKAFIQCWR^IEGASHLSHISGNGTNQ

ددد٠ددد٠ ٠ددد٠ ئال٠ ٠ئال٠ ئال٠٠٠٠ئال ٠ ٠

WD40 repeat (cont'd)
DMTSIFSGSWDMSVRIWD 
DPTRIYSGSWDMTVRIWD 
DLTRIYSGSWDTTVRVWD 
DSLRIFSGSWDMTVRVWD 
DSLRIYSGSWDMTVRVWD 
DSTRIYSGSWDMTVRVWD

د د » ددددد » دد » دد

٧
Motif 3

KTEFRLWGHEGPITSLAL 
NTEFRIWEHEGPITSLAL 
KNEVRLWGHDGPVTSLAL 
SPEFRLWGHEGPVTCLAL 
NAEFRLWGHEGPVTCLAL 
NSEFRLWGHEGPVTCLSL

* *٠* د » دد » د *٠*

WD40 repeat
RSSMKCVKTLRHSDWVWGLAPHETTLASTSGSDVYIWE
RSSLECI
RHSMKCT
RSEMKCV
RDQMECV
RAEMKCV

د ٠ ٠ مال رآ ٠٠٠

KILRHGDWVWSLVPHDTTVASTSGSDVYVWE 
WLRHSDWVWGLVPHDTTWSTSGSNVYVWE 
□KFMHADWVWSVAPHGNTVASTAGRDAYVWE 
□KFMHADWVWDLALRGNTVASTAGRDAYVWE 
□KFMHADWVLALAPHGNTVASTAGRDAYVWE

٠ د ددد ٠ ٠ د ٠ دد ٠ د ٠ د ٠ الد

WD40 repeat

VSSE 
TNSG 
TNSG 
IRSG 
IRAG 
IGSG

WD40 repeat
IRRY-GSETSWLISQWMPHT 
ITGP-KPEANVFKVATWMPHS 
IVDG-SYVTEALHVATWDPHS

TPLAIIPDAHEGTTYSLARSHTGDFLFTGGEDGGIKMFE
TLLTVIHSAHVGNTYSLARSHTEDFIFTGGEDGAMHMFE
NLATWLNAHVGNTYALARSHTGDFIFTGGEDGSIHMYE
ELENVISNAHYGNAFSLARTHLADVLFTGGEDGAIRLFN7SEVSDDE-DIIKPMTWVPHT
eltslisnahvgsaysiawthlpdvlftggedgairlfn7fdvcddegd|ikpvatwvphs
ELTTIISNAHVGNAYSVARTHLAGVLFTGGEDGAIRLFD

٠٠ دد د ٠٠٠٠ئال ٠ د

Motif 4
WD40 repeat (cont'd)

د2
SPVYSLSFEFPWLVSASGDGKLALID 
GPVYSLAFEFPWLVSASSDGRLSLVD 
GPVYSLAFEFPWLVSASSDGKLALID 
GPVHSLAFEYPWLVSASSDGRVALID 
GPVHSLAFEYPWLVSASSDGRIALID 
GPVHSLAFEYPWLVSASSDGRIALID

دد٠دد٠دد٠ددددددد دد » » ٠د٠د

7SEISDDE-MKPMTWLPHS
٠ ٠ د دد ٠

WD40 repeat

7RKLLKTNRCAYSKRIS———SSTVEPPQRML 
7RKLLRTNRRSLRKNVSRVTDKDRNNVEPPQRML 
7RKLLRRSKRAIGKRATKAKYSGEVNVEPPQRML 
LRKLLTPRKS—SKQPFRVKNFDPSSI 
LRKLLSSKSS—SKG-LRVKRVDGSAI 
LRKILTPLNS —SKRRFRVKPFDPST٠PPQRML

» دد » د د

EPPQRML
EPPQRML

Motif 5
FIGURE 6 (continued)
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٦5Ι٦2^

WD40 repeat (cont'd)
HGFGSNLFSVDVGYDRIVCGGEEGTVRIWNFTQALEIERRTRALKGMRHENRMRRRRMQM 
HGFGPNLFSVDVGADRIVCGGEEGWRIWNFSKALERERTARAMRGIRLENRMRRRRLQI 
HGFKSNLFSVGIGADRIVCGGEEGWRIWNFTEALEIESRVRALRGMRLENRMRRRKNQT 
hgfgcdlfsvaigadrivcggedgavkvwnfsealeiekraqalrsmrqenrmrrkkaqv 
HGVGCDLFSIAIGADRIVCAGEDGSVRVWNFSKALEIERiALRSLRQENRIRRRKSQA 
HGFGCYLFSVGIGADRIICGGEDGSVRVWNFSEALEIEKKAQALRSLRQENRMRRRKAQV

دد ددد ٠ ٠د ددد ٠د دد ٠د د٠ ٠ددد٠ ٠ددد د ٠د ٠ ٠ ٠د ددد٠دد٠ ٠ د ·· · ······ ·· I ب٠ ٠٠ ٠ ٠٠ ٠٠

Arath_FBXW 
Poptr_FBXW 
Medtr_FBXW

٢زآللةحالتل1

Zeama_FBXW 
Triae_FBXW

EMNAKNGRPDQC-SIMHKNPINGERNRAWHSKRRASGKAKAArath_FBXW
EMSSKGGRTDQC-SVMKKNPMHVDKSGVWRNKHGMSGKLKA
ELNSKGGKSDQC-ST١AAKKS —— SVTCIWPSKRGMGGKTKA

Poptr_FBXW
Medtr_FBXW

EMNANGRRSDQCGSIAMKRNQLKGDKSVTWHSKRAINDKVKS
EMNTNTRRPDQC-SIAMKKNQLKGDKSATWHNKRAINEKAKS
EMNANGRRVDHC-SVAMKRNPLKGDKSVTWQIKRPISDKVKS

Zeama_FBXW
Triae_FBXW

د » ٠٠ » د٠د د ٠٠د د٠ د د٠

FIGURE 6 (continued)

Terminator

marker cassette

FIGURE 7
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T-ze¡n - Τ-rbcS cassette

٦ه1٦2ه

corn RANbp τ-zein

pPROLAMIN
RBT¡ C58

markfir

constitutive promoter

9٢حال\د

selectable marker 3' exon

constitutive promoter — 
selectable marker (intron) — 
polyA cassette

selectable marker 5' exon
TATA box

T-rbcS-deltaGA RB repeat nopaline

T-nos

SP/SMr

pBR322 
(or¡ + bom)

pVSI-REP; 
replication origin 
fr¿m pVSI

constitutive promoter

LB repeat nopaline LB T i C58

TATA Sigfial 1

constitutive promoter — 
screenable marker - 
tnos cassette

pPROLAMINzzRANbp
11616 bp
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٦أل1٦2ه

pVSI-REP; 
replication origin 
^¿m pVSI

pPROLAMIN

screenable marker

constitutive promoter
polyA-

Arabidopsis RANbp
T-zein - Τ-rbcS cassette

GAAT 1 TATA Signal 1
T-zein T-rbcS-deltaGA

RB repeat nopaline

RB Ti C58

pBR322
(or¡ + bom)

selectable marker 5' exon
TATA box

constitutive promoter SP/SMr

pPROLAMIN::RANbp
11667 bp

LBTi C58
LB repeat nopaline

constitutive promoter — Τ-nos 
screenable marker- 
tnos cassette

selectable marker 3ا exon

constitutive promoter - 
selectable marker (intron)- 
polyA cassette

FIGURE 10
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2ه1٦2ه

OsGlka

OsGWd

ZmGlkl

I Acidic 题 NLS _ DBD □ Prolinewrich I C-termmal V Intron
N٠terminus region box ٧

100 bp—

٢ل\ه\٩ًا٦٦

MLAVSPAMCPDIEDRAAVAGDAGMEVVGMSSDDMDQFDFSVDDIDFGDFFLRLEDGDVLP
DLEVDPAEIFTDFEAIATSGGEGVQDQEVPTVELLAPADDVGVLDPCGDVVVGKENAAFA

AKVDWTPELHRBFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMGIDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSRRKHA

REAEAASWTQRRQIYAAGGGAVAKRPESNAWTVPTIGFPPPPPPPPSPAPMQHFARPLHV  
WGHPTMDPSRVPVWPPRHLVPRGPAPPWVPPPPPSDPAFWHHPYMRGPAHVPTQGTPCMA 
№MPAARFPAPPVPGVVPCPMYRPLTPPALTSKNQQDAQLQLQVQPSSESIDAAIGDVLS 
KPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQRQGVANVPPACG
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CLUSTAL

21/124

(1.83) multiple sequence alignment

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKI
SbGLKl
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlvar
TaGLKl
OsGLO

HvGLK2
AtGLK2
AtGLKI
PpGLK2
PpGlkl
ATGLKI

MLEVSTLRGPTSSG

·MLAVSPSPVRCADAEECGGGGAS

■MLAVSPAMCPDIEDRAAVA
■MLAVSPAMCPDIEDRAAVA

·MLEVSTLRSPKADQRAGVGGHHWGFVPAPPSPADVADEVDAFIV

MAMDMARIDESTAVEVN—SLSLVHCVLDGLPDS-PCLKSSPTSFEEAVAEGRSVFGDE
MAMDMARIEVEPLVEVHNNTNNLLVHCVLDALPDSSPCLKSSETSFEA ٦AA/KEDEEGG—
------------------------ MLTISPLESSNPDAKDEGDFVLEDISFDDLFVG——

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKI
SbGLKl 
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlv 
TaGLKl

٢لإلهجد2
HvGLK2
AtGLK2 
AtGLKI
PpGLK2PpGlkl 
A^LKl

SKAEQHCGGGGGFVGDHHWFPTSGDCFAMVDDNLLDYIDFSCDVPFFDADGDILPDLEV

KEMEETAVGPVSDSDLDFDFTVDDIDFGDFFLRLDDGDDALPGLEVDPAEIVFADFEAIA

GDAGMEWGMSSDDMDQFDFSVDDIDFGDFFLRLEDGDVLPDLEVDPAEIFTDFEAIATS
GDAGMEVVGMSSDDMDQFDFSVDDIDFGDFFLRLEDGDVLPDLEVDPAEIFTDFEAIATS

DDSCLLEYIDFSCCDVPFFHADDGDILPDLEVDPTELLAEFASSPDDEPPPTTSAPGPGE

------------- MLTVSPAPVLIGNNSKDTYMAADFADFTTEDLPDFTTVGDFSDDLL
--------------MLALSPATRDGCDGASEFLDTSCGFTIINPEEEEEFPDFADHGDLL 
EDII^SNDQDNSSSCGAVVTTHEDFAECLNFVTEAECGDVGVRCFEDFDKLPDCGDEGE 
RPLFGKPELHPASPSSDTT١A7١ANGEFARCLNFVTEADCGDVGVQCFEDFGTLPDCGEAGI ------------------------------------------ =--—FDELPDLEIDP-

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKI
SbGLKl
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlvar
TaGLKl
0sGLK2
HvGLK2
AtGLK2
AtGLKI
PpGLK2PpGlkl
^¿GLKl

DTTELLAEFSSTPPADDLLAVAVFGADDQPAAAVAQEKPSSSLEQTCGDDKGVAVAAARR

TAGGDGGVTDQEVPSVLPFADAAHIGAVDPCCGVLŒDNDAACADVEEGKŒCDHADEVA

GGEGVQDQEVPTVELLAPADDVGVLDPCG---- — ---DWVGKENAAFAGAGEEKGGCN 
GGEGVQDQEVPTVELLAPADDVGVLDPCG-- — -----DWVGEENAAFAGAGEEKVGCN

PAAAAGAKEDVKEDGAAAAAAAAAADYDGSPPPPRGKKKKDDEERSSSLPEEKDAKNGGG 
------------------------------------------------------SLSIVG 
DGIDYYDDLFIGFDGDDVLPDLEIDSEILG————EYSGSGRDEEQEMEGNTSTAS 
DIIDFDDIFGVAG—DVLPDLEIDPEILSGDFSNHMNASSTITTTSDKTDSQGETTKGS 
TSKAEEEGCVRIGGGGEQGELLESVSLDCSRNSENLELRDLGELWEGSERPDSVPGNEVG 
SREEGG———GRDGEQVELLESMSLDGSRNSENLELGELGELLQGSETLDSVPGNEVG 
---------------- -CDIEADESENSSEEGDGNNKGSTSEENDVQHKRDGYYKEHSG

FIGURE 13
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آل21٦2ه

KLQTTTTTTTTEEEDSSPAGSGANKSSASAEGHSSKKKSAGKNSNGGKRKVKVDWTPELH

MGNNNSDSGEAGCGGAFAGEKSPSSTASSSQEAESRRKVSKKHSQGKKKAKVDWTPELH

QDDDAGEANADDGT١AAVEAKSSSPSSSTSSSQEAESRHKSSSKSSHGKKKAKVDWTPELH
QDDDAGEANVDDGT١AAVEAKSSSPSSTTSSSQEAESRHKSSSKSSHGKKKAKVDWTPELH

DEVLSAVTTEDSSAGT١AKSCSPSAEGHSKRKPSSSSSS7١AAGKNSHGKRKVKVDWTPELH 
DEVCSAVTTDDSSMVGSENSKSSASAEG—HSKRTST١AAATKSSHGRRKVKVDWTPELH 
ETSERDVGVCKQEGGGGGDGGF№KTVRRGKRKGKKSKDCLSDENDIKKKPKVDWTPELH 
SGKGEEWSKRDDVMETVTYDGDSDRKRKYSSSASSKNNRISNNEGKRKVKVDWTPELH 
EEEALLLAETkAKATGDWSASDSGECSSVDRKDNQASPKSSKNTkAPGKKKAKVDWTPELH 
EEEALLLAKAAKATGWVSASDSGECSSVDRKENQQSPKSCKSAAPGKKKAKVDWTPELH 
KEETEWSARTREDEKKPPSSKSENVKSLKS —— — — SGKKSSQSKKKAKVDWTPELH

RRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMG-TDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREAEAATWA 
——IDKAVPSRILEIMG-MDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREAEMTWA 
RRFVQAVEELGIDKAVPSRILEIMG-IDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMLAREVEMTWT

RRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMG-IDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMIAREAEMSWT 
RRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMG-IDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMIAREAEMSWT 
— — - — - — — — — —-—MG-INSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMIAREAEMSWT 
RRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILELMG-IECLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREAEMSWT 
RRFVQAGEQLGLDKAVPSRILELMGNEYRLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREGEAGSWT 
RKFVQAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILEIMN-VKSLTRHNVASHLQKYRSHRKHLLAREAEMSWN 
RRFVEAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILELMG-VHCLTRHNVASHLQKYRSHRKHLLAREAEMNWT 
RRFVHAVEQLGVEKAYPSRILELMG1CLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRRHLMREAEMSWT 
RRFVHAVEQLGVEKAFPSRILELMG-VQCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRRHLMREAEMSWT 
RRFVQAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILELMG-IDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLLAREAETkASWS

QKRHMYAPPAPRTTTTTDMRPPWWPTTIGFP---------------------PPR---
QKRHMYT١AAGGVAPRTDAPHGSRPWWPTIGFP---------------------PPAPPP
THRRPMYIP-SGAVKRPDSN—AWTVPTIGFP———————PPAGTPPRPVQH 
---------------- ARGL--KFPPPPPPPP---------------PPPPPSPHPM¿H 
QRRQIYMGG-GAVAKRPESN—AWTVPTIGFP —— — — ——PPPPPPPSPAPMQH 
QRRQIYMGG-GAVAKRPESN—AWTVPTIGFP —— — — ——PPPPPPPSPAPIQH 
QRRQMYT١AGGP7١AAVKRQDSN—MWTVPTIGFAPAHP —— ——PPPPPPPSPMMQH 
QKRQMYTAAAAAAAVAAGGGPRKDAAAATAAVAPWVMPTIGFPPPH 
PQPQMCWGAKWRVGRALTL---------------------------------------
LRRHATVAVPGVGGGGKKP ——WTAPALGYPP —— — — — — — ——HVAPMHHG 
RKRHIYGVDTGANLNGRTKNGWLAPAPTLGFPPP-------------PPVAVAPPPVHHH 
HRRTYTQAPWPRSSRRDGLPYLVPIHTPHIQPRPSMA—————MAMQPQLQTPHHP 
HRRAYTQMPWSRSSRRDGLPYLVPLHTPHIQPRPSMV—————MAMQPQLQTQHTP 
HRRQLYVSSTNNGKRR------------- ------------------------------

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKl
SbGLKl
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlvar
TaGLKl

٢لإلهجد2
HvGLK2
AtGLK2
AtGLKl
PpGLK2
PpGlkl
AcGLKl

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKl
SbGLKl
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlvar
TaGLKl
OsGLO

HvGLK2
AtGLK2
AtGLKl
PpGLK2PpGlkl
AcGLKl

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKl
SbGLKl
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlvar
TaGLKl
OsGLO

HvGLK2
AtGLK2
AtGLKl
PpGLK2PpGlkl
A^LKl
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حآل1٦2ه

FCRPLHVWGHPP ——PHT١A7١AE7١A7١ATPMLPVWP-RHLAPPRHLAPWAHPTP—VDPAF
FCRPLHVWGHPPHAAAAEAAAAVAATPTPMLPVWP-RHLAPPRPLPPWAHPHPPAVDPAF
FGRPLHVWGHPS-------—PTPAVESPRVPMWP-RHLAPRAPPPPPWAPPPPADPASF 
FGRPLHAWGHP-----------TPTVESPRVPMWP-RHLVPRTPPPP—WAPPPPSDPAF 
FARPLHVWGHP-----------—TMDPSRVPVWPPRHLVPRGPAPPWVPPPPP-SDPAF 
FARPLHVWGHP —— — — — — TMDPSRVPVWPPRHLVPRGPAPPWVPPPPP-SDPAF 
YARPLHVWGHP —— — — — — TMDSPRMPMWP-RHTISRAPMPAWAPPPPPPSDPAF 
CRPPLHVWGHPTAG—— — —VEPTTT١AAPPPPSPHAQPPLLPVWPRHLAPPPPPLP7 ١A

HFRPLHVWGHP------------- TWPKHKPNTPASAHRTYPMPAIT١AAPASWPGHPPY
HFRPLHVWGHP------------- TVDQSIMPHVWPKHLPPPS-TAMPNPPFWVSDSPY
ISTPLKVWGYPTVDHSNVHMWQQPAVATPSYWQTkADGSYWQHPATGYDAFSARACYSHPM
VSTPLKVWGYPTVDHSSVHMWQQPAVATPSYWQAPDGSYWQHPATNYDAYSARACYPHPM
------------------------------- - — — — - — — ——RKNNEHET

WHQ—— — ——QYSAARKWGPQ—— — —AAAVTQGTPCVPLPRFPVPHPIYSRP 
WHQ—— — ——QYNAARKWGPQ—— — —ATAVTQGTPACVPXXMXMLPRFSRV 
WHH—— — — —AYMRGPT١AHMPDQVAVTPCVAVPI٧iARFPAPHVRGSLPWPPPMYR 
WHH—— — — —AYMRGPAHMP —-GQVTPCVAVPMPMRFPAPPVRGALPCPPPMYR 
WHH—— — ——PYMRG-PAHVP —TQGTPCMAMPMPMRFPAPPVPGWPCPMYR— 
WHH—— — ——PYMRG-PAHVP —TQGTPCMAMPMPMRFPAPPVPGWPCPMYR— 
WHH—— — ——PYMRGPMYMP —THGTPCMAMPMTPK-FPAAPVPVAMPCPVYAS- 
WAHGHQPAPVDPAAY----------------- WQQQYNLQRFPVPPVPGMVPHPMYRP-

WHQ--------------------------- QPLYPQGYG---------------- MASS
WHP--------------------------- MHNGTTPYLPTVATRFRAPPVAGIPHALP
QRVPVTTTHAG------------------- LPIVAPGFPDESCYYGDDMLAGSMYLCNQ
R-VSLGTTHAG------------------- SPMMAPGFPDE-SYYGEDVLMTMYLCNQ

AMVPPPPSTTKLAQLHLELQAHPSKESIDAAIGDVLVKPWLPLPLGLKPPSLDSVMSELH

PLVPPALAGKSQQDALFQLQIQPSSESIDAAIGDVLTKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQ 
PLVPPTLDT———QFQLQTQPSSESIDAAIGDVLTKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQ 
PLTPPALTSKNQQDAQLQLQVQPSSESIDAAIGDVLSKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQ 
PLTPPALASKNQQDAQLQLQVQPSSESIDAAIGDVLSKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQ 
PSPAPALASKSQQDSQLQLQAQPSNESIDAAIGDVLSKPWLPLPLGLKPPSLGSVMGELE 
IPPPSPPQGNKLMLQLQLDAHPSKESIDAAIGDVLVKPWLPLPLGLKPPSLDSVMSELH

NHSSIGVPTRQLGPTNPPIDIHPSNESIDAAIGDVISKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDGVMTELQ 
PHHTMYKPNLGFGGARPPVDLHPSKESVDAAIGDVLTRPWLPLPLGLNPPAVDGVMTELH 
SYDSEIGRMGVMCSKPIETHLSKEVLDAAIGEALANPWTPPPLGLKPPSMEGVIAELQ 
SYDSELGRMGVMCSKPPETHLSKEVLDAAIGEALANPWTPPPLGLKPPSMEGVIAELQ

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKl
SbGLKl
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlvar
TaGLKl

٢لإلهجد2
HvGLK2
AtGLK2
AtGLKl
PpGLK2
PpGlkl
AcGLKl

ZmG2
S0GLK2
ZmGLKl
SbGLKl
OsGLKl 
OsGLKlvar
TaGLKl
OsGLO

HvGLK2
AtGLK2
AtGLKl
PpGLK2PpGlkl
AcGLKl

ZmG2
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ZmGLKl
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FIGURE 18 (continued)
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CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTRJedtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDIII 
CTR_Horvu_HDII 
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII

AHETSGEWYGLGRQPAVLRTFNQRLSRGFNDAINGFNDDGWSLMNADGAEDVIIAVNST 
AQESNGEWYGLGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAVNGFGDDGWSTMHCDGAEDIIVAINST 
AQETSGDWYSMGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAVNGFNDNGWSVLNCDGAEGVTISVNSI 
AQETSGEWYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMAGDGIEDVIIACNS- 
—————ALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMAGDGIEDVIIACNS- 
AQETSGEWYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDVIIACNA- 
AQETSGEWYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDVIIACNS- 
AQETSGEWYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSIMGGDGVEDWIACNST 
AQETSGEWYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDWIACNST 
AQETSGEWYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDVAVACTST

CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTRJedtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDIII
CTR_HorviHDIII 
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII

KNLIGANNSAHSLSFLGGILCAKASMLLQNVHPAVLVCFLREHHAEWADFSVDAYSMLW 
KHLNNISN—SLSFLGGVLCAKASMLLQNVPPAVLIRFLREHRSEWADFNVDAYSMTL 
KNLSGTSNPASSLSLLGGIVCAKASMLLQNTTPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADFSVDAFSTkASL 
KKIRSNNTAPNAFIAPGGVICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASAL 
KKIRSNNTAPNAFIAPGGVICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASAL 
KKVRNTSTSANAFVTPGGVICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASSL 
KKIRNNSTMNAFGAPGGVICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSALAL 
KKIRSNSNAGIAFGAPGGIICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNIDAYLASTL 
KKIRNTSNAGITFGAPGGIICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNIDAYLASSL 
KKIRNNSNAGITFGAPGGIICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNIDAYLASSL 

د٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ دد٠ *********؛ »دددد »ددددد ٠دددد٠ دد٠  女

CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTR_Medtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDIII
CTR_HorviHDIII 
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII

KAGSYAYPGMRPMRFTGSQITMPLGHTIEQEDLLEVIRLEGHSFAQEDAFVSQDIHLLQI 
KAGSFAYPGMRPTRFTGSQIIMPLGHTIEHEEMLEVVRLEGHSLAQEDAFMSRDVHLLQI 
KAGSYGYPGMRSTKFTGNQAIMPLGHTIEHEEMLEIIRLEG—LAQDDSFVSRDVHLLQV 
KSSSCSLPGLRPMRFSGSQIIMPLAHTVENEEILEWRLEGQAL—DEGLLSRDIHLLQF 
KSSSCSLPGLRPMRFSGSQIIMPLAHTVENEEILEWRLEGQAL—DEGLLSRDIHLLQF 
KTSSCSLPGLRPMRFSGSQIIMPLAHTVENEEILEWRLEGQALTHDDGLMSRDIHLLQL 
KTSSCSLPGLRPTRFSGSQIIMPLAHTVENEEILEVIRLEGQALTHDEGLLSRDIHLLQL 
KTSACSLTGLRPMRFSGSQIIIPLAHTVENEEILEWRLEGQPLTHDEALLSRDIHLLQL 
KTSACSLPGLRPMRFSEGQMIMPLAHTVENEEILEWRLEGQPLTHDEALLSRDIHLLQL 
KTSACSLPXLQPMRXSGGQMIMPLAHTVENEEILEVIRLEGHPLTHDEALLSRDIHLLQL

CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTR_Medtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDin
CTR_Horvu_HDIII 
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII

--------CSGIDENAVGACSELVFAPIDETFPDDAPLLPSGFRIISLESKAKDTQEVLT 
————CTGIDENAVGACSELIFAPINEMFPDDAPLVPSGFRVIPVDAKTGDVQDLLT 
LPLTLVMLCTGIDENAVGACSELIFAPIDDMFPEDAPLVPSGFRIVLLNSQPGDTKNTTT 
————CTGLDEKSMGSCFQLVFAPIDELFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDMKT——DGAP 
————CTGIDEKSMGSCFQLVFAPIDELFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDMKT——DGAP 
————CTGIDEKSMGSCFQLVSAPIDELFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDMKT——DGTP 
————CTGIDEKSMGSCFQLVFAPIDELFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDMKT——DGAP 
————CTGIDEKSVGSSFQLVFAPIDD-FPDETPLISSGFRVIPLDMKT——DGAS 
————CTGIDEKSVGSSFQLVFAPIDEHFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDVKT——DGVS 
————CTGIDEKSVGSSFQLVFAPIDEHFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDMKT——DGVS

CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV

TN-CTLDLTSSLEAGLAINHTAVDGS—SCHSLRSVLTIAFQFPFESNLQDNVATMARQY
ANHRTLDLTSSLEVGPSPENASGNSF—SSSSSRCILTIAFQFPFENNLQENVAGMACQY

CTR_Medtr_REV AN-RTLDLTSGLEVSPATAHANGDA——-SCP^RCVLTVAFQFPFESGLQDNVAAMARQY
CTR_Triae_HDIII AkRTLDLASSLEAGSTTLQASGGA-DDC-NLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHLQDSVATMARQY
CTR_HorviHDIII TG-RTLDLASSLEAGSTTLQASGNA—DDC-NLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHLQDSVATMARQY
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII

AG-RTLDLASSLEVGSTA-QPTGDASMDDC-NLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHLQDSVATMARQY
TG-RTLDLASSLEVGSTTQQATGDASLDDCRNLRSVLTIAFQFPYEIHLQDSVATMARQY 
SG-RTLDLASSLEVGSATAQASGDASADDC-NLRSVLTIAFQFPYELHLQDSVMMARQY 
SG-RTLDLASSLDVGSMPQASGDASPDDC-SLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHLQDSVMMARQY

CTR_Sacof_HDIII SG-RTLDLASSLDVGSMPQASGDASPDDC-NLRSVLTIAFQEPYEMHLQDSVATMARQY

FIGURE 19
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CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTR_Medtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDIII
CTR_Horvu_HDIII 
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII

CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTR_Medtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDIII
CTR_Horvu_HDIII
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII

CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTR_Medtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDIII
CTR_Horvu_HDIII 
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Ph^pr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII

VRSVISSVQRVAMAISPSGLSPVLGPKLSAGSPEALTLAHWICQSHRQVLLKFSSCYHLG
VRSVISSVQRVAMAISPSGISPSLGSKLSPGSPEAVTLAQWISQSYS————HHLG 
VRRWSAVQAVATAISPSSVNTSGGAKLSPGTPEALTLAQWICQSYS —— ——HHLG 
VRSIVSAVQRVSMAISPSRSGLNAEQKIISGFPEMTLARWICQSYR—— ——FHLG 
VRSIVSAVQRVSMAISPSRSGLNAEQKIISGFPEMTLARWICQSYR—— ——FHLG 
VRSIVSSVQRVSMAISPSRSGLNAGQKIISGFPEAPTLARWICQSYQ————FHLG 
VRSWSAVQRVSMAISPPRSGVNAGQKIFSGFPEMTLARWICQSYQ—— ——FHLG 
VRSIVSAVQRVSMAISPSQTGLNAGQRIISGFPEMTLARWVCQSYH—— ——YHLG 
VRSVISAVQRVSMAISPSQSGLNAGHRMLSGFPEMTLARWVCQSYH—— ——YHLG 
VRSWSAVQRVSMAISPSQSGLNA-QRTLSGFPETATLARWVCQSYH—— ——YHLG

AELLRSDSV-GGDSVLKHLWHHPDAILCCSLKSLPVFIFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDITL 
SELLTIDSLGSDDSVLKLLWDHQDAILCCSLKPQPVFMFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDITL 
AQLLRSDSL-IGDMLLKHLWHHPDAILCCSLKQVPVFIFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDITL 
VELFRQADE-AGESLLRMLWDHEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGINMLETSFVALQDLSL 
VELFRQADE-AGESLLRMLWDHEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGINMLETSFVALQDLSL 
VELLRQADD-AGEALLKMLWDYEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGLNMLETSLVALQDLSL 
VELLRQADE-AGESLLRMLWDYEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGLNMLETSLVALQDLSL 
VELLSQSDG-DAEQLLKMLWHYQDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANKAGLDMLETSLVALQDLTL 
MELLNQSDG-AGEALLKMLWHHPDAVLCCSFKEKPMFTFANKAGLDMLETSLVALQDLTL 
VELLNQSDE-AGEALLKMLWHHPDAVLCCSFKEKPMFTFANKAGLDMLETSLIALQDLTL

DKIFNESGRQALYTEFAKLMQQGFACLPAGICMSTMGRNVSYEQAVAWKVLSA—EENA 
EKIFDESGRKAICSDFAKLMQQGFACLPSGICVSTMGRHVSYEQAVAWKVFMSEENNNN 
DKIFDESARKNLIAYFAKLMQQGFACMPAGICMSTMGRHASYDQAVAWKVHA——EDNS 
DKIFDEAGRKALYSEIPKLMEQGFVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFESAVAWKWG——EDNN 
DKIFDEAGRKALYSEIPKLMEQGFVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFENAIAWKWG——EDNN 
DKIFDEAGRKALYNEIPKLMEQGYVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFEQAVAWKVLG——EDNN 
DKIFDETGRKALHSEIPKLMEQGYVYLPAGVCLSGMGRHVSFEQAVAWKVLG——EDNN 
DRIFDEPGKEALFSNIPKLMEQGHVYLPSGVCMSGMGRHVSFDQAVAWKVLA——EDSN 
DKIFDESGRKALFSDISKLMEQGYAYLPSGVCMSGMGRHVSFDQAVAWKVLG——EDSN 
DKIFDESGRKAIFSDISKLMEQGYAYLPSGVCMSGMGRHVSFDQAVAWKVLG——EDSN

CTR_Poptr_HDIII
CTR_Arath_REV 
CTR_Medtr_REV
CTR_Triae_HDIII
CTR_Horvu_HDIII 
CTR_Orysa_REV
CTR_Phypr_HDIII
CTRJrysaXHOXlO
CTR_Zeama_HDIII
CTR_Sacof_HDIII 

VHCIAESEVNWSEL 
LHCLAFSFVNWSF- 
VHCLAFSFINWSFI 
VHCLAFCFVNWSF- 
VHCLAFCFVNWSFV 
VHCLAFCFVNWSF- 
VHCLAFCFVNWSF- 
VHCLAFCFVNWSFV 
IHCLAFCFVNWSFV 
VHCLAFCFVNWSF-

FIGURE 19 (continued)
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31/124

SEQ ID NO: 194 or
SEQ ID NO: 198

Termination signal
MARs

RB

PG0S2

pG0S2==0rysa rev

LB

BACTERIAL 
ORIGIN OF 
REPLICATION

SEQ ID NO: 194 or
SEQ ID NO: 198

Pla٩tscreenaple 一，韁
marker CTssette

Plant selectable 
marker cassette

pG0S2::0٢ysa rev(part) ١

Bacterial 
selectable marker

FIGURE 20
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32/124

MRMFFRHLLSCILLLLLMSHLPSPILGLRTLRGEEAKSIRIERELPP
AVSPSKEVDNDDAAASSKFTVSRRMVPQGPNPLHNR

SoCLE
SoCLEb
OsCLE
PtCLE
BnCLE
AtCLE

MRMFFRHLLS—CILLLLLMSHLPSPILGLRTLRGEEAKSDLRRHEHELPPAVSPSKEVD 
------------------ MSHLPSSILGLRTSRGEEAKSDLRRHEHELPPAVSPSKEVD 
MRRFSKQHLVPFILLLLLVMSHLPISSLGSRRAFREEAVSGFR—SHELAPTMAPSQEKE 
-MRNKNPQLFLIFLIVFLVLVHGTTCRDAKRSTSNGETVQGSK-TKHSSMFLQALSSIFK
—MKIKSLILASSFLILAFIHHSESASFRSLLMKNGLYE———EEEAKILLGDSKETI
——MAKLSFTFCFLLFLLLSSIAAGSRPLEGARVGVKVRGLS———PSIEATSPTVE

SoCLE NDDAAASS
SoCLEb NDDAAAAS

KFTVSRRMVPQGPNPLHNR
KLTVSRRMVPQGPNPLHNR

OsCLE AGWAGAGSICGQKYAVSRRMVPQGPNPLHN- 
PtCLE ASESSTNN—IKALHTVSRRLVPCGPNPLHN- 
BnCLE TNSTALE —— — — — SKRIIPTGPNPLHNR 
AtCLE DDQAAGSHG------KSPERLSPGGPDPQHH-

Plant screenable 
marker cassette

Plant selectable 
marker cassette

SEQ ID NO: 232 
Termination signa■

SEQ ID NO: 232

pRP6

pRP6==CLE

LB

Bacteria■ 
origin of 
refiiication

Bacteria■ 
selectable 
marker

Figure 23
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33/124

IGVGARQRRNPLIPRPWGSKRHLQHQHQPNAAEKKTAATSNYFSIEAFLVLVFLT
MSLLILPLVLPPLPPPPSLLLLLPVCLLILLWLAFMPTDVRSMASSYL

FIGURE 24

CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment

SEQID284
SEQID285

أل|ة2٦ه
SEQID271

أل|ة2٦2
أل|ة2٦ح

SEQID274

SEQID265

SEQID252
SEQID264
SEQID269

SEQID268

■MIREISNLQKD —— IINIQDS-YSNNRVMDV-GRNNR—KNMSFR 
■MIREFSSLQND —— IINIQEH-YSLNNNMDVRGDHNR—KNTSFR 
■MSIEQPEADSRLSEGPLINLQDR—YLSGIMEARGRRNSAPLQVERKN
—MNSDNSESRQRLSKG-IINLQDR—YPTSIMD-RG————VRKI 
MNMDMESSEAKLRSSKG-FINLEEHQQYFNNIME —G—————— 
--------------------------------ME —G—————— 
---------------------MDSQFGALERG—— GSRQRR—— — SP 
---------------------MDSQFGAMDRG—— GSRQRS —— — SP 
------------------------MEGV—— GARQRR———NP 
---------------------MASRSSAMEGG——MIQR———— 
---------------------MASRSSALEGGG—AAIQR———— 
----------------------------MEGG—— GQIQR———— 
----------------------------MEGG—— GQIQR———— 
-------------------MLLEHLMITMEEQMFREQQMQRG———GR

SEQID262 MYLLSPRNGDEEDEQEEIQELISDDEPPNLKLASCATMSSSSSSGSDMEKGRGKACGGG

SEQID284
SEQID285

SEQID271
S|D2٦2

----------- MVR--------------  
—— — ——MIMVAS ———KEKTNSG■ 
-SSPE—KSKQELRRSFSAQK—RMMIPA- 
GSAPAPIMGKQELFRTLSSQNSPRRLISA- 
PTPPMAEGKKMEYNRTPLSRENSRRLIPA-

-CFSLGSVLILIALAASMWLPL
■GCMFRYSVLILSLLALSILVLPL 
■NYFSLESLFLLVGLTASLLILPL 
■SYFSLESMWLVGLTASLLILPL 
■SYFSLESLLLLICLTASLLILPL

SEQID273 ATPPVEK-RKVEYHRS-YSQGASRKLFSA-
SEQID274 ————NKMEHKRS-FTQGHGKKMLSM-
SEQID275 --------NKMEHKRS-FTQGHGKKMLSM.
SEQID265 VLARPNTTKRHIQQQ—RANMDKKWMP-

■SYFTLESLLLLVCLTASLLILPL
■NYFSLESIILLLGLTASLLLLPL
■NYFSLESIILLLGLTASLLLLPL
■NYFSIEAFFVLACLTVSLLILPL

SEQID252
SEQID264

VLARPNTAKRQMQQQ—RANMDKKWIP- 
LIPRPNGSKRHLQHQH-QPNMEKKTMTS 
—RN-AVKRHLQQRQQEADFLDKKVIAS-

NYFGVEAFFVLACLTVSLLILPL
NYFSIEAFLVLVFLTMSLLILPL
TYFSIGAFLVLACLTVSLLILPL

SEQID269 —RNNAVKRHLQQRQQEADFHDKKVIAS TYFSIGAFLVLACLTFSLLILPL
SEQID267 —RNNAVKRHLQQRQQEADELDKKVIAS TYFSIEAFLVLACLTVSLLILPL
SEQID268 —RNNAVKRHLQQRQQEADELDKKVIAS TYFSIEAFLVLACLTVSLLILPL
SEQID263
SEQID262

HHQHHTTREQEQQQKQQQRRRLMNNATNGGGGDGGSRCYFSTEAILVLACVTVSLLVLPL
STAPPPPPPSSSGKSGGGGGSNIREAAASGGGGGVWGKYFSVESLLLLVCVTASLVILPL

Figure 23
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SEQID284
SEQID285
SEQID27◦
SEQID271

أل|ة2٦2
أل|ة2٦ح

SEQID274
SEQID275
SEQID265

SEQID252
SEQID264

أل|ة2ة٦
SEQID268

أل|ة2حة
أل|ة2ة2

MLPPLPPPPLALLFFPVGIMAALWLAFSPSENV——KN٦AA/—— — — — — — — 
VMPPLPPPPLLLLLVPVFIMLLLFFIAFSPSKKV——PNKAS —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPFMLLLVPIGIMVLLWLAFMPSSHSNANTDVTCN----------------  
ILPPLPPPPFMLLLIPIGIMVLLMVLAFMPSSNS-KHVSSSST----------------  
ILPPLPPPPFMLLLLPIGILAVLMILAFMPSNVR——DLTYT —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPFLLLLVPIXILAVLLVLAFMPSNVR—DITST —-- — — — — 
MLPPLPPPPFMLLLVPIFILWLMILAFMPSNVR——NVTCS —— — — — — — — 
MLPPLPPPPFMLLLVPIFILWLMILAFMPSNVR——NVTCS —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPSLLLFVPVCLLILLMVLAFMPTDMR— — SMATS —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPSLLLLLPVCLLILLMVLAFMPTDVR— — SMATS —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPSLLLLLPVCLLILLWLAFMPTDVR— — SMASS —— — — — — — — 
XXXXXXXXXXXLLWLPVCLLVLLWLAFMPTDVR— — SMASS —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPSLLLWLPVCLLVLLWLAFMPTDVR— — SVMS —— — — — — — — 
VLPXLPAPASLLLWLPVWLLELLIVLAFMPTDVR— — SMASS —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPSLLLWLPVCLLILLIVLAFMPTDVR— — SMASS —— — — — — — — 
ILPPLPPPPTLLLLLPVCLLALLWLAFMPTDMR— — TMASS —— — — — — — — 
VLPPLPPPPSMLMLVPVAMLVLLLALAFMPTTTS —— SSSSAGGGGGGGRNGATTGHAP

د ٠ ي ٠ ٠٠ د ٠ دد د ٠

SEQID284 YSSSSSGIANSKR
FVS —————
FM- —— —— 一- —— ——

SEQID271 FM————
أل|ة2٦2 YV—————

أل|ة2٦ح YV—————
SEQID274 YL—————
SEQID275 YL—————
SEQID265 YL—————

YL—————
SEQID252 YL—————
SEQID264 YL—————

YL—————
أل|ة2ة٦ YL—————

SEQID268 YL—————
YL—————

أل|ة2ة2 YL—————

Figure 25 (continued)
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constitutive promoter- T-nos 
screenable marker- 
tnos cassette

screenable marker

selectable marker 5' exon 
TATA box

pG0S2 (3' exon)

SYRG0S2 intron 1

pG0S2 (5' exon

constitutive promoter

polyA

selectable marker 3٠ exon

constitutive promoter 
selectable marker (intron) - 
polyA cassette

RB Ti C58

SP/SMr
LB Ti C58constitutive pro

BR322 
(or¡ + bom)

pVSI-REP; 
¡*eplication origin 
^¿m pVSI12900 bp

LB repeat nopaline

T-zein
T-rbcS-deltaGA

RB repeat nopaline

pG0S2::SYR

FIGURE 26
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SEQ ID NO: 1, CDS845, entry clone sequence
ححآغ11٢ذ11حح٢آغئ1٢ئ1٢ءكحئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غآححئ٢آغجئ٢آغئ٢آغآئ٢آغذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ1٢ئ٢غئ٢حئ1٢غئ

AAACCAGCGTGGCCTAATTTCGATAAATGCCATAATCATCATTGGCATCTCCATTATCTCCATAT  
TCATAATCCTTGCAATTCTCCTAATAATCATTTTACTTCATCGACTTAAATCCGCAAGAGTCAAA

ح٢غئ٢ئ1ح1آغآآ٢حآآئ٢ئ1111٢آآئ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢حآغئ1٢ئ1٦ح٢ححآذ1٢آئ٦٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غآئ
CAGCTHTTCTAGCCCTGATGACATCAAGAGAGATTGTCTATACTCAAGAAACCCAACATCGT

TTACAATGCCCATATTTGGTGGAATTACTTGGATATTGTGCAGATCAAAACCATAGGATCTTGAT

٢آئ11آآآ٢آآئ٢حآغئ11غآ٢ئ1آ٢آئ٢غآئ٢حآئ٦آغآ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ1٢آآئ٢ئ1ح٦غآح٢ئ٢ئ1٢غئ٦
TTTGTTGGATCAAAATAATCGAGCTAAAGTTTCAGATTTCGGATTAGCCAAAACCGGATCCGATA

TCTACTGGAAAGCTTACTACAAAATCAGATGTTTATAGTTATGGTATTGTGTTACTACAACTCTT

TTCCAAGACTAACCAATAGAGAGAAAATTAGTGAAATGGTGGATCCAACCATGAAAGGTCAATAC

TAGACCGTTGATGACGGATGTTGTTCACTCGCTCATTCCCCTTGTTAAAGCTTTCAACAAAAGTA  
CTGATTCTTCTCGGTTTCCTAGCCGTAGAGAAAGCTTGTCATTTGATGATATTATGCCATGA

SEQ ID NO: 2, CDS845, translated
MENKSHSNHHRYHHLSSRSHEQNQRGLISINAIIIIGISIISIFIILAILLIIILLHRLKSARVK 
AQELSCKESFNNMNNGGASTNYSYTSSPDDIKRDCLYSRNPTSFRQLPPQTKSCRRSRAEGVEVY  
TYKELEIATNNFSEEKKIGNGDVYKGVLSDGTVAAIKKLHMFNDNASNQKHEERSFRLVQRSTSR  
LQCPYLVELLGYCADQNHRILIYEFMPNGTVEHHLHDHNFKNLKDRPQPLDWGARLRIALDCARA  
LEFLHENTISTVIHRNFKCTNILLDQNNRAKVSDFGLAKTGSDKLNGEISTRVIGTTGYLAPEYA  
STGKLTTKSDVYSYGIVLLQLLTGRTPIDSRRPRGQDVLVSWALPRLTNREKISEMVDPTMKGQY 
SQKDLIQVAAIAAVCVQPEASYRPLMTDVVHSLIPLVKAFNKSTDSSRFPSRRESLSFDDIMP

SEQ ID NO: 3, primer prm02500
غحححح٢ئ1٢آآذ1ة٢ئ1حشغ٢ئ1ح٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ1ححآ11٢غئ11٢ئ٢آغئ1ح

SEQ ID NO: 4, primer prm02501
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTAAACAAAAGAGTGTCATGGCA

SEQ ID NO: 5, rice G0S2 promoter
AATCCGAAAAGTTTCTGCACCGTT؛TCACCCCCTAACTAACAATATAGGGAACGTGTGCTAAATA

AGTGGGAAAATGAAATCATTATTGCTTAGAATATACGTTCACATCTCTGTCATGAAGTTAAATTA 
TTCGAGGTAGCCATAATTGTCATCAAACTCTTCTTGAATAAAAAAATCTTTCTAGCTGAACTCAA  
TGGGTAAAGAGAGAGATTTTTTTTAAAAAAATAGAATGAAGATATTCTGAACGTATTGGCAAAGA  
TTTAAACATATAATTATATAATTTTATAGTTTGTGCATTCGTCATATCGCACATCATTAAGGACA  
TGTCTTACTCCATCCCAATTTTTATTTAGTAATTAAAGACAATTGACTTATTTTTATTATTTATC  
TTTTTTCGATTAGATGCAAGGTACTTACGCACACACTTTGTGCTCATGTGCATGTGTGAGTGCAC

FIGURE 27
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ًا71٦2ه

آ1٢ئ1آغآ٢حآئ1آآ٢ئ1ح٢غئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢حئ1غ٢ئ٢غئ٢آآئ٦آ1آ1آحآغآ11غآ٢ئ1
AAAATAATTTTACAGAATAGCATGAAAAGTATGAAACGAACTATTTAGGTTTTTCACATACAAAA
AAAAAAAGAATTTTGCTCGTGCGCGAGCGCCAATCTCCCATATTGGGCACACAGGCAACAACAGA

آآحح٦حاآ|ح|آآآححةح^٢ذ٢ذ|٢ذ|||٢ذ|٢ذ||٢ذ٢غاذ٢ااذ٢ذ٢اذ٢ذ٢آغذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ

آ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غآغآئ1آآ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢آغآغآئ1٢ذ1ح٢آغئ٢حئ1ح٢حئ1ح1
غاححاح٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢غححائ٢غئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢اآئ٢حاائ٢ئ٢احئ٢غحئ٢ححئ٢ذ٢آآئ٢آآئ٢آغحئ٢ئ٢آغآغئ٢ئ٦

TCCGGTCGAGTTCTTCGTCGATCTCTTCCCTCCTCCACCTCCTCCTCACAGGGTATGTGCCCTTC
GGTTGTTCTTGGATTTATTGTTCTAGGTTGTGTAGTACGGGCGTTGATGTTAGGAAAGGGGATCT
GTATCTGTGATGATTCCTGTTCTTGGATTTGGGATAGAGGGGTTCTTGATGTTGCATGTTATCGG
TTCGGTTTGATTAGTAGTATGGTTTTCAATCGTCTCGAGAGCTCTATGGAAATGAAATGGTTTAG

TGCTTCGTGTAATAAAAGTACGGTTGTTTGGTCCTCGATTCTGGTAGTGATGCTTCTCGATTTGA
CGAAGCTATCCTTTGTTTATTCCCTATTGAACAAAAATAATCCAACTTTGAAGACGGTCCCGTTG
ATGAGATTGAATGATTGATTCTTAAGCCTGTCCAAAATTTCGCAGCTGGCTTGTTTAGATACAGT

CGATTTGCTTTAGTCCCAGAATTTTTTTTCCCAAATATCTTAAAAAGTCACTTTCTGGTTCAGTT

TAATACCCCTATAGTTTAGTCAGGAGAAGAACTTATCCGATTTCTGATCTCCATTTTTAATTATA
TGAAATGAACTGTAGCATAAGCAGTATTCATTTGGATTATTTTTTTTATTAGCTCTCACCCCTTC
ATTATTCTGAGCTGAAAGTCTGGCATGAACTGTCCTCAATTTTGTTTTCAAATTCACATCGATTA
TCTATCCATTATCCTCTTGTATCTACCTGTAGAAGTTTCTTTTTGGTTATTCCTTGACTGCTTGA  
TTACAGAAAGAAATTTATGAAGCTGTAATCGGGATAGTTATACTGCTTGTTCTTATGATTCATTT 
CCTTTGTGCAGTTCTTGGTGTAGCTTGCCACTTTCACCAGCAAAGTTC

SEQ ID NO: 6, motif 1, X may be any amino acid, preferably one of
K,N,A,S,G,E
(M/L)L(S/G/R)R(L/M) (H/R/Q) (H/S/C) (R/P) (N/Y)L(L/V)XL(I/L/V)G

SEQ ID NO: 7, motif 2, X may be any amino acid, preferably one of
D,N,E,K,P,Q,or G
L(Y/D/N)(W/F)X(A/V/T)R(L/M)(L/R/G)IA(L/V)

SEQ ID NO: 8, motif 3
أللمغ/كآل١ غلم/ح١غلمذ/ئآل١ آلم?/١ط1

SEQ ID NO: 9, motif 4, amino acid on position 6 is preferably not
1,^  or M
(V/I)IHR(D/N)(F/L)K(S/A/G/C)(S/T)N(I/V)LL(E/D)

SEQ ID NO: 10, motif 5
(K/R)V(S/A/T)DFG(L/M/S)

SEQ ID NO: 11, splice variant of SEQ ID NO: 1 coding sequence of
Q9ZVL4 (AAC64891; Arabidopsis thaliana)

ححآغ11٢ذ11حح٢آغئ1٢ئ1٢ةئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غآححئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢آغئ٢آغآئ٢آغذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ1٢ئ٢غئ٢حئ1٢غئ
AAACCAGCGTGGCCTAATTTCGATAAATGCCATAATCATCATTGGCATCTCCATTATCTCCATAT
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TCATAATCCTTGCAATTCTCCTAATAATCATTTTACTTCATCGACTTAAATCCGCAAGAGTCAAA

٢ئ1٢غآئ٢غئ٢آآذ٢آئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢آححآئ11٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ1آآغحغ٢آآغئ٢ئ٢آغئ1آحآآآآ111آ٢غآغئ
AGTTTTTAATTCAAAATCAATCAGCAATGAGTGGAGATTCTCATATCTTTATATCAGTATTGAAT
TACTTCCACATCCAATGTGTATTTCTTATTCGAACTTTAATGTTCTTGTTAGATGACATCAAGAG  
AGATTGTCTATACTCAAGAAACCCAACATCGTTCAGACAATTACCCCCACAGACAAAAAGTTGTA

CCTTTAGGCTTGAGGTTGATCTTCTTAGTCGATTACAATGCCCATATTTGGTGGAATTACTTGGA

GTTATCCACCGGAACTTCAAGTGTACCAACATTTTGTTGGATCAAAATAATCGAGCTAAAGTTTC

TATAGTTATGGTATTGTGTTACTACAACTCTTAACGGGTCGCACACCGATCGATTCAAGACGTCC  
ϊββββϋβΚΎβ٢ν٢/٢/ΎΎβΎ٢/Ύ٢/ΊΎβββ٢/Ύ٢/ΎΎαΐβϊΎΐαΐΎΚβϋϋΎΎΚβΎβ

CATTCCCCTTGTTAAAGCTTTCAACAAAAGTACTGATTCTTCTCGGTTTCCTAGCCGTAGAGAAA  
GCTTGTCATTTGATGATATTATGCCATGA

SEQ ID NO: 12, splice variant of SEQ ID NO: 2
(Q9ZVL41 Q9Z٧L4_٠ARATH Τ22Η22.21 protein - Arabidopsis thaliana). 
splice variant of ΝΡ_175879
MENKSHSNHHRYHHLSSRSHEQNQRGLISINAIIIIGISIISIFIILAILLIIILLHRLKSARVK

YFHIQCVFLIRTLMFLLDDIKRDCLYSRNPTSFRQLPPQTKSCRRSRAEGVEVYTYKELEIATNN
FSEEKKIGNGDVYKGVLSDGTVAAIKKLHMFNDNASNQKHEERSFRLEVDLLSRLQCPYLVELLG  
YCADQNHRILIYEFMPNGTVEHHLHDHNFKNLKDRPQPLDWGARLRIALDCARALEFLHENTIST  
VIHRNFKCTNILLDQNNRAKVSDFGLAKTGSDKLNGEISTRVIGTTGYLAPEYASTGKLTTKSDV 
YSYGIVLLQLLTGRTPIDSRRPRGQDVLVSWALPRLTNREKISEMVDPTMKGQYSQKDLIQVAAI 
AAVCVQPEASYRPLMTDVVHSLIPLVKAFNKSTDSSRFPSRRESLSFDDIMP

SEQ ID NO: 13, >gi|42562757|ref|NM_104355.2| Arabidopsis thaliana
ATP binding / kinase/ protein kinase/ protein serine/threonine 
kinase/ protein-tyrosine kinase ÄT1G5482O mRNA, complete cds
CAAAAATGAACAACACCAAAATGGAAAACAAAAGCCATAGCAACCACCACCGGTACCATCATCTA

آ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ذ1٢ئ٢ححغئ1٢ئ11٢حئ1٢ححآحئ٢ئ٢ئ٦1آآآ٢آغحئ1حآغ٢ئ٢آغئ1آ٢آغئ٢ححآآغئ
CATCTCCATTATCTCCATATTCATAATCCTTGCAATTCTCCTAATAATCATTTTACTTCATCGAC  
TTAAATCCGCAAGAGTCAAAGCACAAGAATTATCTTGCAAAGAAAGCTTCAACAACATGAACAAT

CTCAAGAAACCCAACATCGTTCAGACAATTACCCCCACAGACAAAAAGTTGTAGGAGAAGCCGAG

AAAGCTTCATATGTTTAATGATAATGCTAGTAACCAAAAGCATGAAGAACGGTCCTTTAGGCTTG 
AGGTTGATCTTCTTAGTCGATTACAATGCCCATATTTGGTGGAATTACTTGGATATTGTGCAGAT
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٢ئ٢ئ٢حآآغحآآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢اائ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآآااآئ٢آآئ٢غئ٦غآااح٢آائ٢آذ٢غآئ٢حآئ٦آغآ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ
AACTTCAAGTGTACCAACATTTTGTTGGATCAAAATAATCGAGCTAAAGTTTCAGATTTCGGATT

ATCTTGCTCCAGAGTATGCCTCTACTGGAAAGCTTACTACAAAATCAGATGTTTATAGTTATGGT

TGTCCTTGTCTCTTGGGCTCTTCCAAGACTAACCAATAGAGAGAAAATTAGTGAAATGGTGGATC

TAAAGCTTTCAACAAAAGTACTGATTCTTCTCGGTTTCCTAGCCGTAGAGAAAGCTTGTCATTTG  
ATGATATTATGCCATGACACTCTTTTGTTTAATATGTATTAATTTCTCTCTTTTAAGTTGAGATT  
CTCGTTGTTATTGTATATTTGTATAGGTAAATGAATCCATTTATCTTGTACT

SEQ ID NO: 14, >gi|42562758|ref|NP_175879.2| ATP binding /
kinase/ protein kinase/ protein serine/threonine kinase/ protein- 
tyrosine kinase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
MNNTKMENKSHSNHHRYHHLSSRSHEQNQRGLISINAIIIIGISIISIFIILAILLIIILLHRLK 
SARVKAQELSCKESFNNMNNGGASTNYSYTSSPDDIKRDCLYSRNPTSFRQLPPQTKSCRRSRAE 
GVEVYTYKELEIATNNFSEEKKIGNGDVYKGVLSDGTVAAIKKLHMFNDNASNQKHEERSFRLEV  
DLLSRLQCPYLVELLGYCADQNHRILIYEFMPNGTVEHHLHDHNFKNLKDRPQPLDWGARLRIAL  
DCARALEFLHENTISTVIHRNFKCTNILLDQNNRAKVSDFGLAKTGSDKLNGEISTRVIGTTGYL  
apeyastgklttksdvysygivllqlltgrÍpidsrrprgqdvlvswalprltnrekisemvdpt 

MKGQYSQKDLIQVAAIAAVCVQPEASYRPLMTDVVHSLIPLVKAFNKSTDSSRFPSRRESLSFDD  
IMP

SEQ ID NO: 15, ΝΜ_115731·3| Arabidopsis thaliana kinase AT3G58690 
mRNA, complete cds
CAAAAACCAAAAACTAATTTTCACGAAATCCGAAGCTTAAAAATTATTCCTCTACTGTTTCAATT  
TCATCTCTTCTTCCTCTTGAGTTGGCAATTTCTAGGGTTTTCTCATTTTCCTTTTTTTCCATTTC

ATACCAAAAGAAAGAGCGAGCTGCATTAGTAGCCATCGTTGTCCTTGCTTGTCTTGCTTTATCTT  
CTTTGTTCGTCGCCTTTAGCTACTACTGCTATATTCGTAACAAGGTTTCTAAGCGTCACAGAATT

TTGGGAATGGTGGGTTTGGCTTGGTTTATCGTGGTGTGCTTAACGATGGCAGAAAAGTTGCTATC

CCGTCTGCGTTCACCATACTTGTTGGCACTTCTTGGTTATTGCTCAGACAATAGTCATAAGCTGC

GGAATATCTCCATGAACAAGTATCACCCCCGGTGATTCATAGAGACTTTAAGAGCAGCAATATTC

GCTGGTGGACACGTTTCTACCCGTGTATTAGGCACACAAGGATATGTAGCTCCTGAGTACGCTTT  
AACTGGTCACTTGACAACAAAGTCGGATGTCTATAGCTACGGTGTTGTCCTGTTAGAGTTACTAA

٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1آآ٢حذ٢آغحآئ11غ٢ئ11آ1آ1غ٢غئ٦1آغححآ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غذ٢آئ٢حئ1غحح٢ئ1غآ٢حآئ

GACCCTTAATGGCAGATGTGGTGCAGTCACTGGTTCCATTAGTGAGAAACCGTAGGTCAGCTTCA
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削٩٠٥

iGaTkGTGGCTGaCTkGTkGaTTkGCTTGGaeGGTCTeaiCTCTeeGGGTHdG
٢آغئ1آآح٢آذ٢ئ1حآ1آ1آغ٢ئ1آ٢ئ111غح٢حئ1حآحآغ1٢ذ٢آغآآآآئ٦آحآغ1٢ححئ٦

ΚΎΎΎΪΎΚΚΚΙΎβΚΎβΎΚΪΎΎβΚβΎβΚΎ^ΚΚΎαΚβΎ^ΚΎϋΚΎΙΎ^Κ
TCAAATAAACTTTTTCGAATC

SEQ ID NO: 16, ΝΡ_191428.3| kinase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
AT3G58690
METDEAYQKKERAALVAIVVLACLALSSLFVAFSYYCYIRNKVSKRHRISKRFDCEEKGDCQKVQ  
DVTENGLQIFTFKQLHSATGGFSKSNVVGNGGFGLVYRGVLNDGRKVAIKLMDHAGKQGEEEFKM 
EVELLSRLRSPYLLALLGYCSDNSHKLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYLPNRSGSVPPRLDWETRMRIAV 
EAAKGLEYLHEQVSPPVIHRDFKSSNILLDRNFNAKVSDFGLAKVGSDKAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYV 
APEYALTGHLTTKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRVPVDMKRATGEGVLVSWALPQLADRDKVVDIMDPT

SEQ ID NO: 17, ΝΡ209041 nucleotide, Arabidopsis thaliana,
At3g58690

TTGTCTTGCTTTATCTTCTTTGTTCGTCGCCTTTAGCTACTACTGCTATATTCGTAACAAGGAAA

TTGCATTCAGCAACTGGTGGATTTAGCAAGTCTAATGTGGTTGGGAATGGTGGGTTTGGCTTGGT
TTATCGTGGTGTGCTTAACGATGGCAGAAAAGTTGCTATCAAGCTCATGGATCATGCAGGAAAGC

GCACTTCTTGGTTATTGCTCAGACAATAGTCATAAGCTGCTTGTGTATGAGTTCATGGCAAATGG
حآحآححآ٢ئ1ح1٢غئ٢ئ٢آغآحآئ٢آئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1ح٦٢آآححآئ٢حآئ٦٢ئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1آآغح1حححآآغ

AAACTAGGATGAGAATAGCTGTGGAAGCTGCAAAAGGCTTGGAATATCTCCATGAACAAGTATCA
аааетаттаткаааттккаакакммтаатакааккатамаак

GAGAGCTACAGGAGAAGGTGTTCTTGTCTCTTGGGCTTTGCCTCAATTGGCTGATAGAGACAAAG
ΎΚβΎΚΚΎ1ΎββΚΎ٢/٢/ΚΪΪΊ٢/β1ββϋΎΪΎ٢/Ύϊβ1ϋβΎΎβΊΎ٢/1βΎΎβ٢/Κ 
GCAATAGCAGCAATGTGTGTTCAAGCAGAAGCTGACTACAGACCCTTAATGGCAGATGTGGTGCA

TTAGCTTGGCTCGGTCTCCTAACTCTCCGGGTAAAGCAAGCATAGGTTCTCAATGA

SEQ ID NO: 18, ΝΡ209041, deduced protein sequence, splice variant 
of At3g58690
METDEAYQKKERAALVAIVVLACLALSSLFVAFSYYCYIRNKEKGDCQKVQDVTENGLQIFTFKQ  
LHSATGGFSKSNVVGNGGFGLVYRGVLNDGRKVAIKLMDHAGKQGEEEFKMEVELLSRLRSPYLL  
ALLGYCSDNSHKLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYLPNRSGSVPPRLDWETRMRIAVEAAKGLEYLHEQVS  
PPVIHRDFKSSNILLDRNFNAKVSDFGLAKVGSDKAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKS  
DVYSYGVVLLELLTGRVPVDMKRATGEGVLVS^LPQLADRDKVVDIMDPTLEGQYSTKEVVQVA
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SEQ ID NO: 19, ΝΜ_116432·2| Arabidopsis thaliana kinase ÄT4GO2O1O 
mRNA, complete cds
AACGGAATATTTTTTTTCTGGGAGCTGAAAATCGTTGGTGACGATGGCGGATTCTCTTTCTAGGG
TTTACGGAACTCTGTTTAGTGGTGTTAATATATCTCTCTTCTCGGATCCACCGTTGAAAACCCCC
TGAAGAGTGTTTTTTTTTCCGGGTTTAAGGTCTTTTACGTTTCGTTTTTTCTTGAGATTTCGTCT
TCCGCTGTGAGTTTCTGTTCTCGCGGCGAGTTTTTGTGTAGATCTGAGGGTTTTCAAGGCAAGAG
AAAGTGTCGGTGATGTCGATTTTCTCACTCGCGAGCTCTTCTGATTCACAAAGAGATGACCTAAT
AATGGCGTTGAAGGCGGTGGTTATTGTATATTGTGTGGTTTCTCTCGTCAGTGTTCAATTAGCTG

1٢حغئ٢آئ٢ئ1٢آحآآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغآآئ1آ٢آححآآآحئ٢حئ٢آآئ٢آغحآئ٢آغذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غآئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آئ٢حغئ

٢ئ٢ئ1غح٢ئ1آ٢آئ1ح1آآحآآحآححآ٢ئ٢ححآغحآئ٢آآئ1٢آئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢حآآآئ٦٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آغئ

CTATAAAACTGGACATCCTTCTCTTGAATGTTTCAGAAACTCCTAGTTGGAACATGTTCTTGAAC
ح1حآآآ٢غآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آححآآئ٢آئ٢غآحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1آغ٢حئ1٢آآغحآئ1٢آآئ٢حآحآغآئ٢آئ1ح

CTTATCAAGGATGAACATATCGATGGATATCACCCCTCATTCTGGAATTAGTTTCTCAGCTAGTC
1ح٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ1غآ1٢آئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آغآ٢ئ1٢ئ٢حغئ1آآغح٢ئ1آآآ1٢ئ٢ئ٢غحححآححآآآحغآئ

غآآغح٢غئ1٢آآئ٢آئ1غ٢ئ٢غآآئ٢آئ٦حآآآحح1حح٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢حذ٢ئ1ح٢حغئ٢آئ٢آئ1حححآ
آآ٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آذ٢آغئ11٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ1آغحح٢ئ٢ئ٦٢ئ1٢ئ1٢آححغآئ٢ئ1آ1آغح٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1غحح

AAAAGAGGCATCCCAATCTTATTCTTATCTTTTCTATAGCCGCTGGTGTGCTTATACTTGCCATA
naaG٦ka٦G٦٦n٦٦G٦٦٢ŒŒŒkaŒGkGiaaiŒ٢YŒKiGKYŒ٢Yaaia

CACGGTTTCTGTCATATGAAGAACTCAAAGAGGCAACTAGCAATTTTGAATCTGCTAGCATTCTA
GGAGAAGGTGGGTTTCGCAAGGTTTACAGAGGCATCTTAGCCGATGGTACTGCTGTAGCGATTAA
GlGaCdG٢VGG٢VGGGeedGG٢VGk٢VHl٢V٢VedG٦GGkGk٢V٢VGk٦k٢VGe٢V٢VkGee
GTCTTCATCATCGTAATCTTGTGAAACTTGTGGGTTACTATAGTAGTCGAGATTCTTCTCAGCAC

غ٢ئ٢آآئ٢آغئ٢ذ1غح٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢غآغآآحئ٢حغئ11آآآآغ11٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ1غآغآ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٦
ح11٢ئ1٢آآذ٢ئ1حح٢ئ٢ئ11حآآ٢ئ1ححآآآآغ٢ئ٢آئ1٢ئ٢غئ1٢ئ1ح٢آئ٢ئ٢حآئ1حح٢ئ1ححح

GACACCTACTCGTCAAGAGTGATGTTTATAGTTACGGTGTGGTCCTTCTCGAATTGTTAACTGGT
AGAAAACCTGTGGATATGTCACAACCTTCAGGCCAAGAAAATCTCGTCACTTGGACAAGGCCAGT
ΎΎΎΙβΚΙΚ^ββΎΎϋβΚΪΎΚβΎ^βΚΎΎ^ΚΚΊΎβΙββϋΎϊ^^βϋ

1آآآغح٢آغئ1ح1حآغآ٢غئ٢ئ1٦٢حئ٢حآئ٢ئ1٢ئ٦حآآحآحآ٢حغئ٢حآئ1ح٢آئ1٢ئ٢ئ11غ٢ئ٢غئ
ACGATCGGCGAAGTGGTTCAGTCACTTAAAATGGTTCAACGGGTGGTTGAGTATCAAGACCCGGT
TTTAAACACTTCAAATAAAGCTCGTCCTAACCGGAGACAATCATCAGCTACGTTCGAGTCAGAAG
TAACCTCTTCTATGTTCTCTTCTGGTCCTTATTCTCGTCTAAGCGCTTTTGATCATGAAAATATT

TTTTTATTTGTTTTTCTCCCACTTACGGTGAGAAAATTTCCACCAGAGAAGCTTTTGAGTTTGGG
ACATTATTACAGCTCTTTGGATTTTGGATTCTCCTTTATTGGAGGATAGAATTTTGTATATATTT  
TTGCGTTAATTAATTAATATTTGCCAC

SEQ ID NO: 20, ΝΡ_192110.2| kinase [Arabidopsis thaliana],
AT4G02010
MSIFSLASSSDSQRDDLIMALKAVVIVYCVVSLVSVQLADAQHEGLPVSPTLSPSTSPVITDLPL  
PAEFPRFHRKYFAPQQAEAPQHSPPYSRLVASDHPPTSSHFSKPSMKRNAQSPGAGLADIAPAQS  
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SNGVLPDALTQPPLSPSISNCCKSDMVLKRRSIGCHCVYPIKLDILLLNVSETPSWNMFLNEFAT 
QLGLLPHQIELINFYVLSLSRMNISMDITPHSGISFSASQASAINSSLISHKIQFSPTLVGDYKL  
LNLTWFEAPAPSQAPLVASSPHKAPSQGSSATTSVRSPGKKRHPNLILIFSIAAGVLILAIITVL  
VICSRALREEKAPDPHKEAVKPRNLDAGSFGGSLPHPASTRFLSYEELKEATSNFESASILGEGG 
FGKVYRGILADGTAVAIKKLTSGGPQGDKEFQVEIDMLSRLHHRNLVKLVGYYSSRDSSQHLLCY  
ELVPNGSLEAWLHGPLGLNCPLDWDTRMKIALDAARGLAYLHEDSQPSVIHRDFKASNILLENNF  
NAKVADFGLAKQAPEGRGNHLSTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRKPV 
DMSQPSGQENLVTWTRPVLRDKDRLEELVDSRLEGKYPKEDFIRVCTIAAACVAPEASQRPTMGE  
VVQSLKMVQRVVEYQDPVLNTSNKARPNRRQSSATFESEVTSSMFSSGPYSGLSAFDHENITRTT  
VF^EDLHEGR

SEQ ID NO: 21, Arabidopsis Extensin RLK At5g56890 mRNA
CTTCTTCTTCTGCCACTTCGATTGCTTTAAACTTGGAGATTAAGATTACACATCAAATAATTCTT  
CTTTGTCTTCCTCGTGATCATCGAGGAAGCTTGATCTCTTCTATGGAATGGAGAATTTGACTCTC  
CTCCTTAGGATCTGTCTTGTTTCGTCGGTTTTAGTTGCTGCTTCTTCCTCAGGATCGGAATTGTT

 آغ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آغآآذ٢غحآغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢غآآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ1غ٢آآئ٢ئ11٢ذ٢ذ٢آآآذ٢ذ٢ذ٦٢ئ1٢ذ٢غئ٢حئ٢غذ
آح1آآ٢غئ٢ذ٢حآئ1آ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ1حآغ٢غحئ٢ئ1حآحآ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آئ11٢آآئ٢آحآآئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ٦

CGGTGTGCCTGTTGTCTTTGTTCCTAATGCTCCAGCTCCAGCTACAATACCCGTTAAGGATTTGC  
CCGTAGCTTCGCCTCCGGTTCTTCAACCCATTACACCGATTGCTTCACCACCTCGATTCATTCCA

حح1حآغ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ11ح1٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٦آ٢آئ٢ئ1ح1ح1غآآ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآححئ٦٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآئ٦
TTCGGATATTCCTCCAATTCCATCAGTGGCTCTGCCTCCGCCTACACCGAGCAATGTACCTCCTA  
GAAATCCTTCTAACAATCACAAGCCTCCTCCTATCGAAAAGTCTATTGCTCCTGTTGCATCACCA

 ٢ئ٢ئ1ح1آغآ٢ئ1غحآآ٢حآآغئ٢حغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1غآ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢غآغئ٢ئ٢آذ1آآح1٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ1
 ٢آئ٢حغئ٢غآحآئ٢ئ٢حغآئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آئ1غححح٦٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ11ح1آغ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حئ
٢ئ1آآآآ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آغئ11آ٢آئ٢ئ٢آحآححآئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1آغ٢حآغئ٢حآئ٢ئ1آغ٢ئ٢ئ1٦11٢آغئ٢ئ٢حئ

ACCCTTACCTGTCTTCCCACATAAAGCTTCTCCTCCTTCGATTGCTCCCTCAGCCCCAAAATTTA

 ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٦آغ٢آآئ٢غئ٢حغئ٢آغئ٢ئ1٢حآغحآغئ1ح1٢حئ
 1111آ٢حئ٢ئ1آغ1آ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ٦٢ئ٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآحغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آغئ٢آذ٢آغآغئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ئ111ح٦
٢ئ1حغ٢آحئ11آآح٢ئ1غحآ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1آ٢حئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآغئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

GATTCTTTGATTTCTCCTGCTCACGCTCCAGTCTCTTTCTCTATGAAACGCATCTCCCCGGCTCT
1٢حغئ٢آآئ٢آذ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢ئ1آآحآح٦٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ1ح٦٢ئ٢آئ٢آآئ٢ئ1غح٢ذ٢آآئ٢ئ11آ٢آئ٢ححئ1غ٦

TCCCTCTAGGTCCACCTCTTCAAGCATTTCCTCCTCCTCCCCCTAATTCAGATTGTTCTTCAACT

AGTTGAGCTACGCCTTAGCATGGCGCTCTACGACTTCTTCCCAATGGTTTCAGAATTTGCTCGGG 
IKIdCGCCŒkGTTTTCNYGklCHCdGTCCGTKUTaaGCTlCGCŒCde 
GAACAACCTGAGAAATCCATTGTTCTAATCGATTTAGTACCGCTTGGAGATAAATTCGATAACAT  
GACTGCAATGCTGACTTACCAGAGATTCTGGAGTAAAAAAGTCTATATAGATGAACCAATCTTTG  
GCGGATACGACGTGATTTACGTGCGTTATCCTGGTTTACCCGCTTCCCCGCCAACTTCTGGTATG

TGATGTTCCAAGGAAGCCGCGCAAGAAAGAGCTCAATGGTGGAAGTATTGCTGTGATTGTTTTAT 
CCGCAGCTGCTTTTATCGGTTTATGTTTCGTTATCGTTTGGTTCTTGGTTTTCCGGCGACAAAGA

آغح٢غحئ٢غحئ٢آحئ٢آآآئ٢حئ11ح1٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آححآآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢غئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢حئ1غ٢حئ

GCATTCCTCCGTTTACTCTCTCTGCAAAGACTTTCACCGCAAGTGAAATAATGAAAGCTACAAAT
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 آ1٢ححئ1٢غححآذ1حآ٢آآئ1آ٢آحئ٢آآئ٢آغئ٢حغئ11غ٢ئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ذ1آآآ1٦حآآآغآححآ٦
آغ٢حئ1آغح٢آحئ1ح٢آآحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغآآآححآئ1٢ئ٦٢غآغئ٢ئ٢ئ1غ٦ح٢ذ٢ئ1٢حآآحئ1آ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

CCACGGGATTGATAAAGCATCTTCGCCTTTAGATTGGGATGCTCGGTTGAAGATAGCTCTTGGTG

TCCAGCAACATCTTGCTGGAAAACGATTTCUCTAAAGTATCTGACTTTGGATTGGCTCGTAA 
٢/β٢/٢/αΎβΚΎβΚΎβ1βΚΎΚΪΚΚΎΚΎΚΎ٢/βΚβ٢/βΎΎΚΊβαΚϊβΎΎΊβββΎΚΎβΎββ 
٢/ϊ٢/ββ1Ύϊβ٢/1Ύβϋββ٢/Κν٢/ΎΎΎΎββΎβΚϋΎβΚΎβΎβΎΚΎΚβΎΎΪββΚβΎΎβΎβ

٢آآئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢ذ٢غآئ٢غآآئ٢ئ1حح٢ححئ1غ٢ئ٢ئ1آحآغآغححآ٢آئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حغححئ1ح11٢آئ٦
AGTTTCATGGACTCGGCCTTTTCTTACGAGTGCAGAAGGGCTTGCAGCTATTATAGATCAGTCTT

 آ1غح٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ1آغ٢آئ٢آآغئ٢آغحئ1٢آغئ1٢آئ11آ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ئ1آ1٢آآئ٢غآئ٦حآح٢آآحئ٢ئ1
٢ئ٢ئ11آغآح٢غئ٢حغئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آآآئ٢حححآغئ11ح٦1حآ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٦حآآ1غ٢آحآآئ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢غحئ

ATGTGATGAAGCTAAAGAACTCAATTCTTTAACTTCTATCTCTAAAGACGATTTTAGAGATGACA
٢آئ٢ئ1ح٢آئ٢ذ11٢آئ٢غحآححآحآآئ٢ئ1٢آئ٢ئ1٢ئ1ححآغحح٢ححآئ٢آغآذ٢ئ٢آغئ٦ح٢غآئ٢ئ٢ئ1غ٦

ΎϊβϊΎ٢/ΎβΚβ٢/٢/٢νβΚΎΪϋϋβΚΎΎΚΎαϊΚΎ٢/ββΚ1ΎβΎϊϊββββΎ٢/ΚβββΚβ 
GTTCGAGAGACAGTCTAACTCGGGTCCCTTGACCTCGGGTCGAGGCAAGAGTTTCTGGCAAAAGA  
TGkGGkGk٢v٢vk٢veGkeeGGiGe٢v٦GkG٢vGkGek٦GGiddea٢vek٢vG٢vKGk٢veeGG٦ 
TCTCGCTAAACAATCTTTTGCCTACAGAACACTGAAGAGTTTTTGATTGCCCGTTTAAGTTAAGA

غح٢حآئ1غ٢حذ111حآحح٢ئ٢آحآآئ٢ئ٢غآئ٢ئ1حح11٢آئ٢آآئ٦ح٢ذ٢آئ٢ححآغئ1غ٢ئ٢آآححئ1
GATAAAACCAGGAGTGATCATTTCCCGGTTCAAAATTTTTAGTTGAATAGATCTGTTTATCTGAG  
AAGAAGAAACAAGAGATTCTGTTAAATCTAATTTGAATGTACATATCACGTTTTAAAGTAACAGG 
CTTAAGCATTAAGTATCATCATCCTTC

SEQ ID NO: 22, Arabidopsis Extensin RLK At5g56890, protein 
sequence (NP_68O446)
MENLTLLLRICLVSSVLVAASSSGSELLSPLSSPPSPLPETSKGFGQAPSNSPESHKSDNVPPSK 
ASSQPSLPPLADLAAPPPSDSVGGKAPAGVPVVFVPNAPAPATIPVKDLPVASPPVLQPITPIAS  
PPRFIPGDAPKEPPFSGRVTPAPVSSPVSDIPPIPSVALPPPTPSNVPPRNASNNHKPPPIEKSI 
APVASPPTISIDIAPPVHPVIPKLTPSSSPVPTSTPTKGSPRRNPPTTHPVFPIESPAVSPDHAA 
NPVKHPPPSDNGDDSKSPGAAPANETAKPLPVFPHKASPPSIAPSAPKFNRHSHHTSPSTTPPPD  
STPSNVHHHPSSPSPPPLSSHHQHHQERKKIADSPAPSPLPPHLISPKKSNRKGSMTPPPQSHHA  
PSPPIPDSLISPAHAPVSFSMKRISPALAPSPTQVFPLRSSSRPSKSRKFPLGPPLQAFPPPPPN  
SDCSSTICLEPYTNTPPGSPCGCVWPIQVELRLSMALYDFFPMVSEFAREISAGVFMKQSQVRIM  
GANAASEQPEKSIVLIDLVPLGDKFDNMTAMLTYQRFWSKKVYIDEPIFGGYDVIYVRYPGLPAS 
PPTSGMTIIDQGPYSGNNNGRAVKPLGVDVPRKPRKKELNGGSIAVIVLSAAAFIGLCFVIVWFL  
VFRRQRDRRRLSKRTPLARPSLPSLSKPSGSARSLTGSRFSSTSLSFESSIAPFTLSAKTFTASE  
IMKATNNFDESRVLGEGGFGRVYEGVFDDGTKVAVKVLKRDDQQGSREFLAEVEMLSRLHHRNLV 
NLIGICIEDRNRSLVYELIPNGSVESHLHGIDKASSPLDWDARLKIALGAARGLAYLHEDSSPRV 
IHRDFKSSNILLENDFTPKVSDFGLARNALDDEDNRHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDV 
YSYGVVLLELLTGRKPVDMSQPPGQENLVSWTRPFLTSAEGLAAIIDQSLGPEISFDSIAKVAAI 
ASMCVQPEVSHRPFMGEVVQALKLVSNECDEAKELNSLTSISKDDFRDDTQAESSCGDSSARMAR 
YPLLPNYDSEPDTERGLSTSEMYTGSGRFERQSNSGPLTSGRGKSFWQKMRRLSTGSLSEHGTPT  
VMLRSGSR
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SEQ ID NO: 23, ΝΜ_179667·2| Arabidopsis thaliana ATE» binding /
kinase/ protein kinase/ protein serine/threonine kinase/ protein- 
tyrosine kinase AT2G20300 mRNA, complete cds
TTCTGGTTTCGAATTCACTTTACTCTCTTCGCTTCCAATCTCTCTCTACCACTCTGATACCTTCG  
CCGGAGAAGAAGCTCTCGTTCTCTCTATCGTCGGAGAAGCTCTCGTTCTCTGCTTCCCTGCTCTG  
TACAGATCTCGAGCCGCATTTCGTGGATCTGTCAAAATCGCGTTAAAACCTACTCGCTTCTCTCT 
AACCCTAGGGTTTTTCAATTTTTTTCGGGACGAGGGAGAAATCAATGTCTGTGAAGCTTTGAGGA 
AGCTATATGGTTACACCTTTGGTTCTGGTTAGTCTTCGTTTTGATCGGCGGAGAGTGTTCGCCGA 
GGCTTCGTGTCTCCGTTATTGACTAATGGTGGTTTTTGATTTGAGATAAGAGATGCGGAACTTTG  
CGATGCTTCTGCTGTTAATTCTTCTTCTTCACTCTCTCGCCTCGTTTCCTATATGCTTTGCTCGG

آ٢آآئ1آ٢ئ٢آغذ٢ئ1حآآ٢آئ٢ئ٢غآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آآآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1آح٢حئ٢آآغئ٢ئ٢حغئ

TCACCTTCGTCACATCACTGTCAGCAGACATGTGTCGAGCCTCTCACTTCAACTCCCTTTGGTTC
ACCTTCTGGTTGTGTCTTCCCCATGAAAGTTCAGCTTCTACTAAGTGTCGCACCTTTTTCTATTT

AAAATAATGGGTGCCAGTGCCGACAGTGAAAATCAAGGGAAAACAGTGGTGGATATTAACCTTGT

AAGTACCTCTAAATGAGACTGTTTTTGGTGATTATGAGGTTACGCACATAAGTTATCCAGGAATT
٢ئ٢آآحآآئ٢آآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1ححآغ1غآآحآغ٢ححآئ1حآغ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح1٢ذ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ1آآ٢ئ٢آغحئ٢ئ1

CAGGTTTTGTCCTCATTCTGGTTTTGGTTGGAGCTATTTCTATAATCGTGAAATGGAAGAAAATT

ATCTATGTTTTCCAGTAGCGCCAGAAGCTCAGGCTCAGATTCTTTGATGTCTTCCATGGCTACAT

حآآةة٢1آ11٢ةآ٢آ1٢آ1ح1٢1آ٢11آ٢1٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ(آث1آغآآآ٢ل٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ1آذ(٢ذ٢ث
AGATGCTAAGCCGTTTGCACCACCGCAATCTTGTGAAACTGATTGGAATATGCATTGAAGGTCGT

TTTACCCCAAAAGTCTCAGACTTTGGACTGGCAAGAGAAGCAACCGAAGGAAGTCAACATATTTC

TTAAAAGCGATGTCTATAGTTATGGTGTAGTTCTACTAGAGCTTCTAACCGGTAGAAGACCAGTA
غح٢آحآغئ٢آئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢آآئ٢حححئ11ح11٢ئ٢حآآئ٦غح٢حححآغئ٢غحئ٢غذ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحغآآئ1٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1

HGGCC٢VGGkGde٢VGG٢VGGkŒe٢VGek٢V٢VGGe٢VGGiee٢VHe٢V٢V٢VGk٦Gïk٢VGGeGk
AAGTGGCTGCGATTGCCTCCATGTGCGTCCACCAAGAGGTCTCACACAGACCATTCATGGGTGAA
GTTGTGCAGGCACTAAAACTTATATACAACGATGCAGATGAGACCTGTGGTGATTATTGCAGCCA

11غح٢آئ٢آغذ٢ئ1غآ٢ئ٢ئ1غ٢آئ٢ئ٦ح٢غحآئ٢آآئ٢ئ11ح٢آغحئ٢ئ٦ح٢ذ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢آغححئ1٢ئ1٢ئ٦

آ٢غحائ٢ئ٢غئ٢غحااآئ٢ااححآغئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢آئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٦غ٢ذ٢آآغئ٢ئ٢حاحاآاحائ

٦GkGkŒlŒMGkŒGiaaG٦ŒkŒG٦٢G٦a٦akGÏXYaaŒ٢YŒGŒl٢YŒ٦
GACTGGCTCTGAGAAACCAGAAAATGTACAGTGAAGAAAAGGGAAAAGGAGGCTCACAAACTCTT

TTGATTTCTTTTAGGAGCTGTTTGTTGTTATGATTATCCTCAATAGAGATTTAATTGTTTGTTTT

TTCTCTCTCACCCACAAAAAAACATTTTTATATATTTTATTTTAGTGAAGTTAGTAATTACCTAA  
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TTTTTTTTAGTTTTTCAAGTTCCTAAGAAATTTGGCTTTTGGTCATCGTTGTTAAGTTTCCGGTT
TTCTGAATTTACATCCGAAATATTTTTTGGTTAAATAAAATTCTGGCTTGAGAGTAATTGGCTGG  
TGAATGGTAACAAGTCACTTGGTCAAAGCTGTTGTAATTCTTTTCTAATTTCTAGTATCTTCTGT 
AGATTGGACACAATGACATGGATTGTTGATCTTTAAAGTCGT

SEQ ID NO: 24, ΝΡ_849998.1| ATP binding / kinase/ protein kinase/ 
protein serine/threonine kinase/ protein-tyrosine kinase 
[Arabidopsis thaliana], AT2G20300
MRNFAMLLLLILLLHSLASFPICFARLFPMSLPFTRSKAHQMHFFHPYLNPSVAPTPSPAFSPNP  
sripplrhkghhrhrr^lrrnatavspsshdcqqtcvepÍtstpfgspcgcvfpmkvqlllsva 

PFSIFPVTNELEIEVAAGTYLEQSQVKIMGASADSENQGKTVVDINLVPLGEKFDNTTATLIYQR 
FRHKKVPLNETVFGDYEVTHISYPGIPSSSPNGDVTGDAPGGLPIPINATTFANKSQGIGFRTIA

لل1ححا?٦لذل٦زل٦زآلللجالغحل٦الا^٦جاجاتب^!\آل,ا^?لجاب\٦ل^,اجاا١جاجااجاجاجا^ااجادآجاج
SMATCALSVKTFTLSELEKATDRFSAKRVLGEGGFGRVYQGSMEDGTEVAVKLLTRDNQNRDREF
IAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGICIEGRTRCLIYELVHNGSVESHLHEGTLDWDARLKIALGAARGL 
AYLHEDSNPRVIHRDFKASNVLLEDDFTPKVSDFGLAREATEGSQHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMT  
GHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRRPVDMSQPSGEENLVTWARPLLANREGLEQLVDPALAGTYNF  
DDMAKVAAIASMCVHQEVSHRPFMGEVVQALKLIYNDADETCGDYCSQKDSSVPDSADFKGDLAP  
SDSSWWNLTPRLRYGQASSFITMDYSSGPLEDMENRPHSASSIPRVGGLILPNRSGPLRPMRSRR  
NFFRLRGSMSEHGGPSSSRHLWSGNGDWL

SEQ ID NO: 25, OSÍ093820.1, Oryza sativa, putative Atlg54820
orthologue
ATGCCAACTAGTAGAGTCGACCTGCTGAGCCGGATGCACTCGCCGTACCTGGTGGGGTTGCTGGG

^ححغححآححغحح^٢حذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢آئ٢ذ٢حذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ1٢غئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢ذ٢آئ٢ذ٢غذ٢حآئ٢ذ٢غئ٢غذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢حذ

آغح٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢غحئ٢آآئ٢ئ1حآح٢ئ1ح1٢آغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢غآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ٢حئ٢حئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ

SEQ ID NO: 26, 0si093820.1 deduced protein sequence
MPTSRVDLLSRMHSPYLVGLLGYCADQSHRLLVFEFMPNGSLKSHLHRRALAPAEQPPPLDWQTR
LGIALDCARALEFLHEHSSPAVIHRDFKCSNILLDHNYRARVSDFGMGKLGSNKANGQ

SEQ ID NO: 27, OSÍ015947.1, Oryza sativa, putative Atlg54820
orthologue

حآةححححآغ٢حححآآئ٢ححئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢آئ٢غآحئ٢ححئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢حذ٢ئ٢آآآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غححئ٢غحئ

 ٢ئ٢آئ٢آةئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢حئ٢حةئ٢آئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححآةئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٦آ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حةآحئ٢ذ٢ححئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححححئ٢سئ٢آئ٢حئ
غ٢ئ٢حغئ1٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ححئ٢حححئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آئ٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ذ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢حآئ

ح٢ئ٢حغئ٢آحئ٢حآذ٢آآآآححآئ٢حئ1آ٦٢حآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ححح٢ئ1٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1٢ذ1٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ححئ
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動٠٥

٢حآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢حئ٢حئ٢آآاححآئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢احئ٢غئ٢ائ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آغحآذ٢ئ٢حغئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢آآئ٢غئ
اححآا٢ائ٢آغئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ائ٢غآئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آحئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢غحذ٢آآئ٢ححئ٢ححآغئ٢ئ٢حائ

c٢veGGe٢veddGGed٢vGGeaGG٢vGGeeGeek٢vdGGeGk٢vG٢vGek٢viKGiGGe
GGmeaeeGC٢vGk٢vGkeGGíG٢vGG٢vGd٦eGe٢vGk٢veeeek٢veG٢vGkneed٢vek

ححآححغحةآححآةآ1ةححة٢آذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ1٢غذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢آذ٢آذ1آغ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ
KGdGGGC٢ve٢v٢vedeGGeGG٢vGeee٢vGGKGeGk٢vGeG٢va٢vGdGGe٦٢vGGk٢v٢vGk

SEQ ID NO: 28, 0si015947.1 deduced protein sequence, ΑΚ106842
MADAWAASPPSPTAPSPFAADDLVDARLAPWPPFAPWPAPGQLHHNRRGGGHPNPLFTILPASAL

حلغ١ل٦ذل٦لر1٦ل٦لل٦زل!اا٩٦ك؟^>دآا^ا^جغ٢ذ١ذ\دآح٦ك؟^^^>?ججغ٢ذ٢ثجج٦ال٦جاجلح٦ح٦ح111
CIYGGRLGFSVQPRNRGAQVFTYRELESATDGFSECNVVGRGAYGVVFRGRLGDGTTAAIKRLKM
DGRREGEREFRIEMGVAITAQVDLLSRMHSPYLVGLLGYCADQSHRLLVFEFMPNGSLKSHLHRR
ALAPAEQPPPLDWQTRLGIALDCARALEFLHEHSSPAVIHRDFKCSNILLDHNYRARVSDFGMAK 
LGSNKANGQVAAITAMCIQTKADYRPLMTDVVQSLIPIVKSPLMSCTSTPLRPAHGHHHVVYMSP 
SRGSSNGGALETRCVMHGLD

SEQ ID NO: 29, OSÍ003977.2, Oryza sativa, putative At3g58690
orthologue

٢آحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ححححئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢غآئ٢حآحغآئ٢غآئ٢آغئ٢غئ
٢ŒŒiŒ٦a٢ŒŒ٢ŒaŒi٦aaakŒ٦ŒŒiŒkŒkŒŒ٢Ga٢a٢aŒ

آ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآغحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢ذ٢حئ٢حئ1حآ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢آئ
CGGGiGGneeeG٢veddaeeGedeGïGGeGeGGeGŒGGeGG٢veG٢vGG٢veGGeG
GGGHGaGGCCG٢VedG٢VG٢V٦de٢VïeGede٢VGdGeCGedGGGeGGG٢V٢VeGGG
CGGGeGdG٢YGG٢vGGGGdGGGkGe٢v٢veGGGGeeG٢ve٢vïeGeGaG٢vGe٢veeeeGk٢vGGGkG

TGGAGCTGCTGAGTCGGCTTCGATCACCTTATCTTTTGGGCTTGATTGGCCATTGTTCAGAGGGT

11آغآ٢ئ٢ححذ٢غئ٢حئ٢آحآآآغحئ1ح٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٦آآآآ٢آئ٢حآحئ1٢حآغآغحآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ11٢ئ٦

TGAAGCAGCAAAAGGTCTGGAATATCTTCACGAGCGTGTTAATCCACCTGTTATACACAGAGACT
TCAAGAGCAGCAACATTCTACTGGACAAGGACTTCCGTGCAAGAGTGTCAGATTTTGGTTTGGCT
AAGCTTGGATCTGATAGAGCTGGTGGTCATGTATCAACTCGAGTTCTAGGCACACAAGGTTATGT
TGCACCAGATTACGGTGTTGTACTTCTGGAGTTGCTTACTGGCAGGGTGCCAGTTGATATGAAGA

GTGCAGATCTTGGATCCTGCACTGGAGGGTCAATATTCATTGAAAGATGCTGTCCAAGTGGCTGC

CGTTGGTTCCGCTTGTCAAGAATCGTTCTACTCCAAAGACGTGCAACCCTAGTGTCCAAGCGTAG

SEQ ID NO: 30, OSÍ003977.2 deduced protein sequence
MSSGGGGGDDYKREESVALMVIVSLAALSLLSLVAAFAYYCYITRKVSRRLHSLDLPKHHRRSSS
SSPPPMPPPLPPPPPSANAPTLGKESPSSNSASDGAAAAVVVGGERGAVQVFSYRQLHAATGGFG 
RAHVVGQGSFGAVYRGVLPDGRKVAVKLMDRPGKQGEEEFEMEVELLSRLRSPYLLGLIGHCSEG  
GHRLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYPNGAFEKIETFSIYLVKQRPIFDKNIGHPICRRAHFSRQLISHKA  
DIVGSCGGISKLDWPTRMRIALEAAKGLEYLHERVNPPVIHRDFKSSNILLDKDFRARVSDFGLA
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KLGSDRAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPDYGVVLLELLTGRVPVDMKRPPGEGVLVNWALPMLTDREKV
VQILDPALEGQYSLKDAVQVAAIAAMCVQQEADYRPLMADVVQSLVPLVKNRSTPKTCNPSVQA

SEQ ID NO: 31, AK1026b5.1z Oryza sativa (japónica cultivar-group) 
cDNA partial sequence, splice variant of Osi003977
GGCCCCCAAACCCCTCAAAACCCTCGTCGTCTTCTCGCGATCGCTATTCCCTCCTCCATTCCTCC

حغححآححآ^ح٢ئ٢غذ٢غذ٢ئ٢غآئ٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٦٢ئ٢ئ1آ٢آذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢حغذ٢غآحغذ٢ئ1٢حذ
ححح1ح1آ٢ححآححئ٢غئ٢آئ٢ححآغئ٦٢آغئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢حئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢آححئ٢آذ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حآحئ

ح٢ئ٢ححئ٢آآئ٢حذ٢ئ٢غآحغآئ٢حآئ٢غآئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1آحح٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٦٢حئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٦
٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٦ح٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ

٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ1حآ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححغحئ٢آئ٢حححئ1حح11٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٦٢آئ1٢ئ1٢حآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢حغحئ

TC٢vkeeGeaGG٢vGaeeeeGk٢vGGGkGGiGG٢veGeGG٢vdGack٢vGGk٢veGeeeeGGdG

GGGCTTGATTGGCCATTGTTCAGAGGGTGGACACCGGCTGCTGGTCTATGAATTCATGGCCAATG

آ٢ئ٢حغئ٢غآغآآحآئ٢غئ٢ئ11غ٢حآآئ1ح1٢ئ1٢ئ1٢آآغئ٢غآئ٢ئ٦ح٢غذ٢ئ1آآحغحح٢ئ٢حآحئ٢ئ1

CGATGTCTATAGTTACGGTGTTGTACTTCTGGAGTTGCTTACTGGCAGGGTGCCAGTTGATATGA
11ح٢ئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ1ح٢حئ1آآحآحح٢ئ٦1آآ1٢حححآئ٢حآآغئ٢ئ٢آغآئ٢ذ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ1غ٢ئ٢حئ111ح

GTTGTGCAGATCTTGGATCCTGCACTGGAGGGTCAATATTCATTGAAAGATGCTGTCCAAGTGGC
TGCCATTGCTGCCATCTGTGTTTAACAAGAGGCTGACTACAGGCCACTAATGGCTCATGTGGTTC

1آ٢حآآحئ٢آآذ٢ئ٢آحآآححئ٢ئ1ح1آ٢آآحئ٢غآئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ئ11غ٢حئ٦ح٢ذ1٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ1آحآ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢حئ
٦Kai٢aa٦aiGŒKKG٦٦GKMŒ٢YaG٦٢Y٢YŒKŒ٢Y٢YaTŒ٢Y٢Yaa٢Y٢Y٢YaŒKKk
TTTTCATCTACATCTAACAACTACTGCTGAGTTTATGAGATCAGTATGCTCCATAACTTAATTCT

GCATTAATTTAGTTCGATGGACCAGAAAGCTAGTTTCAGTTTGAAGGGAAGTCCTCTAGTCATGT
GCAATTAGTGATCATCTTAGGTGGTTTGGCTTAGTACTTATGGTTGTGCCCTGTGGGAATGATCA
GAGAGTGTTGTTTCCAGCTGGCAGAATTGCAATGTACTGCTGAATTTTCTTTTGGCTTGTCAATT
ATGTTAGGTGTCTTTCGAGATCCATGTTCGTTGTCTTAACTCTTGTGCTAATACGTTGGTCTCAT  
CAGCTTGGCCTATAAACATCGCCGATGTATCTTTTTGTATATGTATATAGTAGGATTCTGGAACT

SEQ ID NO: 32, ΑΚ102665, deduced protein sequence (partial),
Oryza sativa, splice variant of Osi003977
GPQTPQNPRRLLAIAIPSSIPPPPPPRPRVPMSSGGGGGDDYKREESVALMVIVSLAALSLLSLV
AAFAYYCYITRKVSRRLHSLDLPKHHRRSSSSSPPPMPPPLPPPPPSANAPTLGKESPSSNSASD
GAAAAVVVGGERGAVQVFSYRQLHAATGGFGRAHVVGQGSFGAVYRGVLPDGRKVAVKLMDRPGK
QGEEEFEMEVELLSRLRSPYLLGLIGHCSEGGHRLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYPNGGSCGGISKLDW
PTRMRIALEAAKGLEYLHERVNPPVIHRDFKSSNILLDKDFRARVSDFGLAKLGSDRAGGHVSTR
VLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRVPVDMKRPPGEGVLVNWALPMLTDREK

1آلدآذله11ه٦دتكآلاجح!٢ق٦ل1غل1٢ئ٦ل
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SEQ ID NO: 33, OSÍ000040.5, Oryza sativa, putative Ät4gO2OlO
orthologue

غ٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ11ح٢ئ11آآآغ٢غآئ٢ئ٦٢آحآغئ1حآغ٢حآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢حآغذ٢ئ1٢آحئ٢ئ1غآغ٢غآئ
 حآح٢ئ1٢آئ٢ذ٢آآئ٢آآغححآئ1غآ٢ئ1٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1آغآ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ1حآ٢آآحآآحآغئ٢غئ٢آغئ1ح
!ةة٦11111٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ!آ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ!آ٢آذ٢آآآذ1٢ذ٢غذ٢آذ1٢ذ1آآ٢ذ1٢آآآآآذ٢ذ٢ل

٢ئ٢غحئ1آآآحآ٢غئ٢غحآئ٢آحئ٢ئ1غ٦ححآ1٢حآغحئ1آآآ٢ححححآئ٢ذ1٢حآآئ٢ئ٦آ٢آئ٢ئ1٢آئ٢غئ
GTCTGAGGGTTACTCAGTTTGAGATTGTAAATTTCTATGTTGTTGGGGCTTCTGGGCTAAACATC

غ٢ئ1آغآغآحآ1٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غآغئ٢ئ1ح1آآ1آآ٦٢آئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢حغحئ٢ئ1غآآح٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1حآ1غآآ
TTCACTTAGTCAGCATACAGTTCAGATCAACCCTGTACTAGTTGGTGACTACAATCTTCTTAATT
TAACCTGGTTCAGGCCACTGGTTCTAGCTCCTGTTTATTTTAGTGTTAAGGTAGAGAACACTAAA
AGGATGTTTGGTGATATCAATATGATACTTCCTATGAATGATATAAACATTATTTCTTTATATTT

غ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢آئ٢آذ٢ئ٢ئ1آآغح٢غئ٢ئ1آغآ٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ1حغ٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آحآغئ٢ذ1ح٢آغئ٢ئ٦غ٢ئ1غآ٢حئ1
GACACAGTGCGGATACCAGCAATGAAAAACACATGAGCTTGATTACTATCATTTGCATATTTATT
GGTGCTCTAATTGCTGTCTTGGTGATTGCCATGTTTATTTGCTTCTGCAAATTAAGGAAAGGGAA

٢غئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1غآح٢ئ1آآحح٢ئ٢حآآئ٢حآغحآغآغئ1آح٢ذ111حح1٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1ح

٦ŒaŒŒn٦Œcnia٦a٦aŒn٦aaŒa٦ŒG٦i٢YŒKiaŒGKY٢Y٢Y٢iŒ
CTTCTAATATATTGCTTGAGGATGACTTTCATGCTAAAGTGTCTGATTTTGGTTTGGCCAAACAG

ACATGGCTTACACAAATGTTTCCTGATCTTTCCACTAAAAGCCTTGTGTCACATCAACCTTTGCT
GGCdG٢V٢VG٢VdG٢VG٢VHk٢VÏ٢V٢Vk٢V٢V٢VGe٦d٢V٢V٢V٢VGkaïGdGdGïd٢V٢V٦

غآ٢حئ1آغ11غآغ٢حئ٢آئ11ح1٢آئ1٢غحآئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ححآححآآئ٢ئ٢ئ1آغآ٢ئ٢ئ11غح٦

l٦GGGeGkGG٢VGG٢VGd٢Vd٢VGlGk٢VGG٢VedeGe٢Ve٢VGkG٢V٢VedGl٢Veek٢Vïd
٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢غئ٢حغحئ٢ئ٢ئ1حآ٢ئ٢حآئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآآآئ1غ٢حآئ11٢آغآغئ٢حئ11٢ححئ٢آآآئ٢ئ٦

C٢VGlGk٢VC٢V٢VdGlGGGeGG٢Vld٢VGG٢VGldGïeeGGCdek٢VGG٢VeGGe٢V٢VeGe
٢غحئ٢حئ1غ٢ذ٢حئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آآحئ٢حئ1غ٢ئ٢غآحآغئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1آحح٢ححئ٢ححئ٢حئ

٢ئ٢آغحغآئ٢ئ٢ذ٢حئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غحئ٢حآئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ححآحئ٦غ٢غحذ٢غحئ٢ححغئ٢ئ٢آآحئ٢حآحئ
٢ئ1حح٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢حآئ٢ححححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٦غ٢ئ1٢حئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غئ٢حآآئ٢غئ٢آغئ٢ئ1ح٦غ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غحئ

CGeeGceGkG٢vïGeeGeGeeGeeGGkGG٢vG٢vïaeGGeGGeeGe٢veek٢vGGGaGGGïde
GCCTCAACCAGAACTCCAACCTCACCTGGAGCCTCCACGTGGAGTGCAACTTCACCTACGTCGTG

٢حئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآآغئ٢حححآئ1٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1آح٢آغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ححئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ1٢آآحآحححئ٢غحئ٢آغئ٢غآئ٢آغئ٢ئ1
deeGGÏGGCGCKGGÏG٢VGGÏG٢VGe٢VGGkGk٢VGGeGkeGGkGeGeGGeG٢VGeeGG٢VG٦
HGGÏ٢VÏGeGG٢VGkGGe٢VGkGdeGïïeGeeGÏGkGa٢Ve٢VG٢VGGG٦GGeGG٢VGd

٢ئ٢ئ٢آحححآئ٢حآغذ٢حآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1٦آ٢غآئ٢غحئ٢ححئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1حح٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ1آآحآح٢ئ1حح٦
GiakaŒGŒGŒkŒaGŒG٦٢Œ٢ŒkŒŒG٦Œa٢YïlGaGaCŒŒkGlGG
KGC٢veGGe٢vGGGGeGGGeeGeeGGkG٢v٢ve٢vedeGdeeeGGedek٢vGGeG٢veGG٢vGk٢vG
GGeGGdaeGGGeGGCGeGGeGGeGGeeGGGk٦eG٢VGGeGGea٢Ve٢VGeG٢VGG٢VGG٢VG٢Vd
ddGkakGdGiGC٢vGGGeGGeGGeGGeGeeGï٢veGene٢veeGeG٢vGGe٢vGeeGe
TG٢Yked٢veedïdeGGdG٢veG٢veGGGGdk٢vdGGeGiek٢veGeeGGek٢vG٢vGe

٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آآئ٢آذ٢ححآآحئ٢ححئ1آغ٢ئ1حح٢ححئ٢حغحئ٢ئ1ح1٢آحآآئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢غحئ٢ححآحئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ححئ
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GG٢vedeceG٢veG٢veGGkGdGGek٢vieeGkG٢v٢veeKGGka٢vGGkGk٦Ge٢ve٢vedG
٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢حئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آغئ٢ححئ٢آئ٦٢حآئ٢غحاحاحئ٢ححئ٢حآححآغاحئ٢آئ٢حئ٦

c٢YïGï٢vïk٢vGGkGdGGdee٢vGeGeGkGeïe٢ve٢vïeneGGeGGdGeedGe
 آحآ٢ححآحئ٢حذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢غئ٦٢حآئ٢آغئ٢ححححئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ذ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢غآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢غئ٢حئ
 ةحةة1حآ^1٢آذ٢ذ1٢ذ1٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢آآذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غآذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ1آ1آ1٢ذ٢ذ

 ٢ئ٢احححئ٢ائ٢آئ٢حغئ٢غحئ٢آحائ٢غححئ٢آحئ٢غآئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢آآئ٢ححئ٢حئ٦٢ئ٢حآذ٢حآحاححآآحآئ٢آئ٢غئ
ححآ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ححئ٢آححئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححححئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غحححئ٢ئ٢آحائ٢ائ٢ذ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢غآئ٢حئ٢حئ٢حآئ

Gee٢vGdŒGeGGeGGeGeGe٢vGeeGGïG٢veG٦eGïeeGGeGk٢vdGGïekGk٢veGeGee 
CGKG٢vGee٢veGedG٢v٢veGeeGkdGGeGGHG ٢vGee٢ve٢veeGneGGdeGkGeGee

 ٢ئ٢غئ٢حآغحئ٢حذ٢غحئ٢حآحئ٢آئ٢اححآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححااحئ٢حآغحئ٢غئ٢ئ٦آ٢ذ٢غحائ٢آآحححئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢حئ
^حح^حح^حح^حح٢حئ٢آذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آحذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢غئ٢غحذ٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢ئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢حذ

GkGdGGCdCk٢vddGe٢vGGedG٢veG٦edG٢veGdceGdGkGeeG٢vGeG٢veG
غ٢آحآآحئ٢حاححآآئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢غحئ٢حئ٦٢آحئ٢حئ٢اححئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢آذ٢حئ٢ائ٢ئ٦٢آحئ٢ئ٢ائ٢ئ٢حئ

ïeGGCCGGTGk

SEQ ID NO: 34, ٥siOOOO4O.5, deduced protein sequence
MARIRRASSGRDMSDNLVQHNRRSEAEISTHVDAAPPDAASNTSAAPSGLVQPPVSPHNACCSHN 
MVQKRGSQDCHCVYPVRVELFLRNVSLTSNWSDEFLGELASQLSLRVTQFEIVNFYVVGASGLNI 
TMYIAPHTGISFSADQVTAMNYSLSQHTVQINPVLVGDYNLLNLTWERPLVLAPVYFSVKVENTK  
RMFGDINMILPMNDINIISLYLQPSPTFTISPKPSPSQASTVPRHSADTSNEKHMSLITIICIFI 
GALIAVLVIAMFICFCKLRKGKRKVPPVETPKQRTPDAVSAVDSLPRPTSTRFLAYDELKEATNN  
FDPSSMLGEGGFGRVFKGVLTDGTAVAIKKLTSGGHQGDKEFLVEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGYYS  
NRTLGASRPLDWDTRMRIALDAARGLAYLHEDSQPCVIHRDFKASNILLEDDFHAKVSDFGLAKQ  
APEGRTNYLSTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRRPVDMSQPSGQENLV 
TWLTQMFPDLSTKSLVSHQPLLAKLSGVEILICSILTTQARPILRDKDTLEELADPKLGGQYPKD 
DFVRVCTIAAACVSPEASQRPTMGEVVQSLKMVQRSEFQESIPTPPARPNASAPLRLRTYRERLS  
LKIFTKGGNSGEQDPATMVGFADQTADVSAAAFQTMYRLNVGGAYIPPSNDSGLTRPWYDDTPFV  
QGPLRGLVYNAGPHFHIKYPSDAAEYAAPPEVYLGGRSMGRDQRLNQNSNLTWSLHVECNFTYVV  
RLHFCELQLIHGNQRVFDIYINNRTAQTDVDVLEMATERGVPVYKDYAVRLSNDTADEHLWVAVH  
PSVMLRPQEYDAILNGLEVFKVNNTGGSLASPDPVPYKLLAEKELGWGGPPEFSTDNPANMASVM 
GGTAGGAAAAGIVAAICVVVYSNKRSKKLGGGGADSHTSAWLPLYHSHTSGKSSGHITANIAGMC  
RHFSFAEIKAATKNFSNDLAIGVGGFGVVYRGVVDGDVKVAVKRSNPSSEQGITEFQTEVEMLSK  
LRHRHLVSLIGFCEEDGEMVLVYDYMEHGTLREHLYHNGGKPTLSWRHRLDICIGAARGLHYLHT  
GESHVSTVVKGSFGYLDPEYYRRQQLTDKSDVYSFGVVLFEVLMARPALDPALPRDQVSLADYAL  
ACKRGGALPDVVDPAIRDQIAPECLAKFADTAEKCLSENGTERPTMGDVLWNLESAMHFQDAFDA 
AAGRPVPALDAAAGSSSHLDDGSTASINTLATSSTSHPHEPCVDVVLEPDDVVAERATFSQLVQP  
TGR

SEQ ID NO: 35, ΝΜ—187872.1, Oryza sativa (japónica cultivar-
group), Ozsa8316 predicted mRNA
ATGGCGCGGATACGGCGCGCGAGCTCCGGACGAGCTCAACTCTCAGGCCGTGAGAATTTGGGTTT

CTGGATATCTGGAATCTGATCGAAGAACCTCTGATCTAAGTTTGAGTCACTACAAATGGATTTGT  
GATATTGATTATCAAATTCAGGCCAATGGATCCTCCTTTACAAGAAAATGGTCATTACTGAACTC

GAAGGAAAACCTTCTTAAATTTTTTGGCTGTGGTATTTACTCTGGAATTGATTACCAGAATCAAT  
TTGATTGCCCAAACATCAGCTCTAAATGTGGTTGCCCCTGCTATATCTCCATCTCAAAGTTGGAG
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ACCAGTTCGCTCCATGTTGTCAAAAGCTAAAGTTGACATTAGTATTTCAGTCAGCGAACAAAGAC
٢ذ1غ٢ذ1٢ذ٢آآغآغآذ٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢غآذ٢آئ٢آغآئ٢ئ٦٢آذ٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1آ٢آذ٢غئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ذ٢غآئ٦

غآ٢ئ1٢ئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ1آغآ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ1حآ٢حآآحآغئ٦آ٢غئ٢آغئ1٢آغئ٢غآحذ٢ئ11ح11حح1ح
CAAGATTGCCATTGTGTTTACCCAGTAAGAGTTGAGCTTTTTCTCCGAAATGTTTCACTGACGTC  
AAATTCGAGCGATGAATTTCTGGGGGAACTTGCTTCTCAACTCAGTCTGAGGGTTACTCAGTTTG 
AGATTCTAAATTTCTATGTTGTTGGGGCTTCTGGGCTAAACATCACAATGTATATAGCTCCCCAT

TTCTAGCTCCTGCTCCAACATTCACAATATCACCTAAACCCTCTCCATCTCAAGCATCTACAGTA  
CCAAGACACAGTGCGGATACCAGCAATGAAAAACACATGAGCTTGATTACTATCATTTGCATATT  
TATTGGTGCTCTAATTGCTGTCTTGGTGATTGCCATGTTTATTTGCTTCTGCAAATTAAGGAAAG  
GGHGGiGG٦٢vee٢ved٢v٢vGmedGdHddk٢vGeGG٦٢v٢ve٢vGd٢vG

غح٢غحآئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1غآح٢ئ1آآحح٢ئ٢ئ٦حآ٢غحآغآغئ٦ح1٢حآئ111ح٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ1
CAACTTTGATCCGTCAAGTATGCTTGGAGAAGGAGGTTTTGGCCGTGTCTTTAAAGGGGTACTAA  
C٢VGk٢VGGd٢VGeeG٢V٢VGe٢Vk٢VHlGe٢V٢VHkG٢VGGkGGGddGGkGk٢VlGGl٢V٢V٦

TTTCAAGGCTTCTAATATATTGCTTGAGGATGACTTTCATGCTAAAGTGTCTGATTTTGGTTTGG

T٢VdeGGkGGdGeeHGedd٢VGGGeGkGG٢VGG٢VGd٢Vd٢VGlGk٢VGG٢Vede
 ح٢آئ٢حآئ1آآ٢ئ٢ئ1ح1آ٢ئ٢غآغئ٢حئ1٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1آآحآ1ح٢ئ1آ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1٢حئ
غ٢ئ٢حآغآئ1آ٢ححآغحآئ٢غئ٢آآئ٢غئ٦٢ئ٢آآحآغئ٢آآحآئ٢غححآئ٢ئ٢آآآآحئ٢ئ1ح٢آحئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٦

SEQ ID NO: 36, ΝΡ_912761.1, unnamed protein product [Oryza sativa 
(japónica cultivar-group》]
MARIRRASSGRAQLSGRENLGLVSREWWSYYYVGFSALCCRGDTGYLESDRRTSDLSLSHYKWIC  
DIDYQIQANGSSFTRKWSLLNSCYWNDENSCIAGFAERLLEDARRKTFLNFLAVVFTLELITRIN  
LIAQTSALNVVAPAISPSQSWRPVRSMLSKAKVDISISVSEQRRKKLYSSPATLSVHPPMSAPSY  
SSISDMSDNLVQHNRRSEAEISTHVDAAPPDAASNTSAAPSGLVQPPVSPHNACCSHNMVQKRGS 
QDCHCVYPVRVELFLRNVSLTSNWSDEFLGELASQLSLRVTQFEIVNFYVVGASGLNITMYIAPH  
TGISFSADQVTAMNYSLSQHTVQINPVLVGDYNLLNLTWFRPLVLAPAPTFTISPKPSPSQASTV  
PRHSADTSNEKHMSLITIICIFIGALIAVLVIAMFICFCKLRKGKRKVPPVETPKQRTPDAVSAV 
DSLPRPTSTRFLAYDELKEATNNFDPSSMLGEGGFGRVFKGVLTDGTAVAIKKLTSGGHQGDKEF  
LVEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGYYSNRESSQNLLCYELVPNGSLEAWLHGTLGASRPLDWDTRMRIA  
LDAARGLAYLHEDSQPCVIHRDFKASNILLEDDFHAKVSDFGLAKQAPEGCTNYLSTRVMGTFGY  
VAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRRPVDMSQPSGQENLVTWARPILRDKDTLEELADP  
KLGGQYPKDDFVRVCTIAAACVSPEASQRPTMGEVVQSLKMVQRSEEQESIPTPPARPNVRQSST  
TYESDGTSSMFSSGPFSGLSPFETENISRTAFSEDLHEGR
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SEQ ID NO: 37, 0si001397.3, Oryza sativa, putative Ät5g5689O
orthologue

٢حئ٢ذ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آححآآئ٢آحئ٢حآئ٢حآحئ٢آئ٢آغحآحئ٢ححآححئ1٢ححآئ1غح٢آئ1آحآغ11٢ئ٢حغئ
٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢آئ1٢ئ1غ٢آآحآحئ1٢غآغئ٢ئ1٢ئ1ح1٢حآغآغآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ1٢آغحئ٢ئ1ح

CACAGAGGTCTTGCTATTCCTCCACTTCCAACAACTTCATCCCCAGTTTTCCCACCTCCCATCAG

ح1حح٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آآغئ٢حآآآئ٢ئ٢حآئ٦غ1آ1غآ٢حئ٢آحآحئ11غحح٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آلئ4آآ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢غئ
1آحآآ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1حآغآ٢آغئ111ححآغح٢آآغئ٢حئ1حآآ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ11٢ذ1٢آآغئ٢حئ1

٢غآآآائ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غحآآئ٢آغئ٢حاآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢آغحاائ٢ئ٢آآآئ٢آحآحئ٢حاآغئ٢ذ٢ئ٢غآئ٢آئ٢حغحئ
ااآغ٢حآاآغحآئ٢آآئ٢حآئ٢غاححغحئ٢غححآغئ٢آآحئ٢ححآئ٢ئ٦غآ٢غئ٢ئ٢آاآغئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

آ٢ئ٢ذ٢حآغحئ1آغآ٢غئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ1آآغ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ11٢ئ٢آححآئ٢ئ٦غ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآحآئ1آ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حآئ
غ٢ئ1آ٢حآغئ٢آآآغئ111٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح1ححآآآ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ1آ٢آآآغئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

٢آئ٢ذ1آآ٢ححآغححآآغآغئ٢غآآحئ1آحآآ٢ئ1آغح٢ئ٢آئ٢غحآئ٢حئ1آ1آ٢آئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ححآئ1٢حغآئ
ATGTCTTTGTGTGTGGCCAATAAAAGTTGAGCTTCGTTTAGGTATAGCTTTGTACACATTCTTTG

٢آغآححآآغئ٢ئ11حآآح٢غئ٢ئ1حآآغآغح٢آغئ٢ئ٦حح1حآ٢آئ٢حآغئ1غ٢ئ11آ٢ئ1آآح٢حئ٦

ACTGGGAGAAAAATTTGACAAGGCAACAGCACTTTTAGTATTTGAAAGGTTTTGGCACAAGCAGG
TCAACATAAACTCTATGCATTTTGGAAACTATGATGTGTTATATGTTACCTACCAAGGTCTTCCT

٢ئ٢ئ٢ححآذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغحححئ1٢ئ1آححآ٢آآئ1٢ئ1٦آآح1آغحآ٢ذ٢ئ1حآآحح٢غئ
TCCACTTGCTGTTGATGTGGGAAACCACAGAGAAACAAAAAGCAGGGGCATAATTGTTATAATTG
TTCTTTCAAGTGTCTTTGCTTTTATTTTATGTTCTCGAGCTGCGTTGGTAATTTGTTTCAAGATT

11غ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢آآآغئ1٢حآئ1ح1غحآ٢ئ٢غآئ٦ح٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ1ح٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ1آح٢ذ٢آحححآئ٢ححآئ
1حححآآحآآ1٢ئ1ح٢آئ1ح1حح1حغ٢آآغآئ٦٢ئ1٢آغئ٢آئ٢آغحئ٢آآآئ٢ئ1٢آذ٢ئ1ح٢آغئ1

TGACATATAAAGGGACAGCGAAAACATTTAGCTTGATTGAGATGGAAAGAGCTACACAAAGATTT
1ع1آ٢٢11ةةآآغآآ٢ة1ةآآآآةةآةح1٢ذ٢آذ٢تظآآآذ٢ذ1٢آآغآذ(ذ٢غذ(آآذ٢آغذ(ذ٢ذ٢ث

ϋαββΎΎβ٢/Ύβ٢ν٢/ϋΎΎ٢/ΎΊΚϋββϊβϊ٢/Κβ٢/1ββΎϊϊβββ1ΎΎΎΎΎΚβ٢/Ύβ

آغ٢ذ1آغ1ححح1حآح٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آئ٦حآغحححآآغآ٢آئ1ح٢آآئ11حآآ٢غئ٢حآححآآئ٢حآئ٢حغئ
GTGCTCTTGCTTATTTGCATGAAGATTCTAGTCCCCGTGTCATACACCGTGACTTCAAGTCAAGT

1٢آغذ٢ححآآغآآئ1٢غحآغئ٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1حح٦آح٢ئ1غ٢آآئ٦حح٢ئ٢آئ1٢غئ11٢ئ1٢ئ٢غئ٦
ΚββΎβΚββββ1ΎβΚβ٢/ΚΎΚΎΎΎ٢/1＜：Ύ^βΎβΎΎΚΎβββΚΪΎΎΊ٢/βββΎΚΎβΎΊβ٢/Ύ٢/٢/Ύβ1Ί

غ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ1غحآ٢آغححححآئ٢آآئ٢آئ1٦111غحآ٦آح٢غآئ٢ئ1٢ئ٦آحآححآغ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآآئ1
CTTCTTACCGGAAGGAAACCGGTGGATATTTTGAGACCTCCAGGGCAAGAAAATTTAGTTGCATG
GGCTTGTCCTTTTCTTACTAGCAGAGATGGCTTGGAAACAATAATTGATCCATCACTTGGAAATA
GCATCCTATTTGACAGCATTGCAAAAGTAGCAGCTATTGCTTCTATGTGCGTGCAGCCTGAGGTG
GMaŒŒŒM٦٦MGŒ٦GlG٦٦GT٦٢lŒ٦٦٦GlG٢Y٢YGG٢Yk٢YŒGk٢YGlŒaŒGk
βΎΎ٢/1Ύβ1Ύ٢/1β1βΎΎΎ٢/ΚβαΐβΚΎΎΎίΚΎΚΎΎ٢/ΚββΚΎΎ٢/ΎβββΚΎΊΚΎ1βΎϋ

غح٢آحغذ٢حآغحآآئ٢آغئ٢آآححآئ٢آئ٦آآ٢غحئ٢آآغآغحئ٢ئ1آآح٢ئ1آح٢ئ٢آئ٢آآئ1آحح1آح1
lŒGGŒk٢l٦kGGŒ٦kŒ٦akŒGkŒkaG٦Œ٦kaaiGk٢Y٢YaGGk٢YkGk٢Y٢YaG 
KGTKG

SEQ ID NO: 38, 0si001397.3, deduced protein sequence
MGRRGGGGRAGGAWIGGCVLALAATLVVCVLVIRGAGGLNVKPPAATSRRVNIQQELYAPSPTIS  
HRGLAIPPLPTTSSPVFPPPIRSYPPLPANKPYPNSPVVAPPKGRHHHSLPVNNTRVKGPAYSPS
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NSPSIHRKHGIPVAAPPKQHSSNLPPSHHRPHKGSFPVISPTPHKADNASATKHGRSGLHHSPAP
APVGLPPSEGNARGNPAYAPRHPHEYHSPSNSPEPGLPPVNPPDSHAFKKPKSLAPAPQSFPPPP
LSSYCMALNCQDPLTNSLPGTTCLCVWPIKVELRLGIALYTFFALVSELAQDIASGVLMKQSQVR
VMGANAATEDPEKTVVLIDLVPLGEKFDKATALLVFERFWHKQVNINSMHFGNYDVLYVTYQGLP
PSPPTAPGMNNGLSNVNDPRLHPLAVDVGNHRETKSRGIIVIIVLSSVFAFILCSGAALVICFKI
RNRNHLTEESPMPPKPAGPGSAVVGSRLGSRPISASPSFSSSIVTYKGTAKTFSLIEMERATQRF
DNSRIIGEGGFGRVYEGILEDGERVAVKILKRDDQQGTREFLAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGICTE
EHIRCLVYELVPNGSVESHLHGSDKGTAPLYWDARLKIALGAARALAYLHEDSSPRVIHRDFKSS
NILLEHDFTPKVSDFGLARTAIGEGNEHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLE
LLTGRKPVDILRPPGQENLVAWACPFLTSRDGLETIIDPSLGNSILFDSIAKVAAIASMCVQPEV
DQRPFMGEVVQALKLVCDEGSEFNESRSFSQDLHIQDSGIISRASLDVDVEPVVSAELFNASAHY
DTLDASGSFRRYSSSGPLRVGRTGHNRGSSSEHCGTQRFRIDSE

SEQ ID NO: 39, 0si000142.1۶ Oryza sativa, putative At5g56890
orthologue
atgcggt5gctcgcttgttgcgcggtgcttcttctcgcttcggttcttggatctacaggtactga

TCTGGGTCCTTCTCCTGTGGTCGCTAACTCGCCAGATGCTCAAGATCAAACTTCTAGCCCTCCTG
AACCTACAATCGCCCTCGGTCCAGTAACTCTTCCAACAGGTTGCTCTGAATTTCTAATGTGGTGT
GGCATTATGGCTCTCAAGATCATAACCAGCATTGACAATTGTCCTTACAATTGCTTTGTCTCAGC

آحآحححغ٢ذ٢آذ٢ئ٢غحآغئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢آئ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢آئ٢آذ٢غئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢آئ٢آآذ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حآئ

CTTACGCCTCCTGCTCCCACTCATGTGGCGCCAGTAGCTCCCCCGCAAGCTGCAGTTGAAAATCC

٢ئ٢ئ1ح1آ٢ذ٢آئ1غآحآ٢ئ٢آغحئ1٦ح٢ئ1٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢حآحآئ1٢ئ1آ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢غححئ٢ئ٢ئ1آ٦
حآغحح1ح٢ذ1آححححآ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ٦آغ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢ئ111ح٦غآآ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آآغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآآئ

غ٢غحآغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآغآغحآاآاحاآغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حآحئ٢غئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢احااذ٦٢ئ٢آاآائ٢غئ
1٢ححآئ٢غئ٢ذ1٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ1غ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1آآ11ححح٢آئ٢آحآآآغآغئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ئ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1آ٢حئ
٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1٢ذ٢ئ1ححح٢حئ11٢غئ٢آغحئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٦٢ئ٢حححآآآغآئ٢غآآغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

1آ٢آئ1حآآغ٢ئ1آآ٢آآغئ1٢غئ٦ح٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ11٢آحئ٢آئ1٢ئ1غ٦٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢حآئ٢حححئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغئ
TGTTTCTGTTCTACCAATCAAAGTTGGAGTCCGCTTAAGTGTTGATCTGTATTCATTCTTTCCAT

CCCTAAAACCATCAGTTTTTGGGGACTACGAGATTCTGTATGTTGTATATCCAGGGCTTCCTCCT
TC٢Veeïe٢V٢VddeGGH٢VG٢V٢VGG٢VGÏGGGGek٢V٢V٢VGGlHeHk٢VGdGGGe
AATGAAGCCTCTCGGGGTTGATGTAGGCAGGCCCAAAAAAAGAGTCAACGGCAGCCTAATTGCTA
TTGCCGTCTTGTCTACTGTTATAGCATTGATTATTTGCACTCTAGCTGCATGGTTGCTGATAATC

Ck٢V٢VGGGe٢VdG٢VKVeGdek٢VKVGdGdGdKk٦٢Vdk٢V٢V٢VGaGkGk٢V٢VGkG
AAGGCCACAAACAGCTTTGATGATTCAACAGTACTTGGAGAGGGTGGCTTCGGATGTGTCTACCA
GGGdGC٢V٢VGlGKVGGiedGG٢V٢VGd٢VHG٢V٢Ve٢VGkHG٢Vk٢VGk٦GGedGGeG

TAGCCTTGGGGGCTGCACGAGCTCTTGCATATTTACACGAAGATTCAAGCCCTTGTGTGATTCAT
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KC٢VGGedGke٢VGdGGGGGGkGGGGieddk٢Ve٢VeekaCG٢VG٢Vek٢VGGGiek٢V٢V٢VG
آآحآغآغح٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآغآاححئ٢ئ٢غئ٦غح٢غحائ٢غئ٦٢آئ٢ئ٢آحآآئ٢ائ٢اذ٢حآغحئ٦غآح٢ائ٢غآئ٦

GGHkG٢vG٢v٢vGe٢v٢vGkGe٢vee٢vdeGG٢vkGned٢vGGka٢vG٢ve٢vkGGeeeGGGGGGek
AGAAAACCTAGTTTCATGGGCTCGCCCGCTTCTGACCAATGTGGTAAGCCTACGTCAAGCTGTTG 
ATCCACTTCTTGGCCCTAACGTACCCCTGGACAATGTCGCAAAAGCAGCTGCCATCGCATCAATG

T٢VGd٢VGÏGG٢VGKVGkGGGee٢VeGGk٢VdGlG٢V٢V٢VdedGl٢V٢VGGeGGedGe٢VG
CAGCAATCTATGATGTAACTGGCATGGAAGCTGAGAGGGTGCTGTTATCTGAGATGTTTGGCTCA

غ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحآحئ٢آآذ٢غئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢آآغححئ٢ئ1آآآحآآح٢ئ٢حئ11٢ئ1آ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ٦٢ئ1آح٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٦

1٢آححآغئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢حغئ٢ئ1حآآآآغ1غ٢حئ٢حئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ1آحآ1آ1آ1غحآح

SEQ ID NO: 40, ٥siOOO142.1, deduced protein sequence
MRSLACCAVLLLASVLGSTGTDLGPSPVVANSPDAQDQTSSPPEPTIALGPVTLPTGCSEFLMWC  
GIMALKIITSIDNCPYNCFVSAPSAPSASPPVAKGAVSPAVPTRPQNAPTPVTPPKEYNAPPPVE  
LTPPAPTHVAPVAPPQAAVENPAPVLPGTPALLPSVQAPAPSVARNPNLPIVQPPSVNNPPSGPI 
GSGNGVPPYPPPQRSLPAIPPSTSGVPRESVKPPVAPPIIAQAPRQQALAPSSDHSNGNSVPPAN  
TSPPHKNSHIPRALPPKESSSQTGTAHKPPIRGPHISPTMPPIPPQPGPKAPSAHPIWALPPPPP 
NLDCNSLACPEPLTDPPAGAPCVCVLPIKVGVRLSVDLYSFFPLVSDFAEEVSSGVNMAQRQVRV 
MGANVAGDQPDKTVVLVDLVPMQVKFDNATAFLTFENLWSKKISLKPSVFGDTOILYVVYPGLPP  
SPPSAPESVGDGAFGNNRNARAMKPLGVDVGRPKKRVNGSLIAIAVLSTVIALIICTLAAWLLII

KATNSFDDSÍVLGEGGFGCVYQGTLED¿TRVAVKVLKRYDGQGEREFLAEVEML¿RLHHRNLVKL
LGICVEENARCLVYELIPNGSVESHLHGVDLETAPLDWNARMKIALGAARALAYLHEDSSPCVIH
RDFKSSNILLEHDFTPKVSDFGLARTARGEGNQHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSY
GVVLLELLTGRKPVDMSRPGGQENLVSWARPLLTNVVSLRQAVDPLLGPNVPLDNVAKAAAIASM  
CVQPEVAHRPSMGEVVQALKLVCSDGDEGLGSGSFSQELAAQAAAIYDVTGMEAERVLLSEMFGS 
TPVFTPAADSGSFRKQSSSGPLMTGKNRKFWQRLRSLSRGSMSEHGASPDFETRSQCSNR

SEQ ID NO: 41, 0si009054.1, Oryza sativa, putative At2g20300
orthologue
GGCAGATCAACTTTGTCTGTTAGCAGGGTGAGCTCTGCATCGGCGTCAATGCTCTCAACAGTGGC  
AACTTCCACAACATCAGTAAAGACATTTTCACTTTCCCAGCTTGAAAAGGCCACTCATGGTTTTG

ACAACAAAAGGTGTCTTGTTTATGAGCTTATACGCAATGGAAGTGTTGAATCTCACCTTCATGGT

ةةححغةآغح^آغ^آ0ةآةآ1ة1حآةآغةآ٢غل٢غذ٢غآآذ٢ذ٢آآةآةذ٢آذ٢ةآآذ٢آذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢آآذ٢ل
TATCAGGAAGGAAGCCCGTATGCATGTCTGATACCAATGGTCCTCAGAACCTTGTGACTTGGGCT

٢ئ1٢آحآغحآغحآآآئ1٢آئ11آ1٢آغئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢حئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢آحآحآغئ٢آآذ٢غئ٢ئ1٦آغح٢ئ٢آحئ٢حغئ
HGCCk٢V٢Vek٢VGGG٢VGlG٢VkG٦GdGd٢VGlGe٢V٢Vk٢V٢V٦d٢VGk٢VGeGGkGGeGGe٦
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GGCCCTTGACAGCGGTAGTGGTAGCTGGTGGAATAGAAGCTCAAATCCTTCTGGGTTTTTTGACA

٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآآآئ٢آحآآغئ٢ئ1٢ئ1آححآح٢حآغئ٢غئ٢ئ1آ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢حئ٢حآئ٢ئ11آ1آغ٢ئ1غح٢حئ

1٢حآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححذ٢غحآآغئ

SEQ ID NO: 42ζ 0si009054.1۶ deduced protein sequence
GRSTLSVSRVSSASASMLSTVATCTTSVKTFSLSQLEKATDGFDSKRVLGQGGFGRVYHGTMDGG
DEIAVKLLTREDRSGDREFIAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGICIEHNKRCLVYELIRNGSVESHLHG
ADKAKGMLNWDVRMKIALGAARGLAYLHEDSNPHVIHRDFKGSNILLEEDFTPKVTDFGLAREAT
NGIQPISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLSGRKPVCMSDTNGPQNLVTWA 
RPLLCHKEGLERLIDPSLNGNFNFDDVAKVASIASMCVHNDPSQRPFMGEVVQALKLIYNDAEAA 
CDDSYSHRDSSCDQYDDYHGALALDSGSGSWWNRSSNPSGFFDNRNPLPVITMEYSSGRIEGARD  
PRFALSTGGHAQSPALQNRSGPIRMKKKLASFYRSRGSFSEHGQLPRH

SEQ ID NO: 43z 0si001078.4۶ Oryza sativa, putative At2g20300
orthologue

حآغ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ححئ٢حئ1٢ححئ٢حئ٢آححآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آححئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حآحآغآحآحئ٢ئ٢حححآحغئ1٢حححئ
AAGCTCAACAACTATCGCGTCGTACTTACTTGGGTTATGGAGTAGAGCACATCGGCATTCTCTTC

٢حآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ذ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آئ٢حئ1٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢حئ٢ئ٢حآئ1غ٢غحآئ٢ذ٢غحئ٢ئ٢آآغآححآئ1غ٢حغئ
٢ئ٢ئ1حآ٢ئ٢آئ1ح٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ1ح11حح٢ئ٢آئ٢حآآحآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢غآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢آغئ٢آغئ٢حآغئ

AGAAAGACAAGTAGCACCATATCAGTTGTTTCCAAGAATTGATGAGTTAGAAATTGAGATTGCAG

GAAAAAACTACTGTCACCGTTGATTTGGTGCCACTAGGTCAGAAGTTTGATAGGACTTCAGCCTT  
ACTGACTAGCAACAGATTTTTGCAAAAGAAGGTGCCAATAAACTCGTCCATATTTGGTGATTATA 
ACGTAATATATGTTCATTATCCTGGCCTGCCTTCTTTGGTCCCTAGTGTTCCAGGATCCTTGGGC  
٢ακΎκκβαβΎΚβακΜκ٢ααΎΎΚβ٦ακκΜβ٢γκαακ٦κακαα٢γαακα٢γ٢γκκ
CTCTAAAAGTGTTGCCATAATTGCATTATCAGCTGTTGTGCTTGTATTAATGAGCTTTGGCATTT
GCATCATATGGAAATATAAAGGATTTGAAAAGTCTCGTGGCACTGGTCGTGTTTCGAATTCGTCA

آآ٢ئ1٢ئ1حآآ٢ئ1حآغح٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦غ٢ئ1آآ1غح٢آآغئ٢آئ٢غآئ٦آآ٢حآئ1٢آئ٦ح11حح٢ئ٢غئ

ATTGATGATGAAGTTGATGTTGCAGTCAAATTGCTTACAAGAAAACATCAAAACAGAGATCGTGA
GTTTATTGCCGAGGTTGAGATGCTAAGTCGTTTGCATCATCGTAATCTTGTCAAGCTGATCGGTA
TATGCATTGAACGGAGCACAAGGTGCTTGGTGTTTGAGCTTGTTCCAAACGGAAGTGTGGAGTCT

٢آغئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢آآححذ٢آغحآئ11غآ٦غ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٦غحآآآآغحآ٦غ٢آذ11حآ11آ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

TCAAGGCCAGCAACGTTCTTTTGGAAAATGATTTCACTCCCAAGGTTGCGGATTTCGGGTTGGCA

CCCGGAGTATGCGATCACCGGGCATCTCCTGGTGAAAAGCGACGTCTACAGCTACGGTGTCGTGC

آح٢حغئ٢حآئ٢حذ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢غحححئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ائ٢ائ٢آححآئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢غحئ٦

غ٢اححآحئ٢ذ٢آحئ٢غححئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آحئ٦٢حححآغئ٢آحاحئ٢حآحئ٢حائ٢ئ٢ذ٢حاحآئ٢ئ٦٢آغئ٢غآئ٢حائ

CGkGGkGGCG٢veG٢veGeeG٢vGGideeGe٢veG٦GGkGedGï٢v٢veGeeGeGïGeeGeeGe
CGGCG٢veGCGdGaGGeG٢v٢veeeGeGGGe٢veeGGeeeGeeeGïGïGk٢vGGï٢vde٢veG 
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ce٢vGG٢vGe٢vGGdGk٢veGkG٢veGe٢vGGeGGeGKGke٢vGG٢veeaeeeGe٢vGkGGGedek 
GGGGGKGGie٢v٢ve٢vdGe٢vGkGGGGiGek٢vGkGeGkGek٢vGGCGGeek٢vea٢veeGiGk٦ 
Ύβ^τακΎακβββαϊΎββΚΎβΊΚβ

SEQ ID NO: 44, 0si001078.4, deduced protein sequence
MPPRRAALLLLALAVYVPLGTASSTTIASYLLGLWSRAHRHSLPAPAPAPAPAPAPETHRPGIRH  
PVPRHHRKRPHVAPPLPPPSSSERQVAPYQLFPRIDELEIEIAAGTFLKQSQVRIMGAGSSLQDP  
EKTTVTVDLVPLGQKFDRTSALLTSNRFLQKKVPINSSIFGDYNVIYVHYPGLPSLVPSVPGSLG  
PISSSQYPESANVHNRRHQKINSKSVAIIALSAVVLVLMSFGICIIWKYKGFEKSRGTGRVSNSS  
ATRKTGMRSSFSSMTSSTASFVSTIATCPPTVKTFSISELEKATENESFNKIIGEGGYGRVYRGT  
IDDEVDVAVKLLTRKHQNRDREFIAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGICIERSTRCLVFELVPNGSVES 
HLHGSDKIYGPLDFDTRMKIALGAARGLAYLHEDANPHVIHRDFKASNVLLENDFTPKVADFGLA  
KEASEGMDHISTQVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLSGRKPVDMTQPPGSENL  
VTWARPLLTDRDGLQQLVDPSMPAASYGFEKLAKAAAIASMCVHVEASHRPFMGEVVQALKLIYN 
GNNDDTCTSGSFGGGGGEEYEDEEASSPWNNRSWSHDFAATPPPASRRLAFPRAPARPTTMDYSS 
DPADGAAGTSSASARRQRSTSSLVLDKIESLAAYDWSGPLRASRGRNFYRLRGSMSEHGGHPSED  
CSIGll

SEQ ID NO: 45, TC15181, Saccharum officinarum, homologous toOsio03977.2

 ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ٢آئ٢آئ٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغحآئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢حئ٢ئ٢غآئ٢غآئ٢حآئ٢غآئ٢آغئ٦غ٢حئ٢حئ٢ححائ
آ٢آئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢آئ٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حائ٢آآحئ٢ئ٢ائ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ

TATTGGGCCTGATTGGCCATTGTTCGGAAGGTGGACACCGTCTACTGGTATATGAGTTCATGGCC

TTAATCCACCTGTTATACATAGAGACTTCAAGAGTAGCAATATTCTCCTGGACAAGGACTTCCAT 
GCAAGAGTTTCAGACTTTGGTCTAACCAAACTTGGATCTGATAGAGCTGGTGGTCATGTCTCAAC

AATCAGATGTGTACAGTTACGGTGTTGTGCTTTTGGAACTGCTTACTGGCAGAGTACCAGTTGAT

AAAAGTCGTGCGGATCTTGGATCCAGCATTGGAAGGTCAATATTCCTTGAAAGATGCTGTCCAAG

 آح٢ئ٢ئ1آ٢ئ٢ذ٢آآححآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آحآآئ٢ئ1ح1٢ئ٢آحآآحئ1آ٢ئ111٢حآآذ٢ئ1٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1حآحآ٢غئ
آغ٢آغئ٢حئ1ح٢ئ٢غئ٢آئ٢آحغحئ1

SEQ ID NO: 46, TC15181, Saccharum officinarum, deduced protein
sequence
MTDGGDEYKREESVTLLVIVSLAALSLLSLIAAFAYYCYITRKVSRRLHSLHLPKRSSSPPPPPP  
RAPPRQQQGKDSPSSNSASDGGGAAAAMSVVVAGERGVQVFSYRQLHAATGGFGRAHMVGQGSFG  
AVYRGVLPDGRKVAVKLMDRPGKQGEEEFEMEVELLSRLRSPYLLGLIGHCSEGGHRLLVYEFMA
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NGGLQEHLYPNRGSCGGISKLDWDTRMRIALEAAKGLEYLHERVNPPVIHRDFKSSNILLDKDFH  
ARVSDFGLTKLGSDRAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRVPVD  
MKRPPGEGVLVNWALPMLTDREKVVRILDPALEGQYSLKDAVQVAAIAAMCVQPEADYRPLMADV 
VQSLVPLVKNRSNQKACNPNVQSSKPLD

SEQ ID NO: 47z Glycine max ТС19б912۶ partial sequence, homologue 
of At3g58690
AGCAAGTCAAATGTCATTGGCCATGGTGGATTTGGACTTGTTTACCGGGGAGTGCTCAACGATGG

٢غئ٢ذ٢ذ1غ٢آآذ٢ذ٢ئ1آ٢ئ1آآغ٢آغئ٢ذ٢آغذ٢غئ٢ذ٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢ذ1غ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ1٢ذ1٢ذ1آآآ1غ٢غآذ٢ذ
AGGTGGAACTGCTAAGTCGGTTGCATTCTCCATATCTGCTGGCATTGCTTGGGTACTGCTCTGAT

GCTTGGACCTGATAGAGCTGGTGGACATGTTTCAACTCGGGTTTTGGGCACCCAGGGATATGTTG

TGTTTCTTGGGCTCTGCCCCTTTTGACTGATAGAGAAAAGGTTGTAAAGATTATGGATCCTTCAT

TCAAAGGTCCCCTTCAAAGGTAGGAAGCTCCTCTAGTTTCAATTCCCCTAAGTTGTCCCCTGGCC  
CAACATTTTAA

SEQ ID NO: 48, Glycine max TC196912, partial deduced protein 
sequence
SKSNVIGHGGFGLVYRGVLNDGRKVAIKFMDQAGKQGEEEFKVEVELLSRLHSPYLLALLGYCSD
SNHKLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYPVSNSIITPVKLDWETRLRIALEAAKGLEYLHEHVSPPVIHRDF 
KSSNILLDKKFHAKVSDFGLAKLGPDRAGGHVSTRVLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYSYGVV 
LLELLTGRVPVDMKRPPGEGVLVSWALPLLTDREKVVKIMDPSLEGQYSMKEVVQVAAIAAMCVQ  
PEADYRPLMADVVQSLVPLVKTQRSPSKVGSSSSFNSPKLSPGPTF

SEQ ID NO: 49, TC81885 (Solanum tuberosum) partial sequence,
homologue of At3g58690
ACAGGGTGAGGAAGAATTCAAAGTGGAGGTGGAGTTGCTATGCCGCTTGCGCTCACCGTATTTGC  
TGTCATTGATTGGCTATTGTTCAGAAAGCAGCCATAAATTGCTTGTTTATGAGTTCATGGCAAAT 
GGTGGTTTACAGGAGCACTTGTATCCAATTAAAGGTTCCAATAATTGTTGTCCGAAGTTGGACTG

ATCCCCCAATTATACATAGAGACCTCAAAAGTAGCAATATTCTTTTGGACAAAAACTTCCATGCC
AAAGTTTCTGACTTTCGATTGGCCAAGCTTGGATCTGATAAAGCTCGTGGCCATGTCTCTACCCG

CAGATCTTTACAGTTATGGGGTTGTCCTCCTAGAGTTGTTGACTGGCAGAGTTCCAGTTGATATG

٢ئ1آآححآ٢آآحذ٢ئ٢غئ٢حآححآئ1حغ1٢ئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢حئ1٢حآحآئ1ح٢ئ٢آححآذ1٢ئ٦٢آحئ٢آئ1٢آئ٦
آ٢غئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢غذ٢حآائ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غآآحآغئ٢آاحغئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حاآئ٢ذ٢غاآآئ٢ئ٦آآآآآ٢ححائ
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AGTTTGTGTTTGGACTATCTAGCTTATGGAACCCCCTTTCATTTAGTAACTTTAATCTAACAAAT
آآآ٢آغذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ئ1٢حذ٢غئ٢ذ٢آئ٢آغذ٢ذ٦1آآآآغآ٢ئ٦٢آغئ٢ذ٢غآئ1غآح٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢غذ٢حذ11غ٢غئ٢آآذ

TCTCTGTATGTAACATGTCAAAGCTCCCATCTAATATGGGGATTGTATTTGAGTATTCTTGGTTA  
GAAGCAGATTCAAGATTTGAAGTTACTATATGATA

SEQ ID NO: 50z TC81885 (Solanum tuberosum) deduced protein
sequence (partial)
QGEEEFKVEVELLCRLRSPYLLSLIGYCSESSHKLLVYEFMANGGLQEHLYPIKGSNNCCPKLDW
KTRLRIALEAAKGLEYLHEHVNPPIIHRDLKSSNILLDKNFHAKVSDFGLAKLGSDKAGGHVSTR
VLGTQGYVAPEYALTGHLTTKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRVPVDMKRSPGEGVLVSWALPRLTDREK
VVEIMDPALEGQYSMKEVIQVAAIAAMCVQPEADYRPLMADVVQSLVPLVKQPRPTVKPGSSSSF  
HATQSPSPHVTQSPKA

SEQ ID NO: 51, DQ202472.1, Nicotiana tabacum CMV la interacting
protein 2 (COÍ2) mRNA, complete cds, homologous to At2g20300

GCATTGATTCTGGTAATGGTCCAACTGGAAGTGCTGTCAATCAACAATTCCCTATTACTGCTGAT

ACTGTTGGTGGTATGCTGTGGTGCACTAGTTGTCCTCTTAAAATGCAGGAGGACTGGCCGACCGT

ACAATATCAAGTAGCCCGACTAGTTCAACATCGATTTCCCTCATTTCTGCTATGCCTGCTTCTAT

TTACCTTCATGAAGATTCTAATCCTCGTGTAATTCATCGTGATTTTAAAGCCAGCAATGTTTTGT
THGk٢VGÏ٢V٢VdGeedGG٦٢VGdk٢V٢V٢V٦GGG٢V٢VkGdGaiGdeeGlGGlG٦

ACACCTACTTGTTAAAAGTGATGTGTATAGTTATGGAGTTGTATTATTGGAGCTTCTCTCCGGAA
GAAAACCTGTGGACATGTCTCAACCTCCTGGAGAAGAAAACCTGGTAACTTGGGCGCGACCTCTT

ححآغآغحآ٢ذ11ححآح٢حآئ٢ئ٢آغئ٦ح٢آآئ٢ئ1حآ٦ح٢آآحئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ذ1غحآح٢ئ٦٢ئ11ح٢ئ٢غئ٦

TTGGTGGAATGCTGGTGGGGTTACACCAAGATTAACATATGGACAAGCCTCCACTTTCATGACCA
TGGATTACAGTTCTGGTCCGCTTGAAGAGTTCGAAAACAGACCGTTTTCAGCTTCAAGTTTTAAT

ΚΎβΚ٢νΎββΚβββΚΎββ٢/ϊ٢/1ΎΎΚνβΚΎβ٢/ΎΎ٢/ΊΎΎΎΎϋΎβΚΎΎΎβΎ٢/1ΚΎβΎϋΎβ^ 
CGAAGGCCGTTTCTATTTGGGAAAAAAGATGGTTCTCCGGTGTAGATTAGGAGTTTGAAATTGCC  
GCTGTATCCCTGAGAGAGTGGACTAAGCCTTCTAATTTTGGTAATCTTACATTCATTTTAATAGA  
CAGGAAAGATAAACAGGACACTCCTTGTTGTATATGTTGTCAAATTAACTTTTTCTTTAGTCCAA  
TATTGGATTGGACTACTAGTCTTTCTAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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SEQ ID NO: 52f ΑΒΒ36644.1, CMV la interacting protein 2
[Nicotiana tabacum]
MLTYERFWKKKVPLNRTMFGDYEVMHIIYPGLPSSPPSGIDSGNGPTGSAVNQQFPITADFVNKS  
QRMSPRVIFLIASSALVLLVVCCGALVVLLKCRRTGRPSNAVGPVFTPSMHKRSGKGIGSTISSS 
PTSSTSISLISAMPASILSVKTFTLAELERATDKFSLKRVLGEGGFGRVYHGILEDRTEVAVKVL  
TRDNQNGDREFIAEVEMLSRLHHRNLVKLIGICSEERTRSLVYELVRNGSVESHLHGRDGRKEPL  
DWDVRLKIALGAARGLAYLHEDSNPRVIHRDFKASNVLLEDDFTPKVADFGLAREATEGSHHIST  
RVMGTFGYVAPEYAMTGHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLSGRKPVDMSQPPGEENLVTWARPLLTTRE  
GLEQLVDPSLAGSYDFDDMAKVAAIASMCVHPEVTQRPFMGEVVQALKLIYNDNDETCADGCSQK  
ESSLPDSDEKGVPSDSSWWNAGGVTPRLTYGQASTFMTMDYSSGPLEEFENRPFSASSFNLGGGA 
GLTISHGNRSGPLRTVRSKPALYRLRGSMSEHGALLPRHDWRDGTNYDASF

SEQ ID NO: 53, coding sequence for ΑΒΕ82646.1, derived from 
AC133341, [Medicago truncatula], protein kinase homologous to 
At2g20300
ATGTTAAGTCGTTTGCATCATCGCAATCTAGTGAAACTTATCGGTATATGCATTGAAGGGCGCAG

آحآحآآححح٢ذ٢غآغآذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ٢آآئ٢آذ٦٢ئ٢آئ1آ٢ذ٢ذ٢غئ٢آذ٢آآذ٢غذ٢حآذ٢ئ٢آغذ٢آئ٢ذ٢غئ٦٢ذ٢آذ٢آغذ٢غذ٢غئ
AGAATAGGGGACCTCTAGATTGGGAAGCACGTATGAAAATTGCCCTTGGAGCTGCGAGAGGATTG

GGCCATTTACTGGTTAAAAGTGATGTTTATAGTTACGGTGTTGTGCTTCTTGAACTTCTCACAGG

TGTTGACTAGTAGAGAAGGTTTAGAGCAGCTAGTGGATCCATCTTTGGCTGGAGGTTACAACTTT

GATAGCAGTTGGTGGAATGGTGGAGGTTTAACTCCTCGATTAACTTATGGACAAGCATCTTCCTT  
TATCACAATGGAGTACAGTTCTGGTCCACTTGAAGATATGGAAAACAGACCGTTTTCAACTTCAA

SEQ ID NO: 54, ΑΒΕ82646.1, Protein kinase [Medicago truncatula], 
homologous to At2g20300
MLSRLHHRNLVKLIGICIEGRRRCLVYELVPNGSVESHLHGDDKNRGPLDWEARMKIALGAARGL  
AYLHEDSNPRVIHRDFKASNVLLEDDFTPKVSDFGLAREATEGSNHISTRVMGTFGYVAPEYAMT  
GHLLVKSDVYSYGVVLLELLTGRKPVDMSQPQGQENLVTWARALLTSREGLEQLVDPSLAGGYNF  
DDMAKVAAIASMCVHSEVTQRPFMGEVVQALKLIYNDTDETGGDYCSQKDSSAQESDFRGELAPS  
DSSWWNGGGLTPRLTYGQASSFITMEYSSGPLEDMENRPFSTSSFNGDELSLPIRHGNRSGPLRT  
TRSKLSLYRFSGSRSEHGEVSSKRNWI

SEQ ID NO: 55, Populus sp. Protein kinase
ATGGGCCATAAGCCTCCAGACAAATACAAAGGAGTCCAGGTTTTCACATACAAGGAGCTTGAAAT
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CAAGTGTAGTAACATCTTACTAGACCAAAATTTTCGGGCTAAGGTTTCAGATTTCGGATCGGCTA

ح٢غئ٢حئ1غ٢ذ٢حآغئ٢آآئ٢ئ1٢ئ1آح1ح٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حغئ11آ٢ئ1غ٦غآغآح٢ئ1٢ئ٦ححآغ1حآآ٦
TCTTTTACAGCTCTTAACTGGTCGTAAACCTGTTGATACCAAGCAGCCCTCTGGTGAACATGTCC

ACCAGAAGCAGATTATAGGCCTCTCATGACAGATGTTGTGCAGTCTCTAATCCCTCTGGTCAAGA
ACCTCTCTTCTGTATCTTCCTCTTGTTCCTCTAAATTTATGAATCAGATGCTGTGCAGTCCAAGG
ح٢غآحآغآئ

SEQ ID NO: 56, Populus sp protein kinase (TC25O47)۶ homologous toAT؛G54820
MGHKPPDKYKGVQVFTYKELEIATNKFSEANVTWNEGYGVVYGGTLSDGTVAAIKMLHRAGKQGE
RAFRIEVDLLSRLHSPYLVELLGYCADQNHRLLVFEFMPNGTLQHHLHHKQYRPLDWGTRLRIAL
DCARALEFLHELTIPAVIHRDFKCSNILLDQNFRAKVSDFGSAKMGSERINARNSMCLPSTTGYL
APEHASTGKLTTKSDVYSYGVVLLQLLTGRKPVDTKQPSGEHVLVSWALPRLTNRDKVVEMVDPA
MQDQYSKKDLIQVAAIAAVCVQPEADYRPLMTDVVQSLIPLVKNLSSVSSSCSSKFMNQMLCSPR 
PM

SEQ ID NO: 51, kinase domain of SEQ ID NO: 2 identified by the
SMART tool for protein domain identification (Arabidopsis 
thaliana)
FSEEKKIGNGDVYKGVLSDGTVAAIKKLHMFNDNASNQKHEERSFRLEVDLLSRLQCPYLVELLG  
YCADQNHRIXIYEFMPNGTVEHHLHDHNFKNLKDRPQPLDWGARLRIALDCARALXFLHENTIST  
VIHRNFKCTNILLDQNNRAKVSDFGLAKTGSDKLNGEISTRVIGTTGYLAPEYASTGKLTTKSDV 
YSYGIVLLQLLTGRTPIDSRRPRGQDVLVSWALPRLTNREKISEMVDPTMKGQYSQKDLIQVAAI 
AAVCVQPEASYRPLMTDVVHSL

SEQ ID NO 58, Oryza sativa G0S2 promoter
AATCCGAAAAGTTTCTGCACCGTTTTCACCCCCTAACTAACAATATAGGGAACGTGTGCTAAATA

AGTGGGAAAATGAAATCATTATTGCTTAGAATATACGTTCACATCTCTGTCATGAAGTTAAATTA
TTCGAGGTAGCCATAATTGTCATCAAACTCTTCTTGAATAAAAAAATCTTTCTAGCTGAACTCAA
TGGGTAAAGAGAGAGATTTTTTTTAAAAAAATAGAATGAAGATATTCTGAACGTATTGGCAAAGA
TTTAAACATATAATTATATAATTTTATAGTTTGTGCATTCGTCATATCGCACATCATTAAGGACA
TGTCTTACTCCATCCCAATTTTTATTTAGTAATTAAAGACAATTGACTTATTTTTATTATTTATC
TTTTTTCGATTAGATCCAAGGTACTTACGCACACACTTTGTGCTCATGTGCATGTCTGAGTGCAC

٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1غآ٢غئ٢آآحئ٢ئ1٢آئ1٢ئ1٢غئ٢آغئ٢آئ٢ئ٦1آغآ٢غئ٢ححآئ٢ذ٢آآآغآئ1آآآغحغآ1ح
آ1٢ئ1آغآ٢حآئ1آآ٢ئ1ح٢غئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢حئ1غ٢ئ٢غئ٢آآئ٦آ1آ1آحآغآ11غآ٢ئ1

AAAATAATTTTACAGAATAGCATGAAAAGTATGAAACGAACTATTTAGGTTTTTCACATACAAAA
AAAAAAAGAATTTTGCTCGTGCGCGAGCGCCAATCTCCCATATTGGGCACACAGGCAACAACAGA

TTCTCCCATCTATAAATTCCTCCCCCCTTTTCCCCTCTCTATATAGGAGGCATCCAAGCCAAGAA
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CCGGTCGAGTTCTTGGTCGATCTCTTCCCTCCTCCACCTCCTCCTCACAGGGTATGTGCCTCCCT
TCGGTTGTTCTTGGATTTATTGTTCTAGGTTGTGTAGTACGGGCGTTGATGTTAGGAAAGGGGAT
CTGTATCTGTGATGATTCCTGTTCTTGGATTTGGGATAGAGGGGTTCTTGATGTTGCATGTTATC
GGTTCGGTTTGATTAGTAGTATGGTTTTCAATCGTCTGGAGAGCTCTATGGAAATGAAATGGTTT

TTTGCTTGGTGTAATAAAGTACGGTTGTTTGGTCCTCGATTCTGGTAGTGATGCTTCTCGATTTG
ACGAAGCTATCCTTTGTTTATTCCCTATTGAACAAAAATAATCCAACTTTGAAGACGGTCCCGTT
GATGAGATTGAATGATTGATTCTTAAGCCTGTCCAAAATTTCGCAGCTGGCTTGTTTAGATACAG

CCGATTTGCTTTAGTCCCAGAATTTTTTTTCCCAAATATCTTAAAAAGTCACTTTCTGGTTCAGT
TCAATGAATTGATTGCTACAAATAATGCTTTTATAGCGTTATCCTAGCTGTAGTTCAGTTAATAG
GTAATACCCCTATAGTTTAGTCAGGAGAAGAACTTATCCGATTTCTGATCTCCATTTTTAATTAT

CATTATTCTGAGCTGAAAGTCTGGCATGAACTGTCCTCAATTTTGTTTTCAAATTCACATCGATT
ATCTATGCATTATCCTCTTGTATCTACCTGTAGAAGTTTCTTTTTGGTTATTCCTTGACTGCTTG
ATTACAGAAAGAAATTTATGAAGCTGTAATCGGGATAGTTATACTGCTTGTTCTTATGATTCATT  
TCCTTTGTGCAGTTCTTGGTGTAGCTTGCCACTTTCACCAGCAAAGTTC

SEQ ID NO: 59, Arabidopsis thaliana FBXW nucleic acid sequenceΝΜ=122112.2

GAATACCGATTTGAGAATAGGTAATGATGGGTCTGTTGAGATTCCAAATGTGAAGTTGTGTTGTC
AGAAAAAGAAGGGAACTTTAGTGCCCAGTGGCTCGAAACAGTTACTCTCTGACAAGGATTTGTCT

GTTGGGTCTAGTGTCTTGTGTTTCAACTTATCTGCATAGGTTAGCATCTGAGCATCACGCTTGGA
AGGAGTTCTATCGTGAGAGATGGGGACTCCCTGTAGTTTTCGGAGCTGCAAGTTCAGGGCTTTCT
GMGIKa٦a٦ŒKKKGMaG٦٦٦G٦٦aKKGŒKK٢Y٢Y٢YKŒi٢YKŒK٢a٢Y٢Y٢Y٢YKŒK٢G

CCAAGCTCGTTTTCACTTCTGGATATGATTCCATTGTTCGGATGTCGGACATGGAAGAAGGCTTG
TCTATTGCGGCATCTAAACCTCTCGGTTGTACGATTAGGGCACTTGCTGCTGATACAAAGCTGTT

ACATCTCTTGCCCTGGACATGACAAGTATCTTTAGCGGTTCATGGGATATGTCTGTTCGTATATG

TGGGGATTTCCTGTTTACTGGTGGAGAAGATGGAGGGATTAAAATGTTTGAGATCAGAAGATACG
GTAGTGAAACAAGCGTTGTACTTATATCTCAATGGATGCCTCACACTAGTCCTGTCTACTCTCTT
TCTTTTGAGTTTCCTTGGCTTGTCTCAGCATCCGGTGACGGTAAACTCGCACTTATCGACGTTAG

CACAACGAATGCTGCACGGGTTCGGGTCAAACTTGTTCTCTGTGGACGTGGGTTATGACCGTATA

AAGGACCCGAGCTCTGAAAGGAATGAGGCATGAGAATAGGATGAGACGAAGGAGAATGCAAATGG
1حآغ1٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ111ححآ1حح٢غحآحئ٢ئ٢ئ1آححآ٢ئ٢حآآغئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢آغئ1ح1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ1٦
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SEQ ID NO: 60۶ Arabidopsis thaliana FBXW deduced polypeptide
MEFECQERLEAANDQRSESGLLNTDLRIGNDGSVEIPNVKLCCQKKKGTLVPSGSKQLLSDKDLS  
TTIIDLPQALISEILNCLDPKELGLVSCVSTYLHRLASEHHAWKEFYRERWGLPVVFGAASSGLS
DERSWKDLFVEREFRSRTFLGRYSIDTLYGHTEAVRTVFLLASAKLVFTSGYDSIVRMWDMEEGL  
SIAASKPLGCTIRALAADTKLLVAGGTDGFIHCWKSLDGLRNLFDLTGFQKEKTEFRLWGHEGPI 
TSLALDMTSIFSGSWDMSVRIWDRSSMKCVKTLRHSDWVWGLAPHETTLASTSGSDVYIWDVSSE 
TPLAIIPDAHEGTTYSLARSHTGDFLFTGGEDGGIKMFEIRRYGSETSVVLISQWMPHTSPVYSL  
SFEFPWLVSASGDGKLALIDVRKLLKTNRCAYSKRISSSTVEPPQRMLHGFGSNLFSVDVGYDRI 
VCGGEEGTVRIWNFTQALEIERRTRALKGMRHENRMRRRRMQMEMNAKNGRPDQCSIAAHKNPIN 
GERNRAWHSKRRAS^AKA

SEQ ID NO: 61f Oryza sativa FBXW nucleic acid sequence ΑΚ111585
ATGGACTTTGATTGCAAAACAGCAAGAGGAGACTCTTCATCTGTGAATCGTTCATGCATTGTCAC

حآ1ح٢ذ٢غئ٢آذ٢آذ٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ1غ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآآذ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢غذ1٢ذ٢آئ1غ٢غئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ذ1غآ٢حذ٢ئ
TCAGTACATTGAATAACCAGAAGTGCAGTTATGAATTACTTTCCGACCCAAAGAAAAATGTTGAA

غ٢ئ1٢آذ٢آغذ٢ذ٢آذ٢غذ٢غذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ1٢آذ٢آذ٢غذ٢آغحآئ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢غحآآئ٢آذ٢آآآغذ٢حذ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢ذ٢آغئ٦
GGTCTGTGAAGTGCTTGAACACCTCGATCCAAAGGAACTTGGCATTGTATCTTGCGTCTCCACCC

CCTACTCCTCCAGTCACCCTCAATGGGCCCTTGGTTCCAGGAGGAACTTCAGATTGGAAGTCTTG

ACTGGTGGTAATGACTCTGTGATCCGAATGTGGGACTTGGAGGAAGGGCTTTTGATTGATAAGTC

CCAATCCCTTTATTCATTGTTGGAGGGCTGTTGAAGGTAATTCTTACCCTTTCCACATCTCTGGG

KKMGKKKTG٦G٦٦aaKG٦٦a٦ŒMŒKGK٦٦GŒ٢Y٢Y٢YŒia٢YŒaŒ٢Ya٢YŒKKK٦

TGTTATTTCCAATGCCCATTATGGTAATGCATTTTCTTTAGCTCGAACACACCTAGCTGATGTGC

آآغآغح1٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ1٢حآئ٢غآئ٢آآحححآآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حغآغئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحآئ٦٢آآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ٢حآآآآئ1غآ

٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح11آ٢آغئ٢ئ11٢ئ1٢آآغحئ٢ئ1آحح٦1ح1٢آغحآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ1حآآح٢حآآغئ1٢ئ٢ئ٦
CCACAGAGAATGCTTCATGGCTTTGGGTGCGATCTTTTTTCTGTCGCCATTGGTGCAGACAGGAT

HGGCdGC٢VaiGlG٢Vk٦GkGGdGHeeGek٢VGkGŒGlHGGedG٢Vk
GkGk٢VGl٢VGdk٢VGG٢VHGG٦e٢VGÏd٢VG٢VGGe٢Vd٢VkGCek٢VGHGKde٦ 
GAAGGGTGATAAGAGTGTCACTTGGCACAGCAAGCGTGCCATCAATGATAAGGTCAAGTCTTAG

SEQ ID NO: 62, Oryza sativa FBXW deduced polypeptide
MDFDCKTARGDSSSVNRSCIVTEGTVVQAKPVSHNGKAKHWNSLSTLNNQKCSYELLSDPKKNVE  
TSDGETASKCDSWCFTDLPSALVCEVLEHLDPKELGIVSCVSTLLHTLATDHQGWKKFYCERWGI 
PTPPVTLNGPLVPGGTSDWKSWKTLFVEREFRSKSFMGRFSVDVLRDHSEDVRTVFLLASVNLIF  
TGGNDSVIRMWDLEEGLLIDKSRPLCCTIRAIAADTRLLVTAGTNAFIHCWRAVEGNSYPFHISG  
NGTDQSPEFRLWGHEGPVTCLALDSLRIFSGSWDMTVRVWDRSEMKCVQKFMHADWVWSVAPHGN 
TVASTAGRDAYVWDIRSGELENVISNAHYGNAFSLARTHLADVLFTGGEDGAIRLFNVSEVSDDE 
DIKPAATWVPHTGPVHSLAFEYPWLVSASSDGRVALIDLRKLLTPRKSSKQPFRVKNFDPSSIEP
PQRMLHGFGCDLFSVAIGADRIVCGGEDGAVKVWNFSEALEIEKRAQALRSMRQENRMRRKKAQV 
EMNANGRRSDQCGSIAMKRNQLKGDKSVTWHSKRAINDKVKS
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SEQ ID NO: 63 ۶ Medicago trunculata FBXW nucleic acid sequence 
spiiced from CR931734
ATGGCATTTGATTGTCCACAGAGTATTAAGGTTTCTCAAAATTTGGTAGAAAATCCAGGTATAAG 
CATAGACATAGTTGAATTGAATCCAAAACCCAATTCCAAAGCAATTTCAATTTCATTCCCTGATT

TCTAAGAAAGGAATCAAAGCAGCCTCTGCTGGTGCTTTGAATCAATCATCAGTTCCTGGTGATGT 
GGTTATTGGTAATTGTAGGTCAATTACCGACCTGCCTCCGGTGTTGATATCTGAGATTCTGAATT  
GTCTTCATCCCAAAGAACTTGGAATTGTTTCATGTCTGTCGTTGATTCTGCGTAGTCTTGCTTCT

TGGAAAGAGATTATAGGAGTAAGACTTTTATGGGAAGGTATAGTATGGATGTGTTGTATGGACAT 
ACTGAGGCGGTTCGGACTGTTTTCTTGTTGGCTTCTACAAAGCTTATATTTACATCTGGGTATGA

GAATGAGGTTCGACTTTGGGGTCATGATGGTCCGGTTACTTCACTTGCTTTAGATTTGACAAGGA  
TTTATAGCGGCTCTTCGGACACGACTGTTCGTGTTTGGGACCGTCACTCGATGAAATGCACTGTC

AGGTTCAAATGTCTATGTTTGGGATACAAATAGTGGTAATTTGGCAACTGTTGTTCTAAATGCTC  
ATGTTGGTAATACTTATGCTCTGGCAAGAAGCCATACTGGGGATTTCATTTTTACTGGGGGTGAA 
GATGGTTCAATTCACATGTACGAGATTGTTGACGGTAGTTATGTGACCGAAGCTCTGCATGTTGC  
TACATGGGATCCCCACTCTGGTCCTGTGTATTCCCTTGCCTTTGAGTTTCCTTGGCTTGTTTCTG

GTTGCATGGATTTAAGAGTAATCTTTTCTCTGTAGGTATAGGAGCTGATCGAATTGTTTGCGGAG  
GTGAAGAAGGTGTCGTTAGGATTTGGAATTTCACAGAAGCTTTGGAAATTGAAAGCAGAGTTCGT

SEQ ID NO: 64, Medicago trunculata FBXW deduced polypeptide
MAFDCPQSIKVSQNLVENPGISIDIVELNPKPNSKAISISFPDFVTNTKSESGKGEIFKGKSKLN 
SKKGIKAASAGALNQSSVPGDVVIGNCRSITDLPPVLISEILNCLDPKELGIVSCVSLILRSLAS 
EHHAWKEFYCERWGLPAVPEAVLDSDSGVGDSVKDEKSWKDIFVERDYRSKTFMGRYSMDVLYGH  
TEAVRTVFLLASTKLIFTSGYDTVVRMWNMESGLSVASSKPLGCTIRAVAADTRLLVAGGTDGFI 
HCWRAVEGLPHLFELRNSQQNKNEVRLWGHDGPVTSLALDLTRIYSGSWDTTVRVWDRHSMKCTV  
VLRHSDWVWGLVPHDTTVVSTSGSNVYVWDTNSGNLATVVLNAHVGNTYALARSHTGDFIFTGGE  
DGSIHMYEIVDGSYVTEALHVATWDPHSGPVYSLAFEFPWLVSASSDGKLALIDVRKLLRRSKRA 
IGKRATKAKYSGEVNVEPPQRMLHGFKSNLFSVGIGADRIVCGGEEGVVRIWNFTEALEIESRVR 
ALRGMRLENRMRRRKNQTELNSKGGKSDQCSAAAKKSSVTCIWPSKRGMGGKTKA

SEQ ID NO: 65, Triticum aestivum FBXW nucleic acid sequence 
contig of ESTs ¿J661176」"， СВЗО7121.1 and CJ553648.1
ATGGACTTTGATTGCAATAAGGCAGGAGAGTCTTCAGCCAAGCATTGTTCTAGCATTTGCAACGA

غ٢غئ1آآ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢حئ٢ححئ1آ٢ئ1آح٢آغححآغئ٢غئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ1آآححح1غحآ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1حح1غح٦
GGTGAAACAGGAAATCATGCAACTGCCTCTGAGTGTAGCGTTATGTGCTTCACTGATCTGCCGTC  
TGCATTGGTCTGTGAAGTCCTTGCGCGCCTTGATCCAAAGGGGCTTGGGGTTGTATCTTGTGTCT
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غحح٢آآئ٢ئ٢حآغائ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢حغححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآاآئ٢اححآحاحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آحاحححآغاذ٢اححآحئ
AGCATTGTTTGTGGACCGGGAGTTTCAAAGCAGATCATTCATGGGAAGATTTAGTGTGGATGTTC

CCCATTTGGTTGCACTATCCGGGCAATTGCAGCTGACAGTAGGCTTTTGGTAACTGGAGGATCCA
AAGCCTTCATTCAGTGTTGGAGGGCTATTGAGGGGGCCTCGCACCTTTCTCACATTTCTGGGAAT

GGATTCAACAAGGATTTACAGTGGTTCTTGGGATATGACTGTTCGTGTTTGGGACAGAGCCGAGA

βΎΎβαΚβΎϋ^ΎββΎϋϊβ^ΚΎΚΎβΎβΎβββΚΎΚΎ^ββΙβΎββ^βΚβΊΎΚΪΚΪΎΚΊ
1آآآ٢ئ٢ئ1حآ٢ئ٢ئ٢آححآآحآغئ1٦ح٢آآغآغئ٢آحآئ1٢آئ٢حئ1غح٢غذ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢ئ1حآحآح٢حآئ٦

ΎΎΪ٢νββΚαϋβϊββββ٢/1ΊΎ٢/β٢/ΎΎβΎΎαΚΎβΎΎΎ٢/ΎβΚβΚΎΚΎ٢/ββΚΎβΚΎβϋΊ 
ATTAAACCAGCTGCCACTTGGTTGCCGCATTCTGGCCCTGTTCATTCTCTTGCTTTTGAGTACCC
ATGGCTTGTTTCTGCCTCTAGTGATGGCAGGATTGCACTAATTGATTTGAGGAAGATCCTGACCC

٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ1غ٢آئ٢آغئ٢ئ11٢حئ٢ئ٢آآحئ٦٢ئ1آآحح1ح٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغحآآآئ٢ئ1غآح٢ئ٢آحئ11٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ
CAGCGAATGCTTCATCGCTTTGGATGCTATCTTTTCTCCGTCGGCATCGGTGCAGATAGAATCAT

KGGCHŒ٢V٢V٢VlGGkG٢Ve٢VGKkGGHeeGek٢VGkGGeGGkGGlGGeGdG٢VGGkG

آغحآ1غح٢آحآذ٢ححآآحغئ٢ئ1حآغ1ح٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ1غحآ٢ئ1ح٢آذ٢ئ1آح٢ئ٦آ1

SEQ ID NO: 66f Tritid aestivg FBXW deduced polypeptide
MDFDCNKAGESSAKHCSSICNEGTLIQANTLIHCGKAKKWNSLNKFNNPESSHGSLPRVNDPKED  
GETGIATASECSVMCFTDLPSALVCEVLARLDPKGLGVVSCVSTVLQTLATDHQGWKKFYCERW 
GLPNAPIGPLVPGGTPDGRSWKALFVDREFQSRSFMGRFSVDVLRGHNEDVRTVYLLASANLIFT  
GGHDSVVRMWNMEEGLLIDESRPFGCTIRAIAADSRLLVTGGSKAFIQCWRAIEGASHLSHISGN  
GTNQNSEFRLWGHEGPVTCLSLDSTRIYSGSWDMTVRVWDRAEMKCVQKFMHADWVLALAPHGNT  
VASTAGRDAYVWDIGSGELTTIISNAHVGNAYSVARTHLAGVLFTGGEDGAIRLFDVSEISDDEN 
IKPAATWLPHSGPVHSLAFEYPWLVSASSDGRIALIDLRKILTPLNSSKRRFRVKPFDPSTVEPP 
QRMLHGFGCYLFSVGIGADRIICGGEDGSVRVWNFSEALEIEKKAQALRSLRQENRMRRRKAQVE  
MNANGRRVDHCSVAMKRNPLKGDKSVTWQIKRPISDKVKS

SEQ ID NO: 67۶ Populus tremuloides FBXW nucleic acid sequence
ATGGCATTTGAATGCCAAAAGAGCACTGAGGTGTCGAAAAGTCTTGCCATTTGTGTTGAAAAAAG

آ1آآ٢ئ٢ئ1غآ٢ححئ1٢آغئ٢غحآآئ1آآآ٢حئ1ح٦٢آئ٢ئ٢آآآئ1غ٢غآآحآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦1ح1غحححح
TTTTAAGCAGTTTGAGTTCAAAACAGCTTTCTTGTAATGATGTTTTGCTCAATTGTCGCCGGTCA  
ATTACCGACCTTCCTCCGGCATTGATTTCTGAGATTCTTAGTTGCCTTGATCCTCAAGAGCTTGG 
TATAGTTTCATGTGTATCGAGAGTACTTAATAGTCTTGCAACCGAGAATAGTGTTTGGAAGGAAG

TCATTTTTACCTCTGGGTATGATATGATTGTGCGAATGTGGGACATGGAAGACGGGTTGTATATT
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KUTHTTGCTkGaaTdGTTeUGTGTKIGTTTGGGUTkKHTGGaCTCTG
CTAACTGTTATTCATAGTGCTCATGTAGGTAACACTTATTCTTTGGCTCGAAGCCATACAGAGGA

AGGCTAATGTTTTTAAGGTTGCAACTTGGATGCCTCACTCAGGGCCTGTTTATTCCCTTGCATTT

ACTAAGGACCAACAGACGTTCTCTACGAAAGAATGTTTCAAGGGTTACCGATAAGGACCGTAACA 
ATGTTGAACCACCTCAGAGGATGTTACATGGGTTTGGGCCCAATTTGTTTTCAGTAGATGTTGGT  
GCTGACCGTATTGTATGTGGAGGAGAGGAAGGTGTTGTTAGGATCTGGAACTTCTCAAAGGCGCT

GÏ٦٢Vdk٢VHKVGkGd٢VlGGG٢VGG٢VkGGÏ٢VGk٢Vd٦GC٢Ve٢VG٢V٢VGaGedGlG

KGCKH

SEQ ID NO: 68۶ Populus tremuloides deduced polypeptide
MAFECQKSTEVSKSLAICVEKSNSNTEHLEISKSPLDCYPKKGILSSLSSKQLSCNDVLLNCRRS  
ITDLPPALISEILSCLDPQELGIVSCVSRVLNSLATENSVWKEVYGERWGLPIVPAPLGAGVSNE 
KSWKELFVEREYRSKIFLSRYSIDTLHGHTEAVRTVSLLASAKLIFTSGYDMIVRMWDMEDGLYI 
ASSRPLGCTIRAVAADTKLLVAGGTDGFIQGWRAVEGLKHLFDLKGSEVPNTEFRIWEHEGPITS  
LALDPTRIYSGSWDMTVRIWDRSSLECIKILRHGDWVWSLVPHDTTVASTSGSDVYVWDTNSGTL  
LTVIHSAHVGNTYSLARSHTEDFIFTGGEDGAMHMFEITGPKPEANVFKVATWMPHSGPVYSLAF  
EFPWLVSASSDGRLSLVDVRKLLRTNRRSLRKNVSRVTDKDRNNVEPPQRMLHGFGPNLFSVDVG  
ADRIVCGGEEGVVRIWNFSKALERERTARAMRGIRLENRMRRRRLQIEMSSKGGRTDQCSVAAKK 
NPMHVDKSGVWRNKHGMSGKLKA

SEQ ID NO: 69f Zea mays FBXW nucleic acid sequence spliced fromАС83938.1؛

٢حئ1حح٢غئ٢آذ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ1غ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢آغآآئ٢غحآئ٢غآئ٢ححآئ1ح٢ذ٢آئ1غ٢حئ٦ححآآ11٢ئ٦

AGCTTCGTTGGTCTGCGAGGTCCTTGCACGTCTCGATGCGAAGGACCTTGGAATTGTATCCTGTG
 آ٢آئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ٢غححآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آآئ1ح٢غئ٢ئ1آغ٢غئ٦٢ئ1ححآغحح1٢ذ1غآغآآح٢حآئ٢حئ11ح

حححححآ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ1حغ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ1حححآ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآآئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آحآحححذ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ1ححآغ

GTGGAGGAACTAATGCCTATATTCAGTGTTGGAGGGCCGTTGAAGGCAATGGTCAATTATTTCAC

TTGTCTTGCCCTGGATTCACTGAGGATTTATAGTGGTTCTTGGGACATGACTGTTCGTGTTTGGG

GTTAACAAGCTTAATTTCCAATGCCCATGTTGGTAGCGCATATTCAATTGCTTGGACACACCTGC  
CAGATCTGCTGTTTACTGGTGGAGAGGATGGTGCTATTCGATTGTTCAATGTTTTTGATGTCTGT

TGCTTTTGAGTATCCATGGCTTGTGTCAGCCTCGAGTGATGGCAGGATTGCACTTATTGATTTGA
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AGATAGGATTGTATGTGCCGGTGAGGATGGTTCTGTTAGAGTCTGGAACTTCTCAAAAGCATTGG

TCACAAGCGGAGATGAATACAAATACTAGAAGGCCTGACCAGTGTTCAATAGCCATGAAAAAGAA

CTTAG

SEQ ID NO: !Of Zea mays FBXW deduced polypeptide
MAFDCNKERGVSSPDSCSRICTEGTLVQANPLSHYWKPKRLENFNKLENQKSSYESAPSGSDPKQ
DAEASDEATASLCGFRCFTDLPASLVCEVLARLDAKDLGIVSCVSTLLHALATDHQGWKKLYCER
WGLPDLPTTLNGPLLPGVPLDGKFWKTFFVEREFRSKSFMGRFNLDILRGHNEDVRAVSLLVSAN 
LIFTGGRDSVVRMWKMEEGLLIDTSRALGGTIRAIAADSRLLVSGGTNAYIQCWRAVEGNGQLFH  
ISGSGTDQNAEFRLWGHEGPVTCLALDSLRIYSGSWDMTVRVWDRDQMECVQKFMHADWVWDLAL 
RGNTVASTAGRDAYVWDIRAGELTSLISNAHVGSAYSIAWTHLPDVLFTGGEDGAIRLFNVFDVC  
DDEGDIKPVATWVPHSGPVHSLAFEYPWLVSASSDGRIALIDLRKLLSSKSSSKGLRVKRVDGSA 
IEPPQRMLHGVGCDLFSIAIGADRIVCAGEDGSVRVWNFSKALEIERRAQALRSLRQENRIRRRK 
SQAEMNTNTRRPDQCSIAMKKNQLKGDKSATWHNKRAINEKAKS

SEQ ID NO: llf Vitis vinifera FBXW partial (3' end) nucleic acid 
sequence contig of ESTs CF21O354۶ CF413646Z CF213O82
TGGGGAGCTCCGGTTGTTTCGGGGTTTTCAGATGAGAAATCATGGAGGGAATTGTTTGTGGAGAG

CGGTTCGAGCTGTTTTCCTTTTGGCCTCTGCAAAGCTCATTTTCACTTCTGGGTATGATTCCATT
GTTCGAATGTGGGATATGGAAGAAGGGTTGTCAATTGCGTGTTCACGGCCTCTCGGTTGCACAAT

GGAGAGCTGTAGAGGGGCTCTCTTGCTTGTTTGACCTTGTGGGTTCTCAAAACCTCAGTACTGAG
TTCCGAATTTGGGAACATGAAGGTCCTGTGACTTGTCTTGCTTTGGATATTAAGAGAATTTATAG
TGGCTCATGGGACATGACTGTGCGCATATGGGACCGTTCTTCGTTTAAGGTTGTAAAGGTCTTGA  
GGCACACAGACTGGGTTTGGGGCCTTGTTCCTCGTGATACTACAGTTGCTAGCACTTCTGGCTCA  
GATGTGTATGTTTGGGACGCTGATAGTGGGACTCTCCTGACGATAATCTCTAATGCTCATGTGGG

CAATACATATGTTTGAGGTCGTGAGTGATTGCATGGAAAGGAATGTATTGGAGGTTTCAACGTGG
ATTCCTCATTCTGGTCCTGTTCATTCCCTGGCATTTGAGTTTCCCTGGCTTGTTTCAGCTTCAGC  
TGATGGGAGGATGTCACTGATTGATGTGAGAAAGCTTTTGCAAACTTGCAAGCCTTTCTTAGGGA

AGTCGAACTGATCAATGTTCAGTTGCAGCCAGTAAGAATCCTATTAATGGTGATAGGAGTGGTGT

SEQ ID NO: 72, Vitis vinifera FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
WGAPVVSGFSDEKSWRELFVEREFRSKTFRGRFSIDVLYGRTEAVRAVFLLASAKLIFTSGYDSI 
VRMWDMEEGLSIACSRPLGCTIRAVAADKKLLLAGGSDGFIHCWRAVEGLSCLFDLVGSQNLSTE  
FRIWEHEGPVTCLALDIKRIYSGSWDMTVRIWDRSSFKVVKVLRHTDWVWGLVPRDTTVASTSGS  
DVYVWDADSGTLLTIISNAHVGNAYALARSHTGDFLFTGGEDGAIHMFEVVSDCMERNVLEVSTW 
IPHSGPVHSLAFEFPWLVSASADGRMSLIDVRKLLQTCKPFLGKNVSKVRHRDHKSVEPPQRMLH 
GFGCNLFSVDIGADRIVCGGEKGVVRIWNFSQALEAEQRARALRGIRLETRMRRRRLQIELTSKG  
SRTDQCSVAASKNPINGDRSGVWPNKRGMSGRMKA
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SEQ ID NO: 73ζ Senecio cambrensis FBXW partial (5' end) nucleic 
acid sequence EST DY662683.1
ATGGCATTTGAGTTAAACCCGAGCACATCGAATTCTGAAAAAGATAAACCTCAGGATAATTCATC

AGTGTTGTTTGTTGAAAGGTTATAAAACAATTACCGACCTTCCTCCAGCGATAGTTTCTGAAATA
TTTAACAGCCTTGATCCAAAGGAACTCGGGATAGTTTCCTGTGTGAATACATCTTTATATCGAAT

TTTATGGGACCTTACTCTACTGAAACTCTTTATGGTCATACTGAAGCTGTTCGTACAGTTTTTCT 
TTTACTTTCAAGAAAGATTATAATTACTTCGGGATATGATTCAGTTATTCGAATGTGGGACATGG  
AAGGTGGTTATTCAATTGCTTCGTCCCGTCCTCTTGGTTGTACCATCCGAGCCGTTACAGCAGAT

SEQ ID NO: 74, Senecio cambrensis FBXW partial deduced
polypeptide
MAFELNPSTSNSEKDKPQDNSSENNLLIDSESGKHFAAKLLVDECCLLKGYKTITDLPPAIVSEI 
FNSLDPKELGIVSCVNTSLYRIAFDHHVWKEFYCERWGLPIGVPNTSLEKSWRDLFVEREFRSKT  
FMGPYSTETLYGHTEAVRTVFLLLSRKIIITSGYDSVIRMWDMEGGYSIASSRPLGCTIRAVTAD  
SKLLIAGGSDGFIHGWRAQEEEDIL

SEQ ID NO: 75, Helianthus annuus BXW partial (middle) nucleic 
acid sequence EST DY916708.1
GCGGGCGACGGAGTCCCCGTCTCTTTAAATGCTGAGTGTTCTGATGAGAGATCTTGGAAGGCATT  
ATTTGTGGAACGGGAATTCCGGAGCAAAACATTTCTGGGCCGGTATACAATCGATACGCTTTACG 
GTCATACAGAACCCGTTCGCACTCTTTTTGTTTTGCTCTCGAAAAAGCTTATAATAACTTCCGGT  
TATGACTCGATTATTCGAATGTGGGACGTTGAAGATGGTTATTCAATCGCTTCATCTCGGCCTCT

غآغآآ٢آغئ٢حذ٢ححآئ11٢حآئ1ح1غحح٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢غئ٢غحآآآحآآئ٢آغذ11غحح٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ11ح

TAGGATTTACAGCGGGTCATGGGACATGACCATACGCGTCTGGGATCGTGTCTCGCTCAAGTGCT

TGCCCATGTGGGTAATGCTTATTCTCTAGCTAGAAGTCACACCGGTAATTTCATCTTCACTGGTG  
GTGAAGATGGTGCTATACATATGTTTGAGATTACTAGTAATGGATGTGGTTCAGTTCGCCGGCTA  
GCAACGTGNGGTCCACATACGGGTCCTGTATATTCTCTTTCATTTGAGTTTCCATGGCTAGTTTC  
TG

SEQ ID NO: 76, Helianthus annuus FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
AGDGVPVSLNAECSDERSWKALFVEREFRSKTFLGRYTIDTLYGHTEPVRTLFVLLSKKLIITSG 
YDSIIRMWDVEDGYSIASSRPLGCTIRAVAADSKLLIAGGSDGFIHGWRAEEGHPHLFDIKGPQN  
QNTEFRLWEHQGPITCIGLDSSRIYSGSWDMTIRVWDRVSLKCLTVLMHNDWVWSLVPHDGTVVS 
TSGSDVYIWETNTFSLIDIIKDAHVGNAYSLARSHTGNFIFTGGEDGAIHMFEITSNGCGSVRRL
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ه71٦2ه

SEQ ID NO: 77۶ Euphorbia esula FBXW partial (middle) nucleic acid 
sequence EST DV129599

GAATTTACAGTGGTTCTTGGGACATGACTGTTCGTGTATGGGATCGTTCCACATTGAAGTGCCTT
AAAATCTTGAGGCATAGCGATTGGGTATGGGGCCTTGTTCCGCACGATACCACCGTTGCCACCTC

٢ئ٢ئ٢آحآغئ٢ئ٢ححذ1٢آآغآآآغئ٢آئ٢ئ٦1٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ1حح٢غئ٢غئ٢حححئ1آآآآغ٢آئ٢آئ٦٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ1غح

GATCGCAACTTGGATTCCACACTCGGGTCCCGTCTACTCCCTCTCGTTTGAATTTCCGTGGCTTG
TTTCGGCTTCTAGTGATGGGAAACTCTCGCTTATAGATGTTCGAAAGCTACTTCGAACAAGTAGG

ΎΎΎβΎββκαββΆ

SEQ ID NO: 78ζ Euphorbia esula FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
GWKAVEGLPHLFNLKGSSENLPNDEFRLWEHEGPITSLALDRTRIYSGSWDMTVRVWDRSTLKCL
KILRHSDWVWGLVPHDTTVATSSGSDVYIWDTQTGTLIADINNAHVGNIYSLARSHTGDFLFTGG  
EDGAIHMFEIIGNNGSKPKVYKIATWIPHSGPVYSLSFEFPWLVSASSDGKLSLIDVRKLLRTSR 
RSMGKKNLGRVSKMDSNNVEPPQRMLHGFGPNLFSVDIGADRIVCG

SEQ ID NO: 79, Lycopersicon esculentum FBXW partial (middle) 
nucleic acid sequence EST ΒΙ931509
ATCGTCTTGCTTCGGAGCACCATGTGTGGAAGGAGTTCTATTGTGAAAGGTGGGGGCAGCCAATA

CTGTTAGGACTGTTTCTGTTTTATCTTCAAAGAAACTTCTGTTTACTTCAGGGTATGATCAGATA

TTCAGAGTTTGGGAACATGAAGGACCAATAACATGTCTGGCATTGGATTTGAATAAGATGTACAG
TGGTTCTTGGGACATGAGTATTCGTGTTTGGGATCGTTCTTCTTTGAAATGTCTGAAAGTTCTAA

حآ٢حغئ1آ٢غذ٢ححآآآحححآئ1٢ئ٢ئ٦حآ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٦غآغح٢ئ1٢ئ1آ1٢حئ1٢حآححئ٢ئ1ح٢آئ٢غئ
GATCTTTATGTCTGGGAACACTATATTGGGTCAGAACTTGCCACCATCACCAATGGTCATGCT

SEQ ID NO: 80, Lycopersicon esculentum FBXW partial deduced 
polypeptide
RLASEHHVWKEFYCERWGQPILLAPLGAEHADEKSWKELFVEREFRSKTFMGRYSIDTLYGHTEA
VRTVSVLSSKKLLFTSGYDQIVRMWDLEEGLSIASSRPLGCTIRAVAADSRLLVAGGTDGFIHGW
RAEDGNPHLFDLRSPQNQNMEFRVWEHEGPITCLALDLNKMYSGSWDMSIRVWDRSSLKCLKVLM 
HNDWVWSLAPHDTTVASAAGSDLYVWEHYIGSELATITNGH

SEQ ID NO: 81, Aquilegia formosa X Aquilegia pubescens FBXW 
partial (3' end) nucleic acid sequence DT753991.1
GTCCCTCGAGACTCTACTATTGCTAGTACTGCCGGGGTGGATATGTATGTTTGGGACATTGATAG
TGGGGAATTGCTTGCTGTAATTCAAAAGGCTCATGTTGGCAACACTCTCTCTTTGGCCCGAAGTC
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TGAGTTCCCTTGGCTTGTGTCAGCCTCTAGCGACGGAAAGCTCTCATTGATTGACATTAGACGGT

TTCTGATCGGATTGTATGTGGTGGTCAGGAAGGTGTAGTTAGAATTTGGAACTTTTCACAAGCTA
TGGkGk٢V٢VGkGeG٢VkGGG٢V٢VdGŒ٢V٢VlGGGGa٢VGkGk٢V٢VkGHeeGHGkGGeGGeGG

غ1حححة1آغ1غ٢آغذ٢ذ1٢ذ1٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢آذ٢آغذ٢غذ٢آذ٢آآذ٢ذ1آآ٢ذ٢ذ1٢آذ1٢ذ1
GlCdk٢V٢Vl٢VGGKkGGGeaGGek٢VGG٢VkGGeGkGGkGeGkG ٢VGGHe٢VGlGGee٦ 
KG

SEQ ID NO: 82, Aquilegia formosa X Aquilegia pubescens FBXW 
partial deduced polypeptide
VPRDSTIASTAGVDMYVWDIDSGELLAVIQKAHVGNTLSLARSHTGNLIFTGGDDGTISMFELLD
DSTLLHVATWSPHTGAVHSLAFEFPWLVSASSDGKLSLIDIRRLLKSSQRSVSRDLKRVNCPVSL
TVEAPQRMLHGFGSNLFSVGIGSDRIVCGGEEGVVRIWNFSQAMEIERRVQALRGMRLENRMRRR
KAQIEMNSKGGRSDQCSVAAKKNQINGDRAWHGRRGASGKLKA

SEQ ID NO: 83, Gossypium hirsutum FBXW partial (3' end) nucleic 
acid sequence EST DT466472
GGCCGCTTCGACCGGAGTTGCACTGGAGACTTCCTTTTTACTGGTGGAGAAGATGGAGCGATACA
CATGTTTGAGATTATAAGTGGGTCTGACGAATCTAGTGTCGTGCAGGTTGCAACATGGATTCCTC
ACTCAGGTGCTGTTTACTCACTTGCATTTGAGTTTCCCTGGCTTGTTTCAGCTTCCAGTGATGGT
AAACTTGCACTAATTGATGTTCGGAAGTTGTTGAGGGCCGGTAAGCGCACCTTGGGGAAAAGGGT

GGTGCAATTTGTTCTCAGTCGGTATTGGTGCAGATCGAATTGTCTCTGGGGGTGAAGAAGGTGTT

AGTAAACGTAGCATAAGCTCCAAGGTGAAGACATAA

SEQ ID NO: 84, Gossypium hirsutum FBXW partial deduced
polypeptide
GRFDRSCTGDFLFTGGEDGAIHMFEIISGSDESSVVQVATWIPHSGAVYSLAFEFPWLVSASSDG
KLALIDVRKLLRAGKRTLGKRVSRDNDIDQRNIEPPQRMLHGFGCNLFSVGIGADRIVCGGEEGV
VRIWNFSEALEIEQRARALRGIRLENRMRRRRLQIEMNNKGGRTDQCSVAAKKKTVNGDRNSVWH
SBSlSSiH

SEQ ID NO: 85, Sorghum bicolor FBXW partial (middle) nucleic acid 
sequence CF77O159
GATACATCCCGTGCACTTGGTGGCACCATCCGGGCGATTGCAGCTGACTCTAGGCTTTTAGTGAG

AGTCTTGCCTTGGATTCACTGAGGATTTATAGTGGTTCTTGGGACATGACTGTTCGTGTTTGGGA
CAGAGCCCAGATGGATTGCGTGCAAAAGTTCATGCATGCAGACTGGGTGTGGTCTCTTGCTCTGC

TTAACAAGCTTAGTTTCCAATGCCCATGTTGGTAATGCATATTCATTGGCTTGGACACACCTGGC
GGATGTGCTGTTTACTGGTGGAGAGGATGGCGCTATTCGCTTGTTCAATGTTTCTCATGTCTCTG
ATGATCAGGAGGACATTAAACCAGTCGCAACTTGGGTGCCACATTCAGGTCCTGTTCATTCTCTT
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69/124

SEQ ID NO: 86, Sorghum bicolor FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
DTSRALGGTIRAIAADSRLLVSGGTNAYIQCWRAVEGNDHLFHISGSGTDQNAEFRLWGHEGPVT  
SLALDSLRIYSGSWDMTVRVWDRAQMDCVQKFMHADWVWSLALRGNTVASTAGRDAYVWDIRDGE 
LTSLVSNAHVGNAYSLAWTHLADVLFTGGEDGAIRLFNVSDVSDDEEDIKPVATWVPHSGPVHSL  
AFEYPWLVSASSDGR

SEQ ID NO: 87, Ipomea nil FBXW partial (3' end) nucleic acid 
sequence EST BJ574759

٢ةذ٢ذ1٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢غآغحئ٢غئ٢آغئ٢ذ٦آآ٢غذ٢ذ٢آآذ٢ذ٦111٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ذ٢آآآذ٢آغئ٢آذ1غ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٦
TGCAACATGGATTCCTCACTCGGGCCCTGTTTATTCTCTTGCATTTGAATTCCCCTGGCTTGTTT 
CCGCTTCAAGCGATGGAAAACTGGCACTTATCGATGTGAGGAAGTTATTGAAGACAAGTAGGTAT

SEQ ID NO: 88, Ipomea nil FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
GEDGAIHMFEVVKNARFHVKKVATWIPHSGPVYSLAFEFPWLVSASSDGKLALIDVRKLLKTSRY
SATGSRPCKVDNLDHTSVEPPQRMLHGFGSNLFAVDVGLDRIVCGGEEGAVRIWNFSQALEIEQR
VRALRGLRLENRMRRRKLQSNMNSKGTRSDQCSVAAKKNQINGDRNSWQNKRRVSGKLKA

SEQ ID NO: 89, Solanum tuberosum partial (3' end) nucleic acid 
sequence EST CX161187

CGCATGTTCGAGATCATTAGAAATGATAAAGCTTCATCTCAGGCGTGTGGCGACATGGATTCCTC  
ACTCGGGTGCTGTTTATTCTCTTGCATTTGAGTTCCCTTGGCTTGTTTCAGCTTCCAGTGATGGA

GCAATCTGTTTGCTGTGGATATTGGTCTTGATCGTATCGTATGTGCTGGAGAAGAAGGCATTGTT

CG٢VkGGG٢VGÏ٢VGGGlGe٢VGlGGee٢VkG

SEQ ID NO: 90, Solanum tuberosum FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
FSLARIHTGKLLIPLKGKMELYACSRSLEMIKLHLRRVATWIPHSGAVYSLAFEFPWLVSASSDG
KLSLIDVRKLLRTNRSYVMEKPSKVDNRAKNVEPPQRMLHGFGSNLFAVDIGLDRIVCAGEEGIV
RIWNFSEALEVEQRVRALRGLRLENRMRRRKLQSEMTGKGSRADQCSVAAKKNQLNGDRNSWRNK  
RRVTGKLKA

SEQ ID NO: 91, Zamia fischeri FBXW partial (middle) nucleic acid 
sequence EST DY032229.1
GGCAGACATTCTCAATCGCCTCAATGCAAGAGAACTCAGCATAGTTTCATGTGTATGTACCCTCT
TTCGAAGGATTTCTTCAGATAGCCATGGATGGAAGGAGTTCTACTGTGAGAGATGGGGGCTTCCT
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ACAGTACTCAGAATGTGGAACATGGAGGAAGGTCTCTTGATCGCTTGTTCCCGGCCTCTTGGTTG

GCTGTTGGCAAGCAATTTCTGAGCTTCCTAACTTATTTGACATTTCGGGGGTTTCAGGGCAGAAC
ACTGAATCTTGCCTTCGTGGACATGTTGGACCCATAACTTGCCTTGGCCTAGATTCGTTGAAAAT
TTACAGTGGCTCTTGGGACATGAGCATTCGGGTATGGGATAGGGTTA

SEQ ID NO: 92۶ Zamia fischeri FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
ADILNRLNARELSIVSCVCTLFRRISSDSHGWKEFYCERWGLPAPSKISASSAPGPEKSWRELYL  
ERDARSKAELGRFNVDMLHGHTAALRSVCLLPSANLIFTAGYDTVLRMWNMEEGLLIACSRPLGC  
TLRAIAADMDMLVVAGTDPFVRCWQAISELPNLFDISGVSGQNTESCLRGHVGPITCLGLDSLKI 
YSGSWDMSIRVWDRV

SEQ ID NO: 93f Persea americana FBXW partial (3'end) nucleic acid 
sequence EST CK756534.1
GCGACATGGCTTCCTCACACGGGCTCTGTTAATTCTCTAGCATTTGAGTTCCCATGGCTTGTGTC
ATCTTCCAGTGATGGACGACTTGCTCTGATTGATGTGAGAAAGCTCTTAAGGTCAAGCCGACGTA

ATGTTCCATGGGTATCGGTGCAATTTGTTTTCTGTCGATATTGGCGCGGATAGGATTGTTTGTGG
TGGAGAGGAGGGTGTTGTGCGTATCTGGAACTTCTCTAAGGCACTTGAGATTGAGCAGAGGATTC

1آ1ة1ةحآ1ةةآح1حآغ1٦ة00حةآآة1٢ذ٢ذ11٢ذ٢ث1آ٢غذ٢آغذ٢حذ٢آذ٢ذ٢آذ٢غآغذ٢ث

SEQ ID NO: 94, Persea mericana FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
ATWLPHTGSVNSLAFEFPWLVSSSSDGRLALIDVRKLLRSSRRTSSRHHVKAKRSAPVNVEPPQR 
MLHGYGCNLFSVDIGADRIVCGGEEGVVRIWNFSKALEIEQRIRALKGIRLENRMRRRKIQLEMS  
SKNRPGDQCSVAAKRNQMPGDRNRVWRGRRNMSEKPKA

SEQ ID NO: 95, Glycine max FBXW partial (3' end) nucleic acid 
sequence EST CD418593
gtÍgctgcttggattcctcactctgcccctgtgtattccctggcctttgagtttccatggcttgt

AGCCATAAAAGTGGTCGGAGTGATCAGTGTTCAGTTGCAGCCCAGAAAAATTCTGTCACTTGTAT

SEQ ID NO: 96, Glycine max FBXW partial deduced polypeptide
VAAWIPHSAPVYSLAFEFPWLVSASSDGQLALIDVRKLLRISXRALGKRVSKVKHLGGDIVEPPQ
RMLHGFKSHLFSVDIGAERIVSGGEEGVVRIWNFTEALEIERRARALRGIRLEHRMRRRKLQTEL  
SHKSGRSDQCSVAAQKNSVTCIWPTKRGMSGKLKA

SEQ ID NO: 97, Motif 1
احإلل?/٦ J/L١٦

Where X is any amino acid
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SEQ ID NO: 98ζ Motif 2
SL(A/S)FE(F/Y)PWLVS(A/S)s(S/A/G)DG

SEQ ID NO: 99, Motif 3
I(Y/F)SGSWD(M/T) (T/S) (V/I)R(V/I)WDR

SEQ ID NO: 100, Motif 4
FTGG(E/D)DG

SEQ ID NO: 101, Motif 5
E(P/A)PQRMLHG

SEQ ID NO: 102, Conserved region 1
SQWMPHTSPVYSLSFEFPWLVSASGDGKLALIDVRKLL

SEQ ID NO: 103, Conserved region 2
VEPPQRMLHGFGSNLFSVDVGYDRIVCGGEEGTVRIWNFTQALEIERRTRALKGMRHENRMRRRR

SEQ ID NO: 104, Oryza sativa G0S2 promoter
Atccaagccaagaagagggagagcaccaaggacacgcgactagcagaagccgagcgaccgccttc  
ttcgatccatatcttccggtcgagttcttggtcgatctcttccctcctccacctcctcctcacag  
ggtatgtgcccttcggttgttcttggatttattgttctaggttgtgtagtacgggcgttgatgtt 
aggaaaggggatctgtatctgtgatgattcctgttcttggatttgggatagaggggttcttgatg  
ttgcatgttatcggttcggtttgattagtagtatggttttcaatcgtctggagagctctatggaa  
atgaaatggtttagggtacggaatcttgcgattttgtgagtaccttttgtttgaggtaaaatcag  
agcaccggtgattttgcttggtgtaataaaagtacggttgtttggtcctcgattctggtagtgat 
gcttctcgatttgacgaagctatcctttgtttattccctattgaacaaaaataatccaactttga  
agacggtcccgttgatgagattgaatgattgattcttaagcctgtccaaaatttcgcagctggct 
tgtttagatacagtagtccccatcacgaaattcatggaaacagttataatcctcaggaacagggg  
attccctgttcttccgatttgctttagtcccagaattttttttcccaaatatcttaaaaagtcac  
tttctggttcagttcaatgaattgattgctacaaataatgcttttatagcgttatcctagctgta  
gttcagttaataggtaatacccctatagtttagtcaggagaagaacttatccgatttctgatctc  
catttttaattatatgaaatgaactgtagcataagcagtattcatttggattattttttttatta  
gctctcaccccttcattattctgagctgaaagtctggcatgaactgtcctcaattttgttttcaa  
attcacatcgattatctatgcattatcctcttgtatctacctgtagaagtttctttttggttatt 
ccttgactgcttgattacagaaagaaatttatgaagctgtaatcgggatagttatactgcttgtt 
cttatgattcatttcctttgtgcagttcttggtgtagcttgccactttcaccagcaaagttc

SEQ ID NO: 105, prm6999
GGGGACAAGTTTGTAckAAAAAGCAGGCTTAAACAATGAATCGTTTTTCTCGTTT

SEQ ID NO: 106, prm7000
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTATCCAATCTTATCGCTTAGG

SEQ ID NO: 107, Brassica rapa FBXW full length nucleic acid 
sequence AC189583
ATGGAATTAGAGTGCCAAGAGAGAGCTGAAGTTGCGATTGTTGGCGAAGGTTTATCCAATCAAGG
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HGTdCTTTGGTGGTGeeaGGGUGGKYTTGTCTHKHTeKieGKIHaTT 
ATCGATTTGCCTCAGGCTTTGATATCCGAGATTCTTAACTGCCTTGACCCAAAAGAGTTGGGCCT  
TGTGTCCTGTGTTTCGACTTGTCTGCATAGGTTAGCTTCGGAGCATCACGCGTGGAAAGGCTTCT

TTATGGTCACACTGAAGCAGTTCGCACTGTGTTTCTTTTAGCTTCTGCTAAGCTCATTTTCACTT 
CTGGATATGACTGCGTTGTTCGGATGTGGGGAATGGAAGAAGGCTTGTCTATTGCAGCGTCTAAA

ATGACGAGTATCTTTAGCGGTTCGTCGGACATGTCTGTTCGTATATGGGATAGATCTTCATTCAA

 ٢حآحآحئ٢آئ٢ذ٢آآححآئ٢غآحآحآغححئ٢آآغحغحححآآآغئ1٢ئ1غحآ٢غذ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ11ح٢حآغآآغحئ
٢حآغحآغئ٢آئ٢حآغئ1آحح1٢غئ٢آئ٦غ٢آئ٢آئ٢ححآآئ1ح1ح٢ئ٢غحغئ٢آغححححآذ٦آ٢حغآآآحآآئ

TGG٢VGGGGlGk٢VGGkGGGk٢VeH٢VG٢V٢V٢VGkGk٢VdHda٢Vl٢VGKlGeG٢Vee
TGCTCATATCTCAATCGATGCCTCACACTGGTCCCGTCTACTCTCTTTCTTTCGAGTTCCCCTGG  
CTTGTATCAGCATCTGGTGACGGTAAACTCGCTCTTATCGACGTTAGGAAGTTGTTGAAGACTAA

٢ئ٢حآححآحئ٢ذ٢غآآئ٢حئ٢ئ1ح1آحح٦آ٢آآئ٢حئ11ححآحآآ1٢حئ٢ئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ111حآ٢حآئ٢غئ٢حئ
ββΎΎαβΎΎ^ΚαβΎΎ^Ύ^ΎβΊββϊβΎβββαβΎβϊ^βΎΚΎΙΎΎΎβΎββΚββΎβΙβΙ 
GGCG٢VkG٢V٢VeGGk٢VKVGGie٢V٢VddGeG٢V٦GGkGk٢V٢VGHGHe٢VeGkGe٢Ve٢VGl 
KGGl٢VGkae٢V٢VGHdGk٢VGkGGeGlGGkGGk٢VGdk٦GGkGk٢VGHGeGkH٢VG 
GAAGGCCTGACCAATGCTCGATTGCTGCTCATAAGAACCCTGTTAATGGAGATAGGAATCGAGCG  
TGGCATACAAAACGAAGAGCAAGTGGCAAGGCGAAGGCCTAA

SEQ ID NO: 108ζ Brassica rapa FBXW full length polypeptide 
sequence
MELECQERAEVAIVGEGLSNQGAELRIGDGSVEVPCVKLCYQQKKSTLVVPRDKDLSTNTHRYTI 
IDLPQALISEILNCLDPKELGLVSCVSTCLHRLASEHHAWKGFYCERWGLPVVLGGKTSEERSWK 
ELFIEREFRSKTFLGRHSIDTLYGHTEAVRTVFLLASAKLIFTSGYDCVVRMWGMEEGLSIAASK  
PLGCTIRAVAADTKLLVAGGTDGFIHCWKAVDGLRDLFDLTGFQKEKTEFRLWEHEGPITSLALD  
MTSIFSGSWDMSVRIWDRSSFKCIKTLRHSDWVWGLAPHETSIACAAGSDVYIWDISSETPEAII 
HDAHEGNTYSLARSHSGDFLFTGGEDGGIKMFEIRKHGNETSVLLISQWMPHTGPVYSLSFEFPW  
LVSASGDGKLALIDVRKLLKTNRRGLPKRVSSRIVEPPQRMLHGFGSNLFSVDVGCDRIVCGGEE  
GVVRIWNFTQALEIERRARALKGMRLENRMRRRRMQMEMNAKSGRPDQCSIAAHKNPVNGDRNRA  
WHTKRRASGKAKA

SEQ ID NO: 109, Sorghum bicolor FBXW full length nucleic acid sequence contig of ΒΙ075893 CW484775 CF77O159 CF7؟O238
ATGGCCTTTGACTGCAACAAGGAAAGAGGAGATTCTTCGCCTGATAATTGCTCCCGCATTTGCAC

حآ1غآحح٢آذ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ1غ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢آغآآئ٢غحآئ٢غآئ٢ححآئ1ح٢ذ٢آئ1ححح٦حآآ1ح1٢حئ
TCAACAAATTGGAGAACCAGAAGTCCAGTCATGGATCTGTTCCGAGAGACGATAATCCAGAACAA

GGCTGCTTTGGTCTGCGAGGTCCTTGCACGCCTCGATGCAAAGGACCTTGGAATTGTATCCTGTG

حححححآ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ1حغ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ1حححآ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآآحآآئ٢ئ٢حآححآذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ1ححآغ

ATGTGGATATTCTCCGTGGCCACAATGAGGATGTTCGAGCCGTCTTCCTTTTGGTATCAGCAAAT
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ΎΎΎΎΚβΎβΚβΎββΚββΚΪΎ1ΎβαΎΚΎΚΎΎ٢/ΚβΎβΎΎββΚβββ٢/ΎβΎΎβ1ββ٢/1ΎβΚΎ٢/ί ΎΎΝΥΎΎ^ΪΝΥ^Ύ^ΎββΙβΎββΎΪΎβϊ^ϋΎβ^ββΚβΎΎΊ^α^Ύ^Ύβββββ^ΆΎβίββ  
TCCTGTGACTAGTCTTGCCTTGGATTCACTGAGGATTTATAGTGGTTCTTGGGACATGACTGTTC  G٢YG٢Y٢y٢YGG٢٦ÏH٢٦٢٦dK٢YGGKY٢YG٢٦G٢YG٢٦HG٢Y٢Y٢٦K٢YGeK٢yG٢٦K٢YGGG٢YG٢YGG٢Y٢٦٦ 
CTTGCTCTGCGTGGAAATACTGTTGCCAGTACTGCTGGTAGAGATGCATATGTATGGGATATCAG  
GGACGGCGAGTTAACAAGCTTAGTTTCCAATGCCCATGTTGGTAATGCATATTCATTGGCTTGGA

Gk٢VG٢Ve٢Ve٢VGk٢VGk٢VGkGGkGGÏKV٢VKd٦GGde٢V٢VGGG٢VGedk٢V٦dG٢Vee٢VG٦
آ٢آآغئ٢آئ٢حآآئ٢آغآاحآآآآئ٢ئ٢ححآغئ٢حآحآآئ٦٢ائ٢ئ٢آئ٢آاحئ٢ححآغذ٢ححآغحآاحائ٢غئ
حآآغحح٢غئ٢حآآآغحآآغآآذ1ح1ح٢آآئ٢غحآئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ11غح٦٢آغئ٢ئ11آحح٢حآئ٢آحآحئ٦

Κϋ^ΎΎΎβΚΎβ^ΙβΎβ^^ΚΎϋ^^Ύ^^ϊϋβΚΎβ^ΎΊ^ΚΎββ^βΎΎββΚΎβΎβΚΎ^Ί 
CTTCTCCATCGCCATTGGTGCAGATAGGATTGTATGTGCAGGTGAGGATGGTTCTCTTAGAGTCT  
GGia٦e٢VeHGd٢VGGkGk٦٢VGHGkGGGedGe٢VaiGGkG٢V٢V٦GkGGdGkG 
ieCGCk٢VGkGGeGGkGGlGGedG٢VHk٦Gl٢VGdk٦GG٢VHGGee٢VGÏd٢VG 
CTCAATAGCCATGAAAAAGAACCAACTGAAGGCTGATAAGAGTGCCACTTGGCACAACAAGCGTG  
CCGTTAATGAGAAGGCCAAGTCTTAG

SEQ ID NO: lioz Sorghum bicolor FBXW full length polypeptide 
sequence
MAFDCNKERGDSSPDNCSRICTEGTLVQANPLSHYWKPKGLKSLNKLENQKSSHGSVPRDDNPEQ  
EAEASDEASASTCGIRCFTDLPAALVCEVLARLDAKDLGIVSCVSTLLHALATDHQGWKKLYCER 
WGLPDLPDALNGPLLPGAPLDGKSWKTFFVEREFRSKSFMGRFNVDILRGHNEDVRAVFLLVSAN 
LIFTGVTGGRDSVVR^KMEEGLLIDTSRALGGTIRAIAADSRLLVSGGTNAYIQCWRAVEGNDH  
LFHISGSGTDQNAEFRLWGHEGPVTSLALDSLRIYSGSWDMTVRVWDRAQMDCVQKFMHADWVWS 
LALRGNTVASTAGRDAYVWDIRDGELTSLVSNAHVGNAYSLAWTHLADVLFTGGEDGAIRLFNVS 
DVSDDEEDIKPVATWVPHSGPVHSLAFEYPWLVSASSDGRSDGRIALIDLRKLLTPKRSSKGLRV 
KSFDASAIEPPQRMLHGVGCDLFSIAIGADRIVCAGEDGSVRVWNFSEALEIERRAQALRSLRQE  
NRMRRRKAQVEMNANGRRPDQCSIAMKKNQLKADKSATWHNKRAVNEKAKS

SEQ ID NO: 111, Vitis vinifera FBXW full length nucleic acid 
sequence ΑΜ440865
ATGGCATTTGAATGCCAAGAGAGTATAGAGGTTTGTTTGGTGAAAAATTCAATAGATTCTGATGA 
ACAACAGGSTGGATTGAGTGATTTTAATTCCAATTTTAATCATATCACTTCAATTTTTGATGCCA

CTCGGGAAATTCCCAATCGGAAATTGAAATCGGAATCCAAAAACCTTCAACTTCAAACCCCAAAG  
TTAACGACACTTCAGGACATTATCGTAGGTTGATAACTGATCTTCCGTCCGCGTTGATATCGGAA  
ATTCTTAATTGCCTTGACCCGAAAGAGCTTGGTGTGGTTTCGTGTGTCTCAACTGTTCTCAATAG

TTTAGGGGACGATTTAGCATTGATGTTCTGTATGGTCACACTGAGGCGGTTCGAGCTGTTTTCCT 
TTTGGCCTCTGCAAAGCTCATTTTCACTTCTGGGTATGATTCCATTGTTCGAATGTGGGATATGG

AAGAAACTGTTGCTTCCGGGGGGTAGTGATGGGTTTATTCATTGTTGGAGAGCTGTAGAGGGGCT

AAGGTCCTGTGACTTCTCTTGCTTTGGATATTAAGAGAATTTATAGTGGCTCATGGGACATGACT
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CTGATAGTGGGACTCTGCTGACGATAATCTCTAATGCTCATGTGGGTAATGCTTATGCTTTGGCA

CGTGAGTGATTGCATCGAAAGGAATGTATTGGAGGTTTCAACGTGGATTCCTCATTCTGGTCCTG  
TTCATTCCCTGGCATTTGAGTTTCCCTGGCTTGTTTCAGCTTCAGCTGATGGGAGGATGTCACTG  
ATTGATGTGAGAAAGCTTTTGCAAACTTGCAAGCCTTCCTTAGGGAAGAATGTTTCCAAGGTTAG

1٢آآئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ1ح٢آآآئ11ح٢ئ11٢ئ11ححح٢ئ٢حآحئ٢آآآئ1٢ذ1ح1آححغآ٢آئ111
^ΚββΚνβΚα^ββ^βΎΚββ^ΎΎ^ΚΙΎϋ^ΎβϊΎΚβΎΙβββΎΚβΎ^βΚΪΊβΚΎ^ΙΎβΎΊ

K٢VGkG٢VGGdGk٢VGHek٢VkG

SEQ ID NO: 112, Vitis vinifera FBXW full length polypeptide 
sequence
MAFECQESIEVCLVKNSIDSDEQQXGLSDFNSNFNHITSIFDAKSQLETETAHRESGVVCLLKNS  
IEERAGLTQFSPDSDHNTLIXDSGNSQSEIEIGIQKPSTSNPKVNDTSGHYRRLITDLPSALISE 
ILNCLDPKELGVVSCVSTVLNRLASEHSVWKDFYCERWGAPVVSGFSDEKSWRELFVEREFRSKT 
FRGRFSIDVLYGHTEAVRAVFLLASAKLIFTSGYDSIVRMWDMEEGLSIACSRPLGCTIRAVAAD  
KKLLLAGGSDGFIHCWRAVEGLSCLFDLVGSQNLSTEFRIWEHEGPVTCLALDIKRIYSGSWDMT  
VRIWDRSSFKVVKVLRHTDWVWGLVPRDTTVASTSGSDVYVWDADSGTLLTIISNAHVGNAYALA 
RSHTGDFLFTGGEDGAIHMFEVVSDCMERNVLEVSTWIPHSGPVHSLAFEFPWLVSASADGRMSL  
IDVRKLLQTCKPSLGKNVSKVRHRDHKSVEPPQRMLHGFGCNLFSVDIGADRIVCGGEEGVVRIW 
NFSQALEAEQRARALRGIRLENRMRRRRLQIELTSKGSRTDQCSVAASKNPINGDRSGVWHNKRG 
MSGRMKA

SEQ ID NO: 113, Zea mays - entry clone

T٢V٢VGKVlKGGGl٢Vd٢VGGlGGieGGGGdGGGdeG٢VdGe٢V٢VadGkd

C٢VGdGlG٢V٢VdGGkG٢V٢VGG٢V٦GkGGkGk٢V٢VGe٢VGkG٢Vd٦٢VHHeGkGGdGG 
lGG٢VdGk٢VGGe٢Ve٢V٢VedGGŒGGk٢V٢VGe٢VGGHGe٢Vd٢VG٢VGkGeGkGGGdk٢Ve٦ 
GkGGH٢vGGdG٢veGGkG٢ved٢vGk٢v٢ve٢vGGen٢vGkeeGKeneeGk٢vGde 
CCCAGCCGAGTAGTTGGTGTGGTTGCACTACCCAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTTGGCATTATAAGAA  
AGCATTGCTTATCAATTTGTTGCAACGAAC

SEQ ID NO: 114, Zea mays — translation 1
MADKEPVVERSEASEEEDASAA^AGEEEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVLVTTGEEDEDVLLDMKAKLYR 
FDKDGNQWKERGTGTVKLLKNKETGKVRLVMRQAKTLKICANHLVAPTTRMQEHAGSDKSCVWHA 
SDFADGELKEEMFAIRFGSVENCKKFKELVEEIAESLTENEDKEGQDGSSTAGLLEKLTVSEGKS 
EESGKSESTDSGKVTETKADAAPAE
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SEQ ID NO: 115, Zea mays - translation 2
MADKEPVVERPEAGEEEEDASAAAAAGEEEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDVLLDMKAKLL
PIRQRRMRQAKTLKICANHLVASTTKMQEHAGSDKSCVWHAADFADGELKEEMFAIRFGSVENCK
KFKELVEEIAESLTKNEGKEGEDGGSTAGLLAKLTVSEGKSEGSGKSESTDSGKVTETKADTAPA 
E

SEQ ID NO: 116, Arabidopsis thaliana — entry clone
آغ٢ذ٢حئ1٢آآآئ٢حغآذ111٢ةذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ1آ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ٢غآآكئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ئ٢غذ٢حذ٢ئ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ٢ئ٢آذ٢غذ

TAAGTTTTTGAAACATAGAGTTTCTGGGAAGATTCGTCTCGTTATGAGGCAATCGAAAACTTTGA

TCTTGTGTATGGCACGCTCGTGATTTCTCCGATGGTGAATTGAAGGATGAGCTCTTCTGTATCCG
GTTTGCTTCAGTTGAGAATTGCAAAGCATTTATGCAAAAGTTCAAGGAAGTAGCTGAATCTGAAG

GAGAAGGAAAGTGAGAAGAAACCAGTGGAGAAGGCAGAGGAAAACAAAAAGAGTGAAGCTGTTGA
111ح11٢ئ11ح1آ٢آحآئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1٢آئ٦1حآغح٢غئ٢حئ٢ئ1٢آآآئ٢آئ٦غآح٢ئ11آ٦

GGCATTATAA

SEQ ID NO: 117, Arabidopsis thaliana — translation 1
MPTLYKKAGFTMASISNEPERENRDEEETGANEDEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDTILDL
KSKLYRFDKDGSQWKERGAGTVKFLKHRVSGKIRLVMRQSKTLKICANHLVGSGMSVQEHAGNDK
SCVWHARDFSDGELKDELFCIRFASVENCKAFMQKFKEVAESEEEKEESKDASDTAGLLEKLTVE 
EKESEKKPVEKAEENKKSEAVEEKKTEESVPSA

SEQ ID NO: 118, Arabidopsis thaliana - translation 2
MASISNEPKRENRDEEETGANEDEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDTILDLKSKLYRFDKDG
SQWKERGAGTVKFLKHRVSGKIRLVMRQSKTLKICANHLVGSGMSVQEHAGNDKSCVWHARDFSD 
GELKDELFCIRFASVENCKAFMQKFKEVAESEEEKEESKDASDTAGLLEKLTVEEKESEKKPVEK  
AEENKKSEAVEEKKTEESVPSA

SEQ ID NO: 119, ΝΜ_100588·2| Arabidopsis thaliana SIRANBP; Ran
GT^ase binding AT1G07140 (SIRANBP)
GCGAAACCCCCAAATTCTCTTCTCTCTATCTCTCTCGCGTACGCCGCACCGTAGCGACCAATTGA

kŒkŒTTGCCGTdTÏCŒCGkŒkUGlGKIGCCGTCaTGNYCTaiTCGlGCTT

GCATAAGAACACTGGGAAGATTCGTCTCGTTATGAGGCAATCTAAAACTTTGAAGATCTGTGCTA

CACGCTCGTGACTTTCCTGATGGTGAACTCAAGGATGAGCTTTTCTGTATCCGATTTGCTTCTAT
TGAGAATTGCAAAACATTTATGCAAAAGTTCAAGGAAGTTGCTGAGTCTGAAGAAGAGAAAGAAG

GAGGAGAAAACCGAAGCGAAAGCTGTGGAGACGGCAAAGACTGAAGTGAAAGCAGAAGAAAAGAA
AGAGAGCGAGGCAGAGAAATCTGGTCAAGCAAAGAAAACAGAAGAAAGTGGTCCCTCAACATAAG

CATGAGTCTACCATTCTCTTGGCACTATCTATCTATACATGTTTTGTCGAGTCATATCAAGTGGT
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TGGGGGATCGCTTGGGGTCGGGTTTTACTGAATGCTGAGTCGTTATGGGTCTAATAGTTTTTGAG  
TCTAAAGTGTCGGGTGATATGAGAGATTTGGGTGAAATATTTTTTCATGTTGGTTATCTGAAAGA  
GTACATTGGTTTCATTGTTTTAAGTTTTCTCATGGATCCTTTTTGGATGGTCTTATTTTGAGGAT  
ACAAATGTGTTTGTCCATGGACAAGAATCAGAAGTCTCCATTTTTTTTTTTTCAAAATTTAATGC  
ATGTGATTTTTTAATCTTAAGGTAATTGCCAATTGTTTGACAAAAAAAAGGTAATTGCCAATCTA 
CTTTGCTCTCTTGTGTTAGTCGATGCTAGTCTTGACCCTGATAAAGATCCAAAATGTATATTAAC  
AGTATTCATAAAATTCTTCAGTTATAACGAACTGTTCACGGAAAAAAAATGACATTGTACTATAC

SEQ ID NO: 120۶ Atlg071^|F10K1.15 (ORF 93-779)
MATNEPEHEHRDEEEAGAN^DEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDAVLDLKSKLYRFDKDANQ
WKERGAGTVKFLKHKNTGKIRLVMRQSKTLKICANHFVKSGMSVQEHVGNEKSCVWHARDFADGE  
LKDELFCIRFASIENCKTFMQKFKEVAESEEEKEESKDAADTAGLLEKLTVEETKTEEKTEAKAV  
ETAKTEVKAEEKKESEAEKSGEAKKTEESGPST

SEQ ID NO: 121, gi|9O568O19|gb|BTO24924.1| Arabidopsis thaliana
At5g58590 mRNA, complete cds
ATGGCGAGCACTGAGCCAGAGCGTGAGAACCGTGAAGATGAAACCGAAGTCAACGAAGATGAAGA

TATGAGACAATCTAAAACCCTAAAGATCTGTGCCAATCACCTCATTTCGTCTGGGATGAGTGTTC
AGGAACATAGTGGGAATGAAAAGTCTTGTTTATGGCACGCTACTGATTTCTCCGACGGCGAGTTG
AAAGATGAGCTTTTCTGCATTCGATTTGCTTCCATTGAGAATTGCAAAACATTTATGGAGAAGTT

TAATAGAGAATCTTTCGGTTGAGGAAAATATAAGTGAGGAGAAAGCCAAGGAAGCAGAAGAGAAA  
αααακκιαικτκκκακικκκκκκββίκκββΓγκαικκαακακκίκαβα 
IGdTTl

SEQ ID NO: 122, At5g58590|MZN1.4
MASTEPERENREDETEVNEDEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDAVLDLYVTRSVNILVSLPL  
VKMYRFDKEGNQWKERGAGTVKLLKHKETGKVRLVMRQSKTLKICANHLISSGMSVQEHSGNEKS  
CLWHATDFSDGELKDELFCIRFASIERKMVWKILEWLTDSVASTDCKTFMEKFTEIAESQQVGKE  
STQGDEAAGLIENLSVEENISEEKAKEAEEKEPAKEDKETKKEKVTQSVIDMFGVAAKGTIMWCF

SEQ ID NO: 123, AF37O443٠l|AF37O443 Lycopersicon esculentum Ran
binding protein-l (RanBPl)
AAAAAAAGCAAAAAGAAAAGAGGCAAAGTTATCAAATCAAAAACCCTACTTCCTCCCTTGTTGTT

CTTTCAAAGAGAAGGTTGAAGAAATTGCTGAATCTCAACAGACAAAGTCTGGACAAAGTGAAGAA
GCTGGTGCTGCTGCTACTGAACTTATTGAAAAGCTTAGTGTTGAAAGCAAAGATAAAAATGACAA
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keCTGiGHHGeeeCTGdCTkenGUGGiGKYkHGannCTG 
AAGAAAAGAATTAAAATGTTTGTATTGTCGGTCAGTTTTTTTTTTTGAAAGGTTAATAGCATTCG 
TTGTTTCTGTCTGATCCAATAGATATGATAGATATAAGCAATGTGTCTCTTGTGGTCTTATTTGT 
TGTTGTTGGGATGGTTTGGATTTTCATTTGGGTCTTGAGTCGAGTCCAGCTTCATGTTTTATTGT 
GGTCTTTGGTGTTTCCTTGTACTTATTTATTGTGTCTTTGCAAATTTTGGTTCATGGGGTACACC  
ACCCAGTATAAGGGATTACGTTTGTTAAAACCTTTAGCACTGTTAGTGAGATCATTTTTGAGTT

SEQ ID NO: I24f AF37O443 — Lycopersicon esculentum — Ran binding 
protein-l (RanBPl)
^STTVEPKLEKKEEEVEAEVEENPTGDDEDTGAQVAPIVRLQEVAVSTGEENEHVLLDLKSKLY 
RFDKEGSQWKERGVGTVKLLKHKETGKVRLVMRQSKTLKICANHLVLPTMSIQEHAGNEKSCVWH  
AADFADGELKDETFCIRFASVENCKAFKEKVEEIAESQQTKSGQSEEAGAAATELIEKLSVESKD  
KNDKPEDKEAPAATEEKEDKKEEKAEEKN

SEQ ID NO: 125 — AU183975 — Oryza sativa — partial sequence
CAACCTCTCCCCCCACGATCGCCCTCCTCCCCGAAACTTCTGGAACCGAGAGCAGCAGACGTTAG

حح^حح^ححةحح^ححح٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢اذ٢غذ٢غئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢حئ٢حئ٢غئ٢ذ٢آذ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢حآذ

SEQ ID NO: 126, AU183975 — Oryza sativa — partial sequence
MADKEPVVDRPEDEEEASAAAAAAGGEEEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDVLLDMKAKLYR
FDKEGNQWKERGTGTVKLLKHKENGKVRLVMRQAKTLKICANHLVASTTKMQEHAG

SEQ ID NO: 127, ΒΤ017282.1Ι Zea mays clone EL01N0314E02.C mRNA
sequence

٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ1ح٢آذ٢ئ٢حئ٢آحئ٢آحئ٢حآغئ٢آحئ٢ئ1ح٢حئ1غح٢حئ٢آآئ1آغح٢حآحآذ٢آئ1٢ئ٢آغئ٢حآحآآئ

CTTCGCCGACGGTGAGCTCAAGGAGGAGATGTTTGCTATCCGTTTTGGATCTGTCGAGAATTGCA

TGAAGGCAAACAAGGCCAAATGATTATGATTCCATTCATTTCGTTGTCAAGGTTCATCTTCCCCA
CAAATTTTCATTACAAAGTTTCATTGCATTTTCTCCTGAGATGATTTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGT
GTGTGTGTGTGTTGGGTGAAATCTGAGTTGTCAGTCATCTACATGTCTTTCTTGGTTGTTAGACT  
TATTCTCAGTCGCCTGTTTATCTGGGATGGCTAGGTACATCATGTTTGTACAATTATTTGGGGTT 
GATTTAAAAAAAAGAAAAAAAAA
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SEQ ID NO: 128م ΒΤ017282.1 - Zea mays
MADPAEHRPAEEDEEAAAAGEDEDTGAQVAPIVKLEEVAVTTGEEDEDVLVDMKAKLYRFDKEAN
QWKERGTGTVKLLKHKETAKVRLVMRQAKTLKICANHLVVATTKMQEHAGSDKSCVWHALDFADG
ELKEEMFAIRFGSVENCKKFKDTVEMAEEQGKTEVKENEEVSIAAADLVQKLTVTEASNEGDAE  
EEEAPASDHKKDAKG

SEQ ID NO: I29f ΑΚ069970.1Ι Oryza sativa (japónica cultivar- 
group) cDNA clone:JO23O39IO6

غحححححغحق٢ذ٢ئ1٢حئ٢ذ٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢غئ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢ذ٢حذ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ

AACTGCAAGAAGTTCAGGGAGATGGTAGAAGAGATTGCTGAGCAGCAAGGAAAGAACGAGGAGAA

AGGAGGAAAATGCAGAGAAAGAGGAGACTCCTGCAGAAGAGGATAAGAAGGACGCTAAAGAGTGA

TTTCATTCATTTTGTGGTCAAAGTTCTTCCTTTCACAAATTTTCATTGTGTTTTCTTTTGGATGA  
ATGTTTGTGCTAGGCAAAATTTGAGTTGTATCAGTCGGGTTCTTGGTTACTACACTGTTACTTAA

CACAATTCTTATCTCTGTCTTGCAATTATATGCGATGTGAAGCTCTTCGCCTCTTCGGTGACGAG

SEQ ID NO: 130, ΑΚ069970.1 - Oryza sativa
MADPAEHREEEEEAAAAAAGEDEDTGAQVAPIVKLEEVAVTTGEEDEEVLLDMKSKLYRFDKEGN 
QWKERGTGTVKLLKHKETGKVRLVMRQAKTLKICANHLVATTTKMQEHAGSDKSCVWHALDFADG  
ELKEEMFAIRFGSVENCKKFREMVEEIAEQQGKNEEKENEEVSSTAGLVEKLSVTETKKEENAEK  
EETPAEEDKKDAKE

SEQ ID NO: 131, scaff_IX.923 [767] - Populus sp.
آ٢آئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ1ح٢ئ1ح1٢آغئ٢غئ1آ٢حةآغآئ1ةح٢ئ11حل٢حئ1٢غئ٢حئ1٢غئ٢ئ11غ

CTTTATAGATTTGATAAGGACGGGAATCAGTGGAAAGAGAGAGGTGCTGGCACTGTCAAGTTATT  
GAAGCATAAAGAGTCTGGAAAAGTTCGTCTTGTTATGAGACAATCTAAGACTCTCAAGATCTGCG

TGGCACGCTACAGATTTCGCTGATGGTGAATTGAAGGATGAGTTGTTCTGCATTCGTTTCGCATC  

kŒll٦GkŒMŒiaG٦٦Œ٦Œ٦Gk٢YŒk٢Y٢YŒkGlG٦٢YGkG٢YG٢Y٢YGlGŒlGkl 
ï٦GkGGH٢VGe٢VGGeGlGkGGde٢VGe٢VGdedGHGkGGK٢VlGÏ٢VGk٢VÎ
AGATAAGAAAGGGGAGAAGCCTGCTCCCTCAACTTGAGGGTTGATTTGTTTGTTTTGCCATTCCC  
TTGGCAGTATGATGAGTTCAGTTGTCAACCATATTTCTTGTCCATTTTGTGG
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SEQ ID NO: 132۶ Populus sp. - translation full length
MASTEPEHEHREDEEAPAGEDEDTGAQVAPIVKLEEVAVSTGEEDEDAILDLKSKLYRFDKDGNQ
WKERGAGTVKLLKHKESGKVRLVMRQSKTLKICANHLVLPTMSVQEHAGNDKSCVWHATDFADGE  
LKDELFCIRFASVENCKTFMEMFQEVAESQESKEENEDATVAADALEKLSVEGKKTEENAGEEAP 
AATKNEETKTDTDKKGEKPAPST

SEQ ID NO: 133ζ sugarcanelcl|SCBGLR1117AO5.g gi110040921
gbT٠AAB00072.1| (L41692) retina-specific cyclophilin [Bos taurus]

٢حذ11٢غئ٢ذ٢غآئ٢ئ٢آححئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢ئ٢آئ1٢حلئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آحآلغئ٢آآئ٢حئ1٦٢حئ1آ٢حئ٢حذال

GKGGlGCaCKGCCGCCGCCGaGCCGCGGGGGkGGKGGKGGKCKCGGGCGCCCKGGTGGCCCC

AGGTTTGGTTCCGTAGAAAATTGTAAGAAGTTCAAGGAGTTGGTTGAGGAGATTTCTGAGTCGCT

GKeneeGmeeede٢vGkG٢vkG٢v٦GG٢vGG٢vGGdk٢vee٢veeeGG٢vGedk٢ve
AGTTTCTGTCCTTCCAGTGGAAGTTTGGTGCCCATTTGCCATGAAATATGACTGCTAACATTTGG
GGGCGAGTTGGAGCAGTCTCAGATGTTTGGATTTGGTCTAGTCTGGTTTGGTCCGGGCTTGATTT
TGTTAAAAACTTAGTACATTGGGGTTGGAACGTTTGGTATGCGAGTCGCTAGTATTTCACTGCAT
GGATTGTTATGGATTGCGGTATAAGGTGCATCTTATATTTTTTTTATTTCGTTCAATACACATAC  
ATGTGTTGTATTAATACTTTATGCCAATGCCCATGGGGAGAGTTGAATTTGAATGTCGAGAGTGG

SEQ ID NO: 134, sugarcane 1 Translation full length
madkepvverpeaaeeed¿saaaaaageeedtgaqvapivrleevdvtÍgeededvlldmkakly

RFDKDGNQWKERGTGTVKLLKHKETGKVRLVMRQAKTLKICANHLVASTTKMQEHAGSDKSCVWH  
aadfadgelkeemfairfgsvenckkfkelveeÍsesltknegkesedgsstagllekltvsehk

SEESDKSESTDSGKVTETKADTAPAE

SEQ ID NO: 135, sugarcanelcl|SCCCLR2OO2H12.g gi14173961
sp؛P32499|NUP2_YEAST NUCLEOPORIN NUP2 (NUCLEAR PORE PROÍeIN NUP2：Í 
(Ρ95》 emb|CAA49587.1| (Χ69964) nucleoporin [Saccharomyces
cerevisiae]
dekGekïeGGUdGkGeGdeddGeGdGeeeeGkGeeGTkaGdeeGee

GAATTGTAAGAAGTTTAAGGATATTGTTGAAGAGATAGCTGAACAGCAAGGAAAGACTGAGGAGA  
lGHCGkGGlGee٢Ved٢VGeeGe٢VGk٢V٢V٢VGG٢VdlG٦٢Vkd٢VGkeGGkGGede

AAGGCGTTTATATACGCAAACAATGGTCAAATGAGTGTCCTTCCATTCATTTTGTTGTCAAGGTT
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CATCTACCCTCCACAAATTTTCATCGTGTTTTCTCTGGGATGAATGCTTGTGTTAGGTGAAATCA  
GAGTCATCAGTCATCTACATGGTTTTCTTGGTCATAGACTGTTATTTTTAAGTCGCCTGTTTATC  
TGGGATGGCTGGGGTCAGCATGTCTCTACAATTATTTGGAGTTGCTTTTGGAATGGACGCGGTTT 
GATGAGTAGCCTAAAGCTTGAGATGGTGGTGATGTCTTTTCGCTCCACTTTTCTTATTC

SEQ ID NO: 136, sugar сапе 2 Translation full lenght
MADPAEHRPAEEEEEAAAAGEDEDTGAQVAPIVKLEEVAVTTGEEDEDVLLDMKAKLYRFDKEGN 
QWKERGTGTVKLLKHKETAKVRLVMRQAKTLKICANHLVVATTKMQEHAGSDKSCVWHALDFADG  
ELKEEMFAIRFGSVENCKKFKDIVEEIAEQQGKTEEKENEEASTAADLVQKLTVTEASKEETAEK  
EEAPASGDKKDAKD

SEQ ID NO: 137, Medicago partial 1c1|AC135466_14.2 AC135466.16 
E EGN_Mt0504^1 ^0050623 RanBPl; EVHl ORF(1,663) ة7570551-25

CGCTCAAATCGCTCCGATCATCCAACTTCATGAAGTCGCTGTTTCTACTGGTGAAGAAGATGAAG

ATGCTGGGAATGAGAAATCTTGTGTTTGGCACGCGAAGGACTTTGCTGATGGTGAATTGAAAGAC

1حآآ٢حآئ1آ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ1٢ئ111ح11٢ئ1حآغحح٢آغئ٢ئ٢آحغئ٢ذ٢حآئ٢غحآئ٦٢آئ٢ئ٢حآآئ1غ
ATTTGAGTGTTGAAGGGAAAGCAGATGCAGAAAAGAAAGATAAAGAGAAATCTGAGGAGAAAACT
AAGGAGAAAGAGACACCAGAAAAAGAAAGCAAGGAAGATACAGAAAAGAAAGTTGAAGAGCCTGC
TTCATCTGCTTGATTATGATATGTTCATATTTTCGACAAGGCAATATGGAAAAGTTTGGTGGTTG
ACCTTCGTGCCACTCTTATCAATACTCTCTCATAGTACTAGTCTTCAGGTTGTTTTGTTGCTACG
TTATTCAGTGGTTGATATCCTTCGTTGAATTATTGTCAGCAAGGTTGGTTTTTTGAGTCGGGTTT
GAATCATTGAGATTGGCGCTTTTGGTCTATGGGTCTATGGGAGTTGTTATTTTCGTTCTATTCAT
TTATTTAGTCGAAATTTGAATGAGTCATGTTGGTTTGGTGTCGGGGATGGGGAGGGTGCAGTCGG  
GAAAAATTAGTAGTAAGTACAAACAAAGGTTTTGAATGCATATTATTGAGTATAACATTTTATA

SEQ ID NO: 138, Translation
MSTSTDHHEEEDVPAGDEEDTGAQIAPIIQLHEVAVSTGEEDEEAILDLKAKLYRFDKVGNQWKE  
RGAGTVKFLKHKVTGKVRLVMRQSKTLKICANHLILPKMTVQEHAGNEKSCVWHAKDFADGELKD  
EFFCIRFASIENCRKFIETFQEIAESLNKEESKDASTAADLLENLSVEGKADAEKKDKEKSEEKT
KEKETPEKESKEDTEKKVEE¿ASSA

SEQ ID NO: 139, motif 2 — Zea mays
EEEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDVL

DKSCVWHAADFADGELK

SEQ ID NO: 140, motif 3 一 Zea mays
لكآلذآاهأل٢غذ

SEQ ID NO: 141, motif 4 一 Zea mays
NHLVA

SEQ ID NO: 142, motif 5 一 Zea mays
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SEQ ID NO:
EIAES

143, motif 6 — Zea mays

SEQ ID NO: 144, motif 7 - Zea mays
LAKLTVSEG

SEQ ID NO: 145, motif 2 一 Arabidopsis thaliana
EDEDTGAQVAPIVRLEEVAVTTGEEDEDTI

DKSCVWHARDFSDGELK

SEQ ID NO: 146, motif 3 一 Arabidopsis thaliana

SEQ ID NO: 147, motif 4 一 Arabidopsis thaliana
NHLVG

SEQ ID NO: 148, motif 5 一 Arabidopsis thaliana

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAAACAATGGCGGACAAGGAGC

SEQ ID NO:
iKES

149, motif 6 — Arabidopsis thaliana

SEQ ID NO:
LEKLTVEEK

150, motif 7 — Arabidopsis thaliana

SEQ ID NO: 151, primer prm06703

SEQ ID NO: 152, primer prm06704
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTAGTGCAACCACACCAACTACT

SEQ ID NO: 153, primer prm06491
٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ئ1٢آآآذ٢ذ1ى111غحق٢ذ٢ذ٢آآئ٢غئ٢ئ1آ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ٢غئ٦غآ٢حذ1٢ئ

SEQ ID NO: 154, primer prm06492
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGCATCTTAAGCTGAGGGAAC

SEQ ID NO: 155, Oryza sativa — prolamin promoter
cttctacatcggcttaggÎgtagcaacacga^tttattatÎattattattattattattattatt

TTACAAAAATATAAAATAGATCAGTCCCTCACCACAAGTAGAGCAAGTTGGTGAGTTATTGTAAA
GTTCTACAAAGCTAATTTAAAAGTTATTGCATTAACTTATTTCATATTACAAACAAGAGTGTCAA  
TGGAACAATGAAAACCATATGACATACTATAATTTTGTTTTTATTATTGAAATTATATAATTCAA

ATCATAATAGAGCATCAAGTAAAACTAACACTCTAAAGCAACCGATGGGAAAGCATCTATAAATA
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SEQ ID NO: 156م OsGLK, coding sequence

TK٢v٢veaGGd٢ve٢v٢vee٢vGkGGe٢vGGkGGiGG٢vGk٢vG٢vGaceeGGkee٦eGkGG٢veGi
CCGGeeGkGk٢Ve٢V٢VeïeGÏ٢V٢VeGkGGd٢V٢VGeGÏGkG٢VGGkGŒGlGG٢VG٢VGdGïek

ةة1حححةآة1ةح٦ةح1آآحآح^٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ1٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢آذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ل٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ

dGÏGk٢VGk٢VGeGGGGGlGeGl٢VG٢VeGÏGk٢VGGkGeeGeGGCGG٢V٢VGkGGedG٢Ve٢V٢Ve
G٢veGeeG٢vck٢veGiGïG٢veG٢veG٢veGdGkGGe٢vGneeGGCdG٢vek٢veddGk
GC٢yeeek٢VaGlGlGHeGlGG٢VGGÏ٢VGGÏGee٢VGkGa٢VdeGGkGG٢V٢VeG٢VGd

٢آئ٢آحآئ٢غئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ححئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢آغئ1٢حئ1٢ئ٢آغئ٢حآآئ11غآح٢ئ٢آححئ٢غئ٢غئ٢ئ111٢غئ٢غحآغئ
T٢VGeGHkGGeGGkGGdeGkG٢V٢VGGïedeGGeGGdk٢V٢V٢VÏGeeGeeGG٢VGGkGG٦

ح٢حآآآحآئ٢حذ1ح1ح٢ئ٢ححئ1آ٢حئ1٢حئ٢غححآحئ٢ئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ححآآغئ٢حآآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآئ
٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آئ٢آآغححئ٢ئ1٢غئ٦حآآآ٢آئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حآآذ٢حآغئ٦ححححآ٢ئ٢غئ٢حئ
٢غحئ٢حآغحئ٢غذ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آآاحئ٢ححآحآاحئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢آآحذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححآحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ

٢ئ٢غئ٢حآغحئ٢آآحذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آحئ٢غححئ٢ئ٢حآحئ٢آآآئ٢ححآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٦غ٢حححاحآغئ
GCddk٢YG٢vGede٢vdGGGkde٢v٢vGek٢vGGeGk٢vGeak٢vGede٦GeGkGk٢v٢v٢ve

٢حآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ذ٢ححآححئ٢حآآاحائ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢آحآحئ٢ئ٢ححاآغآحآائ٢غحآآغئ٢آئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ائ٢غئ٢حآئ
ح٢حئ1٢ئ1٢ذ1آ٢ئ1٢ئ1غح٢حئ٢حغئ1٢آآئ٢ئ1٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ئ1آآح٢ئ1٢ئ٢آغذ٢ئ1ح٢حئ11٢آغئ٢غحئ

CGCAGCTATCGGTGATGTTTTATCGAAACCGTGGTTGCCTTTGCCTCTTGGACTGAAGCCACCTT
aG٦ŒkaG٦G٦a٦ŒŒaGaŒkaGŒlŒa٦kŒlka٢Y٢YŒ٢YŒKiŒG٢YG٢YŒk
TGATATTACCCAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGT

SEQ ID NO: 157۶ OsGLK, deduced protein sequence
MLAVSPAMCPDIEDRAAVAGDAGMEVVGMSSDDMDQFDFSVDDIDFGDFFLRLEDGDVLPDLEVD
PAEIFTDFEAIATSGGEGVQDQEVPTVELLAPADDVGVLDPCGDVVVGKENAAFAGAGEEKGGCN
QDDDAGEANADDGAAAVEAKSSSPSSSTSSSQEAESRHKSSSKSSHGKKKAKVDWTPELHRRFVQ
AVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMGIDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMIAREAEAASWTQRRQIYAAGGG
AVAKRPESNAWTVPTIGFPPPPPPPPSPAPMQHFARPLHVWGHPTMDPSRVPVWPPRHLVPRGPA
PPWVPPPPPSDPAFWHHPYMRGPAHVPTQGTPCMAMPMPAARFPAPPVPGVVPCPMYRPLTPPAL
TSKNQQDAQLQLQVQPSSESIDAAIGDVLSKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQRQGVANVPPACG

SEQ ID NO: 158, forward primer prm02251
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCACAATGCTTGCCGTGTCGC

SEQ ID NO: 159, reverse primer prm02252
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTAATATCATCCACACGCTGGA

SEQ ID NO: 160, rice G0S2 promoter sequence
aatccgaaaagtttctgcaccgtttt؛accccctaacÍaacaatatagggaacgtgtgctaaata

CTTTAGTGGCAATCGGGCTAAATAAAAAAGAGTCGCTACACTAGTTTCGTTTTCCTTAGTAATTA
AGTGGGAAAATGAAATCATTATTGCTTAGAATATACGTTCACATCTCTGTCATGAAGTTAAATTA
TTCGAGGTAGCCATAATTGTCATCAAACTCTTCTTGAATAAAAAAATCTTTCTAGCTGAACTCAA
TGGGTAAAGAGAGAGATTTTTTTTAAAAAAATAGAATGAAGATATTCTGAACGTATTGGCAAAGA
TTTAAACATATAATTATATAATTTTATAGTTTGTGCATTCGTCATATCGCACATCATTAAGGACA
TGTCTTACTCCATCCCAATTTTTATTTAGTAATTAAAGACAATTGACTTATTTTTATTATTTATC
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TTTTTTCGATTAGATGCAAGGTACTTACGCACACACTTTGTGCTCATGTGCATGTGTGAGTGCAC

آ1٢ئ1آغآ٢حآئ1آآ٢ئ1ح٢غئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢حئ1غ٢ئ٢غئ٢آآئ٦آ1آ1آحآغآ11غآ٢ئ1
AAAATAATTTTACAGAATAGCATGAAAAGTATGAAACGAACTATTTAGGTTTTTCACATACAAAA 
AAAAAAAGAATTTTGCTCGTGCGCGAGCGCCAATCTCCCATATTGGGCACACAGGCAACAACAGA 
gtggctgcccäcägaäcääcccäcaäääääcgätgätctääcggaggäcägcäägtccgcääcää

آ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غآغآئ1آآ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢آغآغآئ1٢ذ1ح٢آغئ٢حئ1ح٢حئ1ح1

TCCGGTCGAGTTCTTCGTCGATCTCTTCCCTCCTCCACCTCCTCCTCACAGGGTATGTGCCCTTC  
GGTTGTTCTTGGATTTATTGTTCTAGGTTGTGTAGTACGGGCGTTGATGTTAGGAAAGGGGATCT  
GTATCTGTGATGATTCCTGTTCTTGGATTTGGGATAGAGGGGTTCTTGATGTTGCATGTTATCGG  
TTCGGTTTGATTAGTAGTATGGTTTTCAATCGTCTCGAGAGCTCTATGGAAATGAAATGGTTTAG

TGCTTCGTGTAATAAAAGTACGGTTGTTTGGTCCTCGATTCTGGTAGTGATGCTTCTCGATTTGA  
CGAAGCTATCCTTTGTTTATTCCCTATTGAACAAAAATAATCCAACTTTGAAGACGGTCCCGTTG  
ATGAGATTGAATGATTGATTCTTAAGCCTGTCCAAAATTTCGCAGCTGGCTTGTTTAGATACAGT

CGATTTGCTTTAGTCCCAGAATTTTTTTTCCCAAATATCTTAAAAAGTCACTTTCTGGTTCAGTT

TAATACCCCTATAGTTTAGTCAGGAGAAGAACTTATCCGATTTCTGATCTCCATTTTTAATTATA  
TGAAATGAACTGTAGCATAAGCAGTATTCATTTGGATTATTTTTTTTATTAGCTCTCACCCCTTC  
ATTATTCTGAGCTGAAAGTCTGGCATGAACTGTCCTCAATTTTGTTTTCAAATTCACATCGATTA 
TCTATCCATTATCCTCTTGTATCTACCTGTAGAAGTTTCTTTTTGGTTATTCCTTGACTGCTTGA  
TTACAGAAAGAAATTTATGAAGCTGTAATCGGGATAGTTATACTGCTTGTTCTTATGATTCATTT 
CCTTTGTGCAGTTCTTGGTGTAGCTTGCCACTTTCACCAGCAAAGTTC

SEQ ID NO: 161, GARP consensus sequence 1
(K/R)(Ρ/Μ/ν/Α)(R/K/M)(V/L)(V/D)W(S/T/I/N)(V/A/P/S/T/C/H/Q/D)(E/Q/ 
T/D/S)L(H/D)(R/K/Q/A/H/D/E/L/工)(K/R/Q/S/C/V/A/H)F(V/L/I)(A/K/Q/E/ 
H/D/N/R/S)(A/V/C)(V/G/L/I)(N/E/A/Q/D/G/T/I/K/H)(Q/E/H/L/I/M/K/R/S 
)L

SEQ ID NO: 162, GARP consensus sequence 2
G(I/V/L/P/S/H/Q/A/G)(D/E/K/H/Q/N/A)

SEQ ID NO: 163, GARP consensus sequence 3
(Α/Τ) (V/I/Y/F/T)P(K/S) (K/R/T/Q/L/S/G/A) (I/V/L) (L/M/R/K) (D/E/Q/K/R 
/S)(L/I/F/H/V/M/T/R/A)(M/I/L)(N/K/G/S/D/Q/E)

SEQ ID NO: 164, GARP consensus sequence 4
(V/I/M/T/E/L/S/N) (E/D/G/N/Y/K/H/Q/P) (N/G/K/T/S/C/R/D) (工/L) (T/D/A/ 
s) (R/N/I/L/V) (E/H/D/S/A/Y/F) (Ν/Ε/Η)

SEQ ID NO: 165, GAM* consensus sequence 5
(V/I/L)(A/K)SHLQ(K/M/I)(Y/F)(R/V)
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SEQ ID NO: 166م consensus sequence 6
١1 حا1كآللم/أل١ذلملآل/لآل١ ذلم/غ/لآل/ل١1غلملج/ح/٦ل  kk/G ١ حالم/١ذ/\آ١٦أي

SEQ ID NO: 1 ة7م  GCT domain consensus sequence
(H/Q)(P/L)S(N/K/S)E(S/V)(I/V/L)DAAIG(D/E)(V/A)(工/L)(S/T/A/V)(Ν/Κ/
R)PW(L/T)P(L/P)PLGL(K/N)PP(S/A) (V/M/L) (D/E/G) (G/S)V(M/I) (T/A/S/G)
EL(Q/H/E) (R/K) (Q/H)G(V/I) (S/N/P/A) (Ν/Ε/Τ/Κ) (V/I)P(P/Q)

SEQ ID NO: 168ζ ΝΜ_188697·1| Oryza sativa (japónica cultivar-
group) z coding sequence

 آحآ٢آحئ٢حئ٢ذ٢آآئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢آحئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢غذ٢غححآحاحئ٢حئ٢آآحئ٢غئ
آ٢غححآحئ٢ئ٢غذ٢ائ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢غآاحئ٢آغئ٢آآحغحئ٢ائ٢حآئ٢ئ٦ح٢غحذ٢حآحئ٢آآححئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢حغئ

c٢YGdGkŒdGGiGïG٢vGiGGiGk٢vGGkGeeGeeGeeGecGeeGeeGeeGeeGeeGe٦
Gï٦ïGïGGG٢veGeeGeeGedeGeGGGGGkHGiGiGGïGïGkGGHG٢veG٢ve
G٦eG٢V٢VGeCGGkGGHKGeGlGieGGeGGeGGeGÏGkGG ٢Vee٢VGkGeGeGG٢VGÏGk
CGGkGGk٢v٢vee٢veGGeeGG٢vGeeGedG٢veG٢vGaeGeeG٢veGGenGGeendGkGG 
iGceG٢veG٢veG٢veG٢veG٢vek٢veGGeGGeGGeeGGdGie٢ve٦dGGdGeGdGG٢vGi 
GG٦GGï٢vaïGeeGGkG٢v٢vGdeGGeGG٢v٢veG٢vGdGeGG٦GGkGde٢veGGGk٢vKk

kGCCKve٢vcenKVk٢veGG٢veGedGKk٢ve٢vGk٢vGGeGkaGkGGeGGkGGeGGeGkG 
c٢YGGïGenGeGGdk٢vG٢vkeïeGeeGeeGeeGeeGeeGeeŒGG٢vGGdeeGGeGGeG 
GGCdGGiGGïGeeGeeGeeGed٢vGeGGeGG٢vGGeeeeG٦Ga٢vek٢vGeeGïek٢veGG٦

آآ٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححغئ٢ححئ٢ححئ٢حآححآغحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حغئ٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٦آ٢حآئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ
ŒŒaŒKŒrYGrYGŒŒaŒŒÎŒŒŒŒrYŒkŒŒïaŒŒŒŒŒŒaeae 
CKCcacGaGCKacGCKGCCGcaTTGaGccaTaGGCCGaaKcaGGaccGCCGca 
CeŒeŒ٦ŒeGŒGŒG٦GGŒGeïGŒ٢/K٢/٢/KŒ٢/GŒŒ٢/GG٢VGGK٢/٢/٢/GG٢/GŒG٢VK٢/٢VG

 حغآحآ1غ٢ذ٢حغآغحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غحآحئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1ححح1آ1آحغ٢حذ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آئ٦ح٢ئ1٢آآئ٢ئ1

ح٢ححآئ٢حئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢غححآححئ٢ئ1٢حئ٦٢آحآغئ٢حآئ1٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ1حح
kGGGeNvecedGGTGedeGGeGGeGkGeGGiGeeGeeGGeiGk

SEQ ID NO: 169ζ ΝΡ_913586.1| 。SJNBa0086P08.18 [Oryza sativa
(japónica cultivar-group)]
MLEVSTLRSPKADQRAGVGGHHVVGFVPAPPSPADVADEVDAFIVDDSCLLEYIDFSCCDVPFFH  
ADDGDILPDLEVDPTELLAEFASSPDDEPPPTTSAPGPGEPAAAAGAKEDVKEDGAAAAAAAAAA 
DYDGSPPPPRGKKKKDDEERSSSLPEEKDAKNGGGDEVLSAVTTEDSSAGAAKSCSPSAEGHSKR 
KPSSSSSSAAAGKNSHGKRKVKVDWTPELHRRFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILELMGIECLTRHNIA 
SHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREAEAASWTQKRQMYTAAAAAAAVAAGGGPRKDAAAATAAVAPWVMPTIG 
FPPPHAAAMVPPPPHPPPFCRPPLHVWGHPTAGVEPTTAAAPPPPSPHAQPPLLPVWPRHLAPPP  
PPLPAAWAHGHQPAPVDPAAYWQQQYNLQRFPVPPVPGMVPHPMYRPIPPPSPPQGNKLAALQLQ  
LDAHPSKESIDAAIGDVLVKPWLPLPLGLKPPSLDSVMSELHKQGIPKVPPAASGAAG
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SEQ ID NO: 170, ΑΥ026772.1Ι Arabidopsis thaliana golden2-like
transcription factor (GLKl) mRNA, complete cds
ATGTTAGCTCTGTCTCCGGCGACAAGAGATGGTTGCGACGGAGCGTCAGAGTTTCTTGATACGTC

ATCTTCTTGACATCATTGACTTCGACGATATATTCGGTGTGGCCGGAGATGTGCTTCCTGACTTG
GAGATCGACCCTGAGATCTTATCCGGGGATTTCTCCAATCACATGAACGCTTCTTCAACGATTAC

11حح1٢آآغآذ٢آحئ٢آآئ٢ئ1٢آئ٦٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح1٢ئ1آ٢غحآغححئ٢آذ1٢ئ1٢حئ1ححح1ح1
HG٦GlGG٢VGGKV٢VGGkdene٢VmGkGk٢V٢VeG٦GGkGGd٢VGGkd٢V٢VkG

Κβ٢/ββ٢/Ύ1ΎΎββίϊβ٢/ϋββ٢/ΚΎΚΎ٢/ΎΚΎββΚβΎΚΚααΎβ٢/Ύ1Ί٢/ΎΎ1ΎββΎ^
GGdHk٢vGGk٢vGGe٢v٢vGdeGGded٦e٢veGGG٢v٢v٢veddddeeG٢vGGe٦

غححآآح٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آحآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آغحئ٢حاآآآآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢غئ٦آغحغححححآحآح٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ححئ٦
حآغحآ1آ٢ذ٢حآغآآغئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححآحآحآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1غحغ٢غآآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢ذ٢آآئ٢غآئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢غآئ

ATCCGCCGTTTTGGGTCTCCGATTCTCCCTATTGGCATCCAATGCATAACGGGACGACTCCGTAT
غآآ٢غححئ٢ئ٢آحذ1٢غآئ٢حئ1آآآغ11٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ1حآآ٢ئ٢ححئ1آ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآغئ٢آئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ

GCATCACACGATGTACAAACCAAATCTTGGATTTGGTGGTGCTCGTCCTCCGGTAGACTTACATC

آآغحححآآ1آغ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢غحآآحآئ٢غآآحآححئ٦غح٢ئ11٢آئ٦٢غئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢غئ٢آحآححئ٢آئ٢غحآئ

SEQ ID NO: 171, ΑΑΚ16743·1| golden2-like transcription factor
[Arabidopsis thaliana]
MLALSPATRDGCDGASEFLDTSCGFTIINPEEEEEFPDFADHGDLLDIIDFDDIFGVAGDVLPDL
EIDPEILSGDFSNHMNASSTITTTSDKTDSQGETTKGSSGKGEEVVSKRDDVAAETVTYDGDSDR
KRKYSSSASSKNNRISNNEGKRKVKVDWTPELHRRFVEAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILELMGVHCLTRH  
NVASHLQKYRSHRKHLLAREAEAANWTRKRHIYGVDTGANLNGRTKNGWLAPAPTLGFPPPPPVA 
VAPPPVHHHHFRPLHVWGHPTVDQSIMPHVWPKHLPPPSTAMPNPPFWVSDSPYWHPMHNGTTPY  
LPTVATRFRAPPVAGIPHALPPHHTMYKPNLGFGGARPPVDLHPSKESVDAAIGDVLTRPWLPLP 
LGLNPPAVDGVMTELHRHGVSEVPPTASCA

SEQ ID NO: 172, ΝΜ_123786·2| Arabidopsis thaliana GLK2 (GOLDEN2- 
LIKE 2) ; DNA binding / transcription factor (GLK2) mRNA, complete 
cds
GTATCATTCTTGTTTTCTCTAAATTTTTCAAAAAACCTTTAGAATTTTCATTTTTTTACGATTCC  
GATGTTAACTGTTTCTCCGGCTCCAGTACTCATCGGAAACAACTCAAAGGATACTTACATGGCGG

GATCTTCTTGATGGAATCGATTACTACGACGATCTTTTCATTGGTTTCGATGGAGACGATGTTTT

CAAGAGGGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGACGGTGGTTTTAGGGACAAAACGGTGCGTCGAGGCAAACGTAA

CCGTCTCGAATCTTGGAAATTATGAACGTTAAATCTCTCACTCGTCACAACGTTGCTAGCCATCT

TeCGGKk٢VGedGG٢VGGd٦GeeeGGkG٢VkGGkGGkGGkGGGlGlGeeG٢VGGde٦
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آححححآغ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ححآححغآئ٢ئ٢ئ11٢غئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢آئ1غآ٢آئ٢ئ٢آححححئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢غئ٦٢غححئ٢حآغآحئ
 ٢ئ1حآ٢ئ٢حئ٢ذ٢ئ٢حآآغئ٢ححئ٢ححئ٢آئ٢حححئ٢آغئ٢ححآآئ٢ئ٢ئ1آح٢حآغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غآحئ٢ححآئ٢آغئ٢ئ1٢ئ1
 ٢ئ٢غئ٢آئ٢آغآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1ححآغآححآغآغحح٢آغئ٢ححآغئ1آ٢آآغئ٢ئ1٢ذ٢آغئ٢آآحآححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1ح

غ٢ئ1آآ1٢غذ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحغئ1آ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آغحئ٢غحئ٢آغحآآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ1آ٢ذ11٢آغئ1حآغ٢ئ1غآح
TTGGGGACGTTATATCAAAGCCGTGGCTGCCGCTTCCTTTGGGACTGAAACCGCCGTCGGTTGAC  
GGTGTTATGACGGAGTTACAACGTCAAGGAGTTTCTAATGTTCCTCCTCTTCCTTGAGAAAGATC  
TCCAAAATTTGTCGAAATCTCAAACTTTTAACTTCATTTTTTTGGTATCTTCTATGTATTTTTGC  
AAGGGAAAGACGATAAATCCTTGTTGCTTGATCATATGTATTTCTCTATATGAGTGCATGTATCG 
AAGTTAAGCAACTTTAATATATCGTTATAATCTTCGAT

SEQ ID N0: 173, ΝΡ_199232.1| GLK2 (GOLDEN2-LIKE 2); DNA binding ا 

transcription factor [Arabidopsis thaliana]
MLTVSPAPVLIGNNSKDTYMAADFADFTTEDLPDFTTVGDFSDDLLDGIDYYDDLFIGFDGDDVL  
PDLEIDSEILGEYSGSGRDEEQEMEGNTSTASETSERDVGVCKQEGGGGGDGGFRDKTVRRGKRK  
GKKSKDCLSDENDIKKKPKVDWTPELHRKFVQAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILEIMNVKSLTRHNVASHL  
QKYRSHRKHLLAREAEAASWNLRRHATVAVPGVGGGGKKPWTAPALGYPPHVAPMHHGHFRPLHV  
WGHPTWPKHKPNTPASAHRTYPMPAIAAAPASWPGHPPYWHQQPLYPQGYGMASSNHSSIGVPTR 
QLGPTNPPIDIHPSNESIDAAIGDVISKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDGVMTELQRQGVSNVPPLP

SEQ ID NO: 174, ΑΥ741684.1Ι Physcomitrella patens golden 2-like
protein 1 (Glkl) gene, complete cds
TTCTAGGAGGTCAGCTTGGTCCAAGTCCGAATCGCATCCACGCGATAGGATATGTCGATCCAAAT

GTTTCGTTTTCCGAAACCTACAAATTCATCATACTCATTTCGGTAACAAATGCTACTTAAAAGAC

AATGAATAAAAAAAACAATTAGAGAATGGTGAGTAGAATCCTCAGCAAAATTACGTTTTATTTAT
TAATATTATACTTAAAAGTAAAACAGGATGATTCATGATGTCATCACCGAGGTTGTGGAGAGATT

GTCGAAGTCCACAACAACACCAACAACTTGCTTGTGCATTGCGTGCTCGATGCTTTGCCGGATTC

حاححاح٢ذ٢حئ٢ححآآآحآئ٢حائ٢احآحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حغئ٢ئ٢آذ٢غآغحآاحئ٢ائ٢ححئ٢ئ٦

CGTkdTGTTTTGkGGNYTTTGGTkCGTTGCCGGkCTGTGGTGkGGCGGGGKUGdGGlG

i٦٢veGGH٢v٢v٢vne٢vkGGGGkGe٢veGGeGi٢v٢vG٢v٢vGdGa٢veGGHGe٢vGGk٢v٢ve
GG٦٢Vee٢VGaieGkGG٢V٢VGGGGkGGkGGkGGeGaGe ٢VG٢V٢VGGeGHeGGeHGeGÏGG

kG٦ŒGlk٦a٦G٦llG٦Œ٢ŒkŒŒŒlGlGlGŒGlŒ٢Yak٢Y٦ŒkaŒŒk
ح٢آغحآآئ٢ئ٢حذ٢حئ٢آحآآآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حئ٢ححآححئ1٢ئ1ححآآح1ححآ111٢آآآئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ٢حئ٢غئ
غآ٢آئ11٢حححآغحآذ1غآ٢ئ1آحآ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢غئ٢ئ1آغآ٢حئ٢ئ٢ذ1آ٢آآغئ٦ح٢ئ11غآح٦

غآح٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1حآغ٢حئ٢آححآئ٢آئ٢حئ1آآح٢غئ٢ححححئ٢ححآغحئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢ذ٢آغآآئ٢آئ٦غآح٢ئ٢ئ٢حغآآئ
غ٢غئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غذ٢حغآغئ1٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آغحئ٢ئ٢ححآغحآححآغئ٢ئ1ححآ1٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢ئ٦آ٢ئ1غ٢حئ٢ئ1
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aaeeeeaTGTeGkeœCTCTTiŒTGTGŒŒTKieCTUTkGKieKiTeiGTGTkek
٢ححآحآغئ٢ائ٢ائ٢حآحئ٢ححآائ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢حئ٦ححآآغ٢ححائ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آحححآغحئ٢غآآئ٢حححآئ

ا٢آغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آآغآحححآغحآغآآائ٢ائ٢ئ٦٢حئ٢حئ٢آحآآئ٦آغ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢حئ٢حآغئ٢آاحئ٦
آ٢حاآآحئ٢غذ٢غآئ٢حئ٢حآغئ٢ححآئ٢ئ٦٢آئ٢ئ٢غحآائ٦حح٢آئ٢ئ٢آآآغحائ٢ئ٢غحآئ٢ااحئ٢غآئ٢غآئ

ة1ح٦آةحةآحةحآةحةةةحة٢ذ٢غذ٢آذ11٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ11٢ذ٢آغذ٢آغآل٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ1٢ذ٢آآذ٢آآذ٢غذ٢ل
ح٢ئ1ح٢آغئ٢ححذ11ح٢حئ٢حآآئ٢آئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢آحغححآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غحححآئ٢حآئ1ح٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حآحئ

ححآغآ1ح٢ذ1آ1آ٢حئ٢ئ11٢آئ٦٢ئ1٢ححئ٢ئ1حح1آ٢ئ1٢آحغئ٢حآذ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢غآئ٢ئ٢آحآئ٦
AGCTTTAGTTGTTTGCTGTAGAGAATATTTCATTCTACGATTCGCATTCCAATGACCGCTGACCG 
CTGGTGTCGCTTGGCTGGTGTTCATCTCGAGGAATCAATTTGGTGAAATTTTGGTTATGTCACGG  
TAGGGGGGTCTATTTTCTCCAGAGTTCCTCCGGAGAGGTGTATGAAAGGATCGATTTTCTTTCTT 
CTTTTTTTTTTTTCTTTTTTTTCTTTTTTTTTTCTTTTTTTTTTCCTTCGAATAAGGCTGCCTTG  
GTGGTGTTTCTTCTTAGTTTTTTAACGAGGGATACCTTATCATATCTGTCAAGATATGTCACTGA

غ٢حآآحئ٢آئ٢ذ٢آحآغئ1غ٢غآآئ٢آحئ٦آححآغآ1٢غئ٢آآآئ٢آئ٢ئ1٦ح٢ذ٢آآغئ1غ1٢ئ٢حئ1غ٢ئ٢غئ
GTTCTTCTGATTGTTTCATTGGAAGTATCCTGACAACCTGTCAGCATCTGTTGGCATGTGGTTTC
CTCACCCACACCCTTCTTTCAGTTGGTTTTGAATCTGCATCTACTCACTGTTAAGGTTTTACGTG
TATCAAGTGTACGATTTTTCCACAAGATAATTTCTCAACAACTCTGCTTTCGAAGCACCTTTCTT
C٢yedd٢VdGkG٢VGG٢VGGGlGk٢VGGÏdGG٢V

SEQ ID NO: 175ζ AAV54520.il golden 2-like protein 1
[Physcomitrella patens]
MAMDMARIEVEPLVEVHNNTNNLLVHCVLDALPDSSPCLKSSETSFEAVVVKEDEEGGRPLFGKP
ELHPASPSSDTAAAANGEFARCLNFVTEADCGDVGVQCFEDFGTLPDCGEAGISREEGGGRDGEQ
VELLESMSLDGSRNSENLELGELŒLLQGSETLDSVPGNEVGEEEALLLAKAAKATGVVVSASDâ
GECSSVDRKENQQSPKSCKSAAPGKKKAKVDWTPELHRRFVHAVEQLGVEKAFPSRILELMGVQC
LTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRRHLAAREAEAASWTHRRAYTQMPWSRSSRRDGLPYLVPLHTPHIQPRP
SMVMAMQPQLQTQHTPVSTPLKVWGYPTVDHSSVHMWQQPAVATPSYWQAPDGSYWQHPATNYDA
YSARACYPHPMRVSLGTTHAGSPMMAPGFPDESYYGEDVLAATMYLCNQSYDSELGRAAGVAACS
KPPETHLSKEVLDAAIGEALANPWTPPPLGLKPPSMEGVIAELQRQGINTVPPSTC

SEQ ID NO: 176, ΑΥ741685.1Ι Physcomitrella patens golden 2-like 
protein 2 (Glk2) gene, complete cds
GGTGGTGGTGGTAGAAGGCGATGGAGATATGGCGATGGACATGGCGAGGATAGATGAATCAACCG  
CCGTCGAGGTCAACTCGCTTTCGCTTGTGCATTGCGTGTTGGATGGGTTGCCCGATTCGCCTTGC

CŒTGTTTŒkŒkTTTTGUGaGCCŒkCTœŒCaCGkŒaGHTkGCHCŒk

TTGACTGTAGTAGGAATTCGGAGAATTTAGAGCTTCGGGATCTCGGGGAATTGTGGGAAGGGTCG

AGGACAATCAAGCCAGTCCGAAATCCAGTAAAAATGCAGCGCCGGGGAAGAAGAAGGCCAAGGTG
GÏ٦GGÏŒe٢VGkGe٢V٢VdeGGeGe٢V٢VeG٢Veek٢VGd٢VGGkGde٢VGGG٢VG٢VGGHkGe

غ٢حئ٢آغئ٢آحئ٢حئ٢غئ٢غآغئ٢غئ٢آئ٢حائ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢آحئ٢اآحئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حذ٢حئ٢ححآغحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غآآئ
آ٢غآحآآئ٢ئ٢غآغآذ٢ئ«٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غآغحغئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢حححآئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢غئ٦ح٢ذ٢ئ٢ححآغئ٢ئ1حآ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ححئ
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ححآ٢آئ٢غآغئ٢ححآئ٢ائ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢غآآححئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢آآآئ٢غحآئ٢ذ٢آئ٢حآحئ٢حآحئ٢غآئ٢آئ٢ححئ
آغ٢ئ٢حآغحئ٢اذ٢آآاحئ٢ئ٢غححاآحآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حئ٢غئ٦ح٢حغآآآحححئ٢ححححآحآآائ٢ئ٢آآغحائ٦

آغآغ1آ1آ11٦11ةح1٢ذ٢ل٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢آآذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غآغذ٢ذ11٢ذ٢آغذ٢ل
آحآ٢حئ1غ٢ذ1حآغححآآحآح٢حححئ٢ححآآغئ٢حئ1ح٢آئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1آ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحغححآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

c٢vGGG٢ve٢vGiGedek٢veek٢vGGkGGGeG٢vek٦٢vGene٢v٦deGGdGGGk٢vdd
TGTGCCTCCTTCAACTTGTTAGCTCTCGACGATGTTTTTTTCTTCCTCTTCCTCTTCCTCTTCTT

٢آئ111٢ذ1آآآآآ٢آآآئ٢غآئ٢غحئ٢آئ٢حآآغآغئ٢ئ1غحآ٢ئ٢آححئ٢غذ٢ئ٢حئ٢آحآححآئ٢حئ٢ححآئ٦
GTCGCTGGTGTTCATCCCGAGGAACTAATTTGGTGAAAATTCGGTTAAGTTGCGATAGAGGTCTG
ATCTCCGGAAGGTTTATTTTTTGTCTTCTGGAGAGGTTGTATAAGAGGTTCCCCTCTTTTGCAAT
AAGGCTTCCTTGATGAGATTTTCCTTTATTTTTCCCCTGATTCTTTCTCCTTCCATTTTAGTTTC

غ٢ئ1ح1ح٢ذ٢آغئ٢آآئ٢ححآئ٢ئ٢ححآغئ٢آححئ٢غئ٢غحئ٦آحآح٢غئ٢آآئ٦حآغح٢حآئ٢غئ٦غححآح٢ئ٢آآئ٦
آآآ٢آغآغآآئ٢آحآئ1آ1٢غئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آآآغئ٢غئ٦ح1ح1آ11آغ٢ئ1غ٢غئ٦٢غئ٢غئ٢آغئ٢غئ٦

CACTCGAATTCTTCATCTCCTCCTCCTCCCTTTTCCACTAGGATGCCTTCTATTGCATTGGTTGT
CATGTGACTCAGTCTTTCTCTTACACGCACTTTAACTCGCTGGATGTCTCACTTTCTGACTGTTC

1حآحح1٢آذ٢آغحآئ1آآح٢حئ1غ٢حآآغحححئ٢ئ٦حآ٢غحآغحئ٢ئ٦٢غئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢آئ٢آحئ1ححآآآ1
CCAACATTCCTCCTCAACCTATCAACTCTCACTCAAACTTGCATTGTGTGAGCATTGGTC

SEQ ID NO: 1ΊΊf AAV54521.il golden 2-like protein 2
[Physcomitrella patens]
MAMDMARIDESTAVEVNSLSLVHCVLDGLPDSPCLKSSPTSFEEAVAEGRSVFGDEEDIINNSND  
QDNSSSCGAVVTTffiDFAECLNFVTEAECGDVGVRCFEDFDKLPDCGDEGETSKAEEEGCVRIGG 
GGEQGELLESVSLDCSRNSENLELRDLGELWEGSERPDSVPGNEVGEEEALLLAEAAKATGDVVS

GVQCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRRHLAAREAEAASWTHRRTYTQAPWPRSSRRDGLPYLVPIHTPHI 
QPRPSMAMAMQPQLQTPHHPISTPLKVWGYPTVDHSNVHMWQQPAVATPSYWQAADGSYWQHPAT  
GYDAFSARACYSHPMQRVPVTTTHAGLPIVAPGFPDESCYYGDDMLAGSMYLCNQSYDSEIGRAA  
GVAACSKPIETHLSKEVLDAAIGEALANPWTPPPLGLKPPSMEGVIAELQRQGINTVPPSTC

SEQ ID NO: 178, AF31858O.l|AF31858O Zea mays putative
transcription factor ZmGLKl (Glkl) mRNA, complete cds
AAACAGCGAAACAGTGCAGAGACAAGCTACAACAACCTACCCTAACAGGCCATTCCTTCCACTGC
ACTTCATTCGATCCTGAGCTATAGCTGGCTGCCTGAGCTCGCTCCAAGAAGTGTATCTATAGTAT

GCCGKVGeakGGkG٢VGeGGeGGkGGkGGeGeddGGkl٢VGGkGGKeGeeG٢VeGGGee
TGTGTCCGACTCGGACCTGGATTTCGACTTCACGGTCGACGACATAGACTTCGGGGACTTCTTCC
TdGC٢vKGïGGGGk٢vGïGeGe٢vGeeGGGee٢veGkGG٢veGiee٢vGeeGkGk٢veG٢ve٢v٢ve
GC٢YGï٢v٢vcGkGGd٢veGedeGeeGGeGGeGk٢vGGeGGeG٢veïGGïdGkGG٢vGeed

kGGdCGÏGdCG٢VGeGeHG٢VGGlGlGGGHGGGkG٢VGeGïek٢VGeeGÏGkG
G٦kŒkŒeŒ٢Œ٦l٦l٦l٦kŒGkaŒGG٦GkŒŒŒaG٢YŒkŒkŒa٢Y٢YŒaG
CGHk٢YdeG٢veG٢veGïGGeKveG٢veG٢veGaGGkGGe٢vGneeGGeGdGG٢vG٢veek
HGd٢veedGGGiGiGnenG٢vGGk٢v٢vGGïGeeakGe٢v٢vdeGGkGk٢v٢ve
G٦٢vdGea٢vGGkGGkGe٢vGGGeKveGdGGeGG٢vGeeG٢veaak٢vee٢veGkGk٢vek٢vGGG

آغح٢غحئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححغئ٢ححئ٢اآغحاآغئ٢ئ٢ائ٢آغحئ٢حآئ٢غآحاائ٢ئ٢آآحئ٢حئ٢غئ٢ححاحائ
ÏK٢VGe٢V٢VŒGkGGGkGG٢VGGkGGaGeGÏG٢VGGÏGÏGdeGŒGGeeGk٦G٢VÏGe٢VGee
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GeeGGCGGaïeeaee٢veG٢veeGG٢vGdd٦٢veGGGkGGeei٢vGdG٢vaGGGGeek٢ve
٢آاحئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ائ٢غحآاححآححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآحححئ٢ئ٢حححآحآائ٢آئ٢ححئ٢آغئ٢ئ٦٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ

ح٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حححآحئ٢حآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢احئ٢غحآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آحذ٢آآحئ٢ئ٦حح٢غئ٢ئ٢ححآغئ
T٢YïKVGkaGGGeaGe٢vGeeek٦k٢vGeeKaGG٢vGGeGG٦Gï٢veek٢vGeG٢vGGd٢vGe 
CAATGGCAGCAGCGCGTTTCCCTGCTCCACACGTGAGGGGTTCTTTGCCATGGCCACCTCCGATG

غآ٢ئ1غ٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ٢آآحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آحغئ٢حئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ1ح1٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1غح٢حئ٢حئ٢حآئ٦آآ٢ئ1٢غآئ٢غئ

CGC٢vGeeec٢veGGkaGiGeeeea٢veGG٢vm٢vG٢vek٢vGGGCGkGe٢vGenGdGGe
حآحآاححاآح٢ئ٢حئ٢حائ٢آغحآغححآحآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حححححئ٢حآئ٢غئ٦غ٢ذ٢حآئ٢آحاآئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححآئ

ACGCAGTGCAACAAAAGGAATTTGTCGACATGCCTTTTATGTTTTGAATTCCCGTGAACCGTTTA
 ححآ1٢غئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ1آح٢آآحئ٢ئ1آحح٢ئ1حآغ1ح11٢غآآغئ٦غ٢حذ1غآ٢غئ٦آ٢حآآآئ1ح٦

آآ٢ئ1حآآآح1حح1آغ٢ئ1٢ئ٢حآئ1حآ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ1غآح٢ئ1حآ٦غ٢حآذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1حآ٢ئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢حئ
ح11حآ1آح٢غحآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ1آ

SEQ ID N0: 179ζ ΑΑΚ50392.11AF31858O_l putative transcription
factor ZmGLKl [Zea mays]
MLAVSPSPVRCADAEECGGGGASKEMEETAVGPVSDSDLDFDFTVDDIDFGDFFLRLDDGDDALP  
GLEVDPAEIVFADFEAIATAGGDGGVTDQEVPSVLPFADAAHIGAVDPCCGVLGEDNDAACADVE  
EGKŒCDHADEVAAAGNNNSDSGEAGCGGAFAGEKSPSSTASSSQEAESRRKVSKKHSQGKKKAK 
VDWTPELHRRFVQAVEELGIDKAVPSRILEIMGIDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMLAREVEAAT  
WTTHRRPMYAAPSGAVKRPDSNAWTVPTIGFPPPAGTPPRPVQHFGRPLHVWGHPSPTPAVESPR 
VPMWPRHLAPRAPPPPPWAPPPPADPASFWHHAYMRGPAAHMPDQVAVTPCVAVPMAAARFPAPH  
vrgslpwpppmyrplvppalagksqqdalfqlqiqpssesidaaÍgdvltkpwlplplglkppsv

SEQ ID NO: 180, AF318579.1|AF318579 Zea mays putative
transcription factor GOLDEN 2 mRNA, complete cds
CTCATCTTCTCTTCTTCTTCCCCCAGTCCTCCCCCCCTTTCCCCTCTTCGGCCTCTCTCGCTCAG
CTCACTCTTCATTAAGCGAGCTCACGTCGTTCCTCCCTTCTTCTTCTTCTTATCCGTTGTTCAAT

آ٢آآحئ٢ائ٢اآذ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢اححآغاائ٢آغئ٢آحآغئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢آغئ٢آآغحئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢غئ٦٢آئ٢آغئ٢حآآآئ
TCTTCTTCTATTCTATGTCGTCGTCGTCCCAGATTAGATCGAAGCTGCTAGCAGTCTATCCAGTC

TTATTGCTTTATTAGTCTAGAATAATCTTGATATATACGATCGAACATATATCTCGATCTCCACC

dGGCGGkGdd٢YGeGGeGGeGGeGGeGGe٦٢veG٢veGGeGïdek٢vG٢vGG٢vG٢v٢veeeGk
٢آحئ٢حححئ٢ئ٢غذ٢حآئ٢آآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححآغئ٦غحح٢غحئ٢ئ1ح٢آئ٢ئ٢غححآئ٢ئ٦غ٢آغذ٢غحئ٢آئ٦٢ئ1٢حآئ٢حغحئ

GTGCCCTTCTTCGACGCTGACGGGGACATCCTCCCCGACCTGGAGGTAGACACCACGGAGCTCCT
٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ1آآ٢آئ٢حآحئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٦ح٢غححئ٢غحئ٢حآحئ٢ححآئ٢ئ1٦ح٢ذ٢ئ1حححآآغآ٢حئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢حئ

ïdceGŒGGCGGd٢vkGedGHGeeG٢veG٢veG٢veG٦٢vakGeKk٢vG٢vGG٢vGi
GdkGG٢VG٢VkGd٢VkGeeGeeGeeHGHe٢VGeKGÏGÏGÏGÏGÏGÏGÎ
GGKGGkGGkGGk٢v٢va٢ve٢vee٢vGeeGGG٢veeGGGGeddG٢veG٢veGGeG٢veGGenGGee 
ACAGCAGCAAGAAGAAGTCGGCGGGCAAGAACTCCAACGGCGGCAAGCGCAAGGTGAAGGTGGAC  
٦GGiGeeakGC٢vGdeGGeGG٦٢veG٢vGdGeGG٢vGGkGde٢vGGGek٢veGdGGeeG٦
GCCG٢vedGk٢vee٢vGGkGk٢vek٢vGGGdGGHGee٢vedGGCdek٢v٦Gedede
TcenG٢vïeGG٢veGedHde٢vGk٢vGGeGeGGGkGGeakGGeeGede٢vGGGeG 
cnGCGCdk٢vG٢vïGeGeeGede٢vedGGïGïGïGïGïGGïGeeGedGee

ح٢ئ٢حآححآحححآحئ٢غححئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢آآححححآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ٢آئ٦٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢حآحئ٦
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ßßßßeaeeeßeeßeeßaeßeeßeeßeßßCTßißaßaßeßßeßkCTeeeKYßCTßeeeßTß
TGGCaCGTCKCaGGCGCCGCCCaGCKCaGGaCCGTGGGaaCCCGKCGCCGGTGGKCCC
GGCG٢v٢ve٢vaddd٢vdeGe٢vGedGik٢vGGGGeeedGdeeGeeG٢vGïGe

 غحححا٢حئ٢ذ٢حآغئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢آآآحاححئ٢ئ٢حآححئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آغذ٢غآئ٢ائ٢غائ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ
 غآححآغ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢آئ1آح٢ئ1٢حآئ٢غئ٦٢ححآئ1٢آئ٢حئ1ح٢حئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ
ححآة1ة1ة1غح٦ح1حةح1٢ذ٢آغذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ1آغ٢آآآآذ1آ٢ذ1٢ذ٢ذ٢آغذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آآذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ

TGGGGC٢vdGeeGeeG٢veGe٢veGneG٢vek٢vG٢veGGkGe٢vGedGdGGeG٢vïen
آغ٢ئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ححئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢غحآغححئ٢غئ٦غ٢آغآذ٢آئ٢حئ٦٢غحئ٢غآائ٢غئ

Ύβ^ΜβΎΪΙΎΚββΚΎβΎ^ΎΚβΎΚβΎΚΎΚβΊΚβΚΎΎβ^Ύβαΐ^ΎΚβ^ΎΚβ^^β^Ύϋ
TGTAGTAGCATATGCATGCCTTTTTTTTCTTCTTCTTTTTTTGCCCTTATTATTAAGCTGGCTAA

 اآ٢آآغحئ٢اححآغاذ٢غحآآئ٢آغاحغئ٢حآئ٢اآئ٢اآئ٢آغآئ٦آ٢آحآآآححاذ٢ححآغآحآآئ
 غآ٢ئ٢آآغآئ٢ذ٢حآئ٢حآئ٢حآآئ٢حآئ٢حآئ1غ٢ئ1آح1غآحآ٢غآحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حآحآذ٢غئ1٢غحئ٢غئ٢آغئ٢حئ
غآآغآحآآغآحآآغح٢آئ1غآغآآ٦ح1٢ئ1٢ئ1ح1آ1آ1آ1٢ذ٢غئ٢حآغئ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢غآئ

غحآحآغآح٢ذ٢حآئ٢اآئ٢اآئ٢غآئ٢حآغئ٢حححآآحآغئ٢آآغئ٢ئ٢آآئ٦٢ئ٢ذ

SEQ ID N0: 181ζ ΑΑΚ50391.11AF318579_1 putative transcription
factor GOLDEN 2 [Zea mays]
MLEVSTLRGPTSSGSKAEQHCGGGGGFVGDHHVVFPTSGDCFAMVDDNLLDYIDFSCDVPFFDAD
GDILPDLEVDTTELLAEF^STPPADDLLAVAVFGADDQPAAAVAQEKPSSSLEQTCGDDKGVAVA
AARRKLQTTTTTTTTEEEDSSPAGSGANKSSASAEGHSSKKKSAGKNSNGGKRKVKVDWTPELHR
RFVQAVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMGTDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREAEAATWAQKRHMYA 
PPAPRTTTTTDAARPPWVVPTTIGFPPPRFCRPLHVWGHPPPHAAAAEAAAATPMLPVWPRHLAP  
PRHLAPWAHPTPVDPAFWHQQYSAARKWGPQAAAVTQGTPCVPLPRFPVPHPIYSRPAMVPPPPS  
TTKLAQLHLELQAHPSKESIDAAIGDVLVKPWLPLPLGLKPPSLDSVMSELHKQGVPKIPPAAAT 
TTGATG

SEQ ID NO: 182, Wheat GLKl TC269481 partial sequence
ح1حححآآ٢غذ٢حئ1غح٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٦حآحآ٢ئ٢آغحقحغححئ1آ٢ححئ٢آةئ٢آحئ٢حغحئ1٢آحئ٢آحئ٢حئ

TCCACGGAGGCCGAGAGCCGCCACAAGTCATCAAGCAAGAACTCCCACGGAAAGAAGAAAGCCAA
GG٦GGï٢vaïGeeGGkGe٢vGdeGGkGG٢v٢veG٢vGdGeeG٦nde٢veGGek٢veGïk

KGeeKv٢v٢vŒHG٢vïeGG٢ve٢veïeGGiGdk٢vGk٢v٢vGeGeaGkGGeGGkGGeGGeGkG
c٢YGGïedeGïGdk٢vG٢vkeGeeGeeGGeGGGeeGGeeGeGŒeG٢vGkHGdGï٦

٢غححآحآغحاحئ٢ئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٢ائ٢ئ٢غئ٦٢ححئ٢آآئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢غئ٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦
ce٢v٢vdeadea٢vGddKGe٢veGGeeG٢v٢vGdG٢vaaGG٢vdee٢vkeGk٢vGGk 
c٢veGeeeeak٢vGeeGk٢vG٢vGGeeGkGGdd٢vk٢veeeGeGeeceGk٢vGeeGGeG٢vGGGe٢ve

٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ذ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آحئ٢غحآئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢آآآئ٢ححآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٦غ٢ححححاحآغذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ائ٢حئ
TKIkTGCCGkCCCkTGGaCTCCTrYGCKIGGdTGCCGKIGHCGlNYTTeCTGCTGCkCe

٢ححآحئ٢ئ٢ححآحئ٢ئ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آائ٢حآغآئ٢حئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢ائ٢حئ٢ححآئ٢احئ٢غئ
ncddGk٢v٢veGde٢vede٢vedGeneek٢veki٢vGnek٦KGeGGee

dCG٢vek٢vGGGeGkGe٢v٢vGHGdGGeG٢vGGed٢vG٢vGeeedGee٢vGeGGG٢vGkGeG٦
٦ŒkGŒ٦Ga٦ŒŒG٦ŒkaŒMŒMGkaŒ٦Œ٢YŒG٦٢Yak٢YŒkŒkŒ٢YkŒkŒ
AACAACAACATCGTCGACATGTCTTTGTTCCTTTGAACGTTTTGTGGATCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCT

حآححآ1٢حآحآآئ٢آغئ1آآآ٢غحئ٦٢ئ1ح11آغحغ٢آآغآآحئ٦آ٢ذ1آآ٢غئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ1غ٢حغئ
ATTTTTGTTACACCTAAACTTTAAGTTTGCGGTAACAGCAGCATCAACAAC
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أل٦1٦2ه

SEQ ID NO: 183ζ TaGLKl|TC269481 (Triticum aestivum) partial 
sequence
MGINSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMIAREAEAASWTQRRQMYAAGGPAAAVKRQDSNMWTVPTIG 
FAPAHPPPPPPPPSPAAMQHYARPLHVWGHPTMDSPRMPMWPRHTISRAPMPAWAPPPPPPSDPA 
FWHHPYMRGPAAYMPTHGTPCMAMPMTPKFPAAPVPVAMPCPVYASPSPAPALASKSQQDSQLQL  
QAQPSNESIDAAIGDVLSKPWLPLPLGLKPPSLGSVMGELERQGVANVPQACG

SEQ ID NO: 184۶ onion GLKl TC2836 partial sequence
TGCAAATATTGTTCAACGTATATAAAGACAATTTAGTATGCTAACAATCTCTCCCCTTGAAAGTT

GTAGGATTCGATGAACTTCCCGACCTTGAAATTGACCCTTGTGATATATTTGCTGATTTTTCTTT

Ha٢V٢V٢VGe٢VkGdGHGeHGddGe٢VGGkG٢VdKG٢Vd٢V٢VG٢VÏG٢VGk
GCAGCACTAACAATGGAAAGAGGAGGAGGAAAAACAATGAACATGAAACCTAGTTGGGCCCCACA

 آح٢حغئ1٢ئ٢ذ٢آآآغححآححآآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1حآ٢آغئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1٢آغئ٢ئ11٢آآئ٢ئ11ح
٢حآآآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آذ٢ححححآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢حاحغئ٢اححآائ٢آغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ائ٢آآاآئ٢ئ٢آائ٢حآئ

SEQ ID NO: 185, AcGLKl|TC2836 (Allium сера) partial sequence

MLTISPLESSNPDAKDEGDFVLEDISFDDLFVGFDELPDLEIDPCDIFADFSFNSSEEGDGNNKG
STSEENDVQHKRDGYYKEHSGKEETEVVSARTREDEKKPPSSKSENVKSLKSSGKKSSQSKKKAK
VDWTPELHRRFVQAVEQLGVDKAVPSRILELMGIDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLLAREAEAAS
WSHRRQLYVSSTNNGKRRRKNNEHET

SEQ ID NO: 186, Barley TC136874 GLK2 like partial sequence

غ٢حئ1غآ٢ئ٢آحذ٢آئ٢غئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢آغئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢آغئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ11٢غآذ٢ئ٢غحآححئ٢غئ٢ئ1ح1ح

SEQ ID NO: 187, HvGLK2_like, partial sequence (Hordeum vulgare)
SLSIVGDEVCSAVTTDDSSAAVGSENSKSSASAEGHSKRTSAAAATKSSHGRRKVKVDWTPELHR
RFVQAGEQLGLDKAVPSRILELMGNEYRLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREGEAGSWTPQPQMC  
WGAKVVRVGRALTL

SEQ ID NO: 188, TC96378 Sorghum GLKl like partial sequence
ح٢غئ٢حئ1ح٢غحآآذ1آآ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢لجئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حقئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ٢آئ٢حآةئ٢آآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ

٢ئ٢ئ٢حآحححئ٢ذ٢ححآحآائ٢ئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢آغئ٢آئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حححآحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ
٢ئ٢حئ٢آغحئ٢غحآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آآحئ٢غحححآئ٢ئ٢حآغئ٢غآآئ٢ححححاحآغئ٢ئ٢حآذ٢غئ٢غئ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢ئ٢غئ
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٢حآآآئ٢ئ٢آحآغئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1غآحآ٢ئ1غ٢ئ٢آئ٢آآححآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢غئ٢آئ٢ححغآغحئ٢ئ1آآآ٢ئ1
^ΎΪΚϋ^^Κν^ΙβΎβϋ^ΚΎΚβΚΎβαβ^ΙΎΚββΊβΚΎβΎΎΎΎΚΪβΚ^βΎβ 
GC٢YGed٢vGeeee٢vGGGï٢vGiGeeeee٢v٢vd٢vKkG٢vG٦ek٢vGGGeGkGe٢vGenGe

حآحآححا٢ذ٢حآحآغائ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آغحآغححآحآآحائ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحححححئ٢ذ٢اآغئ٢اآئ٢حآئ٢حآحآآئ
CCTGCAGTCCAACAAAAAGAATTTGTCGACATGCCTTTTCTGTTTCAAATTTTCATGAACCATTT  
K٢YGGïd٢ve٢ve٢va٢vkG٢v٢vie٦٢vG٢v٢vdGG٦dnend٢vïk٦ee٢v٢v٢vdG٦

حآآ1حح1آغ٢ئ1ح٢حآئ1غآ٢غئ٦٢ئ٢ئ1غآح٢ئ1حآحآ٢ئ٢غحآغئ٢ئ٢حذ1آ1حآ1آح٢حححآآئ
CTTGGCCCGAATAATCAGTAGCTGCCATCTC

SEQ ID NO: 189م SbGLKl_like (Sorghum bicolor)۶ partial sequence
ARGLKFPPPPPPPPPPPPPSPHPMQHFGRPLHAWGHPTPTVESPRVPMWPRHLVPRTPPPPWAPP  
PPSDPAFWHHAYMRGPAHMPGQVTPCVAVPMPAARFPAPPVRGALPCPPPMYRPLVPPTLDTQFQ  
LQTQPSSESIDAAIGDVLTKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQRQGVANVPPACG

SEQ ID NO: 190, Sugar cane GLK2 like SCSBSB1052F04.g CA171658 
SCSBSB1052F04 partial sequence

٢آغئ٢غحئ٢ئ1حح٢ئ٢حآيئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آغةحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ1آغ1حححآ٢غئ٦ح٢حآآغذ٢ئ٢غحآئ٢ئ1غح٢غئ٢غئ
KCk٢v٢vGededaeenG٢vkeeGG٢veGedHdaGk٢vGGeGeGGGkGGeGGkG 
GCCGedc٢vGGGeGenGeGGeïk٢vG٢vïGeGGeGGeeGGeGGkG٢vkGeeeeGkGGïGGk 
CGddïGGdeeGGceG٢vGGG٢vGG٢vGeeGïek٢veGGG٢v٦eceGeeGeeGGeGeeeeeGe 
٢a٦aGŒGŒaaŒka٦G٦GŒŒa٢ŒŒŒaaŒGŒŒaaakŒaaŒ٦ 
GCGG٢YGGeaeGdeeGke٢veeGKVGe٢vGeeeG٦G٢vGGeeGeGGde٢vGGeGeeGeeeeGGee 
GC٢YGeeGecG٢vGGGeGdeeGdeeGeeGGeeG ٢vGGïeeGGeG٢v٢ve٢vGGddd٢vïk 
ÏGCGGedGkl٢VGGGG٢VeedGdeeGd٢VGÏGdGGGÏGeeGGeG٢VGeG٢VGeeG 
Y\eGY\eeGCCGeeGY\a٢vGe٢vGeeGkGG٢v٢v٢v٢veeeGGG٢v٢vGGeeeeGaGGGGGGGGGGGin 
AATTTTTT

SEQ ID NO: 191, SoGLK2_like (Saccharum officinarum), partial 
sequence
IDKAVPSRILEIMGMDCLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHLMAREAEAATWAQKRHMYAAAGGVAPRTD 
APHGSRPWVVPTIGFPPPAPPPFCRPLHVWGHPPHAAAAEAAAAVAATPTPMLPVWPRHLAPPRP

IF

SEQ ID NO: 192, ΑΚ122161·1| Oryza sativa (japónica cultivar-
group) cDNA clone:JO33147GO1, full insert sequence
GGCKKCTkUTkeCTCGCkCCTkGTCkCCkCCGCkCdCCGeGCGCaCCGGCCCCCCGTCk 
G٦eGnc٢vGkGeaGkGeGkGde٢vGk٢vGeeGe٢vkGe٢vk٢vkGe٢vGe٢vGee٢vGddGd 
CGCCCGTAACCTAACGTATCATTTACTTCCATTGCACTGCACATCCTGTGAGTTCGTTGTCTGAG

ceGka٢v٢vGkGGkeeGeGeeGeGG٦GGeeGGeGk٦Ge٢vGGek٢vGGka٢veG٢veGGGk٢vG٢veG٢veG 
GACGACATGGATCAGTTCGACTTCTCCGTCGATGACATAGACTTCGGGGACTTCTTCCTGAGGCT

d٦eGeGÏGkG٢VGGkGGeGlGG٢VG٢VGdGkedGkGG٢VGeedeG٢VeGkGe٢Ve٢V٢VGGeG

G٦٢V٢VGeeGaGe٢VGGHGHGG٢VkGGG٢VG٢ViedGÏGk٢VGk٢VGeGGGGGlGeGl٢VG
آ٢آغححغحئ٢حذ1٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢حآآححئ1ح٢ئ٢ئ1آح٢ئ٦آ٢آحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٦٢آغئ٢غحئ٢آححغحئ٢آحئ٢آحئ٢حئ
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aßßkßßCTßneeßßeußTeKieaßanCTeeeKYßßanßneßißßT
GGdGGkCGCC٢vGkGe٢v٢vdeGGkGG٢v٢veG٢vGaGGeGG٢vGGkGde٢veGGa٢veGdGG

٢ئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢غآغحاحئ٢غاحآآئ٦٢غححآغححححآغئ٢آئ٢آئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ححئ٢غئ٢ائ٢اآغئ٢ئ٢حائ
ck٢ve٢v٢venG٢vkeeGG٢vddndk٦Gk٢v٢vGeGmGeGGkGGdeGkG ٢v٢vG
GïCdcaeGGdk ٢v٢v٢vïGeeGeeGG٢vGGkGG٢vGe٢vG٢v٢vGeGiGkGGeeGGkG٢vedeG
CGTGGACCGTGCCAACCATTGGCTTCCCTCCTCCTCCGCCACCACCACCATCACCGGCTCCGATT

٢ئ1٢حآآآآغئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢حآآحئ٢ححححآآآحآغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غحئ٢غححآغحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢ححئ1آآ٢ئ٢ئ1٦
حححآح٢غئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ححئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آآحئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححآحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححآغئ٢آآذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٦

CGGiee٢VŒ٢V٢V٢Ve٢VGGddea٢Vïk٢VGkGGGGGeddk٢VG٢VGedadGGGÏk
٢ئ٢حآآئ٢آغئ٢حذ٢حآغحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢ائ٢حآئ٢آغاحئ٦آ٢ئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآححذ٢ئ٢آحآآاحائ٢ئ٢حئ

G٦G٢ved٢vG٢vk٢vkGGeek٢v٢vGï٦eddekaGGeGkGdGi٢vddGïGede
آآ٢ئ1٢آئ٢ئ٢ذ1حآآح1٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ1ح٢حئ11٢غححآغئ٢حئ٢ئ1٢آغآئ٢حآغحآححذ٦آغآآآ٢غحئ1

CCGTGGTTGCCTTTGCCTCTTGGACTGAAGCCACCTTCAGTGGACAGTGTGATGGGCGAGCTGCA

CGTTACTGACTGATTCCTTATCTGGTCAGTTCACCAAAAAATGGGAAAATTCGCCGACATGTCCT
TTTATTTTTCTTTTGGCCTAGCGTTTCTTGGACATCTCGTTTAATTTTTAACTTGTGCAGAGTTC

ح11غ٢آغئ٢آآآحآآآئ٢غحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حححئ11آآغ1٢ئ٢حآئ٢غآحئ٦آ٢آذ1آحآغ11آحآ

SEQ ID NO: 193, ΑΚ122161·1| Oryza sativa OsGLKl deduced protein 
sequence (cds 233-1600)
MLAVSPAMCPDIEDRAAVAGDAGMEVVGMSSDDMDQFDFSVDDIDFGDFFLRLEDGDVLPDLEVD  
PAEIFTDFEAIATSGGEGVQDQEVPTVELLAPADDVGVLDPCGDVVVGEENAAFAGAGEEKVGCN  
QDDDAGEANVDDGAAAVEAKSSSPSSTTSSSQEAESRHKSSSKSSHGKKKAKVDWTPELHRRFVQ  
AVEQLGIDKAVPSRILEIMGIDSLTRHNIASHLQKYRSHRKHMIAREAEAASWTQRRQIYAAGGG 
AVAKRPESNAWTVPTIGFPPPPPPPPSPAPIQHFARPLHVWGHPTMDPSRVPVWPPRHLVPRGPA 
PPWVPPPPPSDPAFWHHPYMRGPAHVPTQGTPCMAMPMPAARFPAPPVPGVVPCPMYRPLTPPAL  
ASKNQQDAQLQLQVQPSSESIDAAIGDVÎSKPWLPLPLGLKPPSVDSVMGELQRQGVANVPPACG

SEQ ID NO: 194, Oryza sativa Orysa_REV partial CTR nucleic acid 
sequence
TGTGCTAAGGCATCCATGCTACTGCAGAGTGTCCCACCTGCAGTTTTGGTTCGATTTTTGAGGGA
ACATCGTTCTGAATGGGCGGATTATAACTTCGATGCATATTCAGCTTCATCTCTGAAGACAAGCT

CACACGGTGGAGAATCAAGAGATTTTAGAAGTTGTCCGTCTTGAAGGACAAGCACTTACACATGA
TGATGGTCTTATGTCTAGAGATATTCACCTGCTTCAGCTTTGCACTGGAATAGATGAGAAATCAA  
TGGGATCCTGCTTCCAGCTTGTCTTTGCACCAATCGATGAGCTTTTCCCTGATGATGCTCCGTTA

ATTAGATTTGGCATCTAGCCTTGAGGTTGGTTCAACTGCACAGCCCACAGGGGATGCATCTATGG

AATGGCTGTTTCTCCTTCTCGGTCTCGCTTGAATGCTGGGCAGAAGATAATTTCAGGCTTCCCTG
AAGCCCCAACGCTAGCTCGTTGGATTTGCCAAAGCTACCAGTTCCATTTGGGGGTCGAGTTACTT

GTGCTGTTCTTTCAAGGAAAAGCCTCTATTTACTTTTGCCAACGAGATGGGACTAAACATGCTAG  
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SEQ ID NO: 195ζ Oryza sativa Orysa_REV partial CTR deduced 
polypeptide
CAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASSLKTSSCSLPGLRPMRFSGSQIIMPLA  
HTVENEEILEVVRLEGQALTHDDGLMSRDIHLLQLCTGIDEKSMGSCFQLVSAPIDELFPDDAPL  
issgfrvipldmktdgÍpagrtldlasslevgsÍaqptgdasmddcnl¿svltiafqfpyemhlq 

DSVATMARQYVRSIVSSVQRVSMAISFSRSGLNAGQKIISGFFEAFTLARWICQSYQFHLGVELL  
RQADDAGEALLKMLWDYEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGLNMLETSLVALQDLSLDKIFDEAGRK  
ALYNEIPKLMEQGYVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFEQAVAWKV

SEQ ID N0: 196, Oryza sativa Orysa_REV CTR nucleic acid sequence
GCTCAAGAGACAAGCGGG¿AGGTTGTATACG^TTTGGGGAGGCAACCTGCTGTTTTGC¿GACATT

ATAACTTCGATGCATATTCAGCTTCATCTCTGAAGACAAGCTCATGTTCACTTCCTGGGTTGCGG

TTTAGAAGTTGTCCGTCTTGAAGGACAAGCACTTACACATGATGATGGTCTTATGTCTAGAGATA

TCTGCACCAATCGATCAGCTTTTCCCTGATGATGCTCCGTTAATATCTTCAGGCTTTCGTGTTAT

1حآآةةآآة10حح11ححح11آغحةآغةةة0آغةةآغ٢آحغث٢آذ1آ٢ذ٢غل٢ذ٢آغذ٢غذ٢آذ٢ث
CTGACAATTGCCTTTCAGTTCCCTTATGAAATGCATCTCCAAGACAGCGTTGCAACTATGGCCCG
GCAATATGTCCGCAGTATTGTTTCCTCTGTTCAGAGAGTATCAATGGCTATTTCTCCTTCTCGGT

٢حآآحححآئ1حآ٢حححآئ٢ئ11غح٦1آآآ٢ئ1آآحح٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ1ح٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ1٢حئ٢ئ٦1٢آئ٢ححآآحئ

٢غآآآحآحآئ٢حآآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢حئ1غ٦غححح٢آئ1حآغحغ٢آئ1غ1٢آغئ٢آئ٢آئ٢حئ٦٢حئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1

K٢V٢VGKVGGkdGG٢V٢VÏG٢VG٢VkŒ٢VGee٢VGG٢VGGkG٢VG٢VGe٢V٦G٢VeeGGGk٢VGGGGeGeek٢VG 
٦٦٦٢٦٢١١٢Y٢Y٢٦٢٦KGdG٢٦٢YG٢YKG٢٦K٢YGGIGG٢YG٢٦٢YeGGHGd٢١l٢YG٢YGd٢YG٢٦٢٦٢Y٢٦G٢٦e 
TTCTGCTTCGTCAACTGGTCCTTCGTGTGA

SEQ ID NO: 197, Oryza sativa Orysa_REV CTR deduced polypeptide
AQETSGEVVYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDVIIACNAKKVRNT  
STSANAFVTPGGVICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASSLKTSSCSLPGLR  
PMRFSGSQIIMPLAHTVENEEILEVVRLEGQALTHDDGLMSRDIHLLQLCTGIDEKSMGSCFQLV 
SAPIDELFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDMKTDGTPAGRTLDLASSLEVGSTAQPTGDASMDDCNLRSV  
LTIAFQFPYEMHLQDSVATMARQYVRSIVSSVQRVSMAISPSRSGLNAGQKIISGFPEAPTLARW  
ICQSYQFHLGVELLRQADDAGEALLKMLWDYEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGLNMLETSLVALQ 
DLSLDKIFDEAGRKALYNEIPKLMEQGYVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFEQAVAWKVLGEDNNVHCLA 
FCFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 198, Oryza sativa Orysa_REV nucleic acid sequenceOsíog33960 ΑΚ102830
gacgÍcaggttatttttttttctcctcgtctcctgacgatttcgcttttgctcgaaatctc^
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غآ٢ححئ٢غحئ٢حآذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حاحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ائ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ائ٢ائ٢حآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢ئ٦آح٢ئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ٦
CGCdek٢veGkGeedGdk٢vdGG٢ve٢vGG٦٢veenenGG٢vGeeGkGk٢viGde

حح1حح1٢ذ٢آغئ٢ئ1حح٢آآئ٢ئ1حح٢حآحئ1٢ئ٢حئ11غحآآ٢ححئ٢ئ٢حآغذ1آ1ح٢آآئ٢آئ٢حآغئ
GkGGH٢vGkGeG٢ve٢v٢venGekGG٢ve٢veede٢vGG٢veek٦GneGeGKk٢vGiGek 
GCAACTTCAGAATCCGTCATTGGGCAATGATACAAGCTGTGAATCAAATGTGACCACTCCTCAGA

آآ٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ذ1حح٢غآئ٢ئ1غحح٢حآئ٢حآحححآآغحآآحآئ٢ئ٢ئ1حآ٢ئ٢حآغحححآذ1ح٢ئ٢آححآئ٢حئ
GGATTCGTTTGGTATTGTGGCCGTTTCACATGGTTGCCGTGGTGTTGCTGCCCGTGCCTGTGGTT

حآححآ1آ٢آذ11ح٢ئ1٢ئ11غ٦٢ححآحئ1آآحآغ11غح٢ححئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آغئ٢آآححآآئ٢ئ٢غحآحئ٦
TGTCGAAGTCTTGAAGTCTTCACAATGTTTCCAGCTGGAAATGGTCGCACGATCGAACTTGTTTA  
CATGCAGATGTATGCTCCTACTACTTTGGTTCCTGCACGAGATTTTTGGACACTTAGATACACAA

1حغآ1٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ٢حئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢ئ1آحآآآ1ح1٢حآئ1حآغ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ٦غ٢ذ٢ححئ٢آحآغآئ1حآ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ
ATGCGAGGGTGGTGGCTCCATCGTGCATATTGTGGACCATCTGGATCTTGAGGCTTGGAGTGTTC

٢ئ11حآح٢آآذ٢حححئ٢غئ٢آئ٢غآئ٢حئ1آ٢آغئ٢آئ1آحح1حآآ٢غحآئ٢ذ11غآحغحآ٢حآئ٢ئ1٢غئ

ACCTGCTGTTTTGCGGACATTTAGTCAGAGGTTGAGTAGAGGCTTCAATGATGCTATAAGTGGTT

حآ٢آئ1حح٢آغذ٢ئ٢حآغئ٢غآئ٢حآئ٢ئ11آحآ٢ئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢حآئ٢ئ1آآآ٦ح٢آآذ٢آآغحئ٦حآآ1حح1ح
ATCGTTCTGAATGGGCGGATTATAACTTCGATGCATATTCAGCTTCATCTCTGAAGACAAGCTCA 
TGTTCACTTCCTGGGTTGCGGCCTATGAGATTTTCTGGGAGCCAGATCATTATGCCACTTGCTCA  
٢/ϊββΎββϋΎβΚββΚβΚΎΎΎΎϋβΎΎβΎ٢/αΎ٢/ΎΎβ1ββί1β٢/ΪΎΊΪΪΚΎβΚΎβ 
ATGGTCTTATGTCTAGAGATATTCACCTGCTTCAGCTTTGCACTGGAATAGATGAGAAATCAATG

حآغحح٢حآئ٢آآذ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آحآآئ٢آئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1آ٢حآغحئ1٢حآآآآئ٢ئ٢حآغحآغحآذ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآحئ1٦

 حآآآغاآ٢ذ٢آغئ٢اآئ٢ئ٢حاحآآئ٦آآححآ٢ائ٢ئ٦ح٢غئ٢ائ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آغححآغحححائ٢غححآغآئ٦
 غح٢آحآئ1آ٢غآئ٢آغحئ٢ئ1حآ٢غحآئ٢ئ1حآآ٢ئ٢آئ٦آ٢ئ1آآ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦حآغآ1آغححآغ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1غح
 ٢ائ٢حآآحئ٢اذ٢ححآغآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آحآغآائ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآآآحآآغآائ٢آئ٢آآحآئ٢آغآااائ٢ائ
 ححآ٢آآآغآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢آئ٢آححئ٢ححآئ٢حآآئ1حآ٢ئ٦ححح٢ئ11آغح1آآآ٢ئ1ح٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ1

ح٢ئ٢ئ٢احئ٢ئ٢ذ٢اآئ٢آئ٢آآغححآآحئ٦ح٢ئ٢اائ٢غآئ٢ئ٢آآائ٢ئ٢غئ٦غآآاححآحححححآآ٢اآآئ
β٢/Κββ٢/ΚβΚΎβΚΎβαββββ1β٢/ΪΎΚΎΎβϋΎβ٢/ΎΚΎβββΚΎΎΪβ1βίβ٢/ΎΚΎΎΎΎβΊ

 ح٢آآحآئ٢آآآئ٢ئ1حح11ح٢ئ٢حآئ٦غآآآح٢آآآئ٦ح٢ئ٢ئ1٢حئ1آغ٢غححذ٢غآئ1٢حآغئ٢آئ11
 غ٢آحآغئ٢آئ٢آحذ٢حئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1آحآغح٢آئ٢غئ٢غححآئ٢ئ1آآغآغح٦حآغح1ح٢ئ٢آححئ1ح1ححح

٢ئ٢غآغآئ٢ئ1٢حئ1آغ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ1ححآغحآآغ1٢ئ1غآآحح٢غآحآحئ٢ئ٢حآذ٢ئ٢ححآئ٦حح1حآحآ٢ئ٦

AACAATGTGCACTGCCTCGCCTTCTGCTTCGTCAACTGGTCCTTCGTGTGACCCAAAATCCAATC  
CACCATGCTCGCAGTCATCGTCGTTGTCGTCAGATCTCCATTTTTTGCAATCTCTCTAGAAGAGA

غحح٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1غ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢غئ٢ئ1غ٢ئ٢آحآئ٢ئ1٢آآحآئ1٢آئ1آغحآ٦٢غآئ٢آئ1٢آئ٦آآ٢آئ1آغ٢ئ٦
TTGAAGGCAAAATGCTGCCGGTGCCTGTAAAGAGTCTGTGCGTGCGTGTGTAAATTTGGGCGCGT 
TTTGCACTAATTTGATCTGGGGTAAGGAGGCGCTGGCTGCTGCTGTGCTGTAGTTTGGTAAAAGT
٦GkG٦k٢Œ٦iea٦ŒMŒ٦aaiaG٦k٦Gk٢YGki٢Y٢YcakŒkG٢Yii٢Y٢Y٢Y٢ia 
TGGNVeCGCG
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SEQ ID NO: 199ζ Oryza sativa Orysa_REV deduced polypeptide AKÍO283O
MAAAVAMRSGSGSDGGGGGYDKAGMDSGKYVRYTPEQVEALERVYAECPKPSSSRRQQLLRDCPI 
LANIEPKQIKVWFQNRRCRDKQRKEASRLQAVNRKLTAMNKLLMEENERLQKQVSQLVHENAYMK  
QQLQNPSLGNDTSCESNVTTPQNPLRDASNPSGLLTIAEETLTEFLSKATGTAVDWVPMPGMKPG  
PDSFGIVAVSHGCRGVAARACGLVNLEPTKIVEILKDRPSWFRDCRSLEVFTMFPAGNGGTIELV

PCEGGGSIVHIVDHLDLEAWSVPEVLRPLYESSRVVAQKMTTAALRHIRQIAQETSGEVVYALGR 
QPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDVIIACNAKKVRNTSTSANAFVTPGGVI 
CAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASSLKTSSCSLPGLRPMRFSGSQIIMPLA  
HTVENEEILEVVRLEGQALTHDDGLMSRDIHLLQLCTGIDEKSMGSCFQLVSAPIDELFPDDAPL  
ISSGFRVIPLDMKTDGTPAGRTLDLASSLEVGSTAQPTGDASMDDCNLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHLQ 
DSVATMARQYVRSIVSSVQRVSMAISPSRSGLNAGQKIISGFPEAPTLARWICQSYQFHLGVELL  
RQADDAGEALLKMLWDYEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGLNMLETSLVALQDLSLDKIFDEAGRK  
ALYNEIPKLMEQGYVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFEQAVAWKVLGEDNNVHCLAFCFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 200, Oryza sativa Orysa_HOX10 nucleic acid sequence 
ΑΥ425991.1

٢آئ٢آحآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآحذ٢حآئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحآآئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآئ1غآآ٢ئ٢غئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ححئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1

ŒaTŒaGTŒŒTŒaGTGkGŒTŒŒŒGŒŒaaŒŒTŒŒŒaŒaŒGKiG

CGTCCAAATTGTGAGTACTTCATTAGCAGGAGGTAGTGGTTGTGCTTGCTTGGCTCCTTTGCAAT

غآحغحآح٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ11٢ئ٢ئ٢آآآئ1حآغححح٢ئ1آح1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٦ح٢حذ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٦٢ئ1حآآ٢ئ1غ
GGAGACCTTGACAGAGTTCCTCTCAAAGGCTACTGGTACAGCTATTGATTGGGTCCAGATGCCTG

GCCCGTGCCTGTGGTTTGGTGAACCTAGAACCAACAAAAGTGGTAGAGATATTGAAAGATCGTCC

CGGTTCAACTTGTCTACACACAGTTGTATGCTCCAACAACTTTAGTTCCTGCACGAGATTTTTGG  
ACGTTACGGTACACAACCACAATGGAAGATGGCAGTCTTGTGGTCTGTGAGAGATCTTTAAGTGG 
TTCAGGGGGCGGTCCAAGTGCTGCCTCTGCTCAGCAATATGTGAGAGCGGAAATGCTTCCAAGTG

l٦GÏ٢VÏ٢VGeGGeï٢VeeGGdk٢Vddk٢V٢VGe٢VdGlHG٢VGGGGlG٢VGG٢VG٦ 
MŒa٦ŒŒkGŒlŒkŒkG٦Œ٦k٢Œka٢Y٢Y٢YkG٢YaiŒaGkŒkGkŒa٢Y٢YlC 
GATGCCATTAGTGGTTTCAATGATGATGGGTGGTCTATAATGGGCGGAGACGGTGTTGAAGATGT

GTTCGATTTCTGAGGGAGCATAGATCTGAATGGGCCGATTACAATATTGATGCATATTTGGCTTC
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TCATCATTCCACTTGCTCACACAGTTGAGAATGAGGAGATTCTTGAAGTTGTTCGCCTTGAGGGT

ATGAAACTCCATTGATTTCTTCTGGCTTCCGTGTTATACCACTTGATATGAAAACAGATGGTGCA

CGGAGATGCATCTGCAGATGATTGTAACTTGCGATCTGTTCTGACGATCGCTTTTCAATTCCCTT

GCTGTGCAAAGAGTGTCAATGGCTATCTCTCCCTCTCAAACTGGTCTAAATGCCGGACAGAGGAT  
AATCTCTGGTTTCCCTGAAGCAGCAACCCTTGCTCGATGGGTTTGCCAGAGCTACCATTACCATC

TACCAAGATGCTATTTTGTGCTGCTCATTCAAGGAAAAACCGGTGTTTACATTTGCCAACAAAGC

 حآغ1٢ئ٢آئ٢حذ11ح1ح٢آحآآغئ٦٢آئ٢ئ1غ٢آغئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1آغحآآغ٢حذ1٢ئ1حح٢ئ٢آحآغئ٢حغآئ

ح11حآ٢حآآئ٢ئ٢حئ1آغح1٢ئ1٦آآح٢غئ٢حآئ٢ححآحئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢آآآحآئ٢آحئ٢ئ1آححآح٢ئ٢حآآآئ
TGTGACCATCCCACATCCACTGCGAAGTGAAGATTCATTTTTGCTTGTTCAAGACTGTTTTGCAC
TAGATCTAGACCTGAGAATCTAGTAGTATTTGCGAAATTTCTCGCTTATGTAAATGTAATCTCGC

1٢ئ1آ٢ئ٢غحآئ٢غآحححآآححئ٢آآحححآآئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢حئ1٢ئ1آحآ11آ٢آغححئ٢آحآحئ1حح٢حئ٦
CGAAAACTGCATTGGCAAGATTCTTCGAAATGCAGACCAAATTTAGCTAGTACATCGTAACTTTG

٢ذ٢ئ

SEQ ID N0: 201ζ Oryza sativa OrysajOXlO deduced polypeptide
ΑΥ425991.1
MAAAVAMRGSSSDGGGYDKVSGMDSGKYVRYTPEQVEALERVYADCPKPTSSRRQQLLRECPILA 
NIEPKQIKVWFQNRRCRDKQRKESSRLQAVNRKLTAMNKLLMEENERLQKQVSQLVHENAHMRQQ  
LQNTPLANDTSCESNVTTPQNPLRDASNPSGLLSIAEETLTEFLSKATGTAIDWVQMPGMKPGPD  
SVGIVAISHGCRGVAARACGLVNLEPTKVVEILKDRPSWFRDCRNLEVFTMIPAGNGGTVELVYT 
QLYAPTTLVPARDFWTLRYTTTMEDGSLVVCERSLSGSGGGPSAASAQQYVRAEMLPSGYLVRPC  
EGGGSIVHIVDHLDLEAWSVPEVLRPLYESSRVVAQKMTTAALRHIRQIAQETSGEVVYALGRQP  
AVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSIMGGDGVEDVVIACNSTKKIRSNSNAGIAFGAPGGIIC  
AKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNIDAYLASTLKTSACSLTGLRPMRFSGSQIIIPLAH  
TVENEEILEVVRLEGQPLTHDEALLSRDIHLLQLCTGIDEKSVGSSEQLVFAPIDDFPDETPLIS 
SGFRVIPLDMKTDGASSGRTLDLASSLEVGSATAQASGDASADDCNLRSVLTIAFQFPYELHLQD

QSDGDAEQLLKMLWHYQDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANKAGLDMLETSLVALQDLTLDRIFDEPGKEA  
LFSNIPKLMEQGHVYLPSGVCMSGMGRHVSFDQAVAWKVLAEDSNVHCLAFCFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 202 ۶ Arabidopsis thaliana Arath_REV nucleic acid 
sequence AF188994
AGAGTCTTCAAAACTTTTGCAGCTTCAATTGTACCTGGGTTTCTTCTTCATTGTTCCTAAGGTTT  
CTGTGTCCTTCAATTCTTCTGATATAATGCTTCTTTAAGAGAGTTGACATCATCACTTTCTTGGG  
GTACTCTTCTCTGTTTCTCCCCAGAAAATCCAACTCTGTAATTTTGGGTCTTTATTCTGTTTTTC  
TCTTTGAAGAATCTTTAAAATTCTCAGATCTTCTGAATCTCTCTTCTTTAAAACTTTTTTTAACT 
TTATTTTTTGTACTCGCTTCTTTGCCTTCATTTTTCTCGTATCCACATGTCGTTGGTCTTTCGCT 
ACAAGCCACGACCGTAGAATCTTCTTTTGTCTGAAAAGAATTACAATTTACGTTTCTCTTACGAT  
ACGACGGACTTTCCGAAGAAATTAATTTAAAGAGAAAAGAAGAAGAAGCCAAAGAAGAAGAAGAA
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آحا«ا٢احآئ٢آحائ٢حاحئ٢آئ٢احآآئ٢آحآحئ٢غآئ٢حئ٢ئ٦آحآاح٢ئ٢حاآئ٢ئ٢اآئ٢حآئ
TCTCCGTCGACAACAATTGATCCGTGAATGTTCCATTTTGGCCAATATTGAGCCTAAGCAGATCA
AAGTCTGGTTTCAGAACCGCAGGTGTCGAGATAAGCAGAGGAAAGAGGCGTCGAGGCTCCAGAGC

GGTTTCTCAGCTTGTCTGCGAAAATGGATATATGAAACAGCAGCTAACTACTGTTGTTAACGATC
CAAGCTGTGAATCTGTGGTCACAACTCCTCAGCATTCGCTTAGAGATGCGAATAGTCCTGCTGGA

حآآ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ1آ٢حئ٢ئ11ح1غ٢آئ٦ححآ٢ئ11آ٦٢ئ٢آغآئ٢ئ٢ئ1حح٢غآذ٢ئ1ح1٢حآئ٢غحآآحآئ

آغ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ11آغ٢ححئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ححآآئ٦آ٢ئ٢غحآحئ٢آحآئ1ح1٢ئ٢حآآئ1آآآآح٢غئ٢آآحآغآئ٢ئ٢حئ

آحااح٢ئ٢ذ٢آغآئ٢ححآئ٢آئ٢اححآئ٢حححآئ٢ئ٢حآاآئ٢حآئ٢آآئ٢ائ٢آآذ٢آئ٢ائ٦حااحآحآآ
AGAAATGCTTTCTAGTGGGTATTTAATAAGGCCTTGTGATGGTGGTGGTTCTATTATTCACATTG

 آ٢آغحئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آآذ1حآآحآ1ح٢ححآآئ1آآحآ٢ئ٢حآحآغححئ٢غححآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغآآآئ1آ٢آغئ٢حئ
11آ٢حآآحئ٢غئ٢ئ111غحآ٢ئ٢آآآغئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آحئ٦ح٢غحآغآغآححئ٢حذ٢ئ1آآ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح1حآ

TAATGGTGAAGTAGTGTATGGATTAGGAAGGCAGCCTGCTGTTCTTAGAACCTTTAGCCAAAGAT
TAAGCAGGGGCTTCAATGATGCGGTTAATGGGTTTGGTGACGACGGGTGGTCTACGATGCATTGT
GATGGAGCGGAAGATATTATCGTTGCTATTAACTCTACAAAGCATTTGAATAATATTTCTAATTC
TCTTTCGTTCCTTGGAGGCGTGCTCTGTGCCAAGGCTTCAATGCTTCTCCAAAATGTTCCTCCTG
CGGTTTTGATCCGGTTCCTTAGAGAGCATCGATCTGAGTGGGCTGATTTCAATGTTGATGCATAT

TGGAAGGTCATTCTCTTGCTCAAGAAGATGCATTTATGTCACGGGATGTCCATCTCCTTCAGATT
TGTACCGGGATTGACGAGAATGCCGTTGGAGCTTGTTCTGAACTGATATTTGCTCCGATTAATGA
GMGT٦ŒaGMa٦Ga٢aa٦G٦٦ŒaaaK٢Y٢YŒaG٦a٢YKŒa٢Y٦a٢YŒ٢YKKKk

آح٢آححئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآئ11حآ٢آئ٦٢ححآئ1غ٢آآآآآحآئ٢آئ1آح٢ذ1ح٢آئ٢حئ1آآغآحآغ٢ئ٦
CACTATCGCGTTTCAATTCCCTTTTGAAAACAACTTGCAAGAAAATGTTGCTGGTATGGCTTGTC

٢آئ٢حآئ1غ٢غآآذ٢ئ1آ٢آغئ٢غئ٢آآئ1ح٢آئ٢ححئ1٦حآ٢غحآئ٢غحئ٦آ٢آآغذ٢غئ٢آئ٦حح1ح٢غحئ٢حئ
غ٢آئ٢غآححئ٢آذ11آآح٢آغحححآغآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1غح٦ح٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢حآئ٦حآآح٢آئ٢آغئ٦11٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1
 ٢ئ٢ئ1آآحآ٢حآآآحآغذ٢حئ1٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢آححآئ٢آئ1غ٢حآغئ٢آئ11غ٢ذ1٢غئ٢آحآآئ1٢ئ٢غآآئ٢غئ
1آغآغ1٢غذ٢آئ٢حئ11حآغححآآغآغح1آ٢آحححئ٢آحئ1آغآححح٢آآحآئ٢غححئ٢آآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غئ
1٢آئ1حآ٢ذ1٢ئ1حآآآغحح٢حآآئ٢حآآئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ1ح1آ٢آحآحآئ٢آذ٢ئ1٢غحئ٦ححح1غح٢غئ٦

GTGAGTTATGAACAAGCTGTTGCTTGGAAAGTGTTTGCTGCATCTGAAGAAAACAACAACAATCT  
GCATTGTCTTGCCTTCTCCTTTGTAAACTGGTCTTTTGTGTGATTCGATTGACAGAAAAAGACTA  
ATTTAAATTTACGTTAGAGAACTCAAATTTTTGGTTGTTGTTTAGGTGTCTCTGTTTTGTTTTTT  
AAAATTATTTTGATCAAATGTTACTCACTTTCTTCTTTCAAAAAAAAAA

SEQ ID N0: 203ζ Arabidopsis thaliana Arath_REV deduced
poiypeptide AF188994
MEMAVANHRERSSDSMNRHLDSSGKYVRYTAEQVEALERVYAECPKPSSLRRQQLIRECSILANI 
EPKQIKVWEQNRRCRDKQRKEASRLQSVNRKLSAMNKLLMEENDRLQKQVSQLVCENGYMKQQLT  
TVVNDPSCESVVTTPQHSLRDANSPAGLLSIAEETLAEFLSKATGTAVDWVQMPGMKPGPDSVGI 
FAISQRCNGVAARACGLVSLEPMKIAEILKDRPSWFRDCRSLEVFTMFPAGNGGTIELVYMQTYA
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PTTLAPARDFWTLRYTTSLDNGSFVVCERSLSGSGAGPNAASASQFVRAEMLSSGYLIRPCDGGG  
SIIHIVDHLNLEAWSVPDVLRPLYESSKVVAQKMTISALRYIRQLAQESNGEVVYGLGRQPAVLR  
TFSQRLSRGFNDAVNGFGDDGWSTMHCDGAEDIIVAINSTKHLNNISNSLSFLGGVLCAKASMLL  
QNVPPAVLIRFLREHRSEWADFNVDAYSAATLKAGSFAYPGMRPTRETGSQIIMPLGHTIEHEEM  
LEVVRLEGHSLAQEDAFMSRDVHLLQICTGIDENAVGACSELIFAPINEMFPDDAPLVPSGFRVI 
PVDAKTGDVQDLLTAN№TLDLTSSLEVGPSPENASGNSFSSSSSRCILTIAFQFPFENNLQENV 
AGMACQYVRSVISSVQRVAMAISPSGISPSLGSKLSPGSPEAVTLAQWISQSYSHHLGSELLTID  
SLGSDDSVLKLLWDHQDAILCCSLKPQPVFMFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDITLEKIFDESGRKAI 
CSDFAKLMQQGFACLPSGICVSTMGRHVSYEQAVAWKVFAASEENNNNLHCLAFSFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 204ζ Zea mays Zeama_HDIII RLDl (rolled leafl) nucleic 
acid sequence ΑΥ501430.1

ح11تآح11ح1٢ئ1٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢غذ٢آآآغذ٢آذ٢ذ٦٢ذ٢ذ٢غآئ٢ئ٢آغذ٦آآ٢ذ٢ئ٢آآذ٢ذ٢حئ٢غذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ1٢غئ٦

٢آئ٢غآئ٢آغئ1ححآآغ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ححئ٢ححئ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢حآئ٢حآئ٢حئ٢حئ1آحآ٢ئ٢غآئ٦

ح٢ئ1ح1٢حآئ٢ئ11غآ٢آآئ٢ححآآغئ٢ئ٢ئ1غحآ٢غئ٢ئ1ح٢حآحآئ1آ٢ئ1غحآحآغ٢غآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ

GAGTTCCTCTCAAAGGCTACTGGGACAGCTATTGATTGGGTCCAGATGCCTGGGATGAAGCCTGG  
TCCGGATTCAGTTGGTATCGTGGCCATTTCGCATGGTTGCCGTGGCGTTGCTGCCCGCGCCTGTG

aKaKaK٦ŒKKGMŒaŒa٦G٦Œ٦aG٦aaa٢Y٢a٢YaG٢YŒ٢Y٢YaŒ٢YŒ٢YŒ٦ 
CCAAATGCAGCCTCTACACAACAATTTGTTAGGGCTGAGATGCTTCCAAGTGGGTATTTAGTTCG

TTCCTGAAGTGCTTCGACCACTGTATGAGTCTTCTAGAGTTGTTGCTCAGAAAATGACTACTGTG  
Gd٢VGeGCde٢V٢VKlk٢V٢VGe٢VdGKlG٢VGGHG٢VkG٢VG٢VÏGee٢V٢VGGGlG

GTTTCAATGATGATGGCTGGTCTGTAATGGGGGGAGATGGCATTGAAGACGTTGTTATTGCTTGC

GGGAGCATAGATCTGAATGGGCTGATTACAATATTGATGCGTATTTGGCTTCATCATTGAAGACC

TGCTCACACAGTTGAGAACGAGGAGATTCTTGAAGTTGTCCGCCTTGAAGGTCAGCCTCTTACTC
حآغحآغ1٢ذ٢آئ٢آآآحآآئ٢ئ1غححح٢آغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ٦٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آآئ٦ح٢غذ٢ححآئ1٦1حآغ1غ1

TCTGTGGGTTCCTCCTTCCAGCTTGTGTTTGCACCAATTGATGAGCATTTCCCAGATGATGCTCC  
ATTGATTTCTTCTGGCTTTCGTGTCATACCACTTGATGTGAAAACAGATGGTGTATCCTCTGGTA

TCTCCAGATGACTGCAGTTTGAGATCTGTGCTGACAATCGCCTTTCAATTCCCGTATGAGATGCA
٢ئ٢حآآئ1غح٢ئ1٢حآآحئ٢ئ1٢ئ1ححآ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ1٦آآحآغ٢آحئ1آ٢آذ٢آآآغئ٢ئ٦ح٢حآحآئ٢غئ1

CTGTTCTGTGCTGCTCCTTTAAGGAGAAACCTATGTTTACGTTTGCAAACAAGGCAGGGCTGGAC
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KiGTTHkeKiaCTTGTTGeeaGanaaeGCTkadaTCTTeaeaGTdG
1حح11٢غذ٢آآغآئ٢آئ٢ئ1غ٢آحآغئ٢حئ1غ٢آئ1ححآ1٢ئ1حح٢غآئ٢حئ٢حغآحئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢ئ1

AAAAGGCATATGTTGCATGCACTAGTTGAAGAAAC

SEQ ID N0: 205, Zea mays Zeama_HDIII RLDl (rolled leafl) deduced 
polypeptide ΑΥ501430.1
MGTMVAAVALRGGSSDSGGFDKVPGMDSGKYVRYTPEQVEVLERLYIDCPKPSSSRRQQLLRECP  
ILSNIEPKQIKVWFQNRRCRDKQRKESSRLQAVNRKLTAMNKLLMEENERLQKQVSQLVHENAHM 
RQQLQNTSLANDTSCESNVTTPPNPIRDASNPSGLLAIAEETFTEFLSKATGTAIDWVQMPGMKP  
GPDSVGIVAISHGCRGVAARACGLVNLEPTKGIEILKDRPSWFRDCRSLEVFTRFPAGNGGTIEL  
IYMQMYAPTTLVPARDFWTLRYTTTMEDGSLVVCERSLSGSGGGPNAASTQQFVRAEMLPSGYLV 
RPCEGGGSIVHIVDHLDLEAWSVPEVLRPLYESSRVVAQKMTTVALRHLRQIAQETSGEVVYALG  
RQPAVLRTESQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDVVIACNSTKKIRNTSNAGITFGAPGG  
IICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNIDAYLASSLKTSACSLPGLRPMRFSEGQMIMP 
LAHTVENEEILEVVRLEGQPLTHDEALLSRDIHLLQLCTGIDEKSVGSSFQLVFAPIDEHFPDDA  
PLISSGFRVIPLDVKTDGVSSGRTLDLASSLDVGSAAPQASGDASPDDCSLRSVLTIAFQFPYEM 
HLQDSVAAMARQYVRSVISAVQRVSMAISPSQSGLNAGHRMLSGFPEAATLARWVCQSYHYHLGM  
ELLNQSDGAGEALLKMLWHHPDAVLCCSFKEKPMFTFANKAGLDMLETSLVALQDLTLDKIFDES  
GRKALFSDISKLMEQGYAYLPSGVCMSGMGRHVSFDQAVAWKVLGEDSNIHCLAFCFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 206, Populus trichocarpa Poptr_HDIII nucleic acid 
sequence ΑΥ919617
CTGTGTTTGATTATTTATTTTGTGGTGGAAATGGCCATGGAAGTGGCCCCTCTGCACCGAGAGAG

حآحآح٢حئ11آآآححآ٢حآغئ٢حححئ1٢ئ1٢حآئ٢ئ1غ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ذ1٢ئ1٢حآغحآئ٢ئ1ح٢حآئ
TGACTCTGTGGTTGCCACTCCACAACATTCACTAAGAGATGCCAATAACCCTGCTCGACTCCTCT

TGGAGTGGCAGCAAGAGCCTGCGGTCTTGTAAGTTTAGAGCCTAAAAAGATTGCAGAGATCCTTA  
AAGATCGTTCATCTTCGTTCCGTGATTGTCGGAACCTTGAAGTTTTCACTATGTTTCCTGCTGGA 
AATGGTGGAACAATTGAACTAGTGTACAGTCAGATATATGCTCCAACTACTCTTGCTCCAGCACG

CACTTTCTGGTTATGGTGCTGGCCCCGATGCAGCTCCCGCTGCCCAGTTTGTGAGGGCTGAAATG

GTGGTGTATGGTTTGGGCAGGCAACCAGCTGTTCTCAGAACCTTTAACCAAAGATTAAGCAGAGG  
TTTCAATGATGCCATCAATGGGTTTAATGATGATGGCTGGTCACTCATGAATGCGGATGGAGCTG  
AGGATGTAATAATTGCAGTTAACTCAACCAAGAATTTGATTGGTGCTAATAATTCTGCTCATTCT  
CTTTCGTTCTTGGGAGGGATTCTTTGTGCGAAAGCTTCCATGCTACTGCAAAATGTGCATCCTGC  
TGTGCTGGTCTGTTTCCTAAGGGAGCATCACGCTGAGTGGGCTGATTTCAGTGTTGATGCCTATT
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CTGCTGCATTGTGGAAGGCTGGTTCATATGCATATCCAGGAATGAGGCCCATGAGGTTTACTGGG

TGAAGGCCATTCTTTTGCACAAGAAGATGCTTTTGTTTCACAGGACATCCATCTCCTACAGATAT

AAAGGATACACAGGAGGTATTGACTACAAATTGTACTCTGGATCTAACATCAAGTCTTGAAGCGG

 ٢غآححغآحئ٢آآآغحآحآذ٢آغئ٢حآحآئ٢ئ11حآآحح٢ئ٢ححآغئ٢ئ٢غئ٦آغ٢آئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ1حآآغح1حآ
٢ئ1حآآآآ٢غحذ٢ئ٢ئ11٢آغآئ٢ححآئ1آغح٢آئ٢ئ٢حآئ1ح٢آئ٢آئ1٢ئ٢ححآآذ٢آئ٢غئ٢آغححآئ٢ححآئ

CAAAGTCACAGGCAAGTTCTGCTTAAGTTTTCATCATGTTACCATTTAGGAGCAGAATTACTGAG  
ATCTGATTCTGTGGGTGGAGATTCTCTCCTGAAACATCTATGGCATCATCCAGATGCAATTTTAT  
GTTGTTCATTGAAGTCGCTGCCAGTTTTCATCTTTGCCAATCAGGCAGGGCTTGACATGCTGGAG

ATTGTATACAGAATTTGCAAAGTTAATGCAACAGGGATTTGCATGCTTGCCTGCTCGAATCTGCA 
TGTCAACAATGGGGCGTAATGTTTCATATGAGCAAGCTGTTGCTTGGAAAGTGCTATCTGCAGAA  
GAGAACGCTGTTCATTGCATTGCTTTCTCTTTTGTAAACTGGTCTTTTTTGTGAACTCCACAGTT

GKGK

SEQ ID N0: 207, Populus trichocarpa Poptr_HDIII deduced
polypeptide ΑΥ919617
MAMEVAPLHRESSSSGSINKHLTDDGKYVRYTAEQVEALERVYAECPKPSSLRRQQLIRECPILA 
NIEPKQIKVWFQNRRCREKQRKESSRLQTVNRKLTAMNKLLMEENDRLQKQVSQLVCENGFMRQQ  
LQTAPTATDASCDSVVATPQHSLRDANNPAGLLSIAEETLSEFLAKATGTALEWVQMPGMKPGPD  
SIGIFSISQRCGGVAARACGLVSLEPKKIAEILKDRSSWFRDCRNLEVFTMFPAGNGGTIELVYS 
QIYAPTTLAPARDMWTLRYTTSLENGSLVVCERSLSGYGAGPDAAAAAQFVRAEMLPSGYLIRPC  
EGGSIIHIVDHLNLQAWSVPEVLRPLYESSKAVAQKMTIAALRYVRQVAHETSGEVVYGLGRQPA 
VLRTFNQRLSRGFNDAINGFNDDGWSLMNADGAEDVIIAVNSTKNLIGANNSAHSLSFLGGILCA 
KASMLLQNVHPAVLVCFLREHHAEWADFSVDAYSAALWKAGSYAYPGMRPMRFTGSQITMPLGHT  
IEQEDLLEVIRLEGHSFAQEDAFVSQDIHLLQICSGIDENAVGACSELVFAPIDETFPDDAPLLP 
SGFRIISLESKAKDTQEVLTTNCTLDLTSSLEAGLAINHTAVDGSSCHSLRSVLTIAFQFPFESN 
LQDNVATMARQYVRSVISSVQRVAMAISPSGLSPVLGPKLSAGSPEALTLAHWICQSHRQVLLKF  
SSCYHLGAELLRSDSVGGDSVLKHLWHHPDAILCCSLKSLPVFIFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDIT 
LDKIFNESGRQALYTEFAKLMQQGFACLPAGICMSTMGRNVSYEQAVAWKVLSAEENAVHCIAFS 
FVNWSFL

SEQ ID NO: 208, Medicago trunculata Medtr_HDIII nucleic acid 
sequence spliced from AC138171.17
AGGGTGTGATTGTTTAAGTTAATTTGAGATTAGGAAGATGGCTATGGCTGTTGCACAACAACAAA

ATTGAAGCTTTGGAAAAGGTTTATGTGGAATGCCCTAAGCCTAGTTCATTGAGAAGGCAACAGCT

حآ11حآ٢حآغآآآغذ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢غآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ئ1آح٢ذ٢ئ1حآغ٢ئ٦غح٢آححئ1حآ
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GGTCCAGATGCCTGGGATGAAGCCTGGTCCGGATTCGGTTGGGATATTTGCCATTTCTCAAGGTG

TTAAAAGATCGCCCAACTTGGTACCGTGATTGTCGGAGTTCAGAAGTTTTCACAATGTTCCCAGC

AGGTCACTGTCTGGTACTGGTGCTGGCCCTAATGCTGCAGCCGCCTCACAGTTTGAGAGGGCTGA

غ٢ئ٢حغئ٢آئ1غ٢ئ٢ححآئ1ح٢ححآغئ1حآحآ٢ئ٢ئ11حآح٢حآئ٢حححئ٢ئ٢آغذ٢حآغآئ1آ٢آحئ٢حئ٢ئ1

TGGTGACGTGGTGTATAGCATGGGTCGGCAACCTGCAGTTCTTAGAACTTTTAGCCAACGGTTGA  
GCAGAGGTTTCAATGACGCTGTCAATGGATTCAATGATAATGGTTGGTCTGTTCTCAACTGTGAT

غحآححآحح٢غآآحآححذ٢آآآغآئ٢ئ1آ1آآغ٢ئ1٦٢ئ1ح1غحآآآ٢ححآذ٢غئ٢آئ٦٢آئ1آ٢ئ٢ئ1ح
AAGTTCCCTTTCACTCCTTGGAGGAATTGTCTGTGCAAAAGCTTCTATGTTACTCCAAAACACCA

 ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢آآاآآآآذ٢حئ٢آآآئ٢ئ٦اححاح٢غئ٦٢حئ٢آئ٢اححئ٦ح٢حذ٢آآغحآئ٦غحآآحآاآ٦
 ح٢ئ٢آآآآئ٢حآئ٢حآئ٢آغئ٢غئ٢آآئ11٢ححآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ححآغآئ٢آغآئ٢ئ٢ئ٦ح٢ذ1حآ1ح٦٢غآئ٢ئ11آآ

٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ1آ٢ئ1حح1آ٢حآغئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢غححآآئ٢غآغئ٢ئ1حآآ1٢آغئ٢ذ1ح1حآغ٢آئ11غآآغ
TCCGCCTTGAAGGTCTTGCTCAAGATGATTCTTTTGTTTCTAGGGATGTTCATCTCTTACAGGTG  
CTTCCTCTGACCCTTCTTATGTTATGTACTGGAATTGATGAGAATGCTGTGGGGGCTTGTTCCGA

ح٢آئ٢حآآآغآغئ٢آئ٢حئ1آآحآغحغحآغحآآ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ11حآغح٢آئ٢حئ٢آآئ1حآ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢آآآححآئ٢حئ
GCATTCTCCTGTTGAATTCTCAACCAGGTGATACAAAGAACACAACAACAGCAAATCGAACCTTG

غحآآآغح٢آغئ٢آححآئ٢حآآئ1آح1ح٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ1ح1٢آئ٢حآغئ٢ئ٦1٢ححئ1غ٢حئ٢آغئ٢آحآحئ٢حئ
TAACAATCGATGTGTGTTGACTGTTGCCTTTCAGTTTCCTTTTGAGAGCGGTCTGCAGGATAATG  
TTGCAGCCATGGCACGTCAATATGTCCGGCGTGTAGTTTCTGCCGTGCAGGCGGTTGCAACGGCT

آحآغآغ٢ئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ1آآحآ1٢غئ٢آئ٦٢ححآححآئ1ح11٢آئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححآذ٢غئ٢حآئ٢ئ11ح٢غئ٢ئ٦
TACACTAGCTCAATGGATCTGCCAGAGTTATAGTCATCATCTGGGCGCGCAACTGCTGAGATCTG  
ATTCTCTTATTGGTGATATGCTACTGAAACATTTGTGGCATCATCCAGATGCTATTTTATGCTGC  
٦a٦TaKŒKKG٦ŒŒG٦M٦a٦a٦٦GaKiaŒaŒa٦٢Yaa٢YG٦٢YŒKKKaK٢

TTGCATATTTTGCGAAGTTAATGCAGCAGGGGTTTGCTTGTATGCCAGCTGGGATCTGCATGTCA
غ٢ئ1حححآ٢ذ٢غحئ٢حآغئ٢آآئ٢آغحآغآغئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢حئ٦٢حئ٢ححآحئ11حآ٢حآغئ٢حآئ1غح٢ئ1٢ئ1

TGTTCATTGCTTGGCTTTCTCATTCATTAATTGGTCATTTATATGACCTATTGCTGGATTTAAAC
٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حآآآآآآآآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حآآحآآئ1غآ٢ئ11

SEQ ID: 209ζ Medicago trunculata Medtr_HDIII deduced polypeptide ACÍ38171.17
MAMAVAQQQRDNSIERHLDSSGKYVRYTAEQIEALEKVYVECPKPSSLRRQQLIRECPVLANIEP  
KQIKVWFQNRRCREKQRKEASQLQSVNRKLSAMNKLLMEENERLQKQVSQLVNENGFMRQQLHPT  
PAAPNADGSGVDSAAAAPMNSLRDANSPAGFLSIAEETLTEFLSKATGTAVDWVQMPGMKPGPDS  
VGIFAISQGGNGVAARACGLVSLEPTKIVEILKDRPTWYRDCRSSEVFTMFPAGNGGTIELVYTQ  
TYAPMTLASARDFWTLRYTTNLENGSVVVCERSLSGTGAGPNAAAASQFERAEMLPSGYLIRPCE 
GGGSIIHIVDHLNLQAWSVPEVLRPIYESSQMVAQRLTIAALRYIRQVAQETSGDVVYSMGRQPA  
VLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAVNGFNDNGWSVLNCDGAEGVTISVNSIKNLSGTSNPASSLSLLGGIVCA 
KASMLLQNTTPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADFSVDAFSAASLKAGSYGYPGMRSTKFTGNQAIMPLGHT  
IEHEEMLEIIRLEGLAQDDSFVSRDVHLLQVLPLTLVMLCTGIDENAVGACSELIFAPIDDMFPE 
DAPLVPSGFRIVLLNSQPGDTKNTTTANRTLDLTSGLEVSPATAHANGDASCPNNRCVLTVAFQF  
PFESGLQDNVAAMARQYVRRVVSAVQAVATAISPSSVNTSGGAKLSPGTPEALTLAQWICQSYSH  
HLGAQLLRSDSLIGDMLLKHLWHHPDAILCCSLKQVPVFIFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDITLDKI 
FDESARKNLIAYFAKLMQQGFACMPAGICMSTMGRHASYDQAVAWKVHAEDNSVHCLAFSFINWS  
FI
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SEQ ID NO: 210۶ Saccharum officinarum Sacof_HDIII partial nucleic 
acid sequence contig of CA125167.1 CA217O2؛.l CA241276.1
CA1245O9.i
GATTCGGTTGGTATCGTGGCCATTTCGCATGGTTGCCGTGGTGTTGCTGCCCGCGCCTGTGGTTT

GTCGAAGTCTTGAAGTGTTTACAATGTTTCCAGCTGGAAATGGGGGAACAGTTGAACTTATCTAC

ATGCAGCCTCTGCACAGCAATTTGTTAGGGCTGAAATGCTTCCAAGTGGGTATTTAGTTCGCCCA

TGCGŒÏC٢V٢VKlk٢V٢VGe٢VdGKlG٦GGHG٢VkG٢VG٢VÏGee٢V٦GGGlGGd
CCTGCAGTACTACGGACCTTTAGTCAAAGACTAAGCAGGGGTTTTAATGATGCCATTAGTGGTTT
CAATGATGATGGCTGGTCTGTAATGGGGGGAGATGGCATTGAAGACGTTGCTGTTGCTTGCACCT

GCATAGATCTGAATGGGCTGATTACAATATTGATGCGTATTTGGCTTCATCACTGAAGACCAGTG
٢آححآغئ٢غئ٢آآذ٢ئ٢ححئ١ذ\حآآح٢ئ1٢حآغآحئ1غ1٦آ٢غحححححححآئ٢آغحآغذ٢غئ٦ح٢ئ٢غئ٢حآآئ٢ئ٦

CACACAGTGGAGAATCAGGAGATTCTTGAAGTTATCCGCCTTGAAGGACATCCTCTTACTCATGA

آآحححآ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢حئ1٢آحآحآآئ٦حآ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1آ٦حآغح1٢غئ٢ئ٦آآ٢ئ٢ئ1حآغحآغ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآآغئ
ATTTCTTCTGGCTTTCGTGTCATACCACTTGATATGAAAACAGATGGTGTATCCTCTGGCAGGAC

ح٢آئ1ححآآآغ٢آحآغئ1آ٢غحآآئ٦آآحححآح٢حآئ٢حآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1حآغححح٢آغئ٢حآئ
٢ئ1غحآغ٢آحآئ1حآآآ1آغ٢حآئ٦ح٢غحآئ٢ئ1ححآ٢ئ٢آآآئ٢ئ1٦آ٢ذ٢ئ٢غآآئ٢حئ1حآغ٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ٦

CAGGACAGTGTTGCAACTATGGCTCGTCAATATGTTCGTAGTGTTGTTTCTGCTGTGCAAAGAGT
GTCGATGGCTATATCTCCCTCCCAATCTGGTCTAAATGCTCAGAGGACACTTTCTCGCTTCCCTG
KKK٢TŒaaa٦GaKGMGŒ٦٦٦ŒaGKG٦٦MaaKŒKYaKŒa٦ŒKK٢Y٢YKa٦

1آ٢ئ1آ٢ئ1حآغ1ح٢ححآئ٢حئ1ح٢حآآحآآغئ11حآ٢آئ٢ححآئ٢آغئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢ئ1غ٢حئ٢آآحآئ٢ئ٦
βΎβ٢/٢νβ٢/Ύ٢٠ΎΎΎΎ1ββΚβΚ٢/ΊΚΎβΎΎΎΪβΊΎΎβ٢/Κ1βαΚβββ٢/ΎΊβϊΚΎβΎΎΚβ

1غ٢آغئ٢آئ٢حآآغآآذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ1غح٢ئ٢غحآئ٢غئ٢آئ1غ٢ئ1آآغح٦آ٢غحذ٢حئ1حآ1ح1غحح1
ح٢ئ1آآغآ٢آذ٢ئ1آغآغ٢آئ٢ئ11آح1ححآ1٢ئ1حح٢غآئ٢حئ٢غآغئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ٦٢ئ1حآحآحآح

غ٢ئ1ح1٢ئ٢حآذ٢غئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢آآئ٦٢حآئ٢آآئ٢حآحئ1٢آححآئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢آحآحذ1٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغئ
CGk٢VGGGG٢VGGeGkGee٢VG٢VeGG٢VaG٢VG٢VGk٢VGkGedeed٢V٢V٢V٢VG٢Vk٢VGk٢VGk٢Vee٢VGk٦

1حح1آغ٢حغحآآغذ٢ئ٢حححئ٢ئ11حآ٢ححآغآآئ٦ح٢حآغئ٢غئ٢حآآآآغآئ1ح٢حئ٢حآئ1آغ٢ئ٢حئ
GGGTTTTATTAAAAAAACTGGAGAATTTTCCCAGGTTTTTTCCCACTTTTCGTTGGCCCCCCCAC

٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1غآحآآآحآحح٢ئ1آآآ٢آئ٦ححآ٢حئ1ححح٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢حآئ٢حآئ٢ئ1آآآ٦آآآآآ٢ئ٢غآغئ
C

SEQ ID NO: 211۶ Saccharum officinarum Sacof_HDIII deduced partial 
polypeptide
DSVGIVAISHGCRGVAARACGLVNLEPTRVIEILKDRPSWFRDCRSLEVFTMFPAGNGGTVELIY  
MQMYAPTTLVPARDFWTLRYTTTMEDGSLVVCERSLSGSGGGPNAASAQQFVRAEMLPSGYLVRP  
CEGGGSIVHIVDHLDLEAWSVPEVLRPLYESSRVVAQKMTTVALRHLRQIAQETSGEVVYALGRQ  
PAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMGGDGIEDVAVACTSTKKIRNNSNAGITFGAPGGII 
CAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNIDAYLASSLKTSACSLPXLQPMRXSGGQMIMPLA  
HTVENEEILEVIRLEGHPLTHDEALLSRDIHLLQLCTGIDEKSVGSSFQLVFAPIDEHFPDDAPL
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ISSGFRVIPLDMKTDGVSSGRTLDLASSLDVGSAAPQASGDASPDDCNLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHL
٢غآلجدآذ11آه1حا>٦ل٦حال!>٢|حا>1حال>حاآل>حاه>٢ذ٦ير\غ|حاذآ>٢ذ?ئآلآل٦أذآغ1٦ل٢حاهئ>٦لآلح٦ح1٢ذ1ذ٦د

NQSDEAGEALLKMLWHHPDAVLCCSFKEKPMFTFANKAGLDMLETSLIALQDLTLDKIFDESGRK 
AIFSDISKLMEQGYAYLPSGVCMSGMGRHVSFDQAVAWKVLGEDSNVHCLAFCFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 212, Triticum aestivi Triae_HDIII partial nucleic 
acid sequence contig of CD9O59O3 ΒΜ135681.1 BQ5787$8.1 CJ565259.1
AGGGTATTGTTGCCGTTTCACATGGTTGCCGAGGTGTCGCTGCCCGTGCCTGTGGTCTGGTGAAT

TCTTGAATTTTTTACGATGCTTCCAGCTGGAAACGGCGGGACCATTGAACTCGTTTACATGCAGA

Ck٢Vddk٢V٢VGadGK٦kG٢VGGGGkGG٢V٢VG٢Vk٢Vk٢VGaC٢VkGGGkGGdee٢VGe٢VG
ΎΎ٢/Ύβ٢/ββϊΚΎΎΎΚβΎ٢/ϋβ٢/ΊβΚβΎϋβΚΎΎΎ1ΎβΚΎβ٢/ΎΚΎ1βΎββ٢/ΎΎ٢/1ΎβΚΊ 
GATGGTTGGTCTGTAATGGCTGGAGACGGCATTGAAGATGTGATTATTGCTTGCAACTCAAAAAA

٦٢aGŒ٦TŒG٦Œ٢naGn٦٦٦aŒaGŒkGna٦a٦Œaa٢YŒ٦aaaG٢YŒ

آغآغاا٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢آآئ٢آآآائ٦ح٢غئ٢غححآئ٢ئ٦غا٢آاغاحئ٢غحححآاذ٦٢ئ٢حآئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢غئ
ACTTGTCTTTGCACCAATTGATGAGCTTTTCCCTGATGATGCTCCATTAATATCTTCAGGCTTTC

غآغآآحآح٢ذ٢غئ٢غححآئ٢حآغئ11ح1حآححآغ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آححئ11٢غئ٢آئ1ححآآآغ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٦
каеттажашттакакаааккааашештаактаттеткмакамс

1غحآححآ٢ذ1ححآآ٢آآآئ٢ئ1حآآ٢ئ٢غآآئ٢حئ1حآغ٢آغئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آغذ1آحآ٦ح٢ئ1٢ححآغآئ
CCCGGCAGTATGTCCGCAGCATTGTCTCCGCCGTTCAGAGAGTGTCGATGGCTATCTCTCCCTCT

٢ححآحآغحئ٢حآآذ1حآ٢حآئ1٢ئ11آغح1ححآحآآآ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦ح1ح٢حآئ٢ئ1٢غئ٢آئ1٢آئ٢حئ

GGGAATCTTTATTGAGAATGCTCTGGGATCATGAAGATGCTATTTTGTGCTGTTCTTTCAAGGAA
AAGCCTGTATTTACGTTTGCAAACGAGATGGGAATTAACATGTTGGAAACATCTTTCGTTGCCCT

آ٢ئ1آغح٢آئ٢آئ٢غححآآحئ٢ئ1حآغحآآآغآغح1ح٢آححآئ111٢ذ٢غئ٢آحغآغآئ٢ئ٢حئ1آغ٢حئ

CATGTCTCATTTGAGAGTGCTGTAGCATGGAAAGTAGTTGGTGAGGACAACAATGTGCACTGCCT
CGCCTTCTGCTTCGTCAACTGGTCTTTCGTGTGATCATCCATCACCCTTGCCTGTCCCATGCAGC  
TCCATTTTTGCTCTCTCTGTAGGGGAGAACCGCCGCCACTGGAAAGTAGTTTTACGTTATCTTTA

غ٢آئ1آآآ٢آآآذ٢آئ1حآآآغ1ح1٢ئ٢ئ1٢آغئ٢حححئ1ح1آحآآ٢ذ٢ئ٢آئ1حآ11حآآ

SEQ ID NO: 213, Triticum aestivum Triae_HDIII deduced partial 
polypeptide
GIVAVSHGCRGVAARACGLVNLQPTKIVEILKDRPSWFRDCRSLEFFTMLPAGNGGTIELVYMQM  
YAPTTLVPARDFWTLRYTTTMEDGSLVVCERSLSGSGGGPSTASAQQFVRAEMLPSGYLVRPCDG  
GGSIVHIVDHLDLEAWSVPEVLRPLYESSRVVAQKMTTAALRHIRQIAQETSGEVVYALGRQPAV  
LRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMAGDGIEDVIIACNSKKIRSNNTAPNAFIAPGGVICAKA  
SMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASALKSSSCSLPGLRPMRFSGSQIIMPLAHTVE 
NEMLEVVRLEGQALDEGLLSRDIHLLQFCTGLDEKSMGSCFQLVFAPIDELFPDDAPLISSGFR
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VIPLDMKTDGAPAGRTLDLASSLEAGSTTLQASGGADDCNLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHLQDSVATMA 
RQYVRSIVSAVQRVSMAISPSRSGLNAEQKIISGFPEAATLARWICQSYRFHLGVELFRQADEAG  
ESLLRMLWDHEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGINMLETSFVALQDLSLDKIFDEAGRKALYSEIP  
KLMEQGFVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFESAVAWKVVGEDNNVHCLAFCEVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 214۶ Hordeum vulgare Horvu_HDIII partial nucleic acid 
sequence compiled from Βυ996^88.1 BJ452342.1 ¿J459891.1
GCGCTGGGGAGGCAGCCTGCTGTTCTGCGGACATTTAGTCAGAGGCTGAGTAGAGGATTTAATGA

آغآححآ1آة٢ذ٢ذ٢آآئ٢ئ1آ٢آغذ٢غذ٦٢ذ٢آآذ٢ذ٢آذ٢آئ٢آذ1آ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢غذ٢آغذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آآغئ٢ذ1٢آغذ٢آذ٢غذ
TTATCGCTTGCAACTCAAAGAAGATTAGGAGCAATAACACTGCTCCCAATGCTTTTATAGCTCCT

ATTTCTAAGGGAACATCGGTCTGAATGGGCTGATTATAACTTTGATGCATATTCGGCTTCAGCGC
TGAAATCAAGTTCATCCTCACTTCCTGGGTTGCGCCCTATGAGATTTTCTGGGAGCCAGATCATC

AATCAATGGGGTCCTGCTTCCAACTTGTCTTTGCCCCAATTGATGAGCTTTTCCCTGATGATGCT
٢ئ٢آآغئ1آغآ٢آآئ٢ئ1ح٢آآئ٢ئ٢غآغآآحآحئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٦غحح٢حآغئ11٢ذ1حآححآغ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ

TAGAACACTAGATTTCGCCTCTAGCCTTGAAGCTGGTTCAACTACACTGCAAGCCTCAGGCAATG

٢ئ1آغح1حآآحآ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ححآغئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢ئ1حآغآ٦٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ1٢آغئ٦آح٢آئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آآحئ٢ئ111٦
GTCGATGGCTATCTCTCCCTCTCGATCTGGTTTGAATGCTGAACAGAAGATAATTTCTGGCTTCC  
CTGAAGCTGCAACACTTGCTCGCTGGATATGCCAAAGCTACCGGTTCCATCTGGGGGTCGAGTTA  
TTTAGACAGGCAGATCAAGCTGGGGAATCTTTATTGAGAATGCTCTGGGATCATGAAGATGCTAT 
TTTGTGCTGTTCTTTCAAGGAAAAGCCTGTATTTACGTTTGCAAACGAGATGGGGATTAACATGT

AGGACAACAATGTGCACTGCCTTGCCTTCTGCTTCGTCAACTGGTCTTTCGTGTGATCATCCTCC
CAAGGCAATCCGTGCCCGTCGCACGCAGCTCCATTTTTGCTCTCTCTCTCTGTAGGAGAGAACCG  
CTGCCGCTGGAAAGTAGTTTCATGCTATCTTTAACTAGTTTGTTTGTAGATTTGAAGAGCCAGCA  
TCCGGAAGAATTCTGCCTTGTGTAAATCTGCTCACATTTCCACTAATTTACCCAGGCAA

SEQ ID NO: 215, Hordeum vulgare Horvu_HDIII deduced partial 
polypeptide
ALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFNDAISGFNDDGWSVMAGDGIEDVIIACNSKKIRSNNTAPNAFIAP  
GGVICAKASMLLQSVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSASALKSSSCSLPGLRPMRFSGSQII 
MPLAHTVENEEILEVVRLEGQALDEGLLSRDIHLLQFCTGIDEKSMGSCFQLVFAPIDELFPDDA 
PLISSGFRVIPLDMKTDGAPTGRTLDLASSLEAGSTTLQASGNADDCNLRSVLTIAFQFPYEMHL  
QDSVATMARQYVRSIVSAVQRVSMAISPSRSGLNAEQKIISGFPEAATLARWICQSYRFHLGVEL  
FRQADEAGESLLRMLWDHEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGINMLETSFVALQDLSLDKIFDEAGR 
KALYSEIPKLMEQGFVYLPGGVCLSGMGRHVSFENAIAWKVVGEDNNVHCLAFCFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 216, Phyllostachys praecox Phypr_HDIII partial nucleic 
acid sequence DQO138O3

حا٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ٢اذ٢حآغآحآغححئ٢حآاحآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حائ٢ئ٢ئ٢ائ٢آئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ذ٢حئ٢حائ٢ائ٢ائ٢حآئ٢حآئ
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TGAACAAGCTTCTCATGGAAGAGAATGATCGTCTCCAGAAGCAGGTTTCCCAGCTGGTTCATGAG
1آ٢غآغحذ٢آغذ٢ذ1٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢آئ٢غحذ٢ذ1آ٢ئ٢آآغحآغئ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ1٦٢غآغذ٢ئ1٢ذ٢ئ٦٢آذ٢ذ1غحآ1

TGTGACCACTCAAAACCCTCTGAAGGATGCAAGTAACCCTTCTGGACTCCTTTCAATTGCGGAGG

ATGAAGCCTGGTCCGGATTCGGTTGGTATTGTGGCCATTTCACATGGTTGCCGTGGTGTTGCTGC  
CCGTGCCTGTGATTTGGTGAATCTAGAACCAACAAAAGTTGTGGAGATCTTGAAAGACCGTCCAT

ATTGAACTTGTCTACACGCAGTTGTATGCTCCAACAACTTTAGTCCCTGCACGTGATTTTTGGAC
TCTAAGGTACACAACCACAATGGAAGATGGCAGCCTTGTGGTCTGTGAGAGATCCTTGAGTGGTT

٢آححححائ٢آحذ٢ئ٢حآحائ٢ائ٢ئ٢حآحآئ٢غئ٢ائ٢احاآحآآآائ٢ئ٢حآغاحذ٢ئ٦آ٢ئ٢غححآحائ

GGCTTCGAGTGTTCCTGAAGTGCTTCGGCCGCTCTACGAGTCGTCTAGGGTAGTTGCCCAGAAAA
TGddeGGekakCGGdk٦ddk٢V٦Ge٢VdGH٢VkG٢VGGGGkGG٢V٢VG٢Vk٢Vk٦

TGCTATAAGTGGTTTCAATGATGATGGTTGGTCTGTCATGGGTGGAGATGGCATTGAAGATGTAA
آ٢حآآغئ٢حآآئ٢ئ1٢آئ٢ئ111غح٦آ1ح1٢ئ1٦1٢غئ٢حآئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢ذ1حآ٢آآئ٦ححآ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦

ACTTACACATGATGAAGGTCTTTTATCAAGAGATATCCACCTGCTTCAGCTTTGCACTGGAATAG
ATGAGAAATCAATGGGATCCTGCTTCCAGCTTGTCTTTGCACCCATCGATGAGCTTTTCCCTGAT
GATGCCCCATTGATATCTTCAGGCTTTCGTGTTATACCACTGGACATGAAAACAGATGGTGCACC

غآ٢غآححآئ٢ذ1٢آآغئ1ححآآآغ٢آحئ٢آئ1٢ئ٢حآآئ1حآآححآآح1٢غآئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢ئ1ح٢غآئ٢ئ1

حآغآ1آآغ٢آغئ٢حآئ٢ئ1آغح1حآآحآ٢ئ1٢غآئ٦حح٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ1غآ٢آحئ٢ئ٢آحئ1٢حآآآحآآحئ

TATTTTCTGGCTTCCCTGAAGCCGCAACACTTGCTCGCTGGATTTGCCAAAGCTACCAGTTCCAT
TTGGGAGTGGAGTTACTTAGGCAGGCAGATGAAGCCGGGGAATCATTATTGAGAATGCTCTGGGA
TTACGAAGATGCTATCTTGTGCTGTTCTTTCAAGGAAAAGCCTGTATTTACTTTTGCCAACGAGA
TGGGACTTAACATGTTAGAAACATCTCTCGTTGCTCTACAAGACCTCTCATTGGACAAGATATTT

GGAAAGTACTTGGTGAGGACAACAATGTGCACTGCCTGGCCTTCTCCTTCGTCAACTGGTCTTTC
آغحآحآح٢ئ٢آغذ٢ئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢ئ1آ٢ئ٢غئ٦آح٢ئ٢حآحآآحئ1٢ئ1٢غئ٢ئ٢آآآآغئ٢حئ٢آغئ٦٢آئ٢آحآئ11

GAGAACCATCGTCGCTGTTAGTTAATGCTGTCTTTAACTAGTTTCTAGATTTGGAAAAGCCAGTC  
TGCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

SEQ ID NO: 217۶ Phyllostachys praecox Phypr—HDIII deduced partial 
polypeptide
GGYDKAGIDSGKYVRYTPEQVEALERMYAECPKPSSTRRQQLLRECPILANIEPKQIKVWFQNRR  
CRDKQRKEASRLQAVNRKLTAMNKLLMEENDRLQKQVSQLVHENAYMKQQLQNPSLANDTSCESN  
VTTQNPLKDASNPSGLLSIAEETLTEFLSKATGTAVDWVQMPGMKPGPDSVGIVAISHGCRGVAA 
RACDLVNLEPTKVVEILKDRPSWFCDRQSLEVFTMFPAGNGGTIELVYTQLYAPTTLVPARDFWT  
LRYTTTMEDGSLVVCERSLSGSGGGPSAASAQQFVRAEMLPSGYLVRPCEGGGSIVHIVDHLDLE  
AWSVPEVLRPLYESSRVVAQKMTTAALRHIRQIAQETSGEVVYALGRQPAVLRTFSQRLSRGFND

FLREHRSEWADYNFDAYSALALKTSSCSLPGLRPTRFSGSQIIMPLAHTVENEEILEVIRLEGQA
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LTHDEGLLSRDIHLLQLCTGIDEKSMGSCFQLVFAPIDELFPDDAPLISSGFRVIPLDMKTDGAP 
TGRTLDLASSLEVGSTTQQATGDASLDDCRNLRSVLTIAFQFPYEIHLQDSVATMARQYVRSVVS 
AVQRVSMAISPPRSGVNAGQKIFSGFPEAATLARWICQSYQFHLGVELLRQADEAGESLLRMLWD  
YEDAILCCSFKEKPVFTFANEMGLNMLETSLVALQDLSLDKIFDETGRKALHSEIPKLMEQGYVY  
LPAGVCLSGMGRHVSFEQAVAWKVLGEDNNVHCLAFCFVNWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 218, Oryza sativa G0S2 promoter
AATCCGAAAAGTTTCTGCACCGTTTTCACCCCCTAACTAACAATATAGGGAACGTGTGCTAAATA

آ11آ٢غذ٢غذ٢ئ٢آغآغآغآآئ٢غآذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آئ٢آغذ1٢غآئ٢ذ1٢آغآئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ذ11غ٢آئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢غآئ

AGTGGGAAAATGAAATCATTATTGCTTAGAATATACGTTCACATCTCTGTCATGAAGTTAAATTA
TTCGAGGTAGCCATAATTGTCATCAAACTCTTCTTGAATAAAAAAATCTTTCTAGCTGAACTCAA
TGGGTAAAGAGAGAGATTTTTTTTAAAAAAATAGAATGAAGATATTCTGAACGTATTGGCAAAGA  
TTTAAACATATAATTATATAATTTTATAGTTTGTGCATTCGTCATATCGCACATCATTAAGGACA  
TGTCTTACTCCATCCCAATTTTTATTTAGTAATTAAAGACAATTGACTTATTTTTATTATTTATC  
TTTTTTCGATTAGATCCAAGGTACTTACGCACACACTTTGTGCTCATGTGCATGTCTGAGTGCAC

AAAATAATTTTACAGAATAGCATGAAAAGTATGAAACGAACTATTTAGGTTTTTCACATACAAAA
AAAAAAAGAATTTTGCTCGTGCGCGAGCGCCAATCTCCCATATTGGGCACACAGGCAACAACAGA

آ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غآغآئ1آآ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢آغآغآئ1٢ذ1ح٢آغئ٢حئ1ح٢حئ1ح1
غاححاح٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢غححائ٢غئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢اآئ٢حاائ٢ئ٢احئ٢غحئ٢ححئ٢ذ٢آآئ٢آآئ٢آغحئ٢ئ٢آغآغئ٢ئ٦

TCCGGTCGAGTTCTTGGTCGATCTCTTCCCTCCTCCACCTCCTCCTCACAGGGTATGTGCCCTTC  
GGTTGTTCTTGGATTTATTGTTCTAGGTTGTGTAGTACGGGCGTTGATGTTAGGAAAGGGGATCT  
GTATCTGTGATGATTCCTGTTCTTGGATTTGGGATAGAGGGGTTCTTGATGTTGCATGTTATCGG  
TTCGGTTTGATTAGTAGTATGGTTTTCAATCGTCTCGAGAGCTCTATGGAAATGAAATGGTTTAG

TGCTTCGTGTAATAAAAGTACGGTTGTTTGGTCCTCGATTCTGGTAGTGATGCTTCTCGATTTGA
CGAAGCTATCCTTTGTTTATTCCCTATTGAACAAAAATAATCCAACTTTGAAGACGGTCCCGTTG
ATGAGATTGAATGATTGATTCTTAAGCCTGTCCAAAATTTCGCAGCTGGCTTGTTTAGATACAGT

CGATTTGCTTTAGTCCCAGAATTTTTTTTCCCAAATATCTTAAAAAGTCACTTTCTGGTTCAGTT

TAATACCCCTATAGTTTAGTCAGGAGAAGAACTTATCCGATTTCTGATCTCCATTTTTAATTATA  
TGAAATGAACTGTAGCATAAGCAGTATTCATTTGGATTATTTTTTTTATTAGCTCTCACCCCTTC  
ATTATTCTGAGCTGAAAGTCTGGCATGAACTGTCCTCAATTTTGTTTTCAAATTCACATCGATTA 
TCTATCCATTATCCTCTTGTATCTACCTGTAGAAGTTTCTTTTTGGTTATTCCTTGACTGCTTGA  
TTACAGAAAGAAATTTATGAAGCTGTAATCGGGATAGTTATACTGCTTGTTCTTATGATTCATTT 
CCTTTGTGCAGTTCTTGGTGTAGCTTGCCACTTTCACCAGCAAAGTTC

SEQ ID NO: 219, prm03263 (Orysa_REVl partial CTR)
ggggacaagtttgtac1aaaaagcaggc؛tgtgctaa؛gcatccatgctac

SEQ ID NO: 220 prm03264 (Orysa_REVl partial CTR)
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGCACCTTCCATGCTACAGCTTG
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SEQ ID NO: 221, prm01983 (Orysa_REVl)

SEQ ID NO: 222, prm01984 (Orysa_REVl)
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGGATTTTGGGTCACACGAAGGACCA

SEQ ID NO: 223, Oryza sativa - variant of SEQ ID NO: 197
TGTGCTAAGGCATCCATG^TACTGCAGAGTGTCCCTCCTGCAGTTTTGGTTCGATTTTTGAGGGA
ACATCGTTCTGAATGGGCGGATTATAACTTCGATGCATATTCAGCTTCATCTCTGAAGACAAGCT

CACACGGTGGAGAATCAAGAGATTTTAGAAGTTGTCCGTCTTGAAGGACAAGCACTTACACATGA
TGATGGTCTTATGTCTAGAGATATTCACCTGCTTCAGCTTTGCACTGGAATAGATGAGAAATCAA
TGGGATCCTGCTTCCAGCTTGTCTTTGCACCAATCGATGAGCTTTTCCCTGATGATGCTCCGTTA

AATGGCTGTTTCTCCTTCTCGGTCTCGCTTGAATGCTGGGCAGAAGATAATTTCAGGCTTCCCTG
AAGCCCCAACGCTAGCTCGTTGGATTTGCCAAAGCTACCAGTTCCATTTGGGGGTCGAGTTACTT

GTGCTGTTCTTTCAAGGAAAAGCCTCTATTTACTTTTGCCAACGAGATGGGACTAAACATGCTAG

SEQ ID NO: 224, Brassica rapa Revoluta full length nucleic acid 
sequence spliced from AC189324.1

٢ائ٢ححئ٢غآحائ٢آحئ٢غآحائ٢غئ٢ححئ٢احآئ٢آحائ٢حاحئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢اذ٢غآحآحآحئ٢حئ٢ئ٢احئ٦
آح٢ئ٢حئ1ح٢ذ٢آئ1٢آئ٢حئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ححئ1غ٢ئ1٢ئ1آغحآآ٢ئ٢حآحئ1٦آآح٢آغآئ٢آئ٦حح٢ئ٢ئ1٢حآغئ

GKGcaiŒkGk٢ven٢ve٢vGG٦٢veeneeGGkGG٢vG٢veGkGk٢viGenGiHGe

غ٢حآحآآحآحغآئ1آغحآ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٦آآغحآح٢حآئ٦غحآحح٢ئ1٢ئ٦٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ1٢آغئ٦٢حئ٢آآئ11غ
٢حئ٢غآاآئ٢آذ٢ئ٢حححآححآئ٢حآئ٢آحآئ٢آغحئ٢حئ٢غاحاائ٢آغئ٦ح٢ذ٢حآآاائ٢آغآئ٢ئ٢ححائ

GCCTGTCAAGATTGCAGAGATACTCAAAGATAGGCCATCTTGGTTCCGTGACTGTAGGAGCCTTG
1آآحآح٢غئ٢آآحآغآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آححآئ1٢ححئ٢غحححئ٢ئ٢حآآغئ1آح٢آحذ٢غآغآئ٦ح٢ئ1غ٢غآغئ٦

ح٢غئ٢حئ1٢ئ٢غذ٢آئ٢ححآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢آآآغحئ٢غححآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ1آغ«1٢حئ1٢ئ٢آئ1غ٢ئ1
TGGCAGTTTTGTGGTTTGTGAGAGGTCACTCTCTGGTTCTGGTGCTGGTCCTAACGCTGCATCAG

GGTTCCATTATTCACATTGTCGATCACCTTAATCTTGAGGCTTGGAGTGTTCCCGATGTGCTTCG
غ٢ئ٢ئ٢غآآآحئ٢آغحآاحئ٢اآححآااآئ٢غئ٢غحآااائ٢ئ٢غئ٦آآ٢ائ٢آغآغآحاحآآغئ٢غئ

ϋαΎΎΎΚβ٢/٢/ϋΚΎΎ1β٢/ΚββββΎΎΎΎ1ΎβΚΎβ٢/ββΎΊ1ΎβββΎΎΎββΎβϊβϊββ
آححآغ٢غآئ٢ذ1حآ٢ححححآغحآحآآغئ٢حآئ1غح٢آغئ1آ٢آآغآححآآحئ1٢آئ٢ئ٦غ٢ئ11٢آغئ٦

TGAATAATATGTCTAATTCTCTTTCCTTCCTTGGAGGTGTCCTTTGTGCCAAGGCTTCTATGCTT
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CTCCAAAATGTTCCTCCTGCGGTTTTGATCCGGTTTCTAAGAGAGCATCGGTCCGAGTGGGCTGA  
CTTCAATGTTGATGCATATTCTGCTCCAACGCTTAAAGCCGGTTCTTTTGCTTATCCGGGTATGA

TATTTGCTCCCATCAATGAGATGTTCCCGGATGATGCTCCACTTGTTCCTTCTGGATTCAGAGTC

CTTGACTTCTAGCCTTGAGGTTGGTCCAACACCAGAGAACGCTTCTGGAAACTCTTCTTCTAGCT  
CAAGCTCAAGATGTATCCTCACCATCGCGTTTCAGTTCCCTTTTGAAAACAACTTGCAAGACAAT  
GTTGCTGGTATGGCTTGTCAGTACGTGCGGAGCGTCATCTCATCGGTTCAACGTGTTGCAATGGC

٢آغئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ذ٢آئ٢آغحححآئ1ح٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1آح٢غحححآئ٦٢ئ٢ئ1غ٢حآحآئ٢ئ٢ذ٢آححححئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢حآئ1ح٢حآئ
T٢VÏÏ٢V٢VŒed٢VGGk٢Ve٢VdH٢V٢Vd٦dd٢V٢VkGGC٢VeGGkG٢V٦Ge٢VGÏGG٢V٦

TTGCTCTTTAAAGCCTCAGCCAGTGTTTATGTTCGCGAACCAAGCTGGTTTAGACATGTTAGAGA  
CGACGCTTGTAGCCTTACAAGACATTACACTCGAAAAGATCTTTGATGAATCTGGTCGAAAGGCT

٢حآئ٢آغئ٢آغئ٢ئ٢حئ11٢ئ1٢ححآغحئ٢ئ1آغحآ1٦غ٢حآآآئ٢غئ٢ئ٦آح٢حآآئ٢آآئ٦٢آئ٢ئ٢غآحآآآئ
AACTGGTCGTTTGTGTAA

SEQ ID NO: 225, Brassica rapa Revoluta full length polypeptide
sequence
MEMAVANHRERSSDSMNRHLDSSGKYVRYTAEQVEALERVYAECPKPSSLRRQQLIRECSILANI 
EPKQIKVWEQNRRCRDKQRKEASRLQSVNRKLSAMNKLLMEENDRLQKQVSQLVCENGYMKQQLT  
TTVVNDPSCDSVVTTPQHSLRDANSPAGLLSIAEETLAEFLSKATGTAVD^Q№GMKPGPDSVG 
IFAISQRCSGVAARACGLVSLEPVKIAEILKDRPSWFRDCRSLEVFTMFPAGNGGTIELVYMQTY 
APTTLAPARDFWTLRYTTSLDNGSFVVCERSLSGSGAGPNAASASQFVRAEMLSSGYLIRPCDGG 
GSIIHIVDHLNLEAWSVPDVLRPLYESSKVVAQKMTISALRYIRQLAQESNGELVYGLGRQPAVL  
RTFSQRLSRGFNDAVNGFGDDGWSTMHCDGAEDIIVAINSTKHLNNMSNSLSFLGGVLCAKASML  
LQNVPPAVLIRFLREHRSEWADFNVDAYSAATLKAGSFAYPGMRPTRFTGSQIIMPLGHTIEHEE  
MLEVVRLEGHSLAQEDAFMSRDVHLLQVCTGIDENAVGACSELIFAPINEMFPDDAPLVPSGFRV 
IPVDAKTGDAQDLLTANHRTLDLTSSLEVGPTPENASGNSSSSSSSRCILTIAFQFPFENNLQDN 
VAGMACQYVRSVISSVQRVAMAISPSGISPSLGSKLSPGSPEAVTLAQWISQSYSHHLGSELLTV 
DSLGSNDSVLKLLWDHQDAILCCSLKPQPVFMFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDITLEKIFDESGRKA 
LCSDFAKLMQQGYACLPSGICLSTMGRHVTYEQAVAWKVFAPAAASSENNDGNDNTLHCLAFSFV  
ISYV

SEQ ID NO: 226, Ginkgo biloba Revoluta full length nucleic acid 
sequence DQ385525
ATGGCAGTAATAGCACAGAAAGACGTTAAAGGTGCCATGGATACGAGCAAGTATGTTCGCTATAC  
TTCTGAACAAGTCGAAGCTCTTGAACGCGTTTACAGCGAGTGTCCGAAGCCTAGTTCTCTTCGTC

TTCCAAAATCGCAGGTGTCGAGAGAAACAGAGGAAGGAGGCATCACGCCTTCAAACTGTTAACAG

غ٢ئ1حآحآآح1آ٢غحآحآآحآئ٢آئ1آححآ٢ئ1٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1٢آغئ1٦٢ئ٢ذ1٢غئ٢ئ٢حآئ1٢آغئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ
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GGTATTGTGGCTATTTCACACAGTTGTAGTGGAGTAGCTGCACGAGCTTGCGGTCTTGTGGGTTT

TATGCTCCCACAACTTTAGCTTCTGCTAGAGATTTTTGGACTCTGAGATACACCACAGTATTGGA  
AGATGGTAGTCTTGTGGTTTGTGAAAGGTCCTTAAGTGGTGCCCAGGGTGGTCCAAGCATAGCTC  
CTGCACAGCACTTTGTAAGAGCAGAAATGCTTCCCAGTGGGTATTTGATAAGACCTTGTGAAGGT  
GGAGGTTCTATTATCCATATTGTTGACCATATGGATTTGGAGCCATGGAGTGTGCCTGAGGTGTT

TACGCCAAATAGCACAGGAGGTTACAGGTGAAGTGGTCTTTGGTTGGGGTAGGCAGCCAGCTGTT

GCAAACTCCTAGGTTCTCAGGTTAATTCTTCTAATGGGCTTACAGCTGTTGGTGGGGGTATACTG  
TGTGCAAAGGCATCCATGCTTTTACAGAATGTGCCTCCAGCATTACTTGTTCGCTTCTTGCGGGA

٢آغآآئ1آ٢آذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1آآح٢غئ٢حئ1ح1ح1ح٢آآئ٦آ٢ئ1ح1حآح1آغآآح٢ئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢غئ
Ck٢VkŒG٢Vaiek٢VGlGkG٢V٢Ve٦٢VGGkGG٢Vek٦٢VlGe٢VGGkGGŒek٢VGGeaddGk 
AGAAGCTGTGCTATCTAGGGATATGTTTCTGTTGCAGCTTTGCAGTGGAATTGATGAAAATGCAG

GACATTGGATCTGGCTTCAGCTCTTGAGGTTGGATCAGCTGGAACTAGAACTTCTCGCGATTCTG  
GAGCCAACTCGTTCAATCTAAGATCTGTGTTAACTATTGCATTCCAATTCACTTATGAGAATCAT

 ححةآآ111حآةححححةآغححآغحةحآةآ1آةآغآ1حة1٦٢آآذ٢غآذ٢ذ٢غذ٦٢آذ٢آذ٢ذ٢غذ٢غذ٢ث
 حآآحح٢ئ٢ححآغئ٢آآغئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٦٢غحئ٢حآئ1آ٦٢غئ٢ححححآحآغئ٢ذ٢ئ1حح٢غآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢غئ

٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ11٢ذ٢غئ٢غآآئ٢آئ٢حآآئ٢آئ٢حآآآغححآححئ٦٢ئ11٢غآئ٢ئ1آآغ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦1آحآح11

AATTGTGTGCTGTTCTTTGAAGTCGCTACCAGTTTTCACATTTGCAAATCAAGCAGGCCTTGACA
татакаакаашттаатаккатмматтшкаккмкаамаккмшк

GATATCTGTCTCTAGTATGGGCAGGCCTGTTTCATATGACCGGGCTGTTGCTTGGAAGGTCCTAA  
ATGATCCAGACAGCACCCACTGCATGGTTTTCATGTTTATGAATTGGTCTTTCATGTGA

SEQ ID NO: 227, Ginkgo biloba Revoluta full length polypeptide 
sequence
MAVIAQKDVKGAMDTSKYVRYTSEQVEALERVYSECPKPSSLRRQQLIRECPILSNIEPKQIKVW 
FQNRRCREKQRKEASRLQTVNRKLTAMNKLLMEENDRLQKQVSQLVYENGYMRQQLQNASVATTD  
TSCESVVTSGQHQHNPTPQHPPRDASPAGLLSIAEETLAEFLSKATGTAVD^QMPGMKPGPDSI 
GIVAISHSCSGVAARACGLVGLEPTKIAEILKDRPSWLRDCRCLDVLTPFPTGNGGTIELLYMQT  
YAPTTLASARDFWTLRYTTVLEDGSLVVCERSLSGAQGGPSIAPAQHFVRAEMLPSGYLIRPCEG  
GGSIIHIVDHMDLEPWSVPEVLRPLYESSTVLAQKMTIAALRRIRQIAQEVTGEVVFGWGRQPAV  
LRTFSQRLSRGFNEAVNGFTDDGWSLMGNDGMEDVTIAINSSPSKLLGSQVNSSNGLTAVGGGIL  
CAKASMLLQNVPPALLVRFLREHRSEWADCNIDAYSAAALKASPYSVPGSRAGGFSGSQVILPLA  
HTVEHEEFLEVIKLEGHGLTQEEAVLSRDMFLLQLCSGIDENAAGACAQLVFAPIDESFADDAPL  
LPSGFRVIPLDSRTDGTSGPNRTLDLASALEVG^AGTRTSGDSGANSFNLRSVLTIAFQFTYENH  
LRENVASMARQYVRSVVASVQRVAMALAPSRLSSHVGPRLPPGTPEALTLARWICQSYRFHLGVE  
LLRADCEASESVLKLLWHHSDAIVCCSLKSLPVFTFANQAGLDMLETTLVALQDISLDKILDENG  
RKSLCSDFAQIMQQGYAYLPAGICVSSMGRPVSYDRAVAWKVLNDADSTHCMVFMFMNWSFM
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SEQ ID NO: 228, Gossypium barbadense Revoluta full length 
nucleic acid sequence ΑΥ966446.1
NVGGaNVaeGNVGKdNVeNVeddGGHdeNVUlGeNVirVkGNVdG

AAACAGTTCAAAGCTTTGTTCCAAAATCGCAGGTGTAGAGAGAAACAAAGGAAAGAAGCTTCAAG
GCTTCAAACAGTAAATAGAAAATTAACAGCAATGAATAAGCTGTTAATGGAAGAGAATGATAGGT

1آغححآ٢ئ٢حذ٢غحئ٢حآغحآئ٢حئ1٢ئ٦غحآح٢آئ٢آححححآئ1٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٦٢ئ٢آذ٢ئ1٢آغئ٦٢غئ٢حآئ1غ1

C٢VÏGGGie٢VGe٢VG٢Vd٢V٢VGGG٦edk٢VGee٦GGGk٢VGlGŒ٢VGG٢Vedk٢V٢Vd٢V٢VGGG

ACCTACAAAGATTGCAGAGATTCTTAAAGATCGTCCATCTTGGTTCCGGGACTGTCGGAAGCTTG

CGGCAGTCTCGTGGTGTGTGAGAGGTCTCTTTCGGGTTCCGGTGCTGGCCCGAGTCTGGCTTCCG

آغآآغححآححح٢ئ٢غحآآحآآغآغئ٢غحئ٢حآآئ1آ٢ئ٦حآ1ح٢غححآغئ٢حآحآذ٢ئ٢ححئ1آح٢حآآئ٢حئ
٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآغآآآحئ1آغحآ٢ئ٢ئ11آ1حآآ٢آئ٢ئ111غحآ٢آآغآئ٢ذ٢ححئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢حئ٢غآآحآغآئ

GGdk٢V٢VŒ٢VdGKlGeGGeGkGG٢VGG٢V٦٢Vd٢V٢V٢VGGGdGdeaGe٢VG٢VGe٢V٦

CTGGTCGATAATGAATTGTGATGGTACAGAGGATGTGATAATTGCTATTAATTCCGGCAAGAGCT
TGAGCAACAGTTCGAATTTGACCACCGGTCTTTCATTCCTCGGGGGCGTTCTATGTGCAAAGGCA
TCCATCCTGCTTCAAAATGTTCCTCCTGCTGTTCTTGTCCGATTCTTGAGGGAACATCGTTTGGA

حححآغ٢آآآغحآئ٢ئ1آحآ٢حآغحئ٢ئ٦آآغآ٢ئ1٢حآئ٢آغئ٢حآآغئ1ح٢ذ٢ئ٢ححئ1٢غآغئ٢غئ٢حآغآآئ

а٦акаа٦а٦ак1٦٦мк1каак1а٢1٦аа٦каака1кааа٢уа
ΚΎ٢/1βββϊΚΎΎ٢/Κν٢/ΎΚΎΎϋΚΎΚΎβΎΚβΎββ1ΎΎβΚΎβϋΎβ٢/ββΎΊββββ٢/٢/ΎβΎΊ

٢ححئ1٢آآئ٢حآآآحآذ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1آ1حآغ1آآحآغ٦٢ئ٢حآغحآغححئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢غآآئ٢ئ٦غ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ1غح
TTCCGCATTATCCCGTTGGAGTCAAAACCAGATTCGTTGGCTACAAATCGGACTTTGGATCTTAC

آآ٢حئ1آ٢آئ٢حئ1ححححآح٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ1٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢حآئ٢ئ٢ححئ1آآغ٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ1٦٢ئ11حآ٢حغئ

حآغ٦آغححح٢حذ1٢ئ٢حئ1٢آغآئ1غح٢ئ٢ئ11٢ئ٢غئ٦٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1آحآآح٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ1ح٢حئ٢غآآئ٢ححآآحئ
٢آئ٢آغححآآغئ٢حآئ٢حئ11٢غآئ٢ئ1آآآ٢ئ٢حححححآآآغئ1ح1٦آ٢حآآذ1حآغ٢حئ1آ٢غئ٢آئ٦

GGTGGCGACTCAGTATTGAAGAATCTTTGGCAACATCAGGATGCAATATTGTGTTGTTCGTTGAA
آح٢غآحآئ٢ئ٢آآآآححذ٢آغئ٢آآئ٢حئ٢ئ1آغ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٢آححئ٢آئ1غ٢غئ٦ح٢حآآذ1غ٢ئ1٢آئ٢آئ1ححآ

ATCTACCAGACATCACACTGGACAAAATATTCGATGAGTCGGGACGGAAGGCATTGTGCTCTGAT
آآ٢حغئ٢ئ1٢حآغحآآذ٢ئ1٢ئ1غحح٦آ٢غئ٢آئ٢غئ٢آئ٦ح٢ححآئ٢ئ٢ححئ1حآآآ٢حآغئ٦٢غحئ٢ئ1حححآ

CCGCCACGTCTCGTATGAACAAGCTCTTGCTTGGAAAGTACTTGCAGCTGATGCAAACACTGTCC  
ACTGCTTGGCATTCTCTTTTATAAACTGGTCTTTTGTGTGA

SEQ ID N0: 229, Gossypium barbadense Revoluta full length
polypeptide sequence
MAMAMTHHHNRESSIDKHLDTGKYVRYTAEQVEALERVYAECPKPSSLRRQQLIRECPILSNIEP
KQFKALFQNRRCREKQRKEASRLQTVNRKLTAMNKLLMEENDRLQKQVSQLVCENGYMRQQLHTV
NASATDASCDSAVTTPQHSLRNANNPAGLLSIAEETLAEFLSKATGTAVNWVQMPGMKPGPDSVG
IFATSQSCSGMAARACGLVSLEPTKIAEILKDRPSWFRDCRKLEVFTMFPAGNGGTIELVYTQMF
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APTTLAPARDFWTLRYTTTLENGSLVVCERSLSGSGAGPSVASAAQFVRAEVLPSGYLIRPCEGG 
GSIIHIVDHLNLEAWSVPEVLRPLYESSRVIAQKMTIPALRYVRQIAQETSGEVVYSLGRQPAVL  
RTFSQRLSRGFNEAINGFNEDGWSIMNCDGTEDVIIAINSGKSLSNSSNLTTGLSFLGGVLCAKA 
SMLLQNVPPAVLVRFLREHRLE^DFNVDAYSAASLKAGTYTYPGMRPTSFTGSQIIMPLGQTVE 
HEELLEVIRLEGQSLTQEDALLSRDIHLLQICSGIDDNAVGACSELVFAPIDEMFPDDAALLPSG  
FRIIPLESKPDSLATNRTLDLTSSLEVGPATSQAAGDSPSQNARSVLTIAFQFPFDTNLRDNVAT  
MARQYVRSVISSVQRXAMAISPCGSSPTIGPKPSPGSPEALTLAHWICQSYSFHLGEELLKSESL  
GGDSVLKNLWQHQDAILCCSLKSVPVFIFANQAGLDMLETTLVDLPDITLDKIFDESGRKALCSD  
FTKLMQQGETHLLAGVCMSTMGRHVSYEQAVAWKVLAADANTVHCLAFSFINWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 23Of Lycopersicon esculentum Revoluta full length 
nucleic acid sequence ΒΤ013577
ATGGCTATGGTGGCTCAACAGCATAGGGAGAGTAGTAGTGGTAGTATTACTAAACATCTTGATAG

آ1آ^1غ٢آغآذ٢آآذ٢ئ٢غآغآغذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢آئ٢غذ٢ذ٢ئ1٢آآذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آآئ٦٢ذ٢غذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢آغآآآذ٢ذ٢غئ٢غذ٢آذ

ACCGCTTGCAGAAACAAGTCTCGCAGCTTGTATGTCAAAATGGCTATATGCGGCAACAATTGCAA

TAGAGATGCTAACAACCCTGCTGGACTACTACCAATTGCAGAAGAAACCTTGGCAGAGTTCCTTT

GTTGGGATTTTTGCCATCTCACACAGTTGCAGTGGAGTGGCAGCCCGAGCATGTGGTCTTGTTAG

حآغآغآغ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢آئ٢ححآئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حئ٢غححآآآآآغحآحئ٢حئ٢حآئ1غآغ٢غئ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ
AGACAATGGTAGTCTCGTGGTTTGTCAAAGATCCCTATCTGGTAATGGGCCTGGCCCAAATCCTA

٢ةآ٢ةآ٢آآ٢٢٢1آةآآآ1ة1٢آ٢1ةآغ٢آ٦٢٢آغ٢آذ٢ذ٢آغتظذ٢آذ٢آغذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غث٢ذ٢ذ٢تظذ(آذ(آذ

GTTCTTCGAACATTTAGCCAGAGATTATGCAGAGGGTTCAATGATGCCATCAATGGATTCGGTGA

 11ح٢آئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآغئ٢آحئ٢آآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححآححآآئ٢آحئ٢ذ٢ححآحآآآئ٢ئ11٢آغئ٢غئ
حآغ٢غآئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ11آحآ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢غآحئ٢ححآئ٦آ٢آآآححئ٢غحآئ٢ححذ1٢غئ٢آآححئ٢ئ11حآ

GGCAGACTTTAATGTTGATGCTTTTGTAGCTTCTGCATTGAAGTCTTGTCCGTATACATATCCTG

GAAGAAATGCTTGAAGTTATTAGACTTGAAGGGCACTCTATTGGACAGGAAGATGCTTTTATGCC  
AAGAGATATTCACCTTTTACAGATGTGTAGTGGCACTGATGAGAATGCAGTTGGAGCCTGTTCTG 
AACTAGTTTTTGCCCCTATTGATGAGATGTTTCCAGATGATGCACCTTTGCTTCCCTCCGGATTT

GTTACAGTGCACGATCTGTACTGACAATCGCTTTCCAATTTCCATTTGAGGACAATCTTCAGGAC
 1ةآةآ^ةآغححغآ^حغةحح1٦حآآةآغ^آةآةغ٢ذ٢آآآذ٢آحآةذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ1ح٢غذ٢آآذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ل
حح٢ئ1آغآ٢آذ٢ئ٢ححححغآئ1حآ1٦٢ئ٢غآئ٢غئ٢حححححآئ٢ئ٢ئ1ح٢ئ٦آآ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ1آحح٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ11ح

CTGTAACATTGTCGCATTGGATCTGCCAGAGCTATAGTTATCACATGGGAACAGAGTTACTTCGA
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CAACATTAGTTGCATTACAGGACATTTCTCTAGATAAGATATTTGATGAATCCGGAAGGAAAGTG  
TTGCTCTCAGAATTTGCCAAGATTATGGAACAGGGTTTCGCGTGTTTGCCTGGTGGTATCTGCAT

حآح1٢ئ1آ٢ذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ئ٢غذ٢آآآغآغئ٢آغآغئ٢ذ1٢ئ1٢ذ٢آغآئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ1غ٢آذ٢آآذ٦٢حذ٢آذ٢ئ٢آذ٢آئ٢ذ
AAGAAAATGCTGTCCACTGTTTGGCCTTTTCGTTTATCAACTGGTCATTCGTGTAA

SEQ ID NO: 231, Lycopersicon esculentum Revoluta full length 
polypeptide sequence
MAMVAQQHRESSSGSITKHLDSSGKYVRYTAEQVEALERVYAECPKPSSLRRQQLIRECHILSNI 
EPKQIKVWFQNRRCREKQRKESSRLQTVNRKLSAMNKLLMEENDRLQKQVSQLVCENGYMRQQLQ  
SVSAATTDVSCESVVTTPQHSLRDANNPAGLLPIAEETLAEFLSKATGTAVDWVPMPGMKPGPDS 
VGIFAISHSCSGVAARACGLVSLEPTKIADILKDRPSWFRDCRNVEVITMFPAGNGGTVELLYTQ  
IYAPTTLAPARDFWTLRYTTTLDNGSLVVCERSLSGNGPGPNPTAASQFVRAQMLPSGYLIRPCD 
GGGSIIHIVDHLNLEAWSAPEILRPLYESSKVVAQKMTIAALRYARQLAQETSDEVVYGLGRQPA  
VLRTFSQRLCRGFNDAINGFGDDGWSMLSSDGAEDVIVAVNSRKNLATTSIPLSPLGGVLCAKAS  
MLLQNVPPAVLVRFLREHRSEWADFNVDAFVASALKSCPYTYPGMRPTRFTGSQIIMPLGHTIEH  
EEMLEVIRLEGHSIGQEDAFMPRDIHLLQMCSGTDENAVGACSELVFAPIDEMFPDDAPLLPSGF  
RVIPLESKSGDAQDTLNAHRTLDLASSLEVGPATNSTTGDAASCYSARSVLTIAFQFPFEDNLQD  
NVATMARQYVRSVVSSVQRVAMAISPTGMNPTLGAKLSPGSPEAVTLSHWICQSYSYHMGTELLR 
ADSSGDESVLKNL^HQDAILCCSLKSLPVFIFANKAGLDMLETTLVALQDISLDKIFDESGRKV 
LLSEFAKIMEQGFACLPGGICMSTMGRHISYEQAIAWKVFASSEENAVHCLAFSFINWSFV

SEQ ID NO: 232, Saccharum officinarum coding sequence for CLV3 
polypeptide
ATGAGGATGTTCTTCCGGCACTTGCTATCTTGCATCCTCCTGCTCTTGCTAATGTCACACTTGCC

SEQ ID NO: 233, Saccharum officinarum CLV3 polypeptide
MRMFFRHLLSCILLLLLMSHLPSPILGLRTLRGEEAKSDLRRHEHELPPAVSPSKEVDNDDAAAS
SKFTVSRRMVPQGPNPLHNR

SEQ ID NO: 234, Prm05843 forward primer

SEQ ID NO: 235, Prm05844 reverse primer
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTTCCTCTCATCTGTTGTGGAG

SEQ ID NO: 236, Oryza sativa Prolamine RP6 promoter sequence
CCTTCTACATCGGCTTAGGTGTAGCAACACGACTTTATTATTATTATTATTATTATTATTATTAT  
TTTACAAAAATATAAAATAGATCAGTCCCTCACCACAAGTAGAGCAAGTTGGTGAGTTATTGTAA  
AGTTCTACAAAGCTAATTTAAAAGTTATTGCATTAACTTATTTCATATTACAAACAAGAGTGTCA 
ATGGAACAATGAAAACCATATGACATACTATAATTTTGTTTTTATTATTGAAATTATATAATTCA

ATGAGTCATAATATTATTTTTCTTGCTACCCATCATGTATATATGATAGCCACAAAGTTACTTTG

TAGTAGAATCCAACAACA
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SEQ ID NO: 237۶ CLE domain, consensus sequence
(S/E/R/M/P/L)(K/E/D/R/S)R(K/I/L/R/F/Q/V/M)(V/I/S/L)(P/L/R)(R/T/Q/
C/N/G/K/S) (N/G) (S/P) (D/N/Y)P(I/L/Q/R/Y/H) (H/L/工)(Η/Ν)

SEQ ID NO: 238م CLE domain, consensus sequence(S/P) (R/E/K)R(M/L/I)(V/S/lip(Q/G/C/T/S)GP(N/D)P(L/Q/H)H(H/N)

SEQ ID NO: 239, CV276412 Populus trichocarpa X Populus deltoides 
cDNA clone WSO179_LO7 3', mRNA sequence
GCAAATTCCCCCTGCTCTAAAATCCATTTTCCTATCTATCAACCTCTCTGGTCTCTATATCCCCA
CCATTTTCATCATGAGGAATAAAAATCCTCAGCTGTTCCTTATTTTCCTGATAGTGTTCCTGGTA

آآححآح٢آغئ٢ذ٢ذ٢غئ٢غحئ٢آآئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢آغذ٢ذ٢ئ٢ئ11٢آغذ٢غآئ٢غآئ٢حذ1آ٢ذ٢غذ٢غذ1٢غئ٢حغآذ1٢ذ٢ذ
GTCGAAAACCAAACATTCTTCAATGTTTCTACAAGCGCTTTCTTCCATTTTTAAGGCTTCAGAAT

AGTGTTTTTAAAATATTTTTGTTGAATAATCTATACATATTTTCCCTATACATCCAGTTTTGAAA 
AAAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

SEQ ID NO: 240, CV276412 Populus trichocarpa X Populus deltoides, 
deduced protein sequence
MRNKNPQLFLIFLIVFLVLVHGTTCRDAKRSTSNGETVQGSKTKHSSMFLQALSSIFKASESSTN
NIKALHTVSRRLVPCGPNPLHN

SEQ ID NO: 241, CI67OO37 Oryza sativa (japónica cultivar-group) 
cDNA clone JO6B5214G11T3 5ا, iinRNA sequence
TCTCTCTCTCTCACACACACACACACACAAACTAGAGACTTATGCCATGAGGAGGTTCTCCAAGC

1حآغآ٢آئ٢آذ٢آئ٢ئ1ح1ح1ححآ٦آ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ1غحح٢ئ٢غئ1٢ئ٢ئ٢آحآئ٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ1٢حآغحآئ1٢آئ٢آغئ
GCACTGCAATCTGCCGTGATCATCAGCTTCTCCAATACAGGTGAATGGTGCAGCCATCATTGGTT  
ACCTTTAAGTCCGTCTGCTTAATTAACTAGATATTTCATAGTATTTTATCACA

SEQ ID NO: 242, CI67OO37 Oryza sativa (japónica cultivar-group) 
cDNA clone JO6B5214G11T3 5', deduced protein sequence
MRRFSKQHLVPFILLLLLVMSHLPISSLGSRRAFREEAVSGFRSHELAPTMAPSQEKEAGVVAGA
GSICGQKYAVSRRMVPQGPNPLHN

SEQ ID NO: 243, CA259979 Saccharg officinarum cDNA clone
SCPRRT3029C01 5', mRNA sequence
TTTGAAACTGTTACAACTGGTTCGCCTGCACCTGCCTGCCCGGAACGACCCACGCGTCCGCGCTC
TCTCTCTCCCTCTCCCTCTACCTCTCTCTAACATATGCCATGAGGATGTTCTTCCGGCACTAGCT
ATCTTCCATCCTACTGCTCTAGGTAATGTCACACTTGCCAAGCTCGATCCTCGGCTTGAGAACAT
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GTGAGTGGCACGCACTCAACAAAGTACCCTTCCTCTCTTTCCTTTTTTTTTAACCCGTCATATGA
ATGATACAAATGGATGCATATATAAGTTGAATACTACTTCCCATGTAATGTGTTTTTGTTGCATT
GATTTCATTTATAGGCAGCTTTGTACATAGATTTTTATGATATTAAGGTGTAAAAGTTGTTGTGC  
TAGATGGATCTAGATTTTGAATGTTTG

SEQ ID NO: 244, СА259Э79 Saccharum officinarum cDNA clone
SCPRRT3029C01 5', deduced protein sequence (possibly N-terminus 
is missing)
MSHLPSSILGLRTSRGEEAKSDLRRHEHELPPAVSPSKEVDNDDAAAASKLTVSRRMVPQGPNPL
HNR

SEQ ID NO: 245, ΝΜ_117965·3| Arabidopsis thaliana CLE2(CLAVATA3/ESR-RELATED); receptor binding (¿LE2) mRNA, complete 
cds

TATCTCGCGCACTACTAGAATTCAAATAAAACTCTATAAATAGAAACCCTCATGAGATCTCTTCT
TTCCTCATATACACTCATACACACCACGTGAACAATCTATCTCTCTTTCTATTGCTTTTCTATAT
ATACAGAAACTAATTAATTGTATCTCTAATGGCTAAGTTAAGCTTCACTTTCTGCTTCTTGTTGT

TTTGTGTTTTTCAATTTCTTCGACATGTTTATTACTTATCAATAATTTGGTTGCAACGAAGCTGT

SEQ ID NO: 246, ΝΡ_193586.1 Arabidopsis thaliana CLE2
(C¿AVATA3/ESR-RELATED); receptor binding
MAKLSFTFCFLLFLLLSSIAAGSRPLEGARVGVKVRGLSPSIEATSPTVEDDQAAGSHGKSPERL  
SPGGPDPQHH

SEQ ID NO: 247, ÄF343656.1, Brassica napus CLE-like polypeptide, 
mRNA, complete cds
CTTTCATATTGTATCTCCCGCAGCCAAACAAAAACTTTTTTTTTGACAAAGATAGAACATGAAGA
TCAAGAGTTTGATATTGGCTTCCTCTTTTCTGATTCTTGCCTTCATTCATCACTCAGAATCAGCT

٢غحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ111آغححغ1٢آئ1٦آ٢غآئ٢ئ1٢آئ٦ححآ1آ٢غآئ1٢آغححذ1آ٦٢ئ٢غحئ٢حآحححئ
CAAATCCACTTCACAACAGGTAACTTTGATCATTTAAGAACAAGATATGTTGTGAGTATGTCTCT
TCCTCTGTTTTTGTTACAAGTATCTATCTTACTGTGTAATGTAATGGTGAATGTATAATACATTT 
TCTAATTAAATTACCTTATTTAAAAAA

SEQ ID NO: 248, AAL57176.1 Brassica napus CLE-like
MKIKSLILASSFLILAFIHHSESASFRSLLMKNGLYEEEEAKILLGDSKETITNSTALESKRIIP  
TGPNPLHNR

SEQ ID NO: 249, AF126OO9.1, Arabidopsis thaliana CLAVATA3 (CLV3) 
gene, complete cds
AACAGTTTCTATATTTCTCTCTGTATCTCTCTCACTCAGTCACTTTCTCTCTAAAAAATGGATTC
TAAAAGCTTTGTGCTACTACTACTACTCTTCTGCTTCTTGTTCCTTCATGATGCTTCTGGTCTCA
CTCTCTCTTTCACTCCTCTATATGTCTATAACCCATGTAAATGGATTCTTATAAGTCTCAACATA
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ACTTTTTTTTGTTATTTACTATTTCACCAGATCTCACTCAAGCTCATGCTCACGTTCAAGGACTT
TCCAACCGCAAGGTTATCTTCAACTTGTACTCATTAAGGCCTCTCAGCATTCATGTGTTATGTTC

آغ٢غآذ٢آغذ٢آذ٢ئ٢ئ٢ذ٢آذ٢ئ٢غئ٢آآذ٢ئ1ح1٢آئ٢آآآذ٢آآغئ٢ذ٢غآآآئ٢ذ٦آ٢غحآذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ1آآآغآغ٢غآذ
TATATTATTATGGTGTGCAAAACATAGTAAAATGTTGTTCAATTGGCAGATGATGATGATGAAAA

CATGAAGAGTTAAGGACTGTTCCTTCGGGACCTGACCCGTTGCACCATCATGTGAACCCACCAAG

GTAAATTACTTTCTGCTTTATCGGTTTTACCATTTCGGGAGTCTTTTTTGTGTGCAATCTGTTTC
GTTTGGTGTAGTTTCATGAAAGTGAATGTAAGATATGCATTACGTTTGTTGCTGAAGTG

SEQ ID NO: 250, AF126OO9_1 CLAVATA3 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
MDSKSFVLLLLLFCFLFLHDASDLTQAHAHVQGLSNRKMMMMKMESEWVGANGEAEKAKTKGLGL
HEELRTVPSGPDPLHHHVNPPRQPRNNFQLP

SEQ ID NO: 251, OsSYR coding sequence
ATGGAAGGTGTAGGTGCTAGGCAGAGGAGGAACCCTCTGATACCCAGACCAAACGGTTCAAAGAG

ح٢حآحآغئ٢ئ1٢آغئ٢ئ1٢آغئ٢ئ1٢ئ٢ئ1حآغ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ11ح1حغح٢ئ٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢آغئ٢حئ1غآآ٢ئ٦
TCAGTATCGAGGCGTTCCTCGTGCTCGTCTTCCTCACCATGTCATTGCTCATACTTCCATTGGTG
CTTCCCCCATTGCCTCCGCCGCCATCGCTGCTGCTCCTGCTGCCAGTCTGCCTGCTCATCCTGCT
GGTTGTGCTGGCCTTCATGCCAACGGATGTGCGGAGCATGGCTTCCTCTTACTTGTAAATACATC
TCCTAGGGGAATTTATTTTTGTTTTTGA

SEQ ID NO: 252, OsSYR deduced protein sequence
MEGVGARQRRNPLIPRPNGSKRHLQHQHQPNAAEKKTAATSNYFSIEAFLVLVFLTMSLLILPLV
LPPLPPPPSLLLLLPVCLLILLVVLAFMPTDVRSMASSYL

SEQ ID NO: 253, prm08170, start codon in bold, AttBl Site in
italics

SEQ ID NO: 254, prm08171, reverse, complementary, AttB2 site in
italic

SEQ ID NO: 255, rice G0S2 promoter sequence
AATCCGAAAAGTTTCTGCACCGTTTTCACCCCCTAACTAACAATATAGGGAACGTGTGCTAAATA

CTTTAGTGGCAATCGGGCTAAATAAAAAAGAGTCGCTACACTAGTTTCGTTTTCCTTAGTAATTA
AGTGGGAAAATGAAATCATTATTGCTTAGAATATACGTTCACATCTCTGTCATGAAGTTAAATTA
TTCGAGGTAGCCATAATTGTCATCAAACTCTTCTTGAATAAAAAAATCTTTCTAGCTGAACTCAA
TGGGTAAAGAGAGAGATTTTTTTTAAAAAAATAGAATGAAGATATTCTGAACGTATTGGCAAAGA
TTTAAACATATAATTATATAATTTTATAGTTTGTGCATTCGTCATATCGCACATCATTAAGGACA
TGTCTTACTCCATCCCAATTTTTATTTAGTAATTAAAGACAATTGACTTATTTTTATTATTTATC
TTTTTTCGATTAGATCCAAGGTACTTACGCACACACTTTGTGCTCATGTGCATGTCTGAGTGCAC

AAAATAATTTTACAGAATAGCATGAAAAGTATGAAACGAACTATTTAGGTTTTTCACATACAAAA
AAAAAAAGAATTTTGCTCGTGCGCGAGCGCCAATCTCCCATATTGGGCACACAGGCAACAACAGA
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GTGGCTGCCCACAGAACAACCCACAAAAAACGATGATCTAACGGAGGACAGCAAGTCCGCAACAA
آآآآحح1٢غذ٢ذ٢غئ٢ذ٢ذ٢آآآئ٢ذ٢ئ٢ذ٢ذ٢غحئ٢ذ٢غذ٢غذ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ1غ٢ذ11٢ئ٢ئ1٢آغحذ٢ئ٢آئ٢حئ
آ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آغئ٢غآغآئ1آآ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢آغآغآئ1٢ذ1ح٢آغئ٢حئ1ح٢حئ1ح1
ح1حح1غ٢ذ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1غحح٢غئ٢حئ٢غحئ٢آئ1٢ئ11ح٢ئ٢حئ1٢غحئ٢ححئ٢ذ٢آآئ٢آآئ٢آغحئ٢ئ٢آغآغئ٢ئ٦

TCCGGTCGAGTTCTTGGTCGATCTCTTCCCTCCTCCACCTCCTCCTCACAGGGTATGTGCCCTTC
GGTTGTTCTTGGATTTATTGTTCTAGGTTGTGTAGTACGGGCGTTGATGTTAGGAAAGGGGATCT
GTATCTGTGATGATTCCTGTTCTTGGATTTGGGATAGAGGGGTTCTTGATGTTGCATGTTATCGG
TTCGGTTTGATTAGTAGTATGGTTTTCAATCGTCTGGAGAGCTCTATGGAAATGAAATGGTTTAG

TGCTTCGTGTAATAAAAGTACGGTTGTTTGGTCCTCGATTCTGGTAGTGATGCTTCTCGATTTGA
CGAAGCTATCCTTTGTTTATTCCCTATTGAACAAAAATAATCCAACTTTGAAGACGGTCCCGTTG
ATGAGATTGAATGATTGATTCTTAAGCCTGTCCAAAATTTCGCAGCTGGCTTGTTTAGATACAGT

CGATTTGCTTTAGTCCCAGAATTTTTTTTCCCAAATATCTTAAAAAGTCACTTTCTGGTTCAGTT

TAATACCCCTATAGTTTAGTCAGGAGAAGAACTTATCCGATTTCTGATCTCCATTTTTAATTATA
TGAAATGAACTGTAGCATAAGCAGTATTCATTTGGATTATTTTTTTTATTAGCTCTCACCCCTTC
ATTATTCTGAGCTGAAAGTCTGGCATGAACTGTCCTCAATTTTGTTTTCAAATTCACATCGATTA
TCTATCCATTATCCTCTTGTATCTACCTGTAGAAGTTTCTTTTTGGTTATTCCTTGACTGCTTGA
TTACAGAAAGAAATTTATGAAGCTGTAATCGGGATAGTTATACTGCTTGTTCTTATGATTCATTT 
CCTTTGTGCAGTTCTTGGTGTAGCTTGCCACTTTCACCAGCAAAGTTC

(V/A/I)LAFMP(T/S)

SEQ
YFS

ID NO: 256, conserved motif la

SEQ
YFT

ID NO: 257, conserved motif lb

SEQ
YFG

ID NO: 258, conserved motif lc

SEQ
YLG

ID NO: 259, conserved motif Id

SEQ ID NO: 260, conserved motif 2

SEQ ID NO: 261, conserved motif 3
آل/ةلم١٦دأًا

SEQ ID NO: 262, rice SYR homologue 1 (χρ_472637), encoded by SEQ 
ID NO: 277
MYLLSPRNGDEEDEQEEIQELISDDEPPNLKLASCATAASSSSSSGSDMEKGRGKACGGGSTAPP
PPPPSSSGKSGGGG¿SNI¿EAAASGGGGGVWGKYFSVESLLLLVCVTASLVILPLVLPPLPPPPS
MLMLVPVAMLVLLLALAFMPTTTSSSSSAGGGGGGGRNGATTGHAPYL
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SEQ ID NO: 263, rice SYR homologue 2, deduced protein sequence (Α^008218)
MLLEHLMITMEEQMFREQQMQRGGRHHQHHTTREQEQQQKQQQRRRLMNNATNGGGGDGGSRCYF  
STEAILVLACVTVSLLVLPLILPPLPPPPTLLLLLPVCLLALLVVLAFMPTDMRTMASSYL

SEQ ID NO: 264, corn SYR homologue (ΑΥ110705), encoded by SEQ ID N0^278
MASRSSAMEGGAAIQRRNAVKRHLQQRQQEADFLDKKVIASTYFSIGAFLVLACLTVSLLILPLX 
XXXXXXXXXXLLWLPVCLLVLLVVLAFMPTDVRSMASSYL

SEQ ID NO: 265, wheat SYR homologue, deduced protein sequence (c¿211328)
MDSQFGALERGGSRQRRSPVLARPNTTKRHIQQQRANAADKKVVMPNYFSIEAFFVLACLTVSLL  
ILPLVLPPLPPPPSLLLFVPVCLLILLMVLAFMPTDMRSMATSYL

SEQ ID NO: 266, barley SYR homologue (CB871444) , encoded by SEQ 
ID NO: 286

1ج٢ذ?ح1ألدآ٢ذ٢حاذ>أل|حا>آل٦ذل1ع>١خ\آ1أل٢>هه|1غ1٦1ل٦آلآل?!٢ذ٦ئآلل^ق١?٦غذل٢آذئ٦حال>ذ٦د
ILPLVLPPLPPPPSLLLLLPVCLLILLMVLAFMPTDVRSMATSYL

SEQ ID NO: 267, sugar cane SYR homologue 1 encoded by SEQ ID NO:
287 (CA165713)
MEGGGQIQRRNNAVKRHLQQRQQEADFLDKKVIASTYFSIEAFLVLACLTVSLLILPLVLPXLPA 
PASLLLWLPVWLLELLIVLAFMPTDVRSMASSYL

SEQ ID NO: 268, sugar cane SYR homologue 2 encoded by SEQ ID NO: 
288(CA242805)
MEGGGQIQRRNNAVKRHLQQRQQEADFLDKKVIASTYFSIEAFLVLACLTVSLLILPLVLPPLPP  
PPSLLLWLPVCLLILLIVLAFMPTDVRSMASSYL

SEQ ID NO: 269, sorghum SYR homologue, encoded by SEQ ID NO: 289 
(CX611532)
MASRSSALEGGGAAIQRRNNAVKRHLQQRQQEADFHDKKVIASTYFSIGAFLVLACLTFSLLILP  
LVLPPLPPPPSLLLWLPVCLLVLLVVLAFMPTDVRSVAASYL

SEQ ID NO: 270, Arabidopsis thaliana SYR homologue 1, encoded by 
SEQ ID NO: 290 (NM1158S3)
MIREISNLQKDIINIQDSYSNNRVMDVGRNNRKNMSFRSSPEKSKQELRRSFSAQKRMMIPANYF  
SLESLFLLVGLTASLLILPLVLPPLPPPPFMLLLVPIGIMVLLVVLAFMPSSHSNANTDVTCNFM

SEQ ID NO: 271, Arabidopsis thaliana SYR homologue 2, encoded bySEQ ID NO: 291 (NM_18OO^8)
MIREFSSLQNDIINIQEHYSLNNNMDVRGDHNRKNTSFRGSAPAPIMGKQELFRTLSSQNSPRRL  
ISASYFSLESMVVLVGLTASLLILPLILPPLPPPPFMLLLIPIGIMVLLMVLAFMPSSNSKHVSS 
SSTFM
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SEQ ID NO: 272, grape SYR homologue (CF4O4276), encoded by SEQ ID NÇ279
MSIEQPEADSRLSEGPLINLQDRYLSGIMEARGRRNSAPLQVERKNPTPPMAEGKKMEYNRTPLS  
RENSRRLIPASYFSLESLLLLICLTASLLILPLILPPLPPPPFMLLLLPIGILAVLMILAFMPSN  
VRDLTYTYV

SEQ ID NO: 273, citrus SYR homologue (CF83O612) , encoded by SEQ 
ID NO: 280
MNSDNSESRQRLSKGIINLQDRYPTSIMDRGVRKIATPPVEKRKVEYHRSYSQGASRKLFSASYF  
TLESLLLLVCLTASLLILPLVLPPLPPPPFLLLLVPIXILAVLLVLAFMPSNVRDITSTYV

SEQ ID NO: 274, tomato SYR homologue 1 (ΑΙ774560), encoded by SEQ 
ID NO: 282
MNMDMESSEAKLRSSKGFINLEEHQQYFNNIMEGNKMEHKRSFTQGHGKKMLSMNYFSLESIILL
LGLTASLLLLPLMLPPLPPPPFMLLLVPIFILVVLMILAFMPSNVRNVTCSYL

SEQ ID NO: 275, tomato SYR homologue 2, partial sequence 
(BG12537O), encoded by SEQ ID NO: 281
MEGNKMEHKRSFTQGHGKKMLSMNYFSLESIILLLGLTASLLLLPLMLPPLPPPPFMLLLVPIFI
LVVLMILAFMPSNVRNVTCSYL

SEQ ID NO: 276, Arabidopsis thaliana ARGOS protein (ΑΥ305869), 
encoded by SEQ ID NO: 292
MDVGRNNRKNMSFRSSPEKSKQELRRSFSAQKRMMIPANYFSLESLFLLVGLTASLLILPLVLPP
LPPPPFMLLLVPIGIMVLLVVLAFMPSSHSNANTDVTCNFM

SEQ ID NO: 277, Oryza sativa SYR homologue, mRNA, (ΧΜ_472637), 
encoding protein of SEQ ID NO: 262

آآحغآحآغ٢حآخ1حح٢ئ1٢غذ1آ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ٢ئ٢ذ1٢غئ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢غذ1آ٢غحئ٢ذ٢غذ٢ذ٢آئ٢آغذ
٢ائ٢غحئ٢غحئ٢احئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آائ٢ححآآحاحآئ٢غئ٦٢ئ٢حآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آحغئ٢ذ٢ائ٢ئ٢احائ٢ائ٢ائ٢غئ

غحآحححآحآ٢ححئ٢آحئ٢حئ٢غحآححآئ٦٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآححآئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ذ٢حآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢حئ

SEQ ID NO: 278, corn SYR homologue, mRNA (ΑΥ110705) , encoding 
protein of SEQ ID NO: 264
TTCACATTACACTCATGACTCGTCTTAGGACGAATCCTGCAGCTGCAAAACACAGAAAATCTGGC

ŒkGTkeiŒkŒlGkakŒkGŒkGkŒŒaŒaaGaŒllllliiil

GCTGCAGATGCCGCTTCACGGCATTCCTCCTTTGTATTGCCGCCCCTCCTTCCATCGCGCTAGAT

TGkGaeGaTGGTeGi
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SEQ ID NO: 279, Vitis vinifera cDNA clone CSECS024D03 3' mRNA 
sequence (CF4O4276, reverse complement), encodes SEQ ID NO: 272 
TACTTTGAACCGGTTGGAACTTGGTGACCGGTAAAGGAGAAATTTAAATGAGTATTGAGCAGCCT

CTATGGCCGAAGGAAAGAAGATGGAATATAATAGAACTCCCCTCTCACGAGAGAACAGCAGGAGA
CTGATCCCAGCAAGCTATTTCAGCTTGGAGTCATTGCTTTTGCTCATCTGTCTCACGGCTTCATT

ح٢آغحآئ٢ئ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غآغحآئ٢غآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حآآغئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آآئ٦٢حآغئ٢حآئ٢آآئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ
TTGGCATTCTAGCAGTGCTTATGATCTTGGCTTTCATGCCTTCTAATGTCAGAGATTTGACTTAT
ACATATGTGTAAATGGTGGTGTTCAAAAGTGCACCTCTTCTCATCATACAATTTTTGTTATTTGT  
CTTGATATTCAGATGAAAATCAGTTATTTTATTTCTTGATTAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

SEQ ID NO: 280, Citrus reticulata cDNA clone CR_CEaO5B13, mRNA 
sequence (CF83O612), encoding SEQ ID NO: 273 (nt 313-693)
AGGGTTTCTTCAAAGATAGGTAGCCATTTGCACATTTGAATCTGCTTGTTGGATATTGTCAAGGA

attttgtgatcatcgctgtttaaaatttggccgcatattagaatctgggttctcatcggttttcc

GTACATTTACCTTGACCACATTTTGATATCTGGGTTGAGCTGCATTTTAGCCTTCGTATTTAAAA

TGCTTTTGCTCGTATCTCTGACGGCCTCATTGCTGATCCTGCCATTGGTGCTTCCGCCCTTGCCG  
CCCCCGCCATTCCTGCTGCTTCTGGTTCCTATANGTATTCTAGCCGTGCTTTTGGTCTTGGCATT

SEQ ID NO: 281, Lycopersicon esculentum cDNA clone CTOF8M10 5' 
sequence, partial mRNA sequence (BG12537O)encoding SEQ ID NO: 275

GAAAAAAATGTATTTAATCATTATGTAAAAAACAAGTGAATCTACTTTGATATTTTCTTCTAAAT
آ1حغ٢غئ٢غئ٢ئ1آآ11حآغآغ1٢ئ1آح٢غئ٢غئ٦آ٢ئ٢آئ1٢آغئ٦غ٢ذ1حح٢آغئ11ح٢آئ1غح

TCATAAGAACAACAAGAATGAAAATTGGGACTAACAACAACATAAAAGGTGGTGGTGGCAATGGT
GGAAGCATCAATGGCAAAAGTAACAAAGATGCTGTAAGACCAAGTAACAAAATAATTGACTCTAA
GCTAAAATAATTCATTGACAACATTTTCTTGCCATGTCCTTGTGTAAATGATCTCTTATGCTCCA  
TCTTATTGCCTTCCATAATGTTGTTGAAATATTGTTGATGTTCCTCCAAATTAATAA

SEQ ID NO: 282, Lycopersicon esculentum cDNA clone CTOF8M10 5' 
sequence, mRNA sequence (ΑΙ774560), encoding SEQ ID NO: 274
TTTGTTAAAGATTGGCACATTTTCAAGTTCAGTATTCATTCGATTTTTGATATCTACATAAAAAA
AAAGTGTCCTGGTACTACTCAATATTCCTCAGAACGACTTCATATTCAGGTCTCGAATTCAAAAC
CTCACATCAAGATTCTTAGGAAATTTCAAGATTGGTTGAAAAACTCATATCCTTCTCTAAGTTTC

ACATGGAATCATCAGAGGCAAAATTGAGATCATCAAAAGGGTTTATTAATTTGGAGGAACATCAA

TGGCAAGAAAATGTTGTCAATGAATTATTTTAGCTTAGAGTCAATTATTTTGTTACTTGGTCTTA
CAGCATCTTTGTTACTTTTGCCATTGATGCTTCCACCATTGCCACCACCACCTTTTATGTTGTTG
TTAGTCCCAATTTTCATTCTTGTTGTTCTTATGATCTTAGCTTTTATGCCTTCTAATGTTAGGAA  
TGTGACTTGCTCATATCTTTAATTGTGTGGTTTAATTTA
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SEQ ID NO: 283, High mobility group protein promoter
CATGCGGCTAATGTAGATGCTCACTGCGCTAGTAGTAAGGTACTCCAGTACATTATGGAATATAC

1غ٢آحذ٢آذ1غآ٢حآئ٢آغآذ٢غئ٢ذ٢ئ1٢غذ٢غذ٢غذ٢ذ٢ذ٢غئ٢غئ٢ئ1٢آآذ٢ذ٦غ٢ذ٢غئ٢غآذ٢غحذ٢غئ٢ذ٢غآآغذ٢غذ
AAAACGGGACGACAAATAGTAATGGAAAAACAAAAAAAAACAAGGAAACACATGGCAATATAAAT

ة1آغحآآغحةحة٢ذ٦٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ11٢ذ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ11٢ذ٢ذ1٢ذ٢آآغذ٢ل٢ذ11٢ذ1آ٢غذ1آ٢ذ٢ذ1٢غذ

آ٢حئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ححآ٢غحئ٢حئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢حئ٢آغححئ٢غحآححئ٢حححآحئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ
1غ1آغآ٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢حآحئ1ح٢غحآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢آذ٢غئ٢ححآآحئ٢غئ٢حآآحآغئ

آآححآغآآح٢ئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢حئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ11آغآ٢ئ1٢حئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ11آآآ٢ئ٢ئ11آ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ
1ح٢حئ٢ئ٢آئ٢حذ٢حئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آئ٢حآآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1حآح٢ئ٢آئ٢آئ٢آحئ1آ٢ذ٢آغئ1ححآ٢غآحآحآحئ٢حئ

C٢yeGGe٢VGG٢V٢VG٢VÎG٢VGGGeGGG٦٢Vïee٢VGGGGG٢VG٢VGGG٢VGGk٢VGÏGGG٢VGGGeeeGGkGG
KGG٢veeGGceeeGeGeG٢vek٢veGeGGGGeGGGG٢vG٢vkGeGGG٢vGeGHGGkGGeGk٢veGG٢vi
GH٦٢Vdk٢V٢VkGGkGG٢VGGGGGGeGGGGeee٦٢VGGH٢VlGCGGl٢VeGaGk٢Vk٢VGeee
CTGACTTGGCTTGGCTCCTCTTCTTCTTATCCCTTGTCCTCGCAACCCCGCTTCCTTCTCTCCTC
TCCTCTTCTCTTCTCTTCTCTGGTGGTGTGGGTGTCTCCCTGTCTCCCCTCTCCTTCCTCCTCTC

غا٢آاحئ٢حآآآآآذ٢آئ٢آآغحئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غحآآآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢حذ٢آغححئ٢غحآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آآئ٢حئ

SEQ ID NO: 284, Medicago sativa
MVRCFSLGSVLILIALAASMVVLPLMLPPLPPPPLALLFFPVGIMAALVVLAFSPSENVKNVVVY
SSSSSGÜSB

SEQ ID NO: 285, Medicago sativa
MIMVASKEKTNSGGCMFRYSVLILSLLALSILVLPLVMPPLPPPPLLLLLVPVFIMLLLFFIAFS  
PSKKVPNKASFVS

SEQ ID NO: 286, CB871444 HC03O01y CH Hordeum vulgare cDNA clone
HC03O01 3—PRIME, reverse complement mRNA sequence encoding SEQ ID 
NO: 266

CTTCCGAGAAAGATGCTTCATATTGCACTCATCTTATGCCAACACACAATCAGAAACAAAAACCA
٢حئ٢ئ1٢ئ1٢ذ٢ئ٢غآآآغآئ٢ئ1آح1ح1ححآح٢ئ٢غئ٦ح٢آئ٢ئ٢حئ٢غئ٢آغئ٢ذ1آ٢ححئ٢حآغئ1حح٢ئ٢ئ1

deKVddGMGkGdGeKeGGdGkGddTkGeGNVGGeGGIGGGGGdeG
GkGGddd٢VGGd٢Vk٢VGkGd٢VGKGG٢VGkGGdGeGkGdGkHeGe٢V٢VeG

CCTCTTTGCAGTATTTGGTCTGGCTAACACAGGGCTGCTCCTCTGCCTACTACCGCCTCTGTCCA
TTGCACCGAACTGGCTATCCATCTATTCTTTGGTGAGTGCAGATCAGCGGCTATCCAGGAACTGA  
GATGAATAAGAACTTCTGGAATCTGAAGGTTTTTAACAGATCTGAAGTCTTTGTGAGTCCGTGAC

SEQ ID NO: 287, CA165713 SCUTRZ3071B09.g RZ3 Saccharg
officinarum cDNA clone SCUTRZ3071B09 5ا, mRNA sequence, encoding 
SEQ ID NO: 267
GGAGAACGTGCTTGTTCAGGTGGTTCAACAGTGCGGACCAGAGAACAATGCGAGGTTCAGGATTA

1آآغآحح٢ححآذ٢آآئ٢ئ11ح٢ئ1٦آ٢آآئ٢ئ٢ئ11٢ئ1غحآح٢ئ1ح٢آآغحذ٢ئ٢غئ٦٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ1٢ئ٦
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AAGATCTTATTACAACATTCAGAAACACAGGAGTCCTCCCACCGCCTTTCACTTCTTGCTTACTT
ححآح1ح٢غئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ذ٢حئ٢آذ٢غذ٢آئ٢آحآغذ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ذ٢غئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ1غ٢ذ1٢غئ٢ئ1٢غئ٢ئ٢آذ٢ذ٢ذ٢ئ1٢حذ٢ئ٢حآغذ

ا٢ححئ٢ائ٢حاحاذ٢آآآغححئ٢ئ٢ئ٦٢غحئ٢آححاحائ٢آغئ٢حئ٢حئ٦٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢آآغآئ٦٢ائ٢آغئ٢احئ
GCGTTCCTCGTGCTCGCCTGCCTCACCGTCTCGCTGCTGATACTGCCGCTTGTGCTGCCGNCGCT  
GCCGGCGCCGGCGTCGCTGCTGCTGTGGCTGCCGGTCTGGCTGCTCGAACTGCTGATTGTGCTTG

CACCTTTGGCAATTTTCTGGGGTTTGGAGGTG

SEQ ID NO: 288ζ reverse complement of CA2428O5 SCSFFL3090G07٠b 
Saccharum officinarum FL3 Saccharum officinarum cDNA clone 
SCSFFL3090G07 3 mRNA sequence, encoding SEQ ID NO: 268 ام
GATTTTTTCCAAGCCAGTGACCGGCGATTCATCAACCGGAGCTGAGATCTTATACAACATTCAGA

1٢حغئ1ح1آ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آآئ٦٢ئ٢غئ٢آئ٢ححآآئ٢آئ1ححآآآآ1٢ئ٢غئ٢آئ٢ححئ٢غحآحئ٢آغحآئ

آ٢حغحئ1ح1آحح٢آغئ٢حئ٢آحئ٢ئ٢حغئ٢آآآغآئ٢ئ1آغح٢حئ1ح٢حئ٦آ٢ذ٢آئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٦٢حئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حآئ
غ٢ئ٢آحئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ذ٢حآئ٢غآغحآئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حآححآححئ٢حآئ٢ححئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٦٢حئ٢حآئ٢حآئ٢آئ

GTGGCTGCCGGTCTGCCTGCTCATCCTGCTGATTGTGCTGGCCTTCATGCCGACAGATGTGCGCA

11ةححةةآةةآآ1ةآةة٢ذ٢ذ1٢آغث1آ٢آغذ٢غآحذ٢ذ٢آغذ٢آذ٢غذ٢آآذ1غ٢ذ٢ذ

SEQ ID NO: 289ζ CX611532 ANRl_25_E08.bl_A002 Anaerobic roots
Sorghum bicolor cDNA clone ANRl_25_E08_A002 3 ' f mRNA sequence
encoding SEQ ID NO: 269
GCTGTTGGTGTTGTTCTTGAGATCTCTTTCTTGATCTTGTGTGGGATTAAAGAGGGATTCTTGCC

غحآحح٢ئ1٢ذ٢آغححآآغحئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ححئ1٢آئ٢ئ1آغ٢ئ٦غح٢حئ11٢ئ11٢غئ٢ئ1حآ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حغئ
٢حئ٢ئ٢آآآئ٢ئ1آآ٢حآآئ٢غآآئ٢آآئ٢ئ٦ح٢ئ1٢ئ٢غئ٢غحآئ٢حآئ٢غحئ٢ئ٢آحئ«٢ئ111٢غئ٢حآئ٢حغئ

K٢VGGdGCeGk٢Ve٢VkGeGeGe٢VGGlGGkGGGGGGGdd٢VHeGGkGGl٢Vl٢VGeeG٦
GiGCGGde٢vGddeGGddGkGGeGGk٢v٢v٢vedGHGiGG٢va٢veGeG٢veek

٢ئ٢آآحغآئ٢ائ٢آغئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢آآحئ٢ئ٢ئ٦حآحح٢آئ٢حئ٢حآحئ٢ئ٢آئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٦آ٢آذ٢حئ٢حآئ٢ئ٦٢آغئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ
٢حآححآئ٢آئ٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححئ٢حئ٢ئ٢آحئ٢حئ٢ئ٦ح٢حآئ٢ححآحآئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢آححئ٢ئ٦ح٢ئ٢حآئ٢آئ٢حئ٦

CCTGCTGGTTGTGCTGGCCTTCATGCCGACAGATGTGCGCAGCGTCGCGGCCTCTTACTTGTAAA

атаетататсаететкктетажсктсттттссж^етжткатттекктажт

SEQ ID NO: 290, ΝΜ_115853·3| Arabidopsis thaliana unknown protein 
(AT3G59900) mRNA, complete cds, encoding SEQ ID NO: 270
TTGTCTTCCTCATTTCCCTACTAGTACTTGTTTCACACAGTTTCTTGATCCAACCAAAACCAATA
CACAAAGCTTCTCAAACTCCTTCACCTCAAAGCTTCTTCCTTTACATCTGAATCGTTGAGTTAAC
TCGGATTTGTTCTGCATCCTCTGTTTCTGAATCGTCGGCCATCCTTATTTTGTCTCGAATTCTTC
ACCAATTGCTTCGATCAAGCTGCATTGGTTAACCAGTTGCCCTAAAGATCAGATCTTTGAGCAAA 
attttgtcactgatcttctaaatccaaaccagacacagcaaaacaacctctgtagatgattcgag 

AAATCTCAAACTTACAAAAAGATATTATAAACATTCAAGACAGTTATTCGAACAACCGAGTCATG
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CTCTGTTCCTATTGGTTGGTCTAACGGCATCTCTGTTAATACTTCCGTTAGTTTTGCCGCCGTTA
CCTCCGCCTCCGTTTATGCTGCTATTGGTTCCCATTGGGATTATGGTTTTACTCGTCGTTCTTGC  
CTTCATGCCTTCTTCTCATTCTAATGCTAATACAGATGTAACTTGCAATTTCATGTAAATCTGAA  
ATTTATTATATGATGAT

SEQ ID NO: 291, ΝΜ_180078·2| Arabidopsis thaliana unknown protein
(AT2G44080) mRNA, complete cds, encoding SEQ ID NO: 271
CCCACTTTATTTCTTCTTCTCTGGTTTTCTTACCAAAAGAAACTTTCTTCGTCTTCCTCTGTATT
TAAGCTTTAACACCCTGTTTTTGGTTTCCAACGTTCAATCTTCATCTTCTTCTCGCTGAAGGTGT
GTTTGGCTCTAACGGTTTAAAGCTTTCTTGAAACACCAATTGAATCTTTTCTCTCTACCGGCAAA
AAAAAAAGATTAGTCCTTTTAGGTCTGGAAACGCCAAGATCACTCGTTCTAAACCTTAGATTTTG
TCTGCATTTCGGGATAATCATTTCATCGTCAGGGTTCTTCAACCAAACTACATTTACAGAAGAAG  
AAGAAGAAGAAAAGTTCGTTACTTTTTATGCGTTTGGATAAACAAACTCAAGTTTCTTCTTCATA 
CATCGATCTGATTTTCCAGATCAAACTTCGAAAAGAGAAAAAGCCTTCTTTAAATGATTCGTGAG

GGAAGCAAGAATTGTTTCGGACATTGTCGTCGCAGAACAGTCCAAGGAGGCTAATATCAGCGAGT
TACTTCAGTTTAGAATCAATGGTTGTGCTTGTTGGTCTCACAGCATCTCTCTTGATCTTACCGTT
GATTCTTCCACCATTGCCTCCTCCTCCTTTTATGCTGCTTTTGATTCCTATTGGGATTATGGTTT
TGCTTATGGTTCTTGCTTTCATGCCTTCTTCTAATTCCAAACATGTTTCTTCTTCTTCCACTTTT
ATGTAATAAACGTTTCTTTAATTGAAGAAAGAAATCCTTAAACAAA

SEQ ID NO: 292, ΑΥ305869.1Ι Arabidopsis thaliana auxin-inducible 
protein (ARGOS) mRNA, complete cds, encoding SEQ ID NO: 276
TTGTCTTCCTCATTTCCCTACTAGTACTTGTTTCACACAGTTTCTTGATCCAACCAAAACCAATA

TCGGATTTGTTCTGCATCCTCTGTTTCTGAATCGTGGGCCATCCTTATTTTGTCTCGAATTCTTC
ACCAATTGCTTCGATCAAGCTGCATTGGTTAACCAGTTGCCCTAAAGATCAGATCTTTGAGCAAA 
attttgtcactgatcttctaaatccaaaccagacacagcaaaacaacctctgtagatgattcgag 

AAATCTCAAACTTACAAAAAGATATTATAAACATTCAAGACAGTTATTCGAACAACCGAGTCATG

CTCTGTTCCTATTGGTTGGTCTAACGGCATCTCTGTTAATACTTCCGTTAGTTTTGCCGCCGTTA
CCTCCGCCTCCGTTTATGCTGCTATTGGTTCCCATTGGGATTATGGTTTTACTCGTCGTTCTTGC  
CTTCATGCCTTCTTCTCATTCTAATGCTAATACAGATGTAACTTGCAATTTCATGTAAATCTGAA  
ATTTATTATATGATGAT

SEQ ID NO: 293, HMG promoter, variant
catgcggctaatgtagatgcÎcactgcgctagtagtaaggtactccagtacattatggaatatac

AAAACGGGACGACAAATAGTAATGGAAAAACAAAAAAAAACAAGGAAACACATGGCAATATAAAT  
ggägaäätcäcäägaggääcägäätccgggcäätacgctgcgääagtäctcgtäcgtäääääääa

آ٢حئ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢غذ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ1ححآ٢غحئ٢حئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢حئ٢آغححئ٢غحآححئ٢حححآحئ٢آئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حئ
1غ1آغآ٢ذ٢ئ٢حئ٢ححئ٢حآحئ1ح٢غحآئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حححئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢ئ٢ئ٢غئ٢آحئ٢آذ٢غئ٢ححآآحئ٢غئ٢حآآحآغئ
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lGŒ٢aGŒŒG٦Œ٢Œ٦a٦ŒkŒaŒTŒaaa٢Yl٢YŒk٢Yl٢YGŒG٢YG٢YG٢YkŒ

KGG٢veeGGeeeeGeGeG٢vek٢veGeGGGGeGGGG٢vG٢vkGeGGG٢vGeGHGGkGGeGk٢veGG٢vi
GH٦٢Vdk٢V٢VkGGkGG٢VGGGGGGeGGGGeee٦٢VGGH٢VlGeGGl٢VeGdk٢Vk٢VGeee
CTGACTTGGCTTGGCTCCTCTTCTTCTTATCCCTTGTCCTCGCAACCCCGCTTCCTTCTCTCCTC
TCCTCTTCTCTTCTCTTCTCTGGTGGTGTGGGTGTCTCCCTGTCTCCCCTCTCCTTCCTCCTCTC

 ٢حآآآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آئ٢ئ٢آئ٢آآحآئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢آحآئ٢ااااحاحغئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غائ٢آئ٢آئ٢ئ٢ئ٢ئ٢حآحاحآحاذ
غا٢آاحئ٢حآآآآآئ٢آئ٢آآغحئ٢غحئ٢حئ٢حئ٢ئ٢غحآآآئ٢حئ٢ئ٢حئ٢ئ٢ححآئ٢حئ٢آغححئ٢غحآئ٢ئ٢حئ٢آآئ٢حئ

٢آئ٢ححذ٢ئ٢آآئ٢آئ٢حئ٢آآغحائ٢ححائ
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